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The theme of the 37rh Annual Lonergan Workshop was "REVERSING
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DECLINE'IN A FRIENDLY UNII'ERSE.-
This passage in Bernard Lonergan's work inspired the theme:

Faith and progress have a common root in man's cognitional
and moral self-traDscendence. To promote either is to promote
the other indirectly. Faith places human efforts in a friendly
uniuerse; it reveals an ultimate significance in human
achievement; it strengthens new undertakings with con-fidence.
Most of all, faith has the power of undoing decline. (Bernard
Lotergan, Method in Theology , LL7 )

At this Lonergan Workshop the speakers took the theme with
exceptional seriousness.

One ofLonergan's greatest contributions was his emphatic affirmation
ofthe achievements brought about by the rise ofmodern science while
also exposing the counter-positions of the Enlightenment's construction
of a "cover-story" that was part of a strategy to overcome belief in
God as the author of the universe's intelligibility. Patrick H. Byrne
illuminates this aspect ofLonergan's thought. His paper, "Intelligibility
and Natural Science:Alienation or Friendship with the Universe?" is a
wonderful example.

The papers by Daoid CoghLan, and Charles T. Tackney u.se

perspectives from Lonergan's thought to elucidate concrete issues of
commerce and business. In "From Individual Insight to Collective
Action: Lonergan's Wheel as a Framework for Organizational
Learning," Coghlan shares his long experience of the dynamics that
improve the operations of organizations. With the beneflt of research
into the conduct of international - especially Japanese - corporations
and corporate law, Tackney's "John R. Commons, Heinrich Pesch,

and Bernard J. F. Lonergan: Three Seminal Thinkers on the Working
Rules of the Going Concern and the Illusion of Free Enterprise" uses
a German moral theologian and an Arnerican institutional economist
who was rather like Lonergan in many ways to demonsttate ad oculos
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that what Lonergan has meant by a free enterprise system based on
morality is not the same as what is generally understood by neoliberal
conceptions of "free enterprise."

By a happy coincidence, Francis M. McLaughlin's first paper for
a Lonergan Workshop is a study of that same genial institutional
economist, John R. Commons. Mclaughlin's paper, "John Rogers
Commons: Are His Insights Important in Teaching Modern Labor
Economics?" both complements and contextualizes the insights
offered by Tackney's and Coghlan's papers. Commons's analysis of the
recurrence schemes proper to both entrepreneurial and managerial
roles of CEOs, administrative staffs, and workers gives to students
of Lonergan's macroeconomic dynamics an insightful entr6e to the
institutiona.l dimensions of production and consumption.

Two professors from Evangelical Christian universities, Sleuez
Cone and R.J. Snell, note a deep affinity between their background
concerns and aspects of lonergan's thought. In transposing one of
the most unobtrusive yet pernicious of the seven capital sins into
the framework of Lonergan's thought, Snell's "Sloth Transposed"
deepens our understanding of the roots of the biases. Similarly, Cone's
paper, "Religious Conversion as Foundational for Reversing Decline,"
explains how Lonergan's at once capacious and radical notion of
religious conversion is indispensable for overcoming the objective surd
of structural evil flowing from individual, group, and general bias.

Michael E. McCarthy has spent decades coming to terms with the
political philosophical implications of the work of both Hannah
Arendt and Bernard Lonergan. From this background, "An Ethics of
Authenticity: Personal and Communal," aids us in understanding the
virtualities in Lonergaa's thought for rellaming the issues in Charles
Taylor's book, The Ethics of Authenticity. It provides an overarching
framework for the entire Workshop. Reenforcing McCarthy is'The
Human Person in Wojtyla and Lonergan" by Robin Koning (arr
Australian Jesuit who had just been a Lonergan Fellow). That Pope

John PauI II's personalism was grounded in Scheler's phenomenology
and in the mysticism ofJohn ofthe Cross has inspired many erroneously



to contrast his approach to the human person with Lonergan's. Koning
brings out the real affinities between the two thin-kers, while providing
a balanced account of their differences.

Donna Perry, who did her dissertation using Lonergan's thought in
BC's School of Nursing, presented a paper that brings many of the
ideas discussed more academically in our Workshop dowrr to earth.
"Beyond Negotiation: Combatants for Peace andAuthentic Subjectivity
in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict" reports on the work in which she
was involved with persons on both sides of this long-standing and
seemingly intractable conflict, since, as David Burrell said at an earlier
Workshop, "There are atrocities on both sides." This initiative explores
the concrete possibilities for reconciliation that may and actually do
emerge from interpersonal interaction and mutual self-mediation on
the part of both Israelis and Palestinians.

For those accustomed to the secular contrast between Edmund Burke's
stress on "loving the little platoon" and Jean-Jacques Rousseau's
emphasis on the General Will as linked to lza manit6, Paulette Kiddzr's
discussion ofMartha Nussbaum andLonergan in her paper, "Cosmopolis
and Cosmopolitanism," will suggest resources for solving the dilemma
of modern "universalism" versus postmodern "multiculturalism."
Crossing over into theology, Grant Kaplan's paper, "Widening the
Dialectic: Secularity ald Christianity in Conversation," takes up the
problematic of modernity insofar as it opposes the Christian beliefthat
(in words ofthe late Herbert McCabe)'God wants each kind ofcreature
to flourish in the way appropriate to it, and he wants his human
creatures not only to flourish in a human way but to share his own life
and happiness forever."l Can the secularist standpoint dojustice either
to the conversational nature of either human consciousness or to the
"mystery of love and awe'?

In "A, More Cosmopolitan Salvation:Aquinas, Formation for Beatitude,
and the Cross," Gilles Mongeau explores whether Aquinas's ideas
about the dynamics of Christian discipleship as the quest for human

l Herbert McCabe, OP, Tle Teothing of thz Catholic Church. A New Catechism of
Christian Doctrine (Lordon: Catholic Iluth Society, 1985), 5.



flourishing culminating in the redemptive law of the cross a "more
cosmopolitan" solution to the reversal of the longer cycle of decline than
is often supposed. In its insistence that humanism has to go beyond

itself, is more in harmony with the human "capacity to ask, to reflect, to
reach an answet that at once satisfies his intelligence and speaks to his
heart"'zthan the modern solutions to the problem of evil based on "laws
with teeth in them" or on "commetce as a replacement for war." William
E. Murnion considers "Faith and Reason in Aquhas" in terms of the
work of"the Latin Lonergan" during his teaching years at the Gregorian
University in Rome. Murnion takes up the sweep of Thomas's theology
of the drama of salvation in which faith sublates reason by completely
liberating theolog/s handmaiden, philosophy. Like Murnion, who spent
decades appropriating the ien6h and breadth ofAquinas's oeuure in the

spirit of Lonergan's "reaching up to the mind of Aquinas ," Jeremy Wilkins
has also been tracing in detail the parallel theologies of Lonergan arrd

Thomas Aquilas. fuainst this background, he launches his first foray
into the ongoing collaborative discussion of"Grace in the Third Stage of
Meaning: Apropos Lonergan's Four-Point Hypothesis."

Maurice Schepers, O.P, a Dominican friar who (after teaching for some

years at St Joseph's University in Philadelphia) has devoted most of
his life to teaching in seminaries in Zambia and Uganda, gave his first
Workshop paper. "The Structure of the Human Good: An Exercise in
Personal Appropriation (Reaching uP to the Mind of Lonergan)," a

meditative exegesis on the structure of the human good as an exercise

in both personal and comrnunal self-appropriation. Schepers regards
this exercise to be the indispensable preparation for elaborating a

theology of the church as a self-constituting reality (as sketched by
Lonergan in chapter 14 of Method in Theology).

The paper of Robert M. Doran, "Functional Specialties for a World

Theoiogy,"expands his recent reflections on the nature and task of
systematic theology into the plausible and exciting suggestion that
Lonergan's further transformation of lectio, dispositin, arl.d praedicatin

into the eight theological functional specialties offers a basis for the

collaboration of a world theology.

2 Bernard Lonergan, Insight,26l



Two papers discussed the work of two great Christian pioneers in
world theology. Christian Krokus's - "Louis Massignon's Secret of
History Read in the Light of Bernard Lonergan's Law of the Cross" -
recounts the core thesis of his doctoral dissertation that summarized
and analyzed Louis Massignon's life, thought, and work. Massignon,
who in virtue of his friendship with Paul VI, influenced Vatican II's
statements on non-Christian religions, was an extraordinary French
Catholic scholar who entered into an intimate relationship with Islam.
He authored the three-volume biography ofthe Sufi mystic, Al-Hallaj,
who intended to reenact Jesus's redemptive death. The second paper,
Iuo Coelho's'Retrieving Good Work: De Smet on Sankara," paid tribute
to the extraordinary achievement of Richard De Smet (1916-1997), a
Jesuit missionary and Indologist, whose papers Coelho (in a labor of
love) has edited and published in two volumes.3 Coelho sets forth the
contours of an interreligious dialogue with Hinduism that earned a
high degree of respect from learned Hindus who bestowed upon De
Smet the epithet, guru. The paper explains De Smet's insight into
parallels between Sankara's ideas and the metaphysics of person that
emerged in the Christian context of Christological debates.

Richard Grallo is a professor ofapplied psychology. His proposal of"Re-
framing Applied Psychology in Terms of Self-Transcendence: Selected
Challenges, Problems, and Prospects" was overwhelmingly convincing.
Through the years Richard has conducted regular afternoon Workshops

S Ivo Coelho, ed.., Bmhman and Person: Essolts by Richard De Sae, (Delhi: Motilal
BanarsidaBs, 2010); and Ivo Coelho, ed., Uzderetd.nd.ing Sd.nkara: Essays by Richard De
Sme, (Delhi: Motilsl Banarsidass, forthcoming.)

vll

A third paper related to world theology was "Identifying and Naming
Religious Consciousness in a Friendly Universe." In his first Workshop
paper following the completion of his doctoral dissertation on the
theology of grace in Lonergan and R ahne4 Matthew Pelillo draws upon
the work he did on Budtlhism under the direction of John Makransky
(BC Theology Department) to help his readers experience, understand,
identify, and name religious consciousness. This is a delicate task
because religious experience specifically involves only experience as

conscious rather than experience as known.



on "Lonergan and Psychology." We believe that he has never missed a
Boston Workshop; and in June 2010, he spoke at a Lonergan Workshop
for the flrst time.

Our gratitude to Regina Gilmartin Knox and Kerry Cronin for
their invaluable work on this volume.

Fred Lawrence
Boston College, 18 February 2012
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Lonergan Workshop
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INTELLIGIBILITY AND NATURAL
SCIENCE: ALIENATION OR

FRIENDSHIP WITH THE UNNTERSE?

Patrick H. Byrne
Department of Philosophy

Boston College
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts

Oro or BnnNaaD LoNERGAN's more poignant remarks h Method, in
Theology comes in the section where he broaches several unique ways
of posing the "Question of God":

Is moral enterprise consonant with this world?... is the universe
on our side, or are we just gamblers and, if gamblers, are we
not, perhaps fools, intlividually struggling for authenticity
and collectively endeavoring to snatch progress from the ever
mounting welter of decline? The questions arise and, clearly,
our attitudes and our resoluteness may be profountlly affected
by the answers. Does there or does there not necessarily exist
a transcendent, intelligent ground of the universe? Is that
ground or are we the primary instance of moral consciousness?
Are cosmogenesis, biological evolution, historical process
basically cognate to us as moral beings or are they indifferent
and so alien to ue?1

1 Bernard lonergan, Method in Theology \New York: Herder and Herder, 1972), 102-
103.

1

Lonergan's question is most pertinent to the theme of this year's
Lonergan Workshop: "Reversing Social and Cultural Decline 'in a
Frientlly Universe.'"The passage more than hints at a climate ofopinion
which holds that the natural world is an alien realm unfriendly to
human moral striving and ethical endeavor. This is a body ofopinions



2 Byrne

that arose out ofthe massive advances in the modern natural sciences
(e.g., "cosmogenesis, biological evolution") which regard the universe as

inhospitable to authentic human moral enterprise.
In this article I will propose that Lonergan's magnum opus,

Insight, can be read in large part as an extended reply to preci.sely

this problem. He repeatetlly draws the reader's attention to the "extra-
scientific opinions" that must be addressedin order to reach a worldview
that does justice both to the genuine achievements of science and the
fundamental realities of human existence. That is to say, it is not the
scientific methods or scientific results in or of themselves that lead to
despair about the worth of ethical authenticity. Rather, in Lonergan's
view it is their fellow travelers, the unexamined opinions about
what the sciences reveal, which lead to conclusions that undermine
confidence about moral endeavor.

In this article I will explore how Lonergan's unique and difEcult
treatment of the natural sciences leads to a quite dilferent conclusion -
namely, that the world of the natural sciences is intelligible and
meaningful. I will also explore further how his more extended account
of reality in general (being) - of which the reality of the world of the
natural sciences is but one part - leads him to the claim that the
totality of reality (being) is intrinsically and completely intelligible.
This conclusion sets the stage for his further argument that every
event is purposeful and valuable, and that human striving is not at all
in vain, but indeed a continuation ofa dynamic, intelligible order which
is the true and authentic implication of the modern natural science

Let me also take this occasion to honor my teacher and mentor in
Lonergan's thought, the late Rev. Joseph F. X. Flanagan, S.J. For years
he tutored me with the mantra, "Being is completely intelligible." I
spent many years pondering that mantra, and out of my meditations it
has now become clear to me that the most fundamental characteristic of
a complete intellectual conversion is the firm, virtually unconditioned
conviction that being is completely intelligible. Moreover, from this
conviction it follows that if the being is indeed completely intelligible,
then the natural universe has meaning and purpose with which human
ethical authenticity is entirely consonant, though surely not without
its periods of dark obscurity, deep doubts, and desperate travails.



Intelligibility and, Natural Science 3

I. WITY DOES INSIGHT BEGIN WITH SCIENCE?

Bernard Lonergan's Insight is a difficult and demanding philosophical
work. Among the greatest obstacles to any beginning rcader of Insiqht
is the way this book begins. The first five chapters engage in intensive
discussions of modern mathematics and empirical science and their
methods. Even before the end of the second chapter, Lonergan has
covered irrational surds, uncountable infinite magnitudes, Hilbert's
implicit definition, the invariance principles of relativity theory
differential equations and statistical methods. Why begin the book with
such difficult material? To put the question more sharply, if Lonergan
indeed intended to issue a upersonal invitation to know oneself,"2 then
why begin with five such formidable and daunting chapters? Why
begin with such "impersonal" material on the natural sciences that is
so unfamiliar to most readers?

Lonergan actually offers several explanations for beginning in this
fashion, but they are not all convincing, nor perhaps even compatible.
Elsewhere I have discussed those explanations and the difficulties they
face as adequate accounts for beginning w"ith these intense explorations
ofthe methods ofthe modern natural sciences.3

In my view, there is a deeper reason for the way that Lonergan
beglns Insight. I think that he hints at his deepest reason for what
he is up to in those first five chapters when he writes, "it has taken
modern science four centuries to make the discovery that the objects of
its inquiry need not be imaginable entities moving through imaginable
processes in an imaginable space-time" (15). That is to say, it is the
dramatic transformation of our notions of reality and the natural
universe by twentieth-century science that Lonergan regarded aB having
such great philosophical import. This means that a new and deeper
reexamination of the methods of science will lead to a transformation
in our vision of the natural world. T}:,e natural world will be revealed

2 Bernard Lonergan, Insight: A Stud.! of Human lLnderstd,nd,ing, vol. 3 of Collected
Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto:
Univer6ity of Toronto Press, 1992), 13; hereafter, page references lo Insight appear in
parentheses in the main text.

3 Patrick H. B5rme, "Looergan's Philosophy of the Natural ScieDces and Chrietian
Faith rn Insight ,' Goihg Beyond Eesentialiem: Bernard J E l,onergan, an Atypicdl Neo-
Scroloslic (Naples: Istituto Italiano per gli Studi Filo8offci lforthcoming]).
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as intelligible, open and dynamic, and not as a brute, unintelligible,
material, and systematically deterministic world contained vrithin the
limits ofa mechanistic imagination. Such, I would argue, is the deeper
intention behind Lonergan's placement and treatment of science at the
beginning oflzsigil.

II. PREVAILING OPINIONS ABOUT THE WORLD OF THE
NATURAL SCIENCES

Views contrary to Lonergan's aboundin modern and postmodern culture.
Indeed, some of the well-known and influential voices intertwine and
combine to create a completely opposite climate ofopinion. Consider the
following sample of but a few such voices. Famously, Bertrand Russell
begins his i{ Free Man's Worship" with Mephistopheles's cynical
retelling ofthe Creation Btory to Faustus. Russell then continues in hie
own words:

even more purposeless, more void of meaning, is the world
which Science presents for our belief. Amid such a world, if
an1'where, our ideals henceforward must find a home. That
man is the product ofcauses which had no prevision ofthe end
they were achieving; that his origin, his grovvth, his hopes and
fears, his loves and his beliefs, are but the outcome ofaccidental
collocations of atoms; that no fire, no heroism, no intensity of
thought and feeling, can preserve an individual life beyond the
grave; that all the labours of the ages, all the devotion, aII the
inspiration, all the noonday brightness of human genius, are
destined to extinction in the vast death of tl:e solar system, and
that the whole temple of Man's achievement must inevitably
be buried beneath the debris ofa universe in ruins - all these
things, if not quite beyond dispute, are yet so nearly certain,
that no philosophy which rejects them can hope to stand.a

Although later in the essay Russell himself endeavors to give his
own humanistic answer to this challenge, he completely accepts this
characterization of the universe as fundamentally indifferent, if not

4 Be.traad RusEell, Mrsricism a\d Lagic, and Otfut Eesoye (London: LongmanE,

Greea aDd Co., 1918),46.
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hostile, to human intellectual and ethical endeavors.
Again, biologist and Nobel prize recipient Jacques Monod has

written:

The ancient covenant is in pieces; rnan knows at last that he
is alone in the universe's unfeeling immensity, out ofwhich he
emerged only by chance. His destiny is nowhere spelled out,
nor is his duty. The kingdom above or the darkness below; it is
for him to choose.s

Or more recently still, Richard Dawkins writes:

I think "nature red in tooth and claw" sums up our modern
understanding of natural selection admirably.6

Clearly several influential twentieth-century authors did not regard
the natural universe as friendly to the works of the human spirit.
Many more voices could be added to this chorus.

Among the most prominent voices contributing to this prevailing
opinion about the indifference ofthe universe is that of Max Weber in
his very influentiai essay, "Science as a Vocation." Weber argues that
any true scientist, any one who has a genuine vocation to science

knows that what he has accomplished will be antiquated in ten,
twenf,y, fifty years. That is the fate to which science is subjected;
it is the very meaning of scientific work...Every scientific
"fulfillment" raises new "questions"; it osfts to be surpassed and
outdated. Whoever wishes to serve science must resign himself
to this fact... [to] engage in doing something that never comes,
and never can come, to an end.7

Notice that Weber does zo, claim that scientific methods produce
"cumulative and progressive results" as does Lonergan.s Rather,

5 Jacquee Monod, Chance and Necessity: An Essay on the Naturul Philosophy of
Modern Biology (New York, I{nopf, 1971).

6 Richard Dawkins, The Selfish Gene (New York: Oxford University Press, 30th
andversary ed., 2006), 2. The phrase "red in tooth in claw" appearB to have originated in
Alfred Lord Tennyson'a poefi,In Memorian A. H, H,

7 Mai Weber, 'science as a Vocation," lt From Mdt Weber: Essays in Sociology, ed.
Hane H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills (New York: Oxford University Pres6, 1946), 138.

8 Method in Theology, 4. Nor is Weber able to envision the possibility that progr.essiv€

o
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says Weber, science ruthlessly produces obsolescence. It is a process

which has no end - not only in the sense ofno end in time, but also no

culminating achievement which would endow the outmoded researches

as essential contributions to a worthwhiie outcome. Rather, relentless
scientific change is said to be part of a "process of intellectualization
which we have been undergoing for thousands of years," a process of
mastering the world by calculation, a process which "means that the
world is disenchanted."e For Weber, therefore, neither scientific work
nor the world that it brings to light have any inherent or ultimate end
or purpose. At best, scientists can only resign themselves to their fate
and heroically forge onward, like Nietzschean Obermcn sch en, realizing
that their work will have no lasting worth and accepting their fate
anylvay. Weber explicitly proclaims that science itself can offer no

answer to the question ofthe meaning ofscience, or the meaning ofthe
world as known by science, while at the same time offering his extra-
scientific account of what science reveals.

In Weber's view, therefore, it is precisely the modern sciences -
human sciences (Geisteswissenschaften) as well as natural sciences
(Naturwissenschaften) - thal strip the scales from our eyes and
confront us with the cold, harsh reality of a disenchanted universe
devoid of ultimate meaningfulness. This view of the science and the
worid implies that authentic moral agents - people endeavoring to
bring about good in the world - are indeedjust gamblers, because the
universe is a cold and purposeless place. In his view it would be foolish,
therefore, to believe that "the universe is on our side."

I would like to propose that the remarks of these various
twentieth-century thinkers share the assumption that the modern
natural sciences reveal the universe as completely and systematicaliy
governed by brute matter and brute force. As I will show, this view
stands in stark contrast to Lonergan's view, in which the universe
revealed by the methods ofmodern science is not material in this sense,

but is instead thoroughly intelligible.
Michael Buckley has carefully analyzed the complicated rise ofthe

results can come about through'the many, contradictory disparate.,.contributions to
the clarfication of some basic but polymorphic fact," as Lonergan aleo doeg (fnsiglrt,

412). But Lonergan catr do this because, unlike Weber, he has at hand an appropriate
diatectical method grounded in self-appropriation.
9 Weber, Sclence os o Vocation, 138-39,
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view ofthe universe as completely materialistic in his At the Origins of
Modern Atheism.Lo He shows how the scientiflc work of Bene Descartes
and Isaac Newton, despite their explicit intentions to the contrary,
were recast by their successors into a purely materialistic, systematic
worldyiew. Descartes's new model of scientific explanation was rooted
in his conception of corpuscles (i.e., little bodies) as "space filling'':

By "body," I understand all that is suitable for being bounded
by some shape, for being enclosed in some place, and thus for
filling up space so that it excludes every other body from that
space.1l

Descartes endeavored to derive his three laws of motion from this
concept, whereby one material body in motion will displace another
because, by deflnition, both cannot occupy the same place at the same
time. Unfortunately, Descartes formulated his laws in qualitative
and seemingly inconsistent fashions, which inevitably invited their
replacement.L2

Initially, Isaac Newton was greatly impressed by his reading of
Descartes's Prizciples of Philosophy and its corpuscularian worldview.
Eventually, however, he became critical of some of Descartes'
explanations (such as his account ofthe laws of motion and his theory
of the celestial vortices). Newton set forth an alternative approach,
although its dramatic differences from that of Descartes often escape
notice. As Buckley tells it, Newton replaced Descartes's concept of
matter with a new concept of force. Newton distinguished two basic
kinds of forces (with several subspecies): external or impressed forces,
and inertial mass as "an innate force, by which fmass] tends to resist
alien forces and to continue in its present state."Li In combination
these forces would both correct the problems in Descartes's approach
and also offer a unified explanation of both terrestrial and celestial
motions. Newton's alternative approach

10 Michael Btrckley, At thc Origins of Modem Atheisrn (New Haven, CT: Yale Uoiver-
sity Press, 1987).

11 Rene Descartes, Discourse on Method and Med,itations, trans. Donald A. CresB
(IndianapoliB, IN: Hackett Publighing Co., 1980), 62.

12 Stephen Gaukroger, Descartes: Al Intellectual Biogmphy (New York: Ot'ord
University Prese, 1995), 240-49.

13 orisins, 112.

7
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allows celestial and terrestial [sic.] phenomena not only to
be considered rnathematically, but to be resolved by a single
principle, a principle so pervasive as to mal<e mechanics
universal.la

But neither Descartes nor Nell'ton subscribed to the radically
materialistic worldview that has become pervasive in our contemporary
culture. That worldview was produced out of the interplay among
numerous thinkers through a complex process. Ttris process reached its
culmination according to Buckley in I* Systlme de la nature ou dzs loie
du mond.e physique e du monde moral of Baron Paul Henri d'Holbach.
As Buckley puts it:

The SystCmz came at the climax or crisis of [many discussions],
but it came as their synthesis, not their crea.tor It assimiiated
and traasposed the ideas of the most critical figures of the
decades that preceded it.

The major conjunction it made was between...Descartes and
Newton. Their union was effected through doctrines neither
of them would have accepted and through a project which
the masters themselves would have thought reprehensible
in its intention and impossible in its execution: a universal
materialism that would eradicate or replace the notion ofgod.l5

Three elements cornbined in this worldview: brute matter, brute force,
and universal system as the paradigm of scientific explanation. I say

brute matter because ofthe Cartesian ideal ofmechanical explanation.
Why does one body recoil from the impact of another as it does upon
impact? Because by deflnition two bodies cannot occupy the same

space at the same time. But this does not really answer the question
for intelligence. Among other things, it offers no basis for explaining
why the two bodies move with specific velocities and directions after
the impacts. (This was one of the drawbacks of Descartes's qualitative
formulation ofhis laws.) The appeal ofthis way ofexplaining changes in
motion, rather, is commonsensical and descriptive. We a1l have had the
bodily sensations of pushing and being pushed, and these experiential

74 oisins, 114
15 otigins, 260
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descriptions form the bases for our idea that, ofcourse, one body has to
give way to another. However, once twentieth-century physics revealed
that all macroscopic bodies contain far more empty space than particles,
the Cartesian explanation no longer makes sense. It is no longer the
case that one body recoils from another because they cannot occupy
what in fact is the largely empty space contained inside their surfaces.
Rather, they displace one another because surface electrons mutually
repel one another according to Coulomb's law of electrostatic force:

F=_kq,qzlr,

In fact brute matter explains nothing. Rather, it is Coulonb's law (what
Lonergan will call a classical correlation) that carries the explanatory
power for why macroscopic objects recoil upon impact.

Although Coulomb's force ]aw was not articulated until almost a
century after Ner+ton's Philosophia Naturalis Pincipia Mathematica,
Ne*'ton and his immediate followers did develop mathematical
formulations of different kinds of "alien" forces, such as the law of
gravitational force.

F=-Gmrmu/r2

Yet gravitational force proved vexing to Newton as well as to his
successors. Its mathematical formulation implied that it was an"action-
at-a-distance" force. That is to say, two (or more) massive objects attract
one another inslantaneously without any conceivable mechanism that
communicates that force across vast distances. Nevlton himself as well
as others made various attempts to 'explain" the formula ofgravitation
force by means of showers of particles or subtle ethers, to no avail.
When Newton pronounced his fam o,us Hypotheses non fingo ("I make to
hypotheses."), he meant specifically that he could offer no mechanism
of a Cartesian materialistic kind that could explain the mathematical
formula of gravitational force.

Hence, neither gravitational force, Coulomb's electrostatic force,
nor the other forces used during the reign of Newtonian science are
self-explanatory although descriptively they can seem to be so. One
might legitimately ask, "Why do they have this form and not some
other?" about any of the correlations that formulate natural laws of
force. Such questions point to the fact that unless accompanied with
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ulterior explanations, forces are just brute facts and not intelligible
in themselves. This seemed to escape d'Holbach and those who found
his Srsrame not only convincing, but more importantly self-explanatory
and comprehensively explanatory of everything else.

Lastly, as Buckley argues, the world of d'Holbach is not only
governed bybrutematter and brute force butis also closed. No event falls
outside its universal, comprehensive system. In opposition, Lonergan
offers a powerful argument sho\,\ring that classical correlations (the

scientifi.c 'Iaws" of force and otherwise) are just as compatible urith
a non-system as with a system and thus undercuts one of the major
tenets of the materialistic worldview.

Hence, although many modern and contemporary thinkers came

to share this view of science and the natural world, Lonergan does

not. He points out that it is not science, but rather "extra-scientific
opinions" that produce such a view:

There are precise marurers in which common sense can be

expected to go wrong; there are definite issues on which science
is prone to issue extra-scientific opinions; aIld the reorientatiol
demanded and effected by the self-knowledge of the subject
is a steadily exerted pressure against the common norlsense
that tries to pass for common sense and against the uncritical
philosophy that pretends to be a scientific conclusion. (424)16

Implicitly Lonergan undertakes a reply to the worldview that stretches
from d'Holbach through more contemporary thinkers such as Russell,
Weber, and Dawkins. He does so by means of his "intentionality
analysis" ofmodern scientific methods and their results. He undermines
the extra-scientific assumption that the natural world is a cold,
purposeless realm systematically dominated by brute matter and brute
force. Against the pervasive extra-scientific opinions that the universe
is merely a material system without ultimate meaning and purpose,

Lonergan argues to the contrary that the natural universe (as known
through the methodical research of modern science) is ultimately
intelligible - ultimately meaningful.l? He uses his analysis of scientific

16 weber himself erplicitly acknowledges that his own answers to these questions are
extra-scientific, although this is seldom acknowledged by others.

\7 7n lhsiEht Lonetgan equates intelligibility and meaningfulnees - e.g.,'insight into
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methods as the first step in his argument. His countercultural analysis
of science is therefore a decisive flrct etep ir Insight.

When viewed in this light, Lonergan's analysis ofscie\cein lnsight
parallels Kant's endeavor to "mal<e room" for faith and morals.18 There
is an important difference, however. Kant assumed that the rise of
Newtonian science implied a materialist, deterministic, and systematic
universe. Kant recognizedvery clearly that such a universe undermined
the reasonableness of morals and faith and human dignity.l'gThus his
critique of pure reason was intended to isolate the results of modern
science in the merely phenomenal realm, so that they would not
imperil the noumenal realm of morals, digrrity, and faith. While Kant's
achievements were impressive in many ways, it must be acknowledged
that this aspect ofhis project failed miserably. Subsequent generations
accepted Kaat's account of science and the phenomenal realm as the
account of the whole of knowledge and the whole of reality, leaving
behind his more problematic discussions of the noumenal realm and
its implications for faith and morals. Weber represents just one of the
progeny of Kant's failed attempt.

Lonergan on the other hand rejected Kant's assumptions about
the universe because even more fundamentally he first rejected Kant's
analysis of science and human reason. Therefore, let us now turn
to Lonergan's analysis of the methods of modern science and to the
implications that he drew regarding the meaningfulness ofthe natural
universe.

insight includes the apprehension of the meaning of meaDing" (5) and the anticipation
ofunconditioned intelligibility by the rotion ofbeing is "the core of meardag" (381). After
IDsiSt r, of course, Lonergan recognized the need to expand his analysis of meaning.
While not renouDciDg the centrality ofintelligibility to meaningfulnees, he expanded the
horizolr io a way that includes but goes beyond the conBtrual ofmeaning etrictly in term6
of intelligibility Clearly much more needs to be said on this topic.

18 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reoson, trans. Norman Kernp Smith (New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1965), 28-29 fBxxviiiBrcxl.

19 See Su6an Shell, ?re Rightl of Redjon: A Stud! of Xatlt € Philo,ophy and. Politics
(Toronto: University ofToronto Pres8, 1980).
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III. INQUIRYI THE DYNAMISM OF SCIENTIFIC METHODS
AND HUMAN KNOWING

Lonergan's method of intentionality analysis and self-appropriation
reveals somethilg more primordial than the extra-scientific opinions
about natural science. Lonergan achieved a rernarkable, critical
retrieval of the intentional and conscious acti\rities that are the
dynamic, g€nerative sources of all natural scienti.fic knowledge. He
was thereby able to show that the natural sciences themselves imply
an open, dynamic, and intelligible universe. For Lonergan, the natural
processes of the universe are both intelligible and random; there are
both "natural laws' as well as emergent novelty and genuine human
freedom. In what fo11ows, I show how Lonergan draws attention to these
more fundamental sources in modern science, and how he worked out
their implications for an understanding of the natural universe that
provides a proper home for authentic human endeavors.

Lonergan says that his analysis of scientific methods reveals that
their ground is "the dynamic structure immanent and recurrently
operative in human cognitional activit/ (16). "Dynamic" here is clearly
meant to be contrasted with "static," and what Lonergan has in mind is
the static, classicist notion ofscience as rooted in deductive logic.'0 Ever
since Aristotle's seminal reflections on science in his Azolylics, it has
been almost universally assumed that deductive logic forms the basic
core of all scientific knowledge and method. But the methods of logic
are quite static. Logic has to operate with concepts and propositions
(premises) as already fixed and given. While logic can draw new
conclusions from these premises, the range of possible new conclusions
is quite limited.'l Rigorous adherence to the operations of logic cannot
yield new premises or concepts.

Lonergan departed from this widely shared assumption
about science. Logic itself plays a part, but only a part, in the much
larger enterprise of modern science. Scientific inquiry is both more
fundamental and more profound than logic. While logical operations,
along with the other operations of observation and of the formulation

20 See, for example, Bemard Lonergan,A Second Collection, ed.)'lilliam F, Ryan, S.J.

and BerDaid J. Tyrell, S.J. (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1974), 50.

21 See Patrick H. Byae, Analysis and Science in Atistotle (Llbany: State University
of New York Pregs, 199?), 143.
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of hypotheses, laws, and theories, all have important roles in modern
scientific methods, much more fundamental than any of these is
inquiry questioning, wonder. The most basic thing that scientists do
is to inquire. According to Lonergan, "There is, then, common to all
[people] , the uery spirit of inquiry that constitutes the scientific attitudz"
(197, emphasis added). Moreover, inquiry is not just one part or one

operation among others within the methods of science. Inquiry itself
constitutes and structures the relationships among all of the other
operations of scientific practice. Inquiry not only leads scientists to
make observations in order to answer questions; inquiry also turns
new observations into sources of more questions and novel discoveries.
Indeed, all of the procedures of scientific methods are underpinned by
and in the service ofthe objectives determined by scientific inquiry As
Lonergan puts it:

Just as inquiry into the data of sense yields insights that are
formulated in classical and statistical laws, so inversely, the
laws provide premises and rules for the guidance of human
activity upon sensible objects. Such activity, in its turn, brings
about sensible change to bring to light fresh data, raise new
questions, stimulate further insights, and so generate the
revision or confirmation of existing laws and in due course the
tliscovery of new laws. (97-98)

These further questions stimulate a self-correcting, cyclical process

that heads toward verified scientific knowledge in the fullest sense.
In light of this more fundamental characterization of scientific

method in terms ofthe dynamism of inquiry, logic is seen as no longer
basic. Logic is recognized instead as an aide to the grander project
of science. Logic serves to compare and contrast with one another
the formulations of insights - whether these be formulations of
observations or formulations of potentially explanatory hypotheses.
Once logic detects incoherencies among formulations, it hands the
direction of the scientific enterprise back to the further questions it
provokes, as self-correcting inquiry heads toward revision, rejection, or
eventual confirmation ofinsights into the data of sense.

By focusing our attention on the fundamental role played by
inquiry Lonergan also reveals that the intentionality of scientific
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inquiry is toward intelligibiiity. That is to say, the tension of inquiry
into the data of sense is olu,oys a purely intellectual tension that finds
its proper release and fulfiIlment in this or that insight. Insights in turn
are always cogrritional acts that grasp intelligibility: "By intelligibility
is meant the content ofa direct insight" (44). Hence, scientific inquiry
always seeks insights into the possible intelligibilities that pertain to
scientific data.

Yet scientific inquiry does not rest content with merely possible,

hypothetical intelligibilities. Scientiflc inquiry also heads beyond the
grasp of the merely h)?othetical toward judgments about the actual
intelligibilities that are true of the natural world. Spontaneously,
therefore, scientists act as though the world is intelligible and that they
are reasonable in their efforts to discover and verifu such intelligibility.
As Albert Einstein once said, "The most incomprehensible thing about
the universe is that it is comprehensible."22 Lonergan's analysis of
the inquisitive dynamism of science reveals that this commitment to
the intelligibility ofthe natural world is deeply embedded in the vety
methods of science.

tV. SCIENTIFIC EXPI,ANATION VERSUS
COMMONSENSE DESCRIPTION

As Lonergan argues later in Insight, the commitment to the intrinsic
intelligibility of the world is not unique to modern scientific methods.
This tacit commitment to intelligibility is to be found in all modes of
human knowing - practical and interpersonal ("dramatic") modes of
commonsense knowing, as well as in the realms of scholarly, historical,
artistic, philosophical, religious, and theological knowing. The self-

correcting process of inquiry, insight, and judgment runs throughout
all of these domains. The spirit of inquiry - the pure, unrestricted
desire to know - is the "supreme heuristic notion" (380) that underpins
all forms of human knowing. This means therefore that even though
dynamic inquiry in search of intelligibility is foundational to modern
science, this alone does not make science be science' Rather, according

22 An exact citation is difficBlt to flnd but see 'The etemal mystery of the world is

its comprehensibility...The fact that it i8 comprehensible is a miracle." Albert Einstein'

"Physics and Reality," in ldeos and Opiniors (New York: Dell Publishing, 1954), 285
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to Lonergan what is distinctive about modern science are the kinds of
intelligibility that it intends and seeks methodically.

In order to identify the kinds of intelligibility that distinguish
scientific from other kinds of knowing, therefore, Lonergan invokes
a distinction between what he ca1ls explalation and description. Of
course this pair of terms has been used in various ways by many
different philosophers - Edmund Husserl for example23 - so it is
important to understand accurately Lonergan's own unique way of
drawing this distinction. As he puts it, "Description deals with things
related to us. Explanation deals with things related to one aaother"
(318).'{ This simple formula certainly calls for fuller explication.

First, then, Lonergan expands his formula as follows:

Both ordinary description and empirical science reach their
conclusions through the self-correcting process of learning.
Still they reach very different conclusions because, though they
use essentially the same process, they operate with different
standards and criteria. What is a further, pertinent question
for empirical science is not necessarily a further, pertinent
question for ordinary descdption... Because he aims at ultimate
explanation, the scientist has to keep asking'Why?', until
ultimate explanation is reached. Because the layman aims at
knowing things as related to us, as entering into the domain
of human concerns, his questioning ceases as soon as further
inquiry would lead to no immediate, appreciable difference in
the daily life of lhumans]. (320)

Lonergan regards descriptions as amongthe tools, so to speak, employed
by common sense in its pursuit of meeting ordinary human needs,
interests, and concerns. Thus in his view, the range of relations that
things can have to ordinary human interests is considerably narrower

23 See, fo. example, Edmund Husserl, ?/re Crisis of European Sciences and.
Tlanscendcntal Phenomenology, trans. Da\rid Carr (Evanston, ILi Northwestefir
University Press, 1970), 964.

24 Here Lonergan is deliberately transposing into a contemporary context Aristotle,s
famous distiDctioD between what is "more intelligible than' kao rimoteron) accordinl lo
us, versus what is rnore intelligible by nature. See, for example, Posterior Analytice 1.2
72a1-5; see al9o Physics I.1 184a17-25.
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than the vast, all-encompassing range of relations that things have
with all other things.'z5

Second, the differences in further pertinent questions lead to
sigrrificant qualitative differences in the kinds of intelligibilities that
are sought after. Explanation leads into a "comprehensive, universal,
invariant, non-imaginable domain," whereas description "remains
within the familiar world of common sense" (202) and is concerned
with the "particular, relative, imaginable domain" (319).

Third, even though descriptive inquiry is more limited than
explanatory inquiry, Lonergan does not believe explanation is somehow
more important than description. He is opposed to the reduction ofthe
rich concreteness ofhuman experience and the multifaceted wisdom of
the many cultural varieties of common sense into the cold categories

of mechanistic explanations. He insists rather that the "rational choice

is not between science and common sense; it is a choice ofboth" (203).

The explanatory and descriptive modes need and complement one

another (202-203 ,316-24).It was the mistake of Renaissance science,

says Lonergan, to devalue the descriptive wisdom of tradition and
common sense. That devaluation was the result oftoo heary a reliance
on the superficial distinction between primary and secondary qualities
introduced by Galileo (319; see also 107-108).

Fourth, while Lonergan emphatically intends to preserve all the
richness and nuances ofhuman experience and ordinary commonsense

descriptive knowing, he also obsewes that, "since we are things, the
descriptive relations lof things to us] must be identical with some of
the explanatory relations [ofthings to one another]" (419; see a-Iso 515-
20, 529). What he means is that every descriptive understanding of
how things are related to this or that human being will be transformed
and enriched by being incorporated into a more comprehensive
context. That is to say, common sense inevitably takes an individuai
or a particular group of human beings as the ultimate focal point of
descriptive relationships. But this cannot be the whole story Each
person and human group is itselfalways and intrinsically related to all
other people and indeed to all other non-human objects - and not only
in the present state of the universe but throughout the whole of time.
As Lonergan observes:

25 See ltueight,52g
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There is, then, a subtle ambiguity in the apparently evident
statement that common sense relates things to us. For who are
we? Do we not change? Is not tle acquisition of common sense
itself a change in us? (204)

Who are we indeed? In large part, Lonergan's answer is that we are
actors and participants in the drama of history - the grand history of
the human race, and the even grander cosmic drama ofthe unfolding of
the whole universe within which human history is situated. Thus our
advance in explanatory understanding eventually

reveals to man a universe ofbeing in which he is but an item,
and a universal order, in which his desires and fears, his delight
and anguish, are but infinitesimal components in the history of
mankind. It invites man to become intelligent and reasonable
not only in his knowing but also in his living, to guide his
actions by referring them not as an animal to a habitat, but as

an intelligent being to the intelligible context of some universal
order that is or is to be.'6 (498)

Descriptive knowing, then, is expanded and enriched by explanatory
knowing - at least in Lonergan's senses of those terms. Indeed, this
enrichment ofdescriptive and commonsense knowing confronts us with
a significant challenge to self-understanding and responsible action.
This is no less true for scientists themselves than it is ofordinary people
who operate in the realms of commonsense descriptive knowledge.

But what does Lonergan mean by "some universal order"? And,
how does it relate to the question of the ultimate meaningfulness of
"cosmogenesis, biological evolution, historical process," and the struggle
to guide our actions intelligently and to live a morally authentic
life? Lonergan answers these further questions by identifuing basic
differentiations of explanatory knowing into the basic heuristic
structures of scientific method.

26 with due apologies for the gender non-inclusiveEeBs ofthis citation
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V. MODERN NAII,RAL SCIENCE: THREE
HEI]RISTIC METHODS

Lonergan identified still further differentiations within scientific
explanatory knowing itself. While acknowledging the many varieties
and great differences among all ofthe specialized methods employed in
different branches ofscience, he identified three basic kinds ofheuristic2T
methods which become specialized in various ways. According to him,
all natural scienceg now employ classical and statistical heuristic
methods. In addition, the biological sciences also employ a third kind of
heuristicmethod-ageneticmethod,whichseeks correctunderstanding
of development (embryological development, for example).28

Lonergan dubbed the first kind of scientific method "classical
heuristic method" (60-70). It is a structured seeking of insights into
the intelligible correlations among events and things. In physics,

these correlations are expressed in equations that relate variables
to one another. In chemistry the periotlic table provides a point of
departure for investigating molecular reactions and correlations. In
biology, comparative methods seek to understand both correlations
among parts of organisms and among parts of different organisms. In
biochemistry, scientists seek to understand how disparate chemical
reactions are related to one another in complex sequences to form the
basic constituents of organic functioning.

These classical correlations play so fundamental a role in modern
science that we emphasize their role by use of a metaphor - the "laws"
of science. For example, in physics we speak of Nell'ton's "law" of
gravitation and the "laws" ofconservation ofenergy and momentum. In

27 Becaose of the fundamertal role that inquiry playB in directiDg scientiffc
itrvestigation, he argued that all scientific methods aie "heuristic." By this he meant that
inquirieB anticipate differenttypeB ofinsight8, and that scientists use these anticipationB
methodicalty to guide them as they seek answers.

28 Of cou"se, \n Insight l,otergan atso ideDtifled a fourth, dialectical explaDatory
method (see 268-69, 412-14), ae well as the "integral heuristic structure" that along with
its 'uDiversal viewpoint" integtates all four explanatory methode. Still later iD Insigh,
he proposes a "theologically transformed universal viewpoint" that broadens out into
theological method. These latter methods were later reviBed and reflned in terms ofthe
eight functional speci alti..€ of Method' in Theology. However, for present purposes, I muBt

limit myself simply to what Lonergan has to 6ay about the three heuristic methodB ofthe
empirical natural science8 and the roles they play in the project oflnsig,hr.
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chemistry, there are similar correlations, such as the "law" ofbalancing
oxidation and reduction states in chemical reactions, and in biology,
Darwin regarded a8 his supreme achievement that his "law" of natural
selection explained the "two great laws - Unity ofType, and Conditions
of Existence."'?e

This phrase "laws of science" signals the prominence of this type
of investigation in modern science (although it also carries certain
misleading implications that have been drawn from this juridical
metaphor). Hence classical heuristic methods seek to discover to what
extent the natural universe is constituted by the intelligibility of
classical correlations (or "laws").

During the nineteenth century scientists began to develop the
second kind of scientific method, statistical method, to investigate the
intrinsically non-systematic and random dimensions of nature (70-

89).30 Statistical methods seek to understand populations ofevents and
things. Statistical methods are heuristic because they, too, anticipate
and methodically pursue a kind of intelligibility that is characteristic
ofpopulations. The operations of counting lie at the heart of statistical
method - counting events and things in populations in order to
determine their actual relative frequezcies of occurrence.

However, statistical methods do not rest content with determining
mere actual frequencies. Actual frequencies are transient arrd
ephemeral, because actual populations are subject to non-systematic
and random fluctuations in their memberships. Hence, statistical
methods seek to go beyond the mere determination of actual
frequencies. They use various theoretical and practical techniques (e.g.,

theories and practices of "sarnpling") in order to arrive at hypotheses
about a type of intelligibility quite distinct from classical correlations.
This distinct type of intelligibility is that of ideal relatiue frequencies
(called probabililies). The actual relative frequencies of events wiil
fluctuate non-systematically and randomly around the ideal relative
frequencies (probabilities). Populations can thereby be characterized
by their "schedules of probabilities" as Lonergan puts it - that is, the

29 Charles Darwin, ?ie Origin of Species (New York: Penguin Books, 1982), 233.
30 Mathematical treatments of plobability and statistics certainly predate the

nineteenth century. However, it was not uitil the nineteenth century that applications oI
statisticsl methods to oatural pheDomela reached a high level of Bophisticatio[.
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lists of probabilities in association with different categories of events
that occur in various populations. These probabilities form the norms,
from which the actual frequencies in populations fluctuate only non-
systematically. In spite of these transient fluctuations, populations
retain the unchanging norms of intelligibility in the form of their lists
of probabilities.

The third type of heuristic scientific method is what Lonergan
referred to as genetic method (476-507). Genetic method seeks insights
into and judgments that verify hypotheses about yet a third, distinctive
type of intelligibility. This third tpe is the unified intelligibiiity
characteristic of development in the proper sense. Like statistical
method, genetic method also began to emerge in the nileteenth century
Historian of biology William Coleman argues that biology established
itself as a distinct modern science only in the nineteenth century He
emphasizes the important role that investigations of developmental
and embryological phenomena in plants and animals played in
this rise of modern biology.sL As Coleman puts it, the phenomena of
embryological development could not be adequately comprehended by
means of mechanistic explanations alone. Thus, it was necessary to
forge a distinct type ofmethod (genetic method) with its own heuristic
anticipation of a tlistinct type of intelligibility (development). While
genetic method was initially applied almost exclusively to embryological
development, its applications were eventually extended to other fields,
most notably in the tr entieth century to developmental psychology in
the pioneering work of Jean Piaget.

Coleman and Lonergan both observe that genetic method
had an especially difficult time breaking loose of certain kinds of
descriptive modes of thinking. Gradually, however, the descriptive,
anthropomorphic projections of vitalism were abandoned in favor of
more explanatory modes. Lonergan articulates this explanatory mode
in a highly technical deflnition of the heuristic notion of development.
In understanding the development of anything, Lonergan argues,

the scientist seeks to understand the intelligibility of its 'flexible,
linked sequence of dynamic and increasingly differentiated higher
integrations that meet the tension of successively transformed

31 William Coleman, Biotogy in the Nineteenth Century: Problems of Fofin, Fu\ctio\,
dnd Tlansfomlatian (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 1-3,9,35-56.
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underlying manifolds through successive applications of the principles
of correspondence and emergence" (479).

Although this technical deflnition is complex, its centerpiece is the
term "sequence." In the explanatory sense, a development is notjust a
single event but rather an intelligibly integrated sequence of events.
More precisely, it is an intelligibly integtated sequence of stages of
events. Stages differ from one another by the differences in the patterns
among the many events occurring within each stage. Hence, the stages
are notjust static; they are "higher integrations" ofrecurring processes
of events. Moreover, those stages (higher integrations) are self-
modifying. As they function, they also modify their own cellular and
biochemical constituents. Eventually this self-modifi cation reaches an
extreme where the higher integration can no longer function as it has
been and that particular stage must come to an end. What is truly
distinctive and remarkable about a developmental sequence, however,
is that this self-modification ofone stage sets the conditions both for its
own demise, and simultaneously for the emergence of its replacement
by a more differentiated successor stage. Genetic method anticipates
insights and judgments about not ofjust this or that stage, but rather
of the entire segzence of intenelated stages. Genetic method therefore
seeks the explanatory intelligibility of an interconnected sequence of
successor and predecessor stages.

In summary, then, Lonergan identified three broad but distinct
types of heuristic methods in modern empirical sciences - the
classical, statistical, and genetic rnethods. In turn, these three methods
correspond to three distinct types of intelligibilities that the sciences
anticipate to be constitutive of the natural universe - correlations,
probabilities, and developments, respectively.

After offering his analyses ofthese very broad methodologies, Lonergan
next considered how they connect with and complement one another
First, he observed the "creative and constructive" role played by a
subtle but important set of additional insights. These insights find
ingenious ways to combine classical correlations and laws by selecting

VI. SCIENTIFIC METHODS COMBINED
AND THEIR WORLDVIEW



from among them, particularizing their parameters, and matching
them with sets of initial conditions. These creative combinations
of classical correlations yield new kinds of intelligibilities - which
Lonergan called "systematic processes" and "schemes of recurrence"
(70-77,14L-45). Such intelligible combinations may yield no more than
merely speculative possibilities, or they may reveal intelligibilities that
truIy explain complex natural processes. As it happens, of course, some

systematic and recurrent processes do abound throughout our planet
and the entire universe.

Nevertheless, these systematic processes and schemes of recurrence
share the inherent indeterminacy of the classical laws that they bring
together. As Lonergan observes, "each scheme presupposes materials in
a suitable consteliation that the scheme did not bring about, and each
survives only as long as extraneous factors do not intervene" (110). This
is one ofthe mostimportant and original findings in Lonergan's analysis
of the methods of modern science. While d'Holbach and his followers
subscribe to the opinion that the laws of science completely determine
the course of events in a systematic fashion, Lonergan realized that
classical correlations are in fact inherently under-determined (113).

The very same sets of correlations can manifest themselves in very
different and indeed incompatible ways under different conditions.
Applying Newton's laws to just two celestial bodies, for example, can
yield orbital paths that are hyperbolic, parabolic, elliptical, or circular,
depending upon their relative energies, momenta, and positions.
Likewise, the iaws of relationships among chemical elements lead to
very different kinds ofchemical reactions, depending upon the different
conditions of temperature, concentration, pH leveI, and so on. This
under-determination of classical laws themselves is likewise passed
along to their constructive combinations into systematic proces8es

and schemes of recurrence, for both the laws and their combinations
depend upon conditions that are completely extraneous.

This under-determination of the schemes makes possible a still
more complex combination of classical correlations. Since schemes

of recurrence depend upon extraneous conditions, it is possible that
certain kinds of earlier schemes can be the conditions for other kinds
of later schemes. For example, the radiation schemes of our sun
supply conditions for the schemes of plant cell life on the earth. This

22 Byme
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conditioning process can be repeated indefinitely to form a "conditioned
series of schemes of recurrence.' Once the most elementary systems
and schemes emerge, they themselves can form the conditions for
other, more complex, schemes of recurrence. These in turn can become
the conditions for still later schemes. Just as solar schemes condition
plant-life schemes, so also plant schemes condition the schemes of
herbivorous animal life. Herbivorous animal lives are conditioned by
supplies ofoxygen, and they produce carbon dioxide. But the very same
conditioned plant-life schemes also condition schemes transforming
carbon dioxide back into oxygen. The numerous examples of these
mutually conditioning schemes of recurrence constitute the complex
intelligibilities characteristic of most ofthe natural world.

Lonergan went on to point out a most important way in which
these complex combinations of classical correlations can be further
combined with statistical intelligibilities. "In other words, classical laws
tell what would happen if conditions were fulfilled; statistical laws tell
how often conditions are fuIfilled" (131; 109-21). Statistical methods
reveal the inherently non-systematic manner in which such conditions
are fu1fi1led. Bl:t they also reueal the ideal frequencies or probabilities
that intelligibly govern the conditions for the emergence and extinction
of schemes of recurrence. Lonergan focused attention on these
probabilistic, inherently uncontrollable, non-systematic dimensions
of science and the natural universe. But unlike the extra-scientific
opinions that regard these dimensions devoid of meaningfulness,
Lonergan showed that combined scientific researches reveal these
dimensions to be intelligible through and through. It is the expectation
of simplistic, material, and systematic explanations that has led to
the premature extra-scientific opinions about meaninglessness and
inhospitality toward the noblest human aspirations.

Lonergan went on to argue that"the combination ofthe conditioned
series of schemes with their respective probabilities of emergence and
survival" yields the worldview that he called "emergent probability"
(145). As he puts it, "Emergent probability is the successive realization
in accord with successive schedules ofprobability ofa conditioned series
ofschemes of recurrence' (148-49). This worldview is called "emergent"
because schemes or systems of increasing complexity emerge, begin to
function, and surwive as long as their requisite conditions are in place.
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Emergence is characterized by probability, because the conditions for
the schemes come together non-systematically and relatively randomly,
but nevertheless do so in compliance with ideal frequencies. In adtlition,
the worldview is called "emergent probability" because the emergence
of lower and simpler schemes actually increases the probabilities for
the emergence of subsequent, more complex schemes.32 Finally, once

conditioned series of schemes emerge, their continued survival is still
conditioned by extraneous conditions that are fulfilled not necessarily
but only in conformity with probabilities of survival.

Later on, Lonergan observed that this notion of emergent
probability is transformed into a "generalized emergent probability"
once genetic heuristic method is added to classical and statistical
methods (487, emphasis added). That is to say, just as primitive
schemes of recurrence form conditions for the emergence of more
sophisticated schemes of recurrence, so also primitive developments
form the conditions for the emergence, survival, and maturation of
more sophisticated developments. For example, developing insects
provide nourishment for developing birds, and again, primitive species

of developing insects evolve into more sophisticated species. More
generally, the natural history ofbiological evolution is overwhelmingly
a matter of earlier developing organisms setting the conditions for the
emergence and survival of later developing organisms.

Yet as is the case with emergent probability, so also the distribution
of developing organisms that condition other developing organisms
is only statistical. Hence, the emergence and survival of developing
beings - of generalized emergent probability - remains ultimately
a matter of actual frequencies of conditions for developments that
fluctuate around ideal frequencies (probabilities).

From his analyses ofthe methods ofthe modern empirical sciences

and from their implications, Lonergan concluded that the scientific
universe would be a "world process in which the order or design is
constituted by emergent probabilit/ (125; see also 139). That is to say,

the universe intended by the possible ways of combining the results of
the three general, heuristic methods of the modern empirical sciences

is a universe with a very intricate but nonetheless very intelligible
order immanent in its processes. The universe has "an upwardly bul

32 The ar8ument for thie claim ia beyond the limits this article. See Insight,143'51
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indeterminately directed dynamism" (659, emphasis added; also 497).
It is "an incomplete universe heading toward fuller being," but in an
indeterminate fashion (471). Nevertheless, even though the direction
of the universe is indeterminate, the manner in which that direction
unfolds is truly intelligible. The intelligible order of generalized
emergent probability does not imply a determinate plan; there is no
predetermined future somehow pulling the universe into increased
complexity. Nevertheless, intelligibility does permeate the order of the
evolving universe. As Lonergan explains,

The increasingly systematic character of world process can be

assured. No matter how slight the probability ofthe realization
of the most developed and most conditioned schemes, the emer-
gence of those schemes can be assured...For actual frequencies
do not diverge systematically from probabilities. (149)

The precise places and times of the emergent schemes are of course
radically under-determined. Nevertheless, even under-determined
contingent emergences occur with an intelligible inevitably in accord
with the intelligibility of generalized emergent probability.

As people living with the inheritance of modern science, we
are challenged to take seriously what modern science has to say
about our natural world. Generalized emergent probability is what
Lonergan meant by 'the intelligible context of some universal order"
(498). Generalized emergent probability is Lonergan's version of
cosmogenesis. Generalized emergent probability is the intelligibility
of the natural world within which we human beings are invited to
become intelligent and reasonable not only in our knowing but also in
our living (498). As Lonergan argues, to take modern science and its
account ofthe evolving universe with complete seriousness means that
we must take our actions to be not merely those of animals in habitats
but rather as those ofintelligent beings participating in the intelligible
context of this intelligible universe.

Thus human moral endeavor is not alien to a universe so conceived.
Everything originated by human intelligence, valuation, and free,
responsible choice is itself a conditioned emergence and development.
Our insights emerge only when the sensible or imaginative conditions
are assembled. Such conditions are assembled only when our
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neurophysiologies are sufficiently developed and have the proper
nourishment, rest, and stimuli. In other words, the emergence of our
insights is part and parcel of the intelligible pattern of generalized
emergent probability. So too are our ethical activities. While our free
and responsible choices are radically up to us, nevertheless we can

only actualize our choices to make our insights effective when the prior
conditions and developments have set the proper conditions for the
emergence of our actions. Again, when we do act with attentiveness,
intelligence, reasonableness, responsibility, and love, we set conditions
for further emergences and developments. Human endeavors to make
valuable intelligibilities real, therefore, are not alien from cosmogensis
or biological evolution, rightly understood. Rather, human ethical
endeavor is a natural continuation and even an acceleration of
generalized emergent probabl.lity.33

By his analyses ofthe methods ofscience, therefore, Lonergan goes

a long way toward answering his own questions. The natural world as

intended by modern natural scientific methods is not the cold, heatless
disenchanted world envisioned by d'Holbach, Weber, Dawkins, and
many others. Thot disenchanted world is not the product of modern
scientifi c investigations themselveB. Rather, the alisenchanted universe
is no more than the figment ofa very long, complex, and dark growth of
extra-scientific opinion. Again, the systematically deterministic world
assumed by Kant is likewise a matter of extra-scientific opinion; it is
not an inevitable outcome of science, Newtonian or otherwise

Lonergan acknowledges that the methods of modern science

do imply an evolutionary universe in which randomness is indeed
an essential feature. And yet he argues that randomness does not
completely characterize the natural universe. Beyond its randomness,
the universe of the natural sciences is aiso an inteiligibly evolving
universe in which random combinations set the conditions for the rise
of novel, emergent intelligibilities. This is not a naturalistic universe

33 The limits of this paper make it impossible to pay proper attention to the obvious

objection that humafl actions so olten pervert rather than further the intelligible proce86

of generalized emergent probability. Witnes6 the g"eat variety of ways in which we

destroy the natursl environment. In order to addrese thi8 issue adequately, it would

be necessary to introduce the variou8 dynamics of whst Lonergatr calls the biases, atrd

to show also how i[sidious they can be in leading us to believe that we are promoting

generalized emergent probability when in fact we are really subverting it.
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of mere brute matter and brute forces. The universe as intended by
modern scientific methods is indeed a natural universe, but one which
is radically open because it is radically contingent. It is a universe
whose natural yet contingent intelligibility calls out for further, extra-
scientific philosophical inquiry (versus by extra-scientific opinions)
about its ultimate source and meaning. Hence there is no need carve
out an unknowable noumenal realm as Kant attempted, in order to
provide a home for human freedom. The "upwardly br:t indeterminatefu"
directed intelligible universe intended by natural scientific methods
already is that home.

\.II. BEING IS COMPLETELY INTELLIGIBLE

But is the intelligibility ofthe natural universe zlrilzately meaningful?
After all, precisely this further question in precisely this form must
be faced in order to bring some sort of closure to Lonergan's original
concern as to whether the world of cosmogenesis and biological
evolution is alien or fuiendly to us. Lonergan does indeed take up these
further questions later in Insight, and the key to this further step is his
claim that not just the natural universe but being itself is completely
intelligible.

Lonergan offers"prooFfor the complete and intrinsic intelligibility
ofbeing, but it is severely compressed. He argues:

Now if by being one means the objective of the pure desire to
know, the goal of intelligent inquiry and critical reflection, the
object of intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation, then
one must affirm the intrinsic intelligibility of being. For one

defines being by its intelligibility; one claims that being is
precisely what is known by understanding correctly; one denies

that being is anlthing apart from the intelligible or beyond it
or different from it, for one's definition implies that being is
known completely when there are no further questions to be

ans\ryered. (523)

Now being is completely intelligible. For being is the objective

of the detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to know; this
desire consists in intelligent inquiry and critical reflection; it
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results in partial knowledge inasmudl as intelligentinquiry yields
understanding and critical reflection grasps understanding to be

correct; but it reaches its objective, which is being, only when
every intelligeot question has been given an intelligent answer
and that answer has been found to be correct. Being, then, is
intelligible, for it is what is to be known by correct understanding;
and it is completely intelligible, for being is known completely
only when all intelligent questions are answered correctly. (695)

In all likelihood this compressed argument was perfectly clear to
Lonergan himself. But, most of us mortals do not recognize these
compact versions as arguments as such, and we would iike to have

the premises spelled out in some greater detail. While Lonergan does

address in some detail the common assumption that intelligibility must
be extrinsic to reality, he does little to help the reader sort through
the positive argument that intelligibility is intrinsic to being. Here I
attempt to at least some elaboration ofthat argument.

First, then, Lonergan defines being as 'the objective of the pure
desire to know ... the dynamic orientation manifested in questions

for intelligence and for reflection" (372). It one sense, one can define
a word in any way one pleases, but in another sense one cannot. For
words come with traditions of meanings and associations. In principle at
Ieast, philosophical analyses and redefinitions should be for the sake of
clarifying and refining certain of those meanings and perhaps exposing
other associated meanings as confusing, distorted, or erroneous. In my
view this is exactly what Lonergan does with his "second order' definition
of being, and he provides some justification for doing so in his extended
section, -Iheories of the Notion of Being" il chapter 12 of lnsrghl. Still
we may ask why should this unrestricted desire manifested in questions
for intelligence and reflection be called a notion of being? It is because
our questions for reflection ask "Is it?" They ask after the being of the
ideas that come to us as mere insights. Indeed, the interrogative state of
reflective inquiry is more primordial than the linguistic terms themselves
(i.e., "is" or "beingi in English). Those inquiries provide our primitive
and prelingusitic consciousness of being. When we judge a-ffirmatively
that something "is," our judgment takes its cue and normativity from
the prior sense of reflective inquiry to which an affirmative judgment of
correctness responds authentically. Hence, the objective intended by a
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desire that intends what is to be known in answering all such reflective
inquiries by means of virtually unconditioned afrrmations of fact is
properly called a notion of 6ein6 a-fter all.

Yet each and every "/s it so?" question intending being presupposes
some "it" about which its uisness" is being asked. Lonergan's invitation
to undertake careful and discerning self-appropriation will lead to the
realization that in every case the presupposed "it" is always the content
of some insight. So whenever one can say correctly, on a virtually
unconditioned basis, that some "it" indeed "is,' the "it" that "is" is the
content of an insight. But this means that the 'it" is intelligible: "By
intelligibility is meant what is to be known by understanding [insight]"
(523). So in each and every instance, when we affirm on virtually
unconditioned grounds the correctness of our understanding, we are
a-ffirming the "is" of some intelligibiiity.

Still, any particular judgment onJy knows o being, not the whole of
being. As Lonergan remarks elsewhere,

Judging is a complete increment in knowing; if correct, it is a
knowing of being; but it is not yet knowing being, for that is
attained only in the totality of correct judgments. (378)

But each judgment of fact affirms that some intelligibility is. Hence, in
each and all of the totality ofjudgments there is uuelenting affirmation
of intelligibility. AII that is, is intelligible. Being is intrinsically
intelligible because our self-appropriation reveals that each and every
instance ofwhat "is," is an intelligibility.

Moreover, being is not only intrinsically intelligible. It is
also completely intelligible. Might there be something that is not
intelligible? Not according to self-appropriation. For it reveals that
every virtually unconditioned affirmation of what is, is an affirmation
of an intelligibility. If being is to be known through the totality of
such affirmations, then no instance of an affirmed "is" will be lacking
its intetligible component. Being, therefore, is both intrinsically and
completely intelligible.

This expanded argument may still seem puzzling at first blush.

Some of that puzzlement is due simply to the inherent difficulties of
the ideas under discussion and the length of time required to think
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them through sufficiently. But some of the puzzlement comes from
a different source. That different source is the other sense of reality
that we carry with us as part of our evolutionary heritage as animels.
According to Lonergan, the specific evolutionary advantage that
sensation bestows upon animals is extroversion. In animals, there is a
biological patterning of

consciousness lwhich] is a higher technique for attaining
biological ends... Moreover, the means lie in external situations,
and so the anticipation is extroverted. Thekitten's consciousness
is directed outwards towards possible opportunities to satisfy
appetites. (276)

Furthermore, these biological appetites, needs, and interests determine
what is "real" for purposes of biological survival: "the extroversion is
concerned with the'real': a realistic painting ofa saucer of milk might
attract a kitten's attention, make it investigate, sniff, perhaps try to lap
...[but] painted milk is not rea1" (276). That is to say, painted milk does

not have the reality that satisfies biological needs.

However, this sense of reality that serves evolved animals so well
proves a trap when it makes us skeptical about the reality ofintelligibility.
It is for this reason that intelligibility can seem to be merely the content
of one's thoughts, not the content of reality. Even when we afrrm
intelligibilities to be, such a.ffirmations lack the comforting assurance
that accompanies successful grati.fications of biological needs. This is
why an intellectu eJ conuersion is reeded to respond to the sense that the
universe is only extrinsically, not intrinsically, intelligible. We need to let
go ofthe reassurance of biological reality il order to make our own the
intellisible reality of being. No doubt d'Holbach, Russell, Monod, Weber,
and Dawkins would concede that the i&as scientists have in their
minds about the universe are intelligible. But their uncritical adherence
to the reality of brut€ matter and brute force excludes intelligibility as
an essential constituent of the real universe. Intellectual conversion
means taking with absolute seriousness the unrestricted trajectory
of our inquiry and the implications to which it leads us, sometimes
only by overcoming our great resistances. T'l1e most profound of those
implications is that being is intrinsically and completely intelligible.
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Authentic appropriation of the methods of the natural sciences set the
stage for the "startling strangeness" ofthis conclusion.

VIII. THE PRIMARY INSTANCE OF
MORAL CONSCIOUSNESS?

Once he establishes his conclusion that being is completely intelligible,
Lonergan is able to argue that the universe is not inhospitable, but
instead "eognate to us as moral beings." In order to do so, he shows that
the complete intelligibility of being implies the reality ofbeing beyond
that of the universe of generalized emergent probability. Toward that
end he develops his analogical conception of God as the "unrestricted
act of understanding." He writes,

Our subject has been the act of insight or understanding,
and C.od is the unrestricted act of understanding, the eternal
rapture glimpsed in every Archimedean cry of"Eureka!" (706)

He explores the implications of this ana-logical conception of God
in great detail. Toward the end of that exploration, he proposes that
virtually all that can be affirmed about this unrestricted understanding
are also the sorts of things that traditional theists would affirm about
God (although with subtle refinements). Most importantly, Lonergan
argues, the passionate, unrestricted act of understanding would
understand the ultimate intelligibility - the ultimate reason why the
order of the universe is being realized (679-80, 686-88). That is to say,

God would understand the transcendent value and purpose that make
it worthwhile to realize the actual universe of generalized emergent
probability. Because of God's unrestricted understanding of the value
of our universe, therefore, our efforts to live by responsibiy engaging
in actions of virtually unconditional value, are consonant with the
ultimate intelligibility and meaningfulness of the universe

D( CONCLUDING COMMENT

Lonergan would at least agree with Weber to this extent: the methods
of the natural science themselves would have to leave the question of
the ultimate meaningfulness of the universe undecided. While they do
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reveal a universe shot through with ineligibility and meaningfulness,
the question of ultimate meaningfulness must defer to another,
non-scientific method of inquiry But Lonergan's more fundamental
method of self-appropriation provides a way of answering this extra-
scientific question with philosophically and theologically grounded
wisdom, not merely with extra-scientific opinion. In the light of his
methodical approaches to questions of being and God, Lonergan can
argue convincingly that what would be properly regarded as undecided
by the methods of natural eciences, can be comprehended as special,
important, indeed transcendently valuable and worth realizing by
the unrestricted act of understanding. As Lonergan puts it, God's

unrestricted understanding "is the ground of value, and it is the
ultimate cause of causes for it overcomes contingence at its deepest
level" (679-80).

Insofar as these further claims hold true, then we cal say with
great joy: Yes, those who endeavor to live in accord with authentic
moral values are neither gamblers nor fools. They are indeed genuine
participants and contributors to an order consonant with cosmogenesis.
biological evolution, historical process - in other words, with the
generalized emergent probability that is ultimately intelligible,
meaningful, valued, and authored by God.

Of course the details of these further stages of the argument in
Insight arebeyond the scope ofthis article, but this will have to suffice
for the present occasion.sa What I have tried to show in this article
is merely how Lonergan's radical reinterpretation of the methods of
science and the meaningfulness ofthe natural universe known by their
means rebut the pervasive and corrosive extra-scientific climate of
opinion that the universe is itself meaningless and that human ethical
endeavor is a quaint but ultimately futile exercise.

34 For further detail8, aee ulonergan's TtanEformation ofthe Darwinian World View,"
Frank Budenholzer and Patrick H. Byme, Daruinism and Catholicism, ed. Lo\ti,s
Caruana (forthcoming); and Patrick H. ByrDe, 'Lonergan, Evolutionary Science, and
Intelligent Design,'in Os DominioB da InteligAncia: Bernard. Ianergdn e d Filosofia, (The

Realms of Insight: Bernard l,onergan and Philosophl, Reuista Portuguesa de Filosofid,
ed. Jodo J Vila-ChA 63 (200?), 893-918.
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1. INTRODUCTION

My perrn oF LAsT YEAI at the Lonergan Workshop, "From Person
to Subject: Lonergan's Methodical Tlansposition as Upper Blade for
Readrng Sankara,"l was situated in the context of an effort to edit the
work of Richard De Smet on the topic of the person in Indian thought.'
My procedure was to first examine Lonergan's transposition of the
metaphysical term, person, into the experiential term, subject, and
then to use this transposition as an upper blade in examining De Smet's
work. My current context, instead, is the related one of collating and
editing De Smet's studies on the great Vedantin Sankaracarya. The
question this time is: How does one go about retrieving good work? How
could De Smet's work on Sankara be retrieved in a methodical key?

One answer would be: By means of the functional specialty,
dialectic, given that De Smet's is one of the many interpretations of
Sanl<ara, and that dialectic is the place where different contributions
beginto be pulled together. Supposing Philip McShane is right, however,
that dialectic can be done only on the basis of properly explanatory
interpretations, we have a first suggestion about retrieval of good

work: it involves prior transposition of commonsense scholarship into
an explanatory key.

But how exactly is such transposition to be carried out? I find it
helpful here to turn to the canons of interpretation of chapter 17 of

l Lonergan Workehop Journal, vol. 23, ed. Frederick Lawrence (Chestnut Hill, MA:
Boston College).

2 See Richard De Smet, Brahman and, Person: Essaye by Richard. De Srrret, ed. Ivo
Coelho (Delhi: Motilat Bararsidas, 2010).
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Insight. T}ne canon of releudnc€ "demands that the interpreter begin
from the universal viewpoint and that his interpretation convey
some differentiation of the protean notion of being."3 The canon of
explanation adds that the interpreter's differentiation of the protean
notion ofbeing "must be not descriptive but explanatory It will aim at
relating, not to us, but to one another, the contents and contexts ofthe
totality of documents and interpretations."a

At first sight the canon of explanation seems redundant: does not
starting from the universal yiewpoint already guarantee explanatory
interpretation? The answer is no, for it is one thing to read a text with
the upper blade of the universal viewpoint (which is really a set of
general categories), and another to relate such an effort vrith other
efforts; and it is only with the latter that interpretation becomes

properly explanatory Concretely: it is one thing to read Sankara with
the universal viewpoint as upper blade;it is another, tlistinct, procedure
to relate Sankara to earlier, contemporary, and later writers, and to
discover the genetic and dialectical relations between them.

Let me draw one more point from fnsr€tlz, that might be of relevance
in determining the meaaing of "retrieval of good work." The canon of
successiue approrimations envisages a division of labor that is made
possible by principles of criticism that will select what is satisfactory
arld reject what is unsatisfactory in any single contribution. The first
principle of criticism seems to be related to the canon of relevance:
it applies this canon to contributions that fail to present results in
terms of the universal viewpoi.nt &nd notes that a critic can proceed

from the universal viewpoint to determine the contributor's particular
viewpoint, identifu valid elements, and point out to others working in
the contributor's special field the points needing revision.s

Summarizing, we could say: retrieval of good work involves:
(1) reading the author from the universal viewpoint; (2) relating his
insights and context to earlier, contemporary, and later insights and
contexts; (3) determining the particular viewpoint of the author; (4)

identifying valid elements in his work; (5) indicating to the experte the
points needing revision.

3 Bernard Lonergan, Inlight:A Stud.! of Euman IJnderstand,ing, vol. 3 ofthe Collected
Woik6 of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Torontol

Utriversity of TbroDto Preee, 1992). 609.
4Insight,609.
5 Iniisht , 6ll .
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How does all this transpose to the general method of 1972? I
suggest that (3) belongs to dialectic, since it involves determining the
viewpoint ofthe author;that (2) finds its place in history, since it moves
out of a hermeneutical context into a historical one; and that (1) is the
work of interpretation. This last is justified by the enigmatic ending
of Method's chapter on Interpretation, which calls for a shift from
description to explanation with the help of transcendental method, as
well as by the ending of the chapter on Foundations, which speaks of
a circular procedure in which the categories forming the upper blade
of method are increasingly determined in ongoing interaction with the
data on which they operate.6

The interesting point here is the mention oftranscendental method,
which takes over many ofthe functions ofthe universal viewpoint. This
is my reason for proposing that the hermeneutical canon of relevance
be seen as integrated into the functional specialty, interpretation.
This should not be taken as a reversal of the gains of Method. I am
not proposing, for example, that method involves operating from the
universal viewpoint; only, that such operation, while not an essential
requirement, cannot, on the other hand, be excluded. For it is possible
that there are investigators who have attained the universal viewpoint,
and these will certainly be using that viewpoint as an upper blade in
their exegetical efforts. Or, again, it is possible that repeated use of the
method leads a certain number of interpreters to the attainment of
the universal yiewpoint; and in that case also their subsequent efforts
will involve using the universal viewpoint as an upper blade. In other
words, there is the possibility - and successful implementation of
the method demands - that a certain number of investigators will be
operating on the basis ofan explicit appropriation of transcendental or
general method.

So: retrieval of good work would involve several components. On
the level of interpretation, it is the effort to read such work with the
universal viewpoint/transcendental method as upper blade. On the level
ofhistory it is the effort to relate insights and viewpoints, contents and
contexts, among themselves. On the level ofdialectic, it is a question of
objectifying subjectivity to reveal viewpoints, extending and accepting

6 See Bernard Loneryan, Method in Theolog! (Tolonto: University of Toronto pre88,
1990), 172-73, and 293.
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invitations to conversion on intellectual, moral, and religious levels. It
would seem, therefore,that only on the basis ofthe further determination
of meaning that accrues from the effort of relating authors and texts
to antecedent, contemporary and subsequent authors and texts, that
we have the properly explanatory interpretations and histories that
are demanded by dialectic. McShane's insistence that dialectic cannot
be done on the basis of merely descriptive interpretations makes more
and more sense to me - especially, I may add, if we are stil1 working
alone, in the phase of the "objective dialectic" that is not yet dialogue.

In what follows, then, I will first read De Smet on Sankara with
the most basic categories drawn from interiority - knowing, being,

and objectivity - and then make a small attempt to relate Sankara to
earlier, contemporary and later writers.

2. DE SMET ON SANKARA: INTERPRETATION

2.7 Stage of Meaning

One of De Smet's great contributions to Sankara research was to
show that Sankara was not so much a purely rational philosopher as

Radhakrishnan and others made him out to be, brt a srutiuadin - a

theologian or an exegete ofthe Srzti, the Hindu sacred scriptures.T He

also made it clear that, while Sankara was the first great systematic
Advaitin, and while his metaphysical insight has never been equaled

? See Richard De Smet,'The Theological Method ofSankara," doctoral thesiB directed
by R. Amou, SJ (Rome: Pontiffcal Gregoria[ University, 1953). In Eeveral early articles,
De Smet clrefully marks out the similaritiea and differencee bet\ een Saokara's theology
and Chriatian theology. The starting point of both is supra-rational and infallible
testimony; both aim at perfect wisdom, which is not attaiDed short of perfect kno\trledge

of the AbBolute or blis8ful intuitioB of the divine esseoce; both are the wolk of reasoD,

though not of unaided reaEon; both ackDowledge that theology, while it can produce

the most proximate dispo8ition, is powerlese to pmduce that iDtuition. However, they
di8a$ee about the prope! domaia of uaaided reasoD. Christian theology hold6 that
unaided human rea8on can develop a valid metaphysic!, including a theodicy. this
knowledge cao then be perfected by diviDe revelatioo a[d culminate in direct experieDce.

Thus Datural reaso! and superuatural revelatiotr are comple6eDtary In VedaEta, theae

is no such complemeotarity. Sruri cannot be said to complemeot natural reason; it simply
supersedes it. See, for example, his "Theological Method and Vedanta," Otiental Thought
(Na8hik) 4, no. 12 (1960): 20-36.
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in other Indian systems,s still Sankara did not set about creating
a system of metaphysics, his sole aim being to lead the aspirant to
moksd, the realization of Brahm aL As a srutiuddin, Sankara believed
that his only task was to put forth the first class truth that the
supreme Brahman is the innermost Atman of all, leaving to others
to establish the second class truths regarding the human being and
the world.e It would be a mistake, therefore, to seek in his writings an
unlimited philosophy complete with ontology, cosmology, epistemology,
psychology, and ethics. He concentrates on the transcendent Reality
and the transcendental relations of it to the universe of things and
selves.lo It would seern, therefore, that Sankara's mode of thought is
"mixed," the dialectical result of the two pure modes of thought, the
symbolic and the theoretic.ll

Ourfocus, however, is not on Sanl<ara but on De Smet aB interpreter
of SanJ<ara, and so we have to ask about De Smet's mode of thought.
Given that he taught general metaphysics, logic, as well as philosophy
of God for many years, I propose that De Smet was operating from
the systematic mode, but that his categories were metaphysical rather
than properly methodical, despite the fact that his starting point, as a
follower of Mar6chal, was the sensitivo-rational judgment.

2,2 Upper Bladc: Methodical Categori.ee

Let me try to tease out De Smet's understanding of knowing,
being, and objectivity without pretending to be exhaustive, working
mostly on the basis of his interpretation of Sankara, but not excluding

8 Richald De Smet, "Indian Contributioo to General Metaphy8ics," Pooaa, India: De
Nobili College [19611, typesoipt, Collected Papers B 342,352, published in German ag
"lDdieDs Beitrag zur allgemeine MetaphyBik,'Xoiros (Salzburg) 3, no. 4 ( 1961): 161-82.

I Richard De Smet, "spiritual Values of Advaita Vedanta and Social Life,' lndian
Philosophical Annua, 18 (1985-86): 5.

10 Richard De Smet, "Forward Steps in Sankara Research," Darshana International
(Moradabad, India) 26, no. 3 (1987)i 35.

11 See Bernard Lonelgan, 'De intellectu et tuzthodo,' sl\tdent notes from the coune
given at the Gregorian University, Rome, Spring semester 1959, 34-36; Ivo Coelho,
"Lonergan and Indian Thought," Eeuista Portuguesa dz Filonfi.a 63 (2007): 1030-33;

and Ivo Coelho,'Perso! and Subject in Lonelga!: A Methodical Ttansposition," paper
presented at the Lonergatr Workshop, Boston College, Ju[e 22-26, 2009.
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his other work, such as his notes on metaphysicsl2 and his "Guidelines
in Indian Philosophy."13

2,2,1 Knowing

The starting point of metaphysics, for De Smet, is the sensitivo-
rational judgment.

Thp starting point of mztaphysics is our sensitiuo'
rational experi.ence, especially a.s it mdnifests itself in the direct
judgment....

An experience: is "an irnmediate and direct perception of
reality."

The experience ie sensitiue when the perception is had
through organic faculties or powers, such as our eyes, ears, et
cetera.

The experience is rational, not in the sense here that it
is already putting several propositions together, but in the
general sense that it is done by our intellect which, not being
intuitive, knows and achieves its first basic act of knowledge
by a judgment.

Judgmcnt: is "an act of the intellect in which we say

something of an object, by way of afrrmation or denial.'
A direct judgmentl: is "an act of the intellect in which we

say something of an object presented to our senses.' More
elaborately the tlirect judgment can be described as: oan act of
the intellect by which it reacts on some sensible representations

12 I have been unable to fiod a copy of De Sm el'e'Metaphysica. Generolis" (Pune: Papal
Athenaeum), but I have iton the authority ofDe Smet himselfthat the metaphysicE noteB

of Fr. Jean de Mameffe, S.J., used in Jnana Deepa Vidyapeeth, Pune, in the 19?0s and
1980s, wele largely baeed on his [De Smet'B] owD Latin Dotes. This is also acknowledged
by de Marneffe: "I gladly acknowledge that these pages use freely material previously

contained in the Latin Course of General Metaphyeics which Father R.V De Smet S.J.

had prepared eailier and which each of us have been u8ing for Beveral years while
t€achinS Metaphysics at the Pontifical Athenaeum of Poona.' See "Preface," 'General
Metaphysics: Study Guidelines Prepared by J. de Marneffe, S.J.," cyclostyled notes for
students, unpublished (Pune:Pontifical Athenaeum, 1966), 2. I will therefore be u6ingde
Mameffe's notes as rcplesentative ofDe Smet's thought.

13 Richard De Smet,'cuidelines ir Indiar Philosophy,' cycloetyled Dotes for studelt8,
unpubliahed (Poona: De Nobili College, 1968-1975).
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and performs a complete intellectual operation; in doing this,
the intellect interprets sensible determinations and it forms
within itself some concepts which point to what is intelligible
in these determi[ations; then the intellect asserts the
correspondence of itself and of its acquisitions to the thing, i.e.
to the object thus known." - The direct judgment appears thus
to contain the two following syntheses:

The concrete synthesis: "the slrrthesis which joins a
predicate of itself universal with an individual subject and
thus restricts the concept to the individual ." (This is a tdblz)
(Ifthere was nothing more in the judgment, the word'is'would
have only the function of a link between the subject and the
predicate).

The objectiue synthesis: "the position of a correspondence
between ourselves as possessing the complex totality ofsensible
and intelligible signs and the thing which is represented or
signified by them." (This is a table). Here we recognize the
existential function of the word "is": there exisrs something
which is both "this" and "table").14

It would seem, then, that De Smet has a tripartite analysis ofknowing
that echoes Lonergan: what is presupposed by the concrete synthesis,
the concrete Bynthesis itself, and the objective sl,nthesis. However, De
Smet is wary of what he calls the Epistemological Staircase Theory
as may be seen in the following remark he makes in connection with
the Nyaya understanding of pratya&so (perception) as involving a first
phase (not yet a complete act) of mere sensation, and then a second
phase where it is a determinate conception and is associated with a
name: uThus Nyaya avoids the fallacy of the epistemological staircase
theory that we have first sense-experience, then conception, and then
judgment. Perception is not a combination of three acts but a unitary
perceptual judgment (yet analyzable into phases)."15

De Smet's notion of understanding is somewhat static, with its
description of the joining of a universal predicate to an individual
subject. Still, this is balanced by the fact that he inherits the
Mar6chalian emphasis on the dynamism ofintellect. Both these aspects

14 De Mameffe, 'General Metaphysic6,"18
15 De Smet, 'Guidelines,' 241.
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come through in his interpretation of Sankara. According to De Smet,
Sankara inherited the similarity postulate that like is known by like,
and the consequent mirror theory of knowledge. Od.y slowly he seems

to have substituted this with his own synthetic and dynamic notion
of understanding.l6 Whether this is a development in Sankara or in
De Smet's understanding of Sankara is a matter bearing independent
study, but De Smet is worth quoting here:

Let me finally draw your attention to one feature in Sankara's
profile by which he stands out among Indian thinkers. It
is his presupposition that human intelligence i8 dynamic
and interpretative rather than static and mirror-like. It
is interpretative because "the intellect has the power of
considering as a whole' (sa.nasto,-praty-auamarsini buddhi:
Taittiriya Upanisad Bhasya 2.3) the successive data of the
senses which it synthesizes and judges. It is d;mamic because
it is tlriven by a constitutive desire to know (Tynaso) which is
not limited to finite realities but reaches beyond them to the
supreme Reality.lT

De Smet does not now hesitate to speak of"the intellectual dynamism of
Sankaracarya."l8 Significantly, he lists this discovery as one ofhis four
chief contributions to the study of Sankara. He speaks ofa constitutive
desire to know that reaches out to supreme Reality. He notes that this
desire, which makes human intelligence dynamic, is made explieit by
Sruri and directed clearly to Brahman, the supreme goal ofthe human
being (parama purusartha). He repeatedly cites Jaimini, author ofthe
Mimamsa Sufros, who had defined a purusartha as a natural goal,

"that object to which human desire is inherently attached because
it cannot be disconnected from it.'Le The desire to know Brahman is
innate, unprecedented, original, yet common to all human beings.'0

16 Richard De Smet, "Questioning Vedanta,'Indion Philosophical Annua, 7 (1971):

101-103.
17 De Smet, "Forward Steps,' 45.
18 De Smet, "Forwald Stpps," 45.
19 Jaimial, Mimamsa-Sutra 4.1.2. See De Smet, "Forward Step6," 45-46; Richard

De Smet "Sankara'6 Perspective on Meaoilg and Truth," in Hertueneutics: Tluth and.

Meaning, ed, J,Maliekal (Koadadaba: St. Joha's Regional Seminary, 199a), 53.

20 Richard De Smet, "From Catholic Theology to SaDkara vedanta and ReturD with Fr
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Interestingly, already in an article of 1970 De Smet had proposed
that the Brahman-Atman as Sofrsin (witness), inner ruler and
illuminer of our very knowing, is the Indian counterpart of the divine
agent intellect of the West. The ego-reflection, the human subject that
is ruled and illumined, could thus be considered a participation in the
divine agent inte11ect.21 Agent intellect is of course the metaphysical
counterpart ofthe pure desire to know22

Further, De Smet's notion of consciousness seems to be

consciousness-experience rather than consciousness-perception,
going by the fact that he quotes with approval Sankara's option for
knowledge by identity rather than by confrontation when he has to
speak about the pre-existence of effects in Brahman. All names-and-
forms (nama-rupos) pre-exist in Brahman in the manner of something
fitbtre (bhauisyena-rupena), that is, virtually, as effects pre-exist in
the actual power of their cause. These ndna-rupas are identical with
the Bralman-Atman in their unmanifested state (Aitareya Upanisad
Bhasya 1.L.2).23 The Samkhya system with its theory of satkaryauada
had also held the pre-existence of effects as possible futures in their
cause, but where it understood these effects as pre-existing in the
material catse Prakrti, which it distinguished sharply from the
spiritual Purusa, Sanl<ara admits "only a previous state [of the world]
dependent on the highest Lord, not an independent stale" (Brahma
Sutra Bhasya 1.4.3). Again, ir Brahma Sutra Bhasya 1.1.5 Sankara
puts the question, "What was the object of Brahman's thinking before

F. X. Clooney,' review article of Francie X. Cloorey, Theologl aftcr Vedanta: An Etperiment
in Comparatioe Theology (Albany: State University of New York Preaa,1993),Vidlajyti:
Journal of Theological Rellection 58 (1994): 803; Richard De Smet, "Sankara'e Non-
Duali8m (AdvAita-Vada)," Religious Hind,uismrA Presentation and Appraieal, ed. R. De

Smet and J. Neuner,4th rev ed. (Mumbair St Pauls, 1997), 84.
21 Richard De Srlet, "The Witneee (Solsiz), Soul:ce ofThought an d Actiot," Philoaphx:

Theory and Practice (Seminar on World, Philosoph!, Madraz Dec 7-17, 1970), ed,.T.M. P,

Mahadevar (Madra8: University CASP, 191 4), 177.
22 Bernard Lonergan ,Yerbum:Word. and ld,ea in Aquinas, vol.2 of Collected Works of

Bernard Lonergan (Toronto: Univergity ofToroDto Press, 1997), 90-91.
23 Richard De Smet, 'Origin: CreatioD and Emanation," Person and God, The

IDternatioDal Society for Metaphysics: Studies in Metaphy8ics, vol. 3, ed. George F.

Mclearl aDd Hugo Me]aell (Lanham, MD: University Press of Americs, 1988),213.
See alao R. De Smet, 'Radhakri6haan's Interpretation of Sankara," Ro.dhahrishnan
Centenary Volume, ed. G. Parthasarathi and D.P Chattopadhyaya (Delhi: Orford
University PreB8, 1989), 60.
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the creation?" and replies: "The object of thinking is unevolved names
and forms (namarupe avyakrte) which are not definable as 'that' or
'otlc.er' (tattuanydtuabhyam aniruacaniya) and which are going to be

manifested." The point is that Brahman knows everything by knowing
himself; but this is an instance of the Aristotelian-Thornist theorem of
knowledge by identity.

Again, De Smet is appreciative ofthe position of Prabhakara that
knowledge is not eternal but a self-iuminous (suo-proftosa) event which
arises and vanishes as a moment in the cognitive process. The human
self Qiuattnan\ is conscious, but is not defined by consciousness - for it
undergoes moments of dreamless sleep.2'

Further light is cast by a consideration of De Smet's discussion
of Prabhakara's tri-puti-pratyakso-uodo. Prabhal<ara points out that
knowledge is always a triple revelation: ofitsel{ ofthe knowable as its
object, and of the knower as "I." Thus knowledge has simultaneously
three terms (lri-puri).25 Bhatta rejects Prabhakara's tri'puti'pratyaksa-
uodo in favour of hls owt jnatata-uada. For him, the only immediate
datum in cognition is the cognizedness \jnatata) or illuminedness

Q)ro,katya) of the object, that is, the object as cognized. Both the act/
process of knowing and the knower have to be inferred. Knowledge is
an adventitious modal change in the self. Cognizedness is a peculiar
result which knowledge produces in the object, and from which it is
inferred.'!6 De Smet comments:

Prabhakara's theory seems to be closer to the fact. But he
fails to distinguish the implicit (awareness of the ego and the
knower) and the explicit (awareness of the object as known)
in the immediate content of cognition which he erroneously
considers as totally explicit. Hence Bhatta wants to correct
him but for the same reason he reduces the immediate to
the explicit and thinks that the implicit is not immediate but
mediate and inferable only.z'

So De Smet is proposing that we are explicitly aware ofthe object, and

24 De Smet, "Guidelines," 220; see 216

25 De Smet, 'cuidelines," 220.
26 De smet,'Guidelines," 220-21.
27 De smet, 'cuidelines,' 221.
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only implicitly or immediately of the knower and the act of knowing.
Both Prabhakara and Bhatta fail to distinguish implicit alvareness
and explicit awareness, immediate (consciousness) and mediate
(knowledge). With Lonergan perhaps we should say that the whole
process ofknowing is conscious; that we are aware ofobject, knower, as

well as act of knowing; that awareness is usually, however, focused on
the object, but that it can sometimes be heightened and broadened so

as to include also act and knower within that focus; and that we can,
with some effort, pass on to objectification ofthis awareness.

2.2.2 Being

Given De Smet's appreciation of intellectual dynamism, we must
say that he certainly operates on the basis of the spontaneous notion
of being that is the pure desire to know. Given that he distinguishes
between the concrete synthesis and the objective synthesis, he has the
notion of being as all that is intelligently affirmed. From the notes of
de Marneffe we have the following description ofthe notion ofbeing:

The Notion of "Being": Since the direct judgment contains an
objective synthesis, it manifests that we know what it means uto

be," and thus that we have immediately the notion of"being." In
fact we see that the objective synthesis is itself fundamental in
every direct judgrnent. For the terms of the concrete synthesis
may change: we now say "this is a table" and then "this is a
chair"; but we always mean first: "This is, that is, "there is here
something which exists in its own way." This will be the basic
meaning of the notion ofbeing.

We shall see at the end of the course (cf. analogy of being) that
the notion of being can be used in a variety of ways, sometimes in
its proper sense, at other times by a kind of attribution which goes

beyond the proper sense. But now we have already its basic meaning,
and this reveals the most basic standpoint ofthe mind in metaphysical
knowledge.28

See also De Smet's remark about Prabhakara's tlis-essentialized
notion of being:

28 De Mameffe, "General Metaphysics," 24
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2,2,3 Objectiaity

Among the principles that are'immediateiy evident" in the direct
judgment, De Marneffe lists the principle of the objectivity of human
knowledge:

Enunciation: "There is truth."
Source of this knowledge: This ie a spontaneous primary
evidence which we recognize by reflecting on what we find
within us; it is even a conyiction which one cannot reject
without restating it. St Thomas has well expressed this, when
he writes: "Veritatem esse est per se notum: quia qui negat
veritatem esse, concedit veritatem esse. Si autem est aliquid
verum, opportet quod veritas sit..." (Sum. Theol. I, q.2, a.1,3d
objection)....The answer to the objection adds that the truth
which is claimed to exist is at least "truth in general," and this
is just what our principle claims.30

De Smet quotes with approval Prabhakara's thesis about the sua-

prakasatoa or self-validity ofknowledge. Anything else would land us in
an infinite regress, he says. Judgment by itselfis true, and ifit happens
not to be in some cases, this is accidental, due to an adventitious cause

other than judgment itself.31 Sankara follows Prabhal<ara on this point:

29 De Smet,'cuidelines,' 218.

30 De Mameffe,'General Metaphysicg," 25.

31 De Smet, 'Guidelioes,' 216. De Smet quotes here

Samodorsaaasamgrarror see De Smet, 'Iodian Contribution,' 344.
liom Madhva's

There are rr,arry jatis but no highest one, called sof/a
(beingness), as acknowledged by Nyaya. Indeed, we can find
groups of characteristics common to classes of beings but no

set of characteristics common to all. Beings are ultimately
disparate. When we call them all sat (being) we do not mean
that they have something like a common essence but that each
one is an individual "existing in its own way" as endowed with
its own particular essence (suorupo-sallo). Note the interest of
this tlis-essentialized notion of being.'e
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Sankara, in particular, teaches that judgment as such is
self-evident (suayarn prakaso), absolutely self-established
(atyanta prasiddham jnanam). It has a necessity of its
own because, having for its object existent things as they
really are tgathabhutauastuuisayam), it depends upon the
things themselves and not upon man's intelligence (zo
uastu-yathatmyajnanam purusabuddhyapehsam kim tarhi
udstutantratneuct tat. Vedanta Sutra Bhasya L.L.2).This is why
Sankara refuses to call knowledge an action, even a mental
actiolr (mdndsi kriya), becatse, as he tells us, "the term action
applies only to that which is enjoined independently ofthe true
nature ofthings andit depends entirely upon the initiative ofthe
human mind; ...Knowledge, on the contrary originates from the
prdmanas (the sources of valid knowledge) and these concern
reality as it is in itself, hence, knowledge...depends exclusively
upon reality and not upon aninjunction orupon (the will of) man"
(IGiya hi namd sa, ldtrd. uastusvarupanirapeksaiua codlate,
purusacittauyaparadhinaca....Jnanan tu pramanajanyam,
prarrlanam ca yathabhutauastuuisayarn, ato jnanam...keualam
u astutantrameua tat, na codanatantram, napi purusa-tdntfa,m.
Vedanta Sutra Bhasya L.1.4).32

De Smet's remarks on Sankara's notion of truth are also
revealing. The classical tradition is unanimous in upholding the notion
of samlag-jnana (con-joined, that is, exact knowledge) or yathartha-
jnana (knowled.ge of the object as it truly is) as synonymous with
prama (exact mensuration or evaluation) or truth. Nl the acaryas,
De Smet notes, define true knowledge as knowledge conforming to
reality, or yatharthajnann.s3 Sankara himselfunderstands truth as the
conformity of a "knowledge" Unano,) whose object (uisoyo) is an existent
(uoslu), with its ontological reality Qatha-bhuta). This conformity
or objective identity is called. yathatmya, which seems to be a good
equivalent of our "objectivity.' It turns that 'knowledge" into prama -

32 De Smet,'Indian Contribution,'344. Compare lzsArt,356, where l,onerga! rejects
demoEstlating that we carl know aDd speaks ofpraematic eDgagement in the process of
knowing as the deepest foundation ofknowitrg.

33 De Smet, 'lndian Contribution,' 344, 346.
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knowledge of the truth as ascertained throug}: a pranana.s4
T};.e yatha 1t yathdtmyd, suggests that knowiedge must be similar

to things known. But what is the nature of this similarity? Not a few
Indianthinkers held a mirror theory ofknowledge, as ifthe complexityof
knowledge reflected the complexity ofthings. But Sankara surrnounted
this naive realism thanks to his understanding of understanding as

dynamic and synthetic. For him understanding is interpretation,
either of sense data or of the Buccessive words of sentences. Intellect
has the power of "considering them as a whole" (Tdittirila Upanisad
Bhasya 2.3).It can unify all the indications it receives, and it is by the
synthetic unity of the resulting knowledge that the latter is similar to
the known.35

2.2.4 Cognitional Theory and Inter?retation

I have been attempting to isolate De Smet's understanding
of knowing, being, and objectivity, with the aim of seeing how these
determine his interpretation of Sankara. Before we get on to this point,
however, it is most interesting to note that De Smet himself became

aware of this kind of link between cognitional theory/epistemology
and interpretation in his later years. Let me attempt to outline this
development.

We have noted already his observation of 1987:

Let me finally draw your attention to one feature in Sankara's
profile by which he stands out among Indian thinkers. It is
his presupposition that human intelligence is dynamic and
interpretative rather than static and mirror-1ike.36

In that same text he goes on to note the pertinence ofthis fact for
an analogical understanding of the great sayings:

It is because intelligence is focused by its inner dynamism
upon the highest Object that it can pursue it along the laksana
indications of the "great sayings" beyond any expressed

meaning of words. Its intentionality breaks through the limits

34 De Smet, "sankara's Perspective on Meaning arld Truth," 55.

35 De Smet, "sankara's Non-Duali8m," 86-8?

36 De Smet,'Forward Steps," 45.



of effability to rush into the domain of the ineffab1e. It frees it
from the dual structure of sentences to ascend throug)l laksana
to the Paramartha.sl

In 1994 we find him pushing this insight even further. He now
suggests that the great diversity ofVedantic interpretations of the one
Srulj is rooted in the extra-textual factor of different conceptions of
the sentence (uakya).38 He exemplifies this insight by examining four
great Vedantins, Sankara, Ramanuja, Madhva, and Vallabha. We will
restrict ourselves here to comment on the first two.

Sankara believes that sentences, or better, propositions, have not
only an expressive power but also an indicative power: they signift
not only according to their direct and primary meaning, but also in an
indirect way to indicate what cannot be directly expressed. Again, he
points out that definitions can be by means of intrinsic characterizers
(uisesanas) but also by extrinsic characterizers (upadhis). Lt example
of the first is "The lotus is a big, blue, sweet-smelling flower," where
"lotus" is a substance and "large," "blue," and "sweet-smelling" are its
intrinsic characterizers. An example ofthe second is "Devadatta is the
princess," where Devadatta is indicated by means ofthe female stage-
dress, which is merely on extrinsic characterizer. Ttrirdly, Sankara
believes that certain terms are not necessarily restricted only to the
fi.nite world but are capable ofa supreme meaning, for example, reality,
knowledge, bliss. Used in apposition, they mutually control one aaother,
excluding the finite modes of realization and becoming indicatives,
without losing their proper meaning (suartha). But above all, Sankara
maintains that neither assertive sentences nor the human intellect
mirrors reality. There is no one-to-one correspondence between terms
and parts ofreality. Rather, the intellect is a synthesizer. "The intellect
considers as a unitary whole lthe plurality of words or other data it
receivesl" (samasta-prdb/-auatnarsini-budd,hih) (Taittiriya Upanisad
Bhasya 2.3). The intellect does not consider a sentence as a duplicate
of reality but as a sequence of signs. Whether these are descriptive
or otherwise expressive, merely indicative or allusive, it unifies all
their syntactical significations so that they converge into a unitary

37 De Smet, "Forward Step8," 46.
38 Richard De Smet, "The Presuppo8itionB ofJaimini and the Ved.attine," Journol of

Ind,ian Council of Philasophical Research 71, no. 2 (1994): ?7-87.
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understanding. Interpreting any understanding is an active process

which results in the single flash of knowledge finally attained.se
Ramanqia'e conception of the sentence is very different. He

admits that sentences have two types of powers, expressive and
indicative, but, in contrast to Sankara, will not give primacy to the
latter, even when it comes to interpreting scripture. He rejects,
therefore, Sankara's lecourse to analogy (laksana) in interpreting
Sruti. Further, he holds that assertive sentences do mirror reality
and draws the conclusion that the complexity of the sentence is
matched by a corresponding complexity in reality. This is called by
the Grammarians samanadhikaranyc, a positional construction. The
fact that a plurality of terms, whose use is motivated by a plurality of
objective grounds, denotes one and the same thing. It aims at making
one and the same thing known as differenced (uisislo) by a plurality of
differencing term s (uiuesara)ao

The difference between Ramanuja and Sankara, then, is the
difference between naive realism and critical realism or intellectualism.
It is this difference in cognitional theory and epistemology that leads to
their markedly different interpretations ofthe same scriptures.

Ramanuja will hold that there is differentiation even in the
supreme Reality, Brahman (hence his uisistaduaita or nondualism of
the differentiated Brahman). He will explain its simplicity (affirmed in
scripture) by means of a theory of modes, thus opening himself to the
risk of pantheism.

Sankara will hold with scripture (1) that Brahman is ineffable: it
is that from which words fall back (Taittiriya Upanisad 2.4), which is
unexpressed (?ai ttir iy a U p ani sad 2. 7); (2) that Brahman is ontologically
simple (akhanda), one only without a second: it transcends all genus and
species; it is nirguna, not endowed with qualities and other accidents,
free from all internal distinctions as between substance and accidents;
it transcends all categories (Bhagauad Gita Bhasla 13.13). But he also

holds, as we have geen above, (1) that propositions can be expressive
as well as indicative; (2) that definitions are not only by uisesanas b.ut
also by upadhis; (3) that certain terms are capabie of an unrestricted
meaning and therefore not necessarily restricted to the empirical

39 Sri Bho*lo 1.1.1, cited in De Smet, "The PreBuppo8itions of Jaimini," 82-83

40 De Smet, "The Pre8uppositions of Jaimini," 84.
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world; and (4) that the intellect is not a mirror but a synthesizer. Thus
he is able to say: (1) that while Brahmarr cannot be expressed (uac-), it
can be indicated (laks-); (2) that Brahman can be defined by extrinsic
denominators or upadhis which serve to differentiate it from all other
entities; (3) that Brahman can be defined also by uisesonos, provided
these terms are capable of an unrestricted meaning and provided they
are used in apposition so as to exclude their expressive meaning, while
retaining their proper meaning (su artha).al

Inwhatfollows,I will presentan outline ofDe Smet's interpretation
of Sankara. Hopefully this outline will highlight the influence of both
De Smet's understanding of understanding and meaning as well as

Sanl<ara's owrt understanding of uakya and intellection as influencing
interpretation.

2.3 De Smet'e Interprutation of Sankaro

In contrast to the Purva Mimamsakas who concentrated on the
harma-kanda or the practical or ritual part of scripture, SanJ<ara

concentrated ot the jnana-kanda or lbe knowledge part, and within
this on the great sayings or mahauahyas concerning the Ultimate
Reality, Brahman. These constitute several different types ofdefinitions
ofBrahman; De Smet distinguishes five: the negative, the superlative,
the relational, the identification statements, and the essential. All of
these must be taken in combination because they complete one another
by correcting one or other aspect ofour innate ignorance.

The negative deffnitions of tLle neti neti (not this, not this) type
posit the Brahman as exempt ofall finitude and exceeding the primary
scope ofwords and concepts. They assert its absoiute transcendence and
remove all temptations of pantheism. They root us in apophatism by
excluding the Brahman from the expressive power ofmind and speech.o'

The superlative definitions posit the Brahman not as a relative
absolute such as the lsuara of Nyaya, but as the absolute Maximum,
the Purno. These definitions must be grasped in coordination with the
rrcti laksana. We note that the superlative mode does not erpress this
maximality but can point it out with vigor and precision.a3

41 De Smet, 'The PresuppositioDs of Jairnini," 81-84
42 De Smet, "Forward Steps," 38.
43 De Smet, "Forward Steps," 38-39.
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The relational deffnitions (upalaksana or tatastha-laksa,na)
posit Brahman as the Root ofthe universe, as the total Cause. The risk
here is anthropomorphism. So we must approach these with a mind
irnbued with the teaching of negativity and maximality. Brahman's
causality is total, it is both up adana -harana and. nimitta'karana,it giv es

reality as well as order. But it is the reality-giving cause without being
subject to dnange (parinama), and it is the ordaining cause without
need ofpre-existing materials, calculation, too1s, or wants to fulfill. It is
absolutely free and immutable. It causality is so ontoiogically total that
it is the innermost Atman of every reality.aa

But causality and immanence are relations of Brahman to the
worid; do they not add something to its essence? Sankara says they
are not uisesozos bttt upadhis or extrinsic denominators. De Smet
explains further that the relations are not reciprocal, quoting Sankara
to the effect that names-and-forms (nama-rupo) have Brahman as

their Atman, but Brahman has not its Atman in them (Taittiriya
Upanisad Bhasya 2.6.1). Thus the relational laksanas are true in what
they affirm, not in the way they afflrm it. "What they affirm is the
communicativity ofthe changeless Absolute but they affirm it in terms
of our experience of ontological relations."4'

The identity statemeats. Tattuamasi (That thou art) ar;.d Aham
Brahm'asmi (I am Bralman) are cardinal moi.auoftyos expressing the
toddtmyd relation between knower/agent and Brahman. Tadatmya
is not reciprocal identity, as in "I am my parents'first son," but the
unreciprocal relation of "having Tat lThatl as ote's Param.atrnan." In
Upadesasahasri 18, Sankara explains the ego as a reflection of the
Atman. Because of the similarity, closeness, and intimate dependence
of the reflection-ego on the Atman, there is lack of discrimination
between the two. But for this very reason also, Tattoamasi can be a
door to the supreme Tat.'fhat is why Sanlara can use the method of
anuaya-uyatireka (agreement and difference) to explain this sentence.

To understand him we must remember the rule ofDinnaga that words
placed in apposition restrict one another's meaning. Thus in "black
horses," black excludes all non-blacks, including non-black horses, and
"horses" exclude all non-horses even if they are black.

44 De Smet, "Forward Steps," 39-40.
45 De Smet, "Forward Steps," 39-40.
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Because the words "toam" and "Sar" (for "Ta") refer to one
and the same entity, they function lil<e the words "black" and
"horses." Through being brought into apposition with the
word "Sar," which expresses absence of pain, the word. "tvam"
[oses its reference to anything connected with pain and] is
left with the meaning "Sor." And similarly through being set
in apposition with a word signifying "inmost self" Q)ratyag-
atman), the word, "Sot" [is left with the meaning'inmost SelF].
(Upadesasahasi 18. 170-71)

Without giving up their own meaning (suarlha), the word.s tuam
and, Tat/Sat convey a specific (uisdslo) rneaning. And they lead
to immediate awareness (auagati) of the inmost Arman. Apart
fiom this meaning, there can be no other one which would not
result in a contradiction (Upadesasahasri 18.L73).

Sankara's innovative application of the anuaya-uyatirehi method
is equivalent to the jahad-ajahal-laksana employed by Suresvara,
one of his direct disciples. It is used to understand a "great saying"
whose primary meaning cannot be accepted. One must then seek for
the secondary meaning suggested by the context; this can only be their
supreme meaning. This seeking progresses through negation which
excludes all the finite objects denoted by the primary meanings ofthe
terms: this is the jahat moment. But it preserves the proper notion
(suartha) of the terms: this is t}:e ajahat or inclusive moment. The two
suarthas are then elevated to their highest value. "The logical link
between primary and supreme meaning is the suarlDo but dynamically
what sets the process into motion is the suggestion that the jiuatman
is a reflection of the supreme Atman an.d th.us in tadntmla relation
with it."46

Tadatmya is not peculiar to the human self Qiuatman) but is the
founding relation imbuing all effects of Brahman. Its characteristic
notes are non-reciprocality, dependence, indwelling, non-separation,
non-division, non-otherness, distinction, and extrinsic denominativity.
The effects, as we have explained already, are not ontological adjuncts

46 De Smet, "Forward Steps,'41.
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b:ut upadhis.'lhis does not mean they are illusions, for they have sallo.4?

How can this assertion of the ontological reality of effects be
reconciled with the fact that Sankara's doctrine is said to be a form of
mayauada? Hete De Smet refers to an earlier article, "Maya or Ajnana"
(1966), in which he points out that maya and ajnana/auidya oco:r
in the proportion of 2:10 in Sankara's principal work, the Brahma
Sutra Bhasya, and that it is the latter rather than maya that is a
technical term in his writings. When he does use maya, it is in the
traditional sense of "extraordinary power'; in the sense of "magic" or
"product of rnagic," he uses it in a very limited number of cases and
that too as a mere cornparison, to point out the fact that Brahman
is unchanged by its causality. He carefully explains ouidyo, instead,
as superimposition either of the properties of the Absolute on the
relative or vice versa. Thus, for example, when we apprehend things
and persons as independent subsistents and fail to take into account
their ontological rootedness in Brahman, it is auidya. Equally, when
we think that Brahman undergoes changes because of its causality, it
is auidya. The mutation of Sankarism into mayauada took place only
with Vimuktatman (about thirteenth century CE).'8 It was the failure
to understand Sankara that led to efforts by his followers to defend the
immutability of Brahrnan by recoutse to uiuartd and maya understood
in terms of illusion.

The essential deffnitions (suarup a-laksana) are of the type, "The
Brahman is Reality, Knowledge, ktfirite" (satyam jnanahl a.nantam
Brahm'eti, Taittiriya Upanisad 2.1). Here also Sanlara applies
his method of anuaya-uyatirefra. The three lerms satyam, jnanam,
anantam stand in coordination and not subordination, since Brahman
is exempt from genus and difference; by virtue of this contiguity
they control one another, thus excluding the express meanings and
becoming indicatives of Brahman. However, they do not lose their
proper meaning (suartha). The process of interpretation is therefore
jahad-ajahal-laksozo. The suartha of satydnl is being, ontological
truth, stable reality; its connection with jnanam excludes materiality,
and its connecti on with anantam excludes finitude. The suartha of
.inanam iskrtowing; coordinated with the other two terms, it means the

47 De Smet, 'Forward Steps,'41-42.
48 De Smet,'Forward Step8,'42-43.
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unrestricted actuality of pure knowing (jna-).as By tbe pararnartha of
satyam a;rd. jnanarz the Brahman is indicated but not expressed (rdl-
laksyate na tu-cyate, Taittiriya Upanisad Bhasya 2.L.7).50

The paradoxical language ofVedanta may be understood also by
keeping in mind that Sankara uses being and non-being on different
levels, which De Smet clarifies by a judicious use of capitals. On the
ordinary level, effects and their Cause are beings (sat). But Brahman
transcends its effects so much that compared to them it is non-being
(a-sat). This consideration is the root ofapophatism. Brahman, however,
is not absolute Non-being (atyanta A-sat). It is non-being (o-sal) only
because it is absolute Being (atyanta Sot). Compared to it, creatures
are non-Being (o-Sal) although they are not abBolute Non-being (,{sol).
They are Sad-Asad-uilaksano, unable to be denoted either by Sa/ or
Asal in the supreme sense of these terms.

Thus Sankara is a radical valuationist who measures everything
to the absolute Value and declares its unequality to it rather than the
degree of its participation in it. His language is centered around the
Absolute rather than the relative existent. This manner of speaking
is legitimate but has led many into acosmistic interpretations of his
doctrine.sl

De Smet himself summarizes his interpretation of Sankara in a
piece published in the year ofhis death:

Advaita Vedanta is pure transcendentalism. Its onJy concern
is the "goal of man," namely, to intuit the very essence of the
highest Brahman The truth it distils from the Upanisads is
tlrat thi.s Brahman is the highest Lord and highest Atman of all
the beings ofthe universe because it is their total Cause. In the
richness of its unspeakable Fullness it exceeds all that vre are
or can wish to attaio because it is Reality-Knowledge-Infinite
and therefore absolute Bliss. Its effects can add nothing to its
infinity, they exist through its causal presence within them,
they are inseparable from it and cannot be counted apart from
it. As to their reality it is neither Being nor Non-being in the

49 Sankara explains that il is bhaud sadhana, a Parrinean expressioD mealting the
sole root without declensional endings.

50 De Smet, 'Forward stepB,'43.
51 De Smet, "Origin: Creation and Ematration,'216.
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supreme sense of those terms (Sod-Asod -uilaksand); it ls t}]e
reality of a totally dependent effect (sat-karya). Hence, their
connection with the Brahman is not duality but non-duality
(advaita), which is not the same as monism (ekatua). They are
similar to it, its reflections (abhasa), but cannot be reckoned
with it under one common genus, for the Brahrnan transcends
any genus and is therefore "One without a secorld' (ekd.rn'

eua+aduitiyam) .n2

3. SANKARA INTERPRETATION: HISTORY

Allow me to begin with a methodological observation by De Smet in his
review of F. X. Clooiet'e Theology after Vedanta. After having reviewed
Clooney's suggestions for a comparative theology, De Smet adds one of
his own:

I would add a sixth strategy: the placing of parallel texts
within their respective long-range historical contexts, say,

Thomistic texts as coming at the conclusion of a twelve-
century long struggle of Catholic non-dualistic monotheism
against Gnostic-Manichean dualism, a struggle rooted in the
tension born from conflicting biblical ways of God-talk, either
transcendent or anthropomorphic; and, on the other side,

Sankara's monotheistic non-dualism as opening up a period of
many centuries during which his position and his hermeneutic
of conflicting Upanisadic texts wiil be nibbled and pared by a
Ramanuja or displaced by the dualism of a Madhva.53

This kind ofsuggestion certainly belongs to the genus of functional
history. It is also amazing because of the way it echoes The Way to
Nicea.sa

52 De Smet,'saokara's Non-Dualigm" (1997), 94-95 (see oote 19 above)

53 De Smet, review ofClooney,806.
54 Bernard Lorergao, The Way to Nicea: The Dialectical Deoelopment of Ttinitdrian

meology,ttsna. Corln O'Donovan (Londoi!: Darton, Loflgllran & Todd, aad PhiladelPhia:

WeEtmi[ster. 19?6) = Bernard Loaergan, The Triune M; Doctrines, vol. 11 of the

Collected Work8 of Bertrard l,onergao (Toronto: Univergity of Toronto Pre88, 2009), 29-

25b.
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Coming now to De Smet on Sankara: Can we really speak of
a functional history of De Smet's interpretation of Sankara? Yes,
provided we recognize it as a subset ofa functional history of Sankara
interpretation. So what I am speal<ing about here is a functional
history ofSankara interpretation. I find it useful to divide this task into
two parts, the first dealing with certain categories found in Sankara
and the second trying to insert Sankara within the context of prior,
contemporary and later writers.

3,1 Categories

This section will attempt to determine further or "fix' certain
points we have already taken up in functional interpretation arrd this
by relating them to prior and contemporary writers and schools. I
will restrict myself to the two original points in Sankara's cogrritiolal
theory, his notions of consciousness and of understanding.

3.7,7 Coneciousneea

The Sautrantika Buddhists had distinguished two stages in
perception. In the first stage, they held, we perceive the flux ofthe real
but evanescent dl, armas; it tiae second, our imagination superimposes
a sam.anya-laksan o (universal) of the type "flower," "cow," et cetera.
They regarded only the first stage as valid, its object consisting of the
real but evanescerft dhannas;bnt our interest lies in the fact that they
noticed an indeterminate (niruikalpa) stage of perception.6s

Thus we find Nyaya as well as Purva Mimamsa distinguishing two
stages ofperception, indeterminate and determinate.The Nyaya Sutra
defined perception as that knowledge that arises from the contact of
a sense with its object, and which is well-determined, not erroneous,
and not (yet) associated with a name (Nyaya Sutra 1.1.4). Despite
being described as "wel1-determined," however, it would seem that
perception in the sense defined above is merely a first phase - and not
yet a complete act - of mere sensation not yet associated with a name;
hence we find it also being described as indeterminate, niruikalpa. It
is followed by a second phase - the association with a name - where

55 De Smet, "Guidelines," 217; see also 189-90, where De Smet refers to their viewpoint
as "nominaliBtic Phenomenalism."
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it becomes a determinate conception. The two phases of perception are
not perceived as such, but rather inferred. We might note that this
school admits not only external or sense perception, but also internal
(manasa) perception, which they explain as arising from the contact of
manas with psychical states such as cognition, desire, pain, pleasure,
aversion, and conation.s6

Kumarila Bhatta of the Purva Mimamsa explains the
indeterminate stage aB a mere concrete sight of the individual object,
pure and simple. Against Nyaya, he holds that this stage is not simply
inferred, but that we are aware ofit whenever we perceive "that" there
is an object without as yet knowing clearly "what" it is. He goes on to
note that it resembles the perceptions of a new born infant. At the
same time both Prabhakara and Bhatta maintain that at the ffrst
stage the whole reality of the object is perceived, including its genus

and difference, but that the latter are not yet clearly manifested. How
then does perception become determinate? Through comparison and
relation with other objects, which takes place through memory This
seems a rather static understanding of perception, a severe neglect of
understanding, unless we take it as applying solely to the commonsense
realm where we are dealing mostly with iinguistic insights rather
than immanent intelligibilities.5? But Bhatta does speak, though in
a different context, also of the synthetic character of understanding,
which is what Sanl<ara picks up llom him.

3.1.2 Undcntanding

Sankara's notion of understanding is clarified by placing it in
the context of the problem of the authorles stess (apauruseyatua)

or independent authority of Sruli. This theory, which geems to have
originated with Jaimini, the author of l}:.e Mimamsa Sulro,58 was

explained in several different ways. All agxeed with Sabara, first
commeltator of Jaimini, that "the knowledge from speech arises apart
from any contact with an object" (Mimamsa Sutra Bhasya 1.1.5).

Therefore, unless one agrees with the Buddhists that such knowledge

54 De Smet. "Guidelines,' 241.
57 De Smet,'Guidelines,' 21?.
58 De Smet notes thst thi8 thesiE was proposed by Jaimini in aE efrort to counter the

influence of Buddhigm: see'The Presuppositione of Jaimini," ?9-80.
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has no substantial support and, hence, no objectivity, one must accept
that the words themselves provide it with a substantial support. The
other alternative would be that it is created by the mind embodying
its concepts in the sounds of speech; but this, besides appealing to a
theory of concept that is foreign to the Indian thinkers, would mal<e

every sabda dependent ol a purusa, a position unacceptable to the
srutiuadins.is But how can words be the support of speech?

a) The sphotauada of Bhartrhari, Mandanamisra, and the
Grammarian Patanjali postulates a metempirical, undivided,
unanalyzable, eternal sound-entity (sphota) of each word and even of
each sentence.60

b) The early Naiyayikas postuiated mental association. In
sharp contrast to Bhartrhari, they regarded the link between sound
and meaning as conventional6l and believed that every sound is a
vibration lasting only for two or three moments (ksanas), which by its
association within the mind with the impressions (s arnskaras) madelry
the previous sounds yields the meaning of words and sentences. This
theory obviously implies pauruseyaiuo, and hence was unacceptable to
srutiuadins like the Purva and the Uttara Mimamsalas.62

c) The Purva and Uttara Mimamsakas tlurrr to udrnauada, a
theory proposed by Upavarsa, author of a vanished uriri (commentary)

on Jaimini's Mimamsa Sutra.Upavarsa is quoted with equal reverence
by Sabara and Sanlaraand Yoga B hasya3.77.63 Lccording toVacaspati's
Tattua-bindu, his theory is that the cause of the knowledge derived
from speech is "the series of the syllables or letters (uorno) themselves
as recollected thanks to the accumulated impulsions produced by the
direct knowledge one has had before ofeach letter, word and meaning
of word." This implies two elements: (1) an objective one, consisting of

59 But gee this other remark of De Smet about Bhartrhali's Sabdadvaita: "N.8.
FaBcinatiig parallele could be made betweeo this doctri[e and the rich and varied
conceptions of the internal lvord among Christians, especially St Aueustioe and the
medieval Schoolmen" (De Smet, 'Cuidelines,' 226).

60 De Smet, "Guidelines,' 280.
61 De Smet, "Guidelines," 246.
62 De Smet, "cuidelines,' 280.
63 T.be Yoga Bi-osya is now accepted as one of the probably autheEtic works of

Sankara: see Hqjime Nakamua, A ;Jisrory of Earl! Ved.antd Philosophy, part 2 (Delhi:
Motilal Ba!arsidass, 2004), 47-48.
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the ever same letters or syllables, arranged in word-series and sentence
series as we find in the Sruli texts, and (2) a subjective element, which
is their correct recollection.

d) The Prabhakaras seem to have adopted uarnauado but with an
emphasis on only the objective element'. uarnas have each an (eternal)
potency of leaving a semantic impression which, combined with that
of other uarzas brings about the meaning of words and sentences.6s

Sankara was dissatisfied with this solution "because it is too particular
to the understanding of a series of syllables. We should have a general
soiution which would explain our understanding of other kinds of
series too (line of ants, of trees, of soldiers, etc.). Besides, in any case

the impressions left by the uorzds must be synthesized."66

e) The Bhattas introduce a new element when they hold that the
memory of words cannot by itself account for our knowledge of their
synthetic meaning, as their opponents would have it, but that it i8 the
inteliigence (buddhi), aided no doubt by the memory, that constructs,
from t,l"e individual meanings evoked by each word, the synthetic sense

of the proposition.6T
Sankara and his school adopted the position of the Bhattas. In

fact, it is simpler to admit that orr buddhi functions as intellectual
memory, that it has the power of synthesizing elements apprehended
at successive moments of time. This function is samastd-Prdty'
auamarsini buddhi (intellect iooking back on past experiences aB a

whole) (see Brahma Sutra Bhasya 1.3.28).68

Thanks to his grasp ofthe synthetic nature of human inteliigence
which he learned from the Bhattas, Sankara learned to overcome the
simiiarity postulate and the mirror theory of knowing. On the other
hand, my impression is that the addition of the dynamic element is
all his own. For Purva Mimamsa is characterized by its insistence on

ritual action; it is a late insistence on the original three goals of the
human being Qturusarthas), to the exclusion of liberation (moksa).

64 De Smet, 'Guidelines,' 280.
65 De Smet, 'Guidelines," 219.

66 De Smet, "Guideline8,' 219.

67 Richard De Smet, "Langage et coonaissance de l'Abeolu chez Qamkaia,' Reua"

Philosophique d,e Louudin,S'seie 62,no,33 (February 1964)1 4243.
68 De Smet, "GuideliDe8," 219; see alao "Langage et conDaissance de l'Abeolu chez

Qamkara,'43.
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Sanl<ara instead regarded mohsa as the supreme end of the human
being, and we have seen how this brings him to a recognition of a
natural intellectual dynamism, so that he can speak of a constitutive
desire to know (7ryzaso) that reaches out to the supreme Reality. Thus
he regards the human intellect as not only synthetic but also dynamic,
and De Smet is not wrong in saying that by this he stands out among
Indian thinkers.

The degrees of approximation to truth that De Smet seems to
find in Sankara may be a direct consequence ofhis recognition of the
dynamism of intelligence.6e

3.2 Sanhara Interptetation: Notee for a Functional Hietory

Functional history will attempt to relate Sankara to prior,
contemporary and later writers; to insert him, therefore, into the
genetically and dialectically related sequences of viewpoints. T'his
kind ofthing presupposes a whole raage ofprior interpretations of the
individual writers / schools and, possibly, interpretations that attempt
to be explanatory rather than merely descriptive. Here I will merely
make some notes.

3,2,1 Prior Writere and Schoole

Sankara stands in a dialectical relationship with the various
Bud.dhist sciools (Sautrantika, Vijnanavada, and Sunyavada, to
mention a few); but this has not always been admitted, with several of
his interpreters, both disciples and opponents, being willing to regard
him as a crypto-Buddhist.?0 Precisely for this reason, a close study of
the relationship would be both interesting and revealing for Sankara
scholarship.

Sankara would also stand in a largely dialectical relationship with
the Nyaya-Vaisesl&a, given that these schools are under the dominance
ofthe similarity postulate and the mirror theory ofknowledge. He also
rejects the asatkaryauada theory of causality of these schools, on the
grounds that it leads to ultimate duality, whereas the Sruli clearly
declares the unicity of the ultimate Cause.

69 See above, eection 2.2.3: objectivity.
?0 Richard De Smet, review ofPar:l Hacker, Kleine Schriften, Boletin de ld Asociaridn

Espartola de Orientalisros 16 (1980): 269.
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As for the Purua Mimamsa, though Sanl<ara is radically
innovative in comparison to them (they are ritualists giving almost
exclusive emphasis to the Vedas, while he is a "spiritualist" giving
exclusive emphasis to the Vedanta or the Upanisads), I would think he

stands in a largely, though not exclusively, genetic relationship. Thus,
for example, he takes over their notion of consciousness which, I would
say, is consciousness as experience. He also tal<es over from Bhatta the
idea that human intellect is not static and mirror-like but synthetic
but adds to this the idea that human intellect is also dynamic. He does,

however, have to overcome the miror theory ofknowledge represented
in Prabhakara.

From the Samkhyas, Sanl<ara adopts the satkaryauada theory of
causality, because it enables him to maintain the unicity ofthe ultimate
Cause;however, he has to modifr this theory by rejecting its implication
that the upadana karana, the reaiity-giving cause, undergoes
modification Qtarinarna). More importantly, Sankara is emphatic in
rejecting Samkhya dualism, with its radical and permanent distinction
between the mateieJ Prakrti and the spiritual Purzso.

Among the forbears is to be listed also Sankara's own Aduaita
Vedanta l,ladtttor,. originating in Badarayana (about the fourth century
CE) and passing through Gaudapada (about the eighth century CE),
thought to be his "grand-guru." Here also we should expect to find
Sankara's enonnous powers of discernment at work: he will not take
even his own tradition for granted but will sift and sieve so that he
can retain what is of permanent value and reject what is merely dross,
especially when borrowed from his arch-opponents, the Buddhists.?1 De
Smet's evaluation of Gaudapada is particularly interesting, especially
as it impinges on the interpretation of Sankara:

With regard to the universe, Gaudapada is an uncompromising
acosmist and suzy auad.in;wit}l rcgard to the appearance of this
universe, he is a mayauadiz like the Vijnanavadins. As to the
absolute Vijnana it is not a repository-consciousness (aloyo-

uijnana) brt a substantial Suayamlyoti as in the Upanisads.
However, his theory ruthlessly simplifles the complexity of

71 See, for example, his remarks about Gaudapada in 'Guidelines," 215-17 and,

'Radhakrishnan's SecoEd Plesentation of Sankara's Tesching," Prajio: Kashi Hind.u
Vishuavidyalaya tutrilo (Special iesue for S. R.'s Centenary sarri) 34 (1989): 83-84.
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Upanisadic teachings to which Sankara will do better justice.
Because of him, the teaching of the latter has unfortunately
ofben been interpreted in an acosmistic way.?2

Then again there is the tradition ofthe Sabdadvaita of Bhartrhari
(probably the fffth century CE), which Sankara is wary of.?3 Rather than
postulating the sphola (meaning units) as eternal entities, Sankara will
prefer to follow the uarnauada expounded by Upavarsa and adopted
by Bhatta, not without his own addition of the dynamic character of
human intelligence.?a As for Nimbarka, who till recently was regarded
as a post-Sankara Vedantin, we have a study that has established him
as almost certainly one of Sad<ara's puruapahsins.ls The implication
is that, if the blzedabheda of Nimbarka is a puruapaksa, then Sankara
himself cannot be said to be a supporter of bhedabheda. At any rate,
there are first class studies like those of Hajime Nakamrra, A History
of Early Vedanta Philosophy, which will prove invaluable in this part
ofthe functional history of Sankara.T6

3.2,2 C ontemporariee

Among SanJ<ara's contemporaries, we should mention at least
Mandanamisra (800 CE) and his spioloslddhi. Here we can expect a
dialectical relationship, given that Mandanamisra follows Bhartrhari,
and that Santara rejected Bhartrhari's Sabdadvaita.

3.2.3 Later Writers and Schoole

We come then to the post-Sankara period. The Sankarian school
has been the focus of attention by people like F. X. Clooney. Some ofthe
developments have been well-traced out by De Smet and are precious

72 De Smet,'Guidelines," 2?7.
73 See De Smet, "Cuidelines,' 213-14, 226, 280.
74 See above, eection 2.21: Knowing.
?5 Joseph Satyanan d, Nimbarha: A Pre-Samham Ved@ntin and his Philosoph!

(a'arana8i: Vish$a Jyoti Gurukul, 1994). Tt,e punapahso is the position that Sankara
opposes, Bomewhat iD the manller of the Wd,etur quod non of t}],e Westem medieval
BcholssticB.

76 Dehi: Motilal Banarsidase, 1983. See aleo Michael Corllan , The Method. of Earty
Aduaita Yedanta: A Stud,f of Oaudapado, Sanhara, Suresvara, and, Pod,mapad,a (Dell,tr).:

Motilal Banarsidass, 2000).
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for establishing the precise nature of Sanl<ara's own teaching. Thus, for
example,he shows how Suresvara (800 CE), one of Sankara's immediate
disciples, brings in the vocabulary ofjahad-ajahal'laisaza and engages

in a polemic with Samkhya p arinamauada because of its implication
of change in the ultimate Cause, but never uses the word uiuorlo
(illusion).?? Then again there are interesting passages where De Smet
shows how the Sankarian school mutated into mayauada. Padmapada
(820 CE) is the first Advaitin who introduces uiuarta, probably under
the influence of Sabdadvaita. "Padmapada distinguishes uiuarta from
parinama arrd. uikara, but under the influence of Sabdadvaita gives

it the meaning of an external manifestation which, though objective,

is yet somehow illusory; he thus unwil1ingly78 paves the way for
the future mayauadins." Prakasatrnan (1200 CE), cornmenting on
Padmapada, defines viuarta in opposition to parinama, and insists on

the fact that the self-manifesting Cause remains absolutely unchanged
by the uiuarta process of self-manifestation. Vimuktatman (about

thirteenth century CE) avoids giving a definition of uiuorlo. He fully
introduces the term rnoya into Advaita, and so assimilates Advaita to
its chief enemy, the pure mayauada of the Buddhists. He also makes
fashionable the term anirvacaniya (inexpressible), which becomes an
excuse for avoiding delving deeply into the mystery of finite existence.

"Yet, besides refutirg Duaita, he strongly rejects the pure identity
of Brahman and world as implied in the Sabdadvaita theory of
Bhedabheda." Yacaspatimisra (840 CE) does not contribute anything
new. Sarvajnatman (900 CE) sees that no theory can measure up to the
reality ofthe mystery. Parinamauado is a first approach; it is cancelled
by uiuartavada; which is itself cancelied by a perfect intuition which
completely sublimates causality as a conception. Prakasananda (latter
half of the sixteenth century CE) hardens t,l:is view, and his monism
(rather than nondualism) seems to Dasgupta "surprisingly similar to
the idealism of Vasubandhu."Te Indeed, his drsli-srsli, which is quite

77 Richard De Smet,'The Logical Structule of'Tattvamasi' according to Suresvara's

Naiekarmya-Siddhi," Proceedings of the Indian Philosophical CozSress ( 1960): 5 1-61.

78 Perhapg thie Ehould read "unwittingly."
79 S. Daggupta, A History of Indian PhilosoPhv, vol. 2 (Delhi: Motilal Baaarsidasg,

1975), 19. VasubaDdhu was aD Iadian Buddhi8t scholar-monk and ooe of the main

founders oflndian Yogacara. In volume 1 ofhis llisrory, Dasgupta gives his dates as 420-

500 CE, but in volume 2 he corrects himself to 280-360 CE: 8ee 2: 19, not€ 2.
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80 Richard De Smet,'Maf a or Nnana1' Ind.ian Philosophical Anaual2 (7966)1224-25.
81 Hacker shows that Ramanuja'a Sri 8,/ra qa, Mahopuruapahso, does not represent

the real Sankara but a Iater development. Conhary to this presentation, Sa[kara in his
theory ofknowledge doe8 not go iiom perception to Selfbut from Self to perception and
produce8 a metaphysics ofknowledge, See De Smet, review of Hacker, 269.

82 De Smet,'The Presupposition6 of Jaimini," 84.
83 Richard De Smet,'Robert de Nobili and Ve d,anta,'Vidyqjyoti: Journal ofTheological

Reflcction 40, Lo. 8 (19?6): 365-66.

alien to Sankara's Advaita, eliminates all forms ofontological causality,
and he expressly states that uiuartauada is a mere pedagogical device.80

The Sankarian school is a complex subject of study, and from what
we have been seeing, surely we will expect to find not merely genetic
but also and above all dialectical relationships with the teaching of
Sankara. It is very prcbable that, like that other great thinker, Thomas
Aquinas, Sankara was betrayed by his own followers and successors.

Then there are the well-known opponents of Sanl<ara: Ramanuja
and his yrsisroduoiro or qualified nondualism; Madhva with his Duoiro
or dualism; Vallabha and brs Suddhadualta ot monistic nondualism.
Paul Hacker has shown that the position of Sankara that Ramanuja
outlines and criticizes is actually not Sankara's but that of one of his
followers.El Again, the fact that Ramanuja knew of the importance
of laksana in Sankara, and rejected that primacy in favor of his own
emphasis on the direct meaning ofthe texts,82 goes to support De Smet's
own championing of analogy in Sar <ara. We have already had occasion
to comment on the radically different notions of understanding and
meaning espoused by Sankara and Eamanuja. Where the former is an
"intellectualist" and at least a "dogmatic' realist, the latter seems to slip
back toward the mirror theory ofknowledge that Sankara had rejected.

A peculiar case will be the Jesuit missionary Robert de Nobili
(1577-1656). De Nobili's description about "the Jnanis or Spirituals
whose theology is called Vedanta' seems to fit the teachings of
Padmapada, direct disciple of Sanl<ara and founder of the Vivarana
school. They certainly witness to the state Sankara Vedanta had
reached in South India in the seventeenth century in the teachings of
Anandapurna, Nrsimha, Appaya Diksita, and Rama Tirtha.83 While De
Nobili is genuinely appreciative of many facets of Vedanta, he was so

firm in his rejection of their mayauada that he earned for himself the
lille Tattuuu-Podagar or Tattua-Bodhaka,Teacher of Reality.
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Finally, there is the vast seies of contenporary interpretations
of Sankara, within which De Smet takes his place: Indian scholars
such as S. Ratlhakrishnan and T. M. P Mahadevan; foreign scholars
such as Sengaku Mayeda and P Hacker;8a Christians in India such as

Pierre Johanns, J. F. Pessein, J. Monchanin, Abhishiktananda, H. O.

Mascarenhas, Ii Klostermaier, Bede Griffiths, P D. Devanandan, Marc
Sunder Rao, and Sara Grant.85

The Sautrantika Budilhists who recognize an indeterminate and
a determinate phase in the perceptual judgment, but regard only the
former as "valid," are nominalist phenomenalists. The Vijnanavadins
are subjectiveidealists.The Sunyavadinspushthe Sautrantika position
in the direction of pure voidism. The Nyaya-Vaisesika, with its failure
to distinguish adequately between language and knowledge, ends up in
an exaggerated narve realism that regards universals as independently
existing substances. The Prabhakara Purva Mimamsakas seem to
have a notion of congciousness as experience as well as a decent grasp
of the commonsense judgment, but tend to neglect understanding,
and so are still under the spell ofthe mirror theory of knowledge. The
Bhatta Purva Mimamsakas take a step forward in their recogaition of
the synthetic nature ofintelligence. Sankara, finally, stands out by his
recognition of the dynamic as well as synthetic nature of intelligence
as well as his option for consciousnegs as experience; and since some

at least of these positions are inspired by Sruti, he can be said to be

a "dogmatic" realist. His great opponent Ramanuja slips back, as we

have already said, to the naive realism ofthe mirror theory ofknowing.
and the same is true probably aiso ofthe dualist Matlhva.

Before I go on to make some jottings on the last subset of the
contemporary interpretations of Sankara, allow me to note the
dialectical elements in this history: (1) the conflict between the mirror
theory of knowledge and the synthetic and dynamic nature of human
understanding, (2) the conflict between consciousness as perception

and consciousness as experience, and (3) the conflict between the Sruri
concept ofbeing as the permanent and the unchanging and the notion
of being implicit in the pure desire to know. The process will involve

84 See De Smet, revies. of Hacker.

86 See Richard De Smet, 'sankan VedaDta and Christiao Theology," Reaieu of
Dorsrron@ 1, rr0. 1 (1980):33-48.
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naiye realism and idealism giving way to a critical or perhaps dogmatic
realisrn, which in turn is swallowed up by fresh outbreaks of narve
realism and idealism.

3,3 De Snet in the Context of Contemporory Interprzt@tionE of
Sonhara

Even though more circumscribed than a functional history of
Sankara interpretation, the subset of contemporary interpretations
is itself quite vast. So I once again take the shortcut ofjotting down
interesting points and possibilities from the oeuvre ofDe Smet himself.

I begin by noting a certain strategy emergent from De Smet's own
handling of his contemporaries.

3,3.1 Authenticity of Sources

One of De Smet's common moveg in evaluating the work of some
other Sankara scholar is to look at her list of sourceg: which works of
Sankara does she regard as authentic? Piantelli and Radhakrishnan,
for example, regard the uiuarann on the Mandukya Upanisad as

authentic. De Smet, instead, calls it an "extremely doubtful" work
and says that its author seems to have deliberately Vedanticized
an acosmism of Buddhist origin.86 He further maintains that the
current interpretation of Sanl<ara in terms of mayauada (illusionistic
acosmism) depends essentially on the uiuaranz attributed to Sanl<ara
on the Mandukyo, Upo,nisdd ard, its Agama-sastra.8? H. Jacobi says
that the author of the Manduhya Upanisad Blrosyo cannot be the
same as that of the Brahma Sutra Bhasya. V. Bhattacharya argues
against its traditional attribution to Sankara. After Ratlhakrishnan's
composition ofhis Indian Philosophy (in which he defended the Sankara
attribution of the uiuarana), Belvalkar, Lacombe, and Renou rejected
its genuineness. Mayeda, on the contrary, accepted its authenticity,
having examined it in the light ofthe linguistic criteria determined by

86 Richad De Smet, review of M. Pialltllli, Sa nkara e la Rina-gcita del Brahmanzsimo,
Indian Philosophic@l Quarte ! 4, no. 3 (ApriJ 1977): 250; De Smet, "Radhakrishnan's
Interpretation of SaDlara,' 55.

87 Richard De Smet,'From the Vedas to RadhakrishnaD," A Paper for the Synposium
on the CootributioE to'Indian Philoeophy' by Contcmporary Chrietian Thinkers oflndia
(Madrae: Satyarilayam, 1-3 March 1994), typeEcript,2.
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Hacker; but De Smet remains doubtful.88 The most thorough rejection
ofthe authenticity of ttre viuarana is by Thornas E. Wood, author of The

Mandukya (Jpanisad and the Agama Soslra.se According to Wood, the
author of the uiuarana is late, probably five centuries after Sankara;

he put together t}re Agama-sastras, commented on them, and thus
introduced his version ofAdvaita into the Sankara school, a teaching
which blends Budilhistic with Advaitic views. The acosmism of the
fourth section of line Agama-sasfra is from Mahayana: it teaches that
nothing really arises and nothing perishes. Such teaching, says De

Smet, contrasts sharply with that of Sankara and his direct disciples.eo

3,3.2 Sanhara os Srutivadin

Another move is to ask: does this scholar regard Sankara as a
purely rational philosopher or as a srutiuadin, an exegete of scripture?

Radhakrishnan is a prime example ofthose who consider Sankara

a purelyrational philosopher;in fact, it was alecture ofRadhakrishnan's
that provided De Smet with the topic for his doctoral dissertation on

the theological method of Sankara. In the Introduction to his Izdion
Philosophy,et Radhakrishnan refers to Sankara's Advaitism as a purely
philosophical scheme.e'He holds that the Advaita intuition is in simple

continuity with intuition unaided bysru/i.This opinion, says De Smet, is

akin to that ofAquinas but foreign to Sanhara. Radhakrishnan reports
Sankara's teaching on the role of sruli but without its fulI vigor.s3 For

Sankara, sruti is the only pramana with respect to Brahman. Unaided
reason cannot win the truth which srzli alone can yield. Sankara's

Brahmajijnasa is a strong form of srutiuada that is similar to the

scripture-bound theology of Christianity or Islam.e The problem was

that Radhalrishnan was mixing up the historian's aim with another
aim, that of giving philosophical respectability to traditional Indian
thought, and especially to Vedanta, by presenting it in terme of

88 De Smet, 'Radhakrishtran's Interprctation ofSankara'' 55

89 Honolulu: Univereity of Hawaii Press, 1990; Delhi: Motilal BanarsidaBs, 1992

90 De Smet, "From theVedas," 2.

91 S. Radhakrighnao ,Indian Philosophr,2 vola. (London, 1929).

92 De Smet, "Radhakrishtran's lnterpletatio[ ofSankara,' 57.

93 De Smet, 'ttadhakrishnan's Iaterpretation ofSankara," 57.

94 De Smet, "Radhakrishnan's Interpretation of Sankara,' 57.
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monistic and ethical idealism. He upholds creative logic in place of
mere philology or scholarship. He presents most ofwhat Sankara said,
but ends with what he wants him to have said, so that it is difficult
to know where Sankara's thought ends and Ratlhakrishnan's begins.es
Radhakrishnan wanted so much to present Sankara as a rational
philosopher that he did not appreciate the essential scripturalism of
the latter. He secularized Sankara's faith-reliance on sruli as a recourse
to intuition and thus failed to recognize the exact place of intuition:
hopefully at the end of the work of hermeneutics (srauana, manand.,
nididhyasana). Opposing intuition to logic, he saw the latter at work
where Sankara sees only superimpositions made by ouldyo. Sankara
limits the theological competence of the logical mind, though he never
belittles the solidity of its principles and its capacity to integrate the
uidya oflered by sruti.eo

In a second review of Radhakrishnan's work, this time of his
chapter on Sankara in History of Philosophy Eastern and Western,
written twenty years after Indian Philosophy, De Smet notes that
Radhal<rishnan continues to remain ambiguous about the sources of
Sankara's doctrine.sT The sub-heading here is nuthority, Intuition,
Reason,' which already weakens Sankara's exclusive reliance on
srzfi. Radhakrishnan says that Sankara is faithful to the spirit of
the Upanisads rather than to their letter, and supports this with a
quotation from Taittiriya Upanisad Bhasya 7.2.1 where Sadrara
speaks of the primacy of the meaning - but "meaning" here is more
precise than "spirit." Radhalrishnan goes on: Sankara claims not only
the authority of the scriptures but also intrinsic reasonableness and
direct experience. He no longer says, however, as in .Izdian Philosophy,
that such reliance on reasonableness makes of Sankara's nondualism
a great example of a purely philosophical scheme.e8 So in History of
Philosophy Eastern and Weslern, Radhal<rishnan considerc sruti,
intrinsic reasonableness, and direct experience as three different types
ofknowledge. But he tends to consider srztl as ifit were intuition, since

95 De Smet, 'Radhakrishnan's Interpretation ofsankara," 58.
96 De Smet, "Radhakrishnan'E Interpretation ofSankara,,, 6?-68.
97 S. Radhalrishnan, History of Phitosoph! Eastern and Westem (London: George

Allen & Unwin, 1952)
98 De Smet, 'Radhakrishnan's Second Presentation ofsankara's Teaching,,, g4-g5
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only direct experience can bring us into contact with reality. Sankara
did say that sruli is pratyaksa,that it is what the seers saw and heard,
and that Brahmajijnasa culminates with intuitive penetration. But
these are about origin and goal; they do not mean that the process

itselfis intuitive. So long as one is inquiring, one does not experience.s
W. Halbfass, on the other hand, seems to back up De Smet's

claims: "my comprehension of it lthe relations of reason and Vedic
revelation in Sanl<aral has been both confirmed and enriched by the
author's penetrating and sensitive study.'100 Again, in his 1994 review
of Clooney, De Smet begins by saying that by the time Clooney writes,
the point that Sanl<ara is a srutivadin is no longer in dispute. Clooney
himself supports De Smet's thesis: "among the schools of Vedanta,
Sankara's school is distinguished by its consistent and thorough
dependence on exegesis.'loI But De Smet is strangely ambivalent on
the point, for a little later he writes:"Clooney is...aware that in calling
Advaita 'theology,' he is out ofline with the majority of authors."lo2 At
the end ofthe review also he notes that, during the forty years since his
dissertation, the will to reduce Sankara's Brahmajijnasa to a merely
rational intuitional philosophyhas on the whole remained predominant.
K. SatchidanandaMrttls Reuelation and Reason in Aduaita (1959) is
an gxception. In recent years, however, there is ua still timid change
towards the recognition of the true nature of Sankara's writings."
Thus in 1991 there was Anantanand Rambachart's Accornplishing the
Accornplished: The Vedas as a Source ofValid Knouledge in Sankara.tos

3,8.3 Sonkaro's Ute of Analogy

A third move is to ask: Does the scholar being studied recognize
that Sanl<ara makes wide, sustained, and fundamental use of the
theory of the polysemy ofwords and the method of laksana (analogy)?

99 De smet,'Radhakishnan'e Second Preeentation ofSankara's Teaching," 86.

100 Richard De Smet, review ofW Halbfas s, Studies in Kutuarila and Sanhara (7983),

Indian Theological Studies 22, no, 2 (1985). 207 .

101 Francis X. Clooney, Theolog! after Vedanta: An Erpe nent in Comparatiae

?rreorog, (AlbanyiState Univer8ity of New York Preae, 1933), 16, cited in Clooney 16 De

Smet, review of Clooney, 79?.
102 De Smet, review ofClooney, ?9?.

103 Ilawsii UEiversity ofHawaii Pre88, 1991;De Smet, leview ofclooney, 80?.
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Piantelli, for example, notes the way secondary meanings ofwords
can indicate a reality beyond the area of the expressive power of its
primary meanings. In particular, some words whose primary meanings
abstract from finiteness and infinity can be contextually infinitized: for
example, satya,jnana, ananta.Thtts Piantelli is aware ofSankara's use
of laksana; but he does not expose its fu1l scope. "Further, in denying
its afflnity with the Thomistic theory of analogy, he is only half-right.
This theory, indeed, is primarily a theory ofthe secondary meanings of
terms which differs little from the theory of laksana, especially in its
Sankarian application; but it is prolonged by a theory of ontological
participation which is foreign to Sankara.'1o4

About Paul Hacker, after a warm appreciation, De Smet says:

Yet, I always regretted that he never really entered into
a perspective which I consider fundamental to Sankara's
underts.ldng. I mean Sankara's perception that the theological
language of the Upanisads is radically analogical or, to 8ay it
in Indian tetms, lahsana-ic, laksana designating the process
by which we pass from the primary but mundane meaning of
terms to some secondary meaning (as required by the context),
in this case to their most elevated m eaning Qtaramartfta ). Thus
the decisive terms ofthe Upanisads, i.e., al1 those which'indic-
ate' (though they cannot 'express') the Brahman-Atman, have
to be focused upon according to their highest possible meaning
Qtaramarthatah), as Sankara explains so lucidly in his exegesis
of the essential definition of Brahman as "Reality-Knowledge-
Irtfirite" (.Taittiriya Upanisad 2.7: Satyam-jnanam-anantatn).
This type of exegesis commands in Sankara's writings
important notations regarding the capacity of the human
mind to transcend the primary level ofmundane language and
concepts. Hacker with his thorough scholarship would have
been able to follow up these notations and to give us a really
new understanding of Sankara Bhagavadpada.los

Yet De Smet is also aware that recognition of lahsana alone is
not enough. Thus Olivier Lacombe, for example, had assimilated to

104 De Smet, review ofPiantelli, 252
105 De Smet, review ofHacker, 273.
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the doctrine of analogy Sankara's interpretation of the Upanisadic
definitions of Brahman by recourse to laksana.r06 But Lacombe did
not transcend the current interpretation of Sankara as acosmist and
monist.

3.3.4 Maya

A fourth move is to ask: Does the scholar being studied recognize

lhal maya was not a technical term for Sankara, but that it was

introduced somewhere down the line, some five centuries later, by
Vimuktatman?

Thus Ratlhakrishnan calls moya the chief characteristic of the
Advaita system.lo? He could not free his mind completely from the
pervasive influence of the current interpretation of Sankara in terms
of uiuarta and illusionistic maldudda.to8 He fails to take note of the
fact that Sankara used the terrn mata very sparingly, and that he

avoided viuarta completely because it belonged to the Sabdadvaita
conception of bhednbheda. Radhakrishnan also does not seem to be

aware of the way Sankara's followers introduced the terms uiuorrd,
maya, alad aniruacaniya into t}:re system.loe In addition, he regards the
doctrine of divine causality and lordship as only a product of logic, to
be superseded by the monistic insight of intuition; but Sankara does

not sustain this.110

Paul Hacker's study revealed the low frequency of maya in the
Brahrna Sutra Bhasya as compared to ouidya and ainana.lt!

Piantelli notes that Sankara speaks very little in terms of maya,
but more of aoidya. He does note Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.4.7

which says that, while ordinary knowledge is imbued with aoidya, it
does not mean that its objects have no reality at all, but that they
are undefinable in terms of so, or asat. T}:.e independent reality we

attribute to them disappears on our awakening to Vidya. He facilely
says that acosmism is irnposed by our awakening. Still, his intricate

106 De Smet, "Sankara Vedanta and Christian Theology,'37.
10? De Smet. "Radhakrishnan's Interpretation ofsaokara," 64

108 De Smet, "Radhakiishnan's Interpretation ofSankara," 55

109 De Smet, 'RadhakrishnaD'e Interpretation ofSankara," 56

110 De Smet. 'Radhakri6hnan's Interpretation ofSankara," 63

111 De Smet. "From thevedas,'3.
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explanations are more refined: they amount to a defense ofnondualism
against monism or dualism, though he does not really deal properly
with monism or the doctrine that the aseity of the Absolute renders
it incapable of true creativity.ll2 San-kara instead devotes numerous
stretches of his writings to creative causality; Piantelli nowhere
considers these seriously. 113

3,3.5 General Ob sertt ations

We have been noting four ways in which De Smet engages in
dialectic with his contemporaries: (1) authenticity of the sources, (2)

mode of expression, (3) use of polysemy, (4) use ol the term maya.
The second, third, and fourth moves might possibly fall in the

category of "data-based" differences: Does this author regard Sankara
as a srutiuddin or not? Does she recognize that Sankara makes use of
the polysemy of words or not? Does she recognize that rzaya is not a
techrrical term for Sankara or not?

It is the first move that is tricky, because it is circular: it relies
solely on intrinsic criteria, which means that one's own interpretation of
Sankara will color one's judgment. De Smet's argument - and perhaps
that of the scholars whom he cites in support - is that a particular
work is not authentic because it obviously espouses an acosmism of
Buddhist origin, and Sankara rejected Budtlhist acosmism, and was
himself not an acosmist. But then that is precisely De Smet's own
stand, that Sankara is no acosmist. We might recall that Lonergan
himself recoglized this kind of argument: he regarded the De natura
uerbi intellectus as definitely not attributable to Thomas on the grounds
that it is conceptualist, while Thomas is intellectualist.11a

112 On this point, see Richard De Smet, "Love versus Identity," Ind,ian Philosophial
Quatterl! 7 , Do. 4 (Jnly 1980 ): 5 19-2 3.

113 De Smet, review ofPiantelli, 253.
114It is wodh reading this text again: "In other words, behind the difference of

opinion between Mandonnet, who regarded lhe De natura retbi in elrecr&s as doubtful or
spurious, aDd Orabmann, who found no extrinsic eyidence against its authenticity, there
is the far deeper oppoBition that separates the constructive tendencies ofintellectualism
and the atomistic tendencies ofconceptualism, No, can one go to the root ofthat division
without tackling the critical problem and, indeed, without conceiving the critical pioblem
not as the easy question whether we know but as the real issue ofwhat precisely occurs
when we are knowing." Bernard Lonergan, "Theology and Under sfatd.itg," in Collection ,
vol. 4 of the Collected Works of Belnard Lonergao (Torontoi University ofToronto pre86,
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Perhaps we should recognize a fifth move, best exemplified in De
Smet's two reviews of Radhakrishnan's interpretations of Sankara.ll5
This is the insight into cognitional theory as governing interpretation.
Ratlhakrishnan, he points out, considers Sankara a purely rational
philosopher, and exaltB experience, intuition, and logic in Sanl<ara. But
Sankara was a srutiuadin, and he exalted the apauru$ela sabda of
Srali. He did recognize intuition, but only as coming at the end of the
whole process of Brahmajijnasa, and that too perhaps not completely
within the control ofhuman beings, but as the result of grace.

Let me end my observations by noting that De Smet probably
qualifies as a critical realist. The evidence for tNs is his ability to
recognize certain things in Sankara:his notion ofconsciousness as not
involving an ultimate duality; his overcoming ofhis inherited postuiate
of similarity and mirror theory of knowledge; his affirmation of the
d;'namism of human intellect and the dynamic and synthetic notion of
understanding.

4. CONCLUSION

Relying on indications from the canons of relevance, explaaation,
and successive approximations, I have attempted a retrieval of De

Smet on Sankara consisting of a functional interpretation followed by

notes for a functional history of Sankara interpretation. In doing so,

I have tried to lay bare De Smet's basic horizon, which is largely that
of critical realism. In the process, I have obviously given enough data
about my own dominant horizon.

I have not attempted dialectic, but it has become obvioue that what
I have tried to do - even if stumbling and excessively naive - tends to
be a run up to dialectic. De Smet has himself been able to narrow down
the field ofdialectic considerably by his highlighting ofdifferences that
are data-based and others that are truly dialectical.

I conclude with a bow to both Sankara and De Smet. Years ago,

when I was just beginning my philosophical studies, I was inspired
by De Smet's teaching on Sankara, and I believe I came to a point

1988), 132.
115 See De Smet, "Radhakrishnan'B Interpretation of Sankara," 53-?0, and

'Radhakrishuan's Secood PreBentation of Sankara'e Teaching,' 83-96
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where I understood the point he was making: "I am Brahman" does
not mean that my empirical self is God; it means that the Root of my
finite selfis God, and that I am grounded and sustained by that Root
at every moment of my existence. In this last year, as I went through
De Smet's work on Sankara once again, at hopefully greater depth, I
was inspired once again by Sankara's passion for the Ultimate before
which all else pales into insignificance, so much so that we might call
it non-Being, un-Real I find in myself a deep appreciation and even
love for this great Indian master and sage. As for De Smet, I think he
shows us that it is possible to accept what Sankara is saying without
necessarily having to subscribe to acosmistic illusionism. Sankara is
not doing metaphysics; he is a valuationist, and he is insisting again
and again that the supreme Value is That, before which all else is not.
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FROM INDIVIDUAL INSIGHT TO COLLECTIVE
ACTION: LONERGAN,S WHEEL AS A

FRAMEWORK FOR ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING
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Ill rur proio of organizational studies, tal<ing organizing as the
focus of trying to understand organizations provides a more dynamic
perspective that the more static notion oforganization.l The perspective
of organizing opens up seeing it as a moral project contributing to
the good of order. In the organizing process, individuals are linked in
common acts of meaning that lead to schemes of recurrence that are
grounded in the moral obligations ofrole. Working from a terse account
by Lonergan in which he outlines a process whereby individual learning
may become collective action, I seek to explore the following questions.
How does individual insight become collective (organizational) action?
How does the general empirical method work beyond the individual
level? I draw on constructs from the field of organizational learning to
explore these questions.

ln Topics in Education, Lonergan describes the process of
civilizational development. A situation provides a set of data. Someone
understands something, that is, gets a bright idea of what would
happen if it were put into action. That someone takes counsel with
others. A policy is devised. Consent is won and human action takes
place in the light ofthe new idea.

The process functions as wheel: situation, insight, counsel, policy,
common consent, action new situation, new insight, new policy, and so

l Karl Weick, The Social Psychology of Organizing (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley,
1969).
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on. The wheel can turn indefinitely. 
'?

Figure 1 presents a representation of the cyclical process. This terse
account needs further explication, which I provide now through three
frameworks from the subject area of organizational learning.

Actlon l. taken

Coniant li won

Indlvlduallnalght
!rasplng @ncrute

potentl.llty

counscl ir aoughtPolicy ia devls.d

Figure 1. Lonergan's wheel of civilizational development

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARMNG

While individual learning theories have been developed for a long time
now, it is only relatively recently that theories oforganizational learning
have emerged. There has been a burgeoning ofliterature on learning in
organizations over the past thirty years and serious efforts to pursue
what it means. At the outset let me state that there is both a conceptual
and a practical difficulty about the notion of organizational learning.
What does it mean to say that an organization learns? From the field of
education and psychology we know about how individuals learn, but to
transfer this characteristic ofindividuals to collective settings, such as

a group or organization, is problematic. When chiefexecutives or senior

managers say that the organization has learned, to what are they
referring - all or some of the members ofthe management, the entire
workforce? What precisely have they learned? At what levei have they
learned (at a commonsense or theoretically differentiated levei)? Have

2 Bernard Lonergao, Topics in Education, vol 10 of the Collected WorkB of Bemard

Lonergan (Toronto: University ofToronto PresB, 1993), 50

Sltu.tlon
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these individuals learned the same thing? Do they all agree on what
they have learned or erren that they have learned? Does this mean
a change in behavior? Will they repeat a mistake? Kleiner and Roth
put the difficulty clearly: "People in organizations act collectively, but
they learn individually. That is the central tenet - and frustration - of
organizational learning."s

There are many definitions of organizational learning. For
example, Fiol and Lyles provide this definition, "Organizational
learning is the process of improving action through better knowledge
and understanding."a Nevis, DiBella, and Gould define it as, "the
capacity or processes within an organization to maintain or inprove
performance based on experience."s Capacity suggests that learning
is something that not only can happen, but that can be built on as a
capability so that it can be developed. Experience points to the potential
to capture what actually happens in an organization and to reflect and
build on it. It is focused on performance and not directed to something
peripheral. As March presents it, learning needs to be both explored
(that is, new learning be developed) and exploited (that is, benefit be
derived from what is learned).6

THE PROCESS OF ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

How then does an organization learn? The literature on organizational
learning and the learning organization typically juxtaposes individual
learning and organizational learning.T As Peter Senge puts it:
"organizations learn only through ildividuals who learn. Individual
learning does not guarantee organizational learning. But without it

3 Art Kleiner and George Roth, 'How to Make Experience Your Company'e Beet
Teacher, Haruard Busiress Reuiew , September-October ( 1997): 1 73.

4C. Marlene Fiol aDd Marjorie Lyle8, "Olgatdzational Learniag,' Acad.emy of
Manogement Reuiew, 10 (1985)i 803.

5 Edwin C. Nevis, Anthony J. DiBella, and Janet M. Gould, 'Under8tanding
Organizations as LearniDg Systcms,'Sroor, Management Review 36, no. 4 (1995):73.

6 James G. March, 'Exploration and Exploitation iD OlganizatioDal Leal:niDg,"
Organization Science, 2 (1991): 71-8?.

7 Nancy Dixon, ?ie Organizationol Leorniag Crcre (Maidenhead, UK: McGraw-Hill,
1994).
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no organizational learning takes pIace."8 As organizational learning is
a systemic phenomenon going beyond the learning of individuals, any
description ofits elements must take account ofthe processes whereby
individual learning becornes organizational learning.

Argyrte ond Schon'e Theora of Organizotional Lcanting

Argy'is and Schon build their theory of organizational learning on
the common incongruence between espoused theory and theory-in-
use that is due to ineffective skills in implementing theory-in-use. In
other words, people do not know how to implement what they espouse.e

Most organizations work from unquestioned shared assumptions that
inhibit learning. This typically involves making inferences about others'
behavior without checking whether they are valid and advocating one's
own views abstractly without explaining or illustrating one's reasoning.
This is shaped by an implicit disposition to winning (and to avoiding
embarrassment). The primary action strategy looks to the unilateral
control of the environment and the task plus the unilateral protection
of sel.f and others. As such, this often leads to deeply entrenched
defensive routines, and these can operate at individual, group, and
organizational levels. Argyris and Schon describe defensi.ve routines as

actions, which aim to prevent people from experiencing embarrassment,
and consequently self-reinforcing and self-proliferating systems of self-
protection are established. These are implemented skiilfuliy and lead
to organizational defensive routines which protect them and keep them
from being discussed. What is undiscussable becomes untliscussable and
the undiscussability of the untliscussable itself becomes undiscussable.
These organizational defensive routines are anti-learning, over-
protective and self-sealing. In Argy:'is and Schon's view, the challenge
then is to transform individuals' theory-in-use by learning and
implementing a new set ofgoverning values. Argyris's discussion ofthe
Presidential Commission inquiring into the 1986 Challenger disaster
demonstrates that organizational defensive routines proliferated and
were covered up, albeit with the best intentions and by intelligent well-
meaning people.lo

I Peter Serge, ?re Fif, Disciprine (New York: Doubleday, 1990), 139.

9 Chris Arglris and Donald A, Schor, Organbational l*araing 1I (Reading, MA:
Addison-Wesley, 1996).

10 Ch.ie Arg]ris, Oue raming Organizationol Delezses (Boeton: A.llyfl & Bacoo, 1990).
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Croaactn'e Four f's

The second ilamework I introduce is by Mary Crossan and her
colleagues who understand organizational learning to be a dynamic
process and presents it as an iterative process between the individual,
the group, and the organizational levels.11 They outline four premises
that underpin organizational learning:

1. Organizational learning involves a tension between
assimilating new learning (exploration) and using what has
been learned (exploitation).

2. Organization learning is multilevel: individual, group, and
organization.

3. The three levels of organizational learning are linked by
social and psychological processes: intuiting, interpreting,
jntegrating, and institutionalizing (four I's).

4. Cognition a{fects action and vice versa.

Organizational learning is a dynamic process where, not only does
it occur over time and across levels, but it creates a tension between
exploring new learning (feed forward) and exploiting what has already
been learned (feed back). New insights flow from the individual to the
group to the organization and at the same time what has been learned
feeds back from the organization to how individuals think and act.

To elaborate Crossan and her colleagues' fiamework of the
cognitive operations of the four I's intuiting is a preconscious
recognition of patterns or possibilities inherent in a personal stream
of experience. Interpreting refers to more conscious elements of
explaining an insight. Inteqrd,ting is the process of developing
shared understanding among individuals and of taking coordinated
action through mutual adjustment. Institutionalizjng is the process
of ensuring that routinized actions occur. Taking the four I's to the
process of organizational learning, Crossan and her colleagues place
intuiting and inturpreting in individual learning. They see group
learning as a process of integrating, whereby shared understanding
is worked at through conversation among group members in order to

11 Mary Crosaan, HenryWiLane, and Roderick E. Whit€, "An Organizational Leaming
Framework: From Intuition to Institution," Acade.,iy of Managetuent Ret)iew, 24, no. B
(1999):522-37.
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attain coherence. They understand the process of institutionalizing as

that which makes organizational learning distinctive from individual
and group learning and which is a means for organizations to leverage
and consolidate the learning ofits individual members.

The four I's hold the tension between exploration and exploitation.
The tension between exploration and exploitation is viewed as

feed forward and feedback mechanisms (Figure 2). Feed forward
(exploration) is characterized by interpreting-integrating and requires
a shift from individual learning to team./group learning. Feedback

by institutionalizing-intuiting works from the organizational to the
individual level and may be problematic because institutionalization
may inhibit or drive out intuition.

The Interleael Dynomicz of Organizationol l*arning

The third framework I introduce is from my own work on interlevel
dynamics.!2 Here I explore how organizational learning comprises

+iil

12 David Coghlan and Nicholag S. RaBhfotd, Organizational Change and Strateg!:An

Figure 2. Organizational learning as a dynamic procesB
(Crossan, White, and Lane, f999, 632)
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individual, team, andorganizationai learning.As doingin organizations
is undertaken by individuals, by teams/groups and across the
interdepartmental group, learning needs to be considered not only at
these levels but also between these levels. Organizational learning
not only comprises individual, team/group, and intergroup learning
but that the process by which organizations learn are iterative cycles
of interaction between individual learning, team/group, intergroup
learning, organizational and interorganizational learning (review for
sense).13

The four psychological reactions to change - denying, dodging,
doing, and sustaining - map the sequences whereby learning and
change move through an organization from the initial individual to
the organization as a whole. There is a domino effect, because the
hierarchy of the organization, after recognizing the need for change,
intewenes in the change process. Key individuals are confronted with
the disconfirming data, assess it and respond to it, which may be in a
denial and then dodging mode initially before moving to a doing stage
where the information is taken to the team for analysis and acceptance.
Team members, confronted with disconfirming information, may a-1so

engage in denial and dodging before accepting the need for change and
taking the issues to the wider interdepartmental group for acceptance
and action. Reaction at the interdepartmental group level leads to
intergroup negotiation about what changes, how it changes, to those
benefit and what subsystems ofthe organization are alfected. When the
change has been initiated at the interdepartmental group level and is
alfecting the organization's products or services to its external market,
the key individual goes into a sustaining mode and looks for ways to
maintain the change in the organization's structure or critiques the
change as to whether the changes is meeting the original or emergent
needs for change adequately.

Denying and dodging are natural reactions to the unexpected
news that change is needed. Because change involves a movement from
what is familiar and accepted, it usually has threatening and stressful

Interleuels Dlnamics Apprcach (Abingdon, UK,tIew York: Routledge, 2006).
13 David Coghlan, "Organizational Learning ae a Dynamic Itrterlevel process,, in

Cutent Topics in Management, vol. 2, ed. M. Afzalur Rahim, Robert T. Golembiewski,
and Larry E. Pate (Greenwich, CT: JAJ Prees, 199?).
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elements. Therefore, the initial reaction is that change is not necessary;

such a reaction typically shifts to an avoidance or dodging stance. As

Schein points out, the critical issue for movement is the creation of
psychological safety in order to minimize paralyzing anxiety.la

The argument across these three frameworks is that organizational
learning is a dynamic inter-level process. It is obvious to note that
organizational learning involves people learning together as part of
a system. Accordingly, as organizations build culture, hold cogrritions,

and have a memory norms, and myths, these elements contribute to
how learning can take place in an organization. Given that individual
members of an organization may learn more than the organization as

a whole might, systemic thinking and working is critical to grasping

how the elements ofindividual and organizational learning interrelate.
Indeed, Argyris and Schon highlight the issue of levels of

aggregation as one of the important issues in the debate about
organizational learning. They pose the following question: At what
levels of aggregation - individual, interpersonal, group, intergroup, or
the whole organization - does it make sense to speak of productive
organizational learning? Their aaswer is to place the emphasis firmly
on interpersonal inquiry, which occurs within what they call "the
constraining or enabling context of an organizational learning system,
focusing on how such inquiry interacts with processes described as

occurring at higher levels of aggregation."Ls What this seems to mean is

that learning is enabled or inhibited, in so far as intlividuals, whether
in teams or across the interdepartmental group, do or do not engage

in joint exploration of assumptions and reasoning processes. If these
assumptions and reasoning processes are not tested publicly, then the
result is organizational defensive routines and inhibited learning.

DISCUSSION: EI,ABORATING ON LONERGAN,S WHEEL

Let us return to Lonergan's wheel and explore it in the light of
the organizational learning frameworks ofArgyris and Schon, Crossan

and her colleagues, and my own work on interlevel dynamics. Figure

14 Edgar H. Schein, "The Anxiety of l*aotng," Haroard Business ReDieu, March
(2002):100-106.

15 Arglrie a!!d Schon , Organizdti.qal Lcaming II,l0o.
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3 seeks to draw these together and to capture how Lonergan's wheel
may be informed by work from the fleld of organizational learning in
answering the question as to how individual insight becomes collective
action. Lonergan's continuing cycles ofsituation, insight, counsel, policy,
common consent, action, new situation, and new insight to new policy,
involve movement from individual to group to organization and back
in feed forward and feed back movement. These movements require
different operations at different organizational levels: intuiting and
interpreting at the individual level, integrating at the group level, and
institutionalizing at the organizational level. The movement from the
individual to the group to the organization and back involves engaging
with individual and group bias, power, and politics as dialectic is
confronted through dialog:ue.

Figure 3. Lonergan's wheel and organizational Iearning

In terms ofthe feed forward process in Crossan and her colleagues'
framework, individual intuition corresponds to experience and insight
and interpreting to insight and judgment of value. The individual
brings his.&er insight to the group. Here we have dialectic where the
conversation emanating from individual experience, understanding, and
judgment ofvalue seeks to become sharedjudgment, and organizational
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institutionalizing works to become a scheme of recurrence. In feeding
back, the scheme of recurrence works back to individual experience.
Moving from interpreting to integrating requires a shift from individual
learning to learning among individuals or groups.

Ttre feed forward and feed back processes contain serious
challenges. Taking individual insights and integ"ating them in a way
that develops shared understanding in group members is as inherently
difficult and complex as it is highly political. It poses questions about
what level of understanding is required./wanted for whom on what.
Many organizational members may be required to develop a partial
commonsense understanding that enables them to operate in their
functional roles; others may be required to develop a theoretically
differentiated understanding. It involves engaging with individual and
group bias as individuals and groups engage in denying and dodging
the imperatives for change and learning. Success cannot be assured,
and it makes high demands on the quality ofhow influence is exercised
and on both communication and of the atmosphere in the group.

Schein explores two ways of talking together.lo There is the traditional
discussion mode in which the emphasis is on advocacy, competing,
and convincing and the dialectic of exploring opposites predominates
through debate. There is the mode of dialogue which is marked by
suspension of one's own presuppositions and engaging in internal
listening, accepting differences and building mutual trust, revealing
feelings, building common ground, and challenging assumptions and
learning to think and feel as a whole group and building new and
shared assumptions. In Schein's view, if new organizational responses

are needed that involve changes in cultural assumptions or learning
across subcultural boundaries, dialogue in some form is necessary and
integral to organizational learning because it involves going beyond
the cultural status quo. In the dialogue form, the general empirical
method operates as the basis for inquiry. Members of dialogue groups
may inquire into the insights of others and work to develop shared
understanding, judgments, and planned actions. 1?

16 Edgar H. Schein, 'On Dialogue, Cultue, and Organizational Leamiog,'
Organizatiorlal Dynazrics, 22 (1993)t40-51.

17 David Coghlan, 'Toward a Philosophy of Clinical InquiryA€search,' Joutnal of
Applied, Behavioral Science, 46, no. 1 (2009): 106-21.
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Reflec tive C onvereation

Scharmer offers a process archetype for organizational
conversation which describes four generic stages of listening and
conversing.ls Conversations can be distinguished using two frames.
First, there is conversation oriented toward the whole (primacy of the
whole) or the parts (primacy ofthe parts). Second, the conversation can
be follow a reflective or non-reflective mode. When combined, these two
frames form four modes of conversation in four fields, which suggests
that conversations follow a path from 'talking nice' through 'talking
tough' into a reflective mode of conversation to "generative dialogue"
(Figure 4). The insight from Scharmer's work seems to be that the move
from individual insight to collective action involves both participants
to take a higher viewpoint, requiring insights on how to both focus on
the whole rather than the parts into both the focus on the whole rather
than the parts and on the forms ofconversation required in order that
learning may take place.

Regarding the feed back between institutionalizing and
intuiting, institutionalization can easily drive out intuition. What is
institutionalized at the organizational level often becomes difficult to
change. Shared assumptions, typically hidden and out ofconsciousness,
operate as culture and shape how members of organizations think
and behave.le As discussed above, Arg)'ris and Schon explore how
organizational defensive routines influence how individuals think and
act within organizations. These routines are schemes of recurrence
and are defensive circles and act as barriers to learning. Seo describes
several strategies to confront these barriers.2o Building trust is a
mechanism for dealing srith emotional barriers, leveraging the dialectic
of opposing forces for working with political obstacles and barriers and
reframing issues within an alternative institutional logic as a way of
bringing external legitimacy.

18 Otto S"h".-"., "Self-Transcending Knowledget Seneing and Organizing around
Emerging Opportunitiee," Journal of Knowledge Md.nagement, S, no. 2 (2001): 137-50.

19 Edgar H, Schein, Organizdtional Culture and lcadership,4th ed. (Sarr Fra[cisco:
Jos8ey-BaBs, 2010).

20 Myeong-Gu Seo, "Overcoming Emotional Bariers, Political Obstacles, and Control-
Imperatives in the Action-Science Approach to Organizational Leafiing," Academ! of
Managetuent Ledtning & Education, 2, no. I Q003)t 7 -21.
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Figure 4. Four generic stages of listening and conversing
(Scharmer, 2001, 147)

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper I have sought to expand on Lonergan's terse account
of the cycle of development from individual insight to collective
action by discussing it in terms of some frameworks from the field of
organizational learning.

In summary, organizational learning is an experiential, cognitive/
behavioral, social, and organized process.2l

. lt is experiential in that it operates within the realm of
common sense as organizations seek to improve their actions.

. It is cognitiue lbehauioral in that it involves experience,
understanding, and judgment ofvalue, decision, and action.

. It is social in that it engages communities of meaning in
shared experience and exploring insights to develop patterns

21Karl weick and Franceg westley, "Organizational l,earning: Afrrming an

Oxymorotr,' in Stuart R. Clegg, Cynthia Hardy, and Walter R. Nord Gda.), Handbooh of
Organizo.tion Stud,ies (London: Sage, 1996).
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of cooperation by mean of shared understanding, shared
judgments, and patterns ofcooperation for the good of order.
It is organized in how it is engaged through Lonergan's cycles
of situation, insight, counsel, policy, common consent, action,
new situation, new insight, new policy, and so on as schemes
of recurrence are institutionalized and become normative
behavior.

From this briefpaper, there is clearly much more that can be said.
Each ofthe above issues invites further exploration and more in-depth
consideration. What I have not explored is the nature ofwhat is learned
and how that has an impact on the process. Exploring such a question
would take us into different levels of learning, in Lonergan's terms,
whether learning involves merely substituting one equivalent horizon
for another or developing a new one. That is a topic for another day.
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My wrnNrrorv Is ro oFFER I possibly relevant interpretation of
Lonergan's thought on religious conversion and decli-ne as presented
in Method in Theology.

INTRODUCTION

Conversion is a sea-change in the operation of the human spirit
in which we come to live more authentically in the most significant
ways. As explained in Method, in Theology, religious conversion is the
most sigrrificant of these, an apprehension of transcendent value that
forms the foundation for our right pursuit ofbeing and value. Religious
conversion is especially Decessary for we fallen ones whose lives and
societies have become disordered by decline. In decline, our authenticity
becomes unauthenticity as absurdity comes to characterize our lives.
Religious conversion reorders and renovates the way in which we love,
changing us to be in love with God and thereby giving us the motivation,
and the right apprehension ofvalue, to live in a righteous way.

CONVERSION

In the context of Method in Theology, conversion is a change in
orientation in the operations one undertakes and the sets of relations
that those operations establish and continue.l

1 Bernard Lonergan, Me thod in Theology (Toronto: Univer6ity ofToronto, 19 ? 1), 50-62,
237 -38
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Because aIl things have not gone weIl, and so much ofthe human
good is a lack ofthe good, we must speak notjust oforientation but also

of conversion. Me thod in Theology lists three conversions - intellectual,
moral, and religious.' Conversion is used analogously in each of these

cases. Undoing the epistemological m1"th that knowing is like seeing

differs from choosing values over satisfactions as the moral basis of
one's life. Being set in right relation to transcendent value is, again, a

horse of a different coior. But in all these cases there is a sense of the
subject's turning around, going a different way.

The conversions provide human subjectiYity with a different
principle of operation. In each conversion the subject evidences a

vertical exercise of freedom, in which he or she moves from one horizon
to another3 They are the most significant cases in which we come to
a point of vertical decision, in which as free and graced beings we are

able to select (or be placed in) a different horizon in which we will
continue to develop.

The actuation of our self-transcendence, then, and the operation
of our conscious intentionaiity that occurs within our horizons, depend
greatly on conversion. Conversion is the ratlical revision of our former
way of thinking and choosing whose presence grounds the formulation
ofour horizons.a It establishes us in a new horizon in which we are more
likely to experience more attentively, understand more intelligently,
judge more reasonably, and decide more responsibly. In all of this, we

come to love in a way we did not love before.5

Conversion can be understood in relation to emergent probability.6
Conversions significantly affect the probability schedules according
to which we move from what we have been to what we may become.

Whereas previously our probability schedules were dominated by
the d;'namics of sin, as the result of conversion they can come to be

ilominated by dynamics informed by wisdom and righteousness.T

2 Method in Theotogy,238-39.
3 Methbd in Theotogr,237 -38.

4 Method in Theotogr , 338,
5 Method in Theology , 242.
6 AII of the development of the human good can be 60 uflderstood, See Metfu)d in

Theolog!,49 a\d 49 n16. Otr emelgent probability, see lnsiglrr, 145-95.

1 Method in Theotogy, 243, for aD account of the causal relationshipe between the

conversioDg.
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RELIGIOUS CONYERSION

Religious conversion is a change in horizon made immediately by
God in the subject and has the effect of rightly relating the converted
subject to God, who is ultimate value.8 And, recognized a8 such or not,
it forms the foundation for any such ongoing right relationship.

Religious conversion concerns an inner word, the action of God's
love.e The inner word will tal<e place in the context of some outer word
oftradition - religious, philosophical, political, or moral - and this outer
word is constitutive.lo There ends up being an intimate relationship
between the two. Yet religious conversion itselfis the inner word.

This conversion is experiential, indeed, the central religious
experience. In this most significant instance, the subject's feeling or
knowing God's love does not constitute the religious experience. Rather,
the subject is changed into one who is in love with God.u AII of the
operations of the subject's conscious intentionality are affected by this
change. This is an experience ofGod, for only God, immediately, makes
such a change (or can do so).

Such a transforrnation can be described as the actuation of an
obediential potency, a created communication of the divine nature in
which the operations ofour consciousness come to participate in the life
of God.l'In much earlier terms it can be identifled as the foundation of
that hope that does not disappoint us, the love of God poured out into
our hearts through the Holy Spirit (Romans 5:5).13 However the change
is described, it constitutes the difference between living a life whose
loves are circumscribed by the created world and living a life oriented
by love for the mysterious God.

I Meth.od in Theolog! , 240-42.
I Methad in Theolog! , 175, l1g.
10 Method, in Theology,122-23.
11 This is the import ofthe *consolation without a cause'that lgratius (as interpreted

by Karl Rahner) for$d so central to making an election, to which Lonergan refers \ hefl
speaking of being changed fundamentally by cod'E loye. Method. in TheoloEr , 106, 282-BB,

12 Bernard Lonergan, "The Supernatural Order," in Eo rly Latin Theolog!,,to|. lg of
the Collected Works of Bernard Lone.gan, ed. Robert M. Doran and othel8 (Toronto:
University ofTorotrto Preee, 2011), 65.

13 Mefiod in Theology, 105,218,282.
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DECLINE

Decline involves the cumulative distortion and loss of the human
good. It is the incorporation of inattention, oversights, irrationality,
and irresponsibility into the operations and meanings that constitute
human reality.ta That is, we reject or neglect, rather than striving
toward, the transcendental notions of Being and Value.

Each of the transcendental precepts (be attentive, be intelligent,
be reasonable, be responsible) governing our pursuit of Being and

Value is a moral imperative indicating the way we should operate.

The affective insights that illuminate value to us, and that are central
to the fourth phase of intentional consciousness clearly are affected
when our feelings - that is, our intentional responses to value - become

disordered. However, there is a moral component in our knowing. as

welI. Judgments of fact are not automatic, nor is the formulation of
concepts, nor is being attentive to experience. The feelings that give

our processes of cognition momentum have a role in these choices, in
that they are the responses that reveal value to us (in these cases,

the value of being attentive, intelligent, or reasonable). In this way.

affective insight constitutes a remote condition for the rectitude of our
conscious operations in its fi.rst three phases ofconscious intentionality
as well as being the insight at the core of the fourth level.

This mis-pursuit ofBeing andValue therefore reflects and partially
results from a disorientation in our alfections. Moral wrongdoing and
sin do not result from mere ignorance, a defect in practical wisdom.rs

Without devaluing other factors, our affective self-transcendence (or

the lack thereof) is of crucial importance for the right pursuit of Being
and Value. Indeed, Lonergan describes the way in which feelings must
be corrected, deveioped, and cultivated before they are capabie ofbeing
reliable guides in discerning value.

The process of decline brought on by aberations in feeling can be

understood using emergent probability. In the case ofdecline, emergent
probability describes the way unintelligibility comes to characterize

the actions ofpersons and sets ofsocial situations. Note that emergent
probability does not thereby give a direct intelligibility to decline.

14 Method in Theology, 117 .

15 Unless that defect is the result ofoui negligence orrefusal ofintellectual bettermeot.
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There is none, for decline is a strict privation ofintelligibility. However,
emergent probability does describe the way that different kinds of
unintelligibility distort the sets of relations and operations evident in
the human good.

The biases that drive decline operate in ways that suppress the
development and integration of insights that we rightfully should
develop.16In this way, they enact psychologically continuous probability
scheduies that lead us away from self-transcendence, toward alienation,
unauthenticity, and absurdity. As individuals, and as members of
societies, we are incarnate acts of meaning. To the extent that the
biases are operative, alienation, unauthenticity, and absurdity come to
characterize the meanings that we are.

What are the factors that enact these probability Bchedules?
Without devaluing the role of ignorance and wrong conception, our
feelings - intentional responses to value - have become disordered,
and, this disordering of our motivation has had a deep and powerful
effect on our lives.17

Hence, Lonergan repeatedly speals of preference scales in the
context of our apprehension of values, something deeply affected by
our feelings.ls A preference scale has to do with how we rank one

value relative to another; especially it is connected with feeling in the
apprehension ofvalue. In human decline, our preference scales become
distorted. We become motivated not toward Being and Value but toward
deeper absurdity. Such a distortion is not necessarily something we
always consciously choose. In that these feelings often live in the
non-objectified twilight of our consciousness, both our unconscious
motivations and the symbols that mediate between the world of
immediacy and the world mediated by meaning are also important
factors in our decline.le

Decline has notjust to do with moral and intellectual failings but
also with the dialectics of sin.20 The deepest disordering of feeling is

16 See Kenneth MelchiD, 'History, Ethics, and Emergent Probability," in Lonergan
Workshop Journal, '{ol. 7, ed. Frederick Laefietrce (Atlanta, GA: Scholar8 PreB8, 1988),
278-80 on integrators and operatorE, and on the mediating role ofintelligence.

l7 Method, in Theologr , 46-El.
18 Method in Theoloct, 40, 50, s2,240.
19 Method in Theology, 33-34, 34n5, 34n6.
20 Method. in Theotogy, 54-55.
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with respect to love. Lonergan describes the root ofthe fallen contlition
this way:

Sinfulness similarly is distinct from moral evil; it is the
privation oftotal loving;it is a radical dimension oflovelessness.

That dimension can be hidden by sustained superficiality, by
evading ultimate questions, by absorption in all that the world
offers us to challenge our resourcefulness, to relax our bodies, to
distract our minds. But escape may not be permanent and then
the absence of fulfillment reveals itself in unrest, the absence

ofjoy in the pursuit of fun, the absence ofpeace in disgust - a

depressive tlisgust with oneselfor a manic, hostile, even violent
ilisgust with mankind."

Beyond and behind each individual moral failing, then, lies a privation
ofbeing-in-love. We can anesthetize ourselves to some extent concerning
this lack, but in the end the disordered feelings accompanying it will
seep into the operations of our consciousness as discord, as a hostility,
or even as tlisgust with ourselves and with our fellow human beings.

To say that such a privation affects our moral functioning, and our
existential being, is to labor in understatement.

RE}'ERSING DECLINE

To reverse decline will require then, a reordering of our love. It will
take a revolution in the structure of human motivation that sets us

in authentic relation to what is truly of value. In religious conversion,
humans receive the dynamic orientation that draws us to authenticity
through the gift of God's love.22 In order for our conscious intentionality
to reach authenticity, the functioning of our consciousness nust be

healed and elevated by God's love. Reli.gious conversion is thus the
gift of self-transcendence toward a reality beyond any possible hurnan
horizon.2s

In conversion, by grace, one turns away from sin and illusion

21 Method in Theotogy,242-43
22 Method in Theotogy , 242-43
23 Method in Theology,242.
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and acts rightly.'a In religious conversion, the subject experiences
a monumental change in the human reality he or she is.25 One
experiences a revision of one's horizons toward authenticity. This
change is sufficient to reverse the absurdity of sin because (and only
because) it is founded on God's grace. The created communication of
the divine nature is, by its source, free from sin and able to overcome
sin's effects in our conscious operations.

One can use emergent prcbability to understand religious
conversion. Prior to religious conversion, we have preference scales
characterized by the lack of love. Through an apprehension of
transcendent value, we receive preference scales oriented toward self-
transcendence. We receive the possibility of choosing supernatural
value, which we did not have before. We receive the "universal
antecedent willingrress" Lonergan spoke ol that gives us a greater
likelihood of being attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and responsible,
because we have an anchoring apprehension of and orientation toward
transcendent value.26

There is no mechanical, automatic, set of rules to follow to achieve
truth and virtue. However, authentic subjectivity does bring one to be
more attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and responsible. Attentiveness,
intelligence, reasonableness, and responsible action over time bring
about true knowledge and moral achievement. By grace, religious
conversion orients one toward acting in this way, because knowing,
caring about, and choosing in favor of the other is a natural thing for
someone in love.

24 Method in Theotogy,267 -68.
25 Method in Theology,270.
26 Frederick Lawrence put it this way:

In being coaverted, in repenta[ce, we enter a conversation within what
might be called redemptive teDsion as we experience the interplay
between inner word (gift ofthe Spirit) alrd outer word (Je8us, who lived,
suffered, died, and rose again) irl the proceee of ongoing convereion, aince
conversioD as a Christian involves a t\ o-6ided responBe to God's outgoing
love: a response to the operative gxace of eonversion that bestows a
uoiver8al antecedent willingness through the gift ofthe Spirit; and a (rrot
nece8sarily separate) response to the outer word ofthe Risen Lord.

Frederick Lawrence, 'The Human Good and Christian Conversation,, in Lonergan
and Communication: Cornmon Ground for Forging the New Age, ed. T. Farrell aad p
Soukup (Kansas City, MO: Sheed & Ward, 1993),262.
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One cannot simply enter into one's heart and change the logic
it follows.'!? God can do this, and the result is religious conversion.

However, it is given to us to cooperate with the gracious work ofGod.
In educating one's feelings, or in fostering that education in others,
one can enter into that conspiracy \ry"ith the Divine that culminates in
religious belief, religious hope, and religious love.

Methodicaliy to ground this notion of religious conversion,
Lonergan uses the iater psychoiogy of Abraham Maslow. In his later
psychology, Maslow reworked his eariier analysis of self-actualization,
coming to believe that very few peopie achieve this state.26 However,

Maslow observed many people to live, at least temporarily, in a self-

actualized way on the basis of peak experiences. Recognized or not,
the transforming character ofpeak experience, in Maslow's estimation,
allowed people who would otherwise not be able to live in a self'
actualized way to do so. The restrictive logic of normal expectation i8

overcome by an experience that moves the receiving subject toward
self-transcendence.

Peak experience, as Lonergan assesses it, has an ultimate
reference to being in love with God.'e Not every peak experience is
characterized by being in love with God, of course, but being in love
with God is the summit ofpeak experience. Lonergan repeatedly noted
Maslow's assessment that rather than being confined to a few mystics,
peak experiences are common; however, the subjects who are having
them may not recognize them as such.3o Similarly, being in love with

27 Feelinge are not under our conscious control the way oui body parts are, but arise
spontaneously and can be affected by approval and disapproval. Looergalr'8 u8e of
'feelings' Bublates the work of Dietrich voD HildebraDd and Max Scheler (Method in
Theology, 57 -59).

28 See Abraham Maelow, fbuard @ P'lchalogy of Being,2td ed. (New York: Van
Noshand R€inhold, 1968), 97. See also Abraham Msslow, fieiiS'rons, Values, and Peah

Erperiences (New York: Viking Press, 1970).

29 Bernard Louergan, 'Self-Tranecendence: Intellectual, Moral, Religiou6,' in
Philosophical and, Theological Papere, ,965-1980, ed. Robert Croken and Robert Doran,

vol. 1? of the Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, (Torontoi University of Toronto

Press, 2004),326.
30 Bernard Lonergan, "Philosophy, God, and Theology: Lecture I: Philosophy of

God.," iD Philoeophical and Theological Papera 1965-1980, 169n9; Bernard Lonergan,

"Questionnaire oo Philosophy: Responee,' ia Philosophical and Theological Papers,

1965-1980, 3?2-?4; Bernard Lonergan, 'Religious Experience,' in Bemard Lonergaa,

Third Collection: fupen by Bernard J. E Lonergan, 5.J., ed Frcderick Crowe (New York:
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God can work as an undertow in the operations ofour consciousness.3l
Whether as anun-thematized experience, or as something reflected

on and known, being in love with God influences the subject to act in
a more self-transcending way.32 Because of being in love with God, a
person who, in other terms, may have no right to expect healthy and
self-transcending operations, acts in a more healthy and self-actualized
way. This dynamic underpins the ability ofthe human subject to follow
the transcendental notion ofvalue.33 In other words, being in love with
God (realized or not) provides the basis upon which moral disinterest
prevails, and the subject is better able to pursue what is truly ofvalue.

Religious conversion, being changed by God's love, acts as a peak
experience or peak d1'namic state that changes our moral being.sa It
establishes in us a d;mamic of grovrth-motivation in which we are
oriented toward transcendent value and thereby to self-transcendence.

Self-actualization, the fruit of being shaped by the gift of the love
ofGod, is therefore not reserved for a special few. The d1'namic state of
being in love with God effects a transformation on the whole structure
of the human good, in every aspect of the human capacity to meet

Pauli6t Pre66, 1985), 118.

3l Method, in Theology, 113. Part ofthe work ofreligious educatioo is to help people to
advert to, ulderstand, and correctly assess the operationE oftheir coDsciousoe8s.

32'Self-Transcendence: Intellectual, Molal, Religious," 326.
33 Bernard l,onergan, "Mio6ion and the Sp iit,' io Thitd Cotlection: Papers by Bernorl

J E Lonergon, S.J,ed. Frederick E. Crowe (New York: Paulist Pres6, 1986), 29.
34 Lonergan aaid in thie regard,

One of the oldest convictioD8 of spiritual writerB and directors is that
religious experie[ceB are highly ambiguoua. What really reveals the man
or woman is not inner experience but outward deed. A8 scripture put it,
"By their fruits you shall know them'(Matthew 7:16).
Hence, if anyone wishe8 to ascertajn wheth€r he loves God, he is not to
attempt pBychological introspection, but he is to consider hiE own palpable
behavior. A persoa caD be profoundly in love with God yet fail to ffld it in
inlter experierce. As Profes8or Maslow put it, most people do have peak
experielces, but mo6t of them are Dot aware of the fact. Psychological
introspection is a highly difficult art.
Now being in love crith God, if not a peal( experieace, at least is a peak
state, indeed a peak dyaamic state.

Note the connection to moral behavior; religious converBion iB best knowtr as the
chalrge in our lives that utrdergirds our moral being. "Self-TYanscerdetrce: Intellectual,
Moral, Religious," 326.
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human need.ss It sublates the pursuit oflower needs, Placing them in a
wider and higher context.

As Lonergan says, our capacilr for self-transcendence becomes an
actuality when we fall irr love.

Then one's being becomes being-in-love. Such being-in-love has
its antecedents, its causes, its conditions, its occasions' But once

it has blossomed forth and as long as it lasts, it takes over. It
is the first principle. From it flow one's desires and fears, one's
joys and sorrows, one's discernment of values, one's decisions

and deeds.86

Because ofthe new orientation toward tralscendent value, we act in a
way (self-transcendent) that we would otherwise have been unable to

act (either consistently or at all).
The orientation toward transcendent value, then, becomes a

condition for the rectitude of our conscious operations. It changes the
way we come to aflective insights, replacing our prior responses to
value with responses appropriate to the horizon of faith. In that the
rectitude ofthe functioning ofall our conscious operations is dependent
on value responses - remember, the transcendental precepts are

moral imperatives - religious conversion becomes a proximate or
remote condition of the well-functioning of the human good. Religious
conversion by itselfdoes not reverse decline - the rectitude ofthe human
spirit and thereby of the human good requires cornprehensive healing
ald elevation, involving all that we are. But reiigious conversion, by

anchoring the process of the human good to transcendent value and
reordering it in the ordo amoris, does thereby provide the foundation
necessary for undoing decline.

35 Method in Th2ologr, 114-17

36 Method in Theologl , lo5.
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FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES
FOR A WORLD THEOLOGY

Robert M. Doran, S.J.
Marquette Uniuersity
Milwankee, Wisconsin

Ix rsts parrR I wsH to make a suggestion regarding the sigrrificance
of Bernard Lonergan's breakthrough to functional specialization,
a sigrrificance that has to do with the future of Catholic theology in
the world church that Karl Rahner correctly says was mediated into
thematic self-recognition at the SecondVatican Council. My suggestion
is at once theological and methodological. The theological ground of
the hypothesis is the doctrine of the universal mission of the Holy
Spirit. The methodological component is Bernard Lonergan's notion
of functional specialization. The significance of Rahner's vision of the
Second Vatican Council for functional specialization is, I believe, that
the eight functional specialties are to be applied 6y Ca tholic theolog! to
the universal religious situation of humankind.

More radically, the methodological component in this proposal
is the invariant structure of intentional consciousness that, when
complicated, becomes, among other things, functional specialization.l

1 'similarly, the second chapter, on functiolral specialties, was a complication of the
basic structure. We have the four levelE (expedencing, undeEtanding, judging, deciding)
occurring in two phases; and the effort concentrates on the end of the first level, the
second level, the third level, and the fouith level. This happens twice and 60 you get
eight. It's a complication of the basic structure. As presented, it wa8 a complicatioD of
the basic structure.. - something similar will be required wheaever you have an scademic
diecipline that deals with mar!'s past with a rc]evance to hi6 future., Bemard Lonergao,
Early Works on Theological Method. 1 ,'tol. 22 of the Collected Works of Bemard Lotrergan,
ed. Robert M. Dorun and Robert C. Croken (To!o!rto: University ofTbro[to Press,2010)
4?8-79. (The chapte! on functional specialties wa6 at the time - 1968 - projected to
be chapter 2 ro Method, in Theolog!, The occaeion of the cited comment was the set of
lectures that Lonergan delivered at Boston College in 1968, where, to my knowledge, he
6r8t went public with the notion offunctional specializatioo.)
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This methodological component meets the theological ground, the gift
ofthe Holy Spirit, when it is acknowledged that the gift of God's love is

the supernatural fulfilment of the obediential potency of nature, that
is, intentional consciousness as a principle of movement and reet in
search of true meanings and a normative and nuanced scale ofvalues 2

When the two meet, there is achieved the foundation for an integtation
ofreligious studies and theology, a major fruit ofwhat Lonergan called
the ongoing genesis of methods.3

I presume familiarity with the methodological component.

While there are still needed clarifications regarding intentional
consciousness,a the judgment that the structure is not subject to raalical
revision is common currency among Lonergan students. But the debate

surrounding the theological component rages on - perhaps much to the
consternation ofthe HoIy Spirit herself, who I suspect might like us to
gain greater clarity and agreement in her regard.

I would like to locate this presentation within a larger ongoing
context. That context is partly located in a public discussion that began

in October 2009 at Marquette University. I hope this discussion will
continue over the years at Marquette, in an annual colloquium on
"Doing Catholic Theology in a Multi-religious World." My hope for the
colloquium is that, after some years of debate and discussion, we will
have arrived at the broad outlines of a genuinely Catholic theology of
religions. At the first of these colloquia, which are sponsored by the

2 My urderstanding of the relation of oature and grace is based on lnnergao, aot
otr Rshne!. See Jeremy Blackwood, "Irnergao and Rahner on the Natural Desire to
See Cod," METH1D: Journal of Lonergan Stud,ie|, new eerieg, 1, no. 2 (2010): 85-103.

Like functional specialization, the scale of values iB a complicatiotr of the structure of
intentioDal consciousneee elevated by divine grace, olte that opetrs on the collective

responsibility that is made operative aB grace takes on social and cultural effediveBess.

See Robert M. Doran, "Social Grace," paper delivered at the 2010 WeEt Coast Methods

lDstitute, Loyola Maiymoult UniverBity, uow publiEhed ia MEfiroD. Joumal of Lonergon

Sr.rdies, new serie8 2, no. 2 (2011): 131-42.

3 See Bemard Lonergan, "The ODgoing GeneBis of Methods,'inA Third, Qollection, ed,

Frederick E. Crowe (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1985): 146-65.

4The clarifcatiotrs would regatd primarily the fust aDd the fouith "levels" in the
structure. Fo! my own swge8tiotrs,8ee, regarditrg the fir€t "level,'Robert M. Doran,

'R.ception and Elemental Meaning,' ?bmn to Jourtull ofTheolog! 20 (2004): 133-57' and,

regarding the fourth, Robert M. Doran, 'lgiatiaD ThemeB irr the Thought of BerDard

Lonergan: Revisiting a Topic that Deserves Further Reflection," Ionztgan Vr'orhshop 19,

ed. Fred Lawrence (Boston College, 2006): 83-106.
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Marquette Lonergan Project, papers by John Dadosky, Darren Dias,
and myself emphasized the universal mission of the Holy Spirit, and
so the theological component of my present hypothesis, as a central
Locus of twenty-first-century Catholic systematics. The papers stressed
Frederick Crowe's position on the relations of the missions of the
Holy Spirit and of the Son,s and brought into play and updated with
Lonergan's help some central Ignatian insights regarding discernment
and dialogue.6

The upshot of the first colloquium was twofold: a shared
recogrition, acknowledged from the begindng by the speakers but
definitely heightened in the course of the discussion, of the need for
greater clarity regarding the mission ofthe Son in relation to that ofthe
Holy Spirit, but also a tacit agreement, it would seem, with a statement
in my paper to the effect that the global implications of the scale of
values would provide an extraordinary litmus test regarding the major
authenticity of the various religious traditions in our world, where
"major authenticity" refers not to the authenticity of individuals vis-d-
vis their traditions but to the authenticity ofthe traditions themselves
as currently appropriated and implemented or exercised. These two
results ofthe first colloquium became the starting point for the second,

which was held in early November 2010. In my own presentation for
that colloquium, I related the two results to one another, by attempting
to specify the relation between the mission ofthe Word, understood in
terms ofincarnate and linguistic meaning, and the cultural and social

manifestations of the mission of the Spirit in the gift of God's love.7

But in the present paper, I want to specifr further the implications of
the position that I am taking regarding the mission itself of the Holy
Spirit, and I want to indicate what I think these implications mean for
our very notion of theology and especially for the notion of a Catholic
theology explicitly structured by functional specialties.

5 Crowe's principal paper on the topic is'Son ofGod, Holy Spitit, and Wor)d Religions,"
presented as the Chancellor's Lecture at the Regis College Convocation, Toronto,

November 26, 1984. Published ia 1985 by Regls, and tn APProPiating the Lonergan ldea,

ed. Michael Vertin (Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1989), 324-43.

6The three papels can be found in PDF and audio on the new website wvr'w.

IoDerganregource.com, urder Events: CoDferences: October 29_30, 2009

TSee Bobert M. Doran,'Social Grace and the Migsion of the Word,' on wwv
lonerganresource.com, under Events: Conferences: November 4-5, 2010.
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I \..ill begin with a short section on the mission ofthe Holy Spirit,
where I rely more on Crowe's position than is clear from what I have
time to say here. In fact, if Crowe's position is not correct, then what
I am proposing regarding functional specialties for a world theology
needs to be rethought. The position proposed here depends on Crowe'g
theological doctrine regarding the mission ofthe Holy Spirit in relation
to that ofthe Son. In a second section, I will offer my own position on
the structure ofthe gift ofthe Holy Spirit, repeating in summary form
the major points of my paper at the Lonergan Workshop in 2009. I will
conclude with a proposal regarding the implications of these positions
for a methodical theology, that is, for a collaborative effort structured
by functional specialization.

r. THE MISSION OF THE SPIRIT

The Holy Spirit is God's first gift. The Holy Spirit is, first and foremost,
the gift that the Father and the Son give to each other as together they
communicate the divine nature to the relation oflove that unites them.
But the divine missions are the divine processions linked to a created,
contingent, and consequent term. The gift of the Holy Spirit mutually
uniting the Father and the Son is historicized and universalized, and
recogrrition ofthis establishment ofthe so-called economic Trinity yields
the theological and, I dare say, ecclesial doctrine that everyone is offered
the gift of the divine favor and its transforming power, irrespective
of all contingent circumstances, including religious affiliation. The
doctrine of the universal salvific will of God means that wherever
there has been the obediential potency that is human attentiveness,
intelligence, rationality, and moral responsibility, there has been the
offer ofthe gift of God's love, that is, the gift ofthe Holy Spirit. Then, in
the fullness ofthe Holy Spirit's time, the Father sent the Son, who was
conceived by the Holy Spirit in the womb of the Virgin Mary driven by
the same Spirit into the desert for forty days, 1ed back by the Spirit to
preach the coming of God's reign, and raised to life from death by the
Father in the power of the Holy Spirit. In other words, the mission of
the Holy Spirit is not only intensified but also revealed, made thematic,
in the mission ofthe Son, where it plays a constitutive role. That Holy
Spirit was then sent by the Father arrd the Son on the apostles arrd the
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other women and men gathered in the upper room on Pentecost. This
sending was to fulfill the twofold mission ofthe Son and the Spirit and
to acknowledge that what happened in Jesus was indeed the revelation
of what the triune God has always been doing in human history. The
time since then, the celebration of which in the liturgical cycle we call
"ordinary time," is really, as Fred Crowe loved to say, the time of the
Holy Spirit. It is the ongoing fifth act in the drama of salvation as the
latter is conceived by Raymund Schwager, an act in which we are all
among the principal protagonists.8 The mission of the Word is, among
other things, the explicit revelation through linguistic and incarnate
meaning of what God has always been doing and continues to do in
the inner word of the mission of the Holy Spirit, namely, pour out
divine love upon us. That is the good news.'God loved the world so
much that he gave his only Son" (John 3:16). The move that Frederick
Crowe makes in the paper on which so many ofus have come to rely is
that we share a religious community with all human beings, including
the people ofthe world's religions, a community grounded both in the
common orientation ofnature through intentional consciousness to the
mystery of love and awe that in fact is the transcendent triune God
and in the universal gift ofthe transcendent God's triune life through
what Christians would confess to be the indwelling Holy Spirit. I
cannot elaborate further on Crowe's rich paper here, but I suspect that
many of you are already familiar enough with its basic thesis that I
can move on with my own argument. Pneumatology wil1, I believe, be
the most important area of serious systematic theology in this century
and I hope and believe that Crowe's position, which most likely is also
Lonergan's, will become part ofthe foundation ofa twenty-first-century
pneumatology.

8 See Ra)'rnund Schw aget, Je6us in the Dtama of Salaation: Toward a Biblicdl Doctrine
of Redznption, trat\8. Jamea G. Williams and Paul Haddon (NewYork: Crossroad, 1999).
The ffve acts are: (1) JeBuB'preaching ofthe reign ofGod, (2) the conflict with the religious
authoritieB because ofhia preaching ofthe reign of God, (3) the crucifrxion and death of
Jesus, (4) the re8urrection ofJesus from the dead, and (5) the gift of the Holy Spirit at
Pentecost. The latter I am collceiving not a8 the first and origitral grft ofthe Holy Spirit
to humaDkind, which is a universal reality, but as the special confirmation by the Holy
Spirit that the mi8Bion ofthe Word was indeed the genuioe revelation ofwhat God has

been doing all along in the uriver8al gift ofthe Spirit.
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2. THE GIFT OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

Ever since writing and publishing the controversial article
"Congciousness and Grace,"e I have been working at further clarification
regarding the immanent constitution of our life in God. The position
that I have arrived at, largely by laboring over Lonergan's 1951-52

notes on sanctifying grace, is remarkably similar to the one I proposed

in "Consciousness and Grace." The present articulation of my position
goes as follows (in brief compass).

There is an uncreated gift given to us by the Father, a gift whom
Christians name the Holy Spirit. The gift, as uncreated, is constituted
by God alone. By the gift the triune God assunes a constitutive role in
our living, not as an inherent form or quasi-form, as Karl Rahner might
say, but as the term of a set of created relations. The human subject of
the fi.rst ofthose relations, the relation to the Hoiy Spirit, is the cenhal
form, the soul, the core of identity, of a subject elevated by sanctifoing
grace. The term ofthat created relation is the uncreated Holy Spirit.

This divine self-communication, constituted by God alone, really
allows each ofthe persons ofthe Trinity to be present to those to whom
the created grace of God's favor (gratia gratum facien s) has been given.

The major point in my position lies in an attempt to understand how
this can be, how the gilt of the Holy Spirit as the uncreated term ofa
created relation allows the other persons of the Trinity to be present
as distinct terms of a distinct created relation. I hold that it is specific
and peculiar to Christianity that it makes this set of interpersonal
relations, which are always given by God, explicit; it elevates them
from the udcu to t}:e thimatique. But that is doctrine, and the difficult
point is not the doctrine but understanding it. The doctrine is given
explicitly in scripture, at least in the Gospel ofJohn. But how it is to be
understood has been the subject of nearly endless debate, and while I
have attempted to express an understanding that I believe works, I am
not sanguine enough or foolish enough to believe that it puts an end to
the disputes.

The created gift by which God draws us into participation in

9 Robert M. Doran, "Conecrougnese and Gra ce," ME\,MD: Journal of l,onergan Stud,ies
11, no. 1 (1993): 51-?5.Ihis paper i8 now available online with new aoteE, a. the first ofa
set of'Essays in Systematic Theolog/ oo the webBite wwrp.loDergaaresource.corn, under
'Scholarly Works: Books: Robert M. Doran, Essale in Sleternatic ?heologX: An E-bah.
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divine life, and by which it is true that the Holy Spirit is given to us
and dwells in us as the term of a created relation, is to be conceived as
effected, created,by the love that is common to the three divine persons;
but it is also to be conceived as imnanenth/ constituted in terms of
created participations in what Aquinas calls the "notional acts" proper
to each ofthe divine persons. While sancti$'ing grace is effected by the
love common to the three divine persons, it establishes in us distinct
relations to each of them and a distinct participation in the divine life
of each of them, in keeping with the distinct fashion in which each of
them exercises the divine creative love. The question for systematics is,
How can this be?

The first of these created relations we have already seen, the
created relation to the uncreated Holy Spirit. This is the fundamental
divine gift, the gift to us of the same Holy Spirit whom the Father
and the Son give to one another eternally. But the affirmation that the
Holy Spirit is sent to us can be true only if there is a created condition
consequent on the mission by which it is possible to affirm the mission
itself. That created consequent condition is the elevation ofthe central
form, the "I," of the human being to a participation in divine life that
makes possible a created relation lo the uncreated Holy Spirit. The
subject of that relation is the elevated central form, substantial form,
soul. As a created relation to the Holy Spirit, this relation imitates
and participates in the uncreated relation to the Holy Spirit that the
Father and the Son are. That is, it imitates and participates in what the
psychological analogy has traditionally called active spiration. Thus
the created gift called sanctirying grace, which is nothing other than
the reception of actively spirating love as it elevates central form to a
created supernatural relation to the uncreated Holy Spirit, is a created
participation in the Father and the Son together actively Sreathing"
the Holy Spirit. It is experienced, at least as recollected and made
thematic in memory as being on the receiving end of unconditional
love. We have been given a share in the relation to the Holy Spirit
that in God is the Father and the Son actively loving each other and
in that loving "breathing," "spirating," the Holy Spirit. In this active
loving, the Father communicates diyine love to the Son, who responds
precisely as Verbum spirans Amorem, an eternal Judgment of Value
that breathes eternal love, the proceeding love that is the Holy Spirit
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issuing as the mutual love of the Father and the Son. Because of the
participation in the Verbum spirans Amorem, the change in us entails
a created judgment of value or, better, set ofjudgments of value, from
which there proceeds the created love that shares in the Proceeding
Love that is the Holy Spirit. This created love is the love that we call
charity. Charity relates us back to the Father and the Son in a created
participation in the passive spiration of the Holy Spirit, setting up an

inverse created relation to the uncreated Father and Son, who also

dwell in us as terms of a created relation.
Aquinas and the early Lonergan thus distinguish charity

from sanctifuing grace. That distinction is based in the Aristotelian
metaphysics of substance and accidents, where the soul is substantial
form and the will is a conjugate facu)ty of the soul. Sanctifying grace

is an entitative habit rooted in the soul while charity is an accidental

or conjugate habit emanating in the will. I remain convinced that
there is a validity to this metaphysics, that it is not to be jettisoned

but transposed, arrd that the solution to the problem with which I
am concerned lies in effecting an aPpropriate transposition of that
metaphysics into the terms and relations of a religiously ilifferentiated
consciougness informed by Christian revelation.

In that transposition, charity, as a created participation in and
imitation of the Holy Spirit, sets up an inverse created relation to the
Father and the Son, who thus are also present to us, dwelling in us, as

terms of a created relation. The biblical doctrine ofthe indwelling ofall
three divine persons is transposed by a technical systematic theology
into the affirmation of the indwelling of all three divine persons as

terms of distinct relations. The further "interiority" transposition of
"the habit of charity" would be captured in an affirmative response to
the fourth form ofthe question of God, as this is expressed on page 116

of Method in Theology: "...now it is primarily a question of decision. Will
I love [God] in return, or will I refuse? Will I live out the gift of lttivine]
love, or will I hold back, turn away, withdraw?" In this transposition,
the gift that a metaphysical theology called sanctifying grace is the gift
of divine love, ofthe grace that makes us pleasing to God in the special

way that indicates God's desire that we be God's friends, and so that
establishes a created relation to the uncreated Holy Spirit; it is God's

being in love with us; and charity is the reciprocal dynamic state ofour

Doran
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beingin love with God. Sanctifoinggrace is "gratia operans," and charity
"gratia cooperans" in the realm ofhabitual grace. Interestingly enough,
the recently published volume 22 in the Collected Works of Bernard
Lonergan reveals that as late as the 1968 institute at Boston College,
Lonergan identified "being in love with God," not with sanctifoing grace,
as in Method in Theology, but with charity. This is part of the position
that I defended in "Consciousness and Grace," and I would suggest
that we return to it. Lonergan later admitted in a discussion session
at a Lonergan Workshop in 1974 that in Method in Theology he had
amalgamated sanctifying grace and charity.lo It has been my position
since I wrote "Consciousness and Grace" that that amalgamation was a
step bacfr from religious differentiation, andthatwe should return to the
distinction between sanctiffing grace and charity affirmed by Aquinas
and by the early Lonergan, and work at further refining the interiority
transposition of that distinction. In fact, I think, that distinction will
give us the "special basic relations" that, strangely, are not mentioned
in the basic methodological position expressed on page343 of Method in
Theology:" ...thebasic terms and relations ofsystematic theology will be
not metaphysical, as in medieval theology, but psychological...general
basic terms name conscious and intentional operations. General basic
relations name elements in the dynamic structure linking operations
and generating states. Special basic terms name God's gift ofhis love
and Christian witness. Derived terms and relations name the objects
known in operations and correlative to states." Special basic relations
would be the relations between receiving the favor of God and living
out the gift of divine love by loving God in return.

I have spoken also of a set of judgments of value that proceeds
from the reception ofthe gift of God's love. I would like to propose that
this set ofjudgments of value constitutes the universalist "faith" that
Lonergan distinguishes in his later work from the beliefs of particular
religious traditions. Ifthis is the case, thejudgments ofvalue are crucial
to any attempt to build a Catholic systematic theology ofreligions. The
faith reflected in such judgments ofvalue can be and is found in diverse
traditions, and is responsible, it would seem, for Lonergan's hope that

10 Thia comment occurs in the last of the question-and-alswer Bessions in the 1974
Workshop. The recording ofthis session i8 Dow available as 81500A0E070 on the website
www.bemardlonergan.com, with a corresponding transcription at 81600DTE070.
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the religions of the world will find common ground and common cause
in the gift of God's love. Such faith is'the knowledge born of religious
love,"rl a knowledge contained in judgments of value consequent upon
the reception ofthe gift ofunqualiffed love. This knowledge called faith
grounds the proceeding charity that is our created participation in the
passive spiration that is the Holy Spirit.

Thus the analogy that I suggest starts with the reception of the
gift of God's 1ove, recollected in memory and grasped as sufflcient
condition for there to proceed a set of judgments of value; from these

two there flows the charity that is the love of God in return. What
makes this analogy dj.fferent from those proposed by Augustine,
Thomas, and both the early and the later Lonergan is not its structure,
which is identical in all of these analogies, but rather the fact that it
is explicitly an analogy, not from nature to the supernatural order, but
within the supernatural order itself. Created grace has a Trinitarian
form. The analogy in the order of grace begins with the gift of God's

love, retrospectively interpreted as a gift ofbeing on the receiving end

ofa love that is without qualification and that has about it something
that seems to emanate from the foundation ofthe universe. The initial
step in the analogy is composed of the gift of God's love recollected
and acknowledged in memory T?ris step, grasped as grounding an
assent, issues in the inner word of a judgment ofvalue proceeding from
memory and acknowledging the goodness of the gift. This judgment

of value is the foundation of a universalist faith that is present in all
authentic religion. The recollection and judgment of value together
constitute a created share in, participation in, imitation of, divine
active spiration, the active loving of the Father and the Son for each
other from which divine Aznor procedens, passive spiration, the Holy
Spirit, originates. Memoria and. its uerburn spirans amorem give rise
to the disposition of charity, the antecedent universal willingrress
that is a created participation in and imitation of the Holy Spirit, a
disposition that establishes a reverse relation of love for the Father
and the Son. The relation between the love acknowledged in mzmoria
and its word, on the one hand, and charity on the other, is analogous

ll Method in TheotogJ, 115. For Lonergan'B understaEdiDg of this universalist faith
and its distinction from the religious beliefs of particular traditions, 6ee Method in
Theolngy, 116-19.
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to the relation between active and pa8sive spiration in the triune
God. The three divine persons dwell in us and among us, are present
to us, precisely as the uncreated terms of two created supernatural
relations: supernatural, because their term is God as God is in God's
threefold conscious self, which is beyond the proportion of any created
nature and so absolutely supernatural. And all ofwhat I have just said
constitutes a twofold transposition - theoretical and methodological

- of the very movement of the Spiritual Exercises of St Ignatius: from
the reception of divine love at the beginning to the "Contemplation for
Attaining Love of God" in return at the very end. That contemplation
contains the basic structure that I am suggesting: memory recollecting
and making thematic the gift that one has received, the judgment of
value that this is indeed very good, and the awakening of love for the
One who has flrst loved us. Memory andjudgment ofvalue together are
a created share in active spiration, and the awakening oflove in return
is a created participation in passive spiration.

3. FUNCTIONAL SPECIALITIES FOR A WORLD THEOLOGY

Finally, and all too briefly, I come to the main distinguishing point of
this particular presentation.

Lonergan says in Method in Theology that the correct answer to
the question, What data are relevant to Christian theology? occurs, not
in the functional specialty concerned with the data themselves, that
is, research, but in the sixth functional specialty, the one concerned
with doctrines. But, he goes on to ask, "How can the sixth specialty
be reached, if one does not know which are the areas relevant to
theological research, and how each area is to be weighted?" His answer
is typical: "...let Christial theologians begin from where they already
stand. Each will consider one or more areas relevant to theological
research. Let him work there. He will find that the method is designed
to take care of the matter."r2

Now, my question is, What happens with respect to the question
of the areas relevant to theological research if a Christian theologian
stands on Frederick Crowe's theological doctrine regarding the
relation of the mission of the Holy Spirit to the mission of the Son?

12 Method in Theotogy , 150
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What happens if such a theologian affirms that we Christians share
a retigious community with all human bei.ngs, including the people

of the world's religions, precisely because the divine person whom
we call the Holy Spirit has been sent to all; again, precisely because
the created participations in Trinitarian active and passive spiration
that Christian theologians are enabled to make thematic are in fact a
universal offer on the part ofthe triune God to all women and men at
every time and place in human history whether that offer be u6cu or
thimatique?

What happens is that the relevant data for Christian theology are
magnified exponentially; and the consequences for the other functional
specialties in the first phase of theology are enonnous in their
implications. For all the data on human religious living, whether that
living be explicit or compact, are now to be made available for Christian
theology itself;they are to be interpreted in accordwith the hermeneutic
theory presented in both chapter 17 of Insight ard chapter 7 of Method;
and the relevant history for Christian theology itself expands to
include the religious history of ali of humanity. That such a proposal
does not mean the collapse of theology into positivist religious studies
is guaranteed by accepting the functional specialization of theological
tasks; for then, beyond research, interpretation, and history which is
where religious studies would stop, there remains, in the first phase,

the dialectic that would mediate the differences, and then there is the
normative subject, the concrete universal moving the whole of theology
to a second phase; and in that second phase there will emerge vastly
expanded functional specialties of foundations, doctrines, systematics,
and communications. The result wi1l be avast collaboration constructing
what we may call a world theology or a theology for a world church, a

theology that takes its stand on the theological and ecclesial doctrine
of the universal mission and gift of the Holy Spirit, and that applies
the methodological doctrine of functional specialization to the task
of mediating from data to results an entire worldwide community of
men and women receiving and responding to what Christians know as

the third divine Person, the Holy Spirit ofGod, proceeding Love in the
Trinity poured out in the hearts of a1l by the gift ofthe triune God to
all. The content of all eight functional specialties is expanded vastly if
we take our stand on Crowe's theological doctrine.
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13 Since I delivered this paper at the 2010 Lonergan Workshop, there have been two
develop&ents in my thinki[g relevant to the problems treated here. In 'Social Grace
and the Mis8ioD of the Word," the universali8t faith mentioned above is amrmed to be

a participation in an invisible mission of the divl[e Word. And in a paper published in
Meutoo: Journal of Lonergan Sludies, (new se.ies 2, no. 1 t20101: 13-16), "The Ninth
Functional Specialty," the objectiffcation of the nomative subject is removed from
the functional specialty Foundations to become a niDth functiotral specialty, Horizons,
mediating between the firBt and Becond phaBes oftheology. What ie left in the place of
Foundatione in Loaergan's Bchema ofthe functional specialties I now call Categories.

Such is the vision, in very brief compass. I do not have the time
to pursue it further here. But I know I cannot consider the work that
I'rn currently doing on The Ttinity in History complete even in a first
installment until this vision has been explored and mined further But
I must stop here at present.13
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INTRODUCTION

Sur-rnaNscoNoENCE IS THE AoHIEvEMENI of conscious
intentionality, and as the latter has many parts and a long
development, so too has the former. There is a first step in
attending to the data of sense and consciousness. Next, inquiry
and understanding yield an apprehension of a hypothetical
world, mediated by meaning. Thirdly, reflection and judgment
reach an absolute: through them we acknowledge what really
is so, what is independent ofus and our thinking. Fourthly, by
deliberation, evaluation, decision, action we can know and do

not just what pleases us, but what truly is good, worthwhile.
Then we can be principles of benevolence and beneficence,
capable of genuine collaboration and true love. But it is one

thing to do this occasionally, by fits and starts. It is another
to do it regularly, easily, spontaneously. It is, finally, only by
reaching the sustained self-transcendence of the virtuous...
that one becomes a good judge, not on this or that human act,
but on the whole range of human goodness.l

How can some of the major ideas of Bernard Lonergan be used to
transform the expanding domains of applied psychology? More

1 Bernard Lonergan, Me thad. in Theology (Neat York: Herder & Herd er 1972), 35
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specifically, how can the phenomena of cognitional and moral self-

transcendence identified by Lonergan be imported into various areas
of applied psychology?

The American Psychological Association currently lists over fifty
sub-specialties in psychology, and any one of them can fall under the
general rubric of "applied psychology" as long as attempts are made
to use theory and research fintlings to adalress practical problems.
As such, applied psychology is not primarily concerned with the
development and testing of theories, but employs research findings in
practical Bituations.

The present paper explores some connections between selected

ideas in the work of Bernard Lonergan and themes cunently under
investigation in various branches of applied psychology. These

explorations are part of a larger, ongoing program to apply Lonergan's
ideas about cognitional structure, intentionality analysis, generalized

empirical method, bias and intellectual and moral self-transcendence
to selected areas of applied psychology, including: developmental,
educational, counseling, and organi.zational. Cognitional structure
refers to groupings of conscious activities and events that occur in
problem solving. Intentionality analysis identifies how comprehensive
problem solving requires the fulfillment of distinct intentions to
understand possibilities, resolve issues of fact and vaiue, and find
reasonable bases for action. Generalized empirical method illuminates
how similar problem solving activities cut across efforts at solving
problems in science, mathematics, and common sense. Bias, as

described by Lonergan, is a basic interference w"ith the problem-solving
process, resulting in tlistortions ofall types. Fi-nally, self-transcendence
(both intellectual and moral), when it is achieved, encompasses growth
of humans beyond their current "self."

The work described in this paper has been guided by four clusters
of questions which, talen together, would provide remarkable unity
to psychology if answered correctly. These groups of questions pertain
to learning, mis-learning, personality functioning, and personality
development. The general constructs of learning and personality are

central to most sub-specialties in psychology. Hence answers to the
following questions should shed a unifying light2 on those areas of

2 Bemard Lonergan, In sight: A study of Hutuan llnderstanding, 'tol. 3 of the Collected
Works of Bernard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M Doran (Toronto:
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human activity and personal change that require complex problem
Bolving.

Cluster 1 - I*arning ot Problem Solaing

Examples of the questions about learning include Lonergan's initial
formulation: "What are we doing when we are knowing?" 3 as well
as possible reformulations such aB "What are we doing when we are
acquiring knowledge?" or "What are we doing when we are learning
something?" The learning referred to in these questions is an active
and complicated process that is often referred to in the psychological
literature as "complex human problem solving." This is often
tlistinguished from simpler forms of learning such as paired-associate
learning or memorization.

Clueter 2 - Mis-l.earning

A second set ofquestions pertains to what may be term edmis-learning:
for example, "How can human problem solving be distorted?" "What can
interfere with it?"While there may be many answers to these questions,
Lonergan devoted a great deal of attention to the phenomenon of"bias"
as a primary distorting principle relative to our problem-solving efforts.

Clueter 3 - Pereonality Functioning

If problem solving (as coming to know something) is important to
human functioning then it is important for personality functioning in
current contexts. This leads to a third set of questions as follows: "How
does human problem solving affect personality functioning?" and "How
does human mis-learning alfect personality functioning?"

Clueter 4 - Penonality Deoelopment

Since problem solving and cuuent functioning can also have long-term
consequences, there also emerges a fourth set of questions regarding
personality development over the long term: "How does human problem

Univer8ity ofToroDto Pres8, 1992);William Murnion, "Method in the Arts and Sciences,'
Lonergan Worhshop Joarzal, vol. 16, ed. Frederick Lawrence (Chestnut Hill, MA: Boston
College), 173-98.

3 Method in Theotosr, 25.
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solving affect personality development?" and "How does human mis-
learning affect human development?"

These four sets ofgeneral questions can beused to bring someunity
to various areas of applied psychology, including its developmental,
educational, counseling, and organizational branches. The aim of
this paper is to explore some suggestions on how this might be done.

Specifically, it will consider examples in which applied psychologists
are or are not investigating the facts associated with the nature 8nd
relations of levels of consciousness, the role of question and insight in
learning, and the influence of"basic biases" on the production of mis'
learning.

Providing such a sketch is actually a response to several challenges
issued to social scientists by Lonergan himself and the scholars that
follow him. Among these challenges are those of: (1) understanding the
act of understanding itseif in all its conditions and ramificationsa; (2)

for psychologists to learn how to study the data of consciousnesss; (3)

making clear to twenty-first century audiences the facts of question

and insight6; and (4) bringing generaiized empirical method into the
social sciences.? All these challenges point to an ongoing need for clarity
about the basic facts of consciousness and learning and interferences
with them.

This kind of clarification would inform debates in applied
psychology circles on such seemingly disparate topics as: the relative
importance of"creative" and "critical thinking" in education, the nature
of "transformational learning," the relative strengths and weaknesses
ofinsight in counseling, cognitive correlates for psychological defenses,

and principles for the development and deterioration ofproblem solving
in individuals and groups.

4 Iasigrrr, irtroductiotr.
6 Methnd, in Theolw, l8O.
6 Frederick Ctowe, The Lonergan Enterprise (Cambridge, MA: Cowley Publicatioo,

1980),6.
7 William Murnion, "Metiod in the ArtB and Sciences.'

Grallo
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LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
AND THEIR INTER.REI-ATIONS

At the beginning of Insight Lonergan issues his primary challenge
to all serious thinkers to thoroughly understand what is involved in
the very processes of understanding itself: "Thoroughly understand
what it is to understand, and not only will you understand the broad
outlines ofall there is to be understood but you will also possess a fixed
base, an invariant pattern, opening upon all further developments of
understanding."s

This work is taken up in Insight and clarified in Method in
Theologg. In the process, distinct groups of conscious acts and
operations are identified, and based on these groupings, differing
leve1s of consciousness are described and related to one another. What
emerges are types of consciousness that are distinguished from one

another by intention and product, yet are at least potentially related
to one another by a process named "sublation': hence there are "four
levels of conscious and intentional operations, where each successive
level sublates previous levels by going beyond them, by setting up a
higher principle, by introducing new operations, and by preserving the
integrity of previous leveIs, while extending enormously their range
and their significance."e Hence experiencing, understanding, judging
ald decidhg are described, distinguished and related to one another
in this manner.

There have been numerous presentations of these four groups
of conscious operations (or, levels of consciousness) outlined by
Lonergan.lo There is no need to re-summarize those descriptions here,
and the reader is referred to them and to personal experience for basic
clarification on these matters. Yet in reference to them, a number of
important points can be emphasized.

First, to bring this type of analysis into contemporary applied

8 Insight, iafiodlt tion,2z.
I Methad in Theolog!, g4o.

10A partial Iiet would include the following: Brian Cronin, Foazda tions of Philosoph!:
Lonergaa's Cognitional Theory dnd Epistenology (Natobi, Kenya: Consolata Institute
of Philosophy, 1999); T. Tekippe, what Is LonergaD Up to in Insight? (Collegeville, MN:
Liturgical Press 1996), Marnoo: Jounal of Lonergan Stu.dizs, 13, no. 2, Topogtaphy and
Ecouomy of Cooeciousne8s, 1995.
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psychology presupposes a stance regarding what Lonergan calls the
"data of consciousness": that iB, events in conscious experience that are

otherthan sense experiences. Forwell over a century psychoiogists have

debated the accessibility and usefulness of such data in psychological
research. The radical behaviorist tradition, ae represented by John B.

Watson and more recently by B. F. Skinner, is clear in its rejection of
such data.l1 Yet reflection on conscious experience is likely to reveal
the behaviorist account of human learning as impoverished, since it
leaves out intention and motivation,l2 question, and insight.l3 This
brings us to a more narrow challenge issued by Lonergan to scientists
of any discipline: Iearn to deal with the difficulties associated with the
data of your field. For psychologists this becomes an exhortation to
learn to deal with the difficulties of the data of consciousness (which
psychologists sometimes refer to as "introspective data") as well as

reports about those data.la
Over the l,ast 150 years, psychologists have displayed ambivalence

in their willingrress to study data ofconsciousnesg and phenomena such

as insight. This was a topic ofinterest in the early German psychological
laboratories.ls After falling into some disrepute, it was neglected as a

topic until the Gestalt psychologists took it up again in the 1930s and
1940s.16 In the 1970s, there occurred what has come to be known as

the "cognitive revolution" as a backlash to the limitations of radical
behaviorism.lT ln the wal<e ofthis newer initiative a number ofattempts
to study various aspects ofinsight have accumulated, ranging fron the
assembly of autobiographical accounts,ls to surveys and experimental

11 B. F. Skinner Scieace and Human Behavior (New York: Free Prege, 1953).

12 W Matson, ?he Brolez fraoge (New York: Doubleday, 1966).

13 Richard Grallo, 'The Absence of Question and Insight in Accounts of Klowledge,"
Stmposium, XT\L lro. L .2007 ): 33-42,

14 Bernard Lonetgan, [Jnder,tdnding and Being (Torontot Univelsity of Toronto
P!es8, 1990),363.

15 Ed, itr G. Boring, A History of Erperinental Pstcho@ (Neq Yorki Pretrtice-Hall,
1950).

16 wolfgaog Kuhler, Ge stalt Psycholog! (New York: Liveright Publishing, 1947).

17 Howard Gardier, The Mind'e Neu Science: A Hietory of the Cognitioe Reaolution
(New York: Basic Books, 1987).

18 Philip E. ve-orr, ed. C/"@riuiry (Baltimore, MD: Penguin Book8, 1970).
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19 Robert Stemberg aod Jar:et David6on (ed6.). Tha Natuft of Insight (Carnbid,ge,
MA: MIT Prees. 1995; R. Stemberg, (ed, ),IIo ndbooh of Creatiuit! (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1999).

20 K. Anders Eliccson and Herbert A. SilrroD, Protocol Analyeis Verbdl Reports as
Dora (Cambridge, MA: MIT Preee, 1984).

21 Linda Como, "Studeot Volition and Education: OutcorEe8, IDfluence, and Practices,,
in Schunck and Zimmermann (eds.), Self-fegulation of lzarning and krformarue: Iseues
and Educational Applications 1994.

Re-framing Applied. Psychology

and quasi-experimental studies.re At this point, most approaches to the
study of insight aB a general phenomenon are explicitly regarded as
indirect and dependent upon the ability to accurately self-report.2o

Next, as is clear in the Lonergan tradition, there are levels of
consciousness (experiencing, understanding, judging, and deciding)
that appear to have different functions. Each level of consciousness is
suffused with purpose of some type and each is associated with specific
cognitive operations. More specifically, each t)?e of consciousness will
be associated with some conscious act or event that moves thinking
forward (an "operator") as well as some process or product that brings
a kind of closure or fulfillment of intention appropriate for that level
(an "integrator"). The entire sequence of said activities and events
constitutes a process which may unfold naturally or which may be
interfered with. To move forward, a sustained desire to know must be
present, thus "maintaining the intention to learn."21

For the levels of understanding, judgrng, and deciding, questions
ofspecific types serve as operators, moying consciousness to fulfillment
of an intention, and insights of speciflc types serve as integrators,
bringing thinling forward to a related product. The process of self-
transcendence, as it unfolds, involves passive (or receptive) aspects
as well as active aspects. As psychological events, insights are not in
our control, and questions are only partially in our control. Yet we do
maintain a choice in whether we pursue them, in effect preserving the
intention to learn.

In light of these levels of consciousness, one can then define
"learning" as a transition from a state of not knowing to a state of
knowing. Sub-types of learning can be worked out in terms of
propositional and procedural knowing as well as conceptual learning,
factual learning, values clarification, and comprehensive learning.
Of all types of learning, problem solving will be the most active and
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the most complex. Lonergan views these changes in terms of self-

transcendence (both cognitionat and moral), and he notes how dimcult
it is to develop them into settled habits for the management ofour own
learning and gtowth as persons.22

This pattern of levels of consciousness is repeated time and again
in comprehensive learning and results in settled habits of growth;
yet, the process begins with a problem-as-experienced. For example,
in personal development, a person may experience the problem of
keeping a New Year's resolution. In education, a student routinely
faces the problem of doing poorly in mathematics. In counseling, a

client struggles with the problem ofunbridled anger. In organizations,
workers neglect the organizational mission. Yet in each instance, these
problematic experiences could give way to increased understanding,
critical reflection, and a reasoned response - thus repeating the pattern
of development.

Crowe has issued the challenge to make the basic facts of insight
(including associated questions) more transparent to future audiences.2s

In applied psychology, the facts of question and insight are studied
under the headings of "thinking and problem solvingi' and "cognitive
psychology."

As reference points for the future, it would be useful to compare

Lonergan'sfive conclusions about aspects ofinsight with the conclusions

reached by psychologists using more indirect methods. In particular,
Lonergan concluded that insight: (1) comes as a release to the tension
of inquiry, (2) comes suddenly and unexpectedly, (3) is a function not
of outer circumstances but of inner conditions, (4) pivots between the
concrete and the abstract, and (5) passes into the habitual texture of
the mind. 2a

Robert Sternberg and Janet Davidson have compiled a specialized
and rather unusual collection of recent empirical studies devoted to

FUNCTIONAL ROLES OF QUESTION AND INSIGHT
IN PROBLEM SOLVING

22 Methd in Thaolog!, c]r,ap.2.

23 Crowe, The Lonergon Enterpri-oe, 6.

.* lnstqhL cnap. L
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the description ofinsight and of some conditions that seem to favor its
emergence.2s (1) While Lonergan refers to a release of the tension of
inquiry Mary Gick and Robert Lockhart address the affective aspects
ofinsight'z6 which they regard as a natural correlate. In some cases the
"aha" experience is accompanied by delight, and in others by chagrin,
depending on the content of the insight. Howard Gruber2? considers
insights and associated emotions through consideration of specific
historical examples in the overall context of learning. (2) Lonergan
adverts to the suddenness of insight as do Gick and Lockhart and
Gruber. Janet Davidson2E focuses primarily on this aspect of insight
in her review ofthe literature and her related empirical study. (3) For
Lonergan, insight is a function not of outer circumstances but of inner
conditions: for example, the emergence and formulation of a question
and the desire to know. Psychological researchers may attend to both
inner and outer conditions. Instead of questions, they may refer to
the formulation of a problem.2e In addition, they often attend to the
behavioral and social contexts in which problem solving occurs.so (4)

While Lonergan adverts to how insight pivots between the concrete
and abstract, psychological researchers routinely examine the extent
to which insights can be generalized (which would not be possible
were it not for abstraction). (5) Finally, Lonergan writes about insight
passing into the habitual texture of the mind. That passing would be

a movement into the background and to the diminished attention it
receives. Such settling "into the habitual texture of the mind" may
signal the emergence of expert knowledge, which has been the focus of
some research attention: with some emphasizing the automatic aspects

25 Sternberg and Davi dson, The Nature of Insight.
26 Mary Gick and Robert Lockhait, 'Coelitive aad Afiective Componeots oflosight,'

in Sternberg and David.o\ Nature of In€ight.
27 Howard Gruber, "Insight and Affect in the Hist ry of Science," in Stemberg and

Davld,son, Nature of Insight.
28 J Davidson, "The Suddenuese of Insight,' in Stemberg and Dayidson, Narur€ o/

Imight.
29 Maria Ippolito and Ryan Tivee[ey, "The Inc.ption of Insight,' in Sternberg and

Davjdaon, Natuft of Insight .

30 Mihaly Ceikszentmihalyi ard Keith Sa*yer,'Creative IDsight: The Social Dimeneion
of a Solitary MorEeEt," ilr Stlrnberg and D aidaon, Nature of Insight.
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PROBLEM SOLVING VERSUS MIS.LEARMNG

A distinct set of questions pertains to what may be termed mis-
learning: for example, "How can human problem solving be distorted?"
"What can interfere with it?" While there may be many answers to
these questions, Lonergan devoted a great deal of attention to the
phenomenon of"bias" as a primary distorting principle relative to our
learning. In one instance he referred to bias as "a block or distortion

31 Malcol- Gladwell, 8ri4[: The haer of Thinhing uithaut Thinhing (New York:
Lit e-Brown, 2005).

32 Robert Dawee, D. Faust, and Paul Meehl,'Clinical vs.Actuarial Judgment," Scie/rce,

243 (1989): 1668-?4; J. Krenger @d.), Rationality and. Social Responsi6iiiry (Mahwah,

NJ: Erlbaum, 2008).
33 Richard Grallo, Tte Absence of Que8tion and lnBight ir1 Accounts of Knowleadge

Sraposiam, XfV, no. 1 (2007): 33-42.

34 S. Bromberger Oz What We Know We Don't Knou : Erplanation, Theory, Linguistics,
and How Questione Shape Them (Chicago: University of Chicago Press' 1992)

35Alan Newell and Herbert Simon,Ir&tton Problem Solving (Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
1912).

of it,31 and others emphasizing the consciously controlled reflective
aspects of it.32

In contrast with insight, lhe question as a conscious event has
received even less attention.33 Occasionally, questions are addressed

from a linguistic point of view, as a formulation of an interrogative
proposition.s{ Yet they seem neglected as a pre-verbal rccognition
of a gap in our understanding, knowledge, or practice; and they are

also neglected as an intention to fil1 the gap (through iearning). The

literature in cogrritive psychology approaches the function of the
question when it examines the way in which we "find problems" and

"represent problems."ss The probability ofsuccessful problem solving is

heightened ifthe nature ofthe gap is clear and ifthe intention to learn
is preserved in spite of distractions and disruptions.

The nature of the question anticipates the nature of the insight
sought and the kind of consciousness of which it is a part: whether it is
understanding, judging, or deciding. Problem solving that is unfettered
and dominated by the intention to learn is to be distinguished from
"problem solving' that is disrupted.
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of intellectual development."s6 What are typically blocked are the
questions and insights that would lead to further development with
all its demands and opportunities. This phenomenon was described
and defined as existing in four basic forms, dramatic, egoistic, group,
and genera.l. In addition, he mapped out in some detail the deleterious
effects ofbias on learning and social situations. Yet currently both the
social sciences and the general culture have taken up the abstract term
"bias," routinely pronounce on its seriousness and yet fail to define it.
In some usages, the term has been used as a synonym for "preference,'
"interest," "judgment," or 'value,"which of course blurs over important
distinctions among psychological activities and events.

Let us use the term "basic bias" to refer to the phenomenon,
discussed by Lonergan, ofrefusing (or at least exciuding systematically)
further relevant questions and insights. Each advance from question to
insight, from question to knowledge, from question to reasoned action,
represents a transcendence of a new more comprehensive self over a
less-developed, prior version. Lonergan refers to this in his discussion of
intellectual and moral self-transcendence.3? There is no guarantee that
such growth will be pleasant, and there is no guarantee that the problem
solving it requires would be devoid ofhard work. Consequently, we may
seek to avoid it, and we may even nurture resentments about it. Hence
a dynamic tension is set up between growth and inertia, creativity
and comfort, high performance and coping habits. These tensions are
played out over again in a wide variety of human contexts, including
personal, educational, counseling, and organizational contexts.

Consequently, the effects of basic bias and other interferences
with growth-producing problem solving \vill be as far reaching as the
objective array of problems that exist in any current situation.

If basic bias is so important, then how can it be detected? What
is the evidence that it exists? At a minimum, the following kinds of
evidence would need to be assembled to demonstrate the existence ofa
basic bias: (a) a formulated question or insight, (b) that is demonstrated
to be relevant to the solution of an identified problem, (c) that is clearly
blocked or dismissed on a repeated basis over time. Such a block or

36 Mehod. in Theolosy, 231
37 Method, in TheoLogl, 35.
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dismissal could be due to a conscious rejection or to an ongoing habit
ofinattention.

CANDIDATE THEORIES FOR COLI-ABORATION
\YITH LONERGAN

If Lonergan's contributions on cognitional and moral self-transcendence
as well as the related topics ofbias, cognitional structure, intentionality
analysis and generalized empirical method are to be made relevant
in applied psychology, they might be connected with theories that
presuppose a compatible view ofhuman science. Theories in acompatible
human science would tend to be evidence-based, give a priority to
complex human problem solving, include the data ofconsciousness and

their meaningfi.rl products, acknowledge self-correcting feedback loops

and real human choice, include a principle to explain mis-learning
and decline and have relevance to wide areas of human activity. Such

candidate theories would not emerge from a human science that is in a
positivist mold of imitation with the natural sciences.

In addition, such theories would tend to shed light on personality
functioning and development in a variety of contexts.

For our purposes here, some general theories that meet the
above criteria can be mentioned: (a) for personal development, Locke

and Latham's high performance cycle, (b) for education, Marquardt's
theory of active learning, (c) for counseling situations, Prochaska's
theory of habit change, and (d) for organizational problem solving,
Argyris's theory of reflective practice. In each case these theories are

supported by an emerging base of evidence, give a priority to complex

human problem solving, attend to meaningful products of the data of
consciousness, acknowledge self-conecting feedback loops and real
human choice, and have relevance to wide areas of human activity.

Deuelopmcnt ond the High Perforrnonce Cycle

In the early 1990s Edwin Locke and Gary Latham reviewed the
research literature onwork motivation and satisfaction.3s Inthe process,

they described a general account of high performance that could be

38 Edwiu Locke and Gary Latham, "Work Motivatio! and SatisfactioDi Light at the
End of the Tunreel," Psyci ological Science, 1, no. 4 ( 1990): 240-46.
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applied in any area of human endeavor. Their account specified high
performance as an outcome of a rather limited number of both inner
and outer conditions. Among the inner (or more personal) conditions
were included specific high goals, a belief in self-efficacy, effort,
persistence, direction, strategies, goal commitment, and ability. Among
the outer (or more environmental) conditions were included feedback,
task complexity, and situational constraints. In addition, because high
achievement was placed in an environment of self-given and other-
given rewards, a specific level of satisfaction could be predicted. As is
well known from behavioral and cognitive behavioral research, reward
structures can increase or maintain a specific behavior.

Lonergan's ideas on problem solving can mesh well with the
internal conditions of specific high goals (as sometimes specified in
questions), with ability (including the ability to manage one's questions
and insights and to preserve the intention to learn over the long term),
and with feedback (through the self-correcting process of learning as
present in alternating question and insight). The high performance
cycle implicitly inciudes a principle for misJeaming and decline if the
conditions of high performance are interfered with or not met. Finally,
as the authors note, this theory can be applied to wide areas of human
activity, even though their original focus was in the area of work
motivation and satisfaction.

Education and Actiae Learning

Early in the twenty-first century Marqhardt combined principles of
inquiry learningwith those ofaction research to develop an educational
approach known as active learning.3'g In inquiry learning, students
learn strategies for manipulating and processing information, testing
hypotheses, and trying out new applications. The formulation and
pursuit ofkey student-generated questions is crucial to this educational
approach. Action research is concerned with keeping track of specifi.c
efforts to address specific problems in different kinds of practical
contexts. In active learning, students generate a series of questions
they deem to be useful for addressing a specific problem situation. In
addition, students speciff the kinds ofeyidence and criteria that would

39 M. Marquardt, Active Learning: Reeolving Real Problems in R€al Time," in M.
Silberman (ed.),Ilozdb@k of Erpeiential korzizg (San Francieco: Pfeitrer,2007).
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be useful in alswering the questions and ultimately il resolving the
problem situation.ao

In this type of learning, student questions clearly function as

operators, moving participaats through Lonergan's levels of increased
understanding, judging matters of fact and value, and deciding on a
course of action. The kinds of "loops and levels" of both planning and
action, as specifled by Stebbins, are quite useful here.al The more this
kind of learning is practiced, the greater the probability of developing
what Lonergan has termed a "settled habit of inquiry" and developing
into what Schunck and Zimrnermann refer to as a "self-reguiated
learner."a2 Since in active iearning questions are actively pursued,
often in a social context, there is a built in self-correcting feedback
loop. However, if questions are blocked through basic bias or other
interferences, a force for mis-learning and deciine can be identified.
Finally, active learning, because of the unrestricted range of human
questioning, can be applied to any area of humaa problem solving
activity.

Counaeling and Habit Chonge

One of the most difncult tasks in human development is the attempt
to change a habit, whether it is a habit of behavior, thought, or affect.
Yet the ability to remove habits that are misleading or harmful is most
useful for personal development. The cost ofsuch effort is the cessation
of a prior personality (or "self") that incorporated such habits, and its
benefit is the emergence ofa more integrated and moral personality (or

"self"): hence one has achieved a form of self-transcendence.
James Prochaska and his asgociates have developed a general

theory of habit change that meets the human science requirements
specified abovea3 - the tendency to be evidence-based, to give a priority

40 l.ouie Tietje, Philip Nufio, ard R. IGamme! "Theory and Practice of Action
Leaming in the MPAAIBA Cutriculum at Metropolitan College of New York," Public
Administtution qud.rteriy, 32, no. 2 (2008).

4l Michael Stebbirls, "What Lies Ahead for Critical Thinking?" Paper preseat€d at
Lonergan Workshop, 36, 2009.

42 David Schunck aod Barry Zimmermann, eda. Self'Regulation of Learning and
Performonce: Issues atd Educational Appricarions, (Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum,
1994).

43 Jamee Prochaska, John Norcross, and Carlo DiClemente, C/unsing for Cood (New



to complex human problem solving, to include the data ofconsciousness
and their rneaningful products, to acknowledge self-correcting feedback
loops and real human choice, to specify a principle of mis-learning and
decline, and to have relevance to wide areas ofhuman activity. The work
of the Prochaska group came out of working with both self-changers
and clients in counseling who were struggling with problems of weight
control, substance abuse, smoking, and other compulsive behaviors.

According to the theory to bring about lasting habit change,
a person will likely need to move through six stages in a precarious
and spiraling upward trajectory. (1) There is the stage of "pre-
contemplation" in which no problem is recognized by the person, or
it is minimized to such an extent that no action is even considered.
Simultaneously, others may have noticed some problematic effects of
the habit, but for the person in question a basic insight into their own
way ofbeing is lacking. (2) In the "contemplation" stage, the problem is
recognized as at least a possible problem,and some ofits consequences
are acknowledged. However, there is no decision in favor of action.
In Lonerganian terms, this would include the emergence of a crucial
insight into the problematic nature of the habit in question. (3) In the
"preparation" stage, one resolves to take some kind ofaction in the next
month, but has not yet resolved ongoing ambivalence about the relative
costs and benefits ofhabit change. This ambivalence could easily involve
backward pulling forces of habit and resentment. The person in this
stage is likely to be oscillating between the'pros" for gxowth and the
"cons" supporting the status quo. (4) In the "action" stage, one commits
oneself to modifying the previous habit based on a much clearer
recognition ofmisleading and even delusional aspects ofthe prior habit
life. Hence this stage involves decision followed by appropriate action.
(5) In the "maintenance' stage, one works to consolidate gains and to
prevent relapse. Often such consolidation involves collection of further
evidence to support the desirability or necessity of habit change, even
in the face of opposition provided by some persons, places, or things.
(6) In the "termination" stage, the former habit presents no temptation
of threat. What was viewed as "necessary" or 'desirable" in the past,
is now viewed with either indifference or repug'nance. A "revised self"
has emerged to replace what previously existed. This transformation

York: Avon Books, 1994)
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represents a deep and comprehensive problem solving that was solidly
based on experience, considered intelligible possibilities, evaluated
evidence and reasons to resolve matters of fact and to clari$ values,
and engaged in decision and action that transformed not only situation
but also self. This comprehensive probiem solving can take months or
years, particularly if habit change is the issue.

An old Amish saying has it that we are "too soon old, and too
late smart." Developmental psychology has described how cognitive
development is a protracted process; and by the time self-knowledge
and self-control emerge as real possibilities, it appears that habits of
all softs have been well-established and tend to pull in a variety of
directions, some of them pro-growth and some of them anti-grorvth.
Consequently, it can be expected that for many adults, their current
personality is a hodgepodge of eonflicting forces and loyalties - a

situationthat drains energy and tends toward mediocrity or destruction,
not high achievement or wisdom.

Refl,ec tio e O rgonizational P rwctice

While developmental problems certainly exist in the individual,
they get magnified and made much more complex with the group. A
common problem with organizations ofall types is that, while they are

organized for efficiency, they are often inefficient; and while they are

organized to fuIfiIl a specific mission, they often not only fail to do it,
but they somehow accomplish the opposite. Consequently, it is common

to encounter the complaint telephone line that is never answered, the
health department that does not dispense health advice, the schools

that produce illiterate students, jails that do not rehabilitate, and so

forth.
Chris Arglr'isa has developed a general approach for the study of

organizational practices based on the change theory of Kurt Lewina6

and the theory ofreflective practice proposed by Donald Schon.n6 Schon,

in his now classic book, The Reflectiue Practitionzr, invites readers to

44 Chrie Argy"ie, I{orwledge for Action (Saa Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1993).

45 Kort Le*itr, D"fining the "Field at a Civen Time," PrJcroroSial Revbw, 50 11943):

292-310.
46 Donald Schon, ?he Reflective Pra.ctitioner: How Professionals Thinh in Action (New

York: Basic Book6, 1984).
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attend to the data of their own experience in a variety of work-related
situations; and, by attending to that data, to identify discrepancies
and contradictions that impair both action and progress. Such
identifications may initiate both a thought process leading to growth-
promoting interventions and an action process of applying them.

Argyris has applied these principles to organizations through
the study of case examples. The primary data he considers are self-
report data that encapsulate workers' problem-solving efforts,
interferences with them, and surrounding or contextual thoughts
and emotions that often accompany these experiences. These data are
then used get workers to reflect on their own experiences to identify
discrepancies arrd contradictions ttrat have in fact impaired action and
progress within the organization. The result is often that two quite
different views of the organization emerge: a public relations account
of the organization's functioning (reserved for glossy brochures and
fund-raising functions), and a "theory-in-practice," which is a more
accurate account of how things actually work. What also emerges is a
description of how "mistakes" are "handled" within the organization:
either indicating an embrace of the self-correcting process of learning
or, more commonly, indicating the operation ofa basic bias over the long
term. When an organization has an operating basic bias functioning
at its core, then feedback loops are distorted or blocked, legitimate
criticism is stifled, and commitment to organizational goals wanes
since the orgarlization stands for not much else other than survival.
To the extent these things occur, the organization plants the seeds of
its own demise. Consequently, Argy'r'is's approach includes principles
that promote complex human problem solving by (a) collecting and
attending to meaningful data that reflect the thoughts and feelings of
participants, (b) developing an organizational climate of reflection on
those data, (c) using this reflection to identify principles for problem
solving and growth within the organization, (d) using this reflection
to identift instances ofbasic bias and decline in the organization, and
(e) developing consensus to implement a program to promote problem
solving and growth and to eliminate basic bias and its effects. Argyris's
approach is applicable to a wide variety of organizational situations.
Consequently, it too meets the human science requirements specified
above.
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The examples presented here can be cleariy used to complement
our growing knowledge of personal.ity functioning and development
through problem soiving. In addition, they are examples of a new

kind of human science that does not operate on limiting positivist
assumptions.

FUTT,]RE CHALLENGES AND OPPORTI]MTIES

Based on these and other examples, it can be argued that the seeds of
a nevrer, more fully human science are being planted for the future.
As indicated, such a human science would include theories that would
be evidence-based, give a priority to complex human problem solving,
include the data of consciousness and their meaningful products,

acknowledge self-correcting feedback loops and real humaa choice,

include a principle to explain mis-learning and decline, and have
relevance to wide areas of human activity.

To move this process along, applied psychology in the twenty-flrst
century can take up the challenges presented by Lonergan and his
associates by addressing the following issues:

1. Psychologists will need to take a clear stand of what the
data of their discipline are. More specifically, they wili need

to articulate a position on what Lonergan calls "data of
consciousness." If these data are admitted, then so are the
data of question and insight as psychoiogical events and not
just as a post-formulated products. The fact that such events

are odorless, colorless, and fleeting is not sumcient reason for
their banishment, though it will present special challenges for
their study.

2. Related to the data of consciousness are their meaningf:l
expressions, reports and self'reports of all kinds that can

be accepted a data for a new psychology.aT While there are

problems with self-report data, even the so-calledhard sciences

could not function without them. Yet these'hazy" data can be

profitabiy used in the development of a probabilistic human
science.

47 K. Anders Ericcsou and Herbert Sifiotr , Proto.ol Analysis: Vetbal Reports as Data
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1984); Samuel l, Hayakaa.q language in Thaught and

Actio& 5th ed. (NewYork: Harcourt Brace, 1990).
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3. In addition to the automatic processes ofmaturation, learning
is a central component in the functioning and development
of the adult person. While some learning is simple (e.g.,
memorization), and some is almost automatic (e.g., paired-
associate learning), the learning involved in problem solving
is quite active and complex. This comes closest to the levels
of consciousness outlined in the Lonergan program. While
different types of thinling are being actively pursued by
cognitive psychologists, no general theory of problem solving
has gained wide acceptance.as In addition, virtually all such
theories leave out entirely the phenomena of question and
insight, hence the functions filled by these events are either
mistakenly placed or overlooked. Given this kind ofoversight,
both the possibility and the fact of cognitional and moral
self-transcendence are also neglected. A more comprehensive
account ofhuman learning would not make that mistake.

4. To fiIl this gap what is needed is a unified theory of problem
sohring that can (a) take advantage ofthe details provided by
Lonergan's account of levels of consciousness and associated
activities (generalized empirical method, G.E.M.), (b) be
merged with evidence-based empirical theories in the newly
emerging areas of self-regulated learning,a, high performance,s0
and other cognitive models51, (c) would be useful in identifying
disruptions in the problem-solving process, (d) would have
clear implications for hypothesis testing, (e) would have clear
implications for a revised taxonomy of problems,s2 problem-

48 David Moseley, Vivienne Baumffled, Julian Etliott, and others, Frameuorks for
Thinhing: A Hand,booh for Teaching atud Learzing (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Pre8s, 2005); National Rlsearch Council, IJow People Learn: Bmin, Mind, Experience,
ord Scroo, (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 2000).

49 David Schunck and Barry Zimmermann, Self-Regulation of Learning and
Performance: Issuzs and Educational Aptpbcutions (Mahweh, NJ: La*"rence Erlbaum,
1994).

50 Locke and Latham, "Work Motivation and Satisfaction."
61 Philip Merrifleld, per8onal communication, 1988.
62 For example, if a problem is defined aB a gap between a 'desireal 8tate, anal some

other Btate, thea human problems can be broadly clas8iffed in term of time as: (1)
developmeDtal problems - the desired state may exist in the future, (2) mailtenance
problems - the deEired state i8 in the pleBent, and (3) recovery problem8 - the desired

Re - framing App lied P sy c hology
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solving obj ectives, and associated interventions and thereby, (f)

have wide applicability to problems in such areas as personal
development, education, counseling, and organizations.

5. In the process of achieving these goals, G.E.M. itself may be

re-framed: that is, it may be affected by and even merged with
existing approaches in applied psychology. One candidate in
this regard might be Philip Merrifield's utetrahedronal" or
"four-dimensional model of intelligence."ss It is quite clear
that Lonergan has discussed experiencing, understanding,
judging, and deciding as basic groups ofconscious act8, events,

and operations. Quite independently, however, Merrifield
has aliscussed remembering, generating, evaluating, and
transforming as the basic groups of problem-solving acts,

events, and operations. The potential synergistic effect of
these two approaches on each other is worth exploration and
is curently under investigation.

6. A revised and unified theory of problem solving (UTPS) could
also give rise to a number of research studies. One promising
area of such research might be personal problem-solving
styles (i.e., cument cognitive, emotive, and behavioral events

and habits that favor or disfavor the emergence ofintellectual
or moral self transcendence).

While the search for an adequate human science will continue,
progress regartling this six-point program will assist in that effort. To

be equal to the task, such a science must at least be adequate in its
attentiveness to facts of sense and consciousness, some of which have
been identified here.

6tate was iD the past.
53 Merriffeld, pe"eonal eommunication, 1988.
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Parr or THE LoRE ARouND Fr. Buckley involves an anecdote with a
pope. When Buckley presented John Paul II a copy of his first book
on atheism, the Pope asked, "And what was it that lay at the origins
of modern atheism?" Without skipping a beat, Buckley responded,
"Theologians, Your Holiness." This anecdote captures the provocatiye
nature ofBuckley's argument: Modern, Western atheism arose, at least
in part, due to a contradiction in early modern theism itself As Buckley
puts it in A, the Origins of Modern Atheism: 'Atheism must be seen
not as a collation ofideas which happened to arise in Western thought
but as a transition whose meaning is spelled out by the process and
whose existence is accounted for in terms ofthe ideas which preceded
it."I In tribute to Buckley's important work, in this essay I ask a
more expansive question: Can one understand modernity and the
development of Western secularism according to this same pattern
suggested by Buckley? Here I argue that Charles Taylor and Ren6
Girard offer a parallel account of modernity and its Christian roots
that widens Buckley's dialectical thesis on atheism.

Of course, to enter a discussion of modernity opens the door to
previous analyses of the genesis and nature of modernity. Modernity
normally signifies an anti- or post-Christian worldview that has made
an explicit attempt to dispose of some central, pre-modern religious
and philosophical tenets in order to manifest itself These discussions of

1 Michael Buckley, At the Oigins of Modcrn Atheism (New Haven: Yale Uuiversity
Press, 1987), 16. s.
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modernity, held by some of the greatest lights ofthe intellectual scene,
go beyond the scope ofthis essay. Those familiar with such discussions,
one would hope, willfind the accounts ofTaylor and Girard compelling
and provoking. For with these two, the discussion of the relationship
between Christianity and modernity does not ultimately aim toward
a moral or intellectual judgment as to its legitimacy. Instead, the two
offer a genetic account similar to Buckley's treatment of the origins
of modern atheism. It is posited here, without bringing Taylor and
Girard into direct discussion with other genealogists of modernity,
that this genetic account provides a much more heipful framework
for understanding modernity. The brunt of this analysis aims to bring
Taylor and Girard into conversation with one another, but also with
Buckley.

To execute this argument, this essay aims to cover the following
ground: first, it examines the nature of Buckley's tlialectical method.
Next, it briefly mentions two dominant trends concerning secularity
and modernity. Then it turns to Charles Taylor and Ren6 Girard and
compares their accounts of modernity's relationship with Christianity
under the following categories: 1) the relationship of Christianity
to reiigion; 2) the nature of Christianity; 3) the nature and cause of
modernity; 4) the impact of these theses on twenty-flrst century
Christian apologetics.

r. BUCKLEYS DIALECTIC OF ATHEISM

Buckley's research into modern atheism and early modern history of
ideas has substantially affected the academic assessment ofthe history
of atheism and has also deepened our understanding of modernity's
emergence.2 At the heart ofhis investigative method lies an assessment

2 James Force qrites thal in At tha Origifls, "Michael Buckley hae gone for broke [...
The bookl will undoubtedly be taken as an irdispensable new focu6 for future discussions

about the relation ofrea8ofl to religlous apologetics i! the early modem period and about

method in the history ofideae." ("The Origias ofModem Atheiem," Joumal of the History
of ld.eas 50, ao. 1 (1989): 153); John Milbatrk 8tates, "Buckley, however, offet8 his own

reading as a Bubstitute for this ofi-told tale of emancipation from religious tutelage:

modern atheism iB rather the unintended creation of a confueed atrd coDtradictory

theological apologetic which arose in the 17th aDd 18th centuries' He later adds that
the book "is a splendid, bold endeavour" ("Review," Modern Theology 8,rro. 1 (1992): 90,

92). Indeed, eved Charles Taylor gets in the act when he write6 that his narative in
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about our capacity to understand the emergence, power, and dissolution
of ideas. A review and assessment of this method is central in order to
bring Buckley into conversation with Charles Taylor and Ren6 Girard.

In the "Introductton" to At the Origins of Modern Athe jsrn, Buckley
asks:

Does atheism also depend upon theism for its very existence?
... Does theism not on-ly shape, but generate its corresponding
atheism? Does theism not only set the meaning, but also
generate the existence of the atheism which emerges in the
middle of the eighteenth century? Is the content of god, the
idea of the divine, so internally incoherent that it moves
dialectically into its denial? (16)

After five chapters covering the religious apologetics of Leonard
Lessius and Marin Mersenne, the philosophical system of Ren6
Descartes and the mechanics of Isaac Newton, their applications by
Nicolas Malebranche and Samuel Clarke, and the atheistic mutations
of these systems by Denis Diderot and Baron Paul Henri d'Holbach,
his conclusion revisits the questions raised in his Introduction. Upon
observing that the meaning ofatheism has always been parasitic on the
meaning of theism, Buckley pushes further:"If the meaning ofatheism
is shaped by the going theism, is this also true of its existence?.. Jf
theism is responsible for the patterns of atheism, did it also generate
its actual birth" (338)? In his concluding chapter, Buckley affirms that
an internal contradiction in Christian theology generated atheism:
"There was a contradiction between this content [of the theists] and
the form in which it was advanced....In this process of self-alienation,
religion denied itself both a proper form to reflect upon this issue and
commensurate evidence by which it could be resolved - and all of this
before the question had even been raised by the intellectual culture
in which the theologians wrote" (346). For Buckley, the contradictory
nature of theological argument helped generate modern atheism. Its
contradiction consisted in arguing through impersonal means - natural
theology - for a personal God.

A Secular Age mears to compliment the work done by, amoag othera, Buckley. [A Seczlor
.49€ (Cambridge, MAj Belknap Pres8 of Harvald University P.ess, 2007)1. 295; Taylor
elsewhere praiaes Buckley's 'penetratitg book" and desclibes its thesis aB a "Atriking
fact" Q26,328)1.
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To describe this process of generation through contradiction,
Buckley uses the l angoage of dialcclic. On the last page ofhis conclusion
he writes: "The dialectical contradiction is pervasively present; it
effects a dynamic continuity in the paradoxical developments toward
and into atheism and it gives existence and shape to what emerged"
(363). The language and import of this "dialectic' emerge as central
to Buckley's aim and method in At the Origins of Modern Atheism.
Several scholarly reviews of A, the Origins noticed the centrality of
this dialectical method and centered their critique on it. After praising
Buckley for writing a "highly readable book" that "has set the terms for
subsequent discussions," James Force, for example, criticizes the book's
unarrowly epistemological focus."s He Iater complains about Buckley's
appropriation of theists in accounting for the "dialectical" origin of
modern atheism. Force writes that this appropriation makes him
"uneasy" and argues for a more historical and contextual reading than
Buckley's "litany of logical begats.'a Another reviewer, David Wilson,
calls the work "a big book with bold claims." Unlike Force's assessment,
Wilson focuses specifically on the dialectical method employed.
Even if the historical claims of Buckley are true, asks Wilson, is the
Hegelian account necessary? Wilson's judgment is in the negative:
"Buckley ... may weli be right in his broad causal claim: Christian
theologians probably did play some causal role in the rise of atheism.
But this role can be expressed in non-Hegelian terms that anyone can

understand.'i Paul Casner's review resonates with the assessments

of Force and Wilson. Although complimentary about the research and
orientation ofAf lhe Origins, Casner bristles at the method: "Ironically,
Buckley weakens his position by excessive dependence upon a
Hegelian philosophical perspective."6 For these scholars, the heuristic
of dialectical method does more harm than good because it imports a

Hegelian superstructure upon the data under consideration.
These concerns also entered into more explicitly theological

assessments of Buckle/s thesis. Buckley's concern with highlighting
'internal contradiction,' fears John Milbank, tends to understate the

3 Force, "The Origins of ModerD AtheiEm," 153, 154.

4 Force, "The origin8 of Moden Atheism,' 168, 159.

5 David Wilson, "Review," The Journal of Religion 71, no.2 (199L)t 441

6 Paul Casner, "Rpview," Restoration Quarterry 32:3 (1990): 191.
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7 John Milbank, "Review," 90.
8 Milbank, "Review," 90, 92.
9 Michael Buckley, Denying and, Disclosing God: The Ambiguous Progress of Moderrl)

Allreism (New Haven: Yale University Pre8s, 2004), xii.
10 BtrcltJey, Denying and, Disclositg God. 25-47; see Alan Kors, Arrei stu ia France,

1650.1729, yol. 1, The Orthodox Sources of Disbelief (Pinceton: Princeton University
Press, 1990); James Turner, Without God, Without Creed: The Origins of |Jnbelief in
Ameriat (Baltimare:The John8 Hopkins University Press, 1985).

17 Brckley, Denying and, Disclosing God, 29 .

importance of social and economic factors. Although Milbank admits
the "general validity'' of Buckley's claims, his judgrnent echoes the
complaints above: "One should be suspicious both ofhis methodological
agenda and the over-neat fit ofthis agenda with a subject-matter which iB
itselfall too-precisely defined."7 This agenda is the dt alectical approach.
As an alternative, Milbank proposes a more radically historicist
approach that would meet the concerns ofFrench postmodern theorists,
in particular Deleuze and Foucault. Of the dialectical method, Milbank
avers, "One notices that [BuckleyJ insinuates all sorts of intellectual
(not historical) necessities where none exist." Like Force, Casner, and
Wilson, Milbank criticizes what he considers Buckle/s arbitrary use of
evidence, and an etiology that produces a narrative and a conclusion
that is "over-tidy and over-achieved."8

Almost two decades after the appearance ofAt the Orjgizs, Buckley
published Denying and DisclosinE God, which both encompasses his
earlier argument and advances it into the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Buckley does not modify his method; rather, he doubles down
on dialectic. In the preface he alludes to Milbank's review and responds:
"Nevertheless, additional research has not weakened the evidence
that such a dialectical negation was vitally present. On the contrary,
it has strengthened the conviction that this dialectical pattern did in
fact obtain and was to be found in the genesis of atheism elsewhere.'e
Buckley uses the studies of atheism by Alan Kors and James Turner
to support his claim, which he takes up most directly in the second
chapter, 'A Dialectical Pattern in the Emergence of Atheism."lo Here
Buckley addresses Milbank's criticisms and reflects on the conclusions
of his previous work. He remarks that At the Orlgizs proposed the
thesis "that the remarkable development of atheism in modernity
exhibits a dialectical structure."ll
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Clearly, then, the dialectical method remained central to Buckley's
approach over a span of nearly two decades. In order to understand
this method with greater precision, and to address the accusation of
Buckley's alleged crypto-Hegelianism, a brief historical overview in
conversation with Buckley's own understanding of dialectics follows
below.

Buckley's work makes both an empirical claim and a more

theoretical point about ilialectics. The empirical claim is "that atheism
a8 an argument and theorem was generated by the very intellectual
forces enlisted to counter it."12 His assertions about the development of
atheism uitimately rely on historical evidence that either supports or
undermines his thesis. It lies outside the scope of this essay to revisit
these empirical claims, but it is worth reminding readers of Buckley's
own modesty about the breadth ofhis conclusions:

Does so faulty a $trateg'y comprehensively account for the
origins of modern atheism? Obviously not! Many other
critically important influences, social as well as ideological,
obtained during these two centuries....These factors and
many more...would have to be charted if one were to write a
comprehensive study of "the origins of modern atheism." The
dialectical contradiction...is not all. It is still only "at" the
origins of modern atheism.'3

The concern in this essay is with the theoretical claim about the ability
of dialectics to narrate and distinguish patterns in intellectual history
A cursory look at the history ofdialectics, with an emphasis on Hegel's

application, is in order.
Dialectic originated among the Greeks and already had

multiple meanings by the time of Aristotle.La It couid refer to the art
of conversation, a part of logic, or a method of argumentation. For

Plato and Aristotle, dialectic is a positive term, although both imply
a pluriform understanding of dialectic. It the Republb, the ilialectical

12 Bll.ctJey, Denying and Disclosing God, 28.
13 Buckley,At rrrs ondrru, 362-63.

14ThiB section lean8 heavily oo two l|Iorks: 'Dialektik," [multiple authors] in

Historisches Wi|rterbuch dzr Philosophie, ed. Joachirn Ritter and Narlfried Griinder
(Ba8el: Schwabe Vertag, 19?1), 2:163-226; Rotand Hall, "Di8lectic," in Encaclopedia of
Philosophy,2rd ed.Donald M. Borchert (Detroit: Thoirson Gale, 2006),3: 52-66'
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man "grasps the reason for the being ofeach thing," andinthe Cratylus
the dialectical man "knows how to ask and answer questions."16 In the
?opicq Aristotle places dialectic between the apodictic conclusions of
philosophy and the eristic ofthe Sophists.16 The Stoics identify dialectic
as the art of asking and answering questions correctly. Cicero gives a
more precise definition than that of the Stoics when he ca1ls dialectic
"the entire science of discerning the essence of things, ofjudging their
qualities, and of conducting a systematic and logical argument.'r? In
the context ofhis definition, Cicero chides Epicurus for not doing what
dialectic demands: offering a clear and precise defi.nition - in this case,
ofhappiness. Ifhe had done so, he suggests, he would have not run into
such great confi.rsion.

Buckley locates the model for his method of inquiry in Plato's
Seuenth Epistle. According to Plato, since words do not define
themselves, and individual cases do not explain themselves, some
method is necessary. As Buckley puts it, "The need for the dialectical
method lies precisely in the discontinuity among these three, and the
movement of the dialectical conversation is toward their resolution,
toward a coincidence of word, thought, and thing."l8 Similar to the
references above, Buckley associates dialectic with good reasoning so

as to get to the heart of the realities in question. In his conclusion he
returns to Plato's text. After distancing himself slightly from Plato's
method, he states, "This Epislle and the dialectical tradition suggested
the devices with which the indeterminacy of the situation of modern
atheism could be given some determination and its inner consistencies
discovered."re Yet the reviewers cited above explicitly criticized his
Hegelianism, zol Buckley's reverence for classical dialectic. What
changes in modern dialectic, and does Buckley incorporate this modern
transition into his method of enquiry?

15 Republic 534b; Cratylus 390c.
16 Ha[, "Dlalektik," t72i8ee TopicsyTll (762a); Plato similarly a8sociates eristic with

the countei-productive tactics ofthe Sophidtd (Soprist 231e).
1?Hall, 'Dialektik," 173-74; Cicerc, d.e finibus bonorum et tuatum, ll, 18. The

translation is taken from Harrie Rlckham'e Loeb edition (Cambridge, MAt Harvard
Univereity Prese, 1961), 98-99.

18 BucitJey,At the Oigins,6.
19 B:uciJey, At the Origins, 340 .
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The meaning and application of dialectic tales many important
turns between Cicero and modernity. It is worth noting, however, that
whereas some medievals began to equate tlialectic with philosophy
itself, Descartes criticized it as a lamentable, unscientific discipline
ruinous to reason. It came to mea.n for Descartes what eristics had
meant for Plato and Aristotle, a shoddy way of thinking that dialectic
served to correct. For Descartes, dialectic became the problem. This
criticism and transformation continued with Kant, who addressed the
problem of"Dialektik" in his Crilique ofPure Reason In the beginning
ofboth the "Transcendental Logic" and the "Transcendental Dialectic,'
he refers to dialectic aB the "logic ofillusion" (B 86; B 349-55) because it
fails to take into account the warnings proscribed in his critical method
about our inability to know realities beyond the grip of empirical
confirmation. Despite evincing familiarity in his references to how the
ancients used dialectic, Kant equates it with the bad metaphysics and
"school philosophy." He does, however, try to transform the practice of
dialectic with what he calls a "transcendental ilialectic.' This dialectic
does not transgress the limits ofmetaphysical speculation.

Kant's transcendental dialectic raised the stakes among the
German Idealists, especially Hegel, who has done the most to give the
term its current connotation. For Hegel, Dialektik implies more than
a method of knowing. Hegel conceived the history of human inquiry
as bound up with a spirit moving through history that included
real manifestations of the truth of freedom, or love, or religion. The
understanding of spirit in history added to dialectic the conception
of necessary movement. Noted Hegel scholar Frederick Beiser states,

"When Hegel uses the term 'dialectic' it usually designates the 'self-
organization' of the subject matter, its 'inner necessity' and 'inherent
movement."'20 Beiser emphasizes that Hegel's philosophy i3 zo, an a
priori method but rather an account of the inner movement or nature
ofthe subject matter. It is worth noting here that the triadic structure
of thesis-antithesis-s;'nthesis, so often cited as the essential feature
ofthe Hegelian dialectic, has been misattributed to Hegel; it is found

earlier in Fichte and Schelling, and Hegel in fact disapproved ofit.21

20 Frederick Beiser, flegel (NewYork: Routledge, 2005), 160; see also Hall, "Dialectic,"

55 and Buckley, Dezying and Disclosing God, 122, for the same eDpha8is

21 The deffnitire Bcholarly treatment of t}Iis topic coEes from the edoyably polemic

article by Gustav E, Mueller, "The Hegel Izgetrd of Thesis-Antithesis-Synthesis,"
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Which brings us back to what Buckley means by dialectics.
Buckley draws not only on Plato and Hegel but also on John Dewey's
"search for the pattern of inquiry." Apparently aware of the ambiguity
and confusion over just what dialectic entails, Buckley describes this
dialectical process:

To speak of positive assertions, concepts, and arguments as
generatingtheir own negations and so constituting or exhibiting
contradictions within an initial subject - which is all that is
meant by "dialectics" here - is not to suppose that anlthing
finite is not liable to its own finitude, to its own inadequacies
and incompletions.22

In other words, like Hegel, Buckley insists that dialectic does not
impose an outside method on a given subject matter. The goal is to
understand it from within. Buckley makes this point explicitly:

The dialectic must proceed not from the external application
of determinations from a schema, but as the inner - even organic -
progress of the subject under study. Dialectical negation and the
negation ofthe negation must be seen to emerge as the immanent life
ofthe subject reflected in thought.'3

Although his intellectual debt to Plato (or Dewey, for that matter)
is more explicit than his debt to Hegel, it seems from our survey that
despite the reviewers' overplaying of the Hegelianism, they are not
altogether wrong - the central thrust ofhis dialectic appears to entail
an inner necessity pointingmore to Berlin thantoAthens. Nevertheles6,
Buckley explains:

One need not be a Hegelian, an Absolute ldealist, or a Marxist,
a dialectical materialist - as indeed I am neither - to recognize
that such a dialectic can be the development both ofthe things
studied and the process ofinquiry into them, that even organic
development is into otherness ... This evoh.ing pattern, in which

Jounal of thc Hietory of ldeds lg, no. 3 (1958): 41 1- t 4, who traces the misunderstanding
to Heinrich Moritz Chalybaus's lectues on Hegel, which the young Karl Marr read and
repeated (413-14); eee alao Hall, "Diale&ic," 54; Beise\ Heger, 161. Buckley himself is
aware of this mi6appllcalroIl (Denling and Disclosing God,122).

22 Bwc ey, Denying and Disctosing Cod,, 29.
23 Bwuey, Denying and. Disclosing God, 722.
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one stage supplants another as mutually incompatibLe while
keeping an organic unity, is made possible, even necessary by
inner incoherence.2a

Although his critics accused him from imposing a method from
without, and more generally, critics assail dialectical method for doing
so, for Buckley, and for Hegel it seems, dialectic essentially involves a
discovery of this process from within the matter under scrutiny. The
reviewers outlined above fail not so much in ascribing to Buckley a

certain Hegelianism, but in misconstruing what Hegel meant by
dialectic, as the citation from above points out.

The aim of Buckley's inquiry into atheism was to understand
what made possible such a sea-change in modern thought. Rather than
begin with the atheists themselves, Buckley began with the theists,
in particular the Christian apologists. As Buckley explains, these
apologists disseminated the contradiction that the validation of belief
in apersonal godwas best confirmed by reliance on impersonol evidence
for God's existence reflected by the cosmos. This internal contradiction
could not stand. Buckley traces the initial cracks and the dismantling
ofthe foundation upon which the house oftheism rested.

2. TRA"IECTORIES OF MODERMTY

Modern secularity and loss of belief presents a vexing challenge to
contemporary Christians. This challenge comes into focus against the
backdrop ofthe long Christian attemptto construct a theology ofhistory
The expansion and flourishing of the earliest Christian communities
facilitated the construction of a teleological account with the church
militant eventually triumphing against pagan or other non-Christian
forces. Already in the fourth century the Christian historian Eusebius
cited Constantine's conversion and the corresponding elevation of
Christianity within the Roman Empire as evidence for Christianity's
truth and inevitable triumph. One century after Eusebius, Augustine,
especially in tlie City of God, wged his flock to hesitate about such
judgments. Although by 390 AD the now-Christian Empire had
seemingly rid itself of paganism under Theodosius I, thus fulfilling

24 Bl;ckley, Denying and Disclosing M, 722
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Eusebius's manifest destiny, Rome would be sacked by barbarian
hordes in 410. Christian theology now had to answer the same question
that eighth-century Israelite theology attempted to answer after the
collapse ofthe Davidic throne and in response to the Assyrian invasion.
Augustine advises us to be cautious about both triumphs and defeats,
for such events do not definitively manifest God's will. The world is
fallen. Attempts to bring heaven down to earth are at best mistaken
and are more accurately to be read as manifestations ofthe same sinful
superbia that motivated Adam and Eve.

Many centuries later, Christian apologists and their interlocutors
have tried to understand how a Christian civilization could devolve
(or evolve) into a society in which beliefin God and church attendance
experienced a steady decline. Ahost ofworldviews, including secularisrn,
took its place. This secular worldview in particular removed God from
the public sphere and replaced such beliefwith an economy, a religion-
less discourse, a nation state, the elevation ofinstrumental reason, and
an account of the good life stripped of any natural teleology. Clearly
a massive shift has taken place, and any Eusebian interpretation of
events in the formerly Christian West would seem to require an anti.
empiricism.

There are two common responses to this situation: the first is
triumphant secularism, and the second is reactionary Christianity.2s
According to the former, the Enlightenment ushered in the long, slow
march of secularization. A triumphant scientific worldview, coupled

25 Charlee Taylor deecribes the difference iD interpretation aB follow8: 'As I have
indicated, thi6 debate tends to become polarized between 'boo8ter8' and 'knocker8,'
who either condemn or affirm modernity eD bloc, thus missi[g what ie really at stake
here, which is how to .escue admtable ideals from sliding into demeaning modea of
realization." See i{ Catholic Moderoity?' iLt A Catholic Modernit!? Charles Taflor's
Marianist Auard l,ecture, ed,, James L. Heft (Oxfo.d: Oxford UDiversity PreEs, lggg),
36. He uses the same lan8uage of "booBter6' a.od "knockers'in ?,ie Ethics of Authenticit!
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991), 11. Taylor letums to this theme io
the "Epilogue," toA Seczlor,43'e, where he atgues, uot surpri.ingly, that his o$n accouDt,
while compatible with Johl Milbank's (amoog others') stDry ofmodernity as "iltellectual
deyiation,' is able to explain the rise of modeE 8ecular.ism more compreheneively 04
Secular Age,773-76). See also,.A Secalor.Ag,e, 637: 'Some think that the whole move to
eecular humanism wasjust a mistake, which needs to be undone. We oeed to retum to an
earlier view ofthings. Others, in which I place mysel( think that [...] tlere is some truth
in the self-Darrative ofthe Enlightenment; this gaitr wa8 in fact unlikely to come about
without some bleach with e6tabliEhed religion."
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with social changes like urbanization that resulted from techaological
advance, meant that inevitably the WeBt would become increasingly
secular. Nothing in the accounts of these secularists would allow for
any reversal or stemming ofthe tide. Enlightenment scholars like Peter
Gay, as well as such scholars ofreligion as Harvey Cox, emphasized the
contrast between Christian and secular or Enlightenment worldviews.26

Of course, the rise of Islamic fundamentalism - highlighted by the
2001 World Trade Center attack - and the political emergence of
Evangelical Christianity in the United States - provide counter-
data to the thesis of inevitability, but do nothing to undermine the
fundamentally contrasting worldviews: on the one side: premodern

religious inationality; and on the other: modern, secular reason.

We find one incarnation of this contrast in the work of the
highly regarded historian of the Enlightenment, Jonathan Israel. In
Enlightenment Contested, he juxtaposes two irreconcilable worldviews,
modern and premodern: "From its first inception, the Enlightenment in
the western Atlantic world was always a mutually antagonistic duality
and the ceaseless internecine strife within it is ... the most fundamental
and important thing about it."'z7 Although Israel incorporates various
strands and stratifications within his general narrative, there can

be no question about what lay at the opposite end of Enlightenment,
and the political stakes involved therein. Enlightenment promised to
bring not only individual emancipation but transformation of entire
societies. Its project, one should not forget, was met with stiffresistance:
"Most men had no more desire to discard traditional reverence for
established authority and idealized notions of community than their
belief in magic, demonology and Satan."26 Just as efforts to combine

trailitional theological convictions and religion with the new science

and philosophy were doomed in the period under Israel's examination,
so too twenty-first century efforts at compatibility have no place. The

26 See in particular Peter Gay, The Enlightehtuent: An Interpretation, Volme 1: Tt.e
Rise of Mod.ertu Pogozisnr. (New York: Aliled A, Ihopf, 1966)', Thz Enlightentuent: An
hLterprctation, Volume 2: The Science of F'reedom (New York: Alfred A Ihopf 1969);

Hawey Gallagher Cox,The Secular Cit!: Secularizatiotu dnd Urbonization in Thzological

Perspecliue (New York: Macmillan, 1966).

2? Jonathan 1. l$ael, Entightennent Contested. Philosophy, Modernit!, and the

Emancipation of Man 1670.1752 (Oxfordt Oxford University Pre8e' 2006), 10.

28 lstael, Enlightenment contested, 10.
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Enlightenment has happened, and there is no turning back. It is worth
quoting Israel's concluding salvo at length:

It is precisely this continuing, universal relevance of [the
Enlightenment'sJ values on all continents, and among all
branches of humanity, together with the unprecedented
intellectual cohesion it gave to these moral and social
ideals, which accounts for what Bernard Williams called the
"intellectual irreversibility of the Enlightenment," its uniquely
central importance in the history of humanity. Parenthetically,
it might be worth adding that nothing could be more
fundamentally mistaken, as well as politically injudicious,
than for the European Union to endorse the deeply mistaken
notion that "European values" if not nationally particular
are at least religiously specific and should be recognized
as essentially "Christian" values. That the religion of the
papacy, Inquisition, and Puritanism should be labeled the
quintessence of "Europeanness" would rightly be coneidered a
wholly unacceptable afllont by a great number of thoroughly
"European" Europeans. 2e

What is relevant here is not whether all proponents or historians of
the Enlightenment share Israel's viewpoint, but that this viewpoint
crystallizes an attitude about the relationship between modernity and
Christianity that highlights dissonance and downplays compatibility.

In contrast, many Christian intellectuals have responded in
kind to the triumphalism outlined above. Although they juxtapose
modernity to Christianity, they do not view the triumph of modernity
as necessary, nor do they consider Christianity intellectually inferior.
It is impossible to survey all such accounts, and it is equally impossible
not to paint with the same inevitably broad brushstrokes used to
describe triumphant secularism. Still, efforts can be made to describe
this well-trod and many pronged response. One strategy is to pinpoint
the location where the train went off the tracks due to a deviation in
doctrine or practice. John Milbank's provocative and in many ways

29 7e;t"el, Enlightenment Conteeted., STO; t}le reference is to Bemard Williams, 21,&rtr
and Tluthfulness (Pinceton: Princeton University Press, 2002), 284.
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illuminating account of modernity drifts in this direction. For Milbank,
Iate medieval nominalism instigated the decline:

Now this []ate medieval nominalistl philosophy was itself the
legatee of the greatest of all disruptions carried out in the
history of European thought, namely that of Duns Scotus, who
for the first time established a radical separation of philosophy
from theology...The very notion of a reason-revelation duality,
far from being an authentic Christian legacy, itselfresults only
from the rise of a questionably secular mode of knowledge.3o

One cannot know whether Milbank presents such sharp contrasts for
heuristic purposes, or for rhetorical flourish, or because he thinls it
properly descriptive. The stridency reaches almost Manichean tones in
his concluding paragraph:'It is indeed for ratlical orthodoxy an either/
or: Philosophy (Western or Eastern) as a purely autonomous discipline,
or theology: Herod or the magi, Pilate or the God-man."31

Certainly a comparison between aspects of modernity, or modern
philosophy, provides a sometimes stark contrast with the premodem.
And there is nothing noble or intellectually superior to underplaying
or diminishing these contrasts. One finds a similar juxtaposition in an
essay by David Bentley Hart:

The only cult that can truly thrive in the aftermath of
Christianity is a sordid service of the self, of the impulses of
the will, of the nothingness that is all that the withdrawal
of Christianity leaves behind. The only futures open to post-

Christian culture are conscious nihilism, with its inevitable
devotion to death, or the narcotic banality of the Last Men,
which may be littie better than death....And we should
certainly dread whatever rough beast it is that is being bred
in our ever coarser, crueler, more inarticulate, more vacuous
popular culture;because, cloaked in its anodyne insipience, lies

30 JohD Milbank, "Knowledge: TlIe Theological critique ofPhiloBophy in Hamann and

Ja.obi,," in Rddical Orthd.oq: A Neu Thaology, ed. John Milbank, Catherine PickBtock,

and Graham Ward (London: Routledge, 1999),23-24.
31 Milbank,'Knowledge,' 32.

r46
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a world increasingly devoid of merit, wit, kindness, imagination,
or charity.s'

Hart presents the contrast between Christianity and modernity
as forcefully as possible. To be fair, Hart also enlists Nietzsche and
Heidegger in this essay in order to explain how Christianity paves the
way for modernity, albeit unintentionally. The citations from Milbank
and Hart - two theologians whose breadth of influence would seem to
ensure a trickle-down effect of their interpretations and narratives -
encourage the same kind of thinking that Jonathan Israel's work
encourages. The battle between Christianity and modernity in both
instances emerges as a zero-sum game, in which the latter's gain can
only mean a loss for the former, and vice-versa.

From a Christian perspective, it is difficult to find consolation in
the decrease of the number ofbelievers in Europe and North America.
But when one regards modernity itself as an inauthentic development,
or as a mistake to correct, then it becomes less likely that one locates
the rise of modernity \i.ithin Christiaaity itself (not merely within a
divergent or heretical branch ofit).33 Buckley's dialectical method rests
on the conviction that ideas do not arrive from nowhere. Rather, they
are generated in part through the intellectual and heuristic edifices
construed by their predecessors. Modernity and the secular age - as
mistaken as they may be from a Christian perspective - are best
understood when analyzed in conjunction with the Christian culture
that birthed them. Precisely at this point the projects of Taylor and
Girard become so helpful on account of their efforts to account for the
emergence of modernity with a method similar to the one Buckley
applied to atheism.

32 David Bentley Hart, "Christ and Nothi ng," First Things !36 (October 2009): EE.
33 In a way, the project here overlaps in Big:tificant ways Randy Roeenberg,e. See, "The

Catholic Imagination and Moderoity: Wiltam Cavanaugh's Theopolitical Imagillation
and Charles Taylor'e Modern Social Imaglnafiot," Heythrup Journal 48 eO07):911-ll.
Rosenberg u6es the framework suggested by LotrergaD, where one can read difrerelce ae
complementary genetic, or dialectical. Within this framework, Buckley,s approach would
be genetic, not dialectical. For this distitrction see Roaenberg, 912; For Lonergan, see
Method, in Theology (Toronto: Univer8ity ofToronto Pres8, 1971), at 236; and the e8say,
"Sacralization and Secularization,' in Philosophicol and Theological papere 1965-1gg0
(Torontor Univer8ity of Toro[to Pre8s, 2004), 259-81.
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3. TAYLOR AND GIRARD ON CHRISTIANITY
ATID MODERNITY

Catholic intellectuals of the highest caliber, Charles Taylor (b.

1931) and Ren6 Girard (b. 1923), have attracted legions of followers,
scores of detractors, and volumes of commentary We can only point
interested parties toward some of the literature that introduces their
thought.3a Although at this point it may seem pertinent to address
how both thinkers locate the relationship between Christianity and
modernity, it will prove more illuminating to begin earlier - first with
an analysis of how they construe the relation between Christianity
and archaic religion, and then urith their accounts of the essence of
Christianity.

A" Christianity and Religion

In both A Secular Age and its more compact forerunne4 Modern
Social Imaginaries, Taylor deveiops a theory of religion in order to
illustrate the breakthrough of a religious vision central to Christianity.3s
In it he bonows Karl Jaspers's famous tlistinction between pre-Axial
and Axial religion.s6 The former, notes Taylor, is characterized by "a
relation to spirits, or forees, or powers, which are recognized as being
in some sense higher, not the ordinary forces and animals of everyday
(147).'These belief systems engender a set of experiences quite foreign
to us. In addition, these forces in early religion are intensely social. God

34 For Taylor eee Ruth Abbey, Charles Taylor (Princeton: Princeton Univer8ity Press,

2000). Abbey also mairrtains a website with a bibliography of work on Taylor: <http://
nd.edt T.TErabbeyl/> (14 Jan. 2011); For Girard see Michael Kirwan, Discouering

Girord (Cambridge, MA: Cowley Publicatione, 2005); Richard J Golsat,Rend Girard. and
Myth:An Introduction (New York: Routledge, 1993). Although now dated, Golsan's book

includeg one ofthe most extengive Girard biblio$aphies in print (181-237).

35 Taylor, A Secular Age, 146-58; Mod.ern Social lmaginaries (Durham, NCI Duke

University PreBB,2OO4),49-67. Subsequent citatione ofA SeculorA6'e willbe parenthetical,

36Taylot, A Seculor Age, 792n See Jaspers, Vom Unprung und Ziel der Geschichte
(Ziirich: Artemis, 1949). Taylor aleo makee explicit his debt to Robert Bellah in regard to
pre-Axial religion. See Bellah's eeeay, "Religious Evolution," ilt hia Belond Belief: Essals

on Religion ih a Post.'I'rdditional World (New York: Harper & Row, 1970), 20'50, esp. 25-

32. Bellah's most lecent work greatly expands his earlier exploration of the Axial Age.

See ReliEion in Human Euolution: from the Paleolithic to the Arial.4ge (Cambridge, MA:

the Belknap P!ee8 of Harvard University Press; 2011).
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works on the group as a whole, and the group or tribe's consciousness
of well-being depends on the divine. Archaic religious practice imbues
members with a heightened sense of communal belonging or "social
embedtling." Taylor elaborates, "Because their most important actions
were the doings of whole groups, articulated in a certain way, they
couldn't conceive of themselves as potentially disconnected from this
social matrix."3?

Consequently, having a proximate and visceral theological
experience meant seeing God as intimately bound to this world. It was
not always the case that this God was "with us," but to v/hatever extent
Godhadbeneficent intentions, they became manifest in ordinaryhuman
flourishing; the pre-Axial God wanted a worshipper to be a king, or to
have several sons, or to have a particularly glorious experience in battle
(150). In transposing Jaspers's contrast between archaic religions and
the subsequent "Axial" religions that emerged between the eighth and
fifth century BCE, Taylor sees some continuity between pre-Axial and
Axial religion - not the least ofwhich was the role ofworship and belief
in a ready exchange among the supernatural and the natural.3s Despite
this continuity, the so-called Axial religions, which include Budtlhism,
prophetic Judaism, and the Vedas, distinguished themselves through
"a notion of our good which goes beyond human flourishing" (151).

This distinction happens on account ofa theological shift, which in the
West consisted in the doctrine of creation ex nihilo. God went from
being contained in the cosmos to transcending it (152). James Alison
puts it pithily: "The biblical God is much more like nothing at all than
like one of the Gods."3e Since the notion of human flourishing was so

imbedded in theological presuppositions, the Axial shift permitted a

corresponding shift in its understanding of human flourishing. Post-
Axial human flourishing became disengaged from a more immediate
social context. St. Paul flourished, but through a mystical participation
in Christ's cruciflxion. The martlr Polycarp flourished but not ln a way
that many pre-Axial worshippers would recognize.

37 Taylor, Modern Social Imaginaies , 54.
38 Taylor doee not adopt Jaspe$ wholesale LA Secular Age, ?92n9). What matters

is not so much the age, but the break between the two religious system8. For Taylo/s
qualiffcations, see page6 438-45.

39 James Alison, L/ade rgoing God,: Dispatches frotu thz Scene of a Breoi-iz (New Yorki
Continuum, 2006), 16.
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40 Ren6 Gitard, yirr"n e and the Sa.red, trans. Patrick Gregory (Baltimore, MD: The
Johns Hopkins University Press, 19?7).

41 Ren6 Gtard, Euorution and Conuer,ion: Dia.logues on the OriSins of Cullut (New

York: CoDtinuum, 2007), 67.
42 For Girard on Rouzaeatr, see Eoolution and Conuersion, 187 '88.
43 OD Gtbekli Tepe, see the NeusuJeeh atticle from February 19, 20101 <www.

newaweek,com/2010/0?18/hi8tory-in-the-remaking html> (14 Jao. 2011).

Given its connection to Judaism, Christianity inherited the
Israelite Axial turn. As ChriBtianity came to be the dominant religion in
the West, it brought this new religious consciousness with it. Although
Taylor does not devote much space to the relationship between
Christianity and pre-Axial religion, this relationship comes to play an
important role in his account ofhow modernity and Christianity relate.

For Girard, the dominant matrix to explain pre-Axial religion is
the "scapegoat mechanism," which he first articulated, in Violence and
the Sacred.ao The scapegoat mechanism is humanity's ansv/er to the
problem of the violence that stems from the rivalry borne of mimetic
desire. Girard claimed that the widespread ritualized killing in archaic
societies functioned as a kind of release for the tensions that resulted
from a build-up ofrivalry Girard writes, "We can hypothetically assume
that several prehistoric groups did not survive precisely because they
didn't find a way to cope w'ith the mimetic crisis; their mimetic rivalries
didn't find a victim who polarized their rage, saving them from self-
destruction.'al Humanity, says Girard, desperately needed to discover
a way to de-escalate mimetic crises, and it found one in the scapegoat
mechanism and the subsequent mimetic repetition ofthis event through
what we call ritual.Absent a theory assigningvalue to ritual, Romantics
and Nietzscheans imagine the nobility of primitive, pre-ritualized
cultures and therefore see religion as a cultural perversion and fall
from a pristine natural state.l2 Althropological evidence, however,
makes such a theory iess tenable. Anthropologists and archaeologists
have found abundant evidence of sacrifice and ritual at such ancient
sites as Gdbelki Tepe in Turkey, but as ofyet no social contract.{3 This
pristine state, purport Rousseau and Nietzsche, has been jettisoned in
favor ofreligion. Girard recalls that both Enlightenment and Romantic
philosophies explain the ubiquity of ritual on account of"cunning and
avid priests [who] impose their abracadabras on good people." What
comes first: the priest or the cult? For Girard, the answer is obvious: ulf
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we simply consider that the clergy cannot really precede the invention
of culture, then religion must come first and far from being a derisory
force, it appears as the origin ofthe whole culture."a

Although it is easy for modern society to look down its nose at
primitive sacrificial ritual and taboos, Girard concludes that these
institutions saved humanity from self-destruction. Human culture was
built upon sacrificial victims perceived as having broken a taboo: both
the Oedipus myths and the founding of Rome attest to this. "Humanity,"
says Girard, "is the child of religion."as At its origins, then, archaic
religion is violent and false, yet it paradoxically allows the human
species to persevere. Under a Girardian lens the apparent irrationality
ofincest taboos and cultic bloodletting become thoroughly rational.

Before he turned his attention to the Jewish and Christian
scriptures, Girard offered a pessimistic take on the human quest for
peace. Violence and the Sacred states, "The best men can hope for in
their quest for nonviolence is the unanimity-minus-one ofthe surrogate
victim."a6 Later, Girard will associate this logic with Caiaphas.aTArchaic
religion and its subsequent religious mlths tell a lie necessary for
human survival: its violence is required. Christianity's revelation
consists in taking away the veil from the mythic fabrications that
conceal the scapegoat's innocence.

B. Dae Wesen dea Chrietentume

Although Charles Taylor says comparatively little about the nature of
Christianity, three main points emerge in his distinction ofChristianity
from generic Axial religion. First, Christianity produces an advanced
sense ofinwardness; second, it contains an insatiable reforming spirit;
third, it sees true religion as selfless love, ot agape.

44 Citatd, Elolution and Conaersian, 12.
45 Rea6 Girard, l See Satan Fatl Lihe Lighrezi4g, trans. James Williams (Maryknoll,

NYi Olbis, 2001),93.
46 Gitad,Violence and the sacred,25g.
4? Ren6 Gira.d, The Scapegoat, tran6. Yvonne Freccero (Baltimore, MD: The Johno

Hopkins University Pre6B, 1986), 112-15. Girard wtites: "Caiapha8 is the perfect
sacriffcer who puts victims to death to save those who live. By reminding u6 of this
John emphaeizes that every real cultu.ral decision has a sacrificial charactet (decidere,
reraembe!, is to cut the victim'E throat) that refers back to an uarevealed effect of tlre
scapegoat, the Eacrcd tJEe of repre8eDtstion of persecutioo" ( 114).
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To the first point: In Sources of the Sef, Taylor reads Augustine
as a proto-modern figure who, compared to his Greek ancestora,
stressed the role of the will in our constitution. As Augustine attests
in the Confessions, the Platonic maxim wherein the good would be

done if it were known doeg not take into sumcient account the radical
perversion of the will generated by original sin and bad habits. In
addition, Augustine complements the previous emphasis on divine
transcendence with a hitherto neglected sense of God's closenees to us.

Taylor writes:

Our principle route to God lfor Augustine] is not through the
object domain but "in" ourselves. This is because God is not
just the transcendent object or just the principle of order of
the nearer objects, which we strain to see. God is also and for
us primarily the basic support and underlying principle of our
knowing activity.as

One sees this push toward inwardness in Augustine's psychological
analogy of the Trinity, wherein the pattern of knowing - memory
intellect, and will - is one ofthe created world's most telling vestiges of
the Trinitarian persons. Taylor continues: 'Augustine shifts the focus
from the field of objects known to the activity itself of knowing; God is
to be found here."ae This emphasis serves as a precursor to the modern
self By jumping from Augustine to Descartes in his account ofmodern
identity, Taylor passes over a millennium of thought because "it is
hardly an exaggeration to say that it was Augustine who introduces
the inwardness of radical reflexivity and bequeathed it to the Western
tradition of thought."so

The second distinguishing feature of Christianity comes into view
through an examination of Calvinism and its Puritan offshoot. For
Taylor, the affrmation of ordinary life comes about primarily due to
the reforming efforts that culminated in the Protestant Reformation.sl
No longer was friendship with God bound up with the sacramental

48 Charles Taylor, So urces of the Self: The Mahina of th. Modzrn ldezrit, (Cambridge,

MA: Harvard Univereity Prese, 1989), 129.

49 Taylor, Sources ofthe Self, 230.
50 Tayloc Soarces of t/, e Self,23l,
51 For hie treatment of the Christian reform efrorla in A Secular Age, see chap. 2, "The

Rise of the DiBciplinary Society,' 90-145.
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system of mediation that infuses medieval Christianity. Instead, each
individual was responsible for his own faith, and his commitment to
God had to be total. Following Max Weber, Taylor posits that the idea
that each person's call in life could be carried out with excellence.
Together with the democratization of discipline and order, this idea
made possible the notion that an entire society could be transformed.

In the years between Sources of the Self ead, A Secular Age,
Taylor apparently became less tethered to the strict correlation of this
movement with the Protestant Reformation. His more recent work
emphasizes medieval efforts and argues for a more general and less
specifically Protestant impulse in Christianity as semper reformans.s2
Late medieval and early modern Christians repeatetlly attempted to
dissolve the radical separation between sacred and profane so that
God could be experienced in everyday life. For Taylor, this reforming
spirit results from a fundamental tendency or essential quality in
Christianity.5s We feel the effects ofthis reform in modernity through
such derivative religious movements as efforts at prohibition and the
zeal for physical fitness.

A third feature, perhaps the most central one, is the ethic of agape.
Exemplified in the story ofthe Good Samaritan (Luke 10), the unselfish
love to which Christians are called extends beyond the basic communal
ethic of solidarity. Agape can even disrupt that solidarity, since in an
ethic of solidarity the Good Samaritan would have never stopped to
help the injured man on the roadside (158; 739-42). Taylor makes two
interesting comparative points: first, this Ioving self-renunciation,
which Jesus exemplifies on the cross, differs from Stoic renunciation
(17). It does so because, unlike Stoicism, Christianity does not reject the
goodness of ordinary flourishing. Second, Christian agape overlaps with
the Buddhist doctrines of anatta and, karuna (17).5{ Taylor's repeated

52 Taylor writ€s of the Franci8can emphasis on hoecceitas: "Though it coridn't be clear
at the time, we with hind8ight can recognize this as a maJor tuming point in the history
ofwestern civilization, an important Btep towar.d6 that primacy ofthe individual which
deffnee our culture" C{ Secular Age,94). Subsequent parenthetical numbers refer to .A

Secular Age.
s3This Epirit of "making all thiogs new' forms the central organizing theme of a

delightful aad under-appreciat€d book: George Hetiag, Introduction to the Hietory of
Cinsriorrir, (New York: New York University PlesB, 2006).

54 See aleo Taylor, "A Catholic Modemity?'30.
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appeals to agape and to the example ofthe Good Sarnaritan, sprinlled
throughout A Secular Age, support his claim about the centrality of
agape for Christianity. In the incarnation and crucifixion of Christ,
Christianity posits an identification of this love with God's own being.

According to Girard, Christianity is the great antimlthology.
For the first time, the Hebrew scriptures tell stories of scapegoating
from the perspective ofthe victim. Instead of mlths that cover up the
founding violence, scripture exposes the real violence that underlies
their mythic superstructure. Besides this negative function, Judaism
and Christianity positively reveal both a God who has nothing to do with
violence, and also a God who sides with the victim. The New Testament
goee a step further. God is the victim. This is the evangelical truth
"hidden since the foundations ofthe world" (Matthew 13:35). Jesus' cry
from the cross - "forgive them, Father, for they know not what they do"

- is based not on a Platonic theory ofevil, but on the insight revealed to
Judaism about the nature of human culture and the origins of human
vio1ence.56 Girard declares, "The Gospels constantly reveal what the
texts of historical persecution, and especially m1'thological persecutors,
hide ftom us: the knowledge that their victim is a scapegoat [... The
Gospell indicates more clearly the innocence ofthis victim, the injustice
ofthe condemnation, and the causelessness ofthe hatred of which it is
the object."56

The power of the gospel is so revolutionary and yet the pull in
our consciousness toward archaic religion so strong, that the gospel

has not really taken root in so-called "Christian" societies. For Girard,
this failure does not de-legitimize the gospel or alter its truth. Slowly,
however, the gospel works its way through society, and the radical
nature of its message about religions has become embedded in the
West, although not always in the manner most expected.

C. The Noture and. Couae of Modernity

An attempt to understand and explain modernity and secularism has
occupied much of Charles Taylor's considerable scholarly endeavorg.sT

55 In thie respect Girard's account departs from the more inclugive A*ial apptoach of
Taylor.

56 Girard, The Scapegoat, M .

57 One gete a sense of this from hie choice of titles. A Secular Age epeaks for iteelf
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Taylor declares it his intent to trace the factors that created the
transitionfrom a society in which it was nearly impossible zolto believe,
to a society where beliefis no longer taken for granted (1-3). He opens
A Secular Age by rejecting hitherto accepted normative definitions of
the secular. These include understanding the secular as (1) its common
institutions like nation state, and its social spaces in which God is
absent; (2) a more generic loss of religious belief and practice marked
by such, indicators as dealing church attendance. Instead, Taylor
argues that secuiarity best corresponds to an environment where
beliefis no longer a given but is conceived as one option among others.
For Taylor, it is important that secularism be understood outside the
framework of what he calls subtraction theory according to which a
loss of belief is replaced by something like science. This only makes
sense if Christian belief is antiquated, like a geocentric model of the
universe. Despite many protestations, Christianity is not incompatible
with modern science. The lack of any logical incompatibility, as well
as the significant number of believing scientists, signifies to Taylor
that the subtraction theory falls flat.68 It is far more interesting is to
ask why Bo many moderns failed to see options that would allow for
a greater integration, or why these options were not attractive to as

many people as could have been.

Although we cannot here recapitulate Taylor's account of the
emergence and nature of modernity and of secularism, we can point to
a few distinguishing marks in its connection to a Christian past and
its current form. One such aspect is the emphasis on ordinary life and
human flourishing. Especially as inherited from the Puritan strand,

Some form of"modern" finds its way into almost all ofhis works: the subtitle ofSo&rces
reada The Making of Modem ldentit! , Additional works with the word "modern" include
his Marian address,'A Catholic Modemity," his second book on Hegel,Hegel and Modern
,Socier), hiB precur8or to A Secular Age: Modern Sociol Imoginories, even his truncated
version ofso&rces: Tlre Ethics afAuthenticiry, was originally titled: The Modern Malaise

58 7n Sources of the Self, Taylor considers the subtraction theory in order to explain
the loss in belief: 'But what is questionable is the thesiB that they [scientiflc rationality
and industrializationl are EuJncient conditions of the lo6s of religious belief [...] If
religious faith were like some particulate illusory belief, whoge erroneoug nature was
only masked by a certain set ofpractices, then it would collapse with the passing oftheBe
and their supersession by others; as perhaps certain padicul$ beliefs about magical
connections have. This then is the assumption which often underpinB the institutional
account" (402-403).
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this movement made possible the large-scale application of ascetic
disciptine that had previously been reserved for the elites. In the new
imaginary this ascetic ideal could spread to all believers, and thus
society could be transformed, not simply by common participation in a
ritual, but through individuals livilg lives of holiness and submitting
to disciplinary penitence "upon falling short". As Taylor traces it,
this ascetic zeal became detached from traditional Christianity and
mutated into what Taylor calls "exclusive humanism." As he defines it,
uExclusive humanism closeB the transcendent window, as though there
were nothing beyond."se The rest is history - the fitness studio should
pay royalties to the monastery.

Additionally, a key feature in Taylor's account is the buffered
self, which Taylor connects to the process of "disenchantment" that
he borrows from Max Weber and Marcel Gauchet.60 Taylor contrasts
this buffered self with the premodern "porous" self (38), which feels

itself seamlessly connected to both its social and natural surroundings.
Today we can experience this porous self only through group activities
like attending a sold-out football game or engaging in such extreme
sports as surfing. That these moments feel so different from out
ordinary experiences indicates how buffered the selfreally has become.

As moderns, it is hard for us to grasp how differently we understand
ourselves than our premodern ancestors. Taylor uses the example of
melancholy or feeling depressed:

A modern is feeling depressed, melancholy. He is told: it's just
your body chemistry you're hungry, or there is a hormone
malfunction, or whatever. Straightaway, he feels relieved. ...
But a pre-modern may not be helped by learning that his mood
comes from black bile. Because this doesn't permit a distancing.
Black bile is melancholy. (37)

Modernity no longer imagines an enchanted world, instead it replaces

it with a neutral world of matter and motion, which houses people who
imagine themselves originally isolated and only secondarily connected

59 Taylor, i{ Catholic Modernity?" 26.

60 See Taylor, inter olia, A SecuLar Age, 81686; he cites Weber, The Prote$tant EthiE

and the Spirit of Capitali$m, trans. Talcott Parsons (New York: Scribner, 1958) and

Marcel Gauchet,I,e ddsencl&itement du mon& (Parig: Gallimard, 1985).
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to others. They can also imagine moods abstractly and ontologically
disconnected from a material substance like one of the four humors.
Taylor continues:"For the modern, buffered self, the possibility exists of
taking a distance from, disengaging from everything outside the mind.
My uitimate purposes are those which arise within me, the crucial
meanings of things are those defined in my responses to them" (38).

Again, this conception of the buffered self arises as a mutation within
the imaginative horizon of the long and winding Christian tradition.
Therefore, whatever the shortcomings of the buffered self(and we need
not see it as deflcient in comparison to the porous selD, its existence is
not intrinsically disordered or sinful in Taylor's account.

A distinct moral feature of modernity is the concern for all human
beings and the need to alleviate suffering. Taylor connects this feature
with the gospel ethic of agape and, emphasizes the uniqueness of this
quality: "Our age makes higher demands for solidarity and benevolence

on people today than ever before. Never before have people been asked

to stretch out so far so consistently, so systematically, so as a matter of
course, to the stranger at the gates."61 Here we think of our responses

to such natural disasters as the earthquake in Haiti or the hurricane
in New Orleans. One would not be surprised to hear that committed
atheists worked amically alongside consewative evangelicals in
such locales. The Christian might be motivated by a modifled divine
command ethic or might have a particular loyalty to his pastor or
parish. The atheist scoffs at the impurity ofthe other's motives, given
that the same moral grammar might justify any abuse. For himself the
atheist claims a more immanent moral rationality. Of significance for
Taylor is that both share a peculiarly modern concern for alleviating
the suffering of those at the margins.

Although modernity has at its disposal many different "sources,"
it has been unable to cobble together a synthesis between its two
characteristically modern modes of knowing: instrumental rationality
and expressive individualism. A worldview based entirely on varieties
of scientism - strictly mechanical accounts that reduce morality to
pain/pleasure, and neo-Darwinian accounts that derive (albeit not
necessarily) an anthropology and a corresponding ethic based on the laws
of evolution - fails to appropriate Romantic expressive individualism.

61Taylor, n Catholic Modemity?" 31.
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Romantics attach profound importance to self-given meaning that
constitutes the inner depths of being human. As Taylor argues, most
people do not want to face the moral consequences suggested by
evolutionary biology: our lives have no intrinsic meaning, and human
flourishing is not the purpose of the universe. Moreover, they distrust
accounts that effectively read out the self-sacrificial love of a parent
for a child from any valid description of reality, as scientistic accounts
do. Modern individuals wartt to find profound meaning in the depths
of their souls, or in nature; the religiously inclined want to connect
this meaning with the divine. Romanticism exclusive of rationality
and modern science, however, Beems too much like the leap of faith
that religion requires. So it can happen that secular worldviews swirl
about without ever arriving at a satisfactory synthesi.s. It contains an
internal contradiction.

Taylor's account ofmodern secularism is in many ways compatible
with Buckley's thesis about the emergence of modern atheism. In
describing modern, secular humanism, Taylor writes:

Secular humanism also has its roots in Judaeo-Christian
faith; it arises from a mutation out of a form of that faith. The
question can be put, whether this is more than a matter of
historical origin, whether it doesn't also reflect a continuing
dependence....My belief, baltlly stated here, is that it does.6'

As Taylor describes it, the Christian West made possible a horizon
within which secularity was imagined. Although he does not make
the case that Christianity ucauses" modernity, he does regard it as

inconceivable without Christianity - hence the langu age of mutation.63
As the transcendence ofGod emphasized inWestern Axial religion

created a g"eater distance between earth and heaven, the terrestrial
could be imagined as autonomous and self-sufficient. Rather than
regarding secularism, as do Milbank and Hart in the examples above,

as a reversal of an upward trajectory Taylor sees it as a third great
stage in religious development, after the pre-Axial and the Axial. In

62 Taylor, Sources o/tlre Self, 319, emphasis mine.
63It should be noted that Taylor's take on rnodernity is more pejorative in the final,

twentieth chapter ofA Secular Age,"Correr8ions.' It is not clear whether Taylor speaks

in his own voice or for lvan Illich, wheo he declares, 'Cormpted Chtistiadty gives rise to
the modem" (?40: see also 741).
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addition, Taylor's genealogy places ideas in a historical setting, as
generated not from pure mental ether, but rather through the grit
and dirt of an intermingling with social and psychological factors that
profoundly complicate any true telling of modernity. Secularity cannot
be the opposite of Christendom; instead it is an iteration ofit, however
unfortunate, \ryrong-headed, and un-self-conscious that iteration might
have been.

Taylor's contextualization points to a more tepid assessment of
modernity than the boosters and knockers mentioned above. At the
1996 lecture accompanying the Marianist Award at Dalton University,
Taylor addressed this point head-on: "In modern, secularist culture
there are mingled together both authentic developments of the gospel,
of an incarnational mode of life, and also a closing off to God that
negates the gospel." His arg'ument strongly expresses the genetic
account hinted at above: "In relation to the earlier forms of Christian
culture, we have to face the humbling realization that the breakout
[modern secularism] was a necessary condition of the development."6a
Although lacking Buckley's language of "internal dialectic," Taylor's
rendering of modernity, despite its seeming opposition to Christianity,
gives an example ofthis dialectic by showing how Christianity created
the environment in which modernity was allowed to come into being.

Girard's description and explanation of modernity is in many
ways more insightful than Taylor's - this despite the fact that Girard
concedes a lack of interest in elaborating a theory of modernity.6s
To conclude this section, we will examine three characteristics of
modernity identified by Girard: the modern concern for victims, the
tendency to self-scrutiny, and the modern belief in the superiority of
scientiflc method. Each of these, according to Girard, is unthinkable
without Christianity.

Like Taylor, Girard poiots to the particular Western concern for
victims:

64Taylor,'A Catholic Modernity," 13-37 at 16. It Beems that Taylor's "neceaaary
condition" i8 meaDt iD the same way as Buckley's "necessary" evolving pattern (8ee note
24 above).

65 Thie concesrion comes in respon8e to a point raised by GiaDniVattimo 6bout Girard.
See Citard, Eaolution and. Conaersion, 234, 262t1.
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Our society is the most preoccupied with victims of any that
ever was. Even if it is insincere, a big show, the phenomenon
has no precedent. No historical period, no society we know, has
ever spoken of victims as we do.

Examine ancient sources, inquire everywhere...and you will
not find anything anJ,'rrhere that even remotely resembles
our modern concern for victims. The China of the Mandarins,
the Japan of the samurai, the Hindus, the pre-Columbian
societies, Athens, republicans of imperial Rome - none of these
were worried in the least little bit about victims, whom they
sacrificed without number to their gods, to the honor of the
homeland.66

The modern concern for victims arises out of Christianity, which
identifies God with the victim. Modern anti-Christian objections to
Christian atrocities such as the Crusades and the witch hunts are ironic,
for such arguments apply a thoroughly Christian moral grammat to
the matter. Girard does not deny that modernity produces victims; the
horrors of the twentieth century would make such a view untenable.
He notes, however, that the modern world "also saves more victims
than any previous historical moment ever did.'6? Before Christianity,
it would have been unthinkable to use a rhetorical strategy wherein
one attempted to identify with the victim. In mlthology, the scapegoat
is always guilty. In Judaism and Christianity, she is innocent. Siding
with the victim or the outsider is so central both to Christianity and
to modernity that Girard is able to say that the world is becoming,
paradoxically, more and more Christian. Here modernity and
Christianity overlap: "We can say lthat) we are a]l believers in the
innocence of victims, which is at the core of Christianity."0e

66 See Ren6 Girard, "I See Satao FalliDg Like Lightening," 161.

67 Gitard, Euolution and Conuer\ion, 246.
68 Girard., Euolutioa and. Conuenion,258; Bee al8o Girard and Gianni Vattimo,

Chistid.hit!, fhnh, and Weahening Faith. A Dialoguc, ed. Pierpaolo Antonello and

trans. William Mc€uaig (New York: Columbia UDiversity Preee, 2010): 'Christiatity
deprives u8 of the mechani8lrt that formed the baBis of the archaic eocial and religious
order, ushering in a new phase in the history of mankind that we may legitimately call

'modem.'All the conquests ofmodernity begin there, a8 far as I am concemed, from the
acquisition of awarenes8 within Chri6tianity' (26).
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The proclamation of the gospel, which is the proclamation of the
victim's innocence, forces us to look inward in order to understand
society's fallenness as represented in the stained or sinful scapegoat.
This level of self-scrutiny corresponds with Taylor's buffered self. No
society has ever been more self-critical than modern, Western society,
despite its frequent failings. Both the secular concern for victims,
and the desire not to be shaped entirely by one's culture, comes out
of and shares this characteristic with Christianity. As Girard puts
it, "He [the Christian] is the one who can resist the crowd."6e Indeed,
the very ground of the debate upon which secularity determines the
moral legitimacy of Christianity is a Christian one. The new atheists
miss this point. Here again, this is an internet dialect in modernity,
which Girard attempts to unravel. Girard responds to this new wave of
atheism by highlighting how Christian their anti-Christianity is:

Today's anti-religion combines so much error and nonsense
about religion that it can barely be satirized. It serves the cause
that it would undermine, and secretly defends the mistakes
that it believes it is correcting. ... By seeking to demystify
sacrifice, current demystification does a much worse job than
the Christianity that it thinks it is attacking because it stiil
confuses Christianity with archaic religion.T0

Like many of the new atheists, Girard also contends that modern
science rests at the center of modernity and secularism. He offers,
however, an entirely different etiology, which untangles the alleged
conflict between science and religion.?1 Girard argues that the zeal for
science arises from the Christian attitude about victims. Since victims

69 Girard, Euolution and Conuersion, 239.
?0 R€ue Girard, Edrrling tD the End: Connetsations with Betuoit C,/anr.e, trans. Mary

Baker. (East Latr.iDg, MI: Michigaa State University, 2010), 198.
?l Similar to Girard, Buckley ahorf,s how modem ecience and Christiadty are

iDtertwined. BucLley srites, fiow ironic it i8 to read i! popular histories of the
'antagoai8Ds of religiou a]1d the rising science.' That wa8 precisely what the problem
was Dotl Ttese sciences alid trot oppose religious colvictioEs, they supported tfiem.
Indeed, they subsumed theology, and theologiaaB accept€d with relief and g"atitude
this assumptioa of religious fouhdatione by Cartesian ffrst philosophy and Ne.ittoniaD
mechalric8' ({t tre Origins,347).
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are chosen arbitrarily and are usually innocent, the gospel teaches the
people to look for different causes. Girard explains:

The scientiflc spirit cannot come first. It presupposes the
renunciation of a former preference for the magical causality
of persecution so weli defined by the ethnologists. Instead of
natural, distant, and inaccessible causes, humanity has always
preferred causes that are significant from a social perspective

and permit of corrective intervention - victims.T2

Christianit/s proclamation of the forgiving victim's resurrection, in
the words of Flannery O'Comor's misfit, "changes ever)'thing." Just as

we are no longer comfortable with simple theodicies to explain natural
disasters, so we are no longer sated by the victimology of old. Girard
explains, "The invention of science is not the reason that there are no
longer witch-hunts, but the fact that there are no longer witch-hunts is
the reason that science has been invented."73

It is no surprise that the most popular television dramag are
now the most scientific. I am referring to the explosion of CSI (Crime

Scene Investigation) series. Christianity has made us vigilant about
the culpability of the accused. Hearsay and verbal testimony no
longer convince us: we want scientific evidence and DNA. Despite
the persuasive force of Girard's etiology, it must be conceded that
Christians have lost their mettle in this discussion. Voices ignorant
of Christian theology and the Christian tradition have too often and
too loudly opposed Christianity to modern science and aligned it with
modern pseudo-science. But it is Christianity that bred the love of
science, the critique of religion, and the suspicion against magic that
are the proclaimed virtues of today's secularists.

D, Chrietian ResponEes to Modernity

It is never easy to understand the nature and depth of phenomena
like secularism, modernity, or the loss of belief: Are they exceptional,
passing fads, entirely circumstantial? Or do they signal something
bigger, more seismic, more permanent? It may still be premature
to declare a permanent decreaee in belief, but one can nonetheless

7 2 Giafi , The scape g@t, 204
73 Gira, The Scapegoat,2,4
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determine that a sizeable majority among educated classes in the West
has adopted a secular worldview. Moreover, the old ways that peope
came to believe may no longer be as effective as they used to.

Michael Buckley addresses the possibility of a post-secular
response to atheism in the final two chapterc of Denying and Disclosing
God. If atheism itselfresults from an "internal contradiction," then can
one persuasively negate the negation ofGod? Buckley offers a foretaste
in the preface, when he promises to use John ofthe Cross to sublate the
projectionists' critique of religion: 'The negation of these projections
comprises the classical night of the soul, moving beyond the negation
ofGod as projection to the further negation ofthe negation itselfin the
affrmation of God."7a

Buckley reads the nineteenth-century critique of belief in God by
Feuerbach and Freud as a critique of a "too-easy" theism. For these
thinkers, the God projected by believers was al1 too human. Buckley
points out that their critique runs parallel to a similar critique by
"a movement equally aware of the proclivity of religion to become
projection" (109). This movement is the apophatic tradition of pseudo-
Dionysius, Gregory of Nyssa, and John of the Cross, among others.
Buckley centers his retrieval on John ofthe Cross, the great Carmelite
mystic most known for his articulation ofthe'dark night of the soul."
Like Freud and Feuerbach, John admits that our ortlinary experience
ofGod is deeply flawed and problematic - according to the Scholastic
maxJn, quidquid recipitur secundun mdum recipientis recipitur (L60
n.46) - our experience, even the inbreaking of divine that can come
through prayer, is necessarily conditioned by our own limitations.
According to John, true religious consciousness does not, however,
stop at identifoing the fraught nature of ordinary religiosity. Buckley
explains:

What we grasp and what we long for is very much shaped and
determined by our own preconceptions, appetites, concepts,
and personality-set. If these are not disclosed arrd gradually
transformed by grace and by its progressive affirmation within
religious faith, working its way into the everyday of human

74 Buckley, Denying and Disclosing fu, xv Subsequent parenthetical pagination
refers to this text.
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history and choices, then there is no possibility ofcontemplation
of anything but our own projections. (114)

John's crucible ofreligious reflection forces the student ofhis method to
recognize and disavow the idoiatry that often masquerades as worship
and to reject the projection that substitutes for the true God.

Buckley's retrieval of apophatic theology as a response to a

strand in atheism implies that atheist critiques have something true
and valuable to say. Rather than a more traditional apologetic tactic
aimed at prohibiting any entrance to atheism, Buckley suggests that
the proper aim "should be less to refute Feuerbachian and Freudian
analysis than to learn from them what they have to teach about the
relentless remolding of the image of God by religious consciousness"
(119). Of course, by the time that most people matriculate out of
secondary education they come to realize that something can be

learned from one's opponents. Buckley's account, however, transcends
epistemic platitude. Beneath the fagade of anti-Christianity, one finds
a visage with all the markings of Christianity. Buckley's dialectic
does not conceive of theism and atheism as static, binary terms. The
very contradiction upon which modern atheism rests means that the
process ofunderstanding this negation will allow the generation of"its
own further negation, the negation ofthe negation" (121). This process

is what Buckley intends to accomplish in his appeal to apophaticism
and to the mystical theology of John of the Cross.

Buckley ends Dezy ing and Disclosing God by using data neglected
in previous centuries of apologetics: religious experience, examples

of holiness, and the critical reflection upon encounters with and by
such people. In a similar vein, Taylor's massive investigation of the
cause and nature of modern secularism concludes by examining how
Christianity might best respond to this situation. Taylor uses the
impasse at which late-modern secularity stands in order to carve out
a space for Christianity to flourish. In the final chapter ofA Secular
Age, "Conversions," he also shows how previously unbelieving moderns
have found a way to believe within the immanent frame.75 Beyond

75 Taylor deflnes the immanent frarae as a set of precoDditioDs or unchallenged
framework, a "sensed context in which we develop our beliefs.' In the case ofmodernity,
it is an immanent order made possible by such factors as dieencho,otlrlent (A Secular Age,
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reference to important conversions of influential individuals - Walker
Percy, T. S. Eliot, Christopher Dawson, Charles P6guy - Taylor points to
the Christian attempt to imagine how a Christian civilization persists
without a ret'/'lJn to Christendom. Jacques Maritain earns a privileged
place in Taylor's rendering. After his unfortunate association with
Action Flangaise - the monarchist movement founded by Charles
Maurras, which sought to restore Catholicism as the state religion -
Maritain realized that a recovery could not mean a return. As Taylor
explains:

[Maritain] sought a unity of Christian culture on a giobal scale,
but in a dispersed network of Christian lay institutions and
centres ofintellectual and spiritual life...The central feature of
this new culture will be "l'avdnement spiritual non pas de l'ego
centr6 sur lui-m6me, mais de la subjectivitd cr€atrice.76

Taylor distinguishes between converts who condemn the modern
order and those who form a loyal opposition (745). As much aB the
latter converts acknowledge this gain, their Christianity enables them
to identify what is lost in a world without Christ. The more authentic
navigation of the intersection of modernity and Christianity does not
settle for trying to identiff a better, earlier order. Rather, "it invites
us to a conversation which can reach beyond any one such order. ...
Inevitably and rightly, Christian life today will look for and discover
new ways of moving beyond the present orders to God" (755). Precisely
as an instance in which we come to see our previous vision as limited,
conversion provides a helpful vehicle for Taylor to move out of the
immanent frame.

The examination of different stories of conversion also allows
Taylor to introduce the possibility of hope. [This hope consists in the
discovery that God's self-sacrificial love in Christ can manifest the
authenticity so dearly sought by moderns.l Moreover, Christianity,
especially its Catholic branch, urges its followers to imagine the
journey of a \ryafaring pilgrim as communal and shared with others:
"The Church was rather meant to be the place in which human beings,
in all their difference and disparate itineraries, come together" (772).

539-93, esp. 549).
76 Taylot, A Secular Age, 7 44.
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Taylor's final chapter contains perhaps his most impassioned writing
and reveals his concern to articulate the abiding truth of orthodox
Christianity.

In turning to Girard, 1et us to suggest that his interpretation
of modernity is in many ways deeper than Taylor's. Girard better
understands the essence of that from which modernity arises. The
qualities in Christianity that form modernity seem inTaylor's rendering
like arbitrary offshoots of Christianity. Taylor's hopeful conclusion to A
Secular Age seems to follow the general arc of why not? For Girard,
the essence of modernity arises from the essence of Christianity. The
essence of Christianity for Girard, as we have seen, is the revelation of
the scapegoat mechanism and of the victim's innocence.

Girard makes two important historical points about the
implications ofthe scapegoat mechanisn. The first is that Christianity
undoes its power, thus paving the way for modernity's unique and
singular concern with victims; or, in Taylor's terms, Christianity ushers
in an inclusivist view of humanity. The second is the historical failure
ofChristianity for so much ofits history. The examples ofantiJudaism,
witch hunts, and the Crusades suffice. Despite these failures, Girard
affirms Nietzsche's insight about the absurtlity of secularism's anti-
Christianity: Christianity has initiated a revolt in morality. Nietzsche
was also wrong: "He doesn't see that the Gospel stance towards victims
does not come from prejudice in favor of the weak against the strong

lthe "slave revolt"] but is heroic resistance to violent contagion. Indeed
the Gospels embody the discernment of a small minority that dares to
oppose the monstrous mimetic contagion of a Dionysian lynching."7?

Nietzsche correctly pinpointed the antithesis - Dionysius versus the
Crucified, but he sided with the lie ofthe former rather than the truth
of the iatter

With his evangelical hermeneutic, Girard interprets such modern
measures as humanitarian aid, the abolition of slavery and serfdom,
and different forms of egalitarianism as evidence for Christian
progress. He notes: "We are not Christian enough. The paradox can

be put in a different way: Christianity is the only religion that has

foreseen its own failure."?8 Girard then offers us his hitherto dormant

77 Girard, 1 See Sata n Fall Lihe Lightnin& 773

78 Girard, Battling to the End, z.
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eschatology. Although he had made a similar comment in the earlier
I See Satan ?all Like Lightning, he did so without the apocalyptic
conclusions put forth in Battling to the End (2009), where he states,
"Christian truth has been maling an unrelenting historical advance
in our world. Paradoxically, it goes hand in hand with the apparent
decline of Christianity." Later he states,

The fact that our world has become solitlly anti-Christian, at
least among elites, does not prevent the concern for victims
from flourishing -just the opposite.

The majestic inauguration of the "post-Christian era" is a joke.
We are living through a caricatural "ultra Christianit/ that
tries to escape from the Judeo-Christian orbit by "radicalizing"
the concern for victims in arr anti-Chrietian manner.Te

Whereas Taylor points to the authenticity of Christian converts,
who chart a betternay to be good moderns, Girard points to an
incongruence of modern seculars. This incongruence indicates the kind
of dissatisfaction with modernity articulated by our "knockers" in the
opening section. Despite many indications that Girard would qualify as

one ofTaylor's "knockers,'this is an untenable concluslon. Girard reads
modernity as far too Christian to read it as a mistake or as a simple
reversal of a better Christian past.

This evangelical hermeneutic licenses Girard to understand both
modernity and atheism as fundamentally Christian. As Christianity
slowIy works to dismantle sacrificial religion, it saws offthe branch on
which historical Christianity rests in so far as it is unable to practice
religion llee of scapegoating. Secularism and atheism are not simply
unfortunate side effects but rather inevitable results. Girard declares:

Christianity is not only one ofthe destroyed religions but it is
the destroyer of all religions. The death of God is a Christian
phenomenon. In its modern sense, atheism is a Christian
invention. . . . The disappearance of religion is a Christian
phenomenon par excellence.8o

?9 Girard, f See Sota n Fatl Like Lightenib$, L78,179
8O Gbard, Euolution and Conaersion, 257.
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In a word, Christianity teaches us how to be secular

It is hard to accept Girard's analysis without feeling subsequently
that Christianity has the upper hand. Indeed, I would like to conclude
pointing out that all three of our authors end their writings on an
apologetic note. Although Taylor is the only one of the three who
acknowledges familiarity with the other two, Girard, it seems, is the
more true to the spirit of Buckley, even if less indebted to him.8l For
Buckley, when one understands modern atheism as a negation, then the
steps to negate the negation are clear. For Girard, once it is clear that
the skepticism ofthe anti-Christians "itselfis a by-product of Christian
religion,' then it is a short and swift step to outwit them.82 Good

Christian theology continually engages in a kind of brinksmanship,
and the bad theology described by Buckley balks at this.

81 Io private converaatioDs sround 2008, Buckley t ld me that he was leading Thylor
aod that he had lever EpeEt aDy time with Girard, slthough he waE familiar vith but
ulsympathetic to hi6 theory

82 G]nrard, Batttitg ta the End, *\
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It Mev 2010, the state of Hawaii passed a law allowing state officials
to ignore "repeated requests" for information from people who have had
the same request fulfilled within the past year. This law was intended
to relieve beleagr:ered Health Department employees responsible
for answering requests for a copy of the birth certificate of President
Obama. Prior to passing the law, the Hawaii State Health Department
had a stack of requests 13 inches high, received from people who
professed doubt that Obama is constitutionally eligible to be president,
either because they believe he was born in Kenya or in Indonesia or
because he possessed dual citizenship at birth.l Despite its reputation
as a fringe group, and despite repeated proofs that Obama was born
in Hawaii, the movement known as the 'birthers" has at this writing
fielded at least one apparently viable Republican candidate for state
office in California.'

For those with an interest in the history ofphilosophy, the birthers
are just one recent example of the irrational extremes to which a
narrowly focused and divisive patriotism can lead someone. This kind of
example makes it easy to appreciate the attraction of cosmopolitanism
(literally, citizenship in the cosmos), which promotes the belief in
a "single community" of all human beings. Cosmopolitanism has a
long and varied history, ranging from the Cynic Diogenes, through
the Stoics and early Christians, through to Enlightenment figures,

1 Michael Cooper "IJooaii Limits Eeque,ts on Obama's Birth Recordg" May 13, 2010.

http://www.n)'times.corni2010/05/14/u8/politics/l4hawaii.html (accessed June 8,2010)
2 Humo$on Post, "Catifornia Republicans Worry About 'Birther Queen' Candidacy,

Orl.y Tbitz Goes Mainstreom," Jn]ly 8, 2010. http//wwwhumngtonpost com/2010/06/08/

califomia-republicans-wo-n-603429.htmI (accessed July 8, 2010)
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famously including Immanuel Kant in his 1795 essay on perpetual
peace.s In recent years,liberal moral philosophers have taken up anew
the questions of what it means to be a cosmopolitan and whether
cosmopolitanism rather than patriotism should be taught to the young.'

For those familiar with Lonergan's work, contemporary debates
over cosmopolitanism recall his discussions of"cosmopolis" (literally, a
universal city), a term Lonergan used in the 1951 article translated as

"The Role of a Catholic University in the Modern World,'6 and which
also played a pivot d rcle in Insi4ht.6 I will argue here that, despite the
appearance that Lonergan's notion of cosmopolis is far removed from
the concerns of the conternporary debate over moral cosmopolitanism,
Lonergaa's account ofcosmopolis in fact 8erves to illuminate important
questions that moral cosmopolitanism, in particular that of Martha
Nussbaum, should bear in mind.

COSMOPOLIS IN "THE ROLE OF THE CATHOLIC
UNTYERSITY IN THE MODERN WORLD"

In "The Role of the Catholic University in the Modern World,"
Lonergan, as always, was not content to address his trite-sounding topic
in a pedestrian manner. Instead, in a few short pages he situates the
topic within cognitional theory the theory ofthe human good, progress

and decline, the probiem of evil (moral impotence) and its solution, and
the dialectic of history Along the way he laces the argument with slyly
cutting comments about the current state of Catholic intellectual 1ife.7

3 Pauline Kleingeld and Eric Browo. "Cosmopolitoniem," ed. Edward N. Zalta. June
21, 2009. http //plato.stanford.edu/archives/8um200g/entdedco8mopolitanisr/ (accessed

June 8,2010).
4 Martha Nusebaum,For Loae of Country? (BoBtor, MA: Beacon Presa, 1996, 2002).
5 Bernard Lonergan, 'The Role of the Catholic University irl the Modem World,' iD

Collection: Papers by Bertudtd Lonergan, ed. F. E. Crowe SJ, 114-20 (New York: Herder
and Herder, 1967).

6 Bernard Lonergan, Insight: A Stud! of llunan lJ\deretanding, vol.3 of Collected
Worke of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto:
Toronto University Press, 1988 [196?]), 263-67,666,712.

7"...n0r can anyo[e 8uppo6e that a second rate Catholic university i8 any Illore
acceptable to God irr the new ]aw than was in the old law the eacriffce of maimed or
diseased beastB." And 'the misadventures of Catholic intellectualB could be taken a6 a
counsel to wrap one's talent in a napkin and bury it Bafely in the grouDd, were not that
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To set the context, Lonergan notes the three levels of human
knowing (experiential, intellectual, and reflective), the corresponding
goods (objects of desire, goods of order, and "judgments of value"),
and the levels of community (intersubjective, civil, and cultural).3
Lonergan here identifies cultural community with "cosmopolis," not,
he writes, "as an unrealized political ideal but as a long-standing,
nonpolitical, cultural fact." He identifies cosmopolis as well with
"the field of communication and influence of artists, scientists, and
philosophers,' "the bar of enlightened public opinion to which naked
power can be driven to submit," and "the tribunal ofhistory that may
expose successful charlatans and may restore to honor the prophets
stoned by their contemporaries." Universities, he claims, are charged
with reproducing cultural community/cosmopolis, which for Lonergan
means that they must do more than simply pass on accepted cultural
knowledge. Rather, the task of the university is "the communication
of intellectual development."e The inheritance passed on to students,
according to Lonergan, is a mixed one, containing the vestiges ofboth
development and decline. Here Lonergan attributes decline to the
way being "practical" can be taken to mean being "calculating" and
"unscrupulous" rather than "[favoring] the common good of order at
the expense of private advantage" and to the moral impotence that
leads people 'to develop 'realist' views in which theory is adjusted
to practice and practice means whatever happens to be done."
While universities are responsible for teaching about intellectual
development, secular universities are unfortunately caught up in the
same mixture of inherited progress and decline as is the rest of the
culture. Catholic universities suffer from the same misfortune, but
they have the advantage of being "armed against the world" by faith,
hope, and charity. Charity has "the power to wipe out old grievances';
hope "seeks first the kingdom of God" rather than giving "free rein,,
to "egoistic practicality," and faith 'liberates" human reason, "for men

conclusio! cleafi contrary to the gospel which demands, beyond capitalist expectatioDs,
one huDdred percent profit" (Collection, 118). See also William Mathews,B discussion of
the signiffcance of this essay as a precureor to ,nsia,h, (William A . Mathewa, Lonergan'e
queat: A Stud! of Deoire in thz Authoing oflzsig,ht [Toronto i Uoiveraif of Toronto prese,
20051,281-83I

I Collection,ll4-75.
I Collection, L17.
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of faith are not shifted about with every wind of doctrine." In order
to accomplish the task of the university, Catholic inteilectuals must
"puriff" the ureal achievements" of the human intellect by exercising
humility and detachment "without personal or corporate or national
complacence..." and by identifying the aspects of current culture that
are the result of moral impotence.ro Becauge moral impotence (sin)

is addressed through "divine grace," "the integration of sciences that
deal with man concretely has to be sought not in philosophy but in
theo1ogy."11

Cosmopolis in this essay, then, is cuitural community that is able

to effectively critique the status quo. It is identified not with a political
state but with the critical judgments ofartists, philosophers, scientists,
historians, and the educated public. Universities are charged with
producing new generations of people who will be part of this critical
cultural force, and their task is only possible with the heip ofthe grace

without which we cannot overcome our own weakness and comrption
and the accumulated errors we have inherited.

ln Insi6ht, Lonergan preserves and explains this earlier account
of cosmopolis and piaces it within the context of his rich philosophical

system.12 The discussion of cosmopolis in Insight appears at the
conclusion to Lonergan's discussion of common sense, in which he

argues that the practicality rightly prized by common sense can
become its fatal flaw, for the "peculiar danger" of common sense "is
to extend its legitimate concern for the concrete and the immediately
practical into disregard of larger issues and indifference to long-
term results'.l3 This disregard of larger issues and long-term results
is what Lonergan calls "general bias," and along with the biases of
individuals and groups, it excludes good ideas from consideration, and
over time it creates what Lonergan calls the "social surd."la General
bias contributes to the "longer cycle of deciine" in which the acceptance

L0 Coltection, l7g.
71 Collection, 120.
12 See Charles Onyange Oduke, 9.J., Ianergan'e Notion of Cosntopolis: A Slud! of

a Higfur Vieapoint and, d Creative Frameuorh fur Engaging Indiaid,ual and. Social

'Biases" with Special Rele\dnce to Socio'political Challenges in Kenyd dnd th4 Contivnt
ofAtico. Dissertation, Boston College, 2006, 2.

13 Iniight, 251.
14 Insight, 255.



of irrational aspects of human practice becomes commonplace,
progress turns to 'stagnation," and disinterested inquiry is viewed as
irrelevant. Lonergan proposes "cosmopolis" as the "higher viewpoint"
by which the cycle of decline could be reversed.rs Informed by the
understanding that free and detached inquiry should be promoted
and that bias should be critiqued, and by a critical cognitional theory
cosmopolis functions as a corrective of a declining culture.l6 "What
is necessary" Lonergan writes, "is a cosmopolis that is neither ciass
nor state, that stands above all their claims, that cuts them down to
size, that is founded on the native detachment and disinterestedness
of every intelligence, that commands man's first allegiance, ...that is
too universal to be bribed, too impalpable to be forced, too effective to
be ignored."l7 Lonergan distinguishes cosmopolis from a police force, a
court, a "8uper-state," an organization, or an academy.I8 Rather than
being one ofthese identifiable institutions, cosmopolis is "a withdrawal
from practicalit/ and "a dimension of consciousness...a discovery of
historical responsibilities."le As Thomas McPartland succinctly puts it,
the task ofcosmopolis is "to promote self-transcendence."20

As in his earlier article, Lonergan here is not content to frame
cosmopolis only within a discussion of human history or of social
prog"ess. For Lonergan, the central issue facing humankind is "moral
impotence.'21 He argues that the reversal of decline that is the task of
cosmopolis faces a uradical" and "permanent" problem in the human

C os mopolis and C os mopo litani sm

15 Insight, 259.
16 Insisht, 262.

77 Ineight, 263.
7a Insisht, 266.
19 For a discuseion of the importance of s critical analysi8 of hi6tory to Looergan'B

account ofcosmopolis, 6ee Kenneth R. Melchin,History, Ethics, and Emergent Prcbdbility:
Ethicq Societ!, d.id History in the Work of Bernard, Lonergan, 2nd ed" The Lonergan
Website, 1999,239-42.

20 McPdrtland's full statement ofthe poEitive task of cosmopolis: ,,It seeks to promote
through persuasion and example the free converaion to the noms of baeic horizon, to
appeal to the latent openness of individuals and groups, to support the Btruggle for
authenticity, to tap the psychic energy of awe and wonder - in a word, to plomote Belf-
tranecendence." (Thornas J. McPartland, Lonergan and the Philosophy of Historical
E i8rezca Columbia, MOi University ofMiesouri Preae, 2001, 132). See also McpartlaDd
2007,725-40.

27 Insight, 650.
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"incapacity for sustained development" brought about by human
biases.22 The success of cosmopolis is possible only if a "needed higher
integration has emerged."23 In his chapter on "Special Transcendent
Knowledge, Lonergan identifies moral impotence and the social surd
with "a reign ofsin" and specifies that the solution to the problem of evil
must respect human freedom,2a that it will be a mystery that appeals
not only to human intelligence but to our imagination and sensitivity,
both as individuals and as groups, that it will be a supernatural
solution that brings about faith, hope, and charity in a collaboration
of the human with the divine, and that it will be accompanied by

"some appropriate institutional organization of the new and higher
collaboration."2s

In the Epilogue to Insight, Lonergan makes it explicit that this
solution to the problem of evii is the birth of Christ, the "Light of the
world," which in transfiguring human living "contains the solution not
only to man's individual but also to his social problem of evil."'6 In the
Epilogue, Lonergan implicitly connects cosmopolis to the mystical body

of Christ when he suggests that the study of "the historical aspect of
development'has a "peculiar relevance to a treatise on the mystical
body of Christ,"'? and that a formal theological understanding of the
mystical body requires a theory of history.28 Lonergan cites important
moments in the unfolding of the history of the idea of the mystical
body, including "the Pauline thesis of the moral impotence of Jew and
Gentile alike,' the Augustinian distinction between the city of God and
the "city of this world," and the publication of the social encyciicals of
the Catholic church in response to the theories of history of liberals,
Marxtsts, et alia.Implicit here seems to be the claim that "cosmopolis"
has historically been known by other names (mystical body, city of
God, the community of followers of the One in whom there is neither
Jew nor Greek, and so on), but that it has always functioned as a

22Insight,654.
23 Insight, 656.
24 l"sisht,143.
25 Insight, z l+.
26 Insisht,764.
27 Insisht,762.
28 Insight,764.
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community that tlraws on God's grace to bear witness to the ongoing
transformation of the human world.

MARTHA NUSSBAUM'S DEFENSE OF COSMOPOLITANISM

Inher 1994 essay,"Patriotism and Cosmopolitanism,"Martha Nussbaum
called into question recent calls for a renewed sense of American
national identity.2e In opposition to the claim that American children
should be educated to view themselves first as citizens of the United
States (with the proviso that they must respect the human rights of
people in other nations), Nussbaum defends "cosmopolitan education,"
the view that American children should be taught "that they are, above
all, citizens ofa world of human beings, and that, while they happen to
be situated in the United States, they have to share this world with the
citizens of other countries."3o In defense of this view, Nussbaum draws
on the Stoic view that our first allegiance is not to the accidents of our
birth but to the "reason and moral capacity" that bind us to all human
beings.31 For the Stoics, Nussbaum argues, being a citizen ofthe world
does not mean giving up local attachments. Rather, the cosmopolitan
sees him or herself as belonging to a series of concentric circles, with
the narrowest containing the selfand the widest containing all human
beings, and with the family, nation, and so on occupying the circles in
between. A cosmopolitan education teaches children to imagine vividly
and compassionately the lives of those in countries other than their
own, thus bridging the gap between the smaller circles of home and
community and the larger circle of the world community.

Nussbaum defends cosmopolitan education on the grounds that
1) one learns more about one's own cultural preferences by learning
about conceptions (e.9., of gender, family, work) held by those in
other countries, 2) solving global problems requires international
collaboration and mutual understanding, 3) cosmopolitan education
makes people aware of the moral obligations they have to people in

29 Nueebaum, 4. NuEgbawn'e essa, along with twenty-dne responaee from various
authors, originally appeared in the Eosron Seoie@, October/November, 1994.)

30 Nussbaum, 'Patriotism and Cosmopottanisra,' 6.
Sl Nueebaum, 'PatriotiEm aod CosmopolitaDism,, ?. Nussbaum poilt6 out tiat thi6

Stoic conceptiolt of cosmopolitaaism is an alcestor to XaDt,s "kingdom of eDd8."
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other nations, and 4) the same values of mutual respect and human
dignity that are central to democracy also lead one to respect human
beings across national boundaries.32

In the essay collectiot, For Loue of Country?, a number of authors
respond critically to Nussbaum's essay. Nussbaum concedes to her
critics that cosmopolitanism allows us "to give special attention to our
own families and to our owrr ties of religious and national belonging,"
but that the reason for this preference is that it is "the only sensible
way to do good" rather than that the people closer to us have greater
moral worth than those farther away.S3 To the critics' claim that
cosmopolitanism is meaningless without a world state, Nussbaum

argues that there are many ways to recognize cross'national moral
obligations thatdonot depend onthe existence ofsuch a state. She agreeg

with Kwame Anthony Appiah that it is essential for cosmopolitans not
only to celebrate the universal but to appreciate the concrete diversity
of local cultures and religions, but argues that "the challenge of world
citizenship ... is to work toward a state of things in which all of the
differences will be nonhierarchically understood [like the difference
between basketball fans and lovers ofjazzl."sa Against the critics who
claim that cosrnopolitanism is overly abstract and boring compared
to imaginative and artistic celebrations of the iocal and national, she

responds that narrowly patriotic art tends to be kitsch, and that "it
would be difficult to find a powerful work of art that is not, at some

level, concerned with the claim ofthe common and our tragic and comic

refusals of that claim.'35

COMMON CONCERNS IN COSMOPOLIS
AND COSMOPOLITANISM

Nussbaum's defense of cosmopolitanism has much in common with
Lonergan's account of cosmopolis. Both hold that a person's first
allegiance should be to something that transcends the boundaries of
the family or the nation. Neither Lonergan nor Nussbaum promotes a

world state (though neither pronounces it impossible). Indeed, inetead

32 Nueebaum,'Patriotisrs and CosmopolitsniBm,' 11-15

33 Nueebaum.'For Love ofCountry?" 136.

34 Nussbaum, "For Love ofCounfy?'138.
35 Nueebaum,'For l,ove ofCountry?" 139.
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of focusing on politics, both highlight the importance of education36
and the way the arts, whether tragic or comic, play a critical role in
awakening peopie to this higher allegiance. Both draw (implicitly or
explicitly) on the Stoic view that our first allegiance is to that rational
capacity that allows us to critique the biases ofour narrower local and
national loyalties.

INTERNATIONAL COLI-ABORATION
VERSUS OI'ERCOMING GENERAL BIAS

In several interesting respects, however, Lonergan's notion of
cosmopolis and Nussbaum's cosmopolitanism seem to diverge. Let us
focus on two ofthese. The first is that, unlike Nussbaum, Lonergan does

not explicitly focus on cross-cultural or international understanding
as a central aspect of cosmopolis. Ratheq his fundamental way of
characterizing cosmopolis is as a force counter to the general bias of
common senae. It is true that Lonergan's cosmopolis is in part also
addressed to correcting the limitations of group bias, and in that sense

it parallels Nussbaum's critique ofthe narrow patriotism that excludes
concern for outsiders. It is also true that for Nussbaum, one ofthe main
drawbacks of narrow patriotism is that it forecloses fruitful questions
and lines of inquiry which carr be opened up ifone considers ideas from
people ofother cultures and ifinternational collaboration is encouraged.
In that sense, Nussbaum's praise of cosmopoiita.nism contains a germ
of Lonergan's notion that cosmopolis functions to allow questions and
insights to occur when they have been previously blocked because ofthe
limitations of common sense, whose concerns are narrowly focused on
what is practical within a given horizon. Nussbaum's promotion of the
cosmopolitan moral inclusiveness toward all human beings, too, finds
a partial parallel in Lonergan's rejection of the narrow practicality of
common sense that can easily become ruthlessness toward outsiders.

Where Lonergan and Nussbaum most clearly part ways is in
Lonergan's account of general bias as explicitly the opponent of theory.
While, again, there is a parallel in Nussbaum's claim that an advantage
of cosmopolitanism is that it allows us to embrace a consistent moral

36 See, for example, Looergan's inclusion of co6mopoli6 iD his easay on the Catholic
university, discussed above.
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theory that is inclusive of all persons, Lonergan's claim goes far
beyond moral theory to embrace an openness to theory in general. In
identifying the human tendency to cling to what appears practical and
thereby to overlook theoretical questions that can turn out to be of
immense practical value (or indeed to revolutionize our ideas about
what practicality means), Lonergan is pointing to a phenornenon of
much wider scope than the one that Nussbaum is concerned with when
she praises cosmopolitanism. And yet the problem of general bias and
the social surd, which Lonergan has analyzed, is of great relevance
if one is to address the problems of international inequality that fuel
Nussbaum's advocacy of cosmopolitanism. Kwame Anthony Appiah, in
his book on cosmopolitanism, makes this clear when he argues that the
best way to fulfiIl one's moral obligation to a starving child in another
country may not be to send money to UNICEF instead of spending it on

opera tickets, ifthe result is that "tomorrow lthe chiid] will eat the same
poor food, drink the same infected water, and live in a country with the
same incompetent government; if the government's economic policies
continue to block rea.l development for her family and her community;
ifher country is still trapped in poverty in part because our government
has imposed tariffs on some of their exports to protect American
manufacturers with a well-organized lobbying group in Washington,
while the European Union saves jobs for its people by placing quotas

on the importation of others."37 'A genuineiy cosmopolitan response,"

Appiah writes, "begins with caring to try to understand u;hy that child
is dying. Cosmopolitanism is about intelligence and curiosity as weII
as engagement. It requires knowing that policies that I might have
supported because they protect jobs in my state or region are part of
the answer"38

Appiah's argument points to the fact that Lonergan's concern to
promote an openness to theory has a fundamental role to play in the
cosmopolitan project.3e It is easy to come up with other examples of
this connection between international cooperation and understanding
(advocated by Nussbaum) and the openness to theory advocated by

3? Kwame Anthony Appi.ah, Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a World of Strongers (New

York: WW. Norton, 2006), 16?-68.
38 Appiah, Cosmopolitanism, 168.
39 See Oduke's discuggion ofthe need to overcome short-sightedneeE irr international

developmeot (245).
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Lonergan. In addition to the problems of the global economy, the
threat of climate change is another case in which common sense is
orien tempted to insist that its own narrow horizon defines what is
relevant to the argument.ao While Nussbaum's cosmopolitanism is not
centrally focused on overcoming the commonsense opposition to theory
then, and while Lonergan's cosmopolis is not centrally concerned with
international understanding, it is clear that international cooperation
has the potential to challenge a parochial common sense and that
theory is essential to addressing the international challenges that face
our world.

THEOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS OF COSMOPOLIS

A second and even greater point of tension between Lonergan's
and Nussbaum's accounts of cosmopolis and cosmopolitanism is the
fundamental role that transcendence plays in Lonergan's account. As
we have seen, for Lonergan, cosmopolis is ultimately dependent on the
grace that allows the reversal ofsocial decline through the supernatural
virtues offaith, hope, and charity. Thus for Lonergan, cosmopolis cannot
be understood except in a theological context that acknowledges the
problem of morai impotence. In contrast, despite Nussbaum's personal
commitment to Judaism,al for Nussbaum as a political philosopher to
frame her work within a theological context is impossible both because
of the presuppositions of the contemporary liberal milieu in which
she writes, in which religious neutrality is considered an essential
part of political tolerance and philosophical objectivity, and because
Nussbaum's own work has so consistently faulted philosophers who
sacrificed the finite and fragile attachments ofhuman life on the altar
of an abstract otherworldly good.a2

40 See Oduke for a list ofrelated issueB that are especially important in Africa (243).
41 Martha Nussbaum , Cultiuating Eutuanit! : A Claisical Defense of Reforri in Libeml

Ed.ucation (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univelsity Pres8, 1997),262.
42 Martha Nussbaum , The F'rogility of Goodnesg updated ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge

Univeraity PresE, 2001). Hilery Putflam hilrts at the tension between Nussbaum,g
cosmopolitatrism and her plevious criitici8ms of philoaophers who over-emphasized
transcendence when he write8, 'Let me say, ffrst of all, that it is strange that this idea
lof univer€al reasonl comes from [Nus6baum's] pen. Indeed, it is so out ofkeeping vrith
what she has {ritten about the moral life in her many wonderful books that I am puzzled
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Michael McConnell points to the tension between Nussbaum's
cosmopolitanism and her general avoidance of theology when he
comments that a "problem with Nussbaum's position is her dismissal
of one of the most powerful resources available for combating
selfishness and narrow national self-interest: religion. Religion, like
cosmopolitanism, cuts across national boundaries and enjoins us to
care for the alien and the stranger,"a3 In subordinating religious belief
to "cosmopolitan allegiance," he writes, Nussbaum "does not know her
allies." Moreover, "There is something peculiar about invoking the
ancient teachings of the Stoics and the Cynics in support of ideas that
are taught every week in Sunday school."

In the intervening years since Nussbaum published her essay
on patriotism, these or other objections led her to reconsider her view.
In 2008, she published "Toward a Globally Sensitive Patriotism," in
which she revisited her earlier writings, saying that she had earlier
"tentativel/ claimed that 1) "our duties to humanity should always
take precedence over other duties," and 2) "particular obligations are
correctly understood to be derivative from universal obligations.'s
Nussbaum wrote that her ideas had changed "in two ways." The fi.rst
change is that Nussbaum has adopted Rawls's political liberalism,
which holds that "the political principles of a decent society not include
comprehensive ethical or metaphysical doctrines that could not be

endorsed by reasonable citizens holding a wide range ofcomprehensive
doctrines.'45 Because many of the comprehensive views held by
reasonable people do hold that particular attachments, including
patriotism, are worthwhile, and that one's duties to people who are
close by are not just derived from one's universal duties, Nussbaum as

a political liberal would no longer advocate for cosmopoli.tanism even
if she still believed in it. However, Nussbaum states further that she

aB to whether ehe can really mean whet she wrote; perhaps she was overreacting to
Rorty.'Hilary Putnam, "Must We Choose betvr'een Patriotism and Univer6al Reason?" In
NuBsbaum 1996, 93.

43 Michael w. Mcconnell,'Don't Neglect the Little Platoons,'in Nussbaurn, "For Love

ofCountry?',83.
44 Martha Nusebaum, 'Towafd a Globally Sensitive Patriotigm.' Dazdelus 131, no 3

(Summer 2008): 78-93.
45 Nueebaum, "Toward a Globally Sensitive PatriotiEm,' 80; See John Rawls, Poriricd,

triberclism, New York: Columbia Univereity Pre88, 1993, 1996, 13, 38 ff
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also "no longer endorse[s] cosmopolitanism as a correct comprehensive
doctrine."a6 Further thought about Stoicism, she adds, led her to realize
that "the denial ofparticular attachments leayes life empty of meaning
for most of us."a? Rather than always subordinating one's particular
attachments to one's universal obligations, Nussbaum writes, we
ought to experience an "oscillation" between these two sources of
duty. Nussbaum accepts that patriotism, in addition to its potentially
narrowing effects on the moral life, "is also a way of making the mind
bigger, calling it away from its immersion in greed and egoism."o8 She
argues that liberal democratic nation-states are a good and that they
require emotional attachments by their people in order to be stable.

Nussbaum goes on to say that nation-states, in order to be able to
ask sacrifices of their people (including the sacrifice of redistributing
wealth internationally for the sake of justice), need to draw on the
emotions stirred by "symbols, memories, poetry narrative," but that
"we just need to be sure that citizens develop a kind of'purified'
patriotism that is reliably linked to the deeper principles ofthe political
conception, that does not exalt the United States (for example) above

other nations, and that focuses on suffering humanity wherever it
occurs."4e Such a "globally sensitive patriotism" will use rhetoric and
symbol, drawing on the history of the nation (including, to a degree,
religion and ethnicity) to underscore its moral ideals, while avoiding
the use of symbols that are not inclusive of all. To be encouraged are

compassion and respect for others, along with emotions of reasonable
anger and hope; to be discouraged are emotions of shame and disgust,
which often lead to violence. 60

A "purified patriotism," Nussbaum argues, requires that five
elements be in place: 1) constitutional rights and an independent
judiciary, 2) a separation of powers "that makes going to war more
difficult," 3) "protections for the rights of immigrants," 4) "education
about foreign cultures and domestic minorities," and 5)'a vigorous

46 Nueebaum, "Toward a Globally Sensitive Patriotism," 80.
47 See Martha Nuseb arm, The Therapy of Desire: Tfuory and Practice in Helleniltic

-Errics (Princeton, NJ: Prioceton University Pre8s, 1994), especially the rcferetrce. to
"Belf-8umciency" in the index.

48 Nueebaum,'Toward a Clobally SetrBitive Patriotism,' 80.
49 Nusebaum, "Toward a Globally Senaitive Patriotisb," 83.
50 Nueebaum, 'Toward a Globally Sensitive Patriotism,' 85.
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critical culture."sL
Nussbaum concludes the essay by examining the use of rhetoric

to call forth patriotic emotions in times of great national sacriflce:
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address and Second Inaugural Address, Martin
Luther King, Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech, and Gandhi's practice of
making his body "a living symbol of the (purified conception of the)
nation"5'? Nussbaum argues that the religious right in both the United
States and India promote patriotism in an exclusionary way, and
that this practice should be countered by a patriotism that celebrates
inclusiveness andjustice across religious and ethnic lines.

In recanting her previous support for cosrnopolitanism, Nussbaum
sought, I believe, a synthesis of, on the one hand, her own lifelong
recognition of the importance of our love of the particular and fragile,
and, on the other, her dedication to universal principles ofjustice. While
she retained the cosmopolitan's belief that justice and compassion
know no national boundaries, she rejected the cosmopolitan's sense of
not truly belonging to his or her native land. Instead of a forced choice
between narrow patriotism and rootless cosmopolitanism,ss Nussbaun
calls for a patriotism that celebrates precisely the most inclusive and
self-sacrificing moral ideas of a nation.

Given Nussbaum's reconsideration of cosmopolitanism, does her
revised position maintain its distance from the theological framework of
Lonergan's account ofcosmopolis? On the surface, the answer is yes. For
one thing, Nussbaum's reconsideration of cosmopolitanism, which she

undertakes in part to protect religious believers from the encroaching
implications of her former "comprehensive" cosmopolitan views, has

the added advantage of protecting Nussbaum the political philosopher
from continuing to espouse a comprehensive cosmopolitan view that
is, as Michael McConnell pointed out, uncomfortably close to the ideas
taught in Sunday school. In that sense, Nussbaum's distantiation from
cosrnopolitanism is also a distantiation from cosmopolitanism's roots
in reiigion.

51 Nuesbaum, "Toward a Globally Sensitive Patriotism," 86.

52 Nussbaum, "Toward a Globally Sensitive PatriotiEm," 91. For example, Nuesbaum
points out that Gandhi used traditional Hindu fasting aE a political Efnbol, while also

breakirg with Hitrdu tradition (and breaking his fast) by asking a Muslim compatriot

for food.
53 Appia}l Cosmopolitanism, wi
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On the other hand, it is worth recalling that as part of her
reconsideration of cosmopolitanism, Nussbaum gives a sympathetic
and illuminating analysis ofthe political rhetoric of Lincoln, King, and
Gandhi and of their successful invocation and creation of inclusive
and idealistic national s),rnbolisms, and that both Lincoln's Second
Inaugural Address and King's "I Have a Dream' speech rely heavily
on Biblical imagery and quotations for much, though certainly not all,
of their rhetorical power.sa Nussbaum herself, when describing the
emotions that a purified patriotism should encourage in its citizens,
notably includes the emotions of compassion and hope - virtues not so

far from their supernatural counterparts ofhope and charity.
One might conclude from the presence of these strong religious

influences in her work that Nussbaum, along with Lincoln and King,
has simply not yet succeeded in uncoupling patriotism from its
theological history, but that eventually this project can be successfully
completed. One might conclude further that Nussbaum, along with the
liberal political milieu in which she writes, participates in an ongoing
eclipse of reality, in which the transcendent mystery that supports
human strivings goes unacknowledged while in its place we elevate
other, immanent dimensions of life to godlike status, with predictably
unfortunate results.ss

Ifit is true that Nussbaum is helping to eclipse our understanding
of the reality that includes transcendent mystery and divine grace, it
is also not difficult to see why she, along with the rest of the liberal
intellectual establishment, has headed in this tlirection, given the
kind of inteliectually narrow and exclusionary views that represent
theology in much ofpublic life. Not wanting to identi$r themselves with
the religious right, mainstream liberal thinkers identify themselves
with no religion at all, at least in their intellectual lives. The impulse
away from theology is analogous to the one that drove Nussbaum away

54 See especially paragraph 3 of the Second Inaugural Address, and the fotlov/ing
passage from the "I Have a Dream" Speech: "I have a dream that one day every valley
ehall be exalted, and every hill and mountain shall be made low, the rough places will be
made plain, and the crooked places will be made straight;aod the glory ofthe Lord shall
be revealed and all flesh shall see it together,

55 For a diecussion ofthe importance oftranscendent mystery as relatedto cosmopolis,
see Glenn Hughes, Tlanscendence and History: The Search for (JltimacJ fTom Ancient
Societies to Modcmity (Columbia, MO: University ofMissouri Press, 2003), 106-26.
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initially from patriotism and toward cosmopolitanism. Nussbaum'B way
back to patriotism, as we 8aw, wa8 to change what patriotism meant -
to distinguish a purified and "modern' patriotism that celebrates
one's country's best ideals, from a patriotism motivated by shame and
celebratory of violence.

Can the same be done for religion? Lonergan gives us clues in his
1975 essay, "Healing and Creating in History," in which he returns to
the questions of development, decline, bias, and faith that informed his
earlier treatments of cosmopolis but in which the word "cosmopolis"
does not appear.56 Lonergan begins by citing a disagreement between
Bertrand Russell, who believes that the intellectual abilities of
human beings (e.g., our development of thermonuclear bombs) has
outrun our moral development (e.9, our ability to develop a world
state), and Karl Popper, who believes that it is our moral development
(e.g., our enthusiasm for making the world better) that lags behind
our intellectual ability to solve the complex problems of our world.57

Lonergan offers "healing" and "creating" as positive ways to adtlress the
problems identified by Russell and Popper. He begins by describing the
way multinational corporations, by following the accepted principles of
rnaximizing profit and avoiding inefficiency and bankruptcy, have made
the underdeveloped countries 'hopelessly worse off than otherwise
they wouid be" and promise to do the same for the developed countries.
The multinational "is built on the very principles that slowly but surely
have been molding our techlology and our economics, our society and
our culture, our ideals and our practice for centuries."58 "It remains,"
he continues, "that the long-accepted principles are inadequate. They
suffer from radical oversights. Their rigorous application on a global
scale...heads us for disaster."What can reverse this disaster is "creative
process," the accumulation of insights whose "nemeeis" is individual,
group, and general bias.

Global progress can only be made if, in addition to "creating"
(characterized as a movement from below upward), a process of
'healing" (or a development "from above downward") occurs. "Where

56 Bernard Looergan, "Healilg and Creating in Hietory" in fie I'onzrgan Reader, ed,

Mark D. Morelli altd Elizabeth A, Morelli (Toronto: Univeraity of Toronto Preee, 199?),

566-76.
57'Healing and Creating in History," 668.

58 "Healiag and Creatiog in Hietory'5?0,
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hatred reinforces bias, love dissolves it, whether it be the bias of
unconssious motivation, the bias of individual or group egoism, or the
bias of omnicompetent, shortsighted common sense."5s "Love," Lonergan
writes, "breaJ<s the bonds of psychological and social determinisms
with the conviction of faith and the power of hope." This power of love,
he continues, "must be denied to any ambiguous mixture of love and
hatred. Ifin no other way at least from experience we have learnt that
professions of zeal for the eternal salvation of souls do not make the
persecution of heretics a means for the reconciliation of heretics. On
the contrary persecution leads to ongoing enmity... In like manner
wars of religion...have given color to a secularism that in the English-
spealing world regards revealed religion as a merely private affair and
in continental Europe thinks it an evil."60

Lonergan goes on to say that, just as healing "can have no truck
with hatred, so it can have no truck with materialism." He singles
out for criticism Marxism and behaviorists, who believe, respectively,
that a "stick-and-carrot treatment" or an immersion in proletarian
Iiving conditions have the power to transform consciousness, a power
that Lonergan believes properly belongs to God's grace. He points out,
however, that the power of healing by itselfis ilsufficient, as in the case

when Christians in the Roman Empire had the spiritual power to heal
but lacked the creative force to prevent the empire from disintegrating.
Lonergan's own "proposed utopia" would rely on both economists and
moral theorists to take note ofone another's insights (perhaps to combine
a morally oriented economics with an economically astute ethics).61

In these few pages, Lonergan has revisited the probleme he earlier
named bias, decline, the social surd, and moral impotence, but in
discussing their solution he has avoided using the noun "cosmopolis,"
replacing it with two verbs, "creating" and "healing." While Lonergan
never meant by "cosmopolis" a static or universalist system or
organization, the terms "healingi and "creating" better convey his
original meaning to the extent that they point to something complex
and dynamic, to a process that moves, figuratively, ftom "below" as well
as from "above."

59'Healing and Creating in History" 573
60 "Healing and Creating in History," 574
6l "Healing and Creating in History," 5?5
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What I earlier identified as the two unique features ofcosmopolis -
that it is a force against general bias and that it finds its ground in
transcendence - are here expressed as the two processes ofcreating and
healing and are both identified by Lonergan as crucial to addressingthe
problems of what we have now come to call globalization. By showing
how "creating" operates in history as a critical accumulation ofinsights
and as a process of transcending bias, Lonetgan prefigures Appiah's
later comment to the effect that a true cosmopolitan would try to find
out why a child is starving and be willing to question his or her own
(commonsense) beliefs in order to find the answer.

Lonergan points, also, to a solution to the dilemma of anyone

who would amrm religious belief without engendering the hostility of
those who see in religion only the seeds of persecution and conflict. He
affirms the faith, hope, and charity that grant us unexplained gifts of
healing and cautions us to avoid, on the one hand, attributing those
gifts to something less mysterious than their divine origin, and on the
other, using our awareness ofthose gifts as a pretext for hatred against
those who do not share our beliefs. Lonergan thus points us toward a

religious belief that, like Nussbaum's "globally sensitive" patriotism,
remains pluralist and inclusive. Yet, unlike Nussbaum's secularized
patdotism (and like the patriotism of Lincoln and King), Lonergan's
would acknowledge not only the need for compassion and hope, but also
the faith in a transcendent source of grace that allows uB to overcome
the darkness in our minds and hearts.62

To conclude, I return to the example with which I began: the "birthers"
movement that denies, contrary to reason, that Barack Obama is eligible
to be president. A nartow patriotism here masquerades as a rational
concern for the law, and appeals to reaaon are only partially effective
against it. More effective, perhaps, will be "cosmopolitical" humor, songs,

and stories that can help to call us to our better selves. Among the most
powerful of such healing symbols is that of a child whose own humble
birth brought together poor shepherds and foreign kings, and of whom it
was later said that in him "there is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free,

male nor female, for you are all one..." in him.6

62 For a detailed exploration ofthe relation6hip between cosmopolis and theology, see

Robert M. Doran, ?heology aad the Dialectics of Hhtory (Totuntol University ofToronto

Press, 1990),355-86.
63 "SaiDt Paul, Letter to the Galatians,3:28 ," ltl Acts and, Letters of thz Apostles, 1.xand

Richmond Lattimore (NewYorkt Dorset Pre86, 1982), 156-65.
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INIRODUCTION

Trioucn rHERE IS No EvIDENCE that they knew each other's work,
Bernard Lonergan and Karol Wojtyla, Iater to be Pope John Paul II,
shared a number of philosophical concerns. Primary amongst these
was their desire to do philosophy at the level of their times - to bring
into dialogue the best of the philosophical tradition with the best of
contemporary movements in philosophy. Wojtyla worked out his program
largely within the Lublin school of philosophy in Poland, drawing
together Thomism, personalism, and aspects of phenomenology.l The
highlight of his philosophical work was his book, The Acting Person.2

Lonergan worked out his philosophical program through an initial
disenchantment with the bare scholastic fare of his Jesuit philosophy
studies, through his apprenticeship to Thomas himself, and on to his
own account of human knowing and the way in which an accurate
account of such knowing can enlighten and ground theology.

In this paper, I shall explore some connections between the
thought of these two major twentieth-century figures. There are
doubtless numerous other parallels that could be noted, but I will touch
on five that have occurred to me. Given the audience of this paper, I

1 For helpful overviews of Wojtyla'B philosophical root8, see John McNerney, Joia
Paul II: Poet and, Phirosoprer (Londonr T & T Clark, 2003), 1-28; Kenreth L. Schmitz,
At the Centef of the Human Drama: The Philosoph! of Kdtol Wojtfla I Pope John Pd,ul II
(Washington, DC: Catholic University ofAmerica Press, 1993), 30-57,

2 Karol Wojtyla, The Acting Peraon, trans., Andrzej Potocki (Dordrecht, Holland: D.
Reidel, 1979). Hereafter referenced iD the text as AP
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shall presume greater knowledge ofLonergan and lesser knowledge of
Wojtyla as I discuss these points.

EXPERIENCE AND CONSCIOUSNESS

My first parallel relates to understandings of experience and of
consciousness. Here I shall summarize conclusions I drew in a previous
paper in which I point to two parallels between the ways Wojtyla and
Lonergan deal with consciousness.3

Firstly, what Wojtyla calls "the inner experience" of the human
person paralleis Lonergan's understanding of consciousness as my
experience of myself and my acts as subject. For Wojtyla, an experience
of myself is necessarily associated with my experience of ary"thing
outside of myself (The Acting Person, 3). This experience of myself is
unique: "no external relation to any other human being can take the
place of the experiential relation that the subject has to himself" (6).

This experience, like consciousness, is usually continuous, except that
it is interrupted by sleep (3).a Moreover, Wojtyla refers to philosophies
which focus on this inner form of experience as philosophies of
consciousness (19).

Secondly, even though Wojtyla does not directly couect his
account of consciousness with his discussion of inner experience, what
he calis "reflexive consciougness" approaches what Lonergan means

by consciousness tout court - awareness or experience of myself as

subject. For Wojtyla, the reflexive aspect of consciousness allows one

"to experience in a special way fone'sJ own subjectiveness" (42); to
experience oneself "as the subject of one's own acts and experiences"
(44).

Besides these parallels, I also noted some limitations ln Wojtyla's
account of consciousness and knowing. In particular, I pointed to
the ways he gets trapped in the visual metaphor for knowing, in
descriptive categories of inner and outer experience, and in a belief

3 Robin Koning, "ConsciousnesB in Lonergan and wojtyla," iLn Fifty Yeats of Insight:
Bernatd, Lonergan's Contribution to Philosophy and Theology, ed. Neil Ormerod, Robin

Kooing, and David Braithwaite (AdelaiderATF Theology, 2011), ?3-92

4 Lo[ergan differentiates dreamless sleep from dream state8 in which a'fragmentary
aDd incoherent' form of consciousneas i8 present (Bernard J. F. l,rr,etga,l, Method in
Tleology llondon: Darton, Irngman & Todd, 1972]' 9)
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SUBJE CTfVITY AND METAPHYSICS

The second parallel between the work of these thinl<ers lies in their
shared insistence that philosophy take human subjectivity seriously
without getting lost in the black hole of subjectivism. Wojtyla does

this by holding together the person experiencing himself or herself as
a subject, a concrete self, and the person understood metaphysically
as suppositum hurnanum.s Seeing the human being as suppositum
prevents the slide into "pure consciousness" or the "pure subject"
(Person and C ommunity, 222). Wojtyla realizes, though, that discussing
the suppositum leads only to generic statements about and definitions
ofthe human person;it cannot take us into the irreducible uniqueness
of each person which is so important to him. For this, we need not
metaphysics but an examination of human subjectivily.The suppositum
is about beiryt a subject; subjectivity is abort experbncizg oneself as

a subject (227). On this point, Aguas notes the difference between
Wojtyla's usage ofthe term "subject' and existentialism's usual usage:

Subjectivity as it is understood in existentialism connotes an
inwardness, and ilteriority, so does the notion ofsubject, so that
subjectivity and subject are used interchangeably. However,
for Wojtyla, subject as suppositum per se and understood
in the Scholastic sense, does not manifest this interiority or
subjectivity, although it is "virtuall/ contained it the human
suppositurn.6

While Wojtyla is ever careful not to reduce the human person to
consciousness, he recognises that it is "because of consciousness"
that "the humart suppositum. becomes a human self and appears as
one to itself" (227). This is because uhuman beings are subjects... only

5 Karol Woityla, Person and, Coninunity: Selected. Essals, ed. Andrew N. Wozaicki,
tran8. Theresa Sandok, Cdtholi Thought ftom Lublin,,tol.4 (New York: P Lang, 1993),
227.

6 Jove Jim S, Aguas, "Karol Wojtyla: On Perso[ and Subjectivity," Ad Veritaten 8, \o,
2 (2009):435-36.

that consciousness needs to be consciousness o/ something. I go on to
show how Lonergan's precisely delineated account of conscioueness as
experience avoids these traps.
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when they experience themselves as subjects. And this presupposes

consciousness" (227).

Thus Wojtyla sometimes uses the term "subject" to denote the
human person understood in metaphysical terms as suppositum
humanum and sometimes to denote the hurnan person as experiencing
his or her subjectivity. Lonergan consistently holds subject and
subjectivity together, following the same usage as the existential
tradition noted by Aguas. At the same time, he makes a distinction
similar to Wojtyla's distinction between suppositum and subjectivity.
Lonergan's distinction is between the human person as substance and
the human person aB subject, understood as the person experiencing
his or her subjectivity.? While admitting the valiality ofboth approaches,
he insists that an understanding of the human person at the level of
our times requires taking the person as subject into consideration. As a
human sabsfozce, I am ever the same, whether I am "awake or asleep,
young or old, sane or crazy, sober or drunk, a genius ot a moron, a saint
or a sinner."EThe differences between these states, from the point ofview
ofsubstance, are merely accidental - they do not reach to the essence of
myself as substance. From the point ofview ofthe subject, though, they
are not accidental. For the subject is not an abstraction, but a concrete
reality, "a being in the luminousness of being."e In dreamless sleep or
when unconscious, one is a substance but only potentially a subject. My
subjectivity begins as I dream, and unfolds through the various 1eve1s

of consciousness so well articulated by Lonergan. As I become, in turn,
empirically conscious, intellectually conscious, rationaliy conscious,

and existentially conscious, I become more and more of a subject.lo In
terms of substance, being is simply being; in terms of subject, being is
becoming, and as I develop, I have "more and more to do with [my] own
becoming."11

7 Bernard J. F. Lo!'erga1,"Eristeta and Aggiornamento," in Collection, \ol. 4 of lt,e
Collected Worke of Bernard Lonergan (ToroDto: University ofToronto Prese, 1988), 222-

8' Existenz and Aggiotnd mento,' 223.
9'Eristenz and Aggiorna mento," 223.
l0 "Etistenz arrd Aqgiotnamentn,", 222.
11 "Eristera aod Aggiorndrnento," 223 .
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IMPORTANCE OF ACTION

The third parallel may be found in the insistence of both Wojtyla and
Lonergan that decision and action are crucial for authentic human
living. This point represents the whole import of Wojtyla's The Acting
Person, t}re fundamental approach of which involves investigating the
person in action to see how the person is revealed by their decisions and
actions. Within this account, Wojtyla looks at a variety ofaspects ofthe
acting person - self-determination, self-possession, self-governance;
our experience of efficacy and of being agent of our actions; the way
we transcend ourselves in our actions; how what merely happens in
us is related to our deliberate action; and how bodily, psychic, and
subconscious dynamisms are integrated within our acting. Throughout
this analysis, he emphasises and reiterates one key point - that, in
acting, while I certainly may make my mark on the world, I also, and
more importantly, form myself. I shape myself by my acting. Wojtyla
turns to human action because ofhis desire to engage seriously urith
human subjectivity, seeing in action that form of human operation
which has "the most basic and essential significance for grasping the
subjectivity ofthe human beingi ( Person and Comrnunity, 224).

In clarifying what he means by action, Wojtyla mal<es a
fundamental distinction between what mzrely happens in the human
person and the deliberatu action of the human person (The Acting
Person, 6L-63). Acting is correlated, at various points, with activeness
(62), action (48), and doing (61). In my acting, I experience myself as
the agent (66), as the actor (66), as the subject of my action (71), and
the cause ofthe action (67). Elsewhere, Wojtyla will say that I am the
conscioug cause of my own causation (66). Action is an actualization in
which the self is the agent (68-69). In action, the ego experiences its
own efficacy (66). Action in this sense is a human act - an act proper
to the human person (66). It is marked by efficient causation, that
causation which is proper to the person (67).

Wojtyla distinguishes this deliberate human action from what
simply happens in the human person. This is what takes place in me or
goes on in me in which I have no active part. Wojtyla correlates it with
passiveness (62), passivity (62), passio (48). Here, there is no efficacy.
I am the passive subject of an experience (8); my ego is not the agent
or the cause (67). In this experience, I truly experience my human
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dynamism, but I do so passively (68). My potentiality is actualized, but
it is not myseif actualizing it as the agent (68). Wojtyla distingrrishes
this deliberate human action from what simply happens in the human
person; but it is not a human act in the full sense of that term, since a
human person is not the cause (66).

Wojtyla locates two particular elements of the human person
under this rubric of what happens in me. Much of what occurs at the
somato-vegetative level is located here. Many ofour bodily functions are

unconscious, and we have no awareness ofthem at all unless something
goes wrong and pain or irritation bring them to conssiousness.

[T]he somato-vegetative dynamism and its corresponding
potentiality in the rnan-subject are connected with the human
body so far as it constitutes an organism. ... But the human
being has no direct and detailed consciousness ofhis organism;
he is not conscious of the particular dynamic instances of acts
which compose the whole of the vegetative dynamism. These
... remain inaccessible to consciousness. (The Acting Person,
89-90)

Likewise, Wojtyla situates the psycho-emotive part of the human
structure in the realm of what happens in me. Emotions and feelings
arise within us, happening to us rather than being brought about by
our deliberate action. These are accessible to consciousness and are

tividly experienced" (91) but precisely as part ofthe larger experience
of "something happens in me."

In some places, Wojtyla seems to suggest that these two factors,
the somato-vegetative and the psycho-emotive, comprise the whole of
"what happens in me": "Man who is the actor, who performs actions, is
also the dynamic subject of everything that happens in him, whether
the occurrences are at the emotive or the vegetative level" (90).

This "whether" clause would suggest that we here have a complete
delineation ofthe "something happens in me' aspect ofthe person. But
this is not entirely certain, especially as Wojtyla's phenomenological
approach continues to circle around a reality, unfolding more and more
levels of its structure with every revolution.

One such revolution brings the subconscious to the fore. While
one might imagine that subconscious events would fit into the category
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of "something happening in me," since they are, by definition, not
within the realm of consciousness, Wojtyla prefers to situate them in
a transitional state between "something happens in me" and "I act."
In subconsciousness, we have more than simply an inaccessibility to
consciousness, as we have seen we have at the somato-vegetative level.
Rather, the subconscious "designates a alifferent source of the content
of human experience than the source that feeds consciousness" (92).

Those objects which are expelled to subconsciousness or withheld from
"reaching the threshold of consciousness" need to pass this threshold
"before they can reach consciousness and enter into the process of
experience." But while they are in subconsciousness, they are not so

much beyond the flux of experience, as is the case with the somato-
vegetative dimension, as "they remain in a state ofsuberperience" (93).

Moreover, the subconscious represents a transition point between the
two poles of Wojtyla's distinction: "subconsciousness...brings into view
the transitions between, on the one hand, what only happens in man
o\ ring to the natural vegetative, and possibly also emotive activations,
and, on the other, what man consciously experiences and what he
considers to be his actions" (95) - that is, between the experience of
"something happening in me" and "I act."

What ofthe various operations involved in human knowing? Here
Wojtyla situates some operations on the side ofwhat happens in me and
others on the side of human action. On the side of action, he speal<s of
doings as including cogrritive doings (31). Further, he refers to thinking
in modalities which are active; ofjudgment as differentiating passive
thinJ<ing from active; ofjudgement itself as active, as we saw earlier;
of an active moment in intuition; and of cognition as essentially in
the form of acting (143-48). On the passive side, he speaks of thinking
("observing, interpreting, speculating, or reasoning") as distinct from
enacting our existence through decisions (vii-viii). Moreover, Wojtyla
understands at least some thinking processes to be passive: he speaks
of thinking in its passive mode; ofintuition as happening in man; and
of thinking, in the sense ofthoughts just passing though the mind, as a
function ofthe passive subject, not the active agent (143-48).

Now this awareness of more active and more passive or receptive
elements in our cogrritional life is not problematic in itself and certainly
concurs with Lonergan's account. Coming to know involves a lot of
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very active, deliberate activity, such as attending to data, striving to
understand, formulating one's understandings, and checking against
further evidence. At the same time, there are experiences ofreceiving- for
example, the unexpect€d insight which comes when we take time away

from our study and go for a walk. The point I would make in relation to
Wojffla, though, is that, given the centrsl importance ofhis distinction
between my action and what just happens in me, his placement of
particular cognitional operations within this framework remains far
from clear. Perhaps the deeper issue is the lack of precision about what
he means by the range of terms he uses for cognitional operations -
for example, thinking, understanding, judging, intuition, reduction,
induction, speculating, ideation. These are not clearly defined and
seem, at times, to stand in fluctuating relationships to one another.

Lonergan's account of intentional humaa consciousness algo

gives action an essential role. Deliberation and decision represent
key elements ofhis fourth level, the existential level. Here, as already
noted, I am most fully revealed as a subject and most involved with
my own becoming. For authentic and mature operation at this level is
possible only when one has "found out for oneselfthat one has to decide

for oneselfwhat one is to make of oneself."l' This statement emphasizes
hurnan responsibility: deliberation and decision (deciding for onesell),
and action (the making of oneselJ). Lonergan contrasts the person

embracing his or her existentiai existence with the drifter, going along

with the crowd, failing to embrace the full challenge of personhood.ri

Furthermore, his treatment of meaning highlights human action in a
number ofways. Acts ofmeaning include active meanings, which involve
"judgements of va1ue, decisions, actions."la Such active meanings are

allied to two important functions of meaning. The efficient function of
meaning points to the way that any human work or creativity involves

acts of meaning from the beginning to the end of the process. The

constitutive function of meaning points not only to one's constitution
of one's own life, as mentioned above, but also to society's constitution
of its institutions and culture which "have meanings as intrinsic

12 Mehod in I'heology, t2l.
73 "Eistenz aod AEgiornamento,' 224
\4 Mehod, in Theotogr,74.
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components."ti Cultural achievements such as religion, literature,
science, philosophy, and history, are all involved in acts of meaning. So

too are social institutions, such as the state, the family, the law, and
the economy. These are shaped by acts of meaning, and any change in
them involves a change in meaning.r6 Finally, Lonergan notes in an
interview that attention to the level of human action helps us avoid
abstract philosophies of pure reason: "[T]he so-called priority ... of
speculative intellect, or pure reason, ... doesn't exist. It is always under
the guidance of deliberation, evaluation, decision... II]t is that element
that is opposed to a philosophy of pure reason." In fact, the existential
level controls all the other levels of intentional consciousness.lT

TRANSCENDENCE OF THE PERSON

The fourth parallel lies in the ways Wojtyla and Lonergan address
the transcendence of the human person. Once again, Wojtyla's focus
is on action, so that the transcendence with which he is concerned is
what he calls "the transcendence of the person in the action" (111).

He clarifies what he means by this transcendence by differentiating it
from three other aspects ofthe human person. Firstly, he distinguishes
my transcendence in action from my immanence in my action. As agent
of an action, I remain above my acting; I am transcendent relative to
my acting. I have the experience of efficacy, a key concept for Wojtyla.
However, this "transcendence proper to the experience had in being
the agent of acting passes into the immanence of the experience of
acting itself: when I act, I am wholly engaged in my acting, in that
dynamization of the ego to which my own efficacy has contributed"
(68). Wojtyla expresses this distinction in terms of two aspects of the
ego: the efficacious ego (the transcendent pole) and the acting ego (the
immanent pole) (68).18

15 Method, in Theology,78.
16 Method in Theologr, 121.
1? Bernard Lonergan, 'Grace," an interview conducted by Eric O,Connor (Montreal:

Thomas More Institute, Sl December 1921). Interview tape ??16OV0EO?0 /T2 available
at http://wwqberDardlonergaD.corn/archiveitem.php?id=2025 accessed lE June 2010.
TlaoBcriptior ofthis quotation i8 the autho!,6 own. See also Merlrod in Theotogy, tll.

18 See also Wojtyla'e discuEsion in "The Degteee of Being iiom the poilt of Viev of
the Phenomenology of Action," itt The Great Chain of BeinE and Italian phenotuenology,
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The second distinction Wojtyla makes is between two different
sorts of transcendence of the human subject - horizontal and vertical.
Horizontal transcendence is the less signifi cant form - the transcendence
ofthe subject when she or he reaches beyond selfin the direction ofthe
object (119). This transcendence is a feature of the whole variety of
intentional operations, and is in fact identified with the intentional
character of those acts, whether they involve perception, cognition,
or the will's volition of objects (119).1'g In judgment, too, the person
engages in horizontal transcendence, attaining a transcendence over
the object of cognition and over reality (158). Vertical transcendence,
on the other hand, is the transcendence which, in the previous point,
is distinguished from immanence. This is the fully human, existential
transcendence ofthe person engaged in free self-determination. Thus, it
applies to acts of the will alone, and to the will not as appetite, tending
to a value as its object or to the good as an end - this is horizontal
transcendence - but to the will as determining the subject.'o Hence in
vertical transcendence I shape and form myself, and so transcend my
structural boundaries (119); I "turn toward myself as at elod" (Person

and, Community,230). I gain a certain domination over my action,
my choosing and my willing; I take a position above them.2r I do this
because I am free and to the extent that I am free (The Acting Person,
138). In vertical transcendence, I exhibit my 'superiority' over my
being, and grow in self-governance and self-possession (131, 180). It is
vertical transcendence which is proper to the person (124).

The third distinction Wojtyla makes is between transcendence
and integration. In transcendence, I experience myself as agent of
action; in integration, I experience myself as the sabTect of action (191).

These experiences are concomitant: I possess myself and am possessed

by myself; govern myself and am governed by myself; transcend

ed. Angela Alea Bello and Analecta Husserliana: Thz Yearbook of Phenotuenologidl
Eesearc[ (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1981), 12?

19 See Wojtyla, 'The D egreee," 726-27 .

20wojtyla, "The Degree6,' 127.

2l Karol Wojtyla, "The TransceDdence of the Pereon itr Actiotr and Man'e Self'

Teleology," a The Tbteologies in Hueserlian Phenomenology: The lrred'ucible Element in

Man: Pia III:'Telos' as thP Pitotal Foctor of Contertual Phe'an'enolo4y, ed Anna-Teresa

Tymie ecka and Analecta Husserliana: The Yearbwh of Phenomenological Reeearch

(Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1979),208.
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myself and am transcended by myself (190). The two aspects are
complementary forming together a "person-action whole" (190). This
integration involves introducing the person's somatic and psychical
dl,namisms into the unity of the action (225), where they "surrender
to the direction and control of the will" (220). When this is done, the
body becomes the means of expression of the person's transcendence
(205), while this transcendence, by which the person reaches for truth,
goodness, and beauty, "stimulates a very deep emotive resonance" (227).

This reaching for truth, beauty, and goodness shows how the person's
transcendence in action reveals the spiritual nature of the human
person (181, 155). "Transcendence is the spirituality of the human
being revealing itself" (Person and Community, 233).

This statement ofWojtyla's about our transcendence revealing our
spiritual nature is a good place to introduce Lonetgan's understanding
of the transcendence of the person since for him, too, transcendence -
self-transcendence, as he calls it - concerns the unfolding ofthe human
spirit. He speaks of various phases in that unfolding and refers to the
"eros for self-transcendence that goes beyond itself"" Through self-
transcendence, we achieve authenticity, the "genuine realization of
human potentiality."'3

While he does not confine self-transcendence to the fourth
level, moral self-transcendence at that level is a major component
of transcendence for Lonergan, as it is for Wojtyla. Here we come to
know and to do what is truly good, beyond satisfactiong or interests
which are merely personal, moving beyond facts to values. Such self-
transcendence is qualitatively different from self-transcendence at
the other levels. In moral self-transcendence, we go beyond the order
of knowing and move into the order of doing,'{ shaping ourselves as
"principles of benevolence and beneficence."25 Moral self-transcendence
is "real self-transcendence," to be distinguished from that which is
merely cognitive.26 It represents a step toward authentic human

22 Bernard J F. Lonergan, "Natural Ihowledge of God," in A Secoad Collection, ed.
William F. J. Ryan and Bernard J. Tttrell (ToroDto: University of Toronto presB, 1924),
130.

23 Bernard J. F. Lonergen, 'The RespoDse of the Jeslrit as priest and Apostle ill the
Modem World,' inA Second Collection,166.

24 Method in Theology,1o4,
25 Method in ?heology, 85.
26 Bernard J F. Lonergan, ,,Theolo$/ and Man,B Future," in A Sec ond, Collection, 744.
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existence which is realized when we decide and act to do what iB truly
good.2? We become a human person in society.28

Also in accord withWojtyla, Lonergan connects self-tlanscendence
with the body. He speaks of the unity of consciousness reaching down
into the unconscious, and of the way in which the whole of our bodily
reality can be "fine-tuned to the beck and call of symbolic constellations'
of our unconscious.2s He points to our skills, by which we have trained
and shaped our bodily re8ponses - our agility, endurance, speaking,
reading, empathy, recall of evidence, formation of images - and notes:

[A11 of these] bear convincing evidence that self-transcendence
is the eagerly sought goal not only ofour sensitivity, not only of
our intelligent and rational knowing, not only of our freedom
and responsibility, but first of ali of our flesh and blood that
through nerves and brain have come spontaneously to live out
syrnbolic meanings and to carry out symbolic demands.3o

Beyond these parallels, I would suggest two particular strengths of
Lonergan's account in relation to Wojtyla's. Firstly, Wojtyla focuses

solely on transcendence in the action - how I transcend myself by what
I deliberately choose and do. While lonergan concurs that this level of
existential self-transcendence is important, in the ways we have noted
earlier, he sets it in the coltext of other stages "in a single achievement,

the achievement of self-transcendence."3l This single achievement
unfolds from the unconsciousness of dreamless sleep, through the
tlream, to sensation, memory and experience at the empirical level, to
intellectual self-transcendence at the level of understanding, rational
self-transcendence at the level ofjudgement, and onto the existential self-

transcendence ofthe level ofdeliberation. Thus Lonergan Eituates more
precisely how transcendence in the action, to use Wojtyla's terminology,

is situated within the unfolding self-transcendence ofthe person.

See aleo Method in Thzolog , 704.
27 Bemard J F. Looergan, "The Futuie of Christianity,' i.a A Seco nd Collectinn' 152'

28 Mefiod, ii Theotoer, !04.
29 Bemard J n Lotrergan, 'Religious Knowledge," it A Third Collection: Pdpers by

Bernatd J. E Lonergan, ed. Frederick E Crowe (New Yo!k: Paulist Pless, 1985), 133

30 "Rcligious Knowledge,' 133.

3 1 "Natural Ituovledge,' 128.
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The second strength of Lonergan's account iB evident in the way
he speals of the ultimate fulfilment of self-transcendence. Existential
self-transcendence is not the fullness ofself-transcendence ifit remains
simply a series of acts, even a series of acts of loving. There is also the
crucial movement downward which comes about when we fal.l in love:

The love into which we fall iB not some single act of loving, not
some series ofacts, but a dynamic state t}lat prompts and molds
all our thoughts and feelings, all our judgments and decisions.
That dlmamic state has its antecedent causes and conditions and
occasions, but, once it occurs and as long as it lasts, it is a first
principle in our living, the origia and source of the lovingness
that colors our every thought, word, deed, and omission.32

This love may be of different kinds, and Lonergan regularly mentions
two of these at the human level - the love within the family, between
husband and wife, parents and children; and the love of nation or
humad<ind for which one may work ceaselessly and even give one's life.
Both these kinds oflove are underpinned by another - the love ofGod.
The key scriptural passage to which Lonergan returns in this regard
is Romans 5:5: - "God's love is poured into our hearts through the
Holy Spirit given to us." Here and here alone do we find "the crowning
point of our self-transcendence."33 God's love draws us, not simply to a
particular act of loving, but to "a radical being-in-love" which becomes
the first principle of all we think and do and say.3a This being in love
with God is "being in love in an unrestricted manner... without limits
or qualifications or conditions or reservations." For Lonergan, being
in love with God in this unrestricted manner represents the ,,proper

fulfiment" of our capacity for self-transcendence.ss

THE ROLE OF JUDGMENT

The fifth parallel is in relation to the act ofjudgment. For Lonergan,
judgment is a crucial moment in human knowing, the moment when

32 "Future ofChristianity,' 153
33 "Future of Christia[ity,' 183
34'Natural Ituowledge," 129.
35 Method. in Theology , 105-106
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"the content of our acts of understanding is regarded as, of itself, a
mere bright idea and we endeavor to settle what really is so."36 When
I am able to do this, I transcend myself, get beyond myself in "some
absolute fashion."37 "To know what is so is to get beyond the subject, to
transcend the subject, to reach what would be even if this particular
subject happened not to exist."s8 Because of the degree of self'
involvement in judgment, it calls for responsibility on the part of the
subject. Lonergan's fifth precept in De Intellectu et Methodo is: Accept

responsibility for judging.se He points to the personal aspect of every
judgment: Judgment "is totally within one's power. Every judgement

is either true or it is not; no excuses are allowed; the personality of a
man enters into every one ofhis judgements."ao In this light, Lonergan
examines various philosophical movements to see how they understand
truth to be attained. Rationalism, for example, considers truth to
be necessary; empiricism believes truth to be attained already in
intuiting and experiencing; idealism claims to arrive at truth aheady
in understanding; reiativism atlmits only of probable judgments. None

ofthem notes the importance ofjudgment in coming to know the truth;
aII involve, in Lonergan's words, "a flight from the responsibility of
judging."!1

For Wojtyla, also, judgment is an operation which does not simply
happen but which requires properly human action.

[O]n the one hand, we may consider that in certain of its
processes thinking "happens" in man, but, on the other hand, in
its other modalities it is ... active par excellence. '. The passive

mode of thinking seems to be radically differentiated from the
active ... on account of the role of judgment. ...The action of
judging seerns to constitute the crucial and decisive factor of
human cognitive acttity (The Acting Person, L45).

36 Method in Theology, 9.

37'Regponse ofthe Je8uit,' 167,

38 "Natural lhowledge,' 128.

39 Bernard J. F. Loner gal,De Intellectu et Metlmdo (Bome 1959), 20 (106) Availeble at

the Boston College Lonergan Center as file 59.13.1.

40 De lntellectu et Methadr,zs O08).

4\ De lntellectu et Methado,24 (1og).
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As for Lonergan, judgement for Wojtyla is concerned with the grasping
of truth. Without such grasplng of the truth, there is no human
knowledge. But with this grasp of truth in judgement, "the person
attains his proper cognitive transcendence with respect to objects'
(146).

Wojtyla also situates judgment in relation to other human
operations. He points out that while we often associate the mind
simply with thinking and comprehending, with the "shaping of means
and projecting their relations," we need to note also the mind's role
of judgment, 'the evaluating and distinguishing of what is true and
what is not" (158). It is only by this function, judgment, that we attain
an ascendancy over reality, over the objects which we cogrrize (158).
Furthermore, though judgments of truth are essential to human
decision, the two are distinct: 'the essence of judging is cognitiue and
thus belongs to the sphere of knowing while the essence of decision is
sttictly connected with willing" (L46-47). Still, there is a correlation
between judgement and deliberation: "the correspondence of the
already known to what becomes the object of willing." What mediates
between the judgment oftruth and deliberation is "a type ofjudgement
in which the value is attributed to the subject," ajudgment concerned
with ''axiological' or 'moral truth'." The "person [who] chooses or
decides... has had first to mal<e ajudgment ofvalues" (146).

CONCLUSION

This paper has examined five areas addressed by both Lonergan
and Wojtyla in their analyses of the human person - consciousness,
subjectivity, action, transcendence, and judgment. At points, I have
noted how Lonergan offers a fuller context for examining human
action, situating it more clearly than Wojtyla does in the context ofthe
whole person engaged in the action, and especially in the context ofthe
person engaged in the operations comprising human knowing. I would
suggest that a reason for the strength and harmony of Lonergan,s
account is that he has freed himself more successfully from faculty
psychology and has grounded his work in an analysis of the conscious
operations ofthe concrete person. Still, in all five areas, we have found
a commonality in the insights Wojtyla and Lonergan are reaching
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toward, a commonality which we hope might contribute to a dialogue
between scholars of these two major twentieth-century figures.
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INTRODUCTION

As ts wrl,I, ATTEsTED, the documents of the Second Vatican Council
signaled an opening of the Church to what is good and holy in other
religious traditions, all the while maintaining the necessity and
uniqueness of Christ and the Church for the salvation of souls and
for proclaiming the truth about God and God's relationship to the
universe. They marked what Robert Caspar has called a veritable
"turning of the page" in the history of the Church's relationship to
non-Christian religions,l such that what Arthur Kennedy discerns
in Nostra Aetate (1965) could be said of the Council in general: "The
theological motivation ofthe Church in its outreach and care for other
religions is thus grounded in her awareness ofthe fullness of life and
love in Christ alone."2 Post-conciliar documents such as Pope John
Paul II's Redemptoris Missio (1990) or Dialogue and Proclatnation
(1991), released by the Pontifical Institute for Interreligious Dialogue,
address the tension between the Church's missionary mandate and her
newly emphasized openness to and positive regard for other religious
traditions. For example, in Redemptoris Missio the late pope argues
that the Church's openness to dialogue must not detract "in any way

1 Robert Caspar,'La visioo de Ijlslam chez L. Ma8Bignon et son iniuence aur l,Egliee,,
Louis Massignon, ed. Jean-Frangois Six (Parisi Editiotrs LlHerne, 1970), 126.

2 Arthur Kenaedy, "The Declaration on the Relationship of the Chulch to Non-
Christian ReligioDs, No.lta Aetate," Vatican II: Rencual Within Tfadirion, ed. Matthew
Lamb and Mstthew Levering (Oxford: Offord University prees, 200g), 39?.
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from the fact that salvation comes from Christ and that dialogue
does not dispense from evangelization"s Dialogue and Proclamation,
building upon John Paul II's statements regarding the presence of
the Holy Spirit outside the visible Church, nonetheless reminds one
that "interreligious dialogue is an integral element of the Church's
evangelizing mission."a Dominus leszs (2000), released by the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith with the ratification and
confirmation of Pope John Paul II - presumably in response to the
development of what have come to be called "pluralist" theologies of
religion - sought "not to treat in a systematic manner the question of
the unicity and salvific universality of the mystery ofJesus Christ and
the Church, nor to propose solutions to questions that are matters of
free theological debate, but rather to set forth again the doctrine ofthe
Catholic faith in these areas, pointing out some fundamental questions
that remain open to further development and refuting specific positions
that are emoneous or ambiguous,"s

The refutations mainly concerned erroneously introducing
separations among key Catholic doctrines. For example, the divine
Word cannot be separated from the historical Jesus (DI 10); the mission
ofthe Spirit may not be separated from the mission ofthe Son (DI 12);

the Kingdom of God may not be separated from the historical Catholic
Church (DI 19), and so on. The open questions concern the precise ways
in which, as section twenty-one notes, "the salvific grace ofGod - which
is always given by means of Christ in the Spirit and has a mysterious
relationship to the Church - comes to individual non-Christians, [for]
the Second Vatican Council limited itself to the statement that God

bestows it'in ways known to himself.'" The text continues: "Theologians
are seeking to understand this question more fully. Their work is to be

encouraged, since it i.s certainly useful for understanding better God's

salvific plan and the ways in which it is accomplished'" Finally' the
reader is admonished: "However, from what has been stated above about

the mediation of Jesus Christ and the 'unique and special relationship'
which the Church has with the kingdom of God among men - which

3 Red.emptotis Missio 3, Intcnetigious Diologue: Thc Offcial Teaching of the catholic

Church 0963-1995), ed. Fraocesco Cioia (Bo8ton: Pauline Books, 1997)' 102'

4 Dialogue dnd Procldtuation, SS,Inteteligious DialoEue, 627'

5 Dominus lesus 3, Sic et Non: Enauntering Dominus les&g ed St€phetr Pope and

Charles Heflirg (Maryknoll, NY: Orbb,2002),5.
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in substance is the universal kingdom ofChrist the Savior - it is clear
that it would be contrary to the faith to consider the Church as one
way of salvation alongside those constituted by the other religions,
seen as complementary to the Church or substantially equivalent to
her, even if these are said to be converging with the Church toward
the eschatological kingdom of God." Both the encouragement and the
admonition echo section fourteen of the document: "Bearing in mind
this article of faith [namely that salvation is accomplished once for
all in the incarnation, death, and resurrection of Jesus, the Son of
Godl, theology today, in its reflection on the existence ofother religious
experiences and on their meaning in God's salvific plan, is invited to
explore if and in what way the historical figures and positive elements
of these religions may fall within the divine plan of salvation." Still,
Dominus lesus emphasizes that even though elements ofother religious
traditions may mediate grace, the religions in and ofthemselves cannot
be thought of as salvific. I will return to this concern at the end of the
paper.

Among the theologians who have accepted the invitation of
Dominus leszs to reflect further on the particular ways in which
salvation might be extended to non-Christians is Gavin D'Costa
whose most recent book argues for a shift from the typical threefold
typology - exclusivism, inciusivism, pluralism - in the theology of
religions to a more nuanced categorization of positions based upon
the extent to which orthodox doctrinal commitments are observed.6
D'Costa retrieves, in the last chapters of the book, two doctrines, one
from a consensus ofChurch Fathers, namely the existence ofthe limbo
of the just, and the other from the Apostle's Creed, namely Christ,s
descent into hell, and he integrates them with tratlitional Roman
Catholic teachings on purgatory in order to articulate a postmortem
solution to the question ofthe possibility ofsalvation for non-Chrietians

6 D'Costa correlates categorization to the means by which theolodaDs who hold agivea
position understatrd the possibility of salvation outside Chdstianity: "The seven means/
goals would be: through the trinity (trinity-centered), through ChriBt (Christ-centered),
through the Spi t (Spirit-centered), through the church (church_centered), through God
not coDceived of il1 a Trinitarian fashion, but in a theistic fashion (theocentric), through
the Real that is beyond all classification (reality-cedtered), through good works (ethics-
centered).' Gavin D'Costs, Chietianit! and World, Religions: Disputed euzstions ih the
Theology of Religions (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 86.
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that intentionally respects the concerns listed in Dominus lesas and
elsewhere. It is a rich study, but I do not analyze it in depth here.
Instead, as a jumping-off point, I focus on a distinction that D'Costa
makes. He argues that salvation, even of the non-Christian, depends
upon conformity to Christ both "ontologically," by which he means
"through conscience, through noble and good elements within a person's
religion, through the activity ofgrace and the Holy Spirit in both these
modes," and "epistemologically," by which he means answering "how
such people become explicitly aware of the Blessed Trinity when they
die unaware ofthe Blessed Trinity."T Both aspects, from a Catholic point
of view, are necessary for enjoyment of the Beatific Vision, which is
contemplation of the Blessed Trinity. Whether the terms 'ontoiogical'
and "epistemological" are accurate and/or helpfu1 I leave for others to
judge, butthe distinction is a good one. Inthe book, D'Costa works on the
"epistemological" side. That is, his postmortem solution iB an answer to
the question, IIow is it that non-Christians uho haue not encountered
the Gospel might neuertheless come to the explicit and necessary sauing
hnowledge of God as the Tlinity of ?ather, Son, and Spirii? D'Costa says

less about the "ontological" piece. However, in another publication, he
offers an encouraging suggestion: "If Christians are confronted by the
normative shape of grace in history through the contours of Christ,
the doctrine of the Holy Spirit ensures the recognition that this grace

is not visibly limited to Christ and his Church. But the discernment
of this extra ecclesial grace requires a Trinitarian criterion, which
thereby implicitly relates it to the Church, the body of Christ. This
is the underlying logic of the venerable axlom extra ecclesiam nulla
salzs."8 D'Costa's work on the "epistemological" question "keeps open

the question regarding the truth, goodness, and beauty to be found ia
non-Christians and their religions. This is precisely the type oftask that
a historically oriented comparative theology might address, without
stepping back from difficult and informed judgments that both affirm
and challenge various teachings and practiees in other religions "s In
the remainder of this paper I begin to do just that by turning to the

1 D'Coata, Chrietianity ondWorld Religions, 1??, 163

8 Gavin D'CoBta, 'Plurali6t Argument8: Prominetrt Tendencies atrd Methods,' in

Catholic Engagement uithworld Reli4ions: A Comprehensiue Stud], ed Karl Becker aod

Ilaria Morali (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2010)' 335

9 D'Costa, Cilisriori ty and $lo d Religions'\81.
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work of Louis Massignon (1883-1962) and Bernard Lonergan (1904-
1984), to the former for his careful study oflslam in the light ofCatholic
faith and to the latter for his thesis regarding the Law ofthe Cross as
a means to understanding the mystery of redemption.

MASSIGNON AND THE SECRET OF HISTORY

In his earliest attempts at understanding Islam in the light of
Christian faith, best represented by his apologetic tteatise Examzn du
"Prisent de I'homme lettrC" par Abdallah ibn al-Torjoman - written
partly to reassure a friend whose faith was shaken after having read
a convincing Islamic antiChristian polemic - Massignon emphasized
stark contrasts between Christian and Muslim apologetics. He writes:
"One lthe traditional Muslim apologetic] proposes to man only that he
adhere via reason to the evidence of the natural religion and that he
wage holy uar a$ajn.st the partisans of error; the other invites man to
humble himself in order to understand the mystery of God, in order
to 1ove, with God, sinful souls even if that love brings the Cross and
martyrdom to the lover.'lo The difference between the two apologetics,
for Massignon, is a hermeneutical difference. The traditional Muslim
apologetic reduces the reading ofthe Qur'an to an intellectual assent to
its divine origins, perfect transmission, and inscrutability.It reduces the
cosmos to a set of dichotomies, for example, creator/creature, believer/
unbeliever, elecUdamned, and it reduces the person to an intellectual
assent or denial of the divine unity. It even reduces the Islamic cult
to a simple manifestation of the intellect's subordination to God. By
contrast, Massignon emphasizes the hierarchical, multiJayered, multi-
valent, but ultimately integrated nature ofthe Bible, the universe, and
the person in the Catholic vision of reality.

The contrast is especially evident in the respective treatments
of suffering, sorrow, and pain. The "traditional Islamic apologetic,,
emphasizes the inscrutability of God's ways, lor attempting to reconcile
the fact of suffering, sin, and evil with the goodness ofGod could mean
"exposing oneselfto the heresy of bodrn (supposing that God contradicts

10 Louie Maeaignon, Etarnen d,u "prdsent de l,homme lettrC. par Abdauah ibn Al-
Totjoitan (RoneiPo\tificio Istituto di Studi Arabi e d'Islamistica (pI.S.A.I.), 1992), A8.
Except where otherwise noted, all tralrslation8 liom Massiglon,s French into English
are ltly own.
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onesel0, or to siirl (associating the creature with the simplicity and
glory of God)."11 In the extreme view, "the divine will has predetermined

with equal force monotheism and atheism, the negation ofGod as weli
as his affirmation haif ua ithbdt in tine shahada), the commandment
and the transgression."12 One resolves the question ofeYil by attributing
all acts directly and immediately to God. The believer's role is to be

patient (sabr) $'ith the divine activity, to enjoin the good and to avoid
evil but not to speculate about the meaning or purpose of good and
evil. Despite the fact that human responsibility is safeguarded by the
doctrine that all have been apprised of the divine law "in advance,

before the creation oftheir bodies" and that they have usworn an oath
of obedience to God and to his law which never changes,'r3 and despite
the fact that in Islam God sends prophets precisely to remind humans
of this upre-eternal" covenant, Massignon remains dissatisfied. Such

account not only eliminates the dialectic of sin and grace so central
to the Christian view, but also it inhibits our desire to understand the
human condition. He observed that we rightly want to understand
u.,fty suffering, sorrow, and pain, 'and our hope is not in vain, for it is
acceptable neither to adore sorrodpain like a masochist nor to deny it
like a morphine addict."Ia He was convinced that, regaraling suffering,
"reason, if it seeks, can find the Law."rt

What Law? Massignon never directly defines the term. Instead he
turns by way ofdescription to the Eucharist and to the Cross. He notes

that "each priest" at "each Mass" renews the holy sacrifice before God,

and that this sacrifice "gives to human reason the key to the enigma of
pain and sorrow."16 In other words, the passion ofJesus and the mass as

sacrifi.ce together unlock the mystery of suffering. Further, the "eign lof
the crossl is very mysterious. It explains to us the e ntirety of the law;it
reveals to us'the image of God,'for it breaks open the mystery of divine
mercy. This Charity, which is God Himsell discovers us naked and

11 Maaeignon, E ozrea, 62.

12 Maaaiglot, Examen, 62,
13 Maggignoo, E ar.en, 52. ThiE refers to the tuitha4, the coveDait God Etruck with

all human eoule before their embodimeot. At that moment all humans bowed dosm in

worship and swore ffdelity to God and to God's commandg.

14 Maeaiglon, Examen, 7 !.
15 Maaei8nou, E ozten, ?1.

16 MaaaigDo\ Eramen, 7 2.
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invites us to imitate Him - we who are so poor and impotent - by giving
our very life, with the blood ofour heart, in an ecstasy of compassion."r?
Put simply, the cross explains lie law. With these tantalizing few
words, Massignon concludes his explanation, but notice his emphasis
on the invitation to participate in the cross, atd, therefore, the law.
What sets the Christian apart from the "traditional Muslim apologetic"
is both the call to seek meaning in suffering and the invitation to
give oneself in an "ecstasy of compassion." Even the physical act of
participation at Eucharist which involves absorption of the host - the
body of Christ - by the communicant is an intentional participation
in the Christ event and thus a self-offering as well as an offering of
Christ.18 It is worth obsen'ing that Massignon was fascinated by the
stigmatics of the Christian tradition, from St. Francis of Assisi to St.
Th6rdse Neumann to Blessed Anne Catherine Emmerich, because they
so fully identified with, participated in, and imitated Jesus' suffering
and compassion for others that they manifested his wounds physically.
If the crusaders wore the "bloody cross" as an insignia on their chests,
the stigmatics "were really wounded in their limbs and in their hearts
out of compassion for the wounds of Christ.'1e Taking the stigmatics as
its expression and the Eucharist and cross as its primary symbols, one
might say that according to the law suffering, and even death, when
accepted out of faithful obedience to God, out of desire for union with
God, compassion for the sufferings of others, contrition for one,s sins,
sorrow at the sins of one's neighbor, and desire for reconciliation of
one's neighbor with God, is mysteriously transformed into an occasion
for announcing God's glory and for healing a broken world.

Thus far I have dealt with Massigaon's reservations concerning
the "traditional Muslim apologetic," which he associated with the name
ofal-Asheri and the doctrine of occo sionalism, for that was the position
of his interlocutor in the text on which I have focused.ro However, one
should understand that the "traditional Islamic apologetic" is a very
narrow interpretation of Islam, one that is suspicious of unchecked

17 Maeriguoo, Etamez, ?3 (my emphasis).
18 Maesignon, Eramen, 66n1.
19 Maeaigron, Eramen, 7 2-I 3,
201hat 

-i:, 
all events are directly caused by the wiJl of God. There iB ao secolldary

causality. Not sur.pri8ingly, Massignoa compares al-Ashari to Malebranche in the
Christia! tradition.
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21 Massignon, Eeomez, 53.

22 Maeaigron, E ra men, 53

23 Pierre Rocalve. Lo uis Malligtlon ef l'Isloa (Damaecus: IaEtitut Fran9ai8' 1993),

50,61.
24 Louis Maaeigrron, The Paseion of al'Hall6,i: Mystic and Mdftlr of Islam @ \ol8 )

(Priocetotr: Princetoo Univer6ity Pre8s), 1982'

reason, one that sees God's hand immediately behind every act and
every creature, and one that, in an unflattering interpretation,
approximates fideism.2r Some would associate this interpretation
with the Wahhabi school, or at least with a particularly Arab version
of Islam. Massignon was of course aware of other currents in Islamic
thought; he contrasts the "traditional Muslim" apologetic with two
others, namely an approach that interprets Qur'anic data through a
philosophical lens - and this approach is associated primarily with
the narne Averroes - and an approach that Massignon calls the'poetic
proof," by which he means an approach that emphasizes an aaagogical
reading of the Qur'an and the world in general. It involves something
like a sacramental worldview wherein all created forms are ways to the
Divine though none is itselfa manifestation ofthe divineper se. This is
the way of spirituality, the way ofthe Muslim mystics, the Sufis. This is
also the way oflove by which the whole ofthe person, notjust his mind,
is drawn through the inescapable harmony and beauty of the created
world to the Creator Himself. In other words, some of the elements
central to the Christian apologetic, namely, the use of philosophy in
scriptural interpretation, a hierarchically structured universe, and
love are present in Muslim traditions alternative to the'traditional
Islamic apologetic." The problem, at least in Massignon's reading
during this early period, is that the philosophical approach "has never
been fuily accepted by Islamic theology because it is not completely
reducible to the Qur'anic logic which sees itself as pure reason,"22 and

"there could be no integral lintdgrall mysticism in Islam," which led
one commentator to note that Massignon "attributed true mysticism to

Islam only exceptiona1ly."23

Nevertheless it was Islamic mysticism that primarily drew

Massignon's attention. His magnum opus was a four'volume

comprehensive study of the life, teachings, and subsequent influence

of the tenth-century Persian-Arab mystic al-HallAj ettitled The

Passion of al-Hall6,j: Mystic and Martyr of Islam.2a For Massignon,
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Hall6j was more than a subject of research; he was, in some Benae,

a friend. Massignon counted Hallij among the intercessors (along
with his mother, Blessed Charles de Foucauld, and J. K. Huysmans)
spiritually present at a moment of crisis that he would later recognize
as his "conversion," his return to God and to his Catholic faith.,s In
the opening lines of the Passion, Massignon makes this most unlikely
confession of a scholar: "Such a soul lone who "realizes" the divine plan
of holiness and thus "shuttles" history alongl was that of Hall6j. Not
that the study ofhis life, which was full and strong, upright and whole,
rising and given, yielded to me the secret ofhis heart. Rather it is he
who fathomed mine and who probes it sti1l."'?6 HallAj represented to
Massignon the pinnacle and perfection of Islamic mysticism:

His originality is in the superior cohesion of the definitions he
brings together; and in the firmness of the guiding intention
that led him to affirm in public, at the cost of his own life, a
doctrine his teachers had not dared make accessible to all. Just
as the rationalist movement in Greece ended in Socrates with
the affirmation of a religious philosophy valid for all, so the
ascetic movement in Islam ended with the proclamation of an
experimental mysticism, providing aid to all. HallAj, far from
being an aberration within the Islamic Community of his time,
represents the final completion of the mystical vocations that
had sprung up throughout the first centuries of Islam through
meditated reading of the Qur'an and the "interiorization" of a
fervent, humble ritual life.'z?

For Massignon, HallAj successfully attained the goal of Sufism, namely
the unity of heart and tongue - in other words fi:ll human authenticity -
which really meant union with God. When heart and tongue unite, God
speaks or conceives -in the manner ofthe conception ofJesus in the womb
of Mary - a word in the heart and can express Himself, intermittently, in
and through the purified and willing human being. HallAj preached this

25 See Daniel Massigron, I* voyage en M^sopotamie et la conoersiol d.e Louis
Massignon en 1908 (Pari8: Cerq 2001).

26 Maaeignon, Possion 1 , lxv.
27lrcuie Maesignon, Essa! on thz Oigins of the Technical Language of Islamic

Mysticism, traDs. Ber{amin Clark (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame press,
2003),210.
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possibility, suffering abuse, scorn, and eventually execution at the hands
ofthose who insisted that such a notion was formally outlawed by Islamic
Iaw. He was formally convicted of blasphemy, having uttered "ana al-
haqq!" or "I am the Truth," truth/haqq being one ofthe divine names in
the Qur'an. However, as Massignon painstakingly details, there were
political motivations that led to Hall6j's arrest and trial as well. Halaj
protested against the crushing of a slave rebellion, argued that the
required duties of pilgrimage and faeting could be spiritually rather
than literally and legally interpreted, and exposed the corruption of
the ruling class that was hoarding the mandatory chaity tax (zakat).

After his conviction, HallAj was beaten, mutilated, and finally crucified.
He died on the cross, but not before begging God to forgive those
responsible for his death. It was largely such resemblances to the life
ofJesus - in the Qur'an and in the Bible - that attracted Massignon to
the life of Halldj. Regarding the former Massignon wrote:

[The Qur'anic JesusJ gave life to birds of clay, cured the man
born blind and the leper, brought the dead back to 1ife, revealed
to men the food with which they nourished themselves, and
the food that they hid in their houses; he confirmed the Mosaic
Law and modified the observance ofit with several exemptions.
AII of these characteristics are also found in Hallaj, with too

many unexpected details and based on too many independent
sources for this model configuration to be explained as a later
transfer by an ingenious forger. Attended by angels who bring
to him, as to Mary in the Temple, "summet fruits in winter,"
HallAj extinguishes the sacred fire of the Mazdeans, a mission
reserved for the Messiah; and arriving in Jerusalem, he lights
up for a moment the lamps of the Holy Sepulcher, 'which are

lighted only at the following dawn," Holy Saturday.'6

The parallels with exterior aspects of Jesus' life are impressive, but
HallAj's understanding of his own suffering as being on behalf"of all"
is most striking. He revealed the secret of Suflsm, namely that union

with God was possible, in order to manifest the universal availability
of God's love, and he accepted the judgment of the law because he was

convinced that God would use his death both to reconcile competing

28 Maesignon, Passion 3,219-20
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factions in the community through their unified condemnation of
him and eventually to reveal the truth of his position. HallAj even
identified himself with the sacrificial victim offered at Arafat during
the pilgrimage to Mecca (hajj), for "it is there...that God pardons
everyone, present and absent..., while tal<ing into account the spiritual
declaration by certain individuals, pure and predestined Witnesses
(shuhud) of a vow made in humble and repentant adoration of the
God ofAbraham, Who, in order to accept the figurative victims of the
next day, is content i rith the ardent and sacrificial contrition of these
Witnesses: and rejoices in it Qubahi) with his Angels."" HallAj is like
the Qur'anic Jesus, "who is always associated in the Qur'an with the
dtmne fiat, Kunl in Arabic, Be! in English' which signifles his perfect
obedience to the will ofGod and thus renders him the model mystic, but
he is also like the Jesus ofthe Gospels, for he manifests self-sacrificial
love ofothers out oflove and fidelity to God.so

In his early works Massignon was convinced that HaIlAj and other
Sufis who emphasized this unifying and perhaps even redemptive
suffering as either the means or the consequence of union with God
were what he called "points ofinsertion'for the Church, "whereby the
spiritual grafts of the apostles will be able to include the wild child
of Islam so that it might bear fruit for the Church."31 In what sense
could Massignon mean that Halldj was incorporated to the Church?
He does not say exactly, but the context suggests that it is HallAj's
demonsttated authentic self-sacrificing love of God and neighbor,
precisely what was missing from the "traditional Islamic apologetic,"
that made of Haltdj a "point of insertion" for the Church. Although
Massignon does not return specifically to the langua ge of the law inhis
in-depth treatment ofHalldj, the title ofhis book, The Passion,Hdldj's
self-offering as ritual sacrifice, the ChristJike life of Halldj, and the
fact that Halldj himself declared "it is in the religion of the cross that
I will die," which Massignon interprets not as a desire to enter the
visible Church but as a judgment that his path to God would involve

29 Maseignon, Po*sion 1, 220.
30 Massignon, Possion 3,44.
31 Louia Massigrron, .La conversion alu monde musulman,,,rcri ts MenTorabks,,,tol. l,

ed. Chri8tian Jambet, Francois Angelier, Francois L,yvonnet, arrd Saied Ayada (paris:
Editione Robert LaffoDt,2OOg), ij.. Meseager d,u Ceur dz J1sue Nov (1923):!gt.
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32 Maesignon, PaJsion 3,221
33 Louis Magsigtoa, "The Tranefer of Sufrering through Compaesion' (1969)' in

Testimonies and ieflections: Essays of Louis Massignon, trals Herbert Maeon (Notre

Dame, INr UDiversity of Notre Dame Pres8, 1989), 156

suffering and death, all point in the direction ofhis description of r/ze

lou as articulated above.32

In the later stages of his career, having masterfully studied the
entirety of early Sufism, and having also studied widely in Islamic
theology, philosophy, and law, Massignon rejected his early separations
of traditional Istam from phllosophical and' mystical lslam in favor of
a more integrated view In addition, having spent some time studying
non-Muslim, non-Christian figures, Massigrron returned to his notion
of the law, but now he expanded its scope and called it t}:.e secret of
history. lt an article entitled "The Traasfer of Suffering through
Compassion," Massignon expressed frustration with psychoanalysts
who also ackno\ Iedge "caBes ofthe transfer ofthe suffering and moral
evil ofother people" and sociologists who acknowledge cases of persons

who voluntarily assume the debt, whether financial or punitive, of
other members in their communities without any expectation of
remuneration. The psychoanalysts and sociologists tend to see in those
cases only problematic hlper-compassion to be isolated and cured,
whereas Massignon sees in them examples of heroic virtue. He writes:
'The irnpact of'heroic compassion' on most of our human, traditional,
arrd legendary records (and legend is an immediate projection of the
event in the world of symbols), shows that there is ,he secret of history,
and that this secret is disclosed only to an elite, tested only by men
of sorrow and compassion, born to assume the blind anguish of living
multitudes and to understand and announce its transcendental g1ory"33

It is in the act of exhibiting genuine sorrow and compassion and of
assuming the anguish, or the debt, of others that the "transcendental
gior/ of the secret of history is revealed. In an arti.cle written in 1959
(which, coincidentally, was originally published in the same collection

of essays as the Friedrich Heiler article that Lonergan uses in the

chapter on'Religion" n Method in Theology), namely "The Notion of

the 'Real Elite' in Sociology and in History" Massignon explains what
he means by the elite to whom the secret is revealed, and he does so by

setting up a contrast:
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There is an inequality among men; a minority exists in every
epoch and in every group...Posterity is grateful to them, to
these superior men, these animators, pace-setters, inventors,
and discoverers. They are the "great men" inscribed on Auguste
Comte's universal calendar of positivism and, more recently,
celebrated on the international calendar ofUNESCO. But the
cult of such men dies with the eartNy cities which they have
made flourish through some accidental invention (vanishing
like the epidemic that it has wiped out) without much regard
for their true personality.34

Such are the heroes ofsecular society, but they are not the reol elite, who
often go unnoticed during their own lifetimes. Rather than eliminating
suffering, as the "great men" often hope to accomplish, the real elite
identify $.ith, assume, and transform suffering. In the process, the reol
elite, once discovered, are remembered precisely for the personalities
they formed under the extraordinary trials they voluntarily accepted.ss
Further, the real elite exhibit an "apotropaion character [and]...[t]hey
are not isolated in time but become part ofa homogenous series, bearing
witness to the same certitude about the efficacy of spiritual means in
improving corrupted social and political situations with their sense
of compassion for the universa1."36 There is something transhistorical
and. transsocial about the achievements of the real elite. The real
elite share in a kind of communion of saints that transcends cultural
and temporal boundaries. That they are apotropaic, that is, healing/
protective elements, is key evidence for Massignon of the divine hand
at work. They are chosen servants and constitute the means by which
God mediates healing and redemption to a largely unaware population
of sinners. The archetypal representative of the real elite is Abraham,
especially in his conversation with God before Sodom in which God
granted that for the sake often righteous persons, a largely sinful and
undeserving community would be spared.eT

34 Louis Maesignon, "The Notion ofthe.Real Elite,in Sociology and in llistory"(1959),
in Tbstinonies and Reflections: Essals of lauis Massignon, i7 -5g,

35 Maseignon, "The Notion ofthe Real Elite,,, 58.
36 Maaaigron, 'The Notion ofthe ,Real Elite,," 68.
37 Genesis 18:16-33. Ofcouree, uJtimately even Abraham, whom Maseiglon describes

aE a'Marian" figure, participates in the wolk ofChrist. See "Le Signe Ma.ial, la positioo
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In Massignon's later works, even Muhammad might be Been to
participate in the secret of history. In response to a question about
Muhammad's prophetic status, Maseignon answered:

To be a "false" Prophet, it is necessary to prophesy positively
something false. A positive prophecy is generally shocking
to one's comprehension, being a reversal of expected human
values. But Muhammad...can only be a negative prophet,
which he is, quite authentically. He never pretended to be either
an intercessor or a saint. Rather he affirmed that he was a
Witness, the Voice who cries out in the desert, lwho announces]
the final separation of the good from the bad, the Witness of
the separation, for as an Arab, son of Ishmael, he is the son of
the tears of Hagar, the tears olEve (at'Arafdt), for'they who
cry are they who know" the transcendent secret ofthe glory of
the just God.38

Widening the pool of participants 1t the secret of hisfory confuses
the standard nissionary logic:

Contrary to the missiological theories ofexpanding prosell,tism,
recent investigations of religious statistics have established
certeitconstants, approximately the same for all environmente
and periods: a fixed percentage of ritual practices within the
confessional group, of good acts and ofsins, offervent vocations
and of unbritlled outlaws; with the added note that a small,
avowedly sinning, minority is set over against the irnmense
array of its "respectable" contemporaries, secret sinners, as

eventual abddl, the always possible ransom of penitents for a
mass in a state of evil. ThiB recognition of the inanity of every
official propagandistic apostoiate underlines rather clearly
the fact that the religious life of believer groups is protected

against rotting from hypocrisy by an intermittent treatment,
in infinitesimal homeopathic doses, of "substitute' sanctity.
HallAj used to teach that with one saint God purifies every

minute 70,000 just men.3e

'int6riorise' de L. Mae siglon," Rlthnes du monde lll (1948\: 7 -76 See, Louis Maasig:lou'

ii Ecrits Memombles, 212-22.
38'Le signe," 214.

39 Maseignon, Pdreirn 1, hiii



Just as there is a minority of "great men," leaders, inventors, scholars,
et cetera, set over against the masses of ordinary citizens, so too there
exists a minority of holy individuals over against the rank and file of
reJ.igious people, and holiness is not the province ofthis or that religion,
not even the Church, where too a minority of "fervent vocations" is
set over against the majority of"respectable contemporaries." The goal
therefore is not simply to swell the numbers of the visible Church's
members, no matter the believers' dispositions. Rather, in Massignon's
perspective, and he was criti.cized for this, the goal is to increase within
each religion - at least in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam - that
fervent minority such that more adherents become explicitly aware
of the call to participation in redemptive compassion.ao The difference
between the few and the many, the real elite and the ordinary, is that
the feut knowingly and willingly participate in the redemptive secret
of history. As one interpreter of Massignon writes: "These witnesses
ate lhe compdtienls who observe the iou, of the drama (the suffering)
and who also know the why. lTherefore] one can speak of a sciznce of
compassion las Massignon often did], an explana.tion of the why of the
drama of history"4l The many suffer at the hand of a whole 'gamut
of mercenary virtues, calculated actions, mediocre desires, sins, and
crimes,' but they do so without fully appropriating the invitation to
become knowing and willing participants in the secret of history, ard
thus in a sense, they suffer less freely than do the real elite. Wherever
"those who know" appear, as the long quotation above suggests, the
suffering of the many is sublated, properly oriented, and transformed
in the life of the suffering saints, or as Massignon often called them,
the'substitute' saints.

Whereas Christians may participate in the lau and are in fact
invited to do so in an explicit manner, non-Christians may also willingly

40 Maseignon identiffed the real elite in the following manner: ,,Hinalu8 call them
mahatmaa,Arabs obdor, and Christians saints.,,In other words, their ranks no$ incluale
eveD Don-Abrahamic traditioDs. Gandhi, who, in his knowing and w.illing commitment to
Don-violent sufering on behalfofhis people, and who "revealed to the world the seoet of
India," also counts amoog the real elite. See Louis Massignon,,,Uexemplarit6 singulilre
de la vie de Gandhi," in Ecrits Memombles,vol.2, ed. Chrisiian Jambet, FrancoisAngelier,
FraDcos LYvoonet, and SouadAyada (paris: Editiond Robert LaffoDt, 2009), g06-18.

4l Guy Harpigny, Islnm et Christianisme selon Louis Massignon (Louvain-la-
Neuve: Centre d'histoire des religions de l,Universit6 Catholiqrie de Louvain-la-
Neuve, 1981), 168.
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participate in the secre, of history, although they remain largely
ignorant ofits Christological dimension.a2 That determines the sense of
Massignon's directives for the Badaliya (which means "the substitutes"
in Arabic), the prayer sodality he founded for Arab Christians and
interested Europeans dedicated to living among Muslims and to prayer
for peace, justice, and fraternity between Muslims and Christians.
Massignon explains the name and the vocation ofthe group as follows:

"Badaliya," in Arabic, means "replacement, exchange with the
soldier whose lot was drawn ftir4 au sort)"; it also means to
become one of t}:,'e "abddl" [ - same Arabic root as badaliya,
bdl), one of the humble, hidden, and rejected corner stones
of the Community of true Believers in the God of Abraham,
who, imitating Abraham in his intercession, share with him,
according to the immemorial legend of Islam, from age to age,

the overwhelming (and obscure) honor of participating in the
reconciliation ofthe sinful world with its judge. For that is our
vocation, to rediscover the primortlial word of tlivine love to
which our hearts were predestined, to recognize it in the call of
those whom we go to help, and to respond to it by witnessing to
the Tawhld [i.e., divine unity] among them, rendering "a purer
meaning to the words of the Arab tribe." [We do this] in order
that the saving mission ofthis language, the last evoked in the
Pentecost story, is brought to perfection in Alabia where St.

Paul commenced the Bishdra [i.e., Good News] that responds

to the Sayho bi'l-Haqq [i.e., the outcry for justice in witness to
the God of Truthl of the oppressed and the excluded, to their
clamor for justice.a3

Although the Badaliya would not refuse a Muslim request for baptisrn -
as Massignon writes, "for we desire to become One in Christ forever

and at any price" - it was not the normal way of proceeding.s In one of

his annual letters, Massignon title s a section"ZuhAr 'Issti'ibn-Meryem

42 Eallaj, *ho wa8 so devoted to Jesu8, although to t}re Qufanic Jesus, perhapg

complicates matter6. Gandhi too read the Gospels and Dostoyeveky'

43 "Louig Masei8lon, Lettre Annuelle No. 1 ," Badalila: Au nom de I'autrc ( 1947'1962) '
ed. Maurice Boormans and Francoie Jacquin (Pario: Cerf)' 57'

44 "Lettre Annuelle N o. 4," Badalila,I4-75 8-4I4(1950):3
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fi'l-Isld.rn" lthe blossoming or flowering of Jesus son of Mary in Islam].
There he instructs Badaliya members to encourage Muslims - but also
Christians - to meditate on the examples of Sufi saints, the "friends
of God," who strove toward and in some cases perhaps even achieved
union with God.{6 He hoped that by meditating on the reality ofunion
with God and by experimenting with the practices and dispositions
that led the saints toward union, Muslims may attain an insight into
Christian teachings about Jesus. That is, Muslims would engage a

kind of Christology llom below. The Badaliya members likewise should
meditate ol the haij and see there an echo ofthe passion; they should
tend to the biblical fragments present in the Qur'an and facilitate the
blossoming of their fu11 significance.46 For according to Massignon,
Christ "wants, bit by bit, to gain everyone." In other words, the truth
about Christ, namely his crucifixion, resurrection, and tlivinity, for
Massignon, is already available to Muslims and to Islam implicitly, but
it was thejob ofthe Badaliya members, especially and most importantly
by living Christ-like lives, to serve as a mirror in which Muslims
might recognize and make explicit, from uithin Islom, the truth about
Christ. Again, he would encourage Muslims to "convert" in the sense of
becoming part of the "fervent minority" within Islam that knowingly
and willingly participates in the secret of history. However, unless
Muslims could see Christ in the holiness of Christians, Massignon was
convinced none would entertain the question of the truth of Church
teaching.

Massignon cannot escape the accusation that his approach to
Islam was colored by his Christian convictions..? The fact ofthe matter
is that he believed in the reality of redemption and that redemption
pertains not just to Christians but to the entire universe. But this
is precisely why, in response to the invitation of Dotninus lesus,
Massignon's work might help the Church in its attempt to understand
the concrete workings of grace in non-Christian contexts. Wether t]ne

45 The poseibitity of unioa, for Massignon, was groulded in the fact ofthe Incllnation,
speciffcslly at the Third Council ofConstattinople (681), where the Church afnrmed the
doctdne ofJe6us'two wills, human and divine, and the union between them. See Louis
Massiglon, I?s ,/ois pridres dAbraham Q93b; 1949). (paris: Ced 1997), 6b.

46 Massighon, 'Lettie Anouelle No. 4,, Bod aliya,74-78.
4? See Jacques Waardenburg, "Louis Massignon,s Study of Religion and Islam: An

Essay d Propos ofhis Opem Miaora," Oriens 21-22 (1968-69): lB6_Eg.
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grace of Christ is at work beyond the walls of the visible Church is a
settled matter. Where and. how t}:e work of Christ operates outside
the Church ar:d. how to discern that work remain open questionB. I
believe Massigtron's faith-informed empirical investigations point
us in the right direction, but his findings lack grounding in a solid
Christology. Perhaps the work ofBernard Lonergan on the Law ofthe
Cross might help.

BERNARD LONERGAN AND THE LA\ry OF THE CROSS

In his book The Incarnate Word (De Verbo Incarnato) part five is
entitled "Redemption," and there Bernard Lonergan states: "This is
why the Son of God became marr, suffered, died, and was raised again:
because divine wisdom has ordained and divine goodness has willed,
not to do away with the evils of the human race through power, but
to convert those evils into a supreme good according to the just and
mysterious Law ofthe Cross."a8 In thesis fffteen, Lonergan detailed the
various New Testament texts relating directly to God's redemption of
sinners in the Incarnation of Christ. In thesis sixteen he explained the
dogma of Christ's satisfaction, and he examined Anselm's Cur Deus
Ilorno? In thesis seventeen he demonstrates that while the Law ofthe
Cross is certainly a fitting means for bringing about redemption, it
is not, as Anselm suggests, a necessary means for doing so. He also

shows that the Law ofthe Cross is not only Christ's but is ours as well:
"What has happened in Christ, however, lays down a general law for
his members"ae Again: "We find this fittingness in the Law ofthe Cross,

which in itselfis a sequence or series of three steps, encountered in our
Lord both as an individual man and as Head of his Body the church.

In keeping with the will of God the Father and with the precept and

example ofChrist, Christ's members too ought to have this fitting law

48 Bernard Lonergan ,5.J., The IncarnateWord, trans Charlee C. Hefling, Jr' from De

Yerbo Inarnato, Srd. ed. (Rome: Gregorian University Press ad usum audit'orium, 1964)'

445-593. The uapubliehed translation with which I am working s'as revised in 1991

and preBumably remaiEs subject to (or has subsequently undetgole) further reviEions'

however I quote frorll the veraion at hald with permission of the Bernard Lonergan

Estate.
49 The lrcarnate Word. "The mealing of the theeis and the terms u8ed'' section 8' p'

96.
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in themselves, and by Christ's grace and operation they in fact have."60

Charles Hefling, in a recent article, puts the matter this way:

What the complete generality of the Law of the Cross implies
for Christology- and what Lonergan says more or less explicitly
in the textbook on The Incarnate Word - is that Jesus Christ
did not invent it. The Law of the Cross has always pertained
to the existing world order. Christ knew the Law ofthe Cross.

Moreover, he knew what it presupposes and what it implies;
he knew that it is by divine wisdom that this law has been
ordained, and by divine goodness that it has been willed, and,
knowing all this, Christ chose it, made his own the essence of
redemption, and did so freely. Why did he do this? Not, according
to Lonergan, so as to cancel or abrogate the Law of the Cross,
so that we would no longer have to choose it ourselves. On the
contrary, he chose it so that we might choose it too.51

In other words, the threestep sequence to which Lonergan referred -
which William Loewe succinctly summarizes: "First, sin incurs
the penalty of death. Second, this dyng, if accepted out of love, is
transformed. Third, this transformed dying receives the blessing of
new life" - is a 1aw, albeit a spiritual law, inherent in the universe
and available to those who knowingly, willingly, and freely choose to
appropriate it but presumably is also operative in the lives ofthose who
may not recognize the law as such.s2 Can one say that members of non-
Christian religions participate in the Law of the Cross, as Lonergan
understands it?

Massignon's studies and choice of terminology would certainly
suggest that is the case. His observation that the law is a key precept
ofthe Christian apologetic, his identification of ti.e lau, with the Cross
and with the Eucharist, both sites of sacriflce, his insistence that /fte
lap invites and even demands participation - self-sacrificial love or.an

50 The Incarnate Word. "The meaning of the thesis and the terms used,, Bection 10,
p.97.

51 Charlea Hefling, "Lonergan's Cur Deus Homo: ReyiBiting the ,Law of the Cross,,"
Meaning and, History in Systetuati Theolag: Eseays in Honor of Robert M. Domn, S.J.
(Milwaukee: Marquette Univeraity Prese, 2009),183-64.

52 Wiliam Loewe, ?, e College Studen/s Inttud.uction to Chiltolosy (Collegevile, MN:
Litulgical Press, 1996), 167.
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ecstasy of compassion" - from those who would understand it, and his
emphasis on confession, conversion, repentance, the love of God, and
the glory of God as the context in which the law operates, collectively
indicate that one is in the same realm as Lonergan's Law ofthe Cross.

In both cases one is dealing with the means, the ftou and the uhy, of
redemption. In Massignon's investigations one finds that law operative
also in the life of Hall&j, whereas there is no indication that Lonergan
was thinking about discerning the Law ofthe Cross outside the Church.
Halldj suffered death primarily as a consequence of the sins, that is,
the injustice, of his community. He accepted his death out of obedience

to God, whom HallAj was convinced had purified and prepared him
and had united Himself to HallAj in love and friendship, and whom
HallAj was convinced would use his death both for God's own glory
and for the healing of the Muslim community. Finally, in Massignon's
account, Halldj was rewarded by the intimacy with God he so desired
as well as his posthumous influence on a line of "HailAjians" right up
to and including Massignon himself. Is the temarkable correspondence
between Hallaj's experience and Loewe's summary of the Law of the
Cross mere coincidence? In Massignon's later works he recogrrizes that
not only extraordinary examples like Ha11ij but Muslims in general can
participate in what he now calls the secret of history.As with members of
the Church, Muslims knowingly ard willingly participate in the secre,

of history to varying degrees. However, the Church alone knows that
the secret is fundamentally a Christological reality, that participation
it the law is always participation in Christ. Massigrron was aware of
that fact, for he understood that the cross "offends Muslims," that their
modesty forces them to "turn away from so undeserved an abjection,"

and that only "the supernatural faith of the Church can understand,

accept, and desire it."63 Thus, as observed above, the mission of the

Badaliya was to encourage Muslims to detect lhe secret of history at

work in the lives of Muslim saints and then hopefully to ask of the

Church how antl why it understands this law tobe constitutive of and

dependent upon the retlemption of sinners through the life, death,

and resurrection of Christ. I noted the question of explicit baptisms

above. It is interesting to note that Lonergan articulates four ways

of participating in the work of Christ, namely sacramentally, morally'

53 Louis MaseigDon,'La coovereiou," 54 Me ssa$er du Coeur d'e JCaus' Nov (1923):583
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ascetically, and physically. Could one say that Massignon found moral,
ascetical, and physical, but not sacramental, participation in the work
of Christ among Muslims, albeit unknowingly? If so, the Church might
begin to articulate more precisely than she has thus far how and to
what extent the benefits ofredemption are available to non-Christians.
On a caee by case basis the Church might discern whether Christ has
already been appropriated by a particular culture in any one of the
four possible ways, or in some combination of several ways. To do so,
it seems, would help the Church to clarify and to focus her mission.sr

I add one final note before making some concluding remarks.
In the article cited above, one of Hefling's main points is that in an
unpublished work by Lonergan, which Hefling calls his Redemption
book, Lonergan's understanding of redemption evolved beyond his
position in The Incarnate Word. According to Hefling, and in his
estimation according to Lonergan himself, the earlier work did not
adequately deal with the relationship between Christ's "person" and
Christ's "work."That is, it did not adequately answerAnselm's question,
namely ulzy the God-rnan? In the.Redcmption book,Lonergan provides
a more thorough answer: "The Son of God became a human so that
divine friendship might be communicated in an orderly fashion to the
unfriendly.'55 I will not repeat the entirety of Hefling's argument. I
only want to mention a few points. First, suppose "it is God's intention
to diffuse or extend to finite friends the friendship that characterizes
the Trinity."o6 Suppose too that God normally acts through secondary
causes and that he preserves natural laws, which Hefling,{Lonergan
has previously established. In that case "in order to mediate divine
friendship, such a secondary cause would have to be a friend of God
in his or her own right; otherwise, this friendship would have to be
mediated to him or her, and so ort ad infinitum. The alternative, that
is, to an infinite regress, which explains nothing, is an intermediate
friend. But the right to be God's friend belongs to no created being,
no finite person, because commitment to infinite good is by definition

54 Johr Dadoaky has suggested something like this eort of clarificatioD ia older to
fulfill the Church's miseion more efficiently; his ideas demand fuller attention and
elaboration. See John Dado8ky, "Ihe Church and the Other: Mediatio[ and Friendship
iD Post-VaticaD II Roman Catholic Ecclesiology," Pabfim 18 (Oct. 2006): 302-22.

56 Hefling, "Lonergan'a Cur Deus Homo," 155.
56 Hefliag, 'Lonergan's Cur Deus Homo,"157.
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supernatural. Humans have no claim to it, no exigence for it. It is
natural only to divine petsons."67 Friends enjoy a common good. The
friends ofGod enjoy God the absolute Good. But only God has the right
to enjoy God. Therefore God becomes man in order that the Son, the
second dilrine person of the Trinity, through His created and assumed
humanity, might call forth, as God, from the unfriendly, unmediated
love for God. The unfriendly remain naturally incapable of such love;
for that they depend on the work of the Holy Spirit, "the love of God

flooding our hearts," but no fi.nite creature, not even the humanity of
Jesus, can call forth an infi.nite response. Only God can call forth God.

CONCLUDING REMARI(S

If Lonergan's earlier treatment of the Law of the Cross might
theologically explain better than Massignon did exactly how and why
one discovers Christ-like activity in the lives of Muslims or other non-

Christians and how participation in the Law of the Cross is in some

sense an incorporation to the Church, then Lonergan's later emphasis
on God's desire to mediate friendship to the unfriendly might better
satisfy D'Costa's call for not only Christological and ecclesiological but
also Trinitarian criteria in discerning the presence of the work of God

outside the Church. Perhaps not coincidentally, Muslims refer to saints
as "friends of God." How exciting it would be to affirm that yes, in fact

Muslims can be - and surely some are - friends of God and to examine
the lives of these holy men and women in order to contemplate the
work of God. And how exciting to ask the question, hopefully with
Muslim friends, about how God mediates his infinite friendship to
finite creatures. To do so would not answer D'Costa's "epistemological'
concerns. That is, it would not answer the question of how or, in
D'Costa's formulation, rlften Muslims would come to know explicitly
that God is Trinity, as required for enjoyment of the Beatific Vision.

It might, however, begin to answer his "ontological" concern, that is,

his concern to understand how Muslims might be conformed to the
Iife of Christ here ald now. The integration of Lonergan's framework

with Massignon's observations rnight also complicate a trend arnong

Catholic theologians that suggests the mediation of Christ to non-

57 Hefling, 'Lonergao's Cur Deus Homo," 151
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Christians may take place "in the religions" but never "through the
religions" of which they are members.ss Take Massignon's insistence
that "Halnj was specifically a Muslim. Not just the original terms of
his lexicon and the framework of his system, but the whole thrust of
his thought derives from a solitary exclusive, slow, profound, fervent,
and practical meditation on the Qur'an. He began by hearing the words
of God resound in his heart, as Muhammad himself must have done;
by repeating the mental experience of the Prophet."5s The documents
of Vatican II that speak positively of Muslims make no mention either
of the Qur'an or of the Prophet Muhammad, but Domizus .Ieszs invites
theologians to investigate the "way the historical figures and positive
elements ofthese religions mayfall withinthe divine plan ofsalvation."60
Might it be possible at some future date, perhaps after centuries of
study, reflection, and prayer, for the Church to say something about
the key elements and structures that make up Islam and that were
the vehicle by which HallAj came to such extraordinary self-sacrificial
love and even came to bring a twentieth-century French scholar back
to Christ and to the Church?

Mytreatmentin this paperis obviouslyincomplete andinadequate.
I intend it only as a start, but I am convinced that Lonergan's account
of the Law of the Cross sheds much needed light on Massignon's
discovery of what seems to be redemption working in and through
Muslims. Further study is needed, and other aspects ofLonergan's work
might be brought to bear upon Massignon. For instance, Massignon's
understanding ofthe real elite, or the substitute saints, particularly his
conviction that the elite ofsociety, the "great men," are not actually the
reol elite, and that the real elite have a concrete healing and redemptive
effect for those on whose behalf they offer themselves to God, might

58 Regarding "through the religions," one theologian writes: "This cannot be: for
the religions aDd their teachings and dtes are not means of grace and salvation, since

only Christ can institute these means, and we have no reports of him having done any

such thing. God may bestow grace on individuals; God may bestow special insights on

the founders or on individuals. All of theBe person8 live in o religion. But God does not
bestow g"ace and salvation ,/rror8', these religions, since he impart8 these only through
Jesus ChriBt,' See Ksrl Becker, S.J.'Theology ofthe ChriBtian Economy of Salvation," in
Catholic Engagement with Vlorld Religions: A Comprehensiue Study, ed. Karl J. Becker

and Ilaria Morali (Maryknoll, NY: Orbie Books, 2010), 376.

59 Maesignon, Possion 3,3
60 Dominus lesus,14.
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be congruent with Lonergan's observation that neither propaganda
nor arg'ument but only religious faith and hope enable people to
resist social decay, and that what is needed to reverse decline is "the
charity of the suffering servant," "self-sacrificing love," and a constant
reminder of our sinfulness. In Lonergan's terminology, Massignon's
saints are religiously converted individuals who are "foundational
reality," standards of authentic humanity. By their example, and by the
contagion of holiness, they increase the probability that redemption
will be successfully mediated to the wider community.6L These and
other topics must be addressed elsewhere, but if my hunch is correct,
then the Lonergan-Massignon conversation will be a fruitful one.

6l Bernard Loletgan, Method in TheologX (Toronto: University of Toroflto Pres8,
1990), 116-17.
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PROLOGTJE

TnIs peprn IS DRAwli from a much longer essay on Lonergan entitled:
"The Chill Winds of Modernity: The Profound Challenge of Catholic
Renewal." It is taken directly from the fourth section of that essay:

An Ethics of Authenticity: Personal and Communal. In that section I
contrast the moral traditions of medieval and Tridentine Christianity
with the very complex moral traditions of modernity. Despite the
moral complexity ofthe modern era, it differs fundamentally from the
older Catholic tradition on four central background assumptions: the
priority of equality to hierarchy; of autonomy to authority; of power to
virtue; of the individual to community.

The concluding section of the paper explores Lonergan's critical
response to this grand dialectic of t}re uetera and the zouo, and
appraises the merits and limitations ofhis response.

"Man's deepest need and most prized achievement is
authenticity." (Me thod in Theology, 254)

BACKGROUND

The Catholic moral tradition is highly complex. It is rooted in the law
of Moses, especially the Decalogue, the prophetic emphasis on fidelity
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to the covenant, and the gospei of Jesus of Nazareth. In his public
ministry Jesus insisted that the gospel completed the law and the
prophets, bringing them to fulfillment not abrogation (Matthew 5: 17-

18). Over many centuries the followers of Christ gradually articulated
the ways of being and living that the gospel required. In this way a
Christian moral tradition developed, with St. Paul, St. Augustine, St.
Benedict, and St. Francis ofAssisi as its ieading teachers and examples.

Thomas Aquinas's theological synthesis is based on the
cornplementarity of Athens and Jerusalem. In Aquinas's work,
"Athens" refers to the metaphysical philosophy of Aristotle, which
Thomas adopted and critically refined. And "Jerusalem" refers to the
complex mixture of Hebrew and Christian scripture and tratlition,
especially the theology ofAugustine, which Thomas also embraced. The
synthesis Aquinas proposed was highly controversial, for Aristotle was
a pagan philosopher whose substantive beliefs were often at variance
with Christian doctri.ne. Aquinas, therefore, had to modiff Aristotle's
theology and cosmology in order to reconcile his teaching with the core

Christian mysteries.
Aquinas's moral ontology is a subtle blend of Hebrew, Greek,

and Christian insights. From Gezesis, he adopts the scriptural view
that God's creation is indeed very good. He also acknowledges the
importance of sin, both the original sin of Adam and the subsequent
sinfulness of Adam's descendants. He tends to treat sin as a form of
violence or injury to the created goodness of nature. In the case of
humans, sin does not destroy their native capacities, but it darkens
their minds, making knowledge more difficult, and weakens their
wilIs, making love more disordered. Grace is an exercise of God's divine
art. Grace perfects and completes the powers of nature and heals the
harmful effects of sin on created order.

Within Aquinas's scriptural perspective, Aristotle's hierarchical
order of nature becomes the order of creation; sin does violence to
nature's orderly development; and divine grace both perfects creation
and reverses the consequences of sin. Though nature and grace are
tlistinct ontological principles, Aquinas does not separate them, any
more than he separates reason and faith, philosophy, and theology, the
natural and supernatural virtues.

Violence and sin, though important, are subordinate concepts.
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They arrest or impede natural and supernatural development; they
can be healed by the redemptive power of grace. Aquinas's moral focus
is on the goodness and wisdom of God, the integrity of creation, the
rationality of law, the centrality of the virtues, the dual teleology of
temporal and eternal felicity.

THE MORAL CIIALLENGE OF MODERNITY

The moral culture of modernity is not monolithic. Its formative
movements, the Renaissance, the Reformation, the Enlightenment,
Romanticism, and Existentialism often pull in opposing directions.
Despite these important internal differences, and the unresolved moral
tensions they create, on five relevant axes of comparison modernity
differs markedly from Latin Christendom.

7. Dquality and Hierorchy

The leading thinhers of modernity systematically tlismantled the
hierarchical orders they inherited from classical antiquity and
medieval Christianity.

Cosmological: Galileo rejected the Aristotelian separation of
celestial and terrestrial physics. Descartes mathematicized and leveled
the res extensa. Newton's universal laws of motion embraced the whole
of space and time. The decline of the classical cosmos corresponds to
the rise of the disenchanted universe, the lawful, purposeless realm
of inanimate matter in motion. The scientific judgment of enlightened
modernity is clear - the ancient hierarchical cosmos is dead!1

Social and political'. The Protestant Reformers attacked the
hierarchical structures of Catholic governance. The radical critics of
aristocracy and monarchy undermined the social and political orders of
feudalism. The advocates of democracy argued for the created equality
ofall human beings. The sovereigrrty ofkings was gradually replaced by
popular sovereignty, the unprecedented vision of a democratic people
governing themselves for their mutual benefit.'? Slavery was eventually

1 I borrow this paralleli8m amoDg "the death of the cosmoB," "the death of the Ancien
R.gime,'and "the death of God" from John Dwne, Thz City of the God.s: A Study in Myth
and Mortality (New \ork: Macmillan, 1966).

2 The efforts of Bartolomeo Las Casas and the school of Salamanca on behalf of the
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repudiated; individual rights extended, in principle, to al1 human kind.
And perhaps most significantly, the patriarchal assumptions of family,
society and faith were globally challenged by principled demands
for the equality of women. In the North Atlantic world by the late
nineteenth century,fhe Ancien Regime was dead!

Ethical: Irt the moral realm, modernity preserves the pluralism
but quarrels with the traditional hierarchies of the ancients. The
reformers celebrate the goodness of ordinary life, of marriage and the
family, of disciplinary work and craftsmanship, of practical involvement
in commerce and agriculture.3 They tend to affirm the priesthood ofall
believers, skepticaily challenging the spiritual value of celibate monks
and clergy. Bacon and Descartes reject the supremacy traditionaliy
accorded the contemplative life. For Bacon, knowledge proves its
worth in "fruits and works"; for Descartes, in the sovereign "mastery of
nature" the new science promises.

The goods the moderns tend to prize are palpable and common:
longer life, greater material abundance, increased security and
comfort, the heightening of pleasure, the reduction of suffering and
pain. Individuals and societies imocently differ in the pleasures and
satisfactions they prefer and pursue. There is no objective hierarchy
of goods or forms of life, no clear priority assigned to eternal truths
or ends. Earthly life, earthly happiness, earthly peace and prosperity,
these are the common goods that free and equal citizens jointly strive
to promote. In a secular, democratic age, the Vita Contumplatiua is
dead or dying!

Metaphysical: The early moderns did not reject the Christian
God. But the radical Enlightenment censured Catholic Christianity
and its central role within the Ancien Rcgirne. The new science of
nature appeared to banish God from the modern cosmos. Historical
criticism raised difficult questions about the authority of scripture
and the credibility of Biblical narratives. The "masters of suspicion,'
Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud, fiercely criticized the political, cultural,
and psychological functions of religion. Over time, their subversive

Native America[s are noteworthy and important. Unfortunately, the remedial efrects of
their efforts to respect the liberty of the indigeDou8 people8 aDd to curtail the AfricsD
slave trade were limited. See Taylor, Modern Social Inagibaies, chap. 8, "The Sovereig!
People.' (Durham, NC: Duke University PleBs, 2004).

3 See Taylor, Sott rceg Part III, 'The Afrrmation of Ordinary Life.'
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influence established postulated atheism as the flrst principle of many
critical minds. In the judgment of their loyal followers, the last and
greatest hierarchical division had been obliterated. The dignity of man
allegedly required "the death of God."a

2, Autononbt and Authority

The modern concept of liberty is based on the experience of liberation:
the liberation ofthe believerfrom a corrupt and oppressive church;ofthe
original thinker from a stifling intellectual tradition; ofthe democratic
citizen from a despotic monarchy; of the creative individual from
established patterns of cultural authority. What medieval Christians
had accepted as legitimate and enabling, the leading moderns viewed
as coercive and constrictive. But human freedom has two distinct but
inter-related moments: the act of liberation that abolishes tyranny, the
act of constitution that establishes a viable replacement for what has
been rejected and cast ofIs These successive dimensions offreedom are
bound together in the distinctively modern ideal ofhuman autonomy.

Epistemb autonomy'.Ithis Rul.es for the Direction of the Human
Mind and }:ris Discourse on Method, Descartes emphasized the sharp
separation between belief and knowledge. Belief is often untrue,
invariably doubtful, and generally useless. Knowledge, by contrast,
has all the virtues opinion lacks. The epistemic weakness of belief
derives from its customary sources: religion, tradition, authorif,y, and
common sense.6 The countervailing virtues of knowledge are based on

its intuitive clarity and distinctness, together with its demonstrative
rigor The dual purpose of Cartesian method is to discredit the sources

of belief and to coordinate the mental operations that culminate in
certainty.

Descartes's hlperbolic doubt undermines all truth-claims that

4 This is the crux ofthe ar8ument between Lonergan and'exclusive humaoism." For

Lonergan, an authentic and compreheneive humanism must be religious See l\sight'
vol. 3 ofthe Coltected Works of Bernard Lonergan, 747-61 and Second Collection, 144.

6 For the complementarity of liberation and the "foundatioo offreedom,'see Hannah
Arendt, On Re\olutioa (New York: PenguiE, 1965), 141-48

6 For an insightful account ofthe'Roman tlinity" ofreligiotr, tradition, and authority,
see Haolah Arendt, Betueen Past and Futtre (New York: Penguin, 1968), 120-41. "..

the famous "decline of the West'consi8ts primarily in the decline ofthe Roma! trinity of
religion, tradition and authority...' ( 140)
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cannot meet the test of indubitability. It is a canon of inteliectual
liberation, freeingthe individual mirrd from all external sources ofbelief
The emancipated mind is then free to discover certain knowledge within
itself. The rules of intuitive analysis, logical synthesis and deductive
rigor are explicitly designed to erect the modern structure of science

on firm and unshakable foundations. As Descartes eventually makes
clear, his quest for certainty is ultimately a quest for comprehensive
autonomy, as advancing knowledge is steadily transformed into world-
controlling power. OnIy the mind that can govern itself will be able to
govern the impersonal forces of nature.

Moral autonomy: In the Discozrse on Method, Descartes devises
two sets of ru).es, one for thinking and one for living while we think.
The epistemic rules are radical and driven by the quest for certainty.
The moral rules are conservative, at least provisionally, and desigled
to secure the independent thinker's security and peace.T While the
epistemic rules eschew external sources of belie{ the moral rules
recommend compliance with conventional practices and norms. The
epistemic demand for intellectual autonomy is counter-balanced by
Descartes's willingrress to live quietiy and unobtrusively among his
peers.

At the climax of the European Enlightenment, Kant criticized
both portions of the Cartesian project. While Kant accepted modern
science and mathematics, he strictly limited the scope of theoretical
reason. No method, however scrupulously obsewed, could yield the
metaphysical knowledge Descartes promised. At the same time, Kant
embraced a radical vision of moral autonomy. Though human reason is
limited in its epistemic aspirations, it is autonomous, selfJegislating,
in the moral realm. For Kant, the supreme principle of morality is the
autonomy of pure practical reason.E

Whatis the practical relevance ofthis striking philosophical claim?
The rational will is only obliged to obey moral imperatives, categorical
imperatives that it issues to itselfwhile drawing exclusively ("purely")
on its own resources. All other sources ofpractical command or counsel,

? The proviBional stoici8m of the thir.d moral rule in the Discot .se will eventually be
supplanted by the Cartesiatr project of mastering the Datural wolld in deed ae well as
io thought.

S lmmanuel Kanl, Grcund,worh of the Metdphysics of Morals (New York: Harper,
1964), 108, i\utonomy ofthe Will ae the supreme principle ofmoralit5r"



God, revealed religion, public authority, cultural tradition, natural fear
and desire, carry no moral weight. These are heteronomous principles
of morality, at best amoral, and often immoral in their normative
implications. Kant has constructed his moral theory so that the
sources, maxims, motives, and ends of practical reason are completely
self-contained and selfJegitimating.

Although the noumenal dimension of Kant's moral philosophy was
later rejected by his naturalistic successors, his revolutionary vision
of moral autonomy profoundly influenced the entire post-Kantian
traalition.e

Historical autonorny: Both Descartes and Kant emphasized the
autonomy of the individual, the disembodied Cartesian ego, Kant's
noumenal moral agent. In the second phase of the Enlightenment,
this atomistic conception of human existence was openly rejected.
The human subject was resituated in society and culture, in the social
institutions and cultural practices ofmodern Europe. Hegel and Marx
displaced Descartes and Kant as the leading rnodern anthropologists.
The disembodied, disembedded, solitary ego was reconceived as a

socially and culturally conditioned creature immersed in the processes

of history and nature.
Despite these critical conceptual changes, the ideal of autonomy

retained its power. Hegel celebrated the autonomy of Absolute
Spirit, Marx the autonomy of the human species as a whole. Marx's
Promethean humanism defiantly excluded any role for the divine in
human affairs. The French Revolutionary drearns of universal liberty,
equality, and fraternity would only be actualized through the abolition
of capitalism and the emergence of a classless society. The industrial
proletariat would play the leading role in this decisive liberation.
With the advent of communism, the enmities and struggles that have
plagued human history will cease. The utopian vision of the prophets

will be fulfilled, not through the providence ofGod but through human
cooperation with history's teleological laws.10

Paradoxically, Marx and Hegel conceive freedom, autonomy, as

9 See Iris Murdoch, ?he Souereignty of Gad (New York: Schocken Book8, 1971), 78-83

10 There ig a markedly religious tone to modem revolutiooary rhetoric in which the

teleological laws of history are deliberately intended to supplant divine providence. See

"The God That Faited," ed. Richard Crossman (New York: New Harper and Brothers,

1949i.
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the outcome of dialectical necessity.ll They both assign causal primacy
to the dialectical laws of history The specifically human contribution
to freedom is to discern those laws and to act in alignment with
them. The Cartesian overtones of Marx's revolutionary project are
unmistakable. Humans gain mastery over nature and history by
discovering their invariant laws and then turning this knowledge
into world-transforming power. Descartes achieved this practical
end by segregating the knowing and transforming agent from the
valueless natural order. But this "solution" is unavailable to Marx
who paradoxically combines necessity and freedom in his promethean
vision of naturalized humanism and humanized naturalism.

Exclusiue humanism: Belief in God remains important to the vast
majority of our contemporaries. But they coexist with other persons

equally convinced that God is dead. Although the latter group is
comparatively small, it exercises immense intellectual and cultural
influence, especially in the sciences, both natural and human. For these
exclusive humanists, because there is no God, there is also no creation,
no sin, no grace, no divine 1aw, no revealed mysteries, no providential
redemption, no hope for life beyond the grave. Some embrace these
views defiantly; for others, living without God has become a matter of
course.I2

There are profound internal differences within the secularigt
camp, and many ofits members explicitly reject the inflated visions of
autonomy articulated in this section. What unites exclusive humanists,
despite their opposing moral visions, is a shared beliefin what Charles
Taylor calls the closure of "the immanent frame': the ontological
conviction that nature and history are self-contained causal realms
requiring no further explanatory inquiry, that human existence is a
fortunate biologicai accident, and that we mortals must struggie and
die in a world that exists without God.r3

11See Arendt, On Rer.filution, 54, for the murderous 'dialectic of freedoh aDd
neceBBity."

12 See Taylor, A SecardrAgg for the bnnching explessiooB of"exclugive humanism.,
13 For the moral ontology of'the imrnanent frame,' see Taylor, A Secutar.Age, chap.

15. "The ImmaneDt Frame.'
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3. Virtue, Potoer, ond Happineee

For both Aristotle and Aquinas, the middle term linking knowledge
and eudaimonia (beatitudo) was arete (uirtus), human excellence.
Although not all the virtues are reducible to knowledge, they all
have an epistemic component. Aristotle refused to separate virtuous
activity from the virtuous agent, a mature person guided by phronesis
(practical wisdom), a constitutive feature of every true moral virtue
(Second Collection, 82). The phronimos not only understands the
hierarchical teleolory of human flourishing but also knows how to
actualize it wisely in the contingent circumstances of practical life.
Aquinas augmented Aristotle's ethical vision with the supernatural
virtues infused by divine grace and the teleology of eternal beatitude
with God and the saints.

The virtues themselves are intrinsic goods perfecting and
completing the created capacities of human nature. But they are also

internal requirements of human flourishing itself.la Neither terrestrial
eudaimonia nor eternal blessedness can be actualized apart from
virtuous activity, the best and most complete. The intellectual virtues
require a grasp of normative order: in the soul, in society, in the cosmos,

in the internal nature of God. The purpose of virtuous activity guided

by theoretical and practical wisdom is to actualize that normative
order in the psychological, political, and cultural realms. For Aristotle,
eudamonia is achieved when human beings consistently live in
accord with the normative teleology of nature, for Aquinas, when they
faithfully live in accord with God's eternal law.

The moderns partly retained and largely reversed the ancient and

medieval conceptions of eudaimonin (beatitudo).The knowledge prized

by the moderns is based upon science, the apprehension of nature's
universal and invariant laws. For Bacon, natural science proved its
utility through the tangible fruits arrd works it helped to produce. For

Descartes, the fruit bearing branches on the tree ofmodern knowledge

are medicine, mechanics, and morals.ti Medicine was prized because

it extended the duration of life and diminished human suffering;

mechanics because it augmented human power over the forces of

14 Fo! the important concept of"intemal teleology,'see Maclnt)'re,After Virtue (Nofie

Dame: University ofNotre Dame Pre88, 1981), 187-89

15 Deecartes, Princip les of Philosoph!, author'8 letter that servea as a preface '
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the natural world; moral.s because it offered an effective recipe for
increasing terrestrial happiness.

From the Cartesian and Baconian perspective, the key to
happiness is not virtue, the right ordering of fear, desire, and belief,
but continually increasing human power and control over reality. Only
when the power we command exceeds our desires are we positioned for
happiness, both individually and collectively. According to the modern
critique, it was because the ancients lacked technical power over nature
that they focused their ethics on the disciplining offear and desire. The
new alliance of science and technology by radically augmenting human
power made the education of the passions unnecessary

The Cartesian and Baconian prcject is no iess teleological than
that of the ancients. But the telos they advocate is divorced from
virtuous activity and the ideal of normative order. The vast majority of
people can enjoy the palpable fruits of modern science and technology
without knowing how they are produced. As Kant later realized, this
"enlightened" conception of happiness has been radically democratized.
Because each individual conceives the substance of happiness
differently, even in ways that violate the moral law, modern counsels of
prudence lack normative import. Like the hypothetical imperatives of
skill, they carry no obligatory moral force.16

Kant, therefore, openly challenged the moral project of his
enlightened contemporaries. For Kant, the genuine goal of morality is
not to maximize utility, the greatest happiness of the greatest number
ofpeople. It is rather to determine how human beings must act in order
tobe worthy ofhappiness. The purpose of Kant's categorical imperatives
is not to increase the sum of terrestrial felicity but to confi.rm the
prirnacy of duty over desire in a world that lacks poetic justice. Given
Kant's conceptions of moral excellence (good will) and happiness
(the satisfaction of untutored desire), the internal teleology of virtue
affirmed by the ancients no longer obtains. The surface similarities
of ancient and modern ethics conceal a much greater conceptual and
substantive divide.

l6lmmaauel KrLrlt, Foundations, 82-84. Categoricsl imperatives are carefully
distinguished fiom both techuical imperatives of 6kill a]ld counsele of prudeoce. Only
categorical imperative8 are morally binding..
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4. The Varieties of Modern Individualiam

Charles Taylor draws an important distinction between moral ontology
and moral advocacy.l? Moral ontology refers to the way we conceive of
the moral life, the basic structural features that frame the context for
our moral reflection and choice. Moral advocacy refers to the specific
evaluative judgments and policies we actually amrm and pursue.
Although distinct, these two dimensions of morality are interconnected,
for we regularly employ our moral ontology to clarify,justiS, or critique
the moral positions we support or oppose.

Taylor's distinction is particularly useful in appraising the
constitutive role of"individualism" in modern moral culture, for modern
individualism makes both ontological and advocacy claims. It offers
contested ontological accounts of the moral activity of human agents

and contested substantive accounts of the moral ends it is good to
pursue and the m oral obligations human beings are required to fulfill.

When we speak of "modern individualism" to what exactly are
we referring? T}:,e artistic individualism of the Renaissance painters
and craftsmen; the religious indtidualism ofthe Protestant reformers;
the epistemic individualism of Descartes's disembodied res cogitansi
the moral individualism of Kant's noumenal subject; the political
individualism of the English utilitaians; the democralic individualism
articulated arrd critiqued by de Tocqueville? The Renaissance artists
were actively seeking public recogrrition and patronage; the Protestant
reformers, art immediate relation to God; Descartes, a certain path to
indubitable tr-uth; Kant, the autonomous source of moral obligation;
the utilitarians, a credible teleology of public happiness; Tocqueville's

democratic individualists, a practical way of belonging to the new

American society. The common thread uniting these disparate forms of
individualism was the deep desire to be liberated from inherited forms

of mediation: cultural, religious, academic, ethical, and political. If
inherited mediation is seen as a barrier to individual liberty, equality,

and happiness, then it must be discredited and overcome.

Thus, in the first phase of the Enlightenment (1600'1800),

human beings were reconceived as disembodied, disembedded subjects

operating in a disenchanted universe. This Cartesian picture of the

1? Charlee 'faylor, Philosophical Argumeits (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univergity

Pre8s, 1995), 181-86
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self was designed to establish the individual's epistemic, moral, and
political autonomy. The unmediated intuitions of the ego guaranteed
epistemic certainty; the autonomous leg'islation of the noumenal subject
gave uni\rersal authority to the moral law;the voluntary consent ofthe
solitary individual legitimated political obligations; the satisfaction
of untutored natural desires provided the ontological basis of public
utility. Despite their profound internal disagreements, Descartes, Kant,
Hobbes, and Bentham shared an atomistic view ofthe self, a conception
of human beings having merely external or instrumental relations
to one another. From the atomistic perspective, we are most truly
ourselves, most free and self-tlirected, when liberated from all external.
influences, especially the social, political, and culturai institutions of
the Ancien Regime.

In the second phase ofthe Enlightenment (1815-present), the moral
ontology of atomistic individualism was largely rejected. Human beings
were resituated in nature, society, and historyl8 Both their biological
and cultural genealogies were assigned new importance. According to
this revised ontological account, humans are fundamentally linguistic or
symbolic animals who acquire and exercise language within an enduring
matrix of social institutions and practices. This constitutive communal
dependence on language and symbolism, in their various forms, undercuts
the inflated aspirations to autonomy ofthe early moderns.

The renewed stress on human embodiment by both naturalistic
and romantic thinkers sharply illuminated the polymorphic nature
of human subjectivity (Insiqht, 470-72,451-52). Humans are not
just rational and volitional egos but embodied subjects with complex
affective, sexual, and unconscious dimensions to their existence. They
are also economic agents who earn their living and shape their lives in
a rapidly changing political economy. They not only belong to families,
states, and religious communities but also to economic classes and
ethnic and national groups whose demands on their loyalty are intense
and conflicting. In late modernity, there gadually emerges a richer,
more complex and more fragmented picture of the self as a symbolic
animal shaped and divided by natural, cultural, and historically
shifting moral determinants.

18 Charles Taylor, Hegel aid. Modprh S@iety (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1998), 154-66
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To what extent did the moral aspirations of early modernity
survive the rejection of its moral ontology? The liberty, dignity and
responsibility of the individual person continue to be a{firmed. Though
liberty is no longer equated with radical autonomy, the existential
responsibility of the person remains a bulwark of moral and political
evaluation. The digrrity of the individual is legally translated into
a neli/ set of rights, both negative and positive. The negative rights
guarantee freedom from interference in matters ofconscience, worship,
association, expression, economic initiative and ownership. The
positive rights, which are more deeply contested, include guarantees
of minimum security in the areas of education, health, housing, income
and the welfare of children and the elderly.ls

Even within this unstable public consensus, important moral
differences have emerged. Expressive individualists celebrate the
individual's right to unfettered self-expression as a way of actualizing
personal uniqueness. Utilitarian individualists insist on the modern
individual's right to define happiness in subjective terms. The leading
existentialist thinkers are less interested in self-expression and
personal happiness than in the exigent demands of authenticity: the
moral imperative requiring the authentic individual to confront death,
suffering, injustice, and oppression in a profoundly disordered wor1d.

Though liberty is now defined in diverse, even contradictory ways, it
remains the supreme value in the moral culture of modernity.

What sort of equality does human liberty require and permit?
What sort of equality does democratic justice demand? The political
struggles of late modernity tend to center on the relative importance
and practical implementation of the value of equality. In the North
Atlantic world, political conservatives and libertarians tend to argue
that the demands of negative liberty, of non-interference with private
initiative, trump those of equality. Their rivals on the political 1elt,

stressing the positive rights associated with modern liberty, tend to
support public policies desigrred to reduce inequalities of every kind.

This political division is further complicated by the extension of
"the rights revolution' to traditionally marginalized groups: racial,

19 See Isaiah Berlin,.i'our Esials on Libert! (Odord: Oxford UniverBity Press, 1969),

118-?2 and Charlee Taylor, Philosophical Papers II (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 1992),211-29.
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ethnic and sexual minorities, women, indigenous peoples, the alisabled,
the unborn among others. What concrete forms of equality does

substantive justice require: equality of opportunity, equality of result,
equality in the underlying socioeconomic conditions enabling self-
actualization?2o

Ontological differences continue to play an important role here,
with the libertarian right espousing a more atomistic conception ofthe
self, and their critics on the left focusing on the socioeconomic conditions
in which beleaguered individuals and families are historically
situated. Another critical source of difference is the normative priority
accorded to capitalism and the marhet by economic conservatives and
to d,emocraqt and the people by the liberal and socialist left. Even
carefully regulated capitalism tends to generate sigrrificant economic,
social, and political inequalities. The story of modern democracy, by
contrast, is largely a struggle for extending human equality: equality of
rights, of political representation, of due process, of the opportunity to
compete economically and politically on a "level playing field."'

Tocqueville memorably argued that modern democracies faced a
continuing tension between the values of equality and liberty.22 While
Tocqueville's original thesis is sound, the profound tensions within
contemporary democracy are more ramifi.ed than he realized. For these
tensions exist among rival conceptions of liberty and equality, and
among rival, even hostile, accounts of what these core values permit
and require.

5. Eroe and Erigence

Eros and exigence, desire and duty, are important factors in any
credible account of morality. Is the moral life primarily an erotic quest
for the summum bonum, the highest attainable good, or is it primarily a
practical commitment to fi.rlfill our obligations, even when they conflict
with our deepest desires?

20 For the usefirl concept of'cornplex equality," see Michael Wal zer, Spheres of-Justice
(New York: Baeic Books, 1983), 3-31.

21 See Benjamin Barbet, Strong Deilocrac! (Berkeley: Uoiversity of California Preee,
\984) and, Thp Sttuggle for Democracy (New York: Little Brown 1989).

22Alexis de Tbcqueville, Democrac! in America, vol. II, book II, chap. 1, nyhy
Democratic NatioDs Show a More Ardelt and Endurbg Love of Equality than of Libert "
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LONERGA}I'S CRITICAL RESPONSE

uAre we to seek an integration ofthe human good on the level ofhistorical
consciousness with full acknowledgement of man's responsibility for
the human situation? If we are, how are we to go about it'(ToPics in
Education, TS).

Lonergan insisted that Catholic thinkers must critically
appropriate the uetera in order to respond authentically to the zoua.

His nuanced response to the moral challenges of modernity clearly
follows this dialectical pattern.

23 John Rawls, 'Justice as Faimeee," Priiosophical Reuiew,67, ro. 2 (1958): 164-94.

24 Irig Murdoch, Merop hysics ae a Guide to Morals (New York: Penguin, 1993), 1?7'81;

494.
25 If moral ontology coEespolds to the 'upper blade of ethic8," then moral advocacy

corresponds to the substaDtive policies coDcrete iDdividuals and communities choose to

p,rrsue. Efrectir,ely mediating the important transition from olttology to advocacy are

ihe "lower blade' ofethics and practical wisdom. See Apprai8al at the end of Bection D'

Classical morality, without shirking the importance of obligation,
tended to emphasize the erotic quest, suitably purified by the relevant
virtues. Utilitarian moralists sig:nificantly reduced the importance of
the virtues, while promoting the greatest happiness of the greatest
number of discrete individuals. Kant explicitly challenged both
classical eudaimonism and. modern utilitarianism, basing his ethics
on categorical imperatives that clearly subordinated personal desire
to moral obligation. These meta-ethical differences have been recently
highlighted by John Rawls's argument that the right (the obligatory
demands of justice) is prior to the good (the individual or collective
pursuit of happiness).23 Iris Murdoch, without privileging either eros
(Plato) or exigence (Kant), believed that a credible account of moraiity
must do justice to both the human quest for perfection and the
inescapable demand that we do our duty in the concrete circumstances
of ordinary life.'?a

These important and unresolved meta-ethical debates are
conducted at a very high level ofgenerality. While they provide genuine
guidance to ethical reflection, they leave ordinary mortals to decide for
themselves the different paths to the highest goods and the concrete
obligations moral integrity requires them to fulfill.'5
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7. Hierarchy ond Dquality

Metaphysical. Lonergan explicitly rejects exclusive humanism,
the denial of tlivine transcendence, the metaphysical confinement
of reality to proportionate being alone. He explicitly affirms the
Trinitarian God of Christianity as the transcendent orc[e and ,elos of
the created univerge. For Lonergan, God is the creative ground, of all
proportionate being and the ultimate ezd of cosmic fi.nality and human
aspiration (Izsigftl, chap. 19).

The ontological gulfbetween creator and creation does not preclude
God's participation in the created order. Just as Gods wisdom and
goodness sustain the created universe in being, so Gods compassion
and mercy are revealed through divine initiatives in history: the
covenant with Abraham, the gift of the law to Moses, the pmphetic
challenge to Hebraic fidelity, the incarnation of Jesus (the tlivine word
made flesh), the redemption and sanctification of the world.

The ontoiogical transcendence of God is also the basis of radical
human equality. All humans without exception are created in God's
image and likeness, are subject to bias and sin, are redeemed by Christ's
death and resurrection, are blessed with unmerited grace, are called
to conversion, authenticity ,and self-transcendence. In Lonergan's
redemptive theology, the ineffable mystery ofGod is balanced by God's
radical generosity in sending his son to dwell in our midst, becoming
like us in all things but sin (Philippians 2:7; Hebrews 4:15).

Cosmological. Lonergan's cosmological beliefs differ markedly
from those of both ancients and moderns. He rejects the static,
timeless hierarchies of Aristotle's cosmology, the sharp separation
between celestial and terrestrial physics, the classical theory of
scientific knowledge (epistemz). At the same time, he opposes scientific
determinism and materialism, reductionist accounts of genetic
emergence and evolution, and the conflation ofthe natural and human
sciences,

Lonergan's dynamic and explanatory cosmology of emergent
probability is based on: the canons of empirical method, the
complementarity of classical and statistical heuristic structures, the
conditioned emergence of explanatory genera and species, irreducible
levels of emerging schemes of recurrence, the ontological distinction
between matter and spirit, the normative unfolding of intentional
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consciousness, the freedom and responsibility of the human person,
the intentional subject's openness to unmerited gace (Insight, 746-
57; 290-92). Human beings are symbolic, polymorphic animals whose
prolonged and uncertain development has organic, neural, perceptual,
affective, intellectual, moral, and religious dimensions. Specifically
human existence is invariably mediated by meaning and motivated by
value and must be understood and appraised by dialectical methods
that respect these constitutive features of spiritual life.

Social and political. Lonergan did not write at length about
society and politics.'6 Although he recognized the importance of
economic, social, and political institutions, he tended to concentrate on
their cultural underpinnings, the beliefs and values that animate and
sustain their effective operation. In broad terms, he can be described as

a normative realist, equally sensitive to the role of factuai knowledge
and moral precepts in shaping effective public policy. How did this
normative outlook inform his judgments about the practical balance
between hierarchy and equality (Second Collection, 789-92)?

Though Lonergan was not a reactionary seeking to reverse the
democratic revolutions of modernity and to restore the Ancien Regime,
he harbored few illusions about the conduct of modern democracy.

He recognized the negative effects of bias on individual and group

decisions; he emphasized the importance of specialized knowledge

and competence in practical alfairs; he criticized the lr.rlgarity and
ignorance that pervade popular culture and electoral politics.

He supported a version of "complex equality' based on the
principle of functional differentiation.'z? Modern institutions are

complex cooperative ventures relying on the collaboration of
numerous individuals performing different functions and tasks. While
institutional tasks should be assigned on the basis of the requisite

skills and knowledge, strong interpersonal relations and prudent

practical leadership are also essential if the eflective integration of

these disparate functions is to occur. Careers, it would seem, should be

26The gtriking counter-example to this general claim is Lonergan'8 important work in

economics. See vol. 15 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan' Moc roeconomic -Dynomics:
An EsBa! in Circulation Analy iis, aDd 'tol, 21 of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan,

For a Neu Political Econon, (Torontol University ofToronto Press, 1998)'

21 See Insight, 232-34 
^\d 

249-5Oi Method. in Theology, 48-52 (New York: Herder and

Hetder,1912); Third Correcrio, (New Yorkr Pauliet Preeg, 1985),6-10
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open to talent together with demonstrated traits of social cooperation
and civic respons ibility (Method in Theology, 47 -52) .

Freedom and responsibility are not restricted to individual
persons. Modern men and women are collectively responsible for the
direction of history, for promoting historical progress ald reversing
historical decline (?opics in Education, 76-78: Third Collection, 169).
As responsible citizens, however, we must fulfill our historical vocation
without the liberal illusion of continuous progress, the Marrlsl illusion
of Promethean revolt, or the secularist illusion of the divine absence
from history. The inauthenticity with which individuals struggle is
even more pronounced in communal affairs. The greatest practical
danger is the public's attraction to seductive ideologies justifying
violence and terror in the service ofutopian ends (Method in Theology,
55, 357-59). There is no substitute for liberty as a source of human
creativity (InsiAht, 259-6L). Although bias can distort the exercise
of freedom, the suppression of liberty guarantees stag:nation and
decline.28 Since all forms of despotism suppress human liberty, they
should be actively opposed. Given the scale and complexity of modern
institutions, ailministrative bureaucracies are also to be feared because
they prevent or obstruct the creative collaboration on which genuine
progress depends.

Power, as such, should not be confused with coercion or force
(Third Collection, 5-12). Power is generated by human cooperation
across the ages, through human beings acting in concert with their
contemporaries and predecessors. Authority and power, however,
are not coextensive, for power can be employed for both good and i11.

Lonergan explicitly defines authoity as legitimate power, power whose
generation and exercise comply with the transcendental precepts.
In both Lonergan's existential and social ethics, authenticity is the
essence of human legitimacy and inauthenticity the justi&ing ground
for critical dissent and sustained opposition.

Lonergan recognizes, therefore, a legitimate role for authority in
the church, the state, the economic, and educational enterprises of civil
society and, of course, in family life. His normative position would be

8 For Looergan's critical distinction between e8gential and effective freedom2

(autheDticity) see Irsigrrr, 643-56. n con8ideratioD of effective freedom ie meaningleee,
unless esBential fieedom exists.' (643).

McCorthy
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considerably clearer, however, if we knew his explicit appraisal of the
historical exercise of power in these flawed but important institutions.

Ethical. Judgments of value, both originating and terminal, are
either categorical or comparative (Method in Theology, 36-41). In
categorical judgments, we distinguish good from evil, right from wrong,
beneflt from harm, virtue from vice. In comparative judgments, we
hierarchically rank the plurality of genuine values and the multiple
evils that threaten them. The supreme originating value is God; all
other originating values are created expressions of God's love in the
world of creation. God is the transcendent sorrce (arche) of all created
goodness and the lelos all created things naturally seek.

The transcendence of God does not preclude a hierarchical
structure within the order of created val,te (Insight, 624-26). In order
of rank, originating values include authentic subjects, the operative
beliefs and commitments of authentic cultures, the institutional
cooperation of authentic societies, the natural and social realities that
underlie and condition the personal and communal quest for what is
good (Philosophical and Theological Papers,77 ,336-77).

In the order of terminal values, the complexity of human
development is the critical factor. The successful completion of earlier
stages ofdevelopment is necessary to the later achievement ofobjective
knowledge and authentic existence. Thus vital, social, and cultural
values condition the possibility of higher levels of personal distinction.
However, the functional complementarity of values entails that what
is first in the order oftemporal development may be lowest in the order

of intrinsic excellence. Thus Lonergan affirms an objective hierarchy
of originating and terminal values while recognizing the functional
dependence ofhigher on lower goods.

Authenticity is the highest norm for both individual persons and

communities. To be authentic they must respond consistently to the

transcendental desires for knowledge and value and faithfully comply

with the transcendental precepts. Only in this exigent and arduous

manner can human beings achieve self'transcendence, epistemic, moral

and religious. Since bias and sin continually threaten authenticity, self-

transcendence is rare and exceedingly difficult. The greatest danger

to authentic living is the seductive power of ideologies that justify

alienated forms of personal and collective existence ( Method in Theology,
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55). In a Bociety and culture ensnared by ideologies, redemptive grace
and the supernatural virtues of faith, hope, and 1ove, are necessary to
break ideolog/s imprisoning grip on the human spirit. Yet even with
the aid ofgrace, individuals and societies must continually struggle to
withdraw from inauthentic patterns of thinling, choosing, and living
(Insight, chap. 20; Method in Theology, LL6-17).

Though Lonergan continues to distinguish between natural and
supernatural values, originating and terminal, he also preserves

Aquinas's core Christian insights that grace sublates nature and
does not abolish it; that grace heals the violence of sin by restoring
the created integrity of nature that sin undermines. While Aquinas's
Christian humanism emphasizes the complementarity of the tlifferent
orders ofvalue, the "law ofthe cross" inserts a powerful tension into his
humanistic outlook. It is not that suffering and death are inherently
good; they clearly are not. But as the example of Christ unmistakably
shows, they are often inseparable from the Christian's redemptive
mission of actually bringing good out of evil. In the concrete drama of
Christian humanism, Calvary must come before Easter.

2, Authority and. Autonomy

A prolonged crisis of legitimacy in Latin Christendom gave rise to
modernity in the West. Sincere Christian reformers lost faith in the
Renaissance papacy. The leaders of the Scientific Revolution lost
faith in the intellectual authority of Aristotle and the Aristotelian
tradition. The spirited proponents of democratic equality and liberty
lost faith in the institutions and culture of the Ancien Regime. Tbe
critical champions of the French Enlightenment initially lost faith in
Catholic Christianity and then in the providential authority of God.
Both industrial capitalists and their socialist critics lost faith in the
economic models and norms of feudal society. In the second halfofthe
twentieth century, large numbers of women lost faith in the patriarchal
assumptions and prejudices ofWestern religion and culture.

Despite significant differences among these powerful cultural
movements, they shared a common response to the crises they faced.The
unfolding pattern of that response has four distinguishable moments:
ircreasing alienalioz from inherited authority and tradttioni liberation
from what they perceived as the institutional and cultural sourceg of
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their discontent; the constitution of new institutional orders on the
basis ofindividual or collective au ronomy; grad'ual recognition that the
autonomous foundations they championed were greatly inflated and
that the alternative institutions they envisaged could not be sustained
and defended.

Lonergan was both a critic and defender of modern assertions
of autonomy. He explicitly rejected the atomistic moral ontology that
dominated the first phase ofthe Enlightenment. He explicitly welcomed
the re-conception of human existence as socially and historically
embedded subjectivity. The anthropological subject he thematized is
situated in nature, society, and culture, a symbolic animal whoseconcrete
existence is mediated by meaning and motivated by value (Method in
Theology, 76-81). He recognized two distinct but complementary paths
of human development, from above and below. But these essential
paths to personal gro*'th are also sources of decline. For bias, sin, and
ideology affect both the social and cultural formation of the person as
well as the individual judgments and choices each person makes.

Because human beings belong to social institutions, the great
majority of their beliefs and convictions are culturally transmitted.
This cultural transmission, however, is a two-edged sword, containing
both true and false beliefs, authentic as well as inauthentic values
and priorities. Because situated belonging is a constitutive feature of
human existence, individual autonomy is always limited and partial;
because our social and historical inheritance is always a mixture of
greatness and wretchednesss, \ e must learn to appropriate critically
the shared beliefs and values received from our ancestors.

The moderns were not mistaken in critiquing their medieval
inheritance. But they were mistaken in believing they could radically
emancipate themselves from its influence. The wholesale liberation
they attempted is simply not possible. They were also mistaken in
their inflated assertions of autonomy, whether it was the scriptural
autonomy claimed by the reformers, the epistemic autonomy of
Descartes, the moral autonomy of Kant, the Promethean humanism of
Marx, the market fundamentalism of laissez'faire liberals.

If critically appropriating the past is required for critically
belonging to any society and culture, then neither obedience to

"authority" nor emancipation from its claims nor the autonomous
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constitution of the new, are viable strategies for independent thinkers
today. What alternative strategy does Lonergan propose in the third
stage of cognitive meaning? Because cognitive development occurs

through specialization and differentiation, we need to recogrrize

the relatioe autonomy of common sense, theoretical inquiry, and
historical scholarship (Method in Theology, 94-95: Third Collectian,
46). Differentiated iearning, however, does not eliminate the human
need and desire for cognitive integration. Thus we still need philosophy

to integrate the specialized forms of modern knowledge and the
specialized accounts of reality they collectively offer Moreover, because

the unrestricted desires and norms of the human spirit cannot be

satisfied within the realm of proportionate being, we must also

recognize the intellectual and moral legitimacy of philosophical and
revealed theology.

To achieve credible epistemic and rnoral integxation without
imperial reduction, Lonergan stresses the importance of sublatinn
(Second Collection, 8L-84; Philosophical and Theological Papers, 358'
60). On his nuanced account, theology subloles philosophy as grace

szblales nature, fatth sublates reason and as divine love sz6lales the
classical virtues of intellect and character. Sublation preserves the
integrity and relative autonomy of what it sublates, while transcending
the limits and deficiencies ofwhat it effectively surpasses. Sublation is
an analogous relationsNp that operates throughout the whole of reality.
In the sphere of human existence, it enables Lonergan to balance the
legitimate claims of relative autonomy and functional interdependence,
intellectually, morally, and religiously.

A transitional crisis of legitimacy demands neither ratlical
autonomy nor ratlical liberation. These were the revolutionary modern
Btrategies that Lonergan openly critiqued. His proposed alternative is
to insist on personal and communal authenticity. Nthough these critical
forms of authenticity are distinct they cannot be separated (Colbction,
227 -31; Method inTheoloql, 30-87). For personal authenticity is always
the achievement of historically situated subjects; and communal
authenticity, to the extent it exists, is always the fruit of the creative
and critical achievements of the community's authentic members
and leaders. At both levels of existence, authenticity requires full and
continuous fidelityto the transcendental desires and precepts, a humble
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acknowledg'ment of personal and communal failings, and a critical
alertness to the seductive influence of bias and ideology. The human
path to authenticity aiso demands a constant readiness to withdraw
from inauthentic existence as it emerges within and around us.

A repeated error of modernity was to treat authority and liberty
as incompatible values. But if authority is defined as legitimate power
and legitimacy is conceived as self-transcending authenticity, then
the alleged incompatibility is false. For if divine authority creates and
respects human liberty, and commands an authenticity inseparable
from freedom, then legitimate human power must do the same.
When institutional authority is corrupted it tends to become despotic,
wanting to "have by one means what can only be had in some other
way."2s(Montesquieu was right when he identified the animating spirit
(espirit) of despotism as fear ofcoercive power.)30 But despotism in every
form is inauthentic, even whenit claims to be serving the highestvalues.
Although social institutions cannot flourish without effective authority,
their leaders are constantly tempted by despotism, by the suppression
of liberty in the name of established order or progress. In the modern
era, despotic practices, whether political, religious, or economic, are
nearly always defended by ideology. Although the critique ofideology is
necessary to "unm ask" these apologios for tyranny, the deeper need of
our time is to go beyond warranted critique to intellectual, moral, and
religious creativity and healing (Third Collection, 100-109).

3. Eudaimoniq Happinese, and Authenticity

For Lonergan a credible contemporary ethics must be concrete,

existential, dynamic and historically responsible. It will require a
transposition but not a rejection of Aquinas's moral theology. Thus
Lonergan preserves Thomas's insights into nature and grace, the
violent consequences of sin, the hierarchical pluralism and functional
complementarity of human goods, the centrality of the Yirtues, the
vertically structured ends human beings pursue. But where Aquinas

made beatitude dependent on the natural and supernatural virtues,
and the moderns made indiYidual and collective lzoppizess dependent

29 Pascal, Pe66es, #68.

30 Monteequieu, Spirit of the l&we,book 3, "Of the Principles of the Three Kinds of

Government.'
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on technological knowledge and power, Lonergan makes personal and
communal o.uthenticity dependent on comprehensive and sustained
self-transcendence (Philosophical and TheoLogical Papers, 3 13-31).

By epistemic self-transcendence, Lonergan refers to the personal
and communal achievement of objective knowledge about the factual
universe, social and cultural history, the lower blade norms and
precepts that govern particular fie1ds of human action and conduct.
It also refers to the practical wisdom, existential and collective, that
discerns the best course of action in the changing thicket of human
existence.

Objective knowledge of fact and value is necessary though not
sufficient for human authenticity. For while knowledge of the real
leads to knowiedge of the good, ethical inquiry remains incomplete
until its evaluative judgments are practically realized, not just here
and now, but over the course of a lifetime or the longer history of a
people and culture. Thus moral self-transcendence sublates its
epistemic counterpart, preserring the vital importance of cogrrition
while transcending its ethical limits.

Authenticity in ethics, however, is incompatible with blithe moral
optimism. As human beings, we live under the reig! ofbias, ideology,
and, sin (Insight, 714-16). We regularly ignore or deny experience,
truncate the scope of our inquiry reject unwelcome insights and
judgments, fail to do or avoid what our conscience commands, soothe
an uneasy conscience with placating rationalizations. These recurrent
lapses in authenticity create an objectiue surd, a tangled knot, for
individuals and communities (Insight, 254-57). Ow concrete moral
existence, therefore, is always a complex mixture of good and evil, of
achieved self-traascendence, and the defiant, thoughtless, or careless
refusal of its exigent normative demands.

Religious authenticity refuses to consent to the reign of sin,
however entrenched it may be. But this heroic unwillingness should
not be confused with a moral idealism that wills the good but overiooks
or ignores the serious obstacles blocking its attainment (Secozd
Coll*ction,221; Method in Theology, 38). A1l forme of authenticity are
based upon critical realism. We cannot do what is right or correct what
is broken or skewed, without knowing in detail what is real. Lonergan,s
comprehensive position, like that of Aquinas, rests on the principle
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of sublation. Although religious authenticity sublales epistemic and
moral self-transcendence, it continues to rely upon them in striving
to bring good out of evil and in accepting the fuil cost of this ongoing
redemptive effort.

4. Subjectiaity and Objectiuity in Ethice

Does the late modern turn to the situated subject undermine the
objectivity of ethics? Are the varieties of modern individualism
consistent with a normative conception of human subjectivity? Can
we develop a contemporary ethics that respects the erotic and exigent
dimensions of the human spirit? Lonergan gives affirmative answers
to all three of these questions, thus distinguishing his ethical position
from the leading ancient and modern accounts of morality.

Why does the philosophical turn to the ethical subject not end
in the loss of objectivity? Kant believed he could avoid this danger
by conceiving the moral subject as a noumenal ego, pure practical
reason (Second Collection, 70n2). Post-Kantian ethics openly rejected
Kant's moral atomism, resituating the moral agent in nature, society,

and culture. For Kant, these were heteronomous moral sources that
undermined the strict normativity of the moral law. But for Kant's
naturalistic and historicist critics, the loss of objectivity should be

taken in stride. The utilitarians believed that untutored natural
desires were the ontological basis ofethics. Romantic thinkers believed
that the passions ofthe heart took precedence over conventional moral
imperatives. The Marxists believed that the ruthless construction
of a classless society was not subject to moral constraint. Nietzsche
believed that the codes and ideals of Western morality had their
affective source in ressentiment. Moral relativists believed that the
limited validity of ethical judgments and norms was historically and

culturally conditioned. Emotivists believe that evaluative judgments

are disguised expressions of individual or group preferences.3l In the
post-Kantian era, it often seems that a belief in moral objectivity is

incompatible with the new anthropology.
Lonergan countered this skeptical assumption by deepening the

prevailing accounts of the situated subject. Against the utilitarians he

arguedthat the unrestricted desires for knowledge an dvalue arenatural

3 1 See Maclnt]'re, A,/X er Virtue, ct.apa. 2 and, 3
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to intentional subjects. Against romantic apologists, he argued that
the intentional responses of the heart both reveal and distort genuine
values. Against Marxist revolutionaries, he argued that profound social
injustice could only be remedied through sustained moral realism.
Against Nietzsche he argued for critically appropriating our moral
i.nheritance rather than radically subverting it. Against the relativists
he argued that true evaluative judgments have the same objectivity
as reasonable judgments of fact. Against the emotivist tradition, he
argued that individual or group satisfaction is an unconverted moral
criterion; for the morally converted subject what matters are the goods

that are realIy worthwhile.
By itself, the philosophical turn to the subject is morally

ambiguous. For intentional subjects and communities regularly fail to
achieve self-transcendence. They violate the transcendental precepts,
fail to honor the transcendental desires, repeatedly succumb to bias
and sin, resort to justifying ideology, and refuse the authentic demand
for repentance and reform. Whenever these failures occur, human
subjectivity precludes objectivity and the sceptical hand of the critics
is strengthened. For objectivity, correctly understood, is always the
intentional fruit of sustained self-transcendence (Method in Theology,
37,338).

In epistemic objectivity, we know what is real by affrrming what
is true. This principle of critical realism applies to both factual arrd
evaluative judgments. Moral objectivity sublates, goes beyond, epistemic
achievement. It emerges from practical inquiry and deliberative choice
whenever authentic subjects and communities actualize what is good,
correct and reform what is broken and flawed, and do all that they can
to bring good out of evil. In both personal and social ethics, Lonergan
wisely emphasizes both originating and terminal values (Methnd
in TheoLogy, 51-52): the authenticity of moral agents, the concrete
goods they are able to achieve, the sound interpersonal relations they
create and sustain by their concerted deliberation and action. Rather
than separating or opposing subjectivity and objectivity, Lonergan,s
critical realism makes all achieved objectivity the intentional fruit
of authentic existence. Objectivity is no more or less rare than the
personal or communal authenticity on which it depends (Phitosophical
and Theological Papers, 202, 339, 389).
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Inthe rhetoric ofenlightened modernity, the authentic individual is
set againstthe restrictive community as a critic orrebel. The underlying
fearis that communal belongingbreeds social conformity and cowardice;
it stifles personal uniqueness and strengthens institutional oppression.
In the first case, conventional society represses the individual's creative
desires; in the second, it makes him,/her complicit in serious social
injustice. But if the developing individual is invariably dependent on
community membership for education, protection and fellowship, how
can the dangers of constitutive belonging be responsibly balanced and
checked?

Lonergan achieves this difficult balance by conceiving of the
intlividual holistically: as a symbolic animal, rooted in nature, situated
in history, reciprocally dependent on others in an evolving network
of human relationships. This dynamic pattern of interdependence is
both a boon and a burden; while it is essential to personal grot'th and
development, it also inevitably implicates us in the cultural biases of
our time and place. How can the intentional subject achieve critical
belonging within the complex web of deeply flawed communities?32

In the first place, the modern web of community is not homogenous.
The beliefs and convictions transmitted by parents, friends, teachers,
colleagues, artists, statesmen, and persons of faith frequently clash
with each other and with the dominant cultural biases. Moreover,
modern liberal societies are profoundly self-critical. They regularly
submit their own assumptions and achievements to the test ofinternal
consistency, while providing ample cultural resources for external
critique as we1l. In the third stage of meaning, these resources include
the empirical sciences, natural and human, critical historiography
and hermeneutics, philosophical self-appropriation, the transcendent
insights of religion and theology.

In late modernity, the principal cultural challengeis less uniformity
than pluralism: competing and confusing accounts of knowledge,
reality, goodness, and the divine. And the chief cultural danger is not
pluralism per se, but ideology, the persuasive appeal of the relevant
counter-positions. Rationalizing ideologies, however, are not immune
from effective critique and reversal. To advance that dialectical goal,

32 See Insight, 242-44;Third Collection, 176-182 and 209-15; Method in Theology, 249-

50,358,366.
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Lonergan critically appropriates the old and the new, stresses the
importance of conversion, reveals the ratlical implications of the
transcendental desires and precepts, and emphasizes the redemptive
power of grace. None of these dialectical strategies can guarantee the
authenticity of either the individual or the community. But to demand
guarantees is to misunderstand the truth ofthe human condition and
the moral tensions inseparable from human responsibility and freedom.

5, AuthenticitXt and the Problcm of Eail

The Christian message and mission have been radically challenged
by the critical spirit of modernity. At the heart of this challenge is
the problem of evil, physical and moral (Insight, chap.20). Physical
evil seems inconsistent with the comprehensive goodness of divine
creation. Moral evil appears to mock the Christian message of divine
love and providence. How can an omniscient and omnipotent God
permit so much suffering, iqjustice, and violence? How can a church
ostensibly dedicated to Christ remain credible when it authorizes
violence, condoneg injustice, and calmly accepts the suffering of the
morally innocent.s3

Susan Neiman has argued persuasively that Lisbon and Auschwitz
are the defining moments in this powerful moral critique.3a The Lisbon
earthquake of 1755, like other grave natural catastrophes, raised
profound doubts about God's benevolent presence ilrthe natural order.
The exterminatj.on camp at Auschwitz became the historical symbol of
the Shoah, the systematic slaughter of millions in the name ofideology
and racial purity.

Neither religious nor secular institutions and causes fared well
in the twentieth century In the European crisis between the wars, the
moral authority of the church was seriously compromised.ss But the
secular rivals of Christianity, on both the right and the left, fared even
worse. The systemic terror authorized by Hitler and Stalin made the

33 Dogtoievaki captureB the eBBential spirit of this criticish in t}le unforgettable
cotrvelsatioE between IvaD ald Alexei Karamazov Ivan encapsulates his [loral critique
ofohristianity in the legend of"The Grand InquiEitor."

34 Susan Neiman, Evil in Modern Thruaht, "Earthq$ke6: Why Lisbon? Mass
Murdere: Why Auechwitz?' (PrilcetoD, NJr PrincetoD Uaive8ity Pre6s, 2002).

35 See John Corowell, Hitter's Pr,pe (Neq Yo!k: Vikitrg, lggg) arLd GanX Vtills' Pap@l
Sin (NewYork: Doubleday, 2001), and Ignazio Silone'a essay in ?l.e God That Failed.
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scandalous sins ofthe church appear modest in comparison. Explicitly
utopian movements to create heaven on earth produced the very
opposite ofwhat they had promised. But the critique of terror and the
false hopes that justified it is clearly not enough to restore the lost
credibility of the church. What more needs to be done?

Authenticity requires confronting the problem ofevil, particularly
the unprecedented evils of the last two centuries. While the Catholic
Church often allied itself with the Ancbn Regime, its enlightened
opponents hoped that abolishing the feudal order would lead to
irreversible historical progress. The "progress' that actually resulted,
however, was deeply ambiguous. During the historic upheaval in
France, the Jacobins resorted to terror and the great revolution ended
in despotism. Although industrial capitalism dramatically expanded
human wealth, it also intensified social injustice and class hostility.
The liberal democracies, driven by racism, greed, and nationalist fervor
extended their imperial power and violence into Asia and Africa. Even
the remarkable scientific and technological discoveries proved a double-
edged sword, accelerating both the preservation and destruction oflife.
The globai depression of the nineteen thirties revealed the profound
instability ofthe world economy. Two world wars devastated the earth,
leveled great cities in Europe and Asia, cost innumerable lives, both
military and civilian, and demoralized the apostles of progress. After
Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Treblinka, and the Gulag, the age of modern
innocence was finally ovet

How did Lonergarr respond to this terrible sequence of events?
He continued to affirm the importance ofhuman liberty and historical
responsibility (Insight, 7 70-15). But the gift of created liberty can
obviously be used for good and evil; and when it is exercised collectively,
the scope of its ambiguous power and influence radically expands. We

moderns have far more collective power than our predecessors and
consequently much greater responsibility for the state of the world.
Illegitimate power, however, is invariably despotic and destructive.
And as we have noted, the philosophical boosters of science/t€chnology

celebrated the expansion of po\ryer, but diminished the importance of
virtue while priding themselves on their progressive benevolence. They
trusted that liberation from the errors and sins of the past would be

sufficient for a glorious future.
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This complacent trust, as we now know and as they should have
known, was extremely naive. For egoistic, group, and general bias did
not tlisappear with feudalism and Latin Christendom, nor did the
human capacity for sin and self-deception. If anything, the ideological
movements of modernity are considerably more dangerous than the
Anci,en Regime because of the vast expansion of technical power they
command.

Confronted with this history Lonergan believed that the only
responsible historical strategy was to legitimate the reality of power.

But that requires authenticity, self-transcendence, and conversion on
the part of the individual, the community, and its institutional and
cultural leadership. It also requires distinctively religious virtues:
humility, repentance, and self-sacrificing 1ove.36 Sinful anogance
and pride were pervasive it t}:e Anci.en Regime, but they have been
equally present in their capitalist, nationalist, Marxist, and liberal
replacements. The defensive posture of the church, after Trent, stifled
its own willingness to repent, to engage openly and honestly with its
critics, to rectify its sinful omissions and conduct, and to join, without
pride or illusion, in collectively responding to the reality of evil.

To be effective and credible, Lonergan insists such a collective
response will require creativity and healing: the free creation, with the
help of God's grace, ofthe true human good, personal, institutional, and
cultural; the belated healing, with the help of God's mercy, ofthe rei.gn
ofevil, beginning with our own sins and their destructive consequences
and then proceeding, as best we can, to heal the destructive effects of
sin in the human communities to which we belong (Third Coll.ection,
100-108). Even with divine assistance and support, this will be a
fallible, uneven and uncertain process, fraught with error, failure,
and inauthenticity. In stark contrast to the Promethean illusions of
modernity, it will require humility not hubris, hope not defiance,
forgiveness not righteous indignation. Paradoxically, the greatest need
of late modernity is to recover the true Christian message and the
redemptive mission Christ gave to his church.

36 St"ph"o Spendels tlstimony n The God That Failed iB particulally striking:
"Power iB only Baved fioln corruptioD ifit is humanized Eith humility. Without humility,
power i8 turned to persecution8, executions aDd public lies."
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APPRAISAL

1) The upper and lower blade of ethics (Method in Theology, 293):
In his philosophy and theology, Lonergan is a "both-and" thinker. He
strategically avoids the polarizing "either-or's" except in his critique
of ideology and the counter-positions. In ethics, his normative realism
emphasizes the concreteness of the human good at the level of both
originating arrd termina.l values. He explicitly refuses, in fact, to appraise
ethical actions and consequences apart from the ethical agents who
choose and enact them (Second. Collectloz, 82-83). The authenticity ofthe
agent is the explanatory cause of the goodness of the action. But this
claim should not be misread, for the moral subject's objective knowledge
of fact and value is a necessary condition of all authenticity.

Lonergan identifies three complementary levels of moral
cogrrition: the upper blade of ethics, the lower blade of ethics, and the
practical wisdom that is needed to integrate them. The upper blade
corresponds to what we have called "moral ontology and anthropology."
It refers to the transcendental and transcendent dimensions of
moral agency: the unrestricted desires for knowledge and value; the
unrestricted transcendental precepts and norms; the normative
pattern of operations that complies with these precepts and responds

to these foundational desires. It can also refer to the gift of God's love
and revelation that frames the religious horizon within which the
moral reflection ofbelievers occurs. Though the upper blade ofethics is
universal and invariant, it is also concrete. The upper blade is not a set

of propositions and abstract principles, but a set of immanent interior
realities constitutive of the subject's being and agency. The universal
moral determinants (nature, bias, sin, and grace) shape the existential
horizon of the subject's moral deliberation and choice.

Within that orienting heuristic horizon concrete questions and

problems emerge, directing the subject's attention to the lower rather
than the upper blade. The ethical focus properly shifts from the

universal and invariant to the particular and variable. What are the

concrete goods to be actualized and the concrete evils to be avoided in
this place, at this time, in this set of circumstances? And what factual

knowledge and commonsense insights are needed to inform andjustify
our practical answers to these questions?

Depending on the scope and complexity ofthe moral situation, the
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responsible individual and community must draw upon the empirical
ssiences, natural and human, a deep knowledge ofthe relevant history
and culture, a dialectical analysis of existing social institutions and
practices, as well as the commonsense testimony and judgments of
actual men and women on the scene.3? Although every moral tradition
circumscribes the range of legitimate ethical choices (it is easier to
specify in advance what ought not to be done), no set of rules or recipes
can determine a priori the best thing to do or say here and now (Secozd

C ollection , 83) .

That creative determination is the province of practical wisdom
(Aristotle's phronesis, Aquinas's prudentia). The practically wise
person or community is responsible for integrating the two blades of
ethics. The dynamic normativity of the upper blade combines with
the factual specificity of the lower blade in a self-correcting process

of inquiry and action. While authentic agents and policies transform
concrete situations for the better, their inauthentic rivals have the
opposite effect. But human beings can learn from their failures, can
acknowledge and remedy their mistakes. To do this, however, they
must avoid the ethical traps of ideology, denial, and rationalization,
the sources of irreversible decline. While the critique of ideology, by
itself, cannot undo the process ofdecline, it is the necessary first step in
tlismantling the objective szrd ond creating the conditions for effective
reform.

How should we appraise Lonergan's contributions to ethics? His
work is extremeiy important but self-consciously incomplete.ss a.)
His insights into the upper blade of ethics are deep and enduring. b.)
He effectively grasped the functional complementarity of objective
knowing and authentic living. c.) He affirmed the strategic importance
of intellectual, moral, and religious conversions for resolving ethical
disagreements and conflicts. d.)As a critical methodologist,he recognized
the power and limits of transcendental method in ethics. Lonergan,s
transcendental method is clearly not an imperialist instrument. While
creating a heuristic framework for creative collaboration, he stressed

3? See Michael McCarthy, 'Practical Wi6dom, Social Justice and the Global Society,,
forthcoming in the Zo nergan Vlorhshop Jourrwl .

38 Thie incompleteness, of courae, reflects the recognized complementarity between
philosophy arld the other realms ofcogDitive meaning. In this respect, LoDergalr's ethics
closely resembles his metaphysicB.
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the crucial importance of the specialized and differentiated knowledge
provided by the lovrer blade. e.) Lonergan correctly insists on the need
to integrate the upper and lower blades of ethics in generating wise
and effective solutions to our personal and public problems. In both
metaphysics and ethics, the upper blade provided by philoeophy and
theology can only take you so far Without a robust and flexible lower
blade, the ethical scissors simply cant cut.

Thus Lonergan has provided a dialectical and critical fiamework
for confronting the central dilemmas of Christian ethics today:3e These
dilemmas include: war and peace in an age of nuclear weapons,
asymmetric warfare, and ideologically driven reliance on terror;
economic, social, and political justice in an interconnected global
community, with special emphasis on the needs of the poor and the
l,ulnerable; the profound implications, especially for the Catholic
Church, of fully respectingthe equality and dignity ofwomen; developing
a credible sexual ethics that draws deeply on the practical experience
and insights of women and men at all stages of human development;
articulating the power, limits, and moral constraints on technological
development, especially in the fields of biology and medicine, ecology,
energy, economics,and the environment ( developing a framework of
normative principles and practical policies for responsibly protecting
the natural world).

As Lonergan freely acknowledges, devising authentic responses
to these moral dilemmas rs beyond the competence of the most gifted
methodologist. Our most urgent and persistent ethical need is for
creative collaboration in cognition, deliberation, and action by women
and men of goodwill (Insight, 7 ; Method in Theology , 36L-66) .

How is Lonergan's ethics of authenticity related to the important
tradition ofvirtue ethics? In his post-Insight wiling, Lonergan clearly
shifted from a faculty psychology ofthe soul to the intentional analysis
ofthe subject. Although he no longer based his philosophy and theology
on metaphysical terms and relations, he sought lo transpose tather

39 See Basil Mitchell, ?re O$ord. Eistory of Chri|tianit!, chap. 18, "The ChriBtian
Conscience" (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992).

VIRTUES AND VALI,IES
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than reject the enduring insights ofAristotle, Augustine, and Aquinas
(Philosophical and Theological Papers, 410, 426-31).

Within the Thomist fiadfiion, the virtues are treated as

metaphysical habits that perfect the powers and operations ofthe soul.
This metaphysical analysis applies to both natural and supernatural
virtues. The natural virtues are acquired by education and training;the
supernatural virtues are direct gifts ofGod to the soul. One ofthe great
meits of Thomism is the diversity of virtues it recognizes: the moral
virtues,like courage and self-control, that perfect human Bensibility;the
intellectual virtues, like theoretical and practical wisdom, that perfect
the mind; the associative virtues like justice, friendship, marital and
familial love, that strengthen and support interpersonal relationships;
the divine gifts of faith, hope and carifos (agape) that enable humans
to share in the interior life of God.

When Lonergan turns from the soul to the subject, when he

elevates authenticity to the supreme human good, does he flatten
the landscape of moral appraisal by reducing all the virtues to one?40

I don't believe that he does, but I recognize that he fails to answer
this challenge explicitly. On my reading of Lonergan, authenticity
is a transcendental virtue and inauthenticity a transcendental vice.
Both are moral attributes of the subject measured by transcendental
standards that constitute the upper blade of ethics. It is fidelity to the
transcendental principles that constitutes the subject as authentic and
infdelity to these principles that does the reverse. In reali.ty, the most
genuine subjects struggle to become more authentic by acknowiedging
and striving to withdraw from their own inauthenticity and that ofthe
communities to which they belong.

While Lonergan's transcendental analysis is sound and important,
it is also incomplete. Just as the upper and lower blades of ethics are
complementary so are the transceodental and categorial virtues.al
By the categorial virtues, I refer to the normative dispositions of
intentional subjects that enable them to feel, think, judge, deliberate,
decide, act, suffer, and interact with others responsibly. These virtues

40 Irie Murdoch, fhe Soaereignty ofGood.,51-58.
41For Lonergan'e distiDction between tranBcendeEtal and categorial source8 of

meaning see Method of Theology, 11, 20, 73-74. I have transferred this importa[t
distinction into the sphere of the human virtues.
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of the lower blade are directed to the concrete circumstances and
situations of ordinary life. They include the virtues of self-restraint,
tact, patience, generosity, compassion, impartiality, kindness, courage,
flexibility, honesty, forgiveness, fidelity, wit, Bensitivity, endurance,
fairness, and practical wisdom, among countless others.

These are virtues of the subject rather than the soul that
are acquired and exercised in the course of the subject's protracted
development. They complement rather than rival the transcendental
virtue ofauthenticity by revealing what authenticity concretely requires
in the plentitude of human existence. By acknowledging these virtues
and their correlative vices we profountlly enrich our understanding
of the polymorphic subject and substantially increase and refine our
evaluative vocabulary This is a truth the great poets and novelists
have always understood, and it helps to explain why the careful study
of literature is such an important part ofour moral education.

A1l the humal virtues, transcendental, categorical, and
supernatural, are both originating and terminal values. As originating
values they are concrete soLrces ofthe human good. As terminal values
they are among the legitimate goods education and culture should
seek to promote. Although the supernatural virtues are divine gifts not
human achievements, a sustained and effective moral education can
create the interior conditions for their fruitfuI reception.

Lonergan's comprehensive commitment to objective values
includes everything in existence that is reaily worthwhile. My basic
argument in this critical appraisal is that the categorial virtues should
be explicitly included among the values Lonergan prizes.

ILLEGITIMATE POWER

Lonergan gradually extends the ethics of authenticity from persons

to historical communities (Collection, 227-28; Method in ?heology,
80). Drawing on his intentionality analysis he distinguishes four
complementary levels ofhuman association. An intentional community
is based on a common field of experience, a common set of ideas and
beliefs, a shared commitment to common values and practices. This
structural analysis helps to explain why particular communities
flourish and decline. Without a common field of experience, their

267
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members become disconnected; without common ideas and beliefs they
repeatedly misinterpret the world and each other; without common
values, they act at cross-purpose8 and lose truEt in each other's good

faith.
Intergenerational cooperation binds a community together Each

community's operative level of power is generated by drawing on both
past achievement and existing knowledge, virtue, skill, and leadership
(Third Collection, 5-7). While collective power is clearly preferable to
impotence (since the world's work needs to be done), the creation and
exercise of power are always moraLly ambiguous. Whenever human
beings cooperate they generate power; whenever power is actually
used it changes the world for good or ii1. The moral appraisal ofpower
concerns t}re reasons why humans cooperate, the ends they pursue in
concert, and the effecrs oftheir concerted activity on both the historical
and natural world and on the bonds of their community itself

To be specific, both iove and fear can be sources of cooperation;
both peace and war can begools ofcooperative activity;both prosperity
and depression can result from economic planning; both loyalty and
bitterness can emerge from concerted action.

For Lonergan, when the power of a community is generated and
exercised authentically, it is legitimate, warranting our mutual respect
and support. Inauthentic power, by contrast, is illegitimate, warranting
critique, pubiic dissent and, when necessary, concerted resistance.
All communities exercise power through their social institutions, the
differentiated schemes of cooperation in which their members assume
different roles, perform different tasks, exercise different skills and
virtues, make their distinctive contributions to the terminal values
they comrnonly seek. The North Atlantic world today contains an
extraordinary array of such institutional arrangements: governnents,
corporations, small businesses, political parties, labor unions, colleges
and universities, churches, the vast number of voluntary associations
constituting civil society. The more comprehensive the aims of an
institution, the more it depends on a shared institutiotral culture for
successful performance arrd outcomes.

Those who exercise leadership within institutions concretely direct
their employment ofpower.They are granted authority, the institutional
right to issue commands and directives, which their colleagues are
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42 In the evaluation of human culturee and institutiou8, comparative apprai8als are
particularly important. Since all human societies are flawed in sighificant way8, it'B
essential to distinguish the varying gravity oftheir failings and weaknesseg.

43 In thie reepect, Catholic Chd8tiaoity lags far behind the best practices ofthe liberal
democracies.

expected to obey. Just as the creation and exercise of power can be
morally appraiBed so can institutional leadership. Leaders can possess
procedural legitimacy, while their substantive decisions and actions
are clearly unjust. Conversely, institutions may be structurally flawed,
while their leaders try vainly to do what is right.

Most social institutions,like most individuals, are a complexmixture
ofthe authentic and the inauthentic. There are extreme cases, ofcourse,
totalitariaa regimes, terrorist gxoups, criminal syndicates, associations
unitedbyhatred andviolence. They elicit no genuine loyalty;they deserve
no voluntary obedience. But becauge there are no perfect institutions, it
is very important that our comparative appraisals of actually existing
ones be historically informed, factually nuanced and critically free
of utopian illusions. Communities, cultures, institutions, and leaders
are invariably compromised by bias, misconduct, ideolory, and sin. In
morally appraising these complex originating values, we need carefully
to distinguish their merits and limitations and rigorously to avoid
any leveling moral equivalence.a'z The critique of ideology is especially
important in social ethics, for while illegitimate conduct is troubling,
its systematic justification is dangerous. For this reason, institutional
transparency, the personal accountability of those in authority, secure
individual rights and public forums for discussion, critique and dissent
are among the distinguishing marks of a free society.{3

What corrective measures should be taken against illegitimate
power? To answer this question, we need to rely on the upper and
lower blades of ethics, the transcendental and categorial virtues and
the exercise ofpractical wisdom. We need first to determine the nature,
Bources, and gravity of what we judge to be wrong. Then we need to
articulate our analysis and appraisal persuasively both within and
outside the relevant community. Finally we need to decide, after candid
and careful discussion, what concrete remedies would be most effective
in correcting the wrongs and healing the harms we oppose.

A broad spectrum of prudential remedies exists, stretching from
tacit dissent and non-compliance to civil disobedience, armed resistance
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and open rebellion. Like Aquinas, Lonergan does not offer a formula
for correcting collective iqjustice, relying instead on the situation-
specific judgments of practical wisdom. While this epistemic sobriety
is contextually justified, the responsible citizen (employee, religious
believer) remains unclear and uncertain just where Lonergan stands
on the categorial norms of legitimacy for democratic governments,
economic corporations and businesses, and especially religious
communities like the Catholic Church. What their mature members
really want to know is not whether these institutions are legitimate or
ill.egititnate, tout court, but precisely when, how and why they abuse

their power, with what harmful consequences, and what concretely
should be done to restore their legitimacy and effective authority.s

REDEEMING THE WORLD: SOBRIETY AND HOPE

Lonerganplaced the process ofconversion at the center ofhis phiiosophy

and theology: the intellectual conversion from the world of immediacy to
the unrestricted universe ofbeing;the moral conversion from individual
and group satisfaction to the unrestricted universe of value; religious
conversion from love ofoneselfand one's own to the whole hearted love
of God and neighbor. Christian conversion, in particular, reveals the
mysterious depth of the law of love: that the triune God who created
the universe responded to human bias, violence, and sin by sending the
divine word into the world to restore its cormpted integrity. The core

Christian mysteries, the Incarnation' the Redemption, and the Descent

of the spirit, reveal the power, depth, and scope of God's love. Christ
founded the church to proclaim the gospel of agape to every nation and
people and to carry forward his work ofredemption.

Because the three forms of conversion are complementary, they
shape the intentional horizon of Christian moral reflection. They also
help Christians to avoid the reduction or narrowing of the church's
message and mission. Catholic Christianity, especially, should resist
such truncation for catholic (katholoa ) means comprehensive, inclusive,

44 See Michael McCarthy, "The LosB of Effective Authority: A Cri8i8 Of Ttust and
Credibility,' a Iecture delivered at Boston College in May 2005 as part of the series on

'The Church in the Twenty-First Century"
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45 See Charlee Taylor, A Catholic Modernity?" in A Cotholic Moderzily? (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1999), 14. 'I want to take the original world, hatholou \o two
related senses, comprisiEg universality and wholeneea.'

all embracing.as The virtue of Catholicity is essentially a virtue of
wholeness. If the church was founded for the task of cornprehensive
redemption, then its mission extends to the vr'hole ofcreation.

From the beginning, Christians have struggled to understand the
full scope of their mission. That struggle continues unabated today.
Did Christ come only to "save the souls" of the faithful or to redeem
all that God originally created? The Incarnational. tradition to which
Lonergan belongs views redemption in holistic terms. That explains
Lonergan's dual emphasis on the personal and historical responsibility
of Christians. It also explains his affirmation of transcendent and
immanent values, his explicit commitment to the goodness of time and
eternity. As a critical Christian, Lonergan distinguishes the gootlness
ofnature from the violence of sin and the redemptive power of grace.
His moral theology, like that ofAquinas, treats sin as derivative and
secondary as a deviation from created nature and a recurrent occasion
for grace.

This ontological stance enables Lonergan to avoid two polarizing
counter-positions: the "Christian" rejection of the world as beyond
hope of redemption; the secular rejection of divine transcendence as a
barrier to worldly allegiance. For Lonergan, these are false and divisive
choices, for it is the wholehearted love ofGod that leads directly to love
ofneighbor and love ofneighbor that generously embraces the work of
redeeming the world.

How should the historical responsibility of Christians be
understood? First, this is a collaborative responsibility shared with
them by God. Theirs is a divine calling in imitation of Christ and
supported by the Holy Spirit. Second, they are commanded to use all of
their talents, alfective, intellectual, moral, and religiou8 to create what
is good and to heal what is sinful and broken. Third, they are required
to be consistently authentic in their redemptive activity, obeying the
transcendental precepts, refusing to do evil in the hope ofrestoring the
good. Finally, they have the memory of Christ's heroic charity to teach
them the high price of redemption in a sinful and broken world.

From the Enlightenment onward, modernity has also embraced
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the challenge of historical responsibility. Tragically, this laudable
project was undertaken with serious illusions: that radical liberation
from the past would ensure prosperity and peace; that a proletarian
revolution would lead to a classless society; that the cult of the nation
would redress historic injustices; that the power of technology could
create a new heaven on earth. AfterVerdun, Auschvritz, the Gulag, and
Hiroshima, it was fina1ly clear that the gods of exclusive humanism
had failed, that the era of secular innocence was over.a6

But the critique of ideology is only the first step in meeting the
challenge of our time. While legitimate critique tliscredits the utopian
illusions of the past, it leaves the systemic injustices of the present
in place. To correct these injustices, three things are particularly
needed: a cornparative tlialectical analysis of the merits and failings
of contemporary institutions and cultures; authentic discernment,
based on integxating the two blades of ethics, of how best to remedy
the gravest existing injustices, locally, nationally, and globally; and
generous cooperation across religious and sectarian lines in redeeming
and transforming the world.a?

To be wise and effective, these cooperative ventures will require the
virtues of sobriety and hope. Sobriety recognizes that divine creation
and grace have not eliminated bias, ideology, and sin. It also recognizes
that without moral and religious conversion the demoralizing clash of
individual and group egoisms will continue to obstruct every serious
effort at reform. Sobriety brings an indispensible realism to the work
of redemption. It fosters honesty, humility, fralkness, the shedding of
moral illusions.

By itself, however, sobriety often leads to peseimism,
disillusionment, resignation, the acceptance of systemic iqjustice as

"the way ofthe world." Christian hope combines the realism of sobriety
with the quiet confidence that we are doing God's work, that Godjoins
us in this redemptive effort, and that wisdom, courage, endurance, and
patience are needed to bring good out of evil.

46 While communiem is 'the god that failed" iE the famous volume of that title, it i6
actually only one among the many gods ofexclusive humanism

47 See Method in Theolog!, chap.15, 'Communications," ill which lotrergan proposes

a method of integrated studie8'for coordinating theoloEy with historical scholarl8hip

aod scientific human studies. See also McCarthy, "Practical Wisdom, Social Justice, and

the Global Society.'
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INTRODUCTION

Jors nocons coMMoNS (1862-1945) was one ofthree important early
twentieth- century economists identified with what is called American
Institutional Economics. The others were Thorstein Bunde Veblen
and Wesley Clair Mitchell. Commons was also the most prominent
American labor economist prior to World War II. He became a member
of the faculty of the University of Wisconsin in Madison in 1904 and
remained in Madison until 1934. He was the major figure in what
became known as The Wisconsin School. At Wisconsin, Commons
worked closely with Governor Robert LaFolette and the Progressive
movement, and many ofhis colleagues and students played major roles
in Franl<lin D. Roosevelt's New Deal. His influence in American labor
economics was eclipsed after World War II by a resurgent neoclassical
labor economics that gradually relegated Commons's institutional
orientation to the periphery of economic discourse. A common opinion
among contemporary economists is that the work of institutional
economists in the Commons tradition was largely descriptive and
lacking theoretical content. Commons, however, presented his major
text Institutional Economicsl as a work of economic theory This paper
presents a description ofthe theoretical core of.ansritutional Economics
and an evaluation ofit from the perspective ofits potential usefulness

1 John R. Commons,ln Etitutional Eco\omics (Pi6cataway, NJt TYansaction Publishers,
1990; original publiBher MacMillan, 1934).
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in the teaching of modern labor economics. Part I below describes
the theoretical perspective of neoclassical economic theory in order
to clarifu the institutional perspective by contrast. Part II describes
Commons's alternative perspective. Part III presents the conclusions
derived from this comparison ofthe two alternative perspectives.

THE NEOCI-ASSICAL PERSPECTTW

In neoclassical economics the economy is described as a system
of interdependent factor and product markets. Labor economists
focus attention on the subsystem of interdependent competitive labor
markets embedded in the competitive market system that describes
the economic system as a whole. In neoclassical labor market theory
both the equilibrium wage or price of a unit of labor service, and
the equilibrium level of empioyment of units of labor service, are

determined by the equation of the supply of and demand for labor
services under competitive conditions. The behavior of the suppliers
and demanders oflabor is explained by their desire to maximize their
subjective utility or satisfactions. The objective of maximizing profit
often used to explain employer behavior is simply a proxy for the
utility maximizing objective of employers. The labor supply function
or curve relating all possible wage rates and the total quantity oflabor
supplied at each wage rate in the market is arrived at by summing
the supply functions of all individuals who offer labor for hire. In the
simplest case each individual's utility is a function of hours of leisure
and income. The income is used to gain utility by the consumption of
market-supplied goods. In order to maximize utility each individual
selects the combination of market goods and leisure that is best for him
in the light of restrictions imposed on him by the going market wage

or price at which he can sell his time as labor services, and the total
number ofhours of time available to divide between supplying labor to
acquire income, and consurning leisure.

The market labor demand function relating all possible wage rates
and the aggregate quantity oflabor demanded is the sum ofthe labor
demand functions of ail employers that demand labor in the market.
In the simplest case the labor demand function for each employer is

determined as follows. Each firm has what economists call a production
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function. This sums up a1l the known technological information, that
is all the engineering information, about how productive inputs can be

converted into output. It is one piece of the total information needed
by the firm management in order to choose both the profit maximizing
level of production and the profit maximizing method of producing
that level of production. The firm owner or manager combines the
technological information contained in the production function with
pecuniary information about the market prices of all inputs, including
labor services. This combination of technological and pecuniary
information answers the question of the best way of producing all
possible levels of output. The firm manager then obtains information
about the going market price for frrm output, and in the light of this
price selects the level of output that will maximize firm profit. This
determines simultaneously the proflt maximizing level of emplo;rment
offered by the frrm. At this level of emplol"rnent the value added to
firm output by the last unit of labor services employed will be equal
to the wage rate paid per unit of labor service in a competitive labor
market. This static abstract idealized picture of competitive labor
market equilibrium is obviously highly simplified, and there is a rich
literature in economic theory considering all sorts ofqualifications and
extensions of this basic model. Nevertheless, it is the basic building
block in the structure of contemporary micro economic theory

The theoretical prism provided by the theory of competitive labor
markets embedded in a system of interdependent competitive factor
and product markets has well recognized strengths. The most important
of these is that it provides a way of understanding those economic
phenomena that are the focus of study in labor economics. These are
the observed levels and structures of wages and employment and the
observed changes in these levels and structures that take place over
time. Empirical investigation has revealed repeatedly that observed
wages and emplo)'rnent levels and structures resemble in a substantial
way what the economist expects to find in the economic world on the
basis of the theory of competitive labor markets. Thus the theory is
a useful way to understand the world of economic production and
distribution, an understanding of which is clearly a primary objective
of economic theorizing. Most labor economists believe that the theory
of a system of interdependent markets provides more understanding
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and insight into phenomena of primary interest to economist8 than
any available alternative body of theory. It thus accomplishes a
fundamental task of any body of economic theory

The theory of competition also has an important normative
property. Under certain rigorous assumptions, described in the
theory of perfect competition, it can be demonstrated theoretically
that a cornpetitive economic system produces an optimal solution
to the fundamental economic problem of allocation. Competition
allocates an economy's scarce resources most efficiently, and effrcient
allocation has been a major focus for economists following the path
breaking theoretical work of Stanley Jevons in England, Leon Walras
in Switzerland, and Carl Menger in Austria in the third quarter of
the nineteenth century. Allocation in a competitive economy is efflcient
in the sense that, given the initial distribution of ownership of the
societ;/s scarce productive resources, no individual economic actor's
subjective economic welfare can be improved without a negative impact
on the subjective welfare of another economic actor. This leads to the
proposition that any imperfection in the system of competition that
can be eliminated will likely lead to improved welfare in the aggregate
by increasing the subjective utility of some person or persons without
decreasing the subjective utility of anyone eIse. In effect, the removing
of a market imperfection will provide some person or persons with a
cost-free lunch or cost-fuee lunches.This conclusion about the normative
social desirability of a competitive system provides a powerful a priori
argument in favor offree competitive markets.

There are other related practical properties of competitive
theory. It provides a method for predicting the likely effects of policy
actions that impinge upon the labor market. The theory can be useful,
for example, in predicting the likely effects of changes in laws and
regulations affecting the labor market. Consider an historical example.

In 1973 the United States Congress enacted the Age Discrimination
in Employment Acl abolishing mandatory retirement at age 65.

Competitive theory provides a framework for thinking systematically
about the likely effects of such a change in the law on such things as

the labor supply, employment, and earnings of older Americans. In a
similar vein, if some workers have lower earnings than are regarded
as socially desirabie the theory of labor demand provides insights
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into what might be done to raise their earning levels. The theory also
provides insight into what might be done to improve the efficiency of
particular economic operations. Such real advantages of the theory of
competitive markete should not be lost sight ofor minimized.

THE ECONOMICS OF JOHN COMMONS

Commons's mature theoretical work is contained most completely in
his Institutional Economics, although his core ideas are also found in
The l*gal ?oundations of Capitalism,2 his autobiography Mysef,3 and
in The Econornics of Colbctiue Action.a The relevance ofhis theoretical
work to the labor market is the focus of this paper, but it should be
kept in mind that his ideas have much wider application. The place
to begin is with an explanation of what he meant by institutions and
to describe the insight that gave birth to his focus on institutions. He
called institutions "collective action exercised in control, liberation,
and expansion of individua-l action.'s He had learned the printing trade
at thirteen years of age in a shop owned by his father, and later when
a student at Oberlin in his early twenties, he took a job as L printer at
the Cleueland Herald and joined Local 53 of the Typographical Union.
It was there he discovered the meaning and significance of collective
action. He learned that his "only rights and liberties in typesetting
were administered by that little society of printers."6 In his economics
he extended the concept of an institution to organizations of all types
and coined the term "going concern'to describe the form taken by
organized collective action, and he used the term ocustom" to describe
collective action that was unorganized. He described a going concern
as any group that controlled individual action and applied the term
to families, unions, informal groups, corporations, trade associations,
business organizations, the Federal Reserve System, the state, and
even the aggre9ate economy. He observed that as individuals enter

2 John R. Commone, Zegal Found,ations of Capitolism (New York: MacMillan, 1924).
3 John R. Commons, Mraef(New York: MacMillan, 1934).
4John R. Commone, The Economics of Collective Acrior, (MadisoD: Univergity of

Wisconsin Pre6s, 1970, first published in 1950).
5 John R. Common6, "lnstitutional Ecotomics," American Economic Reuieu (December

1931):648.
6 Qoamooa, The Econotuics of Collectiue Action,25-27.
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into the activity of going concerns they alter their habits as they fit
themselves into the pattern of group activity.?

Commons claimed that orthodox economics had neglected
collective action, and he attributed this to the influence ofAdam Smith
and John Locke. They had established modern economics on nature's
abundance and harmony rather than on scarcity and conflict. He

believed that if Smith had considered scarcity and conflict his attention
would have been called to the social need to establish harmony through
institutional constraints. Commons wrote that Smith had failed to see

that the mutuality he observed among men was the historic product

of collective action that had created that mutuality out of conflict of
interest. Commons had studied the origins of the common law and
discovered that it was not Smith's invisible hand that was the source of
social harmony but the visible hand ofcommonlaw courts that had taken
over customs and enforced them. Smith had substituted psychological
propensities for customs and institutions. He replaced collective action
with the propensityto truck and barter, the instinct of sympathy, and the
sense of propriety. And his focus on these psychological propensities led
him to place economics within a framework of individualism in which
conflict of interest among men was absent. Commons found nothing in
Smith about the need for negotiations to establish enforceable rights
and duties in transactions where conflict is present, and Commons

obsewed that this deficiency was even more pronounced in the work of
Jeremy Bentham and the orthodox economists of the late nineteenth
century. In David Hume's writings, prior to the publication of Smith's
Wealth of Nations, Hume had called attention to the fact of scarcity
in the physical world and the consequent need to find ways to resolve
the conflicts of interest arising from that scarcity. Commons also

learned that following Smith in the early nineteenth century Robert
Malthus followed Hume's lead and based his economics on scarcity, but
in the subsequent development of English economics the main line of
orthodox theoretical development did not follow Malthus. Commong

took his cues from Hume and Malthus and turned his attention to the
task of finding a place within the economic thought of his era for the
collective action necessary to deal with scarcity and conflict.8

? commons, "Institutional Economics,' 649.

8 CommonB, /rurit&rional Economics, chap. 5, eep. 158-62
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In Commons's theoretical framework collective action, exercised
within going concerns, or as unorganized custom, is expressed as

working rules. These rules govern what the individual can, can not, must,
must not, may, or may not do, and thus control, liberate, and expand
the actions of individuals engaged in transactions w"ithin these going
concerns. Commons regarded these transactions as the fundamental
units of economic activity and distinguished three distinct types
defined as bargaining, managerial, and rationing transactions. The
outcomes of all transactions, and bargaining transactions in particular,
are influenced by the fact of scarcity, by considerations of efficiency,
and by concern about the future. Limiting and complementary factors
in each specific environment also influence transactional outcomes,

and changes in, and establishment of, working rules can be part of
the outcome of transactional processes. Bargaining transactions take
place between legal equals and are carried out by means ofpersuasion
arrd coercion. Managerial transactions take place between leaders and
subordinates and are carried out by means of command and obedience.

Rationing transactions take place between collective superiors and
individuals and are carried out by argument and pleading. In all
transactions the control sought by the parties is legal control, and
the relations implicit in all of them, are the fact of conflict, the fact of
dependence, and the need to establish order.e

Economics, jurisprudence, and ethics intersect in the analysis
of working rules and transactions, and correlation among them is
an integral part of Commons's institutional economic theory Thus,
Commons's economics is inherently normative. Commons pointed out
that Hume also had united economics, jurisprudence, and ethics "in
the principle of scarcit/ and the "conflict of interests" arising from
this scarcity.lo This contrasted sharply with Smith who, because of
his assumption of abundance and the consequent absence of conflict,
had separated economics from ethics and law. Neoclassical economics
followed Smith. Institutional economics followed Hume. Commons
summed up this merging of ethics, economics, and jurisprudence as

follows:

9 Commons, Instir&ri ona.l Economics xx\-xitii and 52-93.

10 Commone, lastirrrional Eanomics 71, also 140-44.
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11 Commons, 'lngtitutional Economics," 650.
12 Cor;n,.nona, The LeEal Found,ations of Capitalism , 1-10

"business ethics" deals with the rules of conduct arising from
conflict of interests.... enforced by the moral sanctions of
collective opinion; brt economics deals with the same rules of
conduct enforced by the collective economic sanctions ofprofl
or loss...whilejurisprudence deals with the same rules enforced
by the organized sanctions of uiolence. Institutional economics
is continually dealing with the relative merits of these three
types of sanctions.ll

Transactions, Commons's fundamental units of economic analysis,
involve relationships between and among men. They are not simply a

form ofindividual behavior For this reason, the essence of what Commons
meant by a transaction is not captured by thinking of it as a simple
exchange of commodities in a market, which was the characteristic way
of thinking about transactions in the orthodox economics of his era.
For Commons, the shift from focusing on commotlities and intlividuals
to focusing on transactions between persons and the working rules of
collective action is what marks the difference between classical and
neoclassical hedonic economics on the one hand, and institutional
economics on the other. The shift is a change in the ultimate unit of
economic investigation. The classical and neoclassical economiste
founded their theories on the relation of man to nature. Institutional
economics focuses on the relation of man to man. The smallest unit of
classical economics was a commodity, produced by labor. The smallest
unit ofneoclassical, or hedonic, economics was a commodity enjoyed by
the ultimate consumer. The first was the objective side, and the other
the subjective side, of the same relation between the individual and
nature. The outcome, in either case, was pictured in mechanical terms
as the result ofan automatic market equilibrating process. The smallest
unit of institutional economics is a unit of activity, a transaction, and
the focus is on the participants in the transaction and the way in which
the conflicting wills ofthe participants are resolved.r2

Thus, transactions intervene between the'the production of labor,
of the classical economists, and the pleasures of consumption, of the
hedonic economists." Transactions are not the exchange of commodities.
Si-nce society controls access to the means of production transactions
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"are the a-Iienation ald acquisition, carried out in bargaining and
negotiations between and among individuals, of the rights" of property
and liberty established by society. These rights must be negotiated
between the parties to a transaction "before labor can produce, or
conaumers can consume, or commodities can be physically exchanged." 13

Stated in the language of ethics and law... collective acts
establish relations of rights, duties.... in the language of
individual behavior, what they require is performance,
avoidance, forbearance.... in the language of...economic
status... what they provide is security, conformity, liberty, and
exposure... in language of cause, effect or purpose.... are the
principles of scarcity, efficiency, and futurity, the working rules
ofcollective action and the limiting and complementary factors
of economic theory Stated in language of... working rules...
they are expressed by the auxiliary verbs... can, cannot, may,
may not, must, and must not.1a

Bargaining transactions may be persuasive or coercive, depending on
differences in the economic, political, and moral power ofthe parties to
the transactions. These differences are ruled out when it is assumed
that every party is perfectly free, and equal to every other party. In
the transactions controlled by collective action wages, profits, interest,
rents, employrnent, unemplo)rynent, and the prosperity or poverty of
the nation and its citizens are determined.

In his extensive study of the history of economics Commons
discovered that in the orthodox economics of his era concepts relating
to material goods were not kept sufficiently distinct from concepts
relating to ownership and property rights. In classical and hedonic
economics property was thought of primarily as physical property.
Commons concluded that this obscured differences in the meanings of
economic terms such as wealth and assets, output and income, efficiency
and scarcity, and use value and scarcity value. For example, wealth was
often identified with material output and could be augmented by using
inputs with greater efficiency in the engineering sense of increasing
physical output per unit of input. But wealth in this material sense

13 Commons, lnstir, t iotual Econonice , 58.
14 Commons,'lnatitutional EconomicB," 649-60
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was not sharply distinguished from income derived from the ownership
ofwealth. This income was dependent on the ability ownership gave to
the holder ofwealth to withhold it from others. The use value ofwealth
considered as the accumulated output of physical goods is not affected
by changes in the exchange value ofthese goods. Income, by contrast,
depends on the exchange value received for property in goods sold by
the owner. An owner can increase his income by the exercise ofthe right
ownership gives him to withhold his property until others pay his price.

Commons believed it was necessary to tlistinguish clearly the meaning
of property in wealth as ownership for one's own use from the ability
ownership gave to the owner to withhold the property from others who
want it but do not have it. In other words, the proprietary meaning
of wealth associated with ownership must be distinguished from the
meaning of wealth as material goods.l5 Commons explained how U.S.

courts in the 1870s made this distinction in a series of important legal
cases. The reasoning in these cases allowed for the explicit recognition
of the gradual evolution of the meaning of the institution of property
from a purely physical concept to one that included incorporeal property
in the form of debt and intangible property in the form of future
profits. The study of these cases was the source of Commons's notion
of reasonable value, and a theory of the determination of reasonable
value became the value question ofinstitutional economics.16

Commons regarded the objective of transactional activity as

the determination of reasonable values, and reasonable practices,
and he was convinced that a theory of reasonable value had to be

constructed out of the habits and customs of social life. He fitted the
notion of reasonable value to a Malthusian concept of human nature
as characteristically passionate, stupid, and ignorant. He believed
these characteristics may lead men to act contrary to reason, but he

also believed a considerable number of men are able to rise above the
Ievel of the least conscientious. The problem confronting institutional
economics is the determination of rules of collective action that will
bring reluctant individuals up to a reasonable practicable idealism. He
was not sanguine about the alternatives for society if this could not be

accomplished within a framework ofdemocracy. In the United States of

15 Commons, Iastirzri onal Eanomics, chap.5.
16 Colm]mo'Js, Thz lagal Foundations of Capitalism, chap.2
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the 1930s he identified Communism, Fascism, and banker capitalism
as the three alternatives to what he was proposing, and noted that in
the experimental laboratories of Russia, Italy, and America all three
were on display.li He believed reasonable value was an attainable
ethical ideal. He looked for a workable consensus, and he did not
regard reasonable value as simply an intellectual concept. It was the
term he gave to outcomes of collective action that control, expand, and
liberate individual action. If action is sensible the result will be an
improvement, but improvement was not g'uaranteed. Starting from the
pessimism of Malthus rather than the utopian optimism of Malthus's
adversary William Godwin, Commons believed there is a large amount
of stupidity, passion, and error that can get in the way of determining
the outcome of collective action. On the other hand, he described and
accepted Malthus's belief that reason and moral character will be the
result of a slow evolution out of overpopulation and conflict ofinterest.
Commons believed people needed a government of law and order to
regulate their conduct, and it was his hope that out of complexity and
uncertainty reasonable practices and reasonable values may emerge.is

Institutional economics takes transactions looking to the future as

its fundamental units of analysis and regards the man to man rather
than man to nature nexus as the key element in these transactions, so

it necessarily requires explicit consideration of the wills of the parties
to the transactions. The core of economic activity requires a resolution
of the conflicting wills of the parties on each side of all transactions.
Commons believed recognition of this fact about the conflicting wills
was missing from the older classical and hedonic economic analyses
because they focused on the relationship between man and nature
rather than man and man. Institutional economics also focuses on the
purposeful nature ofthe relationships in which the wi11s of men looking
to the future interact. It incorporates what he called a volitional theory
of value, that is, a theory of the will in action. It explains value by
final causality, not efficient causality. The underlying psychology is a
social psychology of negotiation and the transfer of ownership, with
each participant trying to influence and modift the behavior of the
other in determining the economic value to be transferred through

17 CommonB, lnsrit&rional Ecotuornic|, ctlap. 17

18 Commons, fnsritu, ional Economics, chap.7.
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the transaction. It is the psychology of business, custom, legislatures,
courts, trade associations, and trade unions. It contains elements that
will determine the outcome in the immediate and remote future. There
are the personalities of the participants with al1 their differences
in powers of persuasion responding to inducements and sanctions.
There are the similarities and differences of circumstances in which
these personalities are placed. There is the scarcity and abundance of
alternatives, and the skills in persuasion of the transacting parties,
and there are the working rules and the limiting factors. The will of
man acts in adapting to and controlling his environment. It is a will
continuously acting. It does not choose to act or not act but chooses

between two degrees of power of acting. It chooses between actual
alternatives in a world of limited opportunities. It can place a limit
on its own performance. It can forbear, and it can be inhibited legally.
Every transaction is a double-ended performance of avoidance and
forbearance. For Commons the will is not the passive wili of Locke's
psychology. It is not the hedonist's pleasure or pain separate from
the world and forcing it to act. It is will in action, always performing,
avoiding, and forbearing with a purpose, looking toward the future and
overcoming resistance.

Commons's expiicit recognition that transactions involve
necessarily a relationship among persons has important implications
for the study oflabor economics. One ofthese implications is that labor
market exchange cannot be described adequately as a simple exchange
of the commodity labor for the money wage or for the real commodities
that can be acquired with the money wage. The labor market from the
perspective of institutionai economics must incorporate explicitly the
meeting of the wills ofthe parties. This is implied by the focus on the
transaction relationship among persons. The mechardstic concept ofthe
labor market as equilibrating automatically at a wage Ievel determined
by the forces of demand and supply omits explicit consideration of the
conflicting human wills of individuals, operating under the collective
influence of the going concerns within which they act, upon the
resolution of the conflict. The smallest unit of analysis of institutional
economics is a unit of activity, a transaction, and the analysis focuses

on the conflict between the wills ofthe participants in the transaction
The transaction involves the alienation and acquisition, between
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individuals, ofthe rights of property and liberty created by society. The
transactions must be negotiated between the parties concerned before
labor can produce.

Institutional labor economics thus requires an analysis of the
behavior ofindividuals while participating in transactions. Consider the
question ofthe establishment ofworking ruIes. Mainstream economics
focuses on what will best accomplish efficient resource allocation and
economic growth. Institutional economics takes the position that given
scarcity and conflict of interest the key question is to understand how
the working rules are actually determined. In the classical economics
of Smith and Ricardo as well as in the neoclassical economics ofAlfred
Marshall's Principles value theory offers an explanation of exchange
value. But Commons argued that the exchange Smith, Ricardo, and
their successors had uppermost in mind was the exchange of physical
commodities, and the relationship focused on was between man and
nature. Commons believed this focus obscured important features of
what takes place when employers andworkers meetin the labormarket.
He remedied for this deficiency in his theory ofvalue by replacing the
concept ofexchange of commodities that characterized the economics of
his era with the concept of the transaction. He directed his theoretical
efforts at explaining what he called reasonable value defined as the
outcome sought in transactions in which the wills of men meet and
are resolved. His emphasis was on the activity in the transactions
between men rather than on the exchange of commodities. His value
theory was a theory of the joint activity and valuations of individuals
in a1l transactions through which the participants mutually induce
each other to reach a consensus of opinion and action. In every labor
market transaction explicit consideration must be given to the transfer
of ownership of the commodity labor, the determination of the level
of the money wage, the enforcement of the obligation to perform, and
the payment of the wage. Institutional theory faces several basic
questions. Where does the power to enforce the contract reside? How
is the efflciency of the producing organization maintained? How are
scarce resources and opportunities distributed? How is expected
future performance ensured? How are working rules established and
administered? These questions must be confronted in achieving a
regime of reasonable value and reasonable practices, and Commons
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believed they were not considered adequately in the simple model of
commodity exchange applied to the labor market. Commons believed a
negotiational theory and a negotiational psychology were required. The
American economist Ben Seligman described Commons's fundamental
view as a belief that

rational behavior was not necessarily characteristic of the
mass ofmankind. Stupidity and passion ruled al1 too often and
intense conflict arose over the disposition of scarce goods....
(But, he also believed people) possessed the capacity to alter
their environment and relax the normal rigidity of custom
but the exercise of this capacity often result(ed) in conflict
and...men (needed to) in seek ways of resolving the tensions
of conflict. So collective action arose as a means of controlling
individual action...(and this) interdependence and conflict of
interest culminated in reasonable value... (in which) capitalism
(was restructured) along reasonable lines.... Darwinism and
natural science were of limited application (in understanding
this process) because in economics selection was purposeful
and looked to future results... (Commons) was ensnared by the
American pragmatic m1'th that human intelligence if only put
on the right track could solve all the pressing issues at hand.re
(brackets)

CONCLUSIONS

Commons produced a theory of the development and operations of
economic institutions. It compiemented the orthodox theory of his era
since that took the institutional structure of the economy for granted.

It is not a substitute for the neoclassical economic theory ofhis era. Nor
is it a substitute for contemporary neoclassical theory, which in many
respects has moved far beyond the economics ofa century ago. Many of
Commons's insights into the nature oftransactions are now part ofthe
modern theory of the firm and are integral to modern organizational

19 Ben B. Seligman and John R. Commons, "TlaDgactiono and Goiug Concern6," chap.
g, part 2, in Main Currebts in Modzm Ecotwnics: Ihe Rzuolt Against Formalisn, vol. 1

(Chicago: Quadrangle Book6, 1971), 159-78.
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theory Commons's institutional economics contains no comprehensive
theory ofthe structure and operations ofthe market system. It contains
no theory of labor supply or labor demand and no theory explaining
market interdependence. His theory has none of the strengths of
neoclassical theory described in the first section of this paper. There is
also in Commons no macroeconomic theory of growth and fluctuations.
His institutional economics is best thought of as a complement to
neoclassical theory2o Commons's theory lacks the normative aspect
of neoclassical theory that enables economists to make judgrnents
about efficient allocation. In fact, the focus of neoclassical economics
on efficient resource allocation wag not on Commons's plate. He viewed
efficiency as an element that must be confronted in a given situation
to produce the best transactional outcome, that is, the most reasonable
value. It is primarily an engineering efficiency concept relating to
the connection between inputs and outputs in a physical sense, and
it is considered from the perspective of the going concerns in each
transactional situation, and not from the perspective ofthe economy in
the large. The focus of Commons's work is clearly on problem solving
and practice and not on building a general theory. The best solution
in each instance depends on the complex set of facts and objectives in
that situation. Commons's approach is clearly outside the Walrasian
general equilibrium focus of contemporary economic theorizing. His
conviction was the practical one that if going concerns in all or most
instances of negotiated transactional outcomes can achieve reasonable
values, the overall outcome in society will be the socially desirable and
ethically correct aggregate outcome.

Commons's work is theoretical but in a different sense from that in
which modern economists normally think of economics as theoretical.
It is theoretical in the sense that it aims at providing understanding
and at developing an analytical framework for theorizing in the
investigation ofconcrete aspects ofhuman behavior. Commons aimed at
understaniling the genesis ofthe rules developed by human interaction
in the process of resolving conflicts of interest that arise in a context
of scarcity. He sought to provide a theoretical understanding of the

20 For an extensive trcatment of the substitute complement queBtion see Bruce
E. Kauftnan, "The Institutional Economics of John R. Commons: Complement and
SLrbstitute for Neoclassical Economic Theory,' Socio-Economic Reuieu, 5, no. 5 ( 2007)l
3-45.
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institutional structure of a market economy. It is a focus on providing
a theoretical understanding of certain aspects ofhuman behavior. One
purpose of a science of human behavior is to understand why beings
like ourselves act as we do. In conventional neoclassical economic
theory economists seek answers to questions of what r rill be produced
and how much will be produced, and for whom it will be produced, and
what we may expect from interventions in the system of production
and distribution, and all these questions are dealt with in a manner
similar to questions posed in the physical sciences, but in a science of
human behavior we want to go further and ask why we do things as

we do. We look for values, motives, emotions, and purposes. We want to
understand, a8 well as to classifu, measure, and mechanize. Commons
recognized that economics is a science of human activity, and in this
sense is different from sciences that study mechanisms and organisms
that are external to the investigator. His institutional economics is not
scientific in the sense ofhow and how much, but in the volitional sense

of why. Thus, Commons's work is not theoretical in the sense in which
economists generally use the term theoretical. For most economists
theory is oniy theory if it yields testable hypotheses that can be
validated or falsified by empirical investigation. Commons's theory
does not yield testable hypotheses. It is a theoretical framework for
understanding why the practices we engage in are as they are. It yields
arr understanding that is necessary if we seek to evaluate the possibility
of improvement in those practices or outcomes that necessarily involve
the reconciliation of human wills. From the perspective of the logical
positivism that undergirds standard economic theory Commons's work
may be regarded at best as a weal or primitive form of theory. It may
be thought of as simpiy a framework that isolates the factors that are
important in constructing specific theories to explain what is, but it
represents an important theoretical undertaking if we think of the
purpose oftheory as understanding the why of things.

Commons made two important contributions to modern labor
studies. The fi.rst concerns his proposition that individual persons act

collectively and with purpose as members ofa group expressing a group
will rather than as isolated individuals. This contrasts sharply with
the methodological individualism of neoclassical economics in which
all actions are explained in terms of individual utility maximization
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with everything affecting motivation subsumed into the individual
actor's subjective utility function. The second is his rejection of the
proposition that certain economic processes can be studied usefully
when separated from other social and cultural influences. He believed
ethical, psychological, and legal elements interpenetrate the economic
and must be integrated explicitly into any useful social analysis
that involves conflicts of human will. The consequence of these two
contributions is that his model of the labor market is specific to the
situation, for example to the industry or occupation. It is based on the
existential pattern ofthe actual market being studied in contrast with
the highly formal model of neoclassical economic theory His purpose
was to provide a model useful in describing specific labor markets in a
way that could be useful in resolving conflict in reasonable ways. His
aim was not to describe an abstract model that could be easily fitted
into a comprehensive abstract highly formalized neoclassical model of
the economic system.

What practical gain is realized by incorporating this less abstract,
more complex, and more realistically descriptive market model into
the study of labor economics? Commons's theory of the labor market
meshes well with the focus of industrial relations described by John
Dunlop in Ind.ustrial Relations Systems.2\ Dunlop was one of four
prominent American labor economists who collaborated in the 1950s
in the study of the labor problems of newly industrializing areas
funded by the Carnegie Foundation.22 Industrial Relations Systems
was one of the many products of this study. A major conclusion of the
Carnegie Foundation funded study was that the fundamental labor
problem facing all newly industrializing nations was the structuring
of the network or web of ru1es, both substantive and procedural,
that are necessary to making the transition to modern industrial
societies.23 The key point was that every industrial society requires a
complex structure of occupations and industries, and for this complex
system to work, and especially for it to work effectively, a complex

21 John T. Dunlop,In d.ustial Reldtions Slsrems (New York: Holt-Dryden, 1968).
22 Clark Kerr, John Dunlop, Frederick Harbison, and Chatles Myera, Industrialism

and Industrial Man (Oxford University PreBs, 1964).
23 Clark Kerr and Abraham Siegel, "The Structuring ofthe Labor Force in Industlial

Society: New Dimensions and New QueBtions,'in Clark Kerr, Za bor dnd, Managetuent in
Industrial Society (Garden City, NY: Anchor Books, Doubleday & Company, 1964).
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structure of rules is necessary Structuring this web of rule was the
labor problem these developing nations faced. Dunlop described the
industrial relations system as a subsystem ofthe general social system,
analytically similar to, but distinct from, other subsystems, such as

the economic and political systems. The rules students of industrial
relations focus on sre the product of the interaction of human beings.

Dunlop's conceptual framework is useful for making sense of the
structure of substantive and procedural rules at the levels of the firm,
the industry, and the national economy. The rules can be evaluated
from the perspective of economic efficiency, but also from many other
perspectives. For example, they can be evaluated from the perspective
of the contribution they may make to the structuring of democratic
political society. The link between Commons's fzsrirutional Economics
and Dunlop's Industrial Relations Syslems is obvious. Dunlop's long
career as one of the most prominent American labor economists from
the mid 1930s to the close of the twentieth century was devoted to
resolving labor conflict and striving for consensus.2a

In the language of contemporary economics one of Commons's
fundamental insights was that labor market transactions are
incomplete. This is a central preoccupation of what is called the New
Institutional Economics, which examines institutions using tools of
contemporary microeconomic theory, in particular, game theory and
principal agent theory.25 Among other things the new institutional
economics is concerned with iinking the firm to the labor market. It
involves a new theory of the flrm to understand how firms deal with
problems of coordination, incentives, and bargaining. Employment is
an intra-firm phenomenon and not simply a relationship understood
by market exchange. The point focused on is that labor contracts are

incomplete, and transactionB costs arisebecause ofthe incompleteness of
these contracts, and a governance structure i8 needed to fil1 contractual
gaps. The informational requirements of traditional competitive

24 Bruce E, Kauftnan, 'Beflectione on Six Decadeg in Industrial Relations: An
Interview with John Drr.lop," Industrial and. L<rbor Relations Reuie,r, 66, no. 2 (January

2002)t 324-48.
25 Gregory K. Dow, "The New In6titutional Economic6 and Employment Begulation,'

in Bruce E. Kauftnan, ed., Governtuent Regulation of the Employment Relationehip
(UniverBity ofwisconsin, Madi8on: Industrial Relations Research Association, 1997),5?-

90.
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markets may not be met because of informational asJrmmetries at the
time a contract is made (adverse selection) or may arise after a contract
is made and begins (moral hazard). There also may be problems that
arise over time as employees become specialized to the relationship
(asset specificity). From the perspective of standard economic theory
there is a gap in the work ofthe new institutional economics regarding
judgments of economic efficiency, that is, about whether the ways in
which the issues connected with incomplete contracts are dealt with
are Pareto efficient. Commons's institutional economics iglrored the
question of whether what is worked out in a given instance is Pareto
efficient.26 New institutional economists confronted with the Pareto
efficiency question may assume that the emplol,rnent practices that
are developed are efficient, but they really do not know whether this
is true. Institutional economists working in the Commons tradition
did not think of maximizing the size of the economic pie in the Pareto
sense. Their theoretical roots were in Malthus, and they may have
simply assumed that men are not rational actors.

Finally, it is important to note that for those in the Commons
tradition, work was viewed differently than it was in the orthodox
economics of Commons's era. The purpose of economic activity was
not simply the maximization of consumer satisfaction. Work was

viewed ideally as a means to facilitate each person's quest for self-
improvement and self-realization, reminiscent of the encyclical letter
ofPope John Paul II on human work,'7 in which he explained that labor
had a subjective importance in the life ofthe worker and was not valued
simply for its objective value as a productive input. Work instead of
being viewed as something that had only negative utility was viewed
as an opportunity for self-development and self-realization. Work
was not just a commodity input valued by its output, but an activity
of human beings whose welfare as producers is important, and from
this perspective competitive market outcomes may not be optimal. In
addition the security of one's person and livelihood was important to
self-development and to human cooperation and flourishing. In many

26 A contractual outcome is Pareto elficient when one party to a contract cannot be
made better offwithout another party being made worse offVilfredo Pareto (1848-1923)
I,a8 an Italian economist and sociologiet.

27 JohD Paul Il, Laborem Exercens,
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ways laissez-faire might be detrimental to human self-development
and self-realization. 28

28 For an extensive discusBion ofthe contetrt ofthis para$aph, see Bruce E. Naufinan,

"Labor Markets and Employment Regulation: The Viev of the 'Old' lnstitutionalists," in
Ka.rfi\\an, Gouernment ReEulation of the Employilent Relationship, 11-55.
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A MORE COSMOPOLITAN SALVATION:
AQUINAS, FORMATION FOR BEATITUDE,

AND THE CROSS

Tnr tnxr BEHTND THrs PRESENTATToN is what will become the
penultimate chapter of my upcoming book, which will be published by
the Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies Press in Toronto, under
the working title "Embracing Wisdom: the Summa Theologiae as a
Spiritual Pedagogy." Before getting into the core of my presentation, I
would like to make three preliminary remarks to help situate what I
will say today.

First, the book itselfis a continuation and deepening ofmy doctoral
research, which was focused on a retrieval ofAquinas'ss theology as an
act of cosmopolis. I sought, in that research, to understand Aquinas's
theological praxis in its fullness by taking seriously Lonergan's
statement that theology mediates between a religion and the cultural
matrix within which that religion lives, moves, and has its being. The
idea was to study Aquinas's theological performance as a response to
the cultural and pastoral crises occasioned by the rapid urbanization
of mediaeval society in the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. In
this optic, Aquinas's theology appears as an attempt at cultural and
pastoral interention from cosmopolis, as an injection of soteriological
constitutive meaning into a dialectic of culture suffering distortion
from the rapid evacuation of the cosmological constitutive meanings
that had structured both Church and world in the early twelfth century.

Second,both the book andmywork on rhetoric as part oftheological
method in the Middle Ages seek to be an ongoing verification, within
the well-defined experimental space of Western European intellectual
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culture in the High Midtlle Ages, ofthe work ofBob Doran on the role
of elemental meaning in theology. As I have developed in my essay in
the recently published Meaning and History in Systematic Theology:
Essays in Honor of Robert Doran, the discipline of rhetoric in the
ancient and medieval world functioned as the science of elemental
meaning. Aquinas's cosmopolitan project of transforming his culture
through an injection of soteriological constitutive meaning takes the
form of an ongoing project of persuasion and spiritual formation. The
textbook we know as t}:,e Sumna Theologiae, where Aquinas deploys
rhetorical techniques to bring about the formation of his Dominican
students, is not so much an argument (in the modern sense) as it is an
itinerary a series ofintellectual and spiritual exercises to be performed
in order to reach a goal. The pedagogical and formative goal of this
theological itinerary is the induction of his students into a new form
oflife that empowers them to hear confessions and preach God's word
with the personal autonomy that comes from being shaped into a
greater likeness to divine wisdom. This will make of them agents of
the cultural and pastoral change Aquinas desires to promote, even as

it draws them closer to the beatitudo wllich is their final end.
In the context of this paper, we will have the opportunity to notice

three particular rhetorical strategies: the analepsis, the metonymy,
and the appeal to conuenientia, also known as the argument from
fittingness. In the interest of saving some time, I would iike to offer
brief definitions of all three now. Analepsis is simply the technique
of referring back to material previously discussed; in the context of
rhetorical practice, however, analepsis is a directive to actively retrieve
from one's trained memory, not just the basic point, but the whole
network of intelligibilities within which the point finds a home. It is
a way of actively connecting the present station in the itinerary to
what has gone before. The metonymy, as we ali know, is that literary or
artistic structure whereby a part stands for the whole; in the context
of ancient and medieval rhetoric, metonymy is again an appeal to
memory to actively retrieve the whole. Aquinas's use of scripture in
the sed contra ofan article is often metonymic in this way;the student
is expected to retrieve the entire scripture passage to which his

short citation points, so that the larger passage can form the horizon
within which his solution can be understood. F inally, the argument
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from fittingress, which Lonergan has rightly defined as showing forth
the intelligibility of concrete and contingent truth, like that of the
Incarnation, is in rhetorical practice a much more complex reality. It
is an appeal to the student's aesthetic sensibility, an attempt to evoke
affect and delight and to provoke the moral sense, creating conditions
that will dispose the student to receive truth more easily and more
readily. The argument from fittingness is thus best understood as a
mediation of elemental meaning.

Third and final preliminary remark: this study of the cross in
Aquinas's Christology in the Swntna Theologiae fits into a developing
project within the functional specialty history. For the last few years, I
have been trying to retrieve the elements of a richer and fi:ller account
of the tradition surrounding Lonergan's presentation of the just and
mysterious 1aw ofthe cross. In 2005, for example, I gave a paper entitled
"Retrieving a Lost Tradition: Augustine, Anselm, and Aquinas' at the
Lonergan Workshop. This was followed by a fuller study of Augustine
on the mystery of the cross, and in January 2007 a paper at the
International Lonergan Workshop in Mainz on "Some Convergences

between Girard and Lonergan: a Second Look." I hope to publish soon a

follow up to that paper, under the title "The State ofGrace and the Law
of the Cross: Insights into Lonergan from Girard." My concern in the
paper I am presenting today is to explore in greater detail than I have

before the theology ofthe cross operative in the Szmma Theologiae.

So much for preliminary remarks. My presentation will proceed in
three steps: first, the question of satisfaction as an explanation of the
efficiency of the Cross; second, the larger network of intelligibility for
understanding the Cross;third, the cross as God's wiser (and therefore
more cosmopolitan) solution to the problem of evil.

Question 48 of the 3o pors inquires into the effects and fruits of the
passion, and here Aquinas presents a nexus of terms first encountered
in question 46, to which we will turn in Part II: merit, satisfaction,
sacrifice, and ransom. Article 48.1 explores the notion of merit: the just
and loving man who suffers for justice deserves his salvation. Since
we are united as Christ's body to Christ our Head, the effects of his

I. THE PASSION AND THE CROSS AS SATISFACTION
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suffering for justice come to us as to one man. Note, in this context,
that the passion and the cross are presented as the climax ofthe whole
life of Jesus from conception; the Cross is the most intense expression
ofthis life.

Article 48.2 places satisfaction squarely in the context of a
relationship rooted in love; satisfaction breal<s free of considerations
of mere justice. Article 48.3 repeats what Aquinas first proposed in the
reply to the third objection in 46.1, namely that the satisfaction offered
by Christ tal<es the form of a sacrifice, an offering of self. Ransom is
then understood in article 48.4 as a metaphor for the satisfaction that
frees one from the consequences of broken relationship: we pass from
servitude to the devil back to our proper lord, and we are released
from the suffering that was a consequence of sin. This is not a Iiteral
ransoming; no price is paid to the devil.

So we witness in this question a complex intelligibility that holds
together charity, Batisfaction, and sacrifice. Now Lonergan has shown
that we must understand satisfaction by analogy to the sacrament
of reconciliation, and much recent scholarship confirms this insight.l
But that analogy itself has a complex intelligibility that needs to be
explored. Just what is the intelligible nexus which Aquinas grasps
among charity, satisfaction, and sacrifice. Question 48 provides only
a partial clue: charity governs satisfaction, and the satisfaction which
Christ offers ta.kes the form ofsacrifice. This is not all there is, however,
once we realize that Aquinas's exploration ofthe passion occurs arirhin
the memory structure created rhetorically by the journey through the
itinerary, the duc tus, of the secunda secundae of the Sumrna Thzologiae .

A student performing the intellectual tasks proposed by question 48
would insert the famiiiar terms charity, satisfaction, and sacrifice into
this existing structure, which would provide a set of intelligible terms
and relations ready made to serve as an explanatory framework for
the passion and the cross. It is to that memory structure that we must
now turn.

1See, for example, J.-P Torrell, Enclclopedie Jisus le Ch st chez saint Thomae

d'Aquin; A. Patfootl, Ia orai aisage de la Eatiefdction du Christ eelon saint Thamas',Y.

^lleD,Ia 
triomphp du Chist;L. Borryet,lz .ltrs drerner; B. SeBbou€ , J6sus Chri.st l'unique

mcdia.teuri M- Leverilg, "Juridical LaEguage h Soteriology: Aquinas's Approach,'
Angelitum 80 Q0O3), 309 -26.
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The Intelligible Relotians @rnong the Virtues

In order to take a first approximation of the memory structure
generated by l}:e secunda secundae,let us examine the fittingness of
the Incarnation as presented in 3a 1.2. Aquinas proposes five reasons
from our furtherance in the good: a close examination reveals that
these five reasons represent the path from faith to hope to charity to
imitatio Christi to communion of natures in one person which is the
development of the 2a 2ae climaxing in the 3a's Christology. What
is singularly absent from this itinerary, if we pause for a moment,
is any consideration of the cardinal virtues; why might this be so? If
we look at the flve reasons ftom our greater avoidance of evil which
Aquinas offers in the second part of his reply, however, we note that
each ofthese reasons is a promotion from disorder to a cardinal virtue.
The first reason highlights a return to justice, and particularly to
genuine religion. The second reason also highlights justice, this time
doing justice to oneself as possessing a certain dignity. Presumption
is overturned by magrranimity, which is related to fortitude. Pride is
overturned by humility, a virtue related to temperance. The fifth and
final reason is that of a satisfaction that is fitting and proportionate to
human existence. Thus the cardinal virtues are seen to be very much
present, but in the ways in which the incarnation deploys them as

correctives to and medicine for sin. This is, ofcourse, very much related
to the manner in which the virtues have been deployed in the various
explorations offittingness surrounding the passion and death ofJesus.
There is a suggestion here that the cardinal virtues are instruments
that serve to specify and express the freedom from sin and the growth
in Christ that leadto the imitatio Chrisri. With this in mind, let us look
at the intelligible relation between charity andjustice in the 2a 2ae.

Charity: The New Horizon of Human Action

We begin with a review of some basic elements of Aquinas's account
of charity. Aquinas makes use of Aristotle's analysis of the love
of friendship to arrive at an understanding of the charity that is a
theoiogicai virtue. The love of friendship is a love that includes three
elements: the disposition to desire and work for the good of the other;
the mutual reciprocation of this goodwill between the friends: and an
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actueJ cornmunicatio and, conuersatio, an exchange of concrete goods

that expresses the love of friendship. Even as Aquinas makes use
of Aristotle, however, he surpasses him on two fronts: first, charity
involves a love of friendship between two unequals (God and the
hurnan person); Becond, on the basis ofthis primary friendship we can
have genuine love of those who are not equal in virtue (sinners) and
those who are our enemies.

Questions 25 and 26 examine the object of charity, that is, both
what is to be loved and in what intelligible order it is to be loved. We

love God as friend, and the neighbour in herselfby charity, but the "in
herself" ofthe neighbour is understood as "what she is in her best self,"
that is, the friend of God (2a2ae 25.7). Sinners are loved by charity as

still capable of beatitude, though they are "hated" qua sinners (25.6).

This "hatred" ofthe einners is clarified in the reply to the first objection
in article 6: to hate their evil and desire their good have the same
motivation, namely that they would flourish in beatitude, so that to
hate their evil is in fact to love them with the love of charity and to
work for their conversion.

Article 25.8, on the love of enemies, also requires careful exegesis.

We do not love enemies in their "enemy-nature,' that is, we do not love
them because of or by reason of their enmity. This would be perverse,

because it would constitute loving the evil of others, or valuing an
objective disvalue. We do love them on the basis oftheir humanity and
dignity as loved by God; our enemies are contrary to us as enemies, but
not as human and not as capable of cornmunion with God. It is on this
basis that we love them. This love of the enemy will take particular
forms when it moves to the concrete. On the one hand, charity does

not oblige us to love-in-act each and every person in existence, which is
impossible;this means that we are under no necessity to actually love
each and every enemy. On the other hand, it is a necessary dimension
of the disposition which charity is that we be prepared to love a
particular enemy if this is necessary for his well-being: ensuring his
human survival, for example, is a duty of charity. Outside of necessity
in this basic sense, to actually love the particular enemy before me

is a function and expression of the perfection or depth of charity in
us. Article 25.9 explores this question further: What marks of charity
are to be shown to the enemy? TVo things are required: to offer those
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general concrete goods and marks oflove which we must offer to every
neighbour, namely to pray for their well-being and preserve and defend
their common good. To refuse to do this constitutes vengeance. We
must also offer specific help in case ofnecessity (famine, medical crises,
and so on, as we have already seen). Additional marks of friendship
are not required but express the perfection of the virtue in us: this is
to act so as to get the enemy to love us by doing them good. Love of
enemy is in this sense more perfect than love of a friend. The love of
enemy is a more perfect act of dilectio, since the movement of the will
here demands greater self-transcendence: one loves the enemy as a
potential friend, which manifests a deeper and wider ranging charity.

Question 26 explores the proper ordering of our loving. The key
thing to note here is that question 26 does not establish a rigid logical
grid, but rather an ordered series of questions for discernment to help
navigate a particular situation, a kind of heuristic anticipation of
what a well-ordered response looks like in the concrete. In effect, if we
remember that the goal of the Sumtna is the formation of confessors,
we can grasp that this heuristic structure will guide the questioning
and discernment of such a confessor who is faced with a particular
penitent. Article 26.4 makes an interesting point in connection with
the notion of atonement: the second objection in this article suggests
that we ought to love the other more than ourselves, since the book
of Proverbs enjoins us to suffer for love of a friend. In the reply to the
objection, Aquinas agrees, but specifies that this is a form ofhigher and
more spiritual self-love through a perfection of charity.

It is important here to remember the breadth of meaning covered
by the notion of friendship. Aquinas deploys the terms amoti cdritds,
dilectio, and atnicitia wilh great precision and dexterity. Caritas and,
dilectio both translate agape: where caritas highlights the "dear-
ness," the "to be dear to' dimension ol agape, dileclio brings to light
the voluntary character of this love, the movement of the will as
spiritual (rather than sensitive) appetite. Caritas thtts suggests the
use offriendship as an explanatory category This friendship, following
Aristotle, exists wherever there is community, that is, a grouping of
persons around a common good. There is familial friendship, friendship
ofcitizenship, and so on. The character offriendship then, is not merely
intersubjective (me and God), but social. What is opposed to friendship,
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is not the enemy, not the unloved or not chosen, but the stranger,
the one outside the common good which binds us together. Every
friendship comes into existence and develops around and through a

common working for an authentic good. One realizes here the depth
which Aquinas's analysis gives to Saint Paul's statement in the letter
to the Ephesians that we are no longer Btrangers but fellow citizens
and members of God's household.

,Iustice and Religion within the Horizon of Charity

We turn now to Aquinas's account of the virtue of justice. Aquinas
defines the moral virtue ofjustice as follows: it is the "habit whereby a
person with a lasting and constant will renders to each his due." The
object of the moral virtue ofjustice is the right or the just, understood
in the basic and objective sense as what is objectively due according
to a relationship of balance or azqualitas, determinable by right
reason. But there is a subjective meaning, derived frorn this more
basic meaning, according to which to be just is to have the ability to
adjust or adapt oneselfto the universe and to society by making claims
and discharging duties to others. This is a question of discerning and
choosing what is proportionately due to the other, a question of being
disposed to valuing the other over my own particular pleasure. In this
sense, the virtue ofjustice helps Aquinas articulate the shift from self
to other in human moral and spiritual development; in other words, the
virtue ofjustice captures the human reality which Lonergan expresses
by the term moral conversion, and the relation between charity and
justice could be analogously construed as the relation between religious
and moral conversion.

Within the horizon ofjustice, the virtue ofreligion is that habit by
which we pay a debt of honour to God, and thus establish the proper
relationship or order between ourselves and God, as matter of natural
justice. Religion reverences God only under the aspect of being the
first principle of creation and of the government of all things. Note
that fltting worship does not attain God strictly speaking: worship is a
natural act; acts such as offering sacrifice reach God only in the sense

that they express due reverence for God. The balance in religion is not
absolute, because we cannot give God his due, even if we exclude the
complication of original sin. The balance is based on our limited ability
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and on God's acceptance of our offering.
The essential and principal acts of religion are both interior acts,

namely devotion and prayer. Devotion is the willingness to girle oneself
promptly to those things that pertain to God's service; prayer expresses
our subjection to God as the source ofall our good. The external acts of
justice are various ways of expressing our internal devotion. Sacrifice
in particular is a fitting mode of expression of tendering honour and
submission, since it uses sensible signs proportionate to us:"the exterior
sacrifice signifies an interior sacriffce by which the soul offers itself
to God" (2a2ae 85.2). Sacrifice, again, is a matter of natural justice,
offered "insofar as God is the principle ofits creation and the goal ofits
happiness." The worth of the sacrifice is not determined by the value
ofthe thing offered, but by the meaning ofthe more or less total gift of
self (85.2 ad 2). The acts of the other virtues can be directed to divine
reverence (as, for example, temperance coming to act in fasting): "the
act of any virtue asaumes the character of sacrifice ifit is performed in
order to cling to God in spiritual union" (85.3 ad1).

It is within this whole network ofintelligible relations that must
understand the meaning of satisfaction. The most basic category for
understanding satisfaction is that of reparation, the act whereby the
equaiity of persons is restored. Whatever else Aquinas may be doing
in his treatment ofjustice, in this area he shares the concerns of what
contemporary scholars call restorative justice: reparation is the act
that seeks to restore, repair, and renew the social relations between
persons. If reparation for injustices involves things, the particular
name given to reparation is rcstitution. If reparation concems actions
and passions, that is, what has been suffered and done (for example,
attacking the worth or digtrity of a person), then the particular name
given to reparation is satisfaction. Satisfaction is a form of mal<ing
amends, an act of restorative justice that seeks to restore the balance
between persons.

Relating Charity and Juetice

How then are we to relate these two virtues intelligibly? Question 23
of the 2a 2ae outlines two elements of particular interest to us. First,
charity is a governing virtue: it has imperium over the moral virtues
of prudence, justice, temperance, and fortitude. This means that like
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the architect who governs the work of stonemasons, sculptors, and
carpenters - or like God in his proyident government of the cosmos -
charity sets a new and wider horizon within which the cardinal virtueg
are deployed and orders them to each other and to their tasks within
that horizon.

But charity is also understood in question 23 as the form of the
moral virtues, and it is important that we understand the significance
of this choice. For Aquinas, charity makes faith and hope, the other
theological virtues, to be living virtues: without charity, faith is present
but dead. But charity has a vastly different relationship with the moral
virtues. Charity and the moral virtues are related as act to potency,

as form to matter. This means that not only are the acts ofthe moral
virtues ordered to a higher fi.nal cause in a wider horizon as governed
by charity; they are also the matter which give concrete specificity
to the acts of charity. We can only discern the love intended by the
lover in acts that are shaped by prudence, justice, temperance, and
fortitude. Thus, ifyou wiII, the complex human act shaped by the moral
virtues mediates the supernatural love that is its higher intelligibility,
its central form. It is like an outer, sacramental because material,
expression of an inner word oflove.

Justice, in the wider horizon set by charity, takes on a twofold
character. Acts ofjustice are concrete ways of expressing love for God,

that is, they are offerings of myself to God out of love. Acts ofjustice
are also specific ways of expressing love of the other: if the other is a
friend, then as part ofthe goodwill I have for them; if the other is an
enemy, then as an act of goodwill that seeks to bring a friendship-in-
potency to act.

We see then that a complex set ofrelations emerges from the path
we have traveled. Charity and justice (of which both satisfaction and
sacrifice are a part) are related as form and matter. Charity elevates
justice into a horizon of higher intelligibility, coordinating justice and
the other moral virtues and making of them instruments of a higher
reality, namely supernatural love for God and the neighbour. In turn,
justice is the matter that individuates love. In the case of the love of
enemy that seeks to make the enemy into a friend, the corresponding
act ofjustice is satisfaction, which restores the balance between persons

in the realm ofaction and passion. When this satisfaction concerns the
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relation between God and human beings, it takes the form of Bacrifice,
an offering of self to God that expresses due reverence for God. This
offering of self need not take the form of a ritual giving but can take
the form ofthe act of any virtue performed in order to cling to God. For
example, as Aquinas points out in 1a2ae 113.4 ad 1, the act of mercy
shown to a neighbour satisfies for sin, since being mercifi:l to a brother
or sister restores honour to God who created and loves the other.

II. THE I.ARGER NETWORK OF INTELLIGIBILITY
FOR UNDERSTANDING THE CROSS

In question 46, article one,Aquinas explores the necessity ofthe passion:
was Christ's suffering necessa4r? The first thing to notice about this
article is how much more carefully Aquinas develops the distinctions
between kinds of necessity, when compared to the treatment of the
necessity of the Incarnation in question 1 of the tertia pars.

There, Aquinas distinguished between absolute necessity and
necessity of fittingness (the means are more suitable to achieving the
end). Here, he multiplies the distinctions by a factor ofthree, from two
kinds of necessity to six. There is, first, the absolute necessity that
flows from the very structure ofreality, where Christ's suffering follows
logically and deterministically from the ontological situation. Aquinas
states very clearly that Christ's suffering is not necessary in this way;
there is nothing in the order of the universe that mechanistically
determines the event of Christ's passion. He moves on to consider
the necessity that follows upon the action of an exterior cause. The
first kind of exterior cause he considers is an efficient cause, which
would result in a necessity of constraint. Christ's suffering does not
fall under this kind ofnecessity either: the Father's will in sending the
Son is not constrained by created causes, but is a free choice of love;
and because the Son chooses freely to suffer, he is not constrained -
since the definition of constraint is precisely the action of a cause that
goes against the will ofthe one suffering - even though his persecutors
arrest him, flog him, force him to appear before Roman justice, and
condemn him to death.

The exterior cause, however, can be a final cause, creating a
necessity from the end. If the end cannot be achieved at all except by
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this means, then we have recovered a kind of absolute necessity, this
one from the facts ofthe case. Again, Aquinas points out that Christ's
suffering is not of this kind, since God remains free to save us any
way God wants. This leaves necessity of fittingness, where the end is
achieved better by the meanB under consideration. Aquinas argues
that the necessity of Christ's suffering is of this kind, and proposes

three kinds of flttingness, each one flagged by a metonymic citation
from scripture: with respect to us, with respect to Christ, and with
respect to God.

With respect to us, there is the necessity adduced by John 3:14-
15: "The Son of man must be lifted up, that whoever believes in Him
may not perish, but may have life everlasting." If we remember -
since this is a metonlnny - that the whole passage represented is the
nighttime conversation between Jesus and Nicodemus, we can notice
two things. First, the language of li-fting up is part of John's pattern
of vertical descent and ascent, which is a language of conversation
and communion between God and his humaa creatures. Second, the
speech by Jesus positively excludes condemnation as part of God's

desires or motives: those who are condemned are condemned by their
own refusal to believe. Our contemplation is directed away from the
passion as involving God's desire to condemn and towards God's desire
for communion and friendship.

The second reason of fittingrress is with respect to Christ himself,
"who merited the glory of being exalted, through the lowliness of His
Passion." Aquinas cites Luke 24:26: "Ought not Christ to have suffered
these things, and so to enter into His glory?'This represents the story
of the disciples on the way to Emmaus, and the citation introduces
Jesus' explanation ofthe cross in light ofthe entire Hebrew Scriptures.
Christ's death expresses a pattern that is reproduced again and again
in the Hebrew Scriptures, a pattern of humiliation and exaltation by
which Israel turns to God and recovers covenant relationship with God.

Finally, Aquinas offers a reason of fittingness with respect to
God, who has arranged the history of salvation so that it might come

to this point. This appeal to fittingrress is an appeal to God's wisdom
and providence who has brought our salvation about i.n a way that
yields much fruit. Accordingly, Aquinas cites two scriptural sources,

L'tke 22:22 and Luke 24.44 and,46. Luke 22 is from the Last Supper,
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and shows that Judas's betrayal is not outside of God's purview; Luke
24i44-46 is part ofJesus' last instructions to the Twelve, and highlights
the surplus that flows from the death and rising of Jesus: repentance
is preached to all the nations, and the power from on high (the Holy
Spirit) will soon come to the community to empower them to go out.

Aquinas's treatment in this article achieves three key ends: first,
he brings us to the contemplation of the passion as showing forth in
a better and more fruitful way God's and Christ's love for us; second,
as we shall see in a moment, he maps out the points he will explore in
the questions on the passion; and third, perhaps most interestingly, he
introduces a series of negations and exclusions which will be repeated
throughout the treatment of the passion, exclusions that imprint upon
us what the passion and cross are not, namely a reality rooted in God's
desire for revenge or punishment.

Beginning with article 2, Aquinas explores key aspects of the
fittingzress mapped out in the first article. Here, Aquinas recalls what
he already proposed at the beginning of the tertia pars, that speaking
purely and simply in the absolute, the passion (like the Incarnation) is
not necessary for our salvation, since God can free us by other means.
The reply to objection three is significant. The objection raises the
question of God's requiring satisfaction; in his reply, Aquinas states
that it is true that objectively speaking, God's honor has been wounded,
and this, again objectively speaking, requires objective restoration to
remedy the disorder introduced into reality; a third party judge, faced
with this situation, would rule that some kind of satisfaction was
required. An earthly prince who was harmed, however, could forgive the
offence against him without requiring satisfaction. In point offact, God
is in the same situation: he can forgive without receiving satisfaction,
and as the supreme governor of the cosmos, his forgiveness would
make the relationship whole, simply by his creative word. There must
be some reason offittingness, then, for the passion and cross.

Article 46.3 addresses this issue: a means is all the more fitting
when a greater number of advantages accrue from it. The passion of
Christ, in addition to freeing us from sin: reveals God's love; shows us
an example of the human virtues necessary for salvation; merits right
relationship with God and communion in beatitude (our authentic end);
elicits or evokes greater participation and effort from us in our own
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salvation; and redounds to our greater digrrity (here Aquinas repeats
the last reason for our being removed from evil from 3a 1.2). The passion

as removing sin is placed within a larger nexus of intelligibility.
The cross itself, suggests Aquinas in article 4, has a fittingness

of its own: it gives us an example of virtue in the face of death, since
Christ dies a most ig:nominious death while trusting God (an act of
the theological virtue of faith); there is also an aesthetic proportion
captured in the wood ofthe cross, which corresponds to the wood ofthe
tree of our condemnation. The two trees serve as an image of the two
Adams. Aquinas goes on to list several other reasons offittingness. But
I wanted to highlight these two to highlight a shift that has occurred:
Aquinas is now dealing only with the level of human nature, proposing
reasons of human virtue and material metaphors that promote our
own self-consideration in relation to Christ.

Question 46 inserts the passion and the cross into the context ofthe
saving power ofthe mysteries ofthe whole life ofChrist from conception
to resurrection. The surplus of effects beyond mere liberation from
sin serves to complexify the intelligibility of the passion. In addition,
the path traveled through these articles includes repeated spiritual
exercises to eliminate and exclude mistaken notions that distort the
intelligibility of the passion and cross as saving.

We cannot, then, reduce the theological intelligibility of the
passion to mere questions of satisfaction. Satisfaction forms part of
a complex network of terms and relations. At this point, it should
have also become clear that particularly in the use of arguments of
fittingness, Aquinas is inviting students to perform meditations both
scriptural and patristic that aim to shift their affective disposition and
aesthetic sensibility so that it will be easier for them to hold together
the surplus of meaning Aquinas discovers in the mystery ofthe passion
and death of Jesus the Christ.

III. A MORE COSMOPOLITAN SALVATION

At the beginning of the Summa Contra Gentiles, Aquinas proposes to
perform the office of the wise, which is to show forth the intelligible
order of the whole while overturning the errors that prevent people

from grasping and delighting in that whole. What Aquinas calls the
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office of the wise, Lonergan calls cosmopolis. For Aquinas, God is the
one who is supremely wise, and who performs the office of the wise
most perfectly. This includes God's ability to take evil and not just
overturn it, but order it to a greater good, as Lonergan points out in
his account of the just and mysterious law of the cross. At the center
of this wise action is the cross understood as a satisfaction that takes
the form of an offering of self out of love. But this basic intelligibility
must be understood within a network of intelligibly ordered surplus
meaning that makes ofthe passion and death ofJesus God's supremely
persuasive appeal to humankind, his artistic rendering, in the concrete
human life that is the life ofthe Word made flesh, ofthe divine love that
reaches out to us. The whole life of Christ, climaxing in the offering of
himself on the cross, is for Aquinas the particular shape that divine
love takes in a world of sin.

In this sense, we can say with some conviction that Aquinas's
concern in his treatment of the cross is to bring to light its genuine
beauty, to show forth how the passion and death of Jesus are the
splendor ofthe truth of divine love.
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Tun nrcolqcr,uuoN oF FAITH and reason was the leitmotif ofAquinas's
entire career as a theologian and has therefore always provided the
appropriate framework for the interpretation ofhis thought. But a new
context was created for interpreting Aquinas's view of faith and reason
with the 1998 publication of John Paul II's encyclical lettet Fid.es et
Ratio (Faith and Reason) and the reactions to it. In the encyclical the
pope advocated a return to Aquinas's thought to counteract what he
depicted as both a divorce between faith and reason in much ofmodern
theology and a descent into relativism and nihilism in modern and
contemporary philosophy.l The encyclical evoked a vigorous response

- mostly but not entirely favorable - from Catholic philosophers and
theologians. And in conjunction with some ofJohn Paul's other writings,
particularly Veritatis Splendor, and other Vatican pronouncements, it
revived the question, first posed by Leo XIII and sti1l discussed in the
pontificate of Benetlict XVI, about the pertinence ofAquinas's thought
to the modern attempt to reconcile faith and reason.2

l Litterae Encyclicae Fides et Ratio (Vatica[: Libreria Editrice Vatica[a, 1998).

Available at www.vatica[a,va and in English from various pressee. The edition I will uee

is Laurence Paul Hemming and Susan Frank Parsons, eds., Restoring Faith in Reasonl
With a New TraDslation of the Encyclical Letter Faith and Reason of John Paul II,
Together with a CommeDtary and Dircussion (London: SCM Pre6s, 2002). Citations will
be by paragraph number withi! pareDthe8es in the text.

2ln addition to the commentary and diEcussion in Restoring Faith in Reason, see

James Swindal, "Ought There to be a Catholic Philosophy?" ACPA Quarterly 73, no.3
(1999)l 449-75;Timothy L, Smith, ed.,Ioith and, Reason (Chrcago: St. Augu8tine'8 Press,
2001); James McEvoy, ed., The Challenge of Ttuth: Relbctione on Fides et Ratio (Dublin:
Verita8 Publications, 2002); Kevin Hart, "Fid,es et Ratio et . . .," American Cotholic
Phtlosophical Quarterfu, T 6, ro.2 (2002):199-220; Alasdair MaclrtJ.re, 'Tluth as a Good:
A Reflection on Fid.es et ratio," in James McEvoy and Michael Dunne, eda., Thomos
Aquind.s:Apprca.hzs ro fturlr, foreword by Cardinal Connell (Dublin: Four Court8,2002),
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It is necessary, therefore, to assess Aquinas's conception of the
relationship betv/een faith and reason in light of this new context.
I will proceed in three steps. First, I will review John Paul II's
recommendation of Aquinas as a model for the reconciliation of faith
and reason in terms of his argument for the recommendation in Fr&s
et Ratio,the reactions ofphilosophers and theologians to the encyclical,
and the place of the encyclical in the modern papal promotion of Neo-
Thomism. Secontlly, I will outline, not so much Aquinas's theory of the
relationship between faith and reason, as lhe method he developed to
reconcile faith and reason. And, thirdly, I will suggest how Aquinas's
approach to the reconciliation of faith and reason may be helpful in
addressing the issue as it is mooted in contemporary philosophy and
theology.

THE NEW CONTEXT FOR INTERPRETING
AQUINAS'S APPROACH TO THE

RECONCILIATION OF FAITH AND REASON

John Paul II'e Recommcndation of Aquinas in Fidee et R.atio

lt Fidzs et Ratio John Paul II presented his recommendation of
Aquinas as the model for reconciling faith and reason as the logical
conclusion of the combined import of, first, his own conception of
philosophy; second, his analysis ofthe reciprocal demande of faith and
reason; third, his history of the dialectic between faith and reason in
Western culture; and, finally, his specific reasons for exalting Aquinas

142-5?; David Ruel Fo8ter and Jooeph W: Kotereki, S.r, eds., fie Tbo Wings of Catholic
Thought: EBBd?s on Fides et ratio (Washilgton DC: Catholic University ofAmerica Press,

2003); John J. Conley, S.J., "The Limits of Metaphysical Reaaon: Re-reading John Paul
ll," Proceedings of thi ACPA,76 ( 2003): 117-23; Bernard G. Prusak, "Faith and Reasotr

in Theory and Practice: Some R€flectioos on the Reapoasibility of the Philosopher in
Teaching Ethics at a Catholic Utriver.ity," Arnerican Catholic Philoaphical Quirterly,
80, ro. 1 (2006): 23-40; Michael Dauphinaie and Matthew Levetiag, ed'a,, John Paul II
and St. Tlwma.s Aquinas (Naples FL: Sapientia Press of Ave Mada Uoiversity, 2006);

Laurence Paul Hemming ald Susan Frank Parsons, eds., Eedeem ing Tluth: Consideing
Faith and Reason (Not e Dame, IN: Uuiversity of Notre Dame Pres8, 2007) See also

'Reading about Fides e, 8@rio: An Itrtemational Guide," ia McEvoy, Challenge ofTtuth,
265-68.
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above any other theologian or philosopher Basically, he argued that
Aquinas's philosophy of being best exemplified the outcome of the
historical dialectic between Christian revelation and Greek philosophy
over the proper way to reconcile faith and reason.

First of all, John Paul grounded philosophy in a particular
conception of self-knowledge. Taking his cue from the admonition
"Know yourself" carved over the portal at the temple of Delphi, he
said the journey to wisdom begins "within the particular perspective
ofthe unique self-awareness of man: for in that perspective the more
man comes to know the world and its affairs, the more he learns
to understand himself in his own uniqueness, and with that there
presses upon him the urgent desire to find out about the meaning of
reality and of our existence." From this desire, the pope said, arise
the primary questions every human being asks:"W'lzo am I? Where dn
I come from? Where am I going? Why do euils appear? What renains to
us after this life?" These are the very questions that in every cultute
have generated the philosophical quest for the meaning of truth and
goodness ( 1).

Thus John Paul depicted philosophy as the product of an innate
drive in human reason to wonder about the meaning of life and to
search for ultimate truth and authentic goodness. Consequently, he
regarded the development of the academic discipline of philosophy in
Western culture as a refinement of everyone's informal philosophy of
life and a specific codification of the universal philosophy evident, in
manifold ways, in the traditions of every culture (1-6). This "spiritual
heritage of humanity," the pope suggested, includes "a sort of nucleus
of philosophical ideas," including the principles of non-contradiction,
finality, and causality; the concept ofthe person as a free and intelligent
subject; the capacity to know God, the true and the good; and commonly
accepted moral norms (5).

To philosophy as the product of pure reason, however, Johrr Paul
contrasted Christian revelation as a matter of faith. In Jesus Christ,
the Son ofGod, he said, ultimate and universal truth was revealed in
itselfi through the redemption achieved in Jesus's passion and death
God crowned the quest of human reason for truth and goodness with
the possibility of immediate union with Himself, confounding at the
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same time the pretensions of merely human wisdom (7-15, 23).3 Hence,
John Paul saw the function of theology to be the reconciliation of
philosophy as the product ofhuman reason with divine revelation as a
matter of supernatural faith.

The feasibility of a reconciliation between faith and reason,
John Paul argued, arises from the need of each for the other. Reason
needs faith to inspire it to search for uitimate truth and goodness: to
recogrrize the traces of God the Creator in the natural world, and to
accept the wisdom revealed by God in the death ofJesus upon the cross
(16-23). Faith, for its part, depends upon the thirst of reason for truth
and goodness to open humankind to the sublime truth of revelation
and the love of God revealed in Jesus Christ (24-35).

Yet John Paul thought the dialectic of faith and reason, which
had proceeded apace from Early Christianity until the Middle Ages,
had broken down, beginning in the modern era and continuing into
contemporary society. From the Acts ofthe Apostles, through the early
Apologists, to the Eastern and Western Church Fathers, and on to
medieval theologians, a positive if critical relationship had developed,
the pope said, between Christian revelation and Greek and Latin
philosophy because of a common commitment to the pursuit of wisdorr
and the demythologization ofpolltheism (36-42). The crucial product of
this fusion was the elevation ofthe understanding of divine revelation
from common sense to theory by the incorporation of metaphysics into
the articulation of Christian doctri ne (27, 36- 42, 7 7, 84, 705).

Yet beginning in the later Middle Ages and continuing into
the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries, John Paul contended,
philosophers began to widen the legitimate distinction between
theology and philosophy into a tragic separation between the two,
inducing many a theologian to opt either for rationalism or ontologism
urithout faith or else for fideism or radical traditionalism without
reason. Concomitantly, philosophy underwent in the nineteenth
century a crisis of rationalism, vacillating between idealism, atheistic
humanism, and positivism, while in the twentieth century it endured
a crisis of meaning in the contretemps among modernism, eclecticism,

3 This is a point, elaborated by John Paul Il in S@hifici Doloris,fhat militateB againBt

a rationalistic interpretation of the encyclical see Conley, 'Limits of Metaphysieal
Reason," 119-21.
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historicism, scientism, and pragmatism. There was, in short, an
abandonment of metaphysics and a descent into nihilism (45-47, 52-
56, 81-82, 86-90).

This is why John Paul appealed to St. Thomas Aquinas as an
exemplar of the way to do philosophy and theology Aquinas ascribed the
harmony of faith and reason, the pope said, to the fact that the light of
both came from God, ensuring a unity between both in the pursuit of
truth. To employ reason for understanding divine revelation, Aquinas -
in dialogue with Arab and Jewish scholars - developed Aristotle's
metaphysics of nature into a philosophy of being befltting theology. At
the same time, he upheld the primacy offaith through a theology whose
wisdom he ascribed to the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. John Paul
quoted Paul \{ to the effect that "St. Thomas combined in himself the
greatest boldness in his search for the truth, freedom ofspirit in dealing
with novel issues and that mental honesty which belongs to those who,
though they do not allow Christian truth to be in any way contaminated
by secular philosophy, do not even so reject it out ofhand aprlorl...The
key point [is],..he gave to the new encounter of faith and reason...a
reconciliation between the seculaity of the worid and the severest
demands of the Gospel' (43). The Magisterium has always depicted St.
Thomas as an "authentic exemplar for those who seek the truth," John
Paul II concludes, because uin his reflections the demands ofreason and
the vigour of faith found the most profound unity that human thought
has ever yet attained" (73,43-44,58-59, 61, 78, 97).

To be sure, John Paul qualified this endorsement of Aquinas by
adding that "the Church does not have a philosophy of her own, nor
does she select a particular one to the detriment of others" (49). For
philosophy in general has its own proper methodology and autonomy,
he said, and no philosophy in particular succeeds in epitomizing the
entire discipline, much less in encapsulating the primordial human
wonder at the created universe (4, 49). And while he applauded the
achievement of the Neo-Thomistic philosophers who had "brought
the Thomistic traalition into contact with modern phiiosophical and
theological discussions," he also commended the Catholic philosophers
who "by relying on the reflections of contemporary philosophers and
emplolng their own methodology, [had] produced philosophical works
ofgreat authority and lasting importance" (58-59). Therefore, John Paul
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II's recommendation ofAquinas as the exemplar for the reconciliation
of faith and reason was singular but nuanced.

The Reception of Fides et Ratio 6y Cotholic Philosophere
ond Theologione

The reception ofPi des et Ratioby Catholic philosophers and theologians
reflected both their respective readings ofthe encyclical and their own
outlooks and practices.

First of all, the consensus among both philosophers and
theologians was that John Paul had lauded Aquinas precisely for his
philosophy ofbeing. John Knasas, interpreting the encyclical in light of
the pope's 1979 Angelicum address, argued that the pope "specifically
recommends for the doing of speculative theology a philosophy of
being @hilosophia essend,i)...rnmistakab1y...Aquinas's metaphysics
of esse."a Avery Dulles, interpreting the encyclicai in light of the
pope's own intellectual development, concluded that John Paul was
a metaphysical realist (as are Thomists of any kind), existentialist
as opposed to essentialist (like Gilson), and personalist (integrating
modern attention to human experience with the metaphysical betlrock
of the dignity of the person).6 And Fergus Kerr would probably agree:
despite his reservations about the depth and breadth of John Paul's
personal appropriation of Aquinas's thought - even though he had
earlier completed his theology alissertation at the Angelicum under
Reginald Garrigou-Lagrange's direction - he quotes the pope while
still a cardinal writing that Aquinas's philosophy is "a philosophy of
being, ofthe aclzs essendi whose transcendental value paves the most
direct way to rise to the knowledge of subsisting Being and pure Act,
namely to God."6

To this characterization of Aquinas's thought, Classical Neo-

Thomists responded by saying this was exactly the interpretation they

4 John Kraeas, rciew of Thomas Aquinas: Approaches to Truth, American Catholic
Philosophical Quarterly (2002)t 464-65.

6 Avery Cadinal Dullee, Sd'John Paul II andtheRenewal ofThomism,'in Dauphinais
aud Levering, Jorn Po ul II and St. Thona.s Aquinos , 15-29 ,

6 Karol wojtyla, 'The Perennial Philosophy ofSt. Thomae,"Angelicum (1980): 121-26,

quoted in Fergus Kerr, T't0entizth Century Catholic Theologians: Flom Naechalatiaism
to Nuptial Mysticism (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2007), 168. See also the many-aided

studies in Dauphinai s and Ler,eriurg, John Pdul II .
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7 See John Knasaa,8 eing and Sotue T )entieth-Century Thoz;iets (New York: Fordham
University Pre6s,2003), 32-247; John W: Catlaon, Underctanding Our Being: Introduction
to Speculatiae Philoeophy inthe Perennial Tladition (Wa8hington DC: Catholic Univer6ity
ofAmerica Press, 2008). John Wippel's magislerial The Metaphysical Thought of Thomas
Aquinas: From Finite Being to Uncreated Being (Washington, DCt Catholic UdverBity of
America PreBs, 2000) i8 perhaps the best exposition ofAquinas's metaphysics ofbeing.

8 Anthony Kenny, "The Pope as Philosopher," in McEvoy and Daly, Chattenge ofTruth,
259-64; John Haldane, "The Spirit ofThornism and the Task ofRenewal," in McEvoy afld
Dw*te, Thomas Aquinas, 100-14; Fergus Kerr,"Fid.es et Ratio, Analltic Philosophy, and
Metaphysics ofGoodness," in Dauphinais ard Leveitg, John Paa, /1, 18?-207i Nicholag
Laah, "l4sro Unica et Otd,ilata Scientiae," iD Hemming and PaIEons, Restoring Fdith,
225-236.

I Hatt,"Fides et Ratio et.'
10 Bernard Lonergan , Insight: A Stud,y of Humon U ndertanding , vol. 3 of the Collect€d

Worka of Bemard Lonergatr (Toronto: University of Toronto Pres B, 1992), 178-a4, 27 6-7 7 ,

413-14, 437-40; Jacques Derida, Of Grammatology, wans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak
(Baltimore and London: Johrs Hopkins University PresB, 1974), 18-26.

had always had of Aquinas, just as it was the kind of philosophy they
were already doing. Ald they proceeded to flesh out the speculative
Thomistic metaphysics they believed the pope had endorsed in books
as well as articles.T But analytic Thomists - Anthony Kenny, John
Haldane, Fergus Ker, Nicholas Lashs - and postmodern philosophers -
Kevin Hartte - criticized the encyclical for failing to recognize their
alternative interpretations of Aquinas, for promoting a speculative
or substantive rather than a transcendental or formal metaphysics,
and for ignoring the groundswell of Thomistic studies already under
way, many without the benefit ofinstitutional Roman Catholic support
(think, for example, of the works of Maclntpe, Haldane, Kenny,
Kretzmann, Stump, Finnis).

It Fides et Ratio,it seems, therefore, that John Paul II in commend-
ing Aquinas for formulating a philosophy of being, represented Aquinas
as having a concept ofbeing equivalent to what Bernard Lonergan called
the already-out-there-now-real and what Jacques Derrida, following
Martin Heidegger, denominated the metaphysics of presence.l0

The Place ofFides et Ratio in the Papal Ptomotion
of Neo-Thomiam

John Paul deliberately and explicitly intendedFi&s et Ratio - together
with his earlier encyclical Veritatis Splend.or commending Aquinas for
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championing a natural law ethicll - to revive or continue the Neo-
Thomism initiated by Leo XIII's 1879 encyclical Aeterni Patris and.

reglant in Roman Catholic seminary and higher education until
Vatican II (57-59, 100). This Neo-Thomism was fostered by a series
of papal encyclicals and curial regulations, together with Canon 1366
of the 1917 edition of the Code of Canon Law, which mandated that
the study of philosophy and theology in Roman Catholic colleges and
universities, as well as i.n seminaries, be guided by Aquinas's "method,
doctrine, and principles."

While Neo-Thomism resulted in a proliferation of historical
interpretations and theoretical extrapolations of Aquinas's thought,
it also led among many Catholic philosophers and theologians to
a general neglect of medieval philosophers and theologians other
than Aquinas, not to speak of a common rejection of modern and
contemporary philosophers (with the exception ofBlondel and Bergson
by some classical Thomists, of Kant by Transcendental Thomists,
and of Wittgenstein by Analytic Thomists) and even a disregard for
contemporary non-Thomistic Catholic philosophers and theologians.12
This exclusive patronization of Aquinas's thought wa8 mitigated at
Vatican II when a rituai approval ofAquinas's thought was balanced by
a sanctioning of the study of other philosophers and theologians, non-
Catholic as well as Catholic, in Catholic seminaries and universities.r3
But John Paul II's Fidzs et Ratin - togethq with the subsequent
imposition on Catholic institutions of higher learning, in Canon
252 of the new Code of Canon Law, of philosophical and theological

\l Litt"ro" Encyclicaz veritatis Splend.or (Vatican City: Libreria Editrice Vaticana,
1993): Encyclical lztter The Splendor of Tluthr Yeritatis Splendor (Boston: PauliDe
Book6 alrd Media, 1993).

12 For contrasting surveys of Neo-Thomism, see Ge!&ld A. McCool,5.J., Frcm Unity
to Pluralism: The Internal Eaolution of Thomism (New York: Fordham Univer8ity Pre88,

1989: Mccool, The Neo-Thomists, 2nd ed. (Milwaukeer Marquette University Press,

2001); Thomas Franklin O'Meara, O.P., Thomas Aquinas TheoioSddn (Notre Dame and
London: Univer8ity of Notre Dame Press, 1997), 167-200; Jean-Pierre Torrell, O.P,
Aquinas's Summar Ba.chground, Sttucture, & Reception, f,taDe. Benedict M. Guevin,
O.S.B. (Wa8hington, DC: The Catholic UniverBity ofAmerica Pres8, 2005), 106-30; Brian
J. Shanley, O.P., Ttu Thotuist Ttad.ition, Handbooh of Contenporary Phitosophy of
Reli,gion, vol.2 lDordrecht8ostoD,/London: Kluwer, 2002), 1-20; Knaaaa, Being and Some

Ttaentieth-Century Thomists , 1-31, 284-320.
13 Second Vatican Co nncil, Decree on Prieetly Tlaining , #16, Declaration on Christion

Education, t1].0 (WaetringtoD, DC: Natiotral Catholic Welfare Conference, 1965)
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instruction ad mentem Aquinatis - entailed a reversion of Roman
Catholic patronization ofAquinas to t}:e stotus quo ante Yaticarl Il.

Since the publication of Aeterni Patris, the consensus that has
emerged among classical Thomists (those who, under the aegis of
Reginald Garrigou-Lagrange, O.P, Jacques Maritain, and Etienne
Gilson, have interpreted Aquinas's thought as a philosophy ofbeing) is
that Thomas's philosophy is fundamentally a metaphysics, Aristotelian
in origin, accompanied by a conceptualist cogrritional theory an
epistemology of direct or immediate realism, and a natural 1aw ethics.
Aquinas is also supposed to have separated philosophy and theology
into two independent and self-contained disciplines, just as he is taken
to have postulated both a natural and a supernatural end for humanit;r
In effect and often in intent, this Neo-Thomism has amounted to a
canonization ofthe interpretation ofAquinas developed by his Baroque
commentators - Cajetan, Suarez, Vitoria, John of St. Thomas (Jean

Poinsot), among others. Every point in this consensus is contested by
Thomists of other persuasions.ln

From the start Neo-Thomism has been the theoretical linchpin
of what some Roman Catholic historians have designated the anti-
modern and antimodernist "Roman Catholicism" of the period from
the Council ofVienna (1815) to the Second Vatican Council (1962-65).

This movement, led by the papacy, was designed to mal<e the Roman
Catholic Church an independent sub-culture in the modern world. It
comprised an unprecedented centralization of authority in the person
ofthe pope, now defined to be infallible in questions offaith and morals;
the creation of a Vatican bureaucracy rivaling that of any nation state;
the promotion of devotions - to the Sacred Heart, Christ the King,
and Mary, the Mother of God - antithetical to modern mores; and
the formation of Catholic institutions - educational, cultural, social,
and political - parallel to their secular counterparts.rs In one sense,
"Roman Catholicism" was simply the manifestation of a Romantic

14 See, for example, Fetg)s :Kefi, After Aquinas: Versione of Thomisnr (Malden, MA:
Blackwell, 2002), 17-34, 73-113, 134-49; Shanley,Thamist Tladition, 21-43, 161-?8. Denis
J. M. Bradley, Aqrizor on the Twofold Human Good,: Reason and, Human Happiness in
Aquina.e'e Moral Science (Washington, DCt The Catholic Uoiversity of America Pred6,
1997).

15 Joeeph Komoachak, "Modernity and the ConstructioD of RomaE Catholicism."
Cristianeaimo nella Storio 18 (1997): 353-85.
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nostalgia for an idealized medieval Christendom, blessed with the one

tme religion, the preeminence of church over state, and a theological
foundation of education. In another sense, it was a regime of anti'
modernism proclaimed by Pius IXs condemnation in the Syllabus of
Errors of rationalism and secularism (inclusive of their support for
"progress, liberalism, and civility") reinforced in Pius X's condemnation
of modernism in the device I'ementabili and the encyclical Pascendi

Domznici Gregis, and implemented in the anti-modernist oath required
of all priests and other church officials. John Paul must have been

aware ofthe integral role Neo-Thomism had piayed in this campaign of
"Roman Catholicism" when in Fides et Ratio he presented a Classical
Neo-Thomistic interpretation of Aquinas and advocated a revival of
this school of Neo-Thomism.

In sum, any interpretation of John Paul II's endorsement in
?idcs et Ratio ofAquinas's mode of reconciling faith and reason must
recognize (1) its representation of Aquinas's theology as founded on

a philosophy of being/metaphysics of presence; (2) its ratification of
both the program of Neo-Thomism and the Classical Neo-Thomistic
interpretation of Aquinas's philosophy; and (3) its at least implicit
acceptance of the integration of Neo-Thomism into the regime of
'?ornon Catholicism."

AQUINAS'S METHOD FOR RECONCILING
FAITH AIID REASON

To understand Aquinas's position on the relationship between faith
and reason, it will not be suffrcient to cull the statements he made

on the subject over the course of his career, nor to settle, instead, for
a putatively definitive statement on the matter from the Summa
Theologiae.to That would be too simplistic and superficial an approach
to such a Bubtle and complex issue. For Aquinas's entire career wae a

quest to reconcile faith and reason by making theology into a science,

16 Stephen F. Brown, ed. with introduction , Thomas Aquinas on Faith and Reason

(Indianapolis/Cambridge: Hackett, 1999) i8 nevertheleBB an excellent seledion of
pertinent passages on this topic, mostly from the Summa Theologiae' introduced by

valuable introductions. John Jenkins, C.S C. gives a sound interpretation ofAquinas's

thought on the matter tn Knouledge and Faith in monas Aquinos (Cambridge:

Cambridge Press, 199?). See also Shanley, ?iomht Tiad,ition,2l'43.



onejust as legitimate andrigorous in its own way as the natural Bciences
or mathematics.lT The optimal approach for analyzing his conception
ofthe faith-reason relationship is, I believe, to examine three elements
in his development as a theologian: (1) his conception of his mission
as a theologian; (2) the steps he took to establish a foundation for
theology in a philosophy ofmind;and (3) his derivation ofa philosophy
of mind from self-knowledge. This approach aims, therefore, not simply
at recollecting Aquinas's theory of the relationship between faith
and reason but at understanding Aquinas's method for reaching a
reconciliation of faith and reason.

Aquinas'e Conception of Hie Mieeion aa a Theologian

Aquinas's conception of his mission as a theologian comprises
three factors: his Dominican vocation; his opposition to Radical
Aristotelianism; and his ambivalence about Aristotelian philosophy.

Aquinas entered the recently founded Dominican order (the Order
of Preachers) it L244 at the age of nineteen or twenty, renouncing his
family's noble feudal ralk tojoinin preachingthe Gospel to impoverished
former serfs huddled around the newly emerging communes in France
and northern Italy. At the University ofParis, Thomas pursued studies
in the arts and theology, leading in 1256 to a mastership in theology,

which gave him the expertise to prepare his Dominican colleagues for
their mission. For the rest ofhis life, Thomas taught theology, splitting
his time between two regencies at the University of Paris (.!256-59,

1268-72) and two periods in Italy, part of the time as theologian to
the papal court, but mostly as master of Dominican houses of study
(1259-68, 1272-7 4). The immediate readership for which he intended
his Summa Theologiae, in which he incorporated the moral theology
of the Second Part into the salvation history of the First and Third

17M.-D. Cheou, o.P., Introd.uction a l:Etudp de Soint Thoma.s D'Aquid,2r,d ed.
(Montreal: Institut D'Etudes Medievales; Paris: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, 1954),

51-60, 66-82, 150-66, 251-53, 258-66; Chenu La theologie comme scietue au IIIe sidcle,

Bibliotheque Thomiste 33, 3!d ed. (Parisr Librairie J Vrh, 195?): 9-14, 18-25' 67-42;

Jean-Pierre Torrell, O .P., So,int Thomas Aquias, vol. 1, The Person and His Worh, frane.

Robert Royal (Washingtoo DC: The Catholic UniverBity ofAmerica PresB, 1996),96-104;

A. Latg, Die theologische Pinzipienlehte der mitteldlterlizhen Sclolasti& (Freiburg-

Baeel-VieDna: Herder, 1962), 106-21; Per Erik Pereeon, Sattd Doctrina: Reason and

Rewlation in Aquino.s, trans. Ross MacKeDzie (Philadelphia: Fortlegg, 1970), 75-89
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Parts, was his own Dominican students.ls Aquinas's characteristically
Dominican spirituality, with its commitment to the evangelization of
the poor, infused al1 of his academic work.le

The second factor inAquinas's mission as a theologian was his goal

of making theology a science capable of counteracting the challenge
to Christian doctrine from Radical Aristotelians (or Latin Averroists)
in the Paris Arts Faculty who were engaged in making philoeophy
an independent naturalistic science.'o Led by Siger of Brabant, they
had adopted a reading of Aristotle originating in the commentaries
of Muslim scholars, particularly Averroes, who, having translated
the entire Aristotelian corpus into Arabic, sought to reconcile Musiim
beliefs with Aristotelian philosophy. Not only did they seek to formulate
a naturalistic philosophy independent of Christian revelation; they also
challenged, if they tlid not indeed contradict, such Christian doctrines
as the Trinity, creation in time, the divinity ofChrist, the Real Presence
in the Eucharist, and individual human responsibility for knowing and
willing.'I To neutralize this Radical Aristoteiianism, Aquinas strove,
through both literal interpretation and experiential confirmation, to
dislodge Aristotle's philosophy from the carapace of his Mus1im (and

Neo-Platonic and Jewish) commentators so that he could employ it

18 Torrell, Againos; eee also Jo6ef Pieper, G uide to Thomas AquinoJ, trans. Richard and
Clara Winston (New York: Pantheon Books, 1962), 30-42, 63-74; O'Meata, O.P., Thomas
Aquinas Tluologian, 1-40; Rolph Mclnemey,.4quinos, (Cambridge: Polity; Malden, MA:
Blackwell, 2004), 1-26.

19 M.-D. Chenu,Aguinas and HiE Role itu Th€olo8y, tranB, Paul J. Philibert OP (1969;

Collegeville MN: The Liturgical Pres6, 2002), Torrell,.4quinas, 75-95.
20 Ralph Mclnemy, A quinas against the Ale oists: On There Being Only Onz Intellect

(West Lafayette,IN: Purdue Univer8ity PreBs, 1993),4-16, 188-96,
21 David B. Burrell, C.S.C, Khouing the Unhrnwable God: Ibn Sina, Maimonides,

Ag&inos (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Pres8, 1986i Burfell, Aquinas and
IBlamic and Jewieh Thinkers,'in Norman Kretzmann and Eleonore Stump, eds., ?Ire
Cambrid.ge Companion to Aqui\ds (Cambridger Cambridge UniverBity Pre88, 1993), 60-
84; John Marenbon, Medieaat Philosoph!: An HistoicaL and Philoeophical litrod.uction
(London and New York: Routledge, 200?), 172-204,254-7 0; Charles H. Lohr, "TheArcient
Philosophical Legacy and its Transmiosion to the MiddleAges," in Jorge J. E. Gracia and
Timothy B. Noone, eds., A Companion to Philosophf in thz Mid e Ages (Malden, MA:
Blackwell, 2003), 15-22; R.obert Paenau aDd ChriBtina Van Dyke, eds., Thz Cambridge
Hi\tory of Med,ieval Philoeoph!, vol. I (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer8ity Press, 2O1O),
11-38,232-66.
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himself as a rational armature for the development of theology into a
scientifi c discipline.'2

The third factor in Aquinas's self-conception as a theologian
was his ambivalence toward Aristoteiian philosophy. Like every
other medieva-l scholar, Aquinas was steeped in Augustine's thought,
appropriating Augustine's method of grounding theology in self-
knowledge as well as his explications ofthe doctrines of grace and the
Trinity.'3 Aquinas also welcomed the Neo-Platonic insights he found
in the Greek Fathers of the Church, Boethius, Pseudo-Dionysius, and
the pseudonymous author of the Liber de Causis.2a Yet Aquinas was
drawn to Aristotle's philosophy, not just because in its profundity and
scope it promised to supply the rational infrastructure he needed for a
scientific theology,2s but also because he had to counter the challenge
it posed to the Christian worldview, as well aB to particular Christian
doctrines, by the Paris Arts faculty's adoption of it as an independent
naturalistic phi1osophy.'z6 To foster a more accurate grasp ofAristotle's
thought, Aquinas sponsored William of Moerbecke's translation of the
Aristotelian corpus from the original Greek into Latin, and undertook
himself the project of writing commentaries on all of Aristotle's

22 Jan A. Aertsen, i{quinae'e Philoeophy in it8 Historical Setting,' in Kretzmann and
Strmp, Cambridge Companion,12-37, see al8o lote 18.

23 C]Irer']u, Int\duction, 44-51; Scott MacDonald, Augustine," in Gracia and Noone,

Companion, 160-69; Gareth B. Matthews, i{ugu8tinianism,' in Paenau and Van Dyke,
Cambidge History, 86-98; Michael Dauphinais, Barry David, and Matthew Levedng,
eda., Aquiaas the Augustinian (Washingtol, DC: The Catholic University of America
Press,2007), 1-78.

24 Chenv, Inttoduction, 192-t98; Stephe[ n Brown, "The Patristic Backgtound,' in
Gracia atrd Noore, Companion, 23-31; Katerina lerodiakonou, "Byzantium," and Jan
A. Aertsetr, 'Platonism," in Pasoau artd Van Dyke, Cambrid.ge History, 39-49, 76-85;
Fran O'Rourke, "AquiDas and Platonism," in Felgus KeE, ed., Contertplating Aquinas:
On the Varieties of Interpretation (London: SCM Pre8B, 2003), 247-?9. On Aquinao's use

of ljne Liber d.e Cousis, aee David B. Burrell CSC, i{quinas's Appropialion of Liber dz

ca&sis to Articulate the Creator as Cause-of_Beiig,' in Keft, Contemplating Aquind$,

55-74; Burrell,'Thomas Aquinas and Islam," in Jim Fodor and Frederick Christian
Bauerschmidt, eds., A q uinas ih Dialogue: Thotuas for the Tbent!'Firs, Century (Malden,

MA: Blackwell, 2004), 67-86.
25 Chean, Introduction, 1?3-83; Joseph Owen8, C.S R, "Aristotle and Aquina8,' in

Kretzmann and Stump, Cambridge Compahion, 38'59.
26 John n Wippel, "Thomas Aquinas and the Condemtratiou of 1277," Modern

Schalman 72 (1995): 233-?2; Wippel, 'The Parisian Condemlations of 1270 and 1277,'

in Gracia and Noooe, Cotupdnion,65-73, See notes 20-22.
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works in their new translation.2T Because of this discriminating
appropriation ofAristotle's philosophy Aquinas's career as a theologian
may be summarized, positively, a8 an articulation of an Augustinian
philosophy of mind in terms of an Aristotelian metaphysics of being,
mediated by a Neo-Platonist conception of participation in the Good;
negatively, as an opposition to Aristotelian philosophy - and indeed
all of Greek philosophy, both in the original sources and in Muslim
and Jewish commentaries - as an independent naturalistic systern
antithetical to Christian doctrine.'8

Theee are, then, the three main factors inAquinas's self-conception
as atheologian: his vocation as a Dominican friar to interpret the import
of the Gospel for the poor; his development of theology into a science

opposed to the naturalistic philosophy of Radical Aristotelianism; and
his adoption of Aristotelian thought as a method for theology but not
as an independent philosophy.

The Phases in Aquinan'e Self-Educotion ae a Theologian

Aquinas had to undertake a long and arduous course of self-education
to fulfill his ambition of becoming a scientific theologian while making
theolory a science. There were five functionally successive phases
in his self-education: his commentaries on the literary sources of
both Christian doctrine and pagan philosophy; his philosophical and
theological monographs; his disputations on controverted philosophical
and theological questions; his successive syntheses of the material
from his commentaries, monographs, and disputations; and, finally,
the spin-offs from these syntheses in polemical essays, in responses to
requests for his opinion, and in liturgical works, sermons, and prayers.2e

In his relatively short but very productive career Aquinas sought to
become expert in what today would be virtually the entire spectrum

27 Chela;.,Introd,uctioz, 183-92; Torrell, Sd int Thomas Aquinas,224-46,
28John B. Rist, Augustine, Aristotelianism, and Aquinas: Three VarietieB of

Philo8ophical Adaptation,' in Dauphinais, David, and Levering, A9 uinas the Augustinian,
79-99; Mark Jordan, "Theology and Philosophy," in I(retzmann and Stump, Coln6rid8'e
Companion, 232-51; J. L. A. West, "The Functioning of Philosophy in Aquinas," Jozrnal
of thz History d Philosop,hy 45, no. 3 (200?): 383-94..

29 Torrell, Aquizcs, 330-61.
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of functional specialties in theology: scriptural exegesis, patristics,
history of doctrine, systematic theology, moral theology, apologetics,
pastoral theology, and liturgy.

The first phase in Aquinas's self-education was his composition of
the commentaries in which he deepened his knowledge ofboth the Bible
and important philosophical works. He wrote biblical commentarieg
on Genesis, Isaiah, Psalms, and Job in the Hebrew Bible and on the
four Gospels and certain of Paul's epistles, notably Romans, in the New
Testament. He also compiled in the Glossa or Catena Aurea exegetical
quotations from the Greek Fathers on each verse of a1l four Gospels.

Legend has it that Aquinas also committed to memory the entire text of
the Vulgate. He certainly displayed an intimate knowledge ofboth the
Bible and patristic tradition in the numerous and apposite citations he

included in his two summae.30
Both early and late in his careerAquinas also wrote commentaries

on philosophical works. In his first Paris teaching assignment he

commented on two of Boethius's treatises and on Pseudo-Dionysius's
De Diuinis Nominlbus,3L while in his second Paris period he composed

a commentary on the enigmatic Liber de Causis.az Perhaps the most
important of these commentaries for his quest to make of theology a

science was his Erp ositio super Librum de Tlinitate.lt it he argued that
divine science (theology) was just as valid as natural or mathematical
science because it followed the same process of abstracting frorn the
individuality and contingency of sensory data, only it took the process

one step further by abstracting not only from empirical or imaginative,
but also from any literal, representation ofits theories.3s

30 Chen\\ Intxfiuction, 199-225;Tonell, Aquinae, 27-35, 55-59, 120-22, 136-41, 198'

201, 247 -67 , 337 41 .

31 C]oeJnv, Introduction, 192-98, 237 -4};'lonell, Aquinas, 121 -29.

32 H. D. Saflrey, Sancti Thotuae de Aquino Super Librum De causie Erpoeitio
(Fribourg: Societe Philosophique; Louvain: Editione E. NauwelaertB, 1954) See note 24

33In Boeth. d,e Ttin.2.l-4.5.1, 4; 6.1-4. See William E Mumion, lAquinas's

Earliest Philosophy of Mind: "Meas" \t lhe Commentary on the Sentence| and Other

Contetuporaneoue Writings," 45-84 in Jeremiah Hackett, ed., Aquinos on Mind and.

Intellect:New Essc,ls (NewYork: Dowling College PresB,1996) See also Bruno Decke!, ed.,

Erpoeitio super Librum Boethii De binitare, 2nd ed. (Leidenr Brill, 1959); Anton Pegi8,

C.S.B, ed., St. Tlamas Aquiws: The Diuision ond Methods o/the Sciences: Questions V
aod M ofhis Commentary on the re ?|i4irore of Boethius tran6lated with introduction
end notes (Toronto:The Pontiffcal InBtitute ofMediaeval Studies, 1953)
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But his most important philosophical commentaries were on the
works of Aristotle. While he had become familiar with Aristotle's works
right from the early days ofhis studies at the Universities ofNaples and
Paris, he did not begin his commentaries onAristotle until the end ofhis
first teaching assignment in Paris. Thereafter he pursued, in Italy and
Paris, his project of writing a commentary on every work ofAristotle -
even as he was composing his own original treatises, including his two
summae - until, strangely, he lost either the ability or the desire to
continue his scholarship.3a Yet these commentaries not only had the
personal benefit of lending phiiosophical depth and sophistication to
his disputations and his magisterial syntheses; they have remained
for Aristotelian scholars permanently valuable interpretations of the
respective works.

The next component of Aquinas's philosophical self-education
was the monographs he wrote on crucial philosophical and theological
issues, again both eariy and late in his career In his first Paris period
he wrote monographs on the principles ofphysical nature, on being and
essence, and on the proper governance of princes.35 In his second Paris
period he wrote monographs on the properties of rational creatures in
general - both human and angelic - and on angels in particular.so The
most important of these monographs was De ente e/ essenfta, in whidr,
while criticizing some aspects of Muslim interpretations ofAristotle's
concept of being, he appropriated (and reinterpreted) Avicenna's
distinction between essence and existence, a theory he used to explain
the difference between God in his identity ofessence and existence and
creatures with their distinction ofessences from existence.sT

The third phase in Aquinas's campaign to develop theology into
a science consisted of the two kinds of disputations he conducted on
controversial theological questions, a new option for masters oftheology

34 Jamee A. Weisheipl, O.P, "Thomas' Evaluation of Plato and Aridtotl e," The Neu
Scrororficism 48, Do. I (1974): 100-24; Leo Elders, "The Ari6totelian Commentaries ofSt.
Thomas Aquinas," 7he Review of Metaphlsics 63 (2009)1 29-53. See note 2?.

35 C}lent, Introd,uction , 280-83, 286-88; To o ell, Aquiws , 47 -50
36 C}len:(., Introduction, 288-95; Torrell, A quinas, 179-96,220-22.
3? Carolue Boyer, ed., S. Thamae A4uinatis Opusculutu De Ente et EsseDrio (Rome:

Gregorian Uniyersity Pres6, 1950)i 62,74-77,88,87. Scott MacDonald, "The Eese I
,ssenrio Argument in Aqinas'a De ente et essentia,' in Daviea, Tltomas Aquinas,14l-58.
See aleo Burrell, "Aquinas and Islamic and Jewish Thhkers," 65-?0.
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that he exploited to the fu1I. The first kind ofdisputation was, in effect,
a course on a particular topic that a master oftheology conducted twice
a week over an academic year.38 The topics Aquinas addressed in these
disputations show the range of his interests: On TYuth, On Powe4 On
the Soul, On Spiritual Creatures, On Euil, On the Virtues, On the Unity
of the Incdrnd,te Word. His underlying project was to reconstruct the
traditional Augustinian interpretations and explications of Christian
doctrine in terms of Aristotelian philosophy, while fending off the
contrary interpretations of Aristotle's Muslim commentators.se

The most important of these disputations was On Tfuth, which
might better have been entitled On the Mind in relation to Being:
as Intellcct in relation to Being as Tluth and as Will in relation to
Being as Goodness.aa In the twenty-one questions of this disputation,
conducted over three academic years, Aquinas forged the philosophy
of mind, inclusive of intellect and wiIl, he would later ernploy in his
two summae. A signal achievement was his analysis of the activity of
knowing, operative in self-knowledge as well as in object knowledge,
and therefore the medium for formulating his philosophy of mind.
Aquinas analyzed direct, objective knowledge as a two-step interaction
in our minds between the impact of the data of experience and the
demand of our minds for the truth - the first step being an attempt
to assimilate the information from sensory imagery into a possible

definition of the meaning of the data; the second being a reflection
upon the process of assimilation to judge the veridicality of the
proposed definition.al Self-knowledge, he said, had both a categorical
and a transcendental dimension: the categorical to be found in our
consciousness of understanding in every act of understanding as well
as in an appreciation of the nature of our intellectual ability gained

38 B. Carlos Bazan, "LeE Questions Disputee8, Principalemetrt dans les Faculteg de

Tteologie,'in B. Carlo8 Bazatr, Gelard Fransen, Danielle Jacquart, and John 4Wippel,
les Qustion9 Disputees et les Queetione quodlibetiqu.es dans les Facultes de Theologie,

de Droit et dz Medecine (Inuvain-la-Neuve: Institut d'Etude8 Medievales de l'UDiversitc
Catholique de Louvai!, 1985), 13-149.

39 W: Schneider, Die Quaestiotles Disputdtd2 des Thoma-s uon Aquin in ihrer
Philosophiegeschichtlichem Beziehung zu Augustinus, BGPIM 2713 (M'Jneter.

Aschendorfr 1930).
40 See Chenu, Izrroduction, 247-44;Torrell, Aquinas, 59-69.

4l vei. 1.2, t.g, t.9;2.5, 2.6; 10.1, 10.2,10.4, 10.8, 10.9.
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from an analysis of the universality of the objects of its acts; the
transcendentaL to be found in the innate orientation of our intellects
to the truth as well as in our habitual ability to understand the
significance of sensory experience.a'?

In the other kind of tlisputation, the quodlibel, a master could
treat any question he wanted, at a time of his own choosing.43 In the
approximately one hundred articles of the twenty-five quoallibetales

Aquinas conducted, he addressed a wide range of both speculative
and practical questions - about God, Christ, the angels, and human
beings.s In these two kinds of disputations Aquinas gradually refined
his thought on the multiplicity of topics he would coordinate into a
Bystematic framework in his summae.

The most important phase in Aquinas's campaign to mal<e a
science of theology comprised the three syntheses of theology that
he wrote at the beginning, the middle, and the end of his career -
lhe Scriptum super Sententias, the Summa contra Gentes, and. the
Sumrna Theologioe. In this phase, Aquinas employed as the theoretical
armature ofhis theology the philosophy of mind he was forging in the
crucible of personal experience from sources in Augustine, Aristotle,
and Dionysius. It provided him with both the format for his syntheses
and his solutions to crucial questions of Christian doctrine.

Aquinas's fi.rst effort in this regard was the Scriptum super

42vei. 10, especially article 8. See William E. Murnion, 'The DevelopmeEt of
Aquinas's Philosophy of Mind ia the Disputed Questions on Truri," Unpublished Paper
for the Conference on Global aDd Multicultural Dimensions of Ancient and Medieval
Philosophy and Social Thought, Binghamton University, 1995. Jan A. Aertsen argles
on the baBis ol De Ve tate, quealion 1, article 1, for the firndamentally transcefldental
nature ofAquinas's cognitional theory in Medieual Philosophjt and the Transcendentals:
The Case of Thomas Aq&inor (Leiden-New York-Cologae: E. J. Brill, 1996), 104-106,
176-200, 427 , 430-31, 434-38, and in "l!'hat Is Fi.st aDd Most FundameDtal? The
Beginnings of Tlanacendental Philoeophy,'in Jan A. Aertoen and Andress Speer, eds.,

wo.E i\t Philosophie in Mittelilter? Mi'cellsnea Medievalia 26 (Berlin-New York: Walter
de Gru,'ter, 1998), 177-92. Elizabeth Stump highlights, otr the contrary the undeniable
categorial dimeflBio[ of Aquinas's cognitional theory in "Aquina8's Metaphysics:
Individuation and ConstitutioD,'h Michael Gorman and Jonathan J. Sanford, ede.,

Categoties: Histoicdl and, Systematic Essals, Stud.ies in Philasophy and. the History of
Philosophy 41(Naahington, DCr The Catholic University ofAmedca Preas, 2004), 33-44,

43 John Wippel, 'Quodlibetal Questiors, Chiefly in Theologicsl Faculties," in Bazan
aDd otheE, Q&esrions Disputees, 151-222.

44 C}ienu, Intrcd.uction, 24546 Torrell, Aquinas, 2o7 -11.
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Sententias (1252-1256), a kind of comprehensive written exam that, as

a bachelor of theology, he had to pass to become a master of theology.
Peter Lombard's Sententiae was a compilation of patristic opinione,
particularly from Augustine, on the entire range ofChristian doctrines.
Initially, candidates for the baccalaureate in theology had simply to
write a plausible reconciliation of the divergent patristic opinions on
each topic. But by Aquinas's time, the challenge to Christian doctrine
from Aristotelian philosophy required the fledgling theologian to moot
all of the theoretical issues it raised and create, in effect, an original
treatise on the entire body of Christian doctrine. 15

In his Scriptum Aquinas employed the philosophy of mind he
would elaborate in greater detail and with more subtlety in his later
s;mtheses. First ofall, the human mind as the image ofGod provided the
pivot for the Pseudo-Dionysian theme of exitus etredjtzs (departure and
return) according to which Aquinas organized his entire commentary
as a history ofsalvation. The departure originated in the processions of
the Persons within the Trinity (Book I) and extended to the procession

from God of humanity as the apex of creation (Book II). The return
began with the Son of God becoming incarnate in human form (Book

III), and culminated in humanity's redemption from sin and final union
with God (Book I\D.a6

At each stage in this circuit Aquinas posited the human mind as

the crux ofhis explanation. In Book I,Aquinas argued that the theology
of the entire work is possible only because the human mind as the
image ofGod is capable ofknowing God - now admittedly only through
arguments and symbols, but ultimately by identity with God in the
beatific vision. In Book II, Aquinas said creation is to be understood
through its end, humanity, principally because of the mind being the
image of God. In Book III, Aquinas contended that the Word became

incarnate as a human being because humanity in its combination
of mind and body was the horizon and border unifying spiritual and
corporeal nature. And in Book IV, he presented the sacraments and
the fina1 resurrection as the remedy for humanity's corruption from

45 Cherl]d', Intrcdrction, 226-37; Torrell, Aq&inas, 3647, 332i BatiEta MoDdin, sr.
Thomos Aquinae's Philosoph! in the Cornrnenlary on the Sentences (The Hague: Martinus
Nijhotr, 19?6), 1-4.

46 Fran O'Bourke, Peeuda-Diotlysile and the Metaphxsics of Aquinas (1992; Notre
Dame: University ofNotre Dame Pre8s, 2005), 215-?4.
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original sin and the means for humanity to be united, through the
mind, with God in the beatific vision.aT

Just as Aquinas invoked the human mind as the image ofGod in
the framework of }:ris Scriptum, so also did he rely upon his conception
ofthe human mind to solve crucial questions in each of its four books:
for explaining the categorical and transcendental knowiedge of God,

both the divine essence and the processions of the Persons of the
Trinity; for justiffing the designation of humanity as the image of God

crovming creation; for interpreting the fittingness (conuenbntia) of the
Incarnation and the modes of Christ's knowledge; and for exploring the
kind of knowledge to be enjoyed by the resurrected at the end of the
world.as Drawing upon Augustine, Dionysius, and Aristotle, Aquinas
had begun to develop a profound and nuanced philosophy of mind as a
medium of theological understanding.

Aquinas's second endeavor at a theologicai synthesis was the
Summa contra Gentes (1258158-1265), an originai and comprehensive
treatise onthe wisdom of Christian doctrine. The purpose, the genre, and
the intended audience ofthis work remain in dispute. Yet a consensus
seems to be building that it is basically a protreptic in which Aquinas,
for the etlification of literate and cosmopolitan Christians, confronted
philosophical wisdom, particularly in the works of Aristotle and his
commentators, with an exposition of Christian wisdom - originating to
be sure in divine revelation but confirmed by either rational arguments
or plausible analogies.ae The work is both dialectica-l and foundational:
dialectical, in that Aquinas uses textual exegesis and humal experience
to refute the theories ofhis pagan andMuslim adversaries;foundational,

41 Sent. 1. Prol.,1.4c, 2 div tert.,3.1.1,3c obj. 1 and ad 1; 2. Prol., l div text., 1-2;3.
Prol.; 4. prol. See William E. Murnion, Aquinas'8 Theory of the Mind int}le Cotutuetltary
on the Sentences," lDK. A. Gersbach, F. Van Fleteren, J. C. Schnaubelt, eds., Proceed,itgs
of the PMR Conference (Villarova, PA: Augustinian Historical Institute, Villanova
Udversity, 1997), 15?-76.

48 Sent. 1.2-7 i 2.\6-17 i 3.2,10,14,16',4.43,48-50.
49 Thomas S. Hibbs, Diorecric dnd Naffatiue in Aquinas: An Interpretation of the

Summa contmGeatiles (NotreDsme and Londoo: University ofNotre Dame Pless,1996):
1-34, 179-85. Norman Kretzmann, )\ The Metaphysics of Thzistu: Aquina.s's Naturnl
Theology in Sum'I,a contra gentileB,I (Oifordr Oxfold Uoiversity Presa/Clarendoa Prees,

1997),39-53.
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in that he rests his case for the probity and superiority of theological
wisdom on a philosophy of mind grounded on self-knowledge.so

Aquinas gives two accounts ofthe structure of this Swnma. At the
beginning of Book I, he says it is clivided materially between the first
three books, in which he uses philosophical arguments to defend the
Christian doctrines he regards as demonstrable by natural reason, and
a fourth book, in which he uses analogies drawn from the human mind
to illustrate the plausibility ofthe supernatural doctrines ofthe Trinity
and the Incarnation.sl But at the beginning ofBook II, he says the more
fundamental structure of the work is the same narrative of departure
and return - creation and redemption - that he had adopted in the
Scriptum super Sententins. Books I and II concern God as efflcient
cause, in his divine essence and in the act of creation, while Books
III and fV concern God as final cause, both in His providence over the
created world and in His revelation of the mysteries of redemption.62
Once again, the theoretical pivot for this circuit of effrcient and final
causality is the linkage Aquinas postulates between God as exemplar
and humanity as image arising from the analogy between the divine
and the human minds.

Aquinas spells out the basis for this analogy in the philosophy
of mind he expounds in the latter half of Book II and the early part
of Book III.i3 Not only does Aquinas make this philosophy of mind,
inclusive of his conceptions ofhuman nature and human teleology, the
hinge ofthe entire work;he anticipates this philosophy in his analysis
of God's nature and power in Books I and II, applies it in his theory of
divine providence in the latter part of Book III, and makes it the basis
for an analogy to the Trinity and for the fittingness ofthe Incarnation
in Book IV.sa So his philosophy of mind is the core of the entire work,

50 See William E. Murrion, "The Structure and Function ofAquinaa'e Philosophy of
Mind in the S..rmmo c ontta Gentiles ," Unpnbli8hed Paper for the Twenty-fourth Lonergan
Workshop, Boston College, 1997.

51 SCG 1.1-9; Bee Hibb6, Dialectic dnd Nanari.,e, 1-34; E, M. Macielowski, nquiDas's
Pursuit of Wisdom and hie Method in the Sumtud conttu Ge iles," 123-50 irl J. M.
Hackett, W. E. Murnion, C. N. Still, eds., Eeirrg dnd fhought i,, Aq&ir.d3 (Binghamton:

Global Academic Publishilg, Binghamton UDiversity, 2004).
52 scc 2.1,.

53 scc z.16-90; s.zs-es.
54 scc 1.44-91; 2.15 -27:3.40-63;4.2, t0-26, 33, 36,39-44.
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55 SCG 2.a6-zg. S"" aleo Hibbs, Diolecric ond Natatiue,79-94 Norman KretzmaDn,
The Metaphysics of Cnation: Aquin@s's Natural Theology in. Summa contra Gentiles II
(Oxford: Oxford UniveEity PreBvclarendon Press, 1998), 323-68.

56 CG 3.25-63. See also Hibbs, Dialeclic ond Narrative,lO0-15.

underpinning the fiamework provided by the metaphor of departure
ard return.

This philosophy of mind has both a theoretical and a practical
component. The theoretical component, whichAquinas expounds in Book
II, is that we know on the basis of personal experience that humanity
is an existential unit of soul and body and yet that the human soul is
an incorruptible subsistent spirit. The personal experience grounding
this beliefis our consciousness ofthe nature of human action. Because
we not only depend upon sensory experience for all of our intelligible
information but are individually responsible for all of our activity,
physical and mental alike, the soul, from which this activity emanates,
must be the form ofthe body. Yet because our ability to know the truth
includes a knowledge ofthings in their universality and ofourselves as

having such knowledge and because our capacity to do good originates
from a love of the good in itself and culminates in freedom of choice,
the soul must be a subsistent spirit, transcending the body, to which it
communicates its own act of existence. Therefore, Aquinas concludes,
personal experience shows that our souls are distinct, but not separate,
from our bodies.55

The practical component, which Aquinas propounds in Book III,
is that we know on the basis of personal experience that humanity
has a natural (if implicit) desire for the beatific vision and yet cannot
achieve that end without the grace of God. The personal experience

Exounding this beliefis our consciousness ofthe nature ofour final end.
On the one hand, we realize we cannot be completely happy without
understanding, directly and immediately, the ultimate cause of this
universe (which, revelation tells us, can be achieved only in union with
God in the beatific vision). Yet we are also aware we are incapable of
achieving this goal on our own, given that our understanding is not
only finite but also intrinsically dependent upon sensory experience.
Therefore, Aquinas concludes, personal experience shows we have a
natural appetite for the beatific vision but cannot fu1fill that appetite
except through the supernatural grace of God.56
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Hence Aquinas grounds the superstructure of the entire Summo
contra Gentes on a philosophy of mind whose evidence is a matter of
personal experience. True, he poaches elements of his theory from a

multitude of sources, and he directs it against an array of adversaries,
but the evidence he alleges in every case is derived from self-knowledge.
His argument is, therefore, not abstract but existential. Its truth can be

understood and assessed not by conning a theory but only by examining
it in light of personal experience.

Aquinas wrote the third of his theological syntheses, the Summa
Theologiae 0265/L266-7273), as a comprehensive textbook for
novice theologians.iT He organized it according to the uia doctrinae,
proceeding from principles to conclusions, to avoid the disorder and
repetition he deplored in other theology textbooks.5s As opposed to
the Summa contra Gentes, the Summa Theologiae integrates the
rationally demonstrable and the analogically intelligible truths of
Christian doctrine into a unitary framework. From the outset Aquinas
emphasizes the intrinsically theological character ofthe work, naming
God both the subject and the object oftheology: the subject, because of
His communication ofthe light offaith and the revealed principles upon
which theology depends for an understanding of particular Christian
doctrines; the object, because of theology being concerned principally
with God and secondarily with everything else insofar it proceeds from
God as efficient cauge and returns to Him as fina1 cause. 5s

Consequently, the framework for the Summa Theologiae is, once

again, the salvation history ofcreation and redemption, pivoting on the
analogy between the divine mind as exemplar and the human mind
as image.60 The First Part is devoted to God the exemplar - both in

57 Chen!., Introduction, 255-16; 'Iorrell, Aquinas, 142-59; Leonard E. Boyle, "The
Setti[g of the Sun ma Theologioz," rn Brian Davie6, ed., Ag&izos's Summa Theologiae:

Citical Essays (Loodon-New York: Rowrnan and Littleffeld, 2006), 1-24.

58 S? 1 . prol. See Per seo\, Sacra Doctrina, 242-66,
59s? 1.1.7; 1.2, prol. See Jeaa-Pierre Torrell, Aquinost SlddJrlma: Bachground,

StnEturc, and Reception, trar.6. Benedict M. Guevin (WashitrEtoa, DC: The Catholic
University ofAmerica Press,2005), 19-26; Petaeoa, Sacra Doctina, 17-90; Rudi Te Velde,

Aquinas on God: The "Diuinz Science" of th. Summa Theologiae (Hante, UK; BurlingtoD,
VT:Ashgate, 2006), 9-36.

60 s? 1.93; 1-2. prol.. See William E. Mumion, "Exemplar and Image: The Dialectic
of Divine and Human Freedom in the Sumtua Theologiae," Papet for the 25th A[.ual
Lonergan Workshop, Boston College, 1998. See also Torrell, Aquitae's Summa, 27-62;
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His essence, as one substance and three persons; and in His action, as

creator and rector ofthe universe.ol The Third Part, on the other hand,
concerns the perfect image of God in the God-man, Jesus Christ, who
redeems humanity through his passion, death, and resurrection and
elevates it through the indwelling ofthe Holy Spirit in the Church as

a whole and in each human soul. The pivot between these two parts
is the Second Part, which is concerned with humanity: the admittedly
imperfect image ofGod at the culmination ofcreation and yet the locus
ofthe Incarnation and the beneflciary of redemption.62

Once again, the theoretical core of the work is Aquinas's
philosophy of mind. In the latter half of the First Part, Aquinas takes
up humanity, the composite ofboth spirit and mattel at the terminus
ofhis exposition ofthe origination ofthe universe from God in creation.
In analyzing humanity, Aquinas immediately notes that theology
considers human nature primarily in terms of the soul and, within
the soul, primarily in terms of the mind, inclusive of its intellective
and appetitive operations.63 The intellective operations he proceeds to
analyze in the First Part; the appetitive operati.ons he postpones until
the Second Part.

The point ofhis analysis in the First Part ofhumanity's intellective
operatio[s is to show that the human soul, specifically because of
the mind, is truly made to the image of God, and destined, therefore,
ultimately to be united with God its exemplar.e At the beginning of
the Second Part, Aquinas prefaces his analysis of the operations
of the will by declaring that humanity is made to the image of God
precisely insofar aB our powers of intellect and free }udgment (liberum
arbitrium) enable us to be responsible for all of our actions.6s On that
basis, Aquinas proceeds, in the First Section of the Second Part, to
analyze humanity in terms of its pursuit of its final end - beginning
with our natural appetite for the beatiflc vision, working through the

Toftel| Aquinas,2S-224. See also Jean-Piere Torrell, O.P, Saizl ?h omas Aquinas, trana.
Robert Royal, vol. 2 (Wa8hirgon DC: The Catholic University ofAmerica Pless, 2003):
26-224.

61 Te Yelde, Aquinas on cod, 37 -179.

62 st r.+a.t; gt. r, l-8; 1-2 prol.
63 s? 1.7b, prot.;84, prol.
64 sr :..2s-gg; gt.
65 s? t-2, prol..
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conditions and impediments for acting responsibl, and culminating
in the supernatural conversion by which God, now through grace and
later through glory, saves us ftom our sinfulness and elevates us to
union with Himself He completes this analysis, in the Second Section
of the Second Part, with detailed studies of both the virtues necessary
for us to move from our initial conversion to our final end and of the
various statuses within which we may pursue our destiny. In all,
Aquinas tales up about two-thirds of the Surnma Theologiaz with lis
philosophy of mind, showing how through intellect and will we are
made to the image of God, with a natural desire for union with God
and an aptitude for cooperating with the grace ofGod in our salvation.

What is more, Aquinas employs this philosophy of mind
throughout the rest of the Sumrno Theologiac. He invokes it to explain
how, from one perspective, we can know and love God in His essence

and as Creator and how, from the opposite perspective, God can be

understood to know and love Himself, both in the divine essence and
in the processions within the Trinity.66 He also uses it to interpret
both the procession of creatures from God in creation and the return
of humanity to God in redemption.6? And he calls upon it once again
to explicate the fittingness, the manner, and the consequences of the
Incarnation.68 Aquinas's philosophy of mind is, therefore, the key to
an understanding of the Summa ?heologiae, as it is of the earlier
syntheses in which he expounded his vision of Christian doctrine.

The final phase of Aquinas's quest to become a scientific
theologian by mal<ing theology into a science includes the spin'
offs from his theological syntheses: his polemics against Averroistic
interpretations ofAristotle's concept of mind and against opponents of
the mendicant orders; his numerous replies to requests for his expert
opinion on questions both theoretical and practical; and his liturgical
works, sermons, and prayers - most famously "The Office for the Feast

of Corpus Christi" and the hymn "Adoro Te."6e Not content to stay on

the heights of theological theory or to remain within the precincts of
academe, Aquinas was ready to appiy his theories to current problems,

66 sr 1.2; tz; t+;20;26;27 -28;32131t 40-4!.
67 s? 1.44-4I; 103-104; 1-2,1-s; 109-14.

68 s? 3.1-19; 2g-26;46-49.
69 Chenllu., Introduction, 288-96; Torrell, A quiws, 7 6-96 , 729-36, 179-96, 212-21
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just as he was quick to transform theory into prayer But rather than
dwelling on these facets of Aquinas's theological career, it will be

more helpful to summarize the process by which Aquinas developed a
philosophy of mind as the foundation for his theology.

Only by a gradual assimilation ofboth doctrinal and philosophical
sources and by a systematic analysis of controversial philosophical
and theological issues did Aquinas succeed in mounting to the point
where he could confidently "essa/ [sicJ progressively more adequate
syntheses of Christian doctrine. He sought to resolve the relationship
between faith and reason, not by concocting a lapidary formula, but by
methodically probing all the neuralgia points, until he could coordinate
his diagnoses into a coherent and comprehensive prescription. The
framework he adopted for his syntheses was,because ofits compatibility
with Christian salvation history the Dionysian trope of departure and
return; that is, creation and redemption. But the core of his syntheses
was his emergent philosophy of mind. It not only provided a theoretical
infrastructure for the metaphor of departure and return but supplied
both an argument for our knowledge and love ofGod and an analogy to
the mysteries of the Trinity and the Incarnation. Aquinas succeeded,

therefore, in making theology a science by combining the framework
for the unification of Christian doctrine in the troPe of departure
and return with the foundation for the explaaation or elucidation of
Christian doctrine in a philosophy of mind. ?0

70 WhetherAquinas actually had a philosophy ofmind and what it might have been are
both in diBpute. Year8 ago, in "Le'mens' d'apres S. Augustin et S.Thomas dAquin,'.Reu ue

des sciences philosophiques et theologiques 13 (1924): 145-61 and ra structure de I'ame et
l'expercnce nlstique,2 vols., 2nd ed. (Paris: Cabalda, 1927), I:21-46, A. Gardeil explored
the coDcept of"hind' in Aquinaa; and other Thomists ofthat era analyzed other aspectB

of the same general topic, under such terms as 'soul" or "spirit,'or "intellect and rea8oD.'
More recently, some Ttromiste have takea for graDted that Aquhae had a philosophy of
mind and ofrered thei, various interpretations of it: Anthony Kenny, Aquind.s on Mind.
(Lordon and New York Routledge, 1993); Norman Kretzmann, 'Philoeophy of Mind,"
in Kretzmann and Stump, Combrid,ge Companion, 128-59; Eleooore Stump, Aqainos
(London and New York: Routledge, 2003): 189-306. But itr Aquinas's R€jectioE of Mind,
Confral(enny," The Thorlis, 66 (2002): 15-59, John P. O'Callaghan Dot oDly contradicted
Ketrn/s interpretatioo but denied that Aquina8 eveo had a philosophy of mind. And
Robert Pasnau, in ?7r omas Aquinos on Human Nature: A Philosoprrico, Sr&dy o/Summa
T'heologiae Ia 75-89 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), interpreted the
same aection in Lhe Sututua that Kenny had interpreted as a philosophy of mind aa,

instead. a philoEophy ofhuman nature.
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The Origine of Aquinoe'e Philoeophy of Mittd in Self-Knowledge

Aquinas analyzed self-knowledge in a number of his works over the
course of his career: his commentary on Aristotle's De Anima; the
disputed questions On IYuth, On the Soul, and On Spiritual Creatures;
the monograph On Separate Substances; all three of his theological
syntheses; and the polemic On the Unity of the Intellect against the
Auerroists.ll The most original and substantial of these treatments is
the disputed question On Tfuth, in which Aquinas succeeded not onl.y
in melding his Augustinian and Aristotelian sources but in explicating
the core of his philosophy of mind and exploring in detail both its
cognitive and its volitional implications.T2 But for our purposes, perhaps
the best source is the tidy summary Aquinas gives of self-knowledge in
the Summa Theologiae.

There he says the mind knows itself in three ways: we each
experience our own mind in every act of understanding or willing; we
can acquire a philosophical knowledge of the nature of the mind by
analyzing it in terms ofthe abilities revealed by the intentional objects
of its operations; and we can realize the scope and range of the mind
by reflecting upon it in light of divine truth. In each case, the object
of understanding is the act of understanding itself, our proper act,
perfectly demonstrating the mind's ability and nature.73

In the first kind of knowledge, Aquinas says, each of us becomes
aware ofour own mind in every act ofunderstanding or willing. We each
experience ourselves as someone who understands in every complete
act of understanding and as someone who wills in every complete act
of willing.Ta Thus we become aware of our powers of intellect and will
as well as ofthe mind as the subject of both powers.75 We also realize
that the mind, whether we call it the intellect or the intellective soul, is
the principle as well of all of our other activities: locomotion, nutrition,
sensation.?6 Aquinas emphasizes how this inherent awareness of our

71 See Wi.lliam E. Murnion, 'Aquioaa on Mild/Ihe Miod ofAquinas,'An unpublished
paper for the Lonergan Wotkshop, Aquinas ld.ay, Boston College, 2002.

72 see notes 41 ald 42.
73 s? 1.88.2 ad g; zb.a;82.3.
74 s? t.8?.t,n; ?6.t;84.1; 1-2.1.1.
75 sr t.t,.t:aLt:*.3; 88.2 ad 3.

76 sr t.zo.t.
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own intelligence in every operation of knowing or willing functions as

both the origin of every theory of understanding or volition and the
criterion for evaluating the validity of any such theory.??

The second kind of self-knowledge Aquinas recognizes is the
philosophical or categorial knowledge ofthe nature ofthe mind or soul.
This is the strategy he found in Aristotle, who argued that we could
come to understand the soul in terms of the powers revealed by an
analysis of the objects of its acts. In the Summa Theologioe Aquinas
analyzes the power of the intellect in terms of its understantling of
three kinds of object - bodies, the soul itself, and separate substances
(including God)7E - and the power of the will in terms of the acts by
which it loves the good, intends happiness as its final end, and chooses

the means to attain it.?s This kind of seif-knowledge, in which the soul
becomes, through introspection, the explicit object of understanding,
is, of course, the mode that Aquinas employed in the First Part of
lhe Summa to understand the soul in terms of the power of intellect,
and in the Second Part, to understand the soul in terms of the power
of will. He pushed this analysis for all it was worth, demonstrating
that because r e were each aware of possessing within ourselves the
powers Aristotle ascribed to the agent and the possible intellect, the
soul as the seat of those powers must be immaterial, subsistent, and
incorrrptible.so

The third kind of self-knowledge Aquinas acknowledges is
the theological or transcendental knowledge by which we judge the
perfection of the mind in light of divine truth. This is the mode for

71 sr lu.z ad 1; ?9.10; 8?.1; 88.2 ad 3; 93.? ad 4. Bemard Lonergan, in verbum:
Ylord and ld,ea in Aquin @s, vol. 2 ofthe Collected Works of BerDard LoDergao (1948-49;

Toronto: University of Toronto Pre6s, 199?):, 8?-99, 222-26, trst showed that Aquinas
conteoded that knowledge ofthe mind is to be derived by adverting to oDe's own act of
understaDding, the proper act ofthe huma! intellect, perfectly demonstrating its ability
8nd nature. See also Bemard Lonergan, lzsight: A Study of Human Undzrstanding , ,tol.

3 of the Collect€d worke of Bemard Lotrergan ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M.
Doran (Toronto: University ofToronto Pre6s, 1992): 769-?0.

?8 s? t.ea-es.
79 s? 1-2.1-47. see William E. Murnion, %.quinas's Theory of Human Freedom in the

Summa Theologiae," 15\-92 h Being and Thought in Aquinas, ed. Jeremiah M. Hackett,
William E. Mumion, and Carl N. Still (Binghamton University: Global Academic
Publishing, 2004).

80 S? 1.75.1,3; 77.5-6; 79.1-5.
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which he accredits Plato by way ofAugustine. Plato, he says, contended
that we could discern the perfection of the soul from a recognition of
its participation in the subsistent idea(l)s of truth and goodness. But
Augustine corrected Plato's conception of our natural orientation to
truth and goodness in two ways. First, he interpreted the ideas, not as
subsistent objects, but as exemplars in God's mind of created beings.
Secondly, he interpreted our participation in these exemplars, not as

a perception of them as objects (even in the mind of God) but as an
inherent awareness of them in the light, natural, or supernatural, by
which we know the truth and will the good.sl This is, therefore, the kind
of self-knowledge Aquinas draws upon at a number ofcrucial junctures
inthe Summa: in desigrrating theology a sacred and a kind ofsubaltern
science because of deriving the principles for understanding Christian
doctrine from God's own knowledge;6'?in affirming the mind's knowledge
ofthe true and love ofthe good;83 in postulating a natural desire for the
beatific vision;8a and in defining natural law as a participation of the
human mind in the eternal law in the mind of God. 85

On these three forms of self-knowledge - consciousness,
introspection, and transcendental reflection - Aquinas based his
philosophy of mind and, in turn, his theology. Although his theology is
a theoretical structure - a science - it is founded upon an existential
commitment. His philosophy of mind is not a formula to be learned,
but a method to be followed. Its verification is not logical but factual.
In effect, he challenges anyone who is interested in the philosophy of
mind to verify his theory for oneself In our acts of knowing and willing,
are we indeed conscious of the intentionality of these acts? From an
analysis of their intentionality, can we gain an understanding of the
mind as the root of cognition and volition? And through reflection
upon the mind's capacity for knowing and willing, can we come to
realize that our desire to know the truth and will the good reveals
our fundamental orientation to being itselP In taking this approach,
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philosophy of mind becomes the fruit neither oflinguistic analysis nor
of idealist metaphysics but of existential phenomenology.

To summarize this section on Aquinas's take on faith ald reason:
In his vocation as a Dominican theologian, Aquinas appropriated the
core of Aristotle's philosophy as a method for making theology into a
science of Christian revelation. Negatively, this meant that Aquinas
had to rebut the alternative interpretations of Aristotie's philosophy
by his Muslim commentators and combat the efforts of Radical
Aristotelians in the Paris Arts faculty to oppose Aristotle's naturalistic
philosophy, as an independent source of true wisdom, to Christian
theology. Positively, it meant that Aquinas undertook a course of self-
education in which, through commentaries on the sources of Christian
doctrine and Greek philosophy and a series of scholarly monographs
and disputed questions, he forged the philosophy of mind he employed
as the foundation ofhis theological syntheses. This philosophy of mind
he derived from self-knowledge: a combination ofconscious experience,
philosophical analysis, and transcendental reflection. Thus Aquinas
sought to reconcile faith and reason by drawing from self-knowledge a
philosophy of mind to ground a theology capable of demonstrating the
reasonableness of Christian doctrine.

THE IMPORT OF AQUINAS'S EKAMPLE FOR
RECONCILING FAITH AND RTASON TODAY

The analysis of St. Thomas Aquinas's method for reconciling faith and
reason raiseg several questions about how Catholic philosophers and
theologians might respond to John Paul II's recommendation to regard
Aquinas as the authentic exemplar for undertaking this perennial task.
Does Aquinas indeed have to be followed, perhaps to the exclusion of
other philosophers and theoiogians, in attempting to reconcile faith
and reason? If so, is Aquinas's philosophy of being, as a foundation
or summation of the "body of knowledge lthat is] a kind of spiritual
heritage ofhumanity," what should be adopted as the touchstone for the
task? And does Aquinas's philosophy exemplify John Paul's belief that
the iliscipline of philosophy originates from the "primary truth" that
every human being who wishe(s) to raise himself up within creation
"does so as'one who knows himself" (1, see 1-4)?
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The first question that John Paul's singling out ofAquinas as anl
the authentic exemplar for the reconciliation of faith and reason raises
for Catholic philosophers and theologians is whether he meant for
them all to become (or remain) (Neo)-Thomists; that is, to specialize
in, if not to confine themselves to, the study of Aquinas. There is no
doubt John Paul explicitly called for a continuation or resumption of
the Neo-Thomism initiated by Leo XII's 1879 encyclical Aeterni Patris
and subsequently reinforced by other papal encyclicals and canon
Iaw up to Vatican II. At the same time, he admitted that many of
the (Neo)-Thomists who had followed these injunctions had enriched
their expositions of Aquinas's thought by incorporating insights from
modern philosophers, while non-Thomistic Catholic philosophers had
also made important contributions to the ongoing development of
philosophy. In addition, he acknowledged that postmodern as well as

modern philosophy deserved serious consideration by Catholic scholars
(91). He also granted specifically that modern philosophy, despite its
propensity for relativism and nihilism, had made sigrdficant advances
in a number of philosophical specialties, including logic, philosophy
of language, epistemology, the philosophy of nature, anthropology,
hermeneutics, as well as in studies of perception, the subconscious,
irrationaiity, intersubjectivity, freedom and goodness, time and history
and death itself (48, 91).

Under the circumstances, therefore, contemporary Catholic
philosophers and theologians might legitimately claim to be following
John Paul's direction by taking an approach to the relationship
between Aquinas and contemporary philosophers analogous to
Aquinas's approach toward Augustine and Aristotle. Just as Aquinas
concurred with Augustine's Btrateg'y of basing his theology on a
concept of mind derived from self-knowledge, so might contemporary
Catholic philosophers and theologians follow Aquinas's example by
grounding philosophy and theology on a philosophy of mind drawn
from self-knowledge. And just as Aquinas confidently launched out
fiom his philosophy of mind to assimilate Aristotle's philosophy -
critically but positively - into his theology, so might contemporary
Catholic philosophers and theologians, secure in their philosophy of
mind, collaborate - critically but positively - with other philosophers
in attempting to reach a mutually satisfactory understanding
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of contemporary existence. In taking this approach, no Catholic
philosopher or theologiaa could be expected to master every facet
of the prospective interchange between Aquinas and contemporary
philosophers. Rather, each might find a congenial niche in the broad
range of specializations - from historical interpretation of Aquinas's
thought and the development of Thomistic philosophical positions,
to comparisons between Aquinas and contemporary phiiosophers, to
independent studies of modern and contemporary philosophers and
philosophical schools, to original philosophical theories - that are
milestones in the stretch of road between the Thomistic and the non-
Thomistic positions in contemporary philosophy.

Secontlly, for Catholic philosophers and theologians who wish to
follow John Paul's blessing ofAquinas as anlthe exemplar for reconciling
faith and reason, the question remains whether they are also bound
to do this, as John Paul advises, because Aquinas's philosophy of
being is the key to such a reconciliation. John Paul apparently based
his recommendation on the belief that Aquinas's philosophy of being
is a/the foundation for the "nucleus of philosophical ideas, which are
regularly present in the history ofhuman reflection...for example, the
principies of non-contradiction, of finality and causality, as well as the
concept ofthe person as free and intelligent subject, and ofher capacity
to know God, the truth and the good...(and) certain moral norms,
above all those which are common to everyone" (4). (Neo)-Thomistic
philosophers and theologians have rounded this recommendation
into the combination of a metaphysics of presence, a conceptualist
cogrritional theory, an epistemology of direct or immediate realism,
and a natural law ethics. This is an approach that - even apart from
questions about its philosophical soundness - would adopt Aquinas's
thought as a closed, indeed obsolete, system, potentially acceptable
only within the cloisters of Catholic seminaries and (some) Catholic
universities.

But to follow Aquinas's own method for reconciling faith and
reason would require developing a theology (1) based upon research
into both the sources of Christian revelation and at least the
principal representatives of modern and contemporary philosophy,
(2) developed through an empathetic interpretation of seminal texts
from either side and unfettered discussion of all crucial and disputed
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questions, (3) supported by informed histories of both philosophical
and doctrinal developments and sl,nthesized in systematic and
comprehensive theories, (4) founded upon the quest for self-knowledge
and its methodological implications, and (5) motivated from first to
last by a commitment to addressing contemporary problems: scientific,
political, social, cultural, and moral. In this approach, the function of
theology remains, as always, to grasp and communicate the import
of divine revelation for the problems and opportunities presented by
contemporary culture. But in order to communicate effectively the
import of divine revelation for contemporary culture, it would also
require theologians to familiarize themselves with contemporary
philosophers (and social scientists as well), both to critically
appropriate the notable contributions for which John Paul II lauded
them and to assess for themselves the deficiencies he criticized in their
work. In addition, they would need to assesg and balance the import
of both revealed and secular sources before integrating the lessons to
be learned from them into an intelligible and appealing synthesis for
addressing contemporary problems and opportunities.

Yet in the over seven hundred years separating us from Aquinas
the demands of scholarship have increased exponentially with an
explosion of specialization in all fields of study, including theology and
philosophy. Therefore, although anyone interested in reconciling faith
and reason must have a passing familiarity with the specialties in both
fi.elds, no one today can pretend to master both fields in their panoply of
specializations. To match Aquinas's polymathic genius in marshaling
functionally successive components into a coherent and comprehensive
theology, contemporary Catholic theologians and philosophers must
learn how to collaborate with one another by finding for themselves a
congenial niche in something like one ofthe set offunctional Bpecialties
that Bernard Lonergan has designed (or recogrrized) for accomplishing
the complex and collaborative task of theology.s6 Not simply by
repeating or recasting Aquinas's philosophical theories, but rather by
adopting his method of study, can contemporary Catholic philosophers
and theologians most effectively emulate his success in reconciling
faith and reason.

86 Bernard Lonergan , Methd. ii Theotagy, vol. 14 of the Collected Works of Bemard
Lo[ergaD (Toronto: University ofToronto Presa, 1999), chape. 6 to 14.
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Finally, the most profound conjunction between John Paul's
depiction of philosophy irt Fides et Rd.tio and Thomas Aquinas's
philosophy is their mutual belief in the foundation of philosophy in
seif-knowledge. It is not clear, howevel that they had precisely the
same conception ofwith self-knowledge as the foundation ofphilosophy.
John Paul seems to have had an informal conception of self-knowledge
as a reaction-formation in the human endeavor to understand the
world about us, as when he says, "The more man comes to know the
world and its affairs, the more he learns to understand himself in
his own uniqueness" (1), or "These fundamental conceptions (that is,
those universal elements of knowing which give him the ability to
understand himself better and which lead to the advancement of his
own perfection") arise from that wonder which the contemplation of
created realities excites in him" (4). But Aquinas had a formal theory
of self-knowledge as arising in the consciousness of every act of
understanding or wil1ing, developing into objective knowledge of the
mind through an analysis of the intentional objects of understanding
and willing, and confi.rmed by reflection upon the implicit orientation
ofthe mind to being in the quest ofthe intellect for truth and the will
for goodness.

Yet both Aquinas and John Paul conceived of self-knowledge as

not essentially a theoretical construct but an existential quest and a
possible achievement. For both of them it originates in our activities
of knowing and loving: Aquinas emphasized the consciousness of
the intentionality of the acts; John Paul the intentionality of the
consciousness of the acts. For both of them this common-sensical
and fundamental self-knowledge can be articulated theoretically. For
Aquinas, the theory concerns the human subject in its subjectivity:
either categorially, in a philosophical analysis of the mind in terms of
the intentional objects of its acts, or transcendentally, in a (ultimately
theological) reflection upon the implicit orientation of the mind,
through knowing the truth and loving the good, to being itself. For
John Paul, the theory concerns the human subject in its objectivity: the
self-awareness prompted by knowing the world raises uthose primary
questions by which human life is marked olut: Who Am I? Where do
I come from? Where am I going? Why do euils appear? What remains
to us after this life?" (1). But certainly for Aquinas and presumably
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also for John Paul, the basic self-knowledge implicit in every act of
understanding or willing remains the gauge forjudging the validity of
any theory of self-knowledge and indeed the methodological soundness
of any comprehensive philosophy. Clearly, the most important value
of Aquinas's philosophy is to remind us that task of philosophy is not
primarily the acquisition of historical or theoretical knowledge but
the deepening and sharpening of our personal self-knowledge as a
medium for engaging in both historical and theoretical knowledge - on
the supernatural as well as the natural level. Only to the extent we
reconcile faith and reason in our personal lives can \i/e hope to propose
a cogent theory for the reconciliation of faith and reason.
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But this course of human progress...has tahen place through the
oscillations of the shorter cycle, in which social groups become

factions, in which nations go to ua\ in uhich the hegemony
passes from one center to another to leaue its former holders
with proud memories and impotent dreams. No less does it
exhibit the successiue lower ubwpoints of the longer cycle.t

r. INTRODUCTION

Tsnpmposr or rHIS PAPER is to discuss aresearch studythatl conducted
with members of the Israeli-Palestinian group, Combatants for Peace,
in light of Lonergan's heuristic Btructure of human development. The
study itself is a much larger work that includes multiple themes and
domains. For the purposes of this paper I will focus on the problems
of group and general bias in prolonged conflict and will interpret the
study findings within a transformative framework using Lonergan's
metaphysics of human development. I would like to suggest that a
lens of political negotiation to violent conflict is insufficient and that a
sustainable solution must be grounded in the development ofauthentic
subj ectivity.

1 Bernard Lonergan, In sight: A Studf of Humdn l,nd,erstanding,5th ed., vol. 3 ofthe
Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, ed. Frederick. E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran
(Toronto: Unive!8ity of Toronto PresB, 195?/2000), 256.
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2. GROUP BIAS AND CONFLICT

Group bias,2 for Lonergan, is a type of bias in which one group acts

for its own advantage while igtroring the questions and insights that
would benefit other groups.

New ideas that are not favorable to the group in power are
either excluded or damaged through compromise. He describes group
bias as influencing shorter cycles of decline in which a succession of
groups in power make operative only those insights that are deemed

favorable to their own interest. The actualization of group-centric
insights are cyclical, with shifts of power from one group to another
and a correspontling implementation of different ideas. Lonergan
distinguishes shorter cycies ofdecline telated to the transient omissions
ofgroup bias from the longer cycle ofdecline related to the general bias
of common sense which renders insights inoperative that are deemed

not practical. He argues that general bias, the human tendency to
focus on day-to-day problems and avoid long-term considerations, is
pervasive to all societies and ultimately, more ominous.

The shorter cycle turns upon ideas that are neglected by
dominant groups only to be championed later by depressed
groups. The longer cycle is characterized by the neglect ofideas
to which all groups are rendered indifferent by the general bias
of common sense.s

The shorter cycles of decline do not exist in a vacuum. The desire for
group advantage can be intensified by competition for scarce resources.

Unequal distribution ofgoods by groups in power can lead to simmering
resentmentand anger. Deep psychological wounds related to inter-group
conflict exacerbate fears of the Other. Latent mistrust and stereotypes
can be manipulated by the powerful who provoke inter-group tensions
in order to promote their own benefit. Outside national interests may
favor one group over another in order to profit themselves. And groups
within goups play out their own power struggles leading to complex
knots of unauthenticity and diminished intelligibility. Ali too often
these conditions lead to the eruption of violent conflict.

2Ineieht,247-50
3Ineight,2'2.
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But I would suggest that while shorter cycles of decline related
to group conflict often emerge from group bias and the conditions that
exacerbate inter-gtoup tensions, the historical trajectory ofsuch shorter
periods ofdecline as running in recunent a\d oftel less coherent cycles
is a function of not only group but general bias (see Figure 1). These
persistent cycles of inter-group tensions emerge from our ongoing
failure to authentically address group bias itself and the underlying
conditions that influence group bias and violent conflict.

Additionally, the cyclical group conflicts that drive the shorter
periods of decline contribute to the destructive tendencies of the
longer cycle. Lonergan notes that in the presence of group bias,
because what is advantageous to one group is often disadvantageous
to another, "some part of the energies of all groups is diverted to the
supererogatory activity of devising and implementing offensive and
defensive mechanisms.a When a portion ofthe insights and actions of
all groups are directed toward offensive and defensive mechanisms,
this "practical" diversion of human energy feeds into the longer cycle
of decline, by taling energies away from long-term development and
towards destruction.

Lastly, through its preoccupation with offensive and defensive
mechanisms, the human race constitutes itself with a culture of war.
This impedes intlividual and collective authenticity, furthering both
shorter and longer cycles of decline.

Lonergan argues that group bias "tends to generate its own
corrective.'s But the corective of one group bias that emerges from
another group bias is not sustainable. The conclusion that groups
will be groups; that group bias will continue to turn the wheels of
power, and the acceptance of the human suffering that goes along
with those turns is itself a judgment influenced by general bias. And
the response to resolve these ongoing shorter oscillations will not be
found in championing this group or that group but by the authentic
development ofa higher viewpoint ofhuman understanding that ta.l(es

responsibility for stopping these cycles and advancing the historical
human good for oll groups.

4 Insisht, 249 .

5 InsiEht,260.
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3. THE ISR"A,ELI.PALESTINIAN CONFLICT

This understanding is particularly critical in efforts to resolve the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict because of its unique history The anguish
of the Palestinian people, living under decades of military occupation,
foLlows the torment and attempted annihilation of the Jewish people
by the Nazi regime. The histories ofthese two peoples are inextricably
linked and viewed through the communal lens ofthe Holocaust for the
Jews and the Nakba, or catastrophe, for the Palestinians. The conflict
exists within a context of two millennia of anti-Semitism, so carefully
chronicled by author James Carroll,o and an eruption of Islamophobia
following the events of9/11 and the so-called war on terror. It is critical
that interventions to address this conflict do not provoke further group
biases which allow that dangerous cycle to repeat itself. We must find
a way to make insights operative that are to the advantage of both
groups.

One of the mJ,ths surrounding the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is
that by advocating for one side we will have abandoned the other. But
we do not need to choose between Israelis and Palestinians. Authentic
peace building is a choice for both peoples. Repeated political efforts
to resolve this conflict have failed, w"ith devastating consequences.

Typically these efforts have revolved around international negotiations;
some that have reached a stage of formal agreement and others that
have not. The word "negotiation" has a variety of definitions and the
field of negotiation suggests a range of strategies. Common to these
characterizations is the important roie of communication, such as

in the deflnition proposed by Moffitt and Bordone, "Back-and-forth
communication designed to reach an agreement between two or more
parties with some interests that are shared and others that may conflict
or simply be different. . . ."7

Lonergan discusses the importance of communication as a

functional specialty. But as a functional specialty, communication
follows the other specialties of research, interpretation, history

6 Jamee Carroll, Con stdntine's Sword.: The Church and tre Jeu6 (Boston: Houghton
Mimin CompaDy, 2001).

7 Michael L. MofEtt and Robert C. Bordone (ede,), Handbook of Dispute Resolution:
Prcgrom on Negotiation (Josaey-Bass, 2005),279. Retrieved 72/10 fuom http:l/www.
pon.hanard.ed,u I glossary I *section-N
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dialectic, foundations, doctrines and systematics.8 Critical to this
sequence is that communication is the output of a system that is
responding authentically to a contemporary challenge within a
historical trajectory Unless the communication of negotiation has
emerged from such a process it will never be equal to the task at hand.

Lonergan notes that,"at each turn ofthe wheel ofinsight, proposal,
action, new situation, and fresh insight, the tendency of group bias is
to exclude some fruitful ideas and to mutilate others by compromise."e
Negotiation, when it is not based on authentic subjectivity, but
instead reflects the biases of se1f, group or practical interest, may lead
to the compromise of good ideas. Indeed, the underlying biases and
conflicting viewpoints of the multiple factions within both sides of the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict have effectively prevented a coherent set
of authentic decisions, thus impeding the negotiation of a political
settlement.

The emergent probability of processes of agreement and decision
function as schemes of recurrence in the political structure. Butjust as

such processes can inform the good of order toward progress, they can
also lead to decline.

. . . as crises multiply and remedies have less effect, new schemes

are introduced; feverish effort is followed by iistlessness; the
situation becomes regarded as hopeless...t0

If the political process of agreement and decision is not based on an
authentic interpretation of history the contemporary situation and
human needs and potential, the wrong schemes may be introduced.
In the context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, with its devastating
cycle of violence, new schemes are urgently needed that are based on
a critical analysis of the emergent probability of human relations and
the peace that emerges from the human digrrity ofcollective good wills.

8 Bernard Lonergan, Method in Thzow (lofintot University of Toroato Preee,
$7?/2003).

I Insisht,251.
l0 Ineight, 235.
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4. COMBATANTS FOR PEACE

Combatants for Peace (CFP) was started in 2005 by Israelis and
Palestinians who had been active participants in the cycle ofviolence.
Israeli founders of the group had served in the Israeli Defense Forces
(IDF) and Palestinian founders had been involved in violent resistance
on behalf of the Palestinian struggle for freedom. These intlividuals
joined together in a commitment to renounce violence and to use
joint non-violent activities to advance peace. Their mission statement
affirms, "We see dialogue and reconciliation as the only way to act
in order to terminate the Israeli occupation, to halt the settlement
project and to establish a Palestinian state with its capital in East
Jerusalem, alongside the State of Israel.'l1 Based on their awareness,
understanding, and judgments about the conflict, the group has

declared, "Therefore we have decided to act together in the following
ways."1' Activities that have emerged from this joint decision include
reflective dialogue, pubiic education lectures in which members of the
group share their personal stories, solidarity activities in the West

Bank such as helping shepherds reach their fields safely, and non-
violent civil demonstrations.

On its website, CFP describes itself as a "movement." The choice
of this word is significant, especially in light ofits goals which are the
following:

. To raise the consciousness in both publics regarding the hopes

and suffering of the other side, and to create partners in
dialogue.

. To educate towards reconciliation and non-violent struggle in
both the Israeli and Palestinian societies.

. To create political pressure on both Governments to stop the
cycle ofviolence, end the occupation and resume a constructive
dialogIsic1.13

The goals "to raise consciousness,' "to educate," "to create
partners," and "to create political pressure" are deuelopmental goals.

11 Combatante for Peace web site (Retrieved 8/2/10) http.//cfpeace.orgl
12 Combatante for Peace web site (Rstrieved 8/2/10) http//cfpeace.orgl
13 Combatante for Peace web site (R€trieve d 8/2llo) l:rftp'Jlcfpeace.ory/
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In these goals we can appreciate a Bense of individual and collective
movement from unauthenticity toward authenticitJi Faced with an
empirical situation of ongoing violence, these individuals reached
new understandings, judgments, and decisions about the conflict. And
collectively they began to reach out to others to bring about change.
As individual "systems on the move," members of CFP have created
an expanding mutually transformative movement, seeking to inspire a
new consciousness in those around them.

From 2007-2009 I conducted a qualitative research study srith
members of CFP to better understand how these individuals had made
the decision to commit to non-violence andjoin the group. The study was
conducted within the framework of transcendent pluralismla which is
described below. To conduct the research I used an explicit application
of Lonergan's transcendental methodls called Transcendental Method
for Research with Human Subjects that I had first developed in my
dissertation as a method ofprogressive phenomenology for the human
siciences.r6 Use of transcendental method in this fashion involves
guiding research participants into interiority through reflective
questions that focus on eliciting data of consciousness within the
operations of experiencing, understanding, judging, and deciding.
Data from multiple subjects are then analyzed and related to each
other. There were eighteen participants in the study. Eight of these
were Israeli and ten were Palestinian. The full results of this study
are being analyzed in a separate manuscript.!7 In this paper I will
consider ceftain aspects of the study results in relation to Lonergan's
metaphysics of human development.

6. TRANSCENDENT PLURALISM

Transcendent pluralism is an emerging theory that seeks to address

14 Donna Perry, Tlanscendpnt Plurdliem and the Euolution of thp Human Spiit: A
Philosophical Nurling In4uiry using Lonergan's Tlanscendental Method ofTranscendent
Pluralism in Catholics Who Suppot't Sarna-Gender Marriage (Boston: Boston College:
Di66ertation; defended June 22, 2006).

15 Method in Theology.
16 Perry, Transcendent Pluralism and the Euolutiod of thz Human Spirit.
1? Donna Perry, Corzbatants for Pedae: Tha Istupli-Palestinian Pea.e Mouement (New

York: Pal$ave-Macmillan, 2011).
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18 Donna Perry, Cathalic Suppofiers of Same Gend.er Marriage: A Cdse Studr of
Human Dignity in a Multicultuml Sociery (Lewiston, NY: The Edwin Mellen Prees,

2009),61.
19 Perry, Catholic Supporters of Same Gendcr Morrioge, 61.
20 Petry, Ccthotic Suppo*rs of Same Gender Marriage,69'72.
21 Method in Theology , 38.
22 Perry, Catholic Svpporleq of Same Gcndzr Marriage,6S-73.
23 Petry, Cdtholic sup@rten of same cebder Marriage, \26'31.

problems related to human devaluation through the advance ofhuman
dignity. The framework has been described in detail elsewhere but a

few points will be noted briefly here. In this framework, humanity is

viewed as an emerging historical community in which dignity evolves

through personal decisions and mutually transformative relationships.
Human digrrity is defined in transcendent pluralism as, "value in
personhood."18 And personhood is defined as "the unique wholeness of
human identity that has intrinsic value in being and a developmental
value that reaches fulfiIlment in the conscious development of good

will."1e Human dignity encompasses the value of each person in his
or her being and becoming. Critical to this definition is that our own
dignity is inextricably linked with that of others and treating others
with dignity reflects the manifestation of our own dignity.

Within transcendent pluralism, three types ofoutcomes ofhuman
actions are considered.2o The first type of outcome is the "empirical
effect" in the world. The second outcome, following Lonergaa,2l is the
"se1f-constituting effect" of our decisions on our own authenticity. And
the third outcome, a critical component of transcendent pluralism, is
the "transformative effect'ofour actions on the authenticity ofothers."

This framework cal1s for us to consider each decision in both a
contemporary and historical context w"ith respect to whether an action
is likely to achieve empirical good, to help us advance our own good

will, arrd to help others develop good will.
Group bias in this theory is understood as a failure to universally

affirm human dignity for all persons. Group bias proceeds from an
incomplete development in intelligence, resulting in a judgrnent that
one group of persons is of lesser value than another. But following
the definition above, the devaluation of others is also a devaluation of
ourselves and a failure to fulfill our own capacity for human dignity.'3

Group bias places limitations on the outcomes anticipated in
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transcendent pluralism. It has negative effects on the empirical reality
of the social situation, not only through neglect of the possibilities
of concrete plurality, but through the institution of unauthentic and
unintelligible schemes that result in destruction, bloodshed, and
human suffering. It diminishes the authenticity of the members of the
group(s) holding the bias by lessening their capacity to act with good

will. And it leads to a deformative rather than transformative effect on
the victims of group bias, often resulting in resentment, hatred, and
revenge.'n

One of the central understandings in transcendent pluralism
is that our encounters with tlifference can play a critical role in our
personal transcendence. In the paper below I hope to demonstrate that
genuine pluralistic human relations can play a critical and collective
transcendence. It is through such mutually transformative encounters
that a healing transformation based in human dignity can come about.

6. LONERGAN AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Lonergan argues that organic, psychic, and intellectual development
of the human person are interwoven processes in which organic
development is integrated by psychic development, and psychic

development is in turn provided a higher integration through
intellectual processes.2s Each level functions through the laws
particular to the capacity of that particular level. The processes on the
higher psychic and intellectual levels relate to "systems on the move,"26

and Lonergan correlates this movement with existential discovery.

Such a view of development, then, is related to thejourney and higher
purpose of the human person.

Human development is described by Lonergan as a genetic

process within a set of five heuristic categories.2T He describes the
first category the individual unity of the person, as a given and

the remaining four categories as "laws." These include the laws of
effect, integration, limitation and transcendence, and genuineness.

24 Perry, Catholic Supporters of Same Gendzr Marriage, 129'32.

25 Insight, 494,
26 ltusight, 494.

27 Insight, 494-504.
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Lonergan's use of the word "law" is curious given that while he
describes finaiity as a"directed dyrtamism"'8 (italics mine), this directed
dynamism is not predetermined. But perhaps some clarity around
the term "law" can be obtained in light of Pat Byrne's discussion of
Lonergan's description of classical law in science.2e Even the classical
laws of nature are conditioned by other processes and entities. For
example, while the process of photosynthesis in plants follows a
particular sequence of events, the cycle is dependent upon both light
and water. Lonergan's laws of human development can be understood
not as guaranteeing flxed outcomes but as emergent probabilities,
dependent on the cumulative realization ofother possibilities, of which
human attentiveness, intelligence, reasonableness, and responsibility
are key components.

These fi.ve categories provide a useful heuristic structure to
understand human growth. In the following sections I will discuss this
heuristic structure using illustrations from the data of consciousness
that emerged in the study findings. While Lonergan discusses human
development in relation to the individual person, these laws can also
be understood as operative within the community as a larger unity. In
the following sections I will apply the structure to the individual level,
then at the leve1 of CFR and finally at the level of the larger Israeli-
Palestinian society.

7. HUMAN DE}'ELOPMENT AND THE INDTVIDUAL

7.1 Unity

Lonergan describes the human person within the category ofthings to
be understood as a "unity, identity, whole in data."3o The person is an
individual who is comprised ofthe totality ofhis or her dimensions and
all the events that have occurred to that individual over time. In the
context of development this unity is comprised ofvarious "conjugates":

28Insight,47B.
29 Patrick Byme, 'Intelligibility atrd Natural Scietrce: Alienation or Friendahip with

the Universe?'Paper pre8eot€d at 376 Anoual Lonerga!Workshop, Bostoa College, JuDe
22,2010.

3o Ineight, zzt.
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physical, chemica-1, organic, psychological, and intellectual. These
conjugates ground a variety of patterns of human behaviors that occur
within what Lonergan calls "flexib1e circles of ranges of schemes of
recurrence."sl

Among the CFP research participants, awareness of the conflict
can be interpreted as perceived actual or potential threat to the
unity of person and community. Experiences of violence, destruction,
su{fering, and death were interpreted as personal and communal
threats. Disruption of unity could relate to the various physical or
psychological conjugates ofthe individual or disruption to the schemes
of recurrence anticipated by these conjugates. Communal identity,
whether Palestinian or Israeli, was also considered an important
part of one's unity. And the Israeli and Palestinian communities were
perceived as larger unities in themselves.

Paiestinian participants described significant losses: physical,
psychological,loved ones, houses, and land. For example, one participant
described a physical deprivation after being wounded from a shooting
as well as a psychological loss related to missing his brother, who was
murdered. Several Palestinian participants described sorrow over the
absence of loved ones who were imprisoned for resistance activities.
Some Israeli participants also described losses, such as an injury from
military training and the bereavement of friends who did not come

home after the 1973 war.
For both Israelis and Palestinians, the family, community, home,

and land were considered important elements ofthe person as extended
across space and time. Place was viewed as an integral part of one's
people, both one's present home and historical memory. The intimate
attachment to the land can be appreciated in the Hebrew scriptural
verse, "If I forget thee, Jerusalem, 1et my right hand wither."3' A
similar deep connection can be found in the words of Palestinian poet,

Mahmoud Darwish. In his poem, "I Am There" Darwish laments:

I come from there and remember. . .

I have traversed the land before swords turned bodies into
banquets.
I come from there, I return the sky to its mother when for its

3l Insisht, 496.
32 Psalm 13?:5.
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mother the sky cries, and I weep for a returning cloud to know
me.33

One of the Palestinian study participants described the
confiscation of family land as a sigrrificant loss for him and his family.
This occurrence severed the physical connection from the family to the
land as well as disrupted the schemes ofrecu[ence re]ated to their use
of the land.

I understood the nature ofthe conflict when I find that a huge
parts ofour lands in [our village] was confiscated by the settlers
and the Israeli military forces. They put a fence around it and
they confiscated it completely and forbid us frorn using it.

-Palestinian member of CFP

Israeli participants in the research study described concerns about
potential loss of land. The conflict was viewed as a threat to national
existence.

As an Israeli kid. . . I didn't understand why the Arabs, don't
like us. And... why they want to tal<e our country

-Israeli member of CFP

In addition to actual physical privations, the conflict also created
disruptions in the schernes ofrecurrence. For Palestinians, the barriers
and checkpoints of the occupation caused sigrrificant disruption to
the schemes in the good of order such as education, health care, and
livelihoods. Israeli participants did not face such restrictions, but there
were some alterations in daily routine related to security concerns.
For example, one Israeli member of the group described the impact
of suicide bombings on travel by bus. In this case, the actual scheme
still took place, that is, the bus still ran on schedule, but the perceived
potential of a suicide bomber created a psychological constraint in the
effective freedom to use the bus.

Ever since I was twelve; every time I go on a bus the first thing
I do is look at everyone, just take a look at everyone sitting on
the bus and see if there is someone suspicious. And if there

33 Mahmoud Dars.ish, 'l Am There" (R€trieved 6/13/10 from http//qumsiyeh.orgl
mahmouddarwishr.
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is; I am getting off the bus.... Because that's what happens in
Israel... You could explode in buses.

-Israeli member of CFP

Initial response to the conflict described by study participants
was generally within formal or informal schemes of recurrence that
had already been put into place to protect or restore unity of person,

one's people, and one's land. Personal involvement in the conflict's
cycle ofviolence can be viewed as the linking ofone's personal identity
with the larger identity of one's society and efforts toward community
preservation or restoration. Israeli participants spoke ofbeing educated
from a very young age about the need to defend one's people - and
the inevitable military serrice that awaited them. For Palestinians,
participating in violent resistant activities, was deeply connected with
the desire to do good for one's community, which was strongly linked
with personal identity.

I'm started my struggle when I am 13 years old; I go to the
jail when I am 15 years old. There is connection between my
question about my personal iderftlty ar;.d. the nationol identity.

-Palestinian member of CFP

Several of the Israeli participants indicated that the perspective
of Palestinian loss was omitted from the narrative they learned
from their received tradition. The unity achieved by reclaiming their
historical land had a blind spot related to the meaning that the same
land held for someone else.

Lonergan describes the relations of one person with another
within the dramatic pattern using an analogy ofan onion in which one
gradually reveals oneself in the manner that successive layers of an
onion are peeled back, "so that one is aloof with strangers, courteous
with acquaintances, at ease with one's friends, occasionally unbosoms

oneselfto intimates, keeps some matters entirely to onesel{ and refuses

even to face others."3a A major challenge with the Israeli-Palestinian
context is that the relational barriers in the dramatic pattern are not
merely between strangers btt between enemles. And the "layers" have
been sealed not only by the unwillingness of an individual to disclose

34 Insicht,495.
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but by an outer rind that is coated in myth. The prevailing stereotypes
are fueled by fears related to past damages that have been inflicted
by one side on the other. The actual wounds of empirical experience
become intertwined v/ith and distorted by the cobwebs of illusion.

There are obstacles to communication at the level of the physical
conjugates related to concrete separation of the peoples as well as

at the psychological and intellectual levels related to fear and mlth.
Achieving understanding requires overcoming these barriers so that
people from each side can come together to reveal their own meaning
and honor the meaning of the sufferings, dreams, and hopes of the
Other. This is not simply a matter of one person making a decision
around personal disclosure. Peeling back the layers requires mutual
decisions on behalf of the one who reveals and the one who perceives.

The founders of CFP had to initiate and work through that
process together as a small group of individuals. As the organization
grew, schemes ofrecurrence were designed in such a way that btought
people of the two sides together physically and then facilitated the
processes ofrevealing and honoring meaning through mutual reflection,
storytelling, and dialogue. Participants in the study indicated that
this was transformative in uncovering the layers that advanced self
knowledge as well as knowledge of the Other. Together the layers of
the onion were peeled back as individuals from one side revealed to the
Other the underlying manifolds comprising each unique unity.

7.2 Law of Effect

As the human person develops there are shifts and expansions in the
flexible ranges in the schemes ofrecurrence. Higher integrations on the
intellectual level modi$ the underlying manifolds while the changing
underlying manifolds evoke alterations in the higher integration.
Lonergan argues that within the iaw of effect, development occurs
along the lines in whidr it has been successful. Unless one asks further
questions and gains new insights one will not advance in know1edge.35

The law of effect can be appreciated in the ongoing cycle ofviolence in
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. New questions, insights, and creative
soiutions are desperately needed in order to break out of this pattern.

35 Insisht,495-96.
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For the study participants, personal experiences raised new questions
and led them to reflect on how to break this cycle.

The human person needn't be merely a passive recipient of
occurrencea. One can also deliberately seek the experiences that will
lead to new insights. "Because one wants to develop, one can frequent
the lectures and read the books that put the further questions and
help one to learn.'36 Some participants described purposely seeking out
experiences that would expand their understanding ofthe conflict. One
Israeli participant described deciding to attend a seminar because he
realized that he needed a catalyst to become more active in addressing
the conflict. He made a decision to learn - anticipating that it would
lead to a decision to act. Meeting Palestinians at a workshop shifted his
scale of va.lues such that becoming involved in peace builtling became
a higher priority.

I participated in an Israeli-Palestinian seminar for two weeks.
But I can say that I went to the seminar with the feeling that
I need a trigger. To become more involved. So I would say I
wanted to be involved but it was somehow not important
enough... I needed a trigger. And that trigger was the seminar
and meeting those people.

-Israeli member of CFP

The development of new insights leading to new actions also
requires additional skills and the willingrress to undergo a period of
awkward functioning until such skills are developed. For example,
participants spoke about the need to learn the practice of nonviolence
as a new way ofresponding to the conflict.

7,3 Lano of Integration

The law of integration indicates that development may be initiated
by one of any number of sources but through the principle of
correspondence, an initiated development must be integrated with the
other levels of the person for successful completion. The initiation of
development may be fiom one ofthe internal conjugates ofthe person
on the organic, psychic or intellectual levels or it could emerge through
external circumstances such as material situations or the influence of

36 Insisht,4g5.
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other people. Healthy development of the person as a unifled being,
however, requires that a new development become integrated in the
functional unity of the person.37

For participants in the study, the decision to join CFP was
influenced by multiple prior experiences. These included external
experiences such as witnessing the consequences of violence, personal
encounters with the Other that challenged stereotypes, or the
inspirational example of role models. Interior experiences were also

described such as feelings of being "bothered" about injustice, worries
about repetitive or worsening violence, a desire to fulfill one's dreams
that were being inhibited by the situation, or a longing for peace.

Practical and moral insights ied to judgments of fact andjudgments
ofvalue informing the decision to commit to nonviolence. For example,
several Palestinian participants described that witnessing the horrific
cycle of violence during the second Intifada led them to reflect on the
Islamic teaching not to kill innocent people. Several spoke explicitly
against the suicide bombings and the loss ofinnocent life. They realized
that they needed to find a nonviolent path so that their resistance to
the occupation would be consistent with their Islamic faith. And on a
practical level, they realized that their desire for Palestinian freedom
could not be achieved through violent struggle. Similarly, Israeli
participants described making moral judgments about the injustice
and violence of the occupation and the practical judgment that the
occupation was exacerbating a cycle ofviolence. The decisions to adopt
nonviolence and join CFP provided a way to integrate practical and
moral judgments in a manner that was consistent with values and
desires.

Several participants described having reached a state of internal
readiness that led them to respond affirmatively when invited by a
current member to attend a group eyent. For most ofthe participants,
the decision to commit to nonviolence and the decision to join CFP
were sepalate, although interrelated. And these decisions did not
necessarily come in the same order. The examples oftwo members ofthe
group illustrate the principle of correspondence initiated through two
different pathways. One ofthe Israeii members ofthe group described
making the decision to refuse to serve in the Occupied territories, some

31 Insight,496-97
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years before the formation of CFP. His subsequent involvement in the
group emerged through a need to extend his sentiments of refusal into
productive activity to end the occupation itselfand to change the social
situation. For another participant, the decision to join CFP came first.
While serving in the occupied territories during the second Intifada
he was disturbed by the violence he saw perpetuated by the IDF. He
described knowing in advance that he would need to make a decision
to refuse. Joining the group helped provide the foundation and support
which then helped him to take that next step. He knew that to be a
member of CFP and to continue to serve in the occupied territories
would be morally inconsistent.

7.4 Law of Lhnitation and Tranecendence

The law of limitation and transcendence relates to the tension of the
human person as an organism responding to stimuli on the sensory
and sensitive levels of biology and psychology while at the same time
being an intelligent organism seeking higher understanding of sensory
experiences. This tension never fully disappears and part ofthe work of
the intellect is not to eliminate but to integrate the underlying organic
and psychic manifolds within a higher understanding.3s For example,
one of the study participants compared violence to an instinctive
response, such as eating. To use nonviolence one had to move beyond
one's basic biological instincts of stimuli and response. This did not
mean that one ignored the conflict and the experiences of violence
and suffering but that one responded to them in a new wa5r Biological
reflexes needed to be transformed into a higher rational response that
sought nonviolent solutions.

The most easy solution for your hunger is to eat. And it's very
easy for you to use the violence . . . And the most difficult thing is
to find the solutions for this kind ofconflict . . . the nonviolence
is the most difficult thing.

-Palestinian member of CFP

The law of limitation and transcendence reflects the inherent
tension of human development between the subject as he or she is at
present and the potential for what one can be. "its point of departure

38 Insisht , 497 -gg
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necessarily is the subject as he happens to be; but its direction is
against his remaining as he is,'3e This tension can be appreciated in
some of the challenges that participants described to their work which
ilcluded both logistical challenges as well as internal and external
dialectical challenges.

Lonergan notes that transcendence requires the human person to
break away from the inertia and old patterns ofhis or her prior stage

of development. Study participants described the need to overcome

deeply held attitudes towards the Other. Palestinian participants
described internal challenges related to sitting down with Israeli
ex-soldiers, their former enemies. Israeli participants described
needing to overcome years of education dominated by the prevailing
Israeli narrative about the conflict and deeply held negative cultural
stereotypes about Pa]e8tinians.

Internal challenges related to overcoming past patterns of behavior
were complicated by external events such as violent provocation and
societal disapproval. The participants' experiences illustrate that the
psychic tension of transcendence can be exacerbated and prolonged by
an unaccepting environment, suggesting that successfully navigating
the law of limitation and transcendence may require overcoming
unauthenticities in one's own culture. For example, participants' spoke
of neetling to resist the culture ofviolence around them.

The movement beyond one's current horizon requires a

willingrress to step beyond one's comfort zone and overcome fears.
Lonergan notes, "Present desires and fears have to be transmuted,
and the transmutation is not desirable to present desire but fearful
to present fear."{o Members of CFP needed to overcome the limitations
of internalized fears in order to take part in the group. One member
ofthe group discussed her fear ofgoing to the West Bank and the way
that she came to understand those fears and weigh the rieks involved.
Overcoming fear, for this participantwas a decision.

We need. . . to stop being afraid if we want peace. We need to
understand that there are humans from the other side and they
are afraid ofus as well. I think that fear is the best weapon. . . .

39 Insisht,491
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So. Youjust need to, to (pause) to &cide it. That's it. That you're
not frightened anymore.

-Israeli member of CFP

7.5 Lous of Genuineneee

Lastlyis the law ofgenuineness which involves bringing the tension
between human limitation and transcendence into consciousness. The
success of conscious development, "demands correct apprehensions
of its starting point, its process, and its goal."ar Genuineness involves
a critical interior reflection of oneself as one i8 in relation to one's
apprehension of an ideal self

Responses ofthe study participants suggested genuineness in the
willingness to critically reflect on and respond to inner tension related
to one's role in the conflict, the decision to adopt nonviolence, and
the associated difficulties inherent in that decision. For example, one
participant indicated that he continued to submit his decision to refuse
military service to a genuine reflection.

You hear other things that make you think, "Is it right? Is it
worthwhile?" . . . And after my refusal, at least at the beginning
I was seriously destabilized by the severity of the attacks. So,

at that time certainly I was, "Was it right? Was it wrong?" Aad
I kept saying to myself, it's OK. These kind of decisions, if
you don't re-think them, then you're lying to yourself . . . . It's
good to put these doubts out in the open every once in a while.
Reconsider them.

-Israeli member of CFP

IJltimately this participant was able to reaffirm his decision based
on interior reflection.

But I kept saying to myself: "Look inside. You know that this is
right. They can use all kind ofdiscourses, strateg'y. In the end of
the day this occupation is just not right. Alrd there's no way to
make it right." And so I think after the initial storm,it's a\ittle
bit, more quiet inside, I was - I don't want to say happy... I was

41 Insight,5oo.
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content with the fact that I did Bomething I thought was right
even though it wae extrernely diff.cult, scary

-Israeii member of CFP

The study findings suggest that the genuineness ofcriticai interior
reflection was an important pro€ess that helped participants to make
their initial decision and then sustain them in meeting the challenges of
nonviolence. Their commitment was supported by internal deliberation
on the incompatibility ofvioience with perceived ideals of morality and
the vision of an improved future for themselves and their societies.
Genuine self reflection about their decision led to the conviction that
they had chosen the right path.

8. DEYELOPMENT AND COMBATANTS FOR PEACE

8,7 Combatontc for Peane as a New Unity

The heuristic structure of human development can be used to explore
development on not only the individual level but on a group or
community level as well.n2 The emergence of CFP involved development
of the group as a new unity of human relations with its own identity.
Participants saw the very existence of the group, with its joint Israeli-
Palestinian membership, as a concrete achievement. The decision to
work together collectively as one organization emerged from a difficult
process of reflection and dialogue, culminating in a joint affirmation of
unity.

One ofthe biggest disagreement that we agree after all ofthat
is our goals. We ate one part. It's not two parts, Israelis and
Palestinians. As a one part. We are Combatants for Peace. . . .

That was so hard for beginning.

-Palestinian member of CFP

The relations between members of the group deepened over
time, and participants described moving from seeing the other person

as an enemy to a human being and beyond that as a partner and, in
many case8, a friend. A number of participants in the study spoke of

42 Perry, Catholic Suppotters of Same Gelder Marriage, 755'51
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the importance of the group as a whole and that ultimately future
achievement related to the power ofthe group.

My personal role must be within the whole group. So the
achievement will be in the name ofthe group, not in the name
of the persons. Individual activity and influence is very good

and big but within the group it will be bigger

-Palestinian member of CFP

8.2 Lcr.w of Effect - A Netuork of Encouragemznt

In the current context, Israelis and Palestinians had very little
opportunities to interact with one another. Palestinians were restricted
from coming into Israel proper unless they had a permit, which was
difficult to get. Most Palestinians' experiences of meeting Israelis were
limited to soldiers and settlers. Israelis could only visit a few areas of
the West Bank and very few chose to do so because oftheir fears. Thus,
Israelis hadlittle orno access to Palestinianlife and their understanding
of Palestinians was largely mediated by the cultural stereotypes in
their received tradition. One of the critical functions of CFP was to
create new schemes of recurrence in which Palestinians and Israelis
could move beyond current comfort zones to share new experiences and
reach a new level ofjoint understanding and functioning.

Adtlitionally, members of the group made operative insights that
had previously been deemed inoperative due to individual, group,
and general bias. They developed new schemeg of recurrence such as

regular meetings, through which encounters would recur and reflective
relationships could be developed and fostered. They also helped
members to develop the skills needed at this new level of functioning
by holding activities such as workshops on nonviolent resistance.

Being active in the group required moving beyond one's comfort levei
to speak with the "enemy" and overcoming fears based on both mlths
and actual threats. Participants indicated that the relations ald support
of members within the group helped individual members to overcome
these fears. The transition to a new direction and level of successful
functioning was thus accomplished vrithin a network of transformative
solidarity. The importance of support from others can be appreciated
in Lonergan's emphasis on being "encouraged out of shyness, timidity,
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pretended indifference, to zest and risk and doing...."a3 For example,
one of the Palestinian participants spoke of the initial difficulty of
sitting with an ex-soldier - his enemy. The commitment of that former
Israeli soldier helped him overcome that barrier.

It was not easy for me to work together with an ex-soldier
which was considered all the time that he is my enemy, and the
enemy of my people. But the commitment of this soldier uiflr
mz in this kind ofactivities gave me the fability] to pass by this
challenge and to work together.

-Palestinian member of CFP

8.3 A Window fot Integtation and. Implemcntation

Through integration, the initiation of development within individuals
led to corresponding changes in the person and ultimately these
changes were communicated by word aod deed as members of the
group influenced others toward similar development through the
transformative effect described above.aa This communication is
consistent with Lonergan's depiction of the role that external sources
play in the initiation of development through "the discoveries of other
minds and the decisions of other wills."a6

A development which begins in one's feelings must be perceived,
understood and given expression in concrete tactics.a6 Many of the
participants described having already reached a certain level of
awareness about the need for a nonviolent approach and in some cases

had made the internal decision to take a different path, but there was
not any structure in place at that time for them to realize their ideas.
CFP provided that Btructure.

The participants' responses illustrate the importance having
organized networks of human relations and activities for both the
initiation ofdevelopment as well as the integration ofthat development
into one's daily life. In several cases, an invitation to join the group
from an existing member was the initiative for a new member to join.

43 Insicht,496.
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CFP also provided an organizational structure in which members could
implement their insights and convictions in practical ways.

I used to be always against the violence and Combatants for
Peace was t}:e shelter for me to struggle, a shelter for me to
realize my beliefs . . . Before I joined the group I hadn't any...
opportunity to pass my mzssage btt through Combatants for
Peace I find the windou or the gate to pass my message and
my idea.

-Palestinian member of CFP

A critical element of group integration related to transmitting
beliefs into action. This was important for integrated development on
the individual level and also for group relations. For the individual,
action was important for personal integrity. For example one Israeli
participant said that it was not enough just to refuse to tal(e part in
atrocities being committed by his society. He had to "SHOUT."

The translation of personal beliefs into public action was also
vital for building trust in the group. While tlialogue was an important
part of the group's process, Palestinian members of the group took
care to emphasize that CFP was zoi a dialogue group. They explained
that in Palestinian society, joint Israeli-Palestinian groups that meet
for dialogue or cultural exchange alone are looked down upon as

"normalization." CFP was not viewed as normalization because both
the Palestinian and the Israeli members of the group were working
actively to end the occupation. One Palestinian participant indicated
that the presence of refusnik soldiers in the group was the critical
factor that prompted him to join. The participant also said that the
willingrress ofthe Israeli members ofthe group to state their positions
publicly and to demonstrate against the occupation led him to trust
them. On the level ofjudgments of fact, the demonstration by Israeli
members of successfully integrating their inner beliefs \,l/ith their
public action was the condition needed for Palestinian members to
verifr their trustworthiness.

Interestingly, the words "integrity" and "integrate' come from
related Latin roots. "Integrity" comes from "integrit6s" meaning
"soundness," "whole," or "complete' and "integrate" comes from
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'integr6tus" meaning "to make whole."a? Thus the developmental
process of integration involves making oneself whole by achieving
consistency in one's knowing and one's active living. Thejudgrnent that
one side (Israelis) could be trusted by the other side (Palestinians) was
linked to their wholeness, or successful integration.

8.4 Moving Beyond Linitotione touard Transcendence

The tension manifested in the iaw of limitation and transcendence
reflects the restriction of one's present habitual state that stands
in opposition to the d;mamism inherent in moving to a new level of
functioning (Lonergan, 1957/2000). Lonergan notes that the realization
of finality in human deveiopment is "not according to law...according
to acquired habit...; on the contrary, it is a change in the law, the
spontaneity, the habit, the scheme...."a€ Navigating the law oflimitation
and transcendence involves brealing free of one's o1d patterns. To

end protracted violent conflict, patterns must be transformed on
both the individual and communi.ty level in order to end the cycles

of violence that all too often accompany the shorter cycles of decline.
Study participants recognized that individuals on both sides were
contributing to the cycle ofviolence and that to end the bloodshed, they
needed to begin with themselves.

With the expanded viewpoint that emerges through inteilectual
development, Lonergan notes that an individual begins to view
themselves as "an object coortlinated with other objects and, with them,
subordinated to some destiny to be discovered or invented, approved or
disdained, accepted or repudiated."ae The study participants expressed
an understanding that the actions on both sides were contributing to a
cycle ofviolence. This understanding led to a conscious decision to work
together reasonably and responsibly to transform that cycle. There was

a grasping of a mutual destiny, a rejection of the current trajectory
of violence, and the intelligent creation of a joint vision of peace for
both people along with the actions needed to bring about that historical
change.

4? the Free Dictionary Web site. Retrieved 8/710 from-http://www.thefreedictiouary.
c0m2010.
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Although the focus of my research was more on the individual
members rather than on the internal functioning of CFP as an
organization, some participants did reflect on the challenges the
organization faced as a whole. Participants identified a vision for
areas of development that they would like to be realized in CFP The
movement toward transcendence was an ongoing process,

8.5 Being Genuine

Genuinenees involves admitting the tension of limitation and
transcendence into consciousness and honestly addressing the
questions that arise in that process.

It does not brush questions aside, smother doubts, push
problems down, escape . . . . It confronts issues, inspects them,
studies their many aspects, works out theirvarious implications,
contemplates their concrete consequences in one's own life and
the lives ofothers.so

One of the participants spoke about the challenges associated
with being a member of CFP in that it required the willingness to
move beyond the escapism in society to wrestle with very difficult
questions. The schemes ofrecurrence established by the group included
critical reflection and dialogue that fostered such genuineness. The
deep relationships within the group created a level of trust through
which members could support each other in this process. One of the
central elements in the group procees included members sharing their
personal stories with each other and at public forums. The story format
itself facilitated genuineness as each member described their personal
trajectory from the "starting point " ofexperiences in the conflict, their
initial response to those experiences, the interior "process" by which
they came to new affirmations and actions, and a new understanding
of their personal and collective "goal" as peacemakers.

50 Insicht , 502
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9. DEYELOPMENT IN SOCIETY:
AN INCOMPLETE INITIAIION

5l Methd in Theologt, 80.
52 Robert Doran, "'Complicate the Structure': Notes on a ForgotteD Precept, 'Paper

preBented at 31st Annual laDergan Workshop, Boston College, 2004.

53 lnsight,529.
54 Amoe Oz, "IEraeli force, adrift oD the 8e4," New Yorh ?imes,l June, 2010. Retrieved

Lonergan distinguishes between minor authenticity with regard to
the individual and major unauthenticity in which a tradition itselfhas
become unauthentic.sl In the context of a longstanding violent conflict
with a cycle of violence perpetuated by both sides there were clearly
major unauthenticities to be overcome in both cultures. Doran writes
about the reflexive level of cultural vaLue that arises within philosophy,

theology, and science in order to influence the social infrastructure
toward greater authenticity. The expression of these values forms a

"superstructure."s'The emergence ofthe CFR with its members working
to transform the broader Israeli and Palestinian societies, has served
the function of a grass roots superstructure. Lonergan's metaphysics
ofhuman development provides a he1pful heuristic to understand this
process, its achievements, and its limitations.

9.7 laraeli-Paleetinian Society as Discordant Unity

An understanding of Israelis arrd Palestinians as part of a larger
unity seems paradoxical. How could two societies entrenched in such a
bloody conflict be considered a unity? An insight into this paradox can
be found in Lonergan's statement that we find ourselves as objects who
are but one part of the "universe of being."63 The whole already exists.
What remains is for us to affirm ourselves as part ofthat whole - and to
act accordingly. Unity, then, might be understood as potential, formal,
or actual - a unity to be hnown thtough the existence of two peoples in
a shared geography, a unity that is to be understood and a unity that
is to be affirmed. Affirming that unity is integral to building peace. As
observed by the Israeli author Amos Oz, "We are not alone in this land,
and the Palestinians are not alone in this land.... Until Israelis and
Palestinians recognize the logical consequences of this simple fact, we

will all live in a permanent state of siege. ..5a Viewing the two peoples as
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part ofa larger unity is important not only for those within the conflict
but for those outside because it helps us move beyond taking sides and
to look at the conditions needed for peace within a larger whole.

The recognition ofthe two societies as part of a larger community
can be understood as a "higher viewpoint"ss through which Lonergan
says that lower manifolds come together. With a higher viewpoint we
can understand that the current social situation can be traced to the
historical and contemporary collective experiences, understandings,
judgments and decisions of both people. The Israeli-Palestinian region
is already a unity, albeit a deeply fragmented unity, bound together by
geography, history and mutually destructive processes.

One might then question how a peace proposal for a two state
solution could be conceived when viewing the two peoples as a "unity.'
But the higher viewpoint ofunity simply acknowledges the interrelated
existence of the two peoples within a geographic space. The goal of
two states existing peacefully envisions polltical borders based on
helping the two people to transcend the dialectical differences that
currently exist and to move towards complementary differences. The
complementarity of two states does not need to be based on cooperative
shared activities such as those within a functional specialization.
Complementarity can be found in the respectful relations between two
goods of order based on the needs and cultures of two different peoples.
Areas of cooperative complementarity might develop with time. But
the critical need at hand is to transcend current dialectical differences
(dialectic will be discussed further below).

For the purposes of social analysis I suggest that it might be
helpful to further distinguish complementary differences into a range
from autonomous to collaborative types. These categories reflect the
degree of cooperative functionality in interrelations. Differences can
be complementary without necessarily being fuliy collaborative. Even
if there is little to no interdependence in the Israeli and Palestinian
systems, their smooth functioning, the meeting of needs for their
respective peoples, and refraining from harming the schemes of the
Other would contribute to a larger peaceful whole.

from web eite http//wwv/.nJrtimes.co$12010106/02/opiLnionJ02oz.html?ref=opinion&page
wanted=priDt
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9,2 The Lano of Dffect ond the Community

Within the law of effect, if the Israeli and Palestinian societies are not
open to new insights and the implementation of new practices, they
will continue to function in old patterns of cycles ofviolence. Here the
role of CFP has been to introduce new schemes that go beyond the
group itself to the larger public such as house meetings, lectures, and
civil demonstrations. Such events challenge the existing assumptions
and views of the Other and the conflict.

In human affairs Lonergan notes that, "commonly accessible
insights, disseminated by communication and persuasion, modify
and adjust mentalities to determine the course of history out of the
alternatives offered by emergent probability."s6 The word "persuasion"
highlights that it is not enough merely to provide people with data. In
order to "adjust mentalities" it is importantto make the data compeliing.
Several participants said that as former flghters they had credibility in
their respective societies and that the stories told by members of the
group provided a powerful witness. One recounted an experience he
had giving a lecture to high school students who were nearing the point
oftheir military service. He heard later that the students described the
event as "mind blowing."

9.3 The Need. for Integrotion

But just as the unity of a person requires new developments to be

integrated on all leveis of the person, change within one sector of a
community calls forth change on other levels. At present, CFP can only
be considered an initiated development, working to communicate a
new consciousness but as yet without the complementary advances in
the broader society.

CFP faces obstacles in their goal ofpersuading others. One ofthese
is logistical. As a grassroots movement they are not integrated into the
official good of order which means they do not have easy access to the
schemes ofrecurrence by which information is regularly disseminated.
And personal meetings between Israelis and Palestinians are very
difficult due to the physicai separation. Barriers to regular channels
of communication impede the principle of correspondence. Stil1, they

56 Insicht , 236
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continue to work to communicate their message through as many
forums as possible.

9.4 Limitotions to T|anscendence

The law of limitation and transcendence is manifested in cultural
elements ofthe larger societies that are resistant to change. The tension
can be appreciated in the Israeli need for security and the Palestinian
need for freedom. The fear sown by violence and the anger provoked
by injustice are imbedded in the conflict and constant reminders ofthe
sensory and the sensitive. Palestinian participants pointed out the
challenges in persuading their comrnunities to have a different outlook
in the midst of violent military occupation. Israeii participants were
challenged by prevailing Israeli perceptions that Palestinians were not
partners for peace.

Transcending this tension meant helping people to move

beyond fear and anger and to understand the underlying community
consciousness that gives rise to the cycle of violence. Again, this was

not to be achieved by eliminating the neural dernands of the people

but by trying to increase understanding that it was only through peace

that the needs of security and freedom would ultimately be achieved.
Participaats described a variety ofreactions to their work ranging

from angerto skepticism to acceptance.In some cases family and friends
were persuaded by their outreach, and some participants reported that
they had successfully recruited new members to the group. But their
message was one that not all people were ready for.

The responses suggest that group and general bias become
intertwined in conflict as the stereotypes of group bias become part of
the common sense beliefs ofa community. Thus, the group bias of the
Other as "not a partner for peace" combines with the practical blind
spot of general bias leailing to the conclusion that to work for peace

with the other side is not practical. One ofthe Israeli participants told
me that he and others who worked for peace were looked upon in Israeli
society as "the left wingers who are a little bit crazy." This view recalls
Lonergan's statement that, "men of practical common sense become
warped by the situation in which they live, and regard as starry-eyed
idealism and silly unpracticality any proposal that would lay the axe
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to the root of the social surd."5? The stereotypes of group bias and the
practical blind spot ofgeneral bias have led to a societal inattentiveness
and dismissal ofcreative possibilities to solve the conflict. As Lonergan
observes, "in human affairs the decisive factor is what one can expect
from the other fellow."58 And ifone expects the other fellow to be a "non-
partner" then there is no sense in even talking to him.

9. 5 Genuinene e e C halleng ed

Lonergan notes that the tension created by the conscious awareness of
our concrete self as compared to our ideal self can be an "unwelcome
invasion of consciousness."ie But just as in the individual, the group
is also generaliy adverse to the relentless self scrutiny that brings
the tension between limitation and transcendence into consciousness.
In some cases members of the group found the questions they raised
and the insights they offered to be such an unwelcome invasion.
Genuineness was a challenge in the larger society.

In transcendent pluralism I have described the phenomena
of "transformative risk," which is the risk encountered when an
individual tries to change major unauthenticity in a society through
the communication of original meaning.60 Transformative risk can be
particularly problematic when the transformer is part ofthe society he
or she is trying to transform and thus becomes part ofthe infrastructure
and superstructure simultaneously. If members of the infrastructure
are resistant to change, the transformer's position in the infrastructure
might be jeopardized. Israeli participants, in particular, discussed
facing resistance to their message and some risk to their reputations
and relationships in their own society. As "Ieft wingers" they felt
themselves to be in a shrinking political minority and sometimes found
themselves at odds even with close friends. One participant described

a new experience of being "hated." Working for peace was interpreted
by some as being "against us."

Some Palestinian participants described having initial concerns

about being considered "traitors" in their society because they were
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working with Israelis - and former solders at that. However, most of
the participants said that at the present time they did not feel much
risk in the Palestinian community because people came to realize that
their activities were not "normalization."

Despite challenges, members of the group continued to promote
genuineness in society through their public lectures and demonstrations.
They felt that the Israeli-Palestinian encounters made possible through
CFP have challenged people to reconsider their priorjudgments about
the Other. Several participants described encounters in which they
were able to witness new insights and even new relations generated
when individuals from one side ofthe conflict met CFP members from
the other side. One participant said that obsen'ing people as they
wrestled \vith the dissonance provoked by such encounters offered a
glimmer ofhope that inspired them to continue.

rO. DIALECTIC AND COITVERSION

61 Iasight , 243

Lonergan describes the failure ofgenuineness as giving rise to dialectic.
Dialectical differences involve actual differences between the authentic
and the unauthentic (as distinguished from complementary differences
or genetic [developmental] differences. The dialectic of community
"gives rise to the situations that stimulate neural demands' providing
"a focal point from which aberrant social attitudes originate."6r One
can view Buch a diaiectic within the IsraeliPalestinian conflict as an
underlying manifold ofhuman needs, abhorrences, and fears in tension
with the capacities of human intelligence, morality, and love. But just
as the social situation gives rise to fear and anger so too can it give rise
to a longing for peace and the call for a reasonable response that brings
an end to the mutual infliction of suffering.

Lonergan notes thatthe dialectic ofcommunity holds the dominant
position over the dialectic of an individual because the community
brings forth the situations that will stimulate the neural demands of
an individual and also because it molds the attitudes through which
intelligence will be called forth or suppressed. But this dominance is
not absolute. The individual person plays a role in the development of
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the social order, and a manifold ofindividuals can serve as originators
of social attitudes.62

If the genetic Iaws of human development prevailed unconditionally
we would proceed on a steady course toward transcendence. But we do

not follow the developmental laws in alogical and predictable trajectory
Therefore, another method is needed to understand and address human
transformation. Following his discussion of the genetic method in
Izsr,gftl, through which one analyzes development, Lonergan introduces
the tlialectical method. In Melftod in Theology, Lonergan describes the
dialectic as a conflict between "positions" which are compatible with
intellectual, noral, and religious conversion and counter-positions
which are not compatible with conversion.63 Dialectical operations
involve advancing positions and reversing counter-positions.

Development is defined by Lonergan as, "a flexible,linked sequence

of dynamic and increasingly differentiated higher integrations that
meet the tension of successively transformed underlying manifolds
through successive appiications of the principles of correspondence and
emergence." Dialectic i8 "a concrete unfolding of linked but opposed

principles ofchange."65 The commonality in development arrd dialectic
is that that both processes involve "linked" principles; the bringing
together of similar or dissimilar materials for a change within the
same unity.

Lonergan describes the vertical movement into a new horizon as

occurring through two paths. One path is the extenBion, deepening, and
widening ofthe potentialities ofthe old horizon. The other path involves
al "about-face"66 in which certain characteristics of the old horizon are

repudiated. Such an about-face is a conversion of either an intellectual,
moral, or spiritual nature. So conversion is not merely a development
in the sense of something added to and integrated with one's current
horizon. But Lonergan does note that, "Human developrnent, in
brief, is largely through the resolution of conflicts and, within the
realm of intentional consciousness, the basic conflicts are deflned by

62Ineight,zl\.
63 Method, in Theolog! , 251-64,
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66 Method in Theology, 237 .
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the opposition of positions and counter-positions."67 Perhaps, then,
conversion, could be considered a higher aspect ofhuman development.

Given that development, by Lonergan's definition, involves
"transformed" manifolds, conversion - as an even more profound
change - must too be a transformation. For purposes of clarity in this
analysis, transformation will be defined as a new way of being in the
world through development, conversion, or both, in the same unity.

Within the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, dialectical tensions are
found within each person in the individual struggle for authenticity,
within each society or tradition as the achievements and limitations
of the body politic, and within the larger unity of the two societies as
the tension between fear and hatred and the higher ideals ofa genuine
peace. We can even appreciate this tension within the international
community as a whole as we reflect on the impact of other nations on
the conflict and consider how the international community might help
achieve a resolution.

Some ofthe tools to advance positions are found within the group
itself, through an authentic interpretation of within-group values. For
example, Palestinian participants spoke of the Muslim teaching not
to take innocent life. Israeli participants spoke of the values of social
justice. Experiences in which these values were not being manifested
led to reflection and realization ofthe need for a new path. Lonergan
discusses de Finances's notion of vertical liberty which occurs when
commitment to an ideal draws us out ofour cunent horizon to a deeper
ulderstanding and practice of that ideal.68

Genuine between-gr:oup pluralistic encounters can also serve
to help each person and society to better understand and respond to
dialectical differences by enhancing faithfulness to the transcendentals.
The Israeli-Palestinian relations in the group were important in
helping to increase attentiveness to the impact of one group's actions
on the suffering of the Other, understanding the conditions that led
to violence, advancing critically reasoned judgments, and inspiring
and supporting responsible action. As Lonergan notes, the challenge

67 Method in Theology, 252.
68 Method in Theology, 40-41
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of dialectic is to be met through "encounter'6e Encounters with the
Other can stimulate genuineness by admitting the tensions ofdialectic
into consciousness. The responses of the research participants provide
several examples of intellectual and moral conversion and also some

examples of spiritual conversion.
Intellectual conversion involves overcomingthe myth that knowing

is merely looking and acknowledging that data must be subjected to
critical reflection and judgment in order to reach understanding and
affirmation.7o Inteliectual conversion was critical for participants in
order to overcome the myths of the received tradition and the rhetoric
of national positivism. A story told by one of the participants provides
an example of intellectual conversion in which he realized that blind
spots were preventing peopie from both sides from recognizing the
truth, but that the human person had the capacity to discern truth for
themselves.

One time I was in Jerusalem with one of my friends arrd I just
invited him to go to eat hummus inside the old city. It \i/as the
first time that he go to the old city and he was freak[ed] out.
"How could I go inside the old city?" I said, "Very easy. Come
on. It's no big thing." And he said ..."That's why we have those
ideas about Palestinians.'... [It was] one of the Combatants
members. He never been there. I couldn't understand why he
had these ideas.... That made me more convinced that we in
some way cover our minds, or trying to - to fake the truth. That
each side want to put a barrier on the other side. Even the
barrier on our mind and ideas...most of the people are...they
are good people. They are normal. They have the same thing,
have the same brai.n. They could think. They could realize the
truth.

-Palestinian member of CFP

Moral conversion involves our apprehension of values and the
willingness to overcome personal discomfort, fears, and hardships in
order to carry out a course of action when a higher value is perceived
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to be at stake.?l Several participants described the need to overcome
the discomfort associated with talking to the enemy and the fears of
stepping into the unknown in order to achieve the higher goal ofpeace.

There were also some examples of spiritual conversion?2 but
to understand these as such involves an abstraction that moves
beyond Lonergan's language of"being in love with God.?3" While some
participants described their work in the group as having influenced
their spirituality in explicit religious terms, several described an
evolution of spirituality with regardto relationships.

Many of the Israeli participants had a secular worldview and
a few described themselves as not believing in God. But moving
beyond a religious declaration, I believe examples of "being in love"
can be appreciated in the realm of human relations. For example, one
participant who declared that he did not believe in God, when asked
if membership in the group had influenced his spiritual development,
answered:

I think in terms of imagining living with Palestinians, which
has a lot to do with spirituality and faith in my mind, for me,

then yes.

-Israeli member of CFP

He also described a very emotional response to making peace with
Arabs.

I'm very moued by peacemaking. Very moved by finding Arabs
to - to make peace with.

-Israeli member of CFP

Given Lonergan's use of the term "religious conversion"Ta and his
explicitly religious focus, it may seem unusual to describe spiritual
conversion in atheists who continue to be atheists. But I would
suggest that what I learned from meeting with the participants as

well as witnessing the group's interactions were expressions of such a

77 Method, in Theotogy,24O.
72 Note: I have described Lonergan's 'religious" converEion aa "spir.itual " conversion.

Petry,Catholic Supporters of Same Gender Marriage,9S-99.
73 Method in Theotogy, 1,05.
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conversion. I remember one moment vividly in which I had taken part
in a tour and nonviolent action in the West Bank. We had taken three
separate buses to the meetiag place. T\vo buses were from Israel and
one bus brought Palestinians from the West Bank. When we reached
the appointed meeting place, a desolate spot by the side of a desert
highway, the occupants of each of the buses disembarked eagerly and
then drew together with warm and excited chatter. Palestinians and
Israelis were clearly thrilled to be together at last and to begin the da/s
work. I had no doubt that what I was witnessing was a manifestation of
the unrestricted desire to love.

1T. COMMON SENSE AND THE HIGHER }'IEWPOINT

In addition to moral insights that led participants to renounce violent
resistance and to oppose the occupation, one of the insights related by
study participants was the very practical realization that violence was
not working. The decision to work for peace nonviolently within CFP
was a development in practical intelligence.

Lonergan describes the dialectic of community as emerging
from the tension between spontaneous intersubjectivity of human
desires and fears and the practical common sense that inteliigently
crafts a social order. This tension leads to alternating periods of
social tranquility and social crisis which "mark successive stages in
the adaptation of human spontaneity and sensibility to the demands
of developing intelligence.'?5 It follows then that moving beyond the
shorter cycles ofdecline related to group bias, will somehow involve the
adaptive intelligence of common sense. Indeed, as Lonergan describes
group bias involving "an interference with the development ofpractical
common sense,"?6 the reversal of group bias must involve a restoration
ofthat development.

Common sense, however, is limited by its own bias. Lonergan
argues that the general bias of common sense cannot be corrected by
common sense because common sense does not have the tools to analyze
itself He describes the need for a higher viewpoint or heightening of
consciousness that takes responsibility for human history in order to

75 Insight,243
76 Ineight,znT
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overcome general bias. Yet he also identifies common sense and its
judgments as one of the two "allies"7? in reversing the longer cycle of
decline, noting that "common sense tends to be profoundly sane."78 How
can these statements be reconciled?

Lonergan notes repeatedly that common sense is constantly
undergoing adaptive change. And the withdrawal from common sense

is not to eliminate practicality but to usaue practicality."Te Is it possible

for a higher viewpoint - the heightened sense of consciousness that
grasps historical responsibility - to become part of the common sense

of a people? In order to overcome the general bias, a higher viewpoint
could not eliminate common Bense in favor of an elite intellectual class.

That would merely accelerate the retreat into the ivory tower, which is
already a problem in the longer cycle of decline. Also higher viewpoints
do not eliminate underlying manifolds; they reorder and integrate
them into new understandings. Such a viewpoint would then need to
be a practical transformation.

Common sense cannot save itself but the higher viewpoint that
emerges Ilom a withdrawal couid conceivably sublimate the return.
It seems feasible - and quite possibly desirable - that the common
sense of the human culture could adaptiveiy gain insight into the
need for the higher viewpoint in order to ensure its own survival -
and betterment. Lonergan does indicate that the destruction wrought
through the longer cycle of decline will come about 'unless common

senae can learn to overcome its bias . . . unless common sense can be

taught to resist its perpetual temptation to adopt the easy, obvious,
practical compromise."so Common aense can be taught. It can - and
indeed does learn.

There are even empirical examples ofsuch a cultural consciousness
in native peoples such as the Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) who embrace

the notion ofthe righteous mind and the power ofunited human action
for peace and justice. Their "seventh generation' philosophy, considers
the impact of all decisions on the welfare of the seventh generation to

17 Insight,267.
78 Insieht,26t .

79 Ineisht,266.
ao Insisht , 259 .
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follow.sL (Six Nations, 2005). In this ethos, for example, nonsustainable
environmental practices are understood not as "practical," but harmful.

"Ideas," notes Lonergan, "occur to the man on the spot."82 The
emergence of CFP as a movement of people who describe themselves
as serving "on the ground" in the midst of the violence has occurred
through not only moral understanding but a very practical adaptation
from those with the insight to recognize the futility of their actions,
the courage to say so, and the creativity to plan a new coutse. And
changing that view of practicality required a reflective withdrawal
from the common sense of"security" and "resistance'to reemerge with
the higher viewpoint of a new practicality.

However, unlike the practical intelligence that deveiops from
common sense as described by Lonergan, nonviolence in this setting
was more than an adaptive tool. In contrast to technoiogical adaptations
implemented to achieve human desires, the instruments of peace can
be desired in themselves, as both a means and an end. While a future
political peace settlement might render some of the activities of the
group unnecessary such as nonviolent civil demonstrations, other
actions would conceivably continue, such as the dialogue, mutual
relations, and deep friendships among the group's members. And these
processes would carry on not only to sustain and deepen the peace but
because they were desired as goods in themselves.

12. THE HORIZONAL EXPANSION OF MUTUAL HUMAN
TRANSFORMATION

Figure 2 denotes a general outline of the movement and expansion
of horizon that occurred v,,ith the process of human tralsformation
in members of CFP as suggested by the research findings. This
transformation included both genetic and dialectical processes. This
diagram does not provide the level of detail required to analyze each

operation within each decision but it suggests a Iinked sequence of
horizonal expansions occurring within the transformational process.

Participants lived within a preexisting horizon ofpersonal history
that included foundational knowledge, values, beliefs, and biases. Their

81 Six Nations. Rrtrieved 121105 from http//sirlatioDs.buftet.oet.
82 t*ight,z5g.
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understanding ofthe Other was mediated by the received tradition and
through past personal experiences. They were deeply immersed in the
cycle of violence, either as close observers or participants. The Other
was viewed as a threat. Eventually new experiences raised questions
about the Other and about the conflict, leading to new insights in
which they began to understand the suffering ofthe other, the reasons
behind the Other's behavior, and the impact of violence on further
perpetuating the conflict. This led to both latent and explicit reflection
that one participant described as being "bothered."

As new experiences and insights were evaluated, those that
were deemed logically consistent with prior values and knowledge
were affirmed and integrated. The personhood of the Other became
known and affirmed as human, good, trustworthy, a fellow sufferer and
as a unique person within a larger culture. AIflrmed judgments that
invalidated previous beliefs such as m1,ths about the Other, the need
for violence, and the occupation led to dialectical processes. With the
affirmation ofnew understandings some previous understandings were
repudiated. Group bias against the Other began to be understood and
rejected. Personal participation in the cycle ofviolence was renounced.

As participants began to assimilate new understandings and
repudiate old beliefs, a threshold of pre-decision readiness emerged. In
some cases the participant was moved to personal action through an
internai creative practical insight. But in many cases, the "condition"
that led to new action was an external opportunity - new schemes of
recurrence that had been put into place by existing members of CFP
A specific invitation to join these schemes from a current member
provided the needed catalyst. The organization's schemes ofreflection,
dialogue, relations, and action provided a structure from which
previously undeveloped insights and ideas could be implemented. And
the Other became a partner in these new activities.

Integration into these schemes influenced further development on
other levels, both for individuals and the group as a whole. However,
this new expansion in horizon was challenged with barriers, the
internal barriers of deeply held stereotypes, fears and undeveloped
skills, as well as external social barriers that created actual physical
and psychological risks. New"Others" began to emerge in consciousness
and included people in both the Other society as well as one,s own
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society who continued to live under the horizon of fear, suspicion, and
violence.

Llltimately overcoming both pereonal and communal dialectics
was facilitated and sustained by internal and external resources.
Intellectual, moral, and spiritual conversion provided the inner
conviction and determination to help participants overcome challenges
and, in turn, stimulated deeper levels of conversion. External support
came through the relations and traasformative solidarity within the
group. The Other was now not only partner but friend. And as members
of the group were themselves transformed they began to reach out to
the larger societies to initiate development in the horizon ofthe Israeli-
Palestinian community.

The decision to join CFP can be understood as a horizonal
expansion in liberty. The creative processes ofessential foeedom helped
individuals to transcend both internal psychological constraints and
external cultural barriers to making peace. The reflective and active
schemes of recurrence in the organization itself further facilitated
this transcendence of internal constraints while also extending the
range of external opportunities for action. With the creation of CFR
the effective freedom of available choices was enlarged for prospective
new members. This is reflected in participants who described reaching
a state of readiness and finding in the gtoup a new "window" to pass

one's ideas.

r3. CONCLUSION: DEVELOPMENT PEACE BUILDING
THROUGH AUTHENTIC SUBJECTTVITY

"If I changed...the way that I'm thinling, maybe I could change
others. I feel more powerful. Really. Because the power of the
human being is in his mind and his ideas....if you could change

somebody maybe you give him more power...He could be a
better person."

-Palestinian Member of CFP

Following his description of human development, Lonergan asks

"whether we have establishedthe fertility ofthe heuristic structure ....83"

83 rzsiglr, sog
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The fertility of the structure lies in the capacity of the human person
for change and the human mind as the operator of change. And if
we understand conflict resolution as a developmental - indeed a
transformative - process, dependent upon conditions actualized
through human knowledge and decision, then our own intelligence
directs us to creatively seek out and actualize those conditions.

The study results suggest that as a "movement," CFP can be
understood as a development in authentic subjectivity. Such an
affirmation is not meant to claim individual or collective perfection in
this achievement but merely to point out that in the decision to commit
to nonviolence and the associated decision to join CFP, members ofthe
group sought to respond more attentively, intelligently, reasonably,
and responsibly to what one member of the group called their "joint
historical predicament."8a The pluralistic reflection, dialogue, and
activities within the group advanced authentic subjectivity by
facilitating faithfulness to the transcendentals. Members of the group
shared dialogue and activities that allowed for new experiences and
increased attentiveness to the Other, raised questions for intelligent
understanding, generated critical perspectives for reasonableness, and
called each other to increased responsibility.

Members of the group supported and sustained each other when
carrying out that responsibility was difficult. Evolving relations
deepened commitments and through a mutual transformation,
individuals influenced and supported one another in transcendence. In
this process the dignity of seifand other was understood, affirmed, and
enriched. Participants indicated that their membership in the group
became an important part of self-dentity. There emerged a new unity
in which belongingness in CFP had become integrated within the self

In order to overcome the shorter cycles of decline, and their
associated violence, we must transcend group bias, which is at the root
of these cycles. Of note is that Lonergan calls group bias a ,,bias of
development"ss and indicates that "group bias leads to a bias in the
generative principle of a developing social order."86 It follows then that

84 Shelley Hermon, "CombatantB for Peace Promotional Film,, 2010, Retrieved 8.2.10
from http://cfueace.org/.

86 Insight,24g.
86 Insight,248-49.
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the repair ofthe damages wrought by group bias will require restorative
developmental processes of human intelligence. The study suggests
that the developmental processes of CFP facilitated transcendence of
group bias.

It is important to note that while the strategic goals of CFP are
consistent with mainstream proposals for a political settlement, the
decisions underlying these goals were reached not by negotiation
but through the transformation effected by authentic subjectivity.
Members of the group have directed their efforts away from offensive
and defensive strategies toward making operative the ideas needed at
the level of their time. Individually and collectively they are working
together to authentically respond to their historical responsibility to
reverse the counter-positions of group bias and vioience and to advance
the positions of nonviolence, mutual respect, and reconciliation. In
Lonergan's words the movement has made probable "a sequence of
operative insights by which men grasp possible schemes of recurrence
and take the initiative in bringing about the material and social

conditions that make these schemes concretely possible, probable, and
actual.'8?

The study results suggested that the decision to commit to
nonviolence and active membership in CFP had a positive self-

constituting effect, leatling to personal empowerment and a sense

of having done good for oneself and one's society. Participants also

described a new sense of hope for the future, while at the same time
acknowledging the reality that this hope lay in a long-term historical
view. My personal experiences in the region suggest that Euch a
development of hope is sigrrificant, because the pervasive cycles of
violence in the conflict have led to a profound sense of despair on both
sides. Such despair fuels general bias by leailing people to believe that
efforts to rcsolve the conflict are futile. They cannot see beyond the
next checkpoint or looming rocket. This reinforces the importance of

not igrroring shorter cycles with the rationalization that they will self

correct. Shorter cycles very quickly become enmeshed io the successive

lower viewpoints of the longer cycle. So part of overcoming the shorter
cycles of decline is overcoming the despair that fuels the practical

blind spot that "nothing can be done about it." The study suggests that

87 Insight,2'2
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members ofCFP were able to transcend despair and sustain a hope for
the future.

Within transcendent pluralism three types of outcomes are
considered related to human action: the empirical effect, the self
constituting effect, and the transformative effect.88 I wish to suggest
that members of CFP were able to develop and maintain a hope for
the future because of their ability to appreciate these outcomes and
to maintain a longer historical vision. In the seemingly friendless
universe of the "already out there now real"se occupation and rockets,
Israeli and Palestinian members of CFP had an appreciation for the
authentic interior evolution ofselfand other. Their ability to experience,
understand, and affirm change in themselves and their partners gave
them a higher viewpoint and a hope that sustained their work towards
a new future. This was not a fairy tale hope but a critically real hope.

This paper began with Lonergan's statement about the cycles of
decline "in which the hegemony passes from one center to another to
leave its former holders with proud memories and impotent dreams."e0
But the quote above from a CFP member speaks ofa new kind ofpower,
not the hegemony of one nation over another, but the power of the
human mind - used intelligently, morally, and lovingly - to help oneself
and others advance in good will. This is consistent with Lonergan's
assertion that the higher viewpoint of cosmopolis will have to witness
to ma.king ideas operative without the backing offorce. As a grassroots
group committed to nonviolence, members of CFP have to break the
cycle of myth and violence by relying on their own witness, and calling
forth the transcendental norms in the minds ofthose around them.

A political solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is critically
needed in order to create the conditions that foster peace. Negotiation
can help set up conditions but unless guided by authenticity, negotiation
will be insufficient. To work for a sustained peace that overcomes the
shorter cycles of violence that feed the longer cycle of decline will
require human transformation through the development of authentic
subj ectivity.

88 Perry, Cathotic Supporters of Same Gender Matiage,65-79.
89 Insight,276.
9o Insight,266,
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IDENTIFYING AND NAMING RELIGIOUS
CONSCIOUSNESS IN A FRIENDLY UNIVERSE

Matthew Petillo
DTouuille College

Syracuse, New York

IN rnls rernn, I hope to d.iscuss the complexities and challenges of
identifring and naming grace as a datum of religious consciousness.
The transition from the second to the third stage of meaning requires
what Lonergan calls a "transposition" of the scholastic theologT of
grace. For Lonergan, the task requires that one begin "not from a
metaphysical psychology, but from intentionality analysis, and, indeed,
from transcendental method."l According to Lonergan, difficulties
abound because the theologian "may be looking for something with a
label on it, when he should simply be heightening his consciousness of
the power working within him and adverting to its long-term effects."2
While the theologian should "simply be heightening his consciousness,"
discovering and identirying grace aB a distinct datum of interior
experience is, by no means, a simple affair.

I. THE QUESTION OF TR.ANSPOSITION

It is important that theologians not only engage in the activity of
transposing grace from a theoretical to a methodical theology but also
reflect on the meaning of transposition. In other words, it is important
for theologians to bring to light and reflect on the phenomenological
exercise ofattending to and naming the data ofreligious consciousness.
In doing so, theologians will be more likely to identiff and develop
the skills and practices required to accurately notice and name the

1 Bernard J F. Lonergan, Method. in Theologt (Toroito: IJniversity of Toronto, 1990),
288

2 Method in Theology , 290

385
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contents ofthis experience. With these requisite skills and practices at
their disposal, such theologians will be able to formulate the normative
criteria for verifying the truth oftheir own descriptive accounts and be

able to more effectively adjudicate between competing claims.

II. THE METHOLOLOGICAL STARTING POINT

The methodological turn in the history of philosophy can serve as an
analogy for thinking about a solution to the problem of transposing
'grace" from a theoretical to a methodical theology. In the history of
philosophy, the seemingly endless scholastic debates began to raise
epistemological questions that were seeking a set of rLormative criterid.
that would settle alisputes in the area of metaphysics. But modern
philosophers answered the criteriological question in diverse ways.
In Lonergan's view, the proper means of resolving these polarities in
philosophical thought and cutting through the differences requires a
fitnto performance. The upshot of the methodological turn is that, from
Lonergan's perspective, "...a critical metaphysics results...Accordingly,
empty or misleading terms and relations can be eliminated while valid
ones can be elucidated by the conscious intention from which they are
derived."s

By analogy, it is important for theologians operating in the
functional specialty "foundations" to raise the methodological question

and develop a critical phenomenological perspective that will allow the
theologian to eliminate "empty or misleading terms and relations' and
support valid ones in the data ofreligious consciousness Not unlike the
disputes ofscholastic metaphysics, the disputes among the theologians
operating in the functional specialty "foundations" can be, ifnot settled,
at least benefited by turning to the performance ofthe theologian and
asking: "What am I doing when I am performing a transposition?"
What am I doing when I expand my attention and allow the givenness

of religious consciousness to enter focal awareness? What I am doing

when I am identifying naming, and expressing the contents of this
experience? Secondly, one wiII raise the criteriological questions:

What are the conditions that need to be fulfilled in order to accurately

illuminate the contents of religious consciousness - to allow the data

3 Method in Theology , 343
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ofrelig'ious consciousness to become focally present? Lonergan assigns
this task to the "methodologist."

In his chapter on "foundations," Lonergan distingr.r.ishes what he
calls the task of the methodologist from the task of the theologian.
For Lonergan, "The methodologist's task is the preliminary one of
indicating what qualities are desirable in theological categories, what
measure of validity is to be demanded of them, and how categories
with the desired qualities and validity are to be obtained."4 He
explains further that "The task of the methodologist is to sketch the
derivation of such categories, but it is up to the theologian working
in the fifth functional specialty to determine in detail what the
general and special categories are to be."5 This essay prescinds from
questions about the content of the transposition and raises questions
about the requisite skills and practices of an effective transposition
in an effort to formulate an heuristic structure or set of performative
criteria for noticing accurately and attentling carefully to the data of
religious consciousness. In other words, the methodologist will sketch
the skills and practices that are required to appropriate Lonergan's
transcendental and phenomenological precept "be attentive." As one
would expect, Lonergan stresses the importance of self-appropriation
in these matters.

IIL NO I-ABELS OR TAGS: R.ELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS
AND THE LIMITS OF I,ANGUAGE

The process of transposition, at least in a restricted sense, involves
finding the conscious correlates ofgcholastic special categories. Turning
to the performance of the theologian engaged in the operations of
transposition raises questions about the heuristic value of scholastic
special categories for discovering and identi$,ing the contents of
religious consciousness. In other words, is there a simple, neat, and
tidy point-for-point correspondence between the terms and relations
of a scholastic theology and contents of religious consciousness? The
answer seems to be No. There are terms derived from the method of
scholastic theology for which one cannot find conscious correlates in the

4 Method in Theolo*!,282
5 Method in Theology,2gT
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data ofreligious experience. "The habit of charity" may be such a term.
Jeremy Wilkins, in his 2010 Lonergan Workshop paper, has suggested

that habits as such cannot be found in the data of consciousness but
are inferred from operations.

Additionally, there are terms derived from an intentionality
alalysis that cannot be supported within the framework of schoiastic
theology. For example, Lonergan expresses the experience ofbeing-in-
love unrestrictedly as a "conscious dynamic state of peace, Iove, joy"...
"an under-tow of existential consciousness....a fateful call to dreaded
holiness6...as a "direction, a pattern, a thrust, a cal1, to unworldliness;"7
as a "charged field of love and meaning; lthat] here and there...
reaches a notable intensity; but...ever unobtrusive, hidden, inviting
each ofus to join."8 Since intentionaiity analysis explores the religious
consciousness of the subject "not in the abstract, not as he would be

in some state of pure nature, but as in fact he is here and now in all
the concreteness ofhis living and dying,a it generates a language that
transcends the ambit of schoiastic theology.

But even the language derived from an intentionality analysis
cannot express comprehensively religious experience as such. In other
words, as there is no simple one for one cortespondence between the
terms and relations ofscholastic theology and the elements ofreligious
consciousness, so also the theologian should not expect a neat and
tidy point-for-point correspondence between the religious language
derived from intentionality analysis and the contents of religious
consciousness either. First, no religious language can render religious
experience fully explicit, partly because self-consciousness is, in its
original sense, a preliminary ald unstructured awareness. Since

language differentiates and frames our experiences, it cannot express

the experience of self that is prior even to the most foundational
linguistic distinctions. Second, religious language, even the language
derived from intentionality analysis, cannot exhaustively communicate
religious consciousnegs because it is an experience of profound union

6 Method in Theolost,z4l
7 Method, in Theolasr, 290
8 Methad in Ttuologt, 290
9 Bemard Loaergao, 'DimeDsiong of Meaniag," Collecti.on (Torcnfoi Uoiverrity of

Torouto Press, 1988), 246.
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with transcendent mystery It is an experience that defie8 our efforts to
apprehend its meaning in any discursive manner, and one that is only
dimly reflected in the phrase 'being-in-love unrestrictedly.'

fV. RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE HEURISTIC
VALUE OF I-AIIGUAGE

When the theologian operating in the fifth functional specialty
'foundations' explores religious consciousness, the language that he
uses to orient his attention and enter into interiority, whether it is the
lalguage derived from metaphysical or intentionality analysis, will offer
no detailed map of the interior terrain of self-consciousness. Because
it is an experience of transcendence, language can only approximate
its meaning. Offering no more than intimations, theological language
can approach the wordless experience of unity between the self and
absolute mystery only asymptotically. But what, then, is the heuristic
value of theological language in exploring and identi$ring the contents
of religious consciousness? According to Lonergan,

Data are given to sense or to consciousness. They are the
given just as given. They are, of course, hardly noticed unless
they fit in with one's understanding and have a name in one's

language. At the same time, with an appropriate development
of understanding and language, they will be noticed and, if
important from some viewpoint, they will be insisted upon,'n

Despite the fact that language cannot adequately reflect the
experience, theological language, in Lonergan's estimation, can serve a
positive and anticipatory function. Language can orient and guide the
subject as he explores the domain of interiority; it can expand his field
of focal awareness, bring to light unnoticed elements of consciousness,

and frame his experience in a way that transforms it into a fertile
source of an ongoing discovery and meaning.

I dentifying and. Naming Religious Conscious4eas

10'Dimeneions of Mearl:::,g," 347-48,
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V. THE PRACTICES AND SKILLS OF THE
FOUNDATIONAL THEOLOGIAN

Language serves a positive and anticipatory function in the
exploration of religious consciousness, and so it will be irnportant
for the foundational theologian to develop a skill that enables her to
appropriate a vocabulary and develop a linguistic framework that is
rich and sophisticated enough to direct attention to the proper domains
of interiority and open up dimensions of meaning within religious
consciousness that have gone unnoticed; such a framework needs to be
flexible enough to integrate new components introduced by attending
to those experiences oftranscendent meaning that are beyond language
and resist linguistic expression.

But although theological language orients our attention and
guides our search, it breaks down in the face of experiences of sacred
transcendence. So it is important for the foundational theologian to
attend to and notice, to the extent that it is possible, the experiences
of transcendence in the immediacy of consciousness that are prior to
linguistic formulation, which only subsequently will be named and
expressed in a given theological language. By attending to what is pre-
linguistic, the data of religious consciousness can become a source of
meaning that can verify, invalidate, modiff, or develop one's theological
Ianguage. But attending to the purity ofthis experience is challenging.
Problems arise when theologians think that they are attending to the
pure data of religious experience, while, in fact, they are attending
to experiences that are already mediated by the interpretations of
descriptive or explanatory language. In order to correctly attend to
and name the contents ofreligious experience in the immediacy of self-
consciousness, foundational theologians will require a practice or skill
that enables them to restrain or place in check that inclination to name
and interpret, so that, to the extent that it is possible, what is given
in its pure givenness can come to light. The practice or skill that I
am referring to can be analogously understood along the lines of what
Husserl called the phenomenologi cal epoche.

In terms of the theologian operating in the fiDctional specialty
"foundations,n if language is not to conceal what is given in religious
consciousness, the assumptions and interpretations of descriptive and
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explanatory language must be, at Bome point, suspended before self-
attention crosses the threshold into the domain of interiority.

},I. APPROPRIAIING THE PRACTICES AND I,ANGUAGES
OF OTHER RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS

The theme ofthe conference is reversing decline in a friendly universe.
How to we consider other world religions in the context of a friendly
universe? Fred Crowe remarks;

What I am affirming, then, is our religious community with
the world religions in some true and basic sense of the word,
community, if not in the full sense of a common confession of
faith, a common worship, and a common expression of hope
in the eschaton. This community is effected by our common
religious conversion, which in Lonergan's view, is our common
orientation to the mystery of love and awe through the
indwelling of the Holy Spirit who is g'iven to us."LL

For Crowe and Lonergan, there exists a genuine friendship between
Christians and practitioners ofother world religions because the same
Spirit animates their religious experience as well as the spiritual
practices and languages employed to become attuned to that religious
experience. This friendship offers a theological ground for Christians to
appropriate the language and practices of other traditions as a means
of illuminating their own religious experience. For example, there are
profound meditative techniques in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition that
can help the Christian theologian develop the skill ofallowing the pure
givenness ofreligious experience to emerge within the field of attentive
awareness.

The Dzogchen practice of "letting be in natural awareness"
formulated and expounded by John Makransky seeks to transition the
person from a state of controlling to a state of radical surrender. The
purpose ofthe meditation is to cultivate attitudes ofprofound "allowing"
or "letting be" which releases awareness from linguistic or interpretive

11 Frederick Crowe, 'Son of God, Holy Spirit, World fulig,.onq" Appropid.ting the

l,onergon ld.ea (Waahiagton DC: Catholic University ofAmerica Press, 1989),335.
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franes ofreference so that a more expansive, pure, radiant,loving, and
transcendent experience can emerge.

Lonergan and Crowe make the claim that the same religious
experience, in subsequent reflection, is expressed in different theological
languages because the subjects who name their religious experience
are operating within different horizons of meaning; but language,
even in a more phenomenologically reduced and pure form, remains,
to some degree, conditioned by one's founding concerns and questions.
If our core religious experience is common, but our descriptions of that
experience are limited by our language and its originating horizon,
then it may be of tremendous benefit to the theologian, operating in
the fifth functional specialty, to appropriate not only the spiritual
practices but also the theological language ofother religious traditions
as a way ofbringing to light dimensions of meaning that have not been
noticed - as a way of allowing elements within the data of religious
consciousness to emerge within the fie1d of attention.

The Tibetan Buddhist practice of "benefactor meditation"
articulated by John Makransky offers a language that I think can
be beneficial in attending to the data on religious experience or
what Lonergan calls the experience of being-in-love unrestrictedly.
Makransky explains benefactors as people in your life who you enjoy
being around because benefactors communicate through gestures,
words, deeds, or just their presence, a simple wish for your deepest
happiness and well-being. The meditation involves imagining yourself
being surrounded by people from your past and present that have
communicated either audibly or tacitly, in actions or in mere presence,
a simple and unconditional wish of love. Tibetan Buddhists like
Makransky believe that the iove that radiates from the benefactors in
your life does not originate in them but is, in fact, a transcendent love
that flows through the universe. Benefactors are not the originators
but the mediators of this love. The purpose of the meditation is to
allow one to notice the experience of"being loved unconditionally" that
is always present and to create a deeper receptivity not only to the love
radiating from one's benefactors but to create a deeper receptivity to
the transcendent love that is communicated through them - a love that
resides most profoundly in our own hearts.
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Makransky's benefactor meditation is expressed this way:

Sit in a relaxed way with back comfortably straight, on cushion
or chair, eyes open, gazing slightly downward. Havingidentified
both kinds ofbenefactors, ones from ordinary life and spiritual
benefactors from near or far, bring one or more of each type
to mind and imagine their smiling faces before you. Envision
them sending you the wish of love, the wish for your deepest
well-being, happiness, and joy.

Sensing these wonderful people before you, gentiy open to their
wish of love. Imagine their wish as a gentle radiance, like a

soft shower of healing rays. Bathe your whole body and mind
in that radiance, all the way down to your toes and fingertips.
Bask in the loving energy of that wish. Trust it. You don't have
to trust every aspect of all benefactors, just the wish of love
that they radiate, the simple wish for your well-being and
happiness.

Receive the gentle, healing energy of that radiance. As other
thoughts or feelings arise, let them be enveloped in this loving
luminosity. No matter who you think you are, what you think
you deserve, all such thoughts are irrelevant now -just accept
the benefactors' wish of love for your deepest happiness.
Trusting this wish more than any limiting thoughts of yourself,
receiving it into your whole being.

Let yourself rely upon this love, the goodness it comes from,
and the goodness it meets in your heart. To rely upon this love
more than on your own defensive reactions is to find profound
refuge.

Be at ease, open, and accepting, like a puppy lying in the
morning sun, passively soaking up its rays. Absorb the soft,
healing energy of love into every cell of your body, every corner
ofyour mind. Bathe in this, heal in this, rest in this.

After a while, join your benefactors in their wish of love for
you. While receiving the radiance oftheir love, mentally repeat
the wish for yoursel{ using words like these: "May this one
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have deepest well-being, happiness, and joy." Afrrm the words
repeatedly in your rnind. Try to mean them as you say them,
just as your benefactors mean them for you. Like everyone else

in this world, you most deeply need and desewe happiness
and well-being. Repeat the wish for yourself while accepting
your benefactors' love even more deeply into body and mind,
communing with them through its radiance.

Finally, let go into utter oneness with the radiance, dropping
the visualization of benefactors, and releasing any attempt to
hold on to any frame ofreference. Deeply let be into that gentle,
luminous wholeness beyond separation ofselfand others. Eqjoy
just being thus for a little whiie, at ease, at rest, complete.l'

Perhaps Christian theologians operating in the functional specialty
"foundations' could use this practice to notice elements within their
own transcendent experiences of love and being loved that, when
named and expressed, could resonate with and complement Lonergan's
theological categories. Maybe genuine dialogue with other traditions
such as Buddhism does not occur only after we have understood
ourselves, but is integral to the activity of self-understanding. What
better way is there to discover who we are than through conversation
with a friend?

12 John Makrao8ky, A wahening through htue (Boston: wi6dom, 2oo1),26-28
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"Without faith the originating value is man and the terminal
value is the human good marr brings about. But in the light of
faith, originating value is tlivine light and love, while terminal
value is the whole universe. So the human good becomes

absorbed in an all-encompassing good" (Method in Theology,
116c).

INTRODUCTION: AN ANECDOTE AND THE CHALLENGE
OF PERSONAL APPROPRIATION

Solrrrn.rr IN THE EARLv 1980s (I cannot remember the exact year) one

ofthe Workshops featured an afternoon lecture by Father Lonergan. It
may very well have been his last public appearance in the Workshop
series. My recollection is that he repeated the talk entitled, "Pope
John's Intention" (later published in Third Collection,224-38) which
had to do with the meaning of the Second Vatican Council's being
pastoral. When he had finished the lecture, the floor was opened for a
general question and answer session. This gave me the opportunity to
ask about somethin.gin Method in Theology that had puzzled me right
from the time I had first read it. It had to do with the scheme ofthe
structure ofthe human good to be found on page 48. I had not been able
make sense ofit. When he acknowledged my raised hand I rose to say
as much and asked if he could provide a key to the puzzle.
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Although my memory of what followed is somewhat hazy, I do
recall having the impression that Lonergan was not charmed by the
question, that he was even eomewhat dismissive of it, at least of the
way it had been framed. Quite like1y, my ensuing embarrassment is
what prevented me from carrying away from the exchange any clear
recollection of what he actually said, but I believe it was to the effect
that the effort he had put into discovering and devising the scheme
might profltably be duplicated by someone eise, given the appropriate
tools and a corresponding willingness. For some time afterwards I
wondered ifhis apparent discontent and reluctance to give the question
the attention I had thought it deserved might not have been because
he perceived in the subject who was raising the question, the desire
for a magic formula that would unlock the door to understanding this
rather complex matter Let's say that I was asking for an insight to
be handed to me on a platter, free of charge, so to speak, and that the
Master's spontaneous resistance was an invitation to pay the normal
price for an advance in knowledge. More recently, I have taken some

steps in this direction and have kindly been given the chance to share
the results by way ofwitness to an instance of personal appropriation.

POSITION OF THE HIJMAN GOOD IN
METHODOLOGICAL DISCOURSE

How do we find ourselves thinking about the human good at all, much
less its structure, when the subject is method in theology as conceived
by Lonergan? Well, it is because this particular method has two basic
components, one anthropological, the other specificaily theological. By
his account, the basic anthropologica-I component is transcendental
method, (Method in Theology, 25) or intellectual conversion, that is,
the appropriation of the dynamic cognitional structure at work within
each one of us. This is no little achievement, of course, but in so far
as it is realized, it provides theologians with conscious and normative
direction in their journey from one level of human interiority to
another, that is, in the sequence of functional specialties (whether from
below upward in the first mediated phase, or from above downward
in the second mediating phase). The basic theological component then
is religious conversion (method in any case is all about the subject!),
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which Lonergan will name foundational reality (Method in Theology,
267d), and it supplies theologians with the light of faith, the eye oflove,
which promotes their discovering the way from the first to the second
phase oftheological discourse (for at the very limit the mediated phase
does not require faith) and sustains them along the way to the very
end, where "theological reflection bears fruit" in communications.

Precisely at the point where this second component of the basic
foundation of theological method is to be unveiled, Lonergan observes,
"lB]efore we can speak of religion, we first must say something about
the human good and about human mearitgi (Method in Theology,21).
The critical disciple, if not the casual reader, will, of course, ask why
this is necessary Well, I think it is because ofthe relation ofthe human
good (and human meaning) to the Transcendent Good and Llltimate
Meaning for whom we long and toward whom we are striving in all self-
transcending activity. And whereas this natural desire for Ultimate
Meaning and native orientation toward the Transcendent Good are
not self-evident, they can be discovered and verified. Moreover, this
discovery and verification have everything to do both with the dynamic
structure of the human subject and the building of the human good.

And so the notion that this good itself is intrinsically ordered beyond
itself constitutes a kind of heuristic as regards its stmcture.

Let us begin this exercise in appropriating the structure ofthe human
good with an attempt to describe what is structured. As infrastructure,
ofcourse, there is the pre-human good, the universe that is given as the
stage on which or the environment in which the human good makes its
appearance and unfolds. This pre-existent set of dynamic structures
has its own fi.nality and continues to develop out ofits own resources in
accord with emergent probability. But with the arrival or appearance
of the human it becomes the universe of our experience. Moreover, we
can suppose that human experience is patterned from the outset to the
effect that history begins to be made and an artificial world begins to
be fashioned (we know these patterns of experience by their fruits!).
For eons perhaps the schemes of recurrence that constitute that
artificial world remain elementary and history is relatively stable and

THE HUMAN GOOD: \ IIIT IS IT?
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monotonous. Eventually, howevet leaps are made, mind is discovered,
and humanity is "off to the races."

Such considerations are the ground of our thinking of the human
good as the colossal, dynamic indeterminate, and unimaginable (but
ever so fragile) project of human progress, still subject to the rule
of emergent probability, however in its oun way (Insight, 235f1209f

lcitations from Insight fo]Iow the established convention: the first
number refers to its location in the Collected Works edition, the
second to the manual edition of 19571). Practical intelligence molds
some elements ofthe pre-existent good that are plastic and perfectible
through the manual arts. Tools are produced that are the basis of
all further technological development. As this sort of development
ramifies it gives rise to various ways of making a liuirug (flshing and
hunting, subsistence agriculture, then a mixture of agriculture and
trade, etc.), creating the exigence for economic order and eventually
the invitation to promote ongoing advances in the standard of living.
At a primitive level there even occurs the possibility of developing the
art of persuasion to create a social order that carries men and women
beyond the exclusive promotion of economic well-being to organize the
polis. As Lonergan says:

We do not have to wait for our environment to create us. Our
dramatic living needs only the clues and the opportunities
to originate and maintain its own setting. The advance of
technology, the formation of capital, the development of the
economy, the evolution of the state are not only inteliigible but
also intelligent. (236/2L0)

As is so often said, we do not live on bread alone, nor are we satisfied
with an efficiently organized society, even one in which by and large
everyone gets a square deal. Vital, social, economic, and political values
give way to cultural values, as men and women pursue science and
wisdom, truth and beauty, and so aspire to and bring about personal
integrity and establish an atmosphere where even worship is possible.

By way of descriptive summary let us say that this process is
always a combination of the inner and the outer. Human intelligence
and human freedom (the inner components) are the source of concrete
but dynamic monuments of progress. And this whole complex,
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which we call the historical process, constitutes the human good. It
is a combination of what our ancestors have made and what we are
making; again, of what we are making of ourselves on the strength of
our ancestors' self-discoveries. Not however without enormous errors
and failures! But this nature of ours in its striving from below upward
remains lrrlnerable not only to bias and inorilinate desire, but also to
the intervention of divine love, to a presence that originates another
vector of development, that heais and transforms. Moreover, its point
of entry is the human heart, a fact that is determined again by the
structure of the human subject. A1l this before, but in view of, the
ultimate realization of divine love for us given in the mystery of the
Incarnation. I call this a "descriptive summary." It is obviously made
from a viewpoint that is Christian; but that is the sort of subject that
I am!

THE BUILDING OF THE HUMAN GOOD

So we speak about the building of the human good (the language of
course is metaphorical). Ald there comes a moment when human
thinking becomes historical thinling, that is, when we begin to think
about our shared capacity and responsibility for the direction of the
process. Marx is somehow the precursor of this way of thinking. The
Catholic mind eventually intervenes, perhaps "a little breathless, a
little late," but very effectively, for all that, in the dialogue that brings
forth documents such as the Gaudium el Spes of the Second Vatican
Council.

Now there are the constructing and the construction. A builtling
will have its structure, Iaid out in the architectural plans, and so

also will the activities that bring into being any composite, whether
visible and static, or intelligible and dynamic. The notion ofcognitional
structure is quite familiar, and what Lonergan has to say about it in
the introduction to the essay ofthat name might well be kept in mind:

The parts of a [structured] whole may be things, bricks,
timbers, glass, rubber, chrome. But the parts may also be

activities, as in a song, a dance, a chorus, a symphony, a drama.
Such a whole is dynamic materially. But dynamism may not be

restricted to the parts. The whole itself may be self-assembling,
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self-constituting; then it is formally dynamic. It is a dynamic
stntctlrt e." (C o lle c t i o n, 20 6)

THE STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN GOOD

The desiredinsight here is the rationale for the way in which the human
good i8 str-uctured, so as to provide an explanatory account ofthis good.

Lonergaa himself had already discovered this rationale at the time
that he was wiling Insight. And his thinking is altogether coherent.
Just as he conceives metaphysics as the integral heuristic atructure of
the universe of proportionate being (the univerue of experience), so he
conceives ethics (writing about it6possibilily) as the heuristic structure
for the eventual building of a universe of"proportionate doing," that is,
for historical activity in the modern sense.

Thus the three levels of the human good, which in Method in
Theology are named ezds, are remotely derived from the isomorphism
ofthe dynamic structure ofknowing with the structure ofproportionate
being (the ground of metaphysics) and proximately from the
prolongation of this isomorphism in the existential level. This latter
isomorphism is of the dynamic existential structure (where existence
extends from the everyday satisfying of sensitive desire through to the
choosing of authentic values at the highest levels, and everything in
between) with the structure ofwhat is getting done, that is, history as
it is being played out.

Just as the universe of proportionate being is a compound
of potency, form, and act, because it is to be known through
experience, understanding, and judgment, eo the universe of
[the human] proportionate good is a compound of objects of
desire, intelligible orders, and values, because the good that
lwel do intelligently and rationally is a manifold in the field
of experience, ordered by intelligence, and rationally chosen.
(Insi.ght, 62616020

In summary from an explanatory viewpoint, the'universe of lthe
human) proportionate good (the human good) is a compound, and the
elements of that compound are thus to be identified:
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the potentially good: objects of lsensitiue) desire, i.e., particular
goods to be found in the field of etperience (in this connection
Lonergan will say that "needs are to be understood in the
broadest sense; they are not to be restricted to necessities, but
rather to be stretched to include wants of every kind") Method
in Theology, 48b.

the formally good: intelligible frameworks, which organize
human activity so as to deliver particular goods efficiently on
a variety of levels, as human being develops in the world in
accord with emergent probability humanly implemented

the actually good: rationally and, responsibLl chosen values -
objects of sensitive desire and intelligible orders that are truly
good, by the choice ofwhich men and women are rendered more
or less authentic

Once this rationale is grasped it is somehow all over with the
structure of the human good! Moreover, the truth of Lonergan's claim
that "our account of the human good is compatible with any stage of
technological, economic, political, cultural, religious development'
(Method in Theology, 52d) is vindicated, even obvious. For the dynamic
structure of human praxis is as little susceptible of revision as is the
dlmamic structure of human knowing.

To say that it is "a1l over," does not imply that the scheme to be
found on page 48 is meaningless and not worth pondering, examining,
and criticizing. In this respect it is lil<e the account of cognitional
structure, quite susceptible of renewed consideration. What I mean
simply is that in the scheme everything to the left of the column of ends
is generated and determined somehow by these ends, which represent
the dynamic structure of human existence. As we say, everything else
falls into place! We can s€€ how this is true by a return to the data, as
represented by the terms in the scheme.

1. It is obvious the individual and the social have to be taken
into account and that society can be intersubjective or civil
(not to speak of ecclesial). So we satisfy sensitive desire both
on our own and together.
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2. It is clear that intelligible frameworks (goods of order)
are anticipated in the sometimes intricate organization of
intersubjective community (ca1l them institutions if you
iike), so astoundingly represented in some forms of animal
cooperation with roles assumed and tasks assigned (the

beehive and the anthill, which, however, in the short run do

not seem to develop appreciably - even though they must
have gotten there somehow and the period of our observation
is relatively miniscule!). In other words the transition from
the particular good to intelligible order is somehow gradual
in its realization.

3. It is clear that training is required where operators are
"plastic and perfectible," to effect operational development of
skills, in view of more efficient implementation of the goods

of order. This will take place at ail times and at all Ievels of
human development, from technology right up into the realm
ofreligion (would that this were better understood and applied
in the Catholic Church ofthe twenty-first centuryl).

4. Finally it is clear that the attainment of terminal value is
also in function of the individual and the social. On occasion
we do choose authentic values on our own, but normally it
is in concert with others. Here Lonergan's understatement
in an earlier context is applicable: "to a notable extent
human operating is cooperating' (Method in Theology, 48c).

Moreover, the ground of this effective concert is personal
relations, out of which community emerges as a kind of first
fruit. And in this regard Lonergan observes that community
is "the ideal basis of society," without a large measure of
which society does not surv*e (Method in Theology,360b).

This consideration provides another occasion for observing
that there is a downwardvector inthe realization ofthe human
good. Wounded (and morally impotent) human freedom is
l'ulnerable to the healing and transforming presence of God's

love poured into our hearts by the Holy Spirit. And one might
observe, that what is healed and transformed most of all is
personal relations.
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A footnote is appropriate here (in a text where there are none!), to the
effect that this "bottom line" ofthe scheme has the potential, through a

more intense study and extended application, ofbearing its own fruit in
an explanatory discourse olr the mystery of the Church. The clue that
points in this tlirection is that Lonergan himself reproduces nearly in
fuI1 the scheme ofthe structure ofthe human good in reference to the
Church later on in Method in Theology (363d). Perhaps significant too
is the fact that one of the two principles that generates the Church is
included in this line, namely, conversion, which at its deepest level is
the inner word of God's redeeming love. So we might see in the Church
the dominion ofthe downward vector ofdevelopment, where the human
good is implemented in the reverse order, so to speak. The satisfaction
of sensitive desire does not come first, as basic, but last, as the fruit of
the celebration ofthe sacraments ffou gave them Bread from Heaven!)
and the exercise of genuine and outgoing care (we call it pastorall) in
the sort of community so much promoted by Jesus and confirmed in
the writings ofthe apostolic age and beyond. Such a project, however,
is way beyond the modest limits of this brief paper.

What is, however, within the limits stated herewith, namely, "to
reach up to the mind of Lonergan" in reference to the structure of the
human good, is a remark about the material that precedes the scheme

of the structure in this chapter of Method in Theology. At the outset
the list of topics is apparently quite disparate, if not random: skills,
feelings, values, beliefs, cooperation (he seems to have forgotten about
that one!), progress, and decline. Against the background, however, of
the threefold ends, the rationale for the inclusion ofthese topics can be

discerned.

The paragraph on skills has to do with operational development,
and is given to provide background for a fuller understanding
of cooperation and various goods of order. Incidentally, in the
triad of technology, economy, and polity that appears over and
over again, the architectonic skill is the art of persuasion,
which in the Church is the proclamation ofthe Gospel.

The paragraphs having to do with feelings and belief provide
background for a better understanding of the "bottom line."
'Values are apprehended in feelings," says Lonergan; and

TlLe Structure of the Hunan Good,
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believing is very rnuch connected with personal relations in the
attainment of terminal values.

No need, however, defensively to affirm that theoe paragraphs
could not be augmented or complemented by others were the
chapter to be rewritten.

Finally, the paragraph on progress and decline can be seen ag

a cautionary, and one is reminded ofthe remark that Lonergan
makes in reference to the ontology of the good, where the
human good is included within a more comprehensive view: "As
the identification ofthe good with being in no manner denies or
attempts to minimize painor suffering, so ithas notthe slightest
implication ofa denial ofunordered manifolds, ofdisorder, or of
false values" Qnsight,630b/6074). Notice the presence in this
passage of the three levels: unordcred manifolds h the field of
experience; disordzr on the level of goods of order, which are
subject to progress and decline; fin ally, false values on the level
ofthe terminal, that enter into the various dialectics ofhistory
And notice also that the entire chapter on the Human Good
ends with some Iines that make implicit reference to the third
element of the tri-polar dialectic, which is redemptive, that is,

'...a self-sacrificing love...that can undo the mischiefof decline
and restore the cumulative process of progress." (Method in
Theology,55, in firu)

APPROPRIATING THE STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN
GOOD: WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE?

I conclude with a question about the value of this project in its own
right. As is always the case, there are the subject and the object.

Subjectively the value consists simply in the search for insight and
its limited success. In this case, the discovery of the isomorphism of
the dynamic structure of human doing (the existential dimension of
human interiority) with the structure of what gets done (the human
good as construct), has been a worthwhile eye-opener. Better late than
neverl
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Objectively the project does, I warrant, promote one of the
purposes ofthe Workshop, to complete, to filI out, and to male explicit
Lonergan's own passion for clarifoing human interiority. Perhaps one
might say that the three questions at work here are:

What are we doing when we are making decisions?
Why is that doing?
What do we build when we do that and how is the building
structured?
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SLOTH TRANSPOSED:
THE FRIENDLESS UNIVERSE

R. J. Snell
Eastern Uniuersity
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To sr e Hur.IAN Is ALwAys to face the world with a particular stance
and from a particular position. If my stance toward the world is one
of eager and passionate interest, I tend to flnd the world sparkling
and captivating. If I am fragmented and scattered, the world will
likely appear meaningless or random. This is true ofeach and every
person, and since each ofus takes a particular stance at a given time,
we will not always inhabit similar worlds even while we may be quite
near each other in space and time. Still, despite the particularity, as
social and historical beings we might expect certain tendencies to
emerge whereby persons in one cultural space tend to share a vision
of the world.

Christian tradition provides a fascinating account of a particul.ar
ice, acedia, usually translated as sioth, which seems to capture
with particular aptness the spiritual conditions of our own age.1 No
longer just a vice affiicting individuals, acedia has become a cultural
reality; nestled deep in the roots of our ways of acting and living, sloth
seeps into our loves and lives in virtually every domain, before finally
transforming itself into boredom and nihilism.

In this paper I use sloth as a diagnostic symbol to describe the
"friendless" universe. While in this presentation there is not sufficient
time to develop my account of the causes and full range of symptoms
of the vice, I will here focus on sloth's enervation of good work before

1 For a gimilar claim, see Paul J. Wadell and Darin H. Davi8, "Tracking the Toxina of
Acedia: Reeovigioning Moral Education," i,rt' Thz Schalzd Heart: Moral Formotion in
Ameican Higher Ed,rcotion, ed. Miehael D. Beaty and Douglas V Heflry (Waco: Baylor
University Pfess, 200?), 133-34.
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articulating atheory ofgood work,work which is not slothful or assuming
a friendless universe but in keeping with world order. I should note as
well two points. First, Lonergan is in the background here rather more
than front and center, but I do hope the influence and use is clear.
Second, the larger work ofwhich this is part continues, using Lonergan
in conversation with evangelical Protestants, particularly those from
the Reformed or Calvinistic tradition, and this paper rather explicitly
appeals to elements common in that tradition in its second half.

SLOTH: DISGUST AND IMPOTENCE
IN THE FACE OF BEING

Acedia, the "noon day demon," so called since it stril<es often in the
long hours of the afternoon, receives a surprising amount of attention
in early monastic literature.2 Evagrius of Ponticus, a fourth-century
Egyptian monk, thinks of it as the most troublesome of the demonic
thoughts, and he is followed in this judgment by John Cassian, John
Climacus, and others.3 Evagrius describes the demon as follows:

... he causes the monk continuously to look at the windows and
forces him to step out ofhis cell and to ... look around, here and
there ... Moreover, the demon sends him hatred against the
place, against life itself, and against the work of his hands...

2 Andrew Crislip,'The Sin ofsloth or the Illness ofthe Demone? The Demon ofAcedia
ir Early Chrietian Monasticism," Ilaruard Theological Review 98, no. 2 (2005): 146-
53; Placide Deaeille, ',A.cedia According to the Monastic Ttadition," Cisterian Studies
Quarterly 37,no.3(2002): 297-301; Jean-Charles Nault, Acedia: Enemy ofSpiritual Joy,"
Communio 3l lSlJmj.ner 2004): 236-58; ReinhardKttlr., The Demon of Ncontide: Ennui in
Westetn Litetuture (haceton: Princeton University Press, 19?6);See also Patricia Meyer
Spacka, Bored.om: Thc Literary History of a State of Mind (C}],icago: University of Chicago
Press, 1995); Vichael Raposa, Boredom and the Religious Imaginatioa (Charlottesville:
Uoiversity of Virginia Preee, 1999); Stanley W Jackeon, Melancholia and Depression

fTon Hippoctatic Times to Modern Times (New Haven, CT: Yale UEiverBity Press, 1986);
Elizabeth S. Goodetein, Experience Without Qud.lities: Borcd.oil and Modernity (Slatford.
University Press, 2005); Michael Hanby,'The Culture ofDeath, the Ontology ofBo.edom,
aDd the Registance of Joy," Communio 31(2004): 181-99.

3 Crislip, "DemoD,' 143, note 1;JohD Cas8ian,The Institutes,trans. Boniface Ramsey,
O.P, No. 58 of Ancietlt Christidn Wirers, ed. Denni6 D. McMaDus (New York: Newman
Preee, 2000), 217-36;John Caaeian, The Conferences,lrana.Bo iface Rarnsey, O.P, No.57
of Ancient Christian Wrir€rs, ed. Walter Burghardt, John Dillon, and Dennio D. McMaDus
(New York: Pauliet Press, 199?), 183-206.
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4 In Siegfried wenzel , The Sin of Sloth,5.
6 St. Gregory the Great, h.storal Care, tran8. Henry Davis, S.J., No. 11 ofAnriez,

Christian Witers, ed. Johanne8 Quasten and Joseph C. Plumpe (New York: Newman
PreBs, 1960), 13,1-36.

6 Nault,:Acedia," 240.
7 Nault, "Acedia," 240.
I Summa Theologite (SD II-II 35. 1-4. For discu8siou, 8ee Wenzel, Slorr, 47-60 a-ud

Nault, "Acedi6,' 241-48.
I S? IIII 35, 1. See also Rebecca Konyrdyk DeYoutrg, 'Rpsistaoce tD the Demands of

Love: Aquinae on the \ice of Acedia,' The Thomist 68 (2004):173-204.

He stirs the monk also to long for different places in which he
can find easily what is necessary for his life and can carry on a
much less toilsome and more expedient profession.l

A wide range of effects follows: sleepiness, sickness, inattentiveness,
dissatisfaction, restlessness, wanderlust, hatred for place, frenetic
activity, floating from task to task. Sloth is not just laziness, although
the term does come to mean mere inactivity in time.s Rather it reveals
a movement of frustration and hate - the monk actively hates, as

Evagrius put it, their place and "even life itself."6 In acedia, the monl<

longs for a better place because he u abhors what is there and fantasizes
about what is not."? In sloth we abhor what is there;we abhot what is.

Acedia is developed substantially by Thomas Aquinas who retains
something of Evagrius's understanding of the hatred of place by
identifring in sloth both a sadness at the divine good (rrrsritia de bono
diuino) and al aversion to acttrrg (taedium operandi).8

The divine good at which sloth feels sorrow is the good of
communion with God, at being linked in loving, intimate union with
God. Since union with God, according to Aquinas's theology, is our
happiness and joy, sloth not only rejects joy but finds the possibility of
joy a deep sorrow. Humans are by nature oriented toward the pursuit of
their happiness, and consequently sloth is a rejection of our own loves.
If our loves are created to ta]<e joy in the good of Divine Communion,
and the slothfi:l feel only sadness when presented with such joy, then
sloth is a revulsion and sorrow about our own love,joy, and happiness -
"sadness at the Divine Good about which charity rejoices (tristari de

bono diuino, de quo caritas guadet)."e
Why would anyone reject their own fulfillment, or as Aquinas puts

it, loath spiritual good as something contrary to himself," a position of
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profound self-contradiction?10 In a position reflecting that ofEvagrius's,
Aquinas gives a hint when he suggests the cure for acedia: "to repel
this lacedia], the wise man advises in Ecclesiasticus (6:26),'Bow down
thy shoulder, and bear her (wisdom), and be not gieved. (accedieris)

with her bands."'11 Just as acedia is repelled by bowing down and
bearing the bands or bonds of wisdom, so acedia is welcomed with an
inordinate love of freedom - even though the inordinate freedom must
be a loathing of the selfs good. Rebecca Konyndyk DeYoung explains
Aquinas's understanding of sloth as follows: sloth is a resistance to
friendship with God because ofthe "burdens of commitment" that such
a friendship and its concomitant transformations ofselfwould require.12

In the love offreedom, one is saddened at the burdens that friendship
with God - our ultimate Good - would cost, and so our ultimate good is
thought contrary to our self:

Acedia...is a profound withdrawal into self Action is no longer
perceived as a gift of oneself, as the response to a prior love
that calls us, enables our action, and makes it possible. It is
seen instead as an uninhibited seeking ofpersonal satisfaction
in the fear of "losing" something. The desire to save one's
ofreedom" at any price reveals, in reaiity, a deeper enslavement
to the use]f"13

This self-contradiction has the further, second result ofcrippling action,
of "immobiliztingl the person."ra The slothfuI have an aversion to acting
(tapdium operandi) - that is, an aversion to work. To perform good

work requires a transformation ofselfpossible only in an acceptance of
God's grace and friendship.Ls To reject God's friendship and the gift of
God's own self which renders sudr friendship possible is also to reject
the grace which makes good action possible.16

10 Thomao Aquinas, Oa Euir, trars. Jea[ Oesterle (Notre Dame, IN: UdveEity of
Notre Dame Press, 1995), 11. 3.

ll Aquinas, Oa Euir, 11. 3.
12'Aquinae ouAcedic,' 192, 196-9?.
13 'Aquinas on Acedia,' 245-46.
14Aquina6, On Euir, 11. 4.
15 Nault, iAcedia," 244-45.
16 Miroslav Wolf, Worh in the Spiit: Tbuard a Thzology of Wo* (Eugene, OR: Wipf

and Stock, 1991), 98-102, 1$-22.
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This is not to Bay that the slothful are not busy doing things;
Evagrius claims, in fact, that the slothful are often in a frenzy ofaction,
now this now that, in their disgust and abhorrence at what God calls
them to do. We might actually anticipate the slothful individual and
the slothful culture to be very busy. This will not be good work, there
will not be the leisure of exultation in the delight of work, but this
might be a culture of total work, of the complete victory of grasping,
making, producing, developing, buying, and selling - and all for nought.

As Evagrius and Aquinas show, sloth is a vice enewating the
meaning of desire. For the slothful accepting God's grace to love and
act as they ought, occasions gorrow and repugnance, even horror. The
slothfirl seif considers freedom possible only on the condition that love
is limited by nothing more than the will itself. For Michael Hanby, a
culture of such reduction of desire is nihilistic:

[such] culture...assumes that our lives are innately and
intrinsically meaningless...This nullity on the side of the
subject is matched by a similar noughting in the world, for
latent in this assumption is a corollary denial of form, objective
beauty, or a true order ofgoods that naturally and ofthemselves
compels our interest....17

Acedia thus reveals itself as ontological boredom, for the bored lack
adequate desire, they sense that there is nothing worth desiring,
precisely why the monk has hatred for his place, work, and life -
goodness no longer deiights.

FROM TIIE DIRT, rOR THE DIRT: GOOD IVORK

If the monk, or person, or culture affiicted with sloth has hatred for
place and for work, the creation account of scripture provides a non-

slothful picture and mandate for good work. In fact, as I'11 argue briefly
below, rejecting the account of work present in the creation account
might very likely create the conditions for cultural sloth.

In the beginning, we are told, the earth lacked structure and

content, it was "without form and void" (Genesis 1:2). God's creative
work brings both form and content, as indicated by the ordering of

17 Hanby, "Boredom," 185
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creation. The first day overcomes an absence ofform with the creation of
light, whereas the fourth day overcomes the absence ofcontent for that
form with the creation of the lights, the sun, moon, and stars. Waters
are separated from waters on the second day, with day five filIing these
new forms with birds for the heavens and swarms of creatures for the
seas. Dry land and its vegetative cover are given on the third day,just
in time for the beasts and livestock dependent on them, as well as the
humans made from the land, on the sixth day. God, a wise king, both
creates and fills.18

Created in the image of God, humans are endowed with reason
and skill needed to act as sub-creators and stewards of the earth.
In fact, it seems as though God has decided to fiIl the cosmos partly
through the instrumental agency of humans. Rather than act as the
direct creator of all that would be, God instead grants to humans the
power to contribute to the ongoing filling of the temple of the Lord.
Work, then, is the cooperative capacity of humans to do the work of
God. The so-called creation mandates of Genesis 1:28 and 2:15 give
strong indication ofthis. God places humans in the garden to rporh and
heep it,to gouern, and to Ttll it.re

This divinely sanctioned pattern of working, keeping, governing,
and fllling presents a fascinating interplay of relationships, especially,
for the purposes of my interests here, the relation between keeping and
the other mandates. There is very little indication that God's intention
was for humans to maintain the garden in its original condition without
effecting any change whatsoever, Iike a hired gardener whose task is
to maintain a previously planned and planted garden to ensure that it
keeps to the original plan and pattern despite the natural dynamism
(or entropy) or time and development. Not on)y were the humans told
to fill the garden, quite clearly a developmental pattern, but their task

18 Raymond Van I€euwen, 'Cosmos, Tenple, House: Building and Wisdom in
Me.opotamia atrd Israel," in Richad Clifford, ed. Wisdan Literature in Mesopotdtuid
and Ierael (Society of Biblical Literature Symposium Series; Atlanta: Scholars Pres6,
2007],.

19 Comeliue Plantinga , Engoging God.'s Vlorld: A Chri.stian Vilian of Fd.ith, Izarning,
and Liuing (Gratd, Rapids: Eerdmane, 2002); Da\.id Bruce Hegemaa, Plowing in Hope:
Toward a Biblical Theology of Cultun (Moecoq ID: Canoo Prees, 1999); Albert Wolters,
Creation Regdined: Biblicdl Basics for d Reformational Worrduieu (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmane, 1985).
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of governing and working gives them responsibility for and over the
garden. They are not the garden's hired help but the governors of the
garden.

Further, this transformational and developmental responsibility
is hardly vitiated but rather intensified by the Fall. Quite obviously
sin disrupts and deranges human work, rendering it difficult and often
fruitless or even destructive to both the earth and the human workers,
but God still, apparently, anticipates a place for the products ofhuman
work in His vision ofredemption, as evidenced by Isaiah 60 where"many
ofthe people and objects from Isaiah's own day appear within its waIls,
but they have assumed different roles, they perform new functions."2o
Rather than escaping the results ofhuman work and culture, God seems

to welcome them, now transformed and redeemed, into his vision of
final peace and righteousness, even including the works and products
of those idolatrous nations outside of the covenantal community,
such as the riches of the "ships of Tarshish" (Isaiah 60:9), the camels,
sheep, flocks, rams, gold, and frankincense of Midian, Ephaph, Kedar,
Nebaioth which "shall come up with acceptance on my altar," and with
which '[God] shall beautify [His] beautiful house" (Isaiah 60:6-7). So

too will the trees of Lebanon be used to make the sanctuary beautiful
(Isaiah 60: 13). Believing that the kingdom of God will not annihilate
human works, even those done in sin, but rather transform them'gives
human work special sigrrificance since it bestows independent value on

the results of work as 'building materials' of the glorified world."'?r

If we grant that God has not abandoned his intention to have

human work contribute to and cooperate with the fllling ofthe cosmos,

then there seems little reason to deny that human work still maintains
its status of cooperating with God in working, keeping, governing,
filling, preserving, and transforming the world." The garden ofGenesis
is transformed into the garden-city of Revelation, and much of what
fills that city is the redeemed work of our hands.

All this indicates the ongoing task of hurnan work which is not
abandoned given sin; however, the history offocusing on the governing

20 Richard J. Mouw, w7i en thc Kinge Come Marching In: Isaidh and. the New Jerusalem,

rev ed. (Grand Rapids, MI:: Eerdmana, 2002), 7

21wolf,wo* in the spiit,96.
22woll work in the spirit, 98-lo2;Plaattaga, Engaging God's Vtorld,103-17; Mouw,

Wen the Kings Corne Marching In, !7'42.
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or dominion of the human is full of excess and lack of restraint. What
then ofthis littie word keep (siornar)? The other three mandates seem

obviously to privilege human capacities to develop and transform the
earth, but how does relate to the notion of keeping? Are we to keep
the garden the way a curator or librarian keeps a rare text, gr:arding
it to ensure that no one alters it? That doesn't seem to fit with the
other mandates. Instead keeping seems to mean something more like
preserving, an activity, for the purposes of developing the capacities
of the earth without degrading those capacities or working at cross
purposes to them. Take as an example the indication ofcenesis 2:5 that
while there was vegetation given God's creative work of the third day,

there was as yet no agriculture, no'bush ofthe field,'or'small plant of
the fieId," because there was "no man to work the ground." Clearly the
work would change the face of the earth, clearing vegetation, planting
and harvesting crops, and eventually breeding and developing new
strains and varieties of those crops. This work alters, to be sure, but
it is an alteration, if done properiy, in keeping with the nature and
potentiality of the earth itself Not destroying the earth and its latent
capacities, but through work actualizing those potentialities.

I ta]<e this to mean something like what Aristotle says in the
Nitomnchean Ethics, that "art perfects nature," that is, that human
artifce is able to contribute intelligence and development to the
potentialities already present in matter to some desirable end. God
does something similar in his own creation when he forms the human
from the dirt - consciousness and intelligence emerge from dirt, from
carbon, through the work ofGod, thus adding perfections that dirt can
obviously embrace but which are not present in the dirt without the
additional perfecting work of God. Something similar happens with
grace; for grace does not destroy but rather perfects nature and allows
the human a perfection - ultimate beatitude - that human nature on its
own natural propensity may desire but not attain. God's work - creation
and grace - brings perfection which expands the integrity and goodness
of the thing altered, but without destroying or negating, and human
art, done properly, can do the same in a limited and analogous fashion.

If all this is true, then God makes the human (adam) from the
dirt (ad,amah) in order to perfect the dirt; God makes the human from
the dirt for the dirt. I will not develop here my account ofthe history of
sloth in the West, instead focusing attention on the tests of good work.
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THREE TESTS OF GOOD WORK IN A FRIENDLY UNTVERSE

Good work, labor in keeping with the creation mandates as they apply
to both the object and subject ofwork, must meet the following tests:

1. Respect for the integrity of things
2. Respect for the integdty of systemic emergence
3. Proper direction

Reepect for the Integrity ofThings

God creates the world in a manner analogous to the artist. He intends
and consequently enacts some good. To work, filI, and govern these
things in a mode which simultaneously heeps them is what I mean
by respecting the integrity of things. When God creates, he does so

in a way which grants separate existence to the things created; since
an1'thing created cannot, by defi.nition, be God, since God, by definition,
is uncreated and non-contingent, created entities must have their own
substantiality distinct from God. Obviously created entities are not
self-caused or autonomous in their ability to sustain their being, which
is an ongoing gift from God, but nonetheless created entities are given
their own existence, form, matter (if a material entity), potentialities,
operations, tendencies, and actuality. Things are created "after their
own kind" and this is good. So while things are not independent ofGod,
they have an integr.ity oftheir own, which is a gift ofGod to them.

Work which keeps the world is work which acts in accordance
with this integrity, it is work which does not contravene the nature
of the goodness of entities in the world. This is not to say that such
respect cannot alter the entities, for alteration or transformation can
be an improvement, a development, or a perfection in keeping with
the integrity of the entity, just aB art and grace perfect nature, or
exercise perfects the body, or education perfects inteiligence. To act in
accordance with the integrity of things is thus to act in attunement
with the things, but it is not to maintain the static, pristine origin of
the thing.

One way to think of this would be to think of work as attending
to the integrity of entities in the world. Attending in an obvious sense

is to pay attention, to grasp what is there, to not overlook, ignore, or be

without care. Attending is also to at-tend, to tend to, and so attending

o4
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is to be aware of the nature of things and to tend to the nature of
things. This is what it means to cultivate or to be a husband of in the
agricultural senses of cultivation and animal husbandry Another
helpful agricultural term developed in more detail later but which
helps clarify my meaning would be the notion ofthe carrying capacity
of a bit of pasture. When cattle are put to pasture, the good husband
knows the carrying capacity of the land. Lush, rich grass might be able
to handle many head ofcattle to a single acre without overgrazing arrd

destruction of the g"ass whereas poorer land in dryer regions might
require many acres for a single cow. Ifthe husband ftzous (attention)
and cares (attends), she can rotate the cattle fiom plot to plot in a way
which provides ample nutrition for the good ofthe cattle without harm
to the grass or the soil, and, given particular\ intelligent husbandry,
to the benefit of the soil and grass itself:

Aristotle's understanding of the tools of knowledge, the organon,
and the function of theory, are good examples of such attention. A
method is a seeking after something, in its linguistic origins it has
similarity to the hunt, to the attempt to capture of attain some desired
end, and this hunt uses particular tools, the organon, of reason and
inquiry. A method, then, is a seeking after knowledge using the toois
of intelligence. This is not a value-free activity which admits equally
of any desired end using any possible tool, but, instead, resembles
somethi.ng like the good farmer who uses tools appropriate to the
integrity of the land for the sake of a fruitful harvest which does not
itselfharm the fecundity ofthe land or the character and well-being of
the farmer: "the concept of method (met'hodos) is not simply a mental
exercise but a way of life seeking the human and the universal good."23

The life of theory, bios thAoretihos, is not essentially a life of
abstraction but rather a life of attunement or attention to the real:

"theory is openness to the things we have not made,' the
"unmakeable things.' It should be said, however, that by
extension the theoretical attitude can be brought to all things,
including artifacts, since the emphasis ofthe Bios tluAoretikos ie
upon fidelity to what is observed, whether made by us or not...
the original meaning of theory is openness to the things that

23 Kenrreth Schmitz, TLe Recouery of Wondet: The Ne.a, trleedom and the Asceticisn of
PoLUer (Montreal and Kingston: Mccill-Queen's Univer6ity Press,2005), 14.
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are...the heightened sensibiiity with which we must dispose
ourselves in order to receive what others, including things,
have to show to us.'a

Theory, then, is fidelity to attending, an attunement to living in the
truth ofbeing. Working with respect to the integrity of things is work
which attends, or, as we mean it here, theoretical work. One can
compare such theoretical work with its opposite, general bias which
in its obsessive practicality tends to violate the integrity of things and
result in the longer pattern of decline.2s

Reepect for the Integrity of Syetemic Emcrgence

While things exist and m.ust be kept, things do not exist in isolation.
Al1 that is, is in relation, part of the community of being as both
dependent and contributor So while things are in themselves good

and work should act in accordance with that integrity, one aspect of
that integrity is the thing's relations - which makes matters pretty
complicated awfully quickly, perhaps why the life of attentive fidelity
is so rarely accomplished.

While complex, these relations are neither unintelligible nor
without purpose. The relations originate from the intelligence and
goodness of God and for his gracious purposes and thus are knowable
and ordered, which does not imply a static fixity or a closed universe
but rather one of emergent probability.'6 This is a world process, a
process of world order, and while startlingly complex, we can grasp its
order at least heuristically before examining particular schemes and
conditions in detail. Our heuristic understanding, moreover, indicates
that the system is not static or closed but rather dlrnamic and open.

24 Schmltz, Recouery of Wonder, 23 .

25 See also my ow! 'Irve in the Ruins: Practicality and Decline,' Firs, p.incipres
(November 19, 2009), http//wMr.fii6tprinciplesjournal.com /articles.a6px? article=
1351&therne=home&toc=b (accessed June 4, 2010).

26 What followa borrows liberally froo the thought of Bernard Lonergan. See Instg,hr,
vol. 3 of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert
M. Doran (Toronto: University ofTorcDto, 1992), e8p. 141-62, AIso R. J Snell, ?iroag[
a Glass Darhly:Berndtd Ianergan and Richord. Rorty on Knowing uithout a God,s-Eye
I4e., (Milwaukee, WI: Marquette University preaa,2006).
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Part ofthe world process is the emergence of human beings. God's

art allowed for the emergence of responsible moral agents from brute
matter - adam from adamah. (None of this implies a naturalistic
reductionism.) And part of the world process is the emergence of
human beings who exist as conditions ofpossibility for new schemes of
recurrence through their work - this is what I mean by respect for the
integrity of systemic emergence. The world process itself is one of the
emergence of new systems; human work can potentially be a condition
ofemergence, and a test ofour work is whether it operates within the
integrity of such emergent probability.

Of course, such a test does not mean that work is good whenever
it results in new schemes. The point is not to keep the series moving at
all costs. Rather, the assumption is that the world, however dynarnic
and open, is nonetheless governed by God's goodness and intelligence,
and an aspect of God's governance is emergent probability;but in order
for this to be at all meaningful there has to be a notion of progress.

While wete moved far beyond the static nature ofclassicism to include
statistical schemes of recurrence and emergent probability, this
remains within a tradition accepting that God has lovingly and wisely
ordered the cosmos so that all things seek appropriate perfection and
in so doing al1ow for the emergence of systemic perfection. In other
words, and to simpliS absurdly, the cosmos exhibits purposive finality.
Humans are positioned within this system of purpose uniquely - as

members of the system they are governed by the same rules, but as

agents they can develop or interfere with the system itself Good work
cooperates with God's good order through intelligent, careful, and

attentive labor in keeping with the integrity ofthings and emergence -
and this is progress.2T

In a rationally governed cosmos, rational agents need only to follow
their inteiligent nature to move toward their own fulfiIlment and the
development of the emergent probability - but the great joker in the

deck, sin, deranges and damages such progress. Not only is progtess

not inevitable but sin interferes even with its normal proclivities.

27 Insight,2'g
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Proper Direction

Given sin, a third test ofwork is necessary although without sin
the first two tests would be suffrcient and likely met with normal human
functioning. But since we are abnormal, under the reigrr of sin, work
requires an eschatological test as well. By direction I mean whether
the work would appropriately fill Babylon or the New Jerusalem. Does
this work produce things with which God would use in filling and
beautifying his beautiful house (Isaiah 60:6-7), or would it be better
consigned to fiIl the markets of Babylon?

If God as a wise kingfills his temple, including the New Jerusalem,
with good things, and if God has willed to accomplish this filIing
partly through the sub-creation of human labor, then there is little
reason to think that the products of human work will be destroyed or
rendered irrelevant in the end. Rather, if the fruits of good labor, both
the objective products and the subjective development of the human
person, could be presented to God as adornments for his temple, then
the implications of work become quite significant. Is this the sort of
work I could present to God and God's people as a "house warminfl gift
which would adorn the halls ofthe temple forever? That's something of
a weighty question, impllng that "the expectation ofthe eschatological
transformation invests human work with ultimate significance."
Through it human beings contribute in their modest and broken way
to God's new creation."28

This is not to say that humans don't need grace for good work or
that the products of our labor would not need some sort of gracious
redemption or transformation; I'm not even convinced it implies that
oll human work wili be gathered into the New Jerusalem. It is to say
that God can redeem and transform our work, that even swords and
spears can be transformed into plowshares and pruning hooks for use
in the garden-city (Isaiah 2:4):

Not all ofthe items ofpagan culture will be gathered os js into
the Holy City. A pagan ship will be changed into a redeemed
ship - but it will still be a ship. But other things will have to
have their identities, their basic functions, transformed;

2SYolf,Work in the Spirit,g2

Sloth Tfanspoeed: The Friendless Uniuerse
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some ofthem w"ill be changed almost beyond recognition.... the
emphasis here is on trsnsformation, not destruction.2e

Now, even if God can redeem work, the test would remai.n: Does
this work have its natural home in Babylon? Ifso, it is bad work. Given
sin, much of our work is bad, but our work is not necessarily bad,
certainly it is not irredeemable.

CONCLUSION

We have, then, three tests ofgood work: Does it respect the integnity
ofthings, including the integrity ofthe worker; does it contribute to the
capacity ofthe created order, including the human person, for dynamic
development and intelligent progress; does the work suit the feasting
halls of New Jerusalem or the gluttonous meals of Babylon?

29 Mouw, When the Kings Come Marching 1l',40'41
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SEMINAL THINKERS ON THE WORKING RULES
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OF FREE ENTERPRISE
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Tso rrclo oF MANAGEMENT sruDIEs is tlevoted to identification,
explanation, and prediction regarding obsewed variation in
management styles. The variations may be observed in case studies, at
industry, regional, national, or cultural levels. All too often, scholars
report findings that involve inference or creative derivation from what
is observed to explanatory constructs that lack any apparent grounding
in, reference to, or - indeed - awalenesa of the legal or quali-legal
obligations that are extant in various national cultures.

At a minimum, this oversight could exclude a significant
intervening variable in any explanatory causal chain. Taken to extreme,
researchers who fail to attend to national legislation and interpretative
jurisprudence that condition observed management practice by either
judicial obligations of restraint or encouragement of participation run
the risk of concluding to constructs of misplaced concreteness. This
does little to advance study ofmanagement or management history

In light of this concern, the basis for this paper derives from
industrial relations research issues unearthed during field work in
Japan, which are curiously connected to U.S. labor legislation. Both
aspects lead to compelling implications for management theory in
general and, in particular, the future ofindustrial relations theory and
practice in the United States ofAmerica. First, it is well enough known
that the postwar Japanese economic miracle was grounded in labor law
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directly derived from U.S. New Deal labor legislation.l Indeed, this step
of legalizing labor unions and ensuring the right of organized workers
to collectively bargain over wages and working conditions was initially
seen as an important means to ensure reform and the future political
democracy of defeated Japan, not only the nature and practice of its
induetrial democracy. What is less well known is that key Japanese
actors in the postwar Japanese industrial relations system adaptively
appropriated continental European, and particularly Weimar era
German, interpretations of these America-sty1e legislative acts within
courtroom struggles spanning decades - and even continuing to this
day. From lust cause" obligations to restrict managerial dismissal
prerogatives to the localization of German-style works councils within
the collective bargaining agreements of Japan's recovering enterprises,
Japan's postwar industrial relations system enlisted Western -
specifically European - legal constructs to the creative transformation
of its post-World War II system architecture. Indeed, other measures
were also taken to ensure industrial success. Among them would be the
labor-inclusive nature of Japan's Productivity Movement2 and the role
ofthe Ministry oflnternational Trade and Industry3 Nevertheless, from
an industrial relations perspective, the two principles ofjust cause and
employee participation appear to be the initial and necessary ifnot yet
sufficient, conditions to ensure domestic tranquility, the foundations for
postwar industrial recovery, and the enterprise organizing principles
for Japan's later international economic prowesB.

Remarkably, most Japanese management theory and theorists
have completely neglected this crucial legal aspect as an explanatory
variable. From Theory Z,a to white-co11arization,s Aoki's J-firm

1See, for example, W. B. Gould rtl, Japan's Reshaping of Anericab I'abor Law
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1984), C. T. IackDey, Institutiond.lization of the Lifetime
Employment Systetu: A Case Stu.dy of Changing Ernplqtment Pmcticee in a Jopanese

-Farrory (University ofWiaconein-Madison, 1996), and D. Kettler alrd C T. Tackney,'Light
from a Dead Sun: The Japanese Lifetime Employment System and weimar Labor Law,"

Compatdtioe Lobout Law and Policy,19, no. 1 (1997)

2 C, T. Tackney, Irurit utionalization of the Lifetine EnPlovtuent S!|tem.
3 C. A. Johoeon, MITI and the Japaruse Mirucle: ThP Gtouth of Industtial hlicy'

,925..f975 (Sta ord: Stanford U versity Pfess, 1982).

4 W. ouchi, "Marlets, Bureaucraeies, and Clane," Adlziaistratioe Science Qudtterl!,
25:125-141, 1980.

5 K. lj:oike, (Jnderstadding Ind.ustrial Reldtions in Japan (London: Macmillan, 1988)'
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construct,6 and even the more recent knowledge management
literature derived from Nonaka's intensive study ofJapanese shopfloor
productionT - all have managed to develop explanatory accounts of
Japan's postwar management practice in the absence of any reference
to these key legal and quasi-legal conditioning forms of structure
and practice. Certainly the vaiidity of the theoretical constructions is
weakened thereby. Thus, not only is the validity of each construct at
risk, but also reliability and - significantiy - external generalizability.
In a word, the various precepts of each and every notion - Theory Z,

white-collarization, J-firm, or knowledge management - may or may
not function if summarily transferred to other, very different labor
relations settings oflaw and jurisprudence.

Now, the reasons for this notable oversight may be many and
complex: interdisciplinary studies do not appear to have held much
attraction in postwar Japanese higher education or research. Too, a
large number of Japanese scholars went off to the United States for
graduate studies, thanks in no small part to Fulbright scholarships.
The education received was U.S. in New Deal ideologicai perspective
and free market in fundamental orientation. In contrast, the iegacy
of the immediate post-World War II jurisprudence that shifted the
Japanese industrial relations paradigm was European and Weimar-
era German in outlook.€ An additional factor strikes the author as

arguably important, if seldom addressed. The Japanese term for
industrial relations is "Roshi kankei." This literally translates as "the
relation between labor and capital." The role of government, along
with its various actors - particularly including the role of law and
jurisprudence - is wholly absent from the Chinese character compound
that stands for "industrial relations" in the language. In English, it can
be argued that the term "industrial relations" itself lacks specificity,
but the ideographic nature of Chinese characters communicates by
what it specifies - the characters for labor and capital are evident - no

6 M. Aoki, Information, lncentives, and. Bdrgaining it the Japonese Economy
(Cambridge: Carnbridge University Pres8, 1988).

7 L Nonaka, "Managing Orgadzational Xnowledge: Theoletical aDd Methodological
Foundations,' ir1 K G. Smith and M. A. Hitt Gd.s.), Great Mind| in Manogement: The
Procecs of?heory and Deaeloprnent (Oxfordt Oxford University pres8, 2006).

8 D. Kettler, and C. T Tackney, op cit.
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less than what it excludes: any character for government. In contrast,
"industrial relations" essentially invites fu rther specification.

Regardless of the cause of oversight in Japanese management
theory development, the fact has nevertheless rendered it difficult to
adaptively appropriate Japan's postwar developments in the social
relations of the modern enterprise to other national settings. We have
no further to look than the U.S. auto industry in general and the
recent end of the Saturn experiment of General Motors. The current
fiscal crisis and the near-total collapse ofthe U.S. automobile industry
suggest that the United States faces serious economic problems in loss
ofindustrial prowess and that time is ofthe essence. Thus, to anticipate
one set of conclusions to the study we are about to commence, it would
appear almost completely self-eyident that the two simple steps taken
towards industrial and economic democracy in Japan over fifty years
ago can now sigrrificantly beneflt the current U.S. crisis no less than
other nations throughout the world.

Giventhe postwar industrial manufacturing success and economic
prowess ofboth Germany and Japan, there is ample reason to believe
these steps would enhance US. enterprise function, enterprise
competitiveness, and - in a striking example of reciprocal causality -

significantly reduce the nation's singular proclivity towards excessive
executive compensation.

What prevents this adaptation in the United States? There is, first
of all, a strong national propensity to presume that economic success

only derives from a range ofmanagerial prerogative unmatched in the
world. This is, basically, an ideological presumption of increasingiy
questionable validity. The origins for this degree of belief in rugged
individual managerial independence go beyond the scope of this paper.

As a student of comparative industrial relations, and aware ofthe
developments taken in post-World War II Japan, the author thought to
explore the views held on management right and prerogative in the key

texts ofthe founder of U.S. industrial relations, John R. Commons. Did
he share this view ofunbritlled, unrestrained managerial prerogative?

And, if not, how did he construe the nature of the working rules of a

going concern? Furthermore, how did his views on these specific notions

match the views held by the ieading German labor law economist from

about his time?
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In the following pages we flrst explore Commons's sense of
industrial relations, paying particular attention to the manner in which
he saw law and legal practice could influence the working rules of U.S.
employment relations. Then, given Japan's Weimar-era influence in key
industrial relations issues, we next selectively review the work of the
leading solidarist economic thinker of modern Germany, Jesuit labor
economist Heinrich Pesch. Finally, insofar as working rules influence
economic development and the possible modulation of economic
cyles, we explore how the notion of a ugoing concern" is treated in the
circulation economics of Canadian Jesuit Bernard J. F. Lonergan, a
more contemporary economist whose work apparently benefitted from
both Commons and Pesch.

METHOD

This is an extended essay form ofresearch paper desigrred to selectively
review the work of three leading thinkers. The aim is to examine, or
reexamine, the historical accuracy ofrecent scholarship in management
theory as well as currently held common sense beliefs that "free
enterprise" or unrestricted managerial prerogative are, or have been,

firmly held notions by the leading labor economist in American history
The author was previously familiar with the works of John R.

Commons and Bernard J F. Lonergan. During the course of a Fall
2009 Lonergan Research Fellowship at Boston College, he read more
extensively in the works of both, discovering some degree of probable
influence upon Lonergan by the works of Commons. Lonergan, in turn,
was discovered to have read extensively of the works by Heinrich
Pesch, who was influential in Roman Catholic encyclicals concerned
with work and its social and spiritual functions.

By index research oftheir major texts over a range ofkey terms -
management, profit, law, power, free enterprise, among others - then
further reading on related themes of interest that emerged, the
author was able to craft narratives for each author's point of view
concerning those themes. There was surprising convergence around
the basic recognition that Adam Smith's classical work was grounded
in unrecognized premises involving historical oversight or distortion.
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This type of textual study was initiaily, and simply, exploratory in
nature. Pesch was a Roman Catholic Jesuit priest who premised his
labor economics on an explicit belief in God, faith in the hierarchicai
merits of Roman Catholicism, and notions of subsidiarity. Thus,
his sense that employers worked for a commonweal was not itself
surprising. Wtrat was of emerging interest as the research proceeded
was the evident consonance between Pesch and Comrnons, and their
very divergent grounds for this consonance.

This combination of consonance and contrast suggested the paper
might be of merit for the Boston College Lonergan Workshop and
Proceedings. An author may hope these pages will aid the historian,
legal scholar, the policymaker, and the management practitioner toward
a more nuanced sensibility ofthe nature ofthe modern enterprise. They
indicate a richer sense of the possible interplay between managerial
prerogative and employee participation, this last feature defined
over and above merely a collective bargaining voice about wages and
working conditions.

We begin with the work of John R. Commons (1862-1945). Then
we study Henrich Pesch's (1854-1926) view on similar notions of the
working rules ofgoing concerns. Finally, we take up the macrodynamic
circulation economics ofBernardJ. F. Lonergan (1904-1984) to tliscover
where the industrial relations concepts find an appropriate deployment
venue rithin Lonergan's macro-level economics analysis.

THREE SCHOLARS ON THE WORKING RIILES OF GOING
CONCERNS: COMMONS, PESCH, AND LONERGAN

9 J. Dllnlop, Industria, R€rario,t s Sysren.s (New York: Holt, 1968); J ' D$iop, Ind uatial
R2lationl Slstem, rc\.ed. (Cambridge: Harvard Business School Pres6, 1993)'

The Working Rulee of J. R. Commonc and the Field of
Inductrial Relatione

Students and scholars of industrial relations are familiar with
the defining construct of the discipline: the web of rules governing

employment relations.e We readily envision these rules as extending
beyond those ofthe market, as the field is well-known to have emerged

from a critique of simple or simplistic economic analysis, particularly
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in respect to how human beings exist, participate, and impact market
transactions. While British and U.S. scholars were involved in the
fie1d's development, John R. Commons stands as one of the leading
founders ofthe American industrial relations research tradition.r0

Interdisciplinary in nature, industrial relations researchers
consider history law, culture and other variables relevant to a beneficial
and robust account of the working rules ofemploltnent relations. That
said, the recent fiscal crisis suggests some reflective and reflexive gain
may be obtained by a review of how John R. Commons thought about
the nature and origin of the central construct he helped to craft. His
sense of the legal nature, inherent flexibility, and possible source of
creative vitality may sewe as both corrective and inspiration.

First published in 1924, Commons noted h Legal Foundations
that economic theory had "more recently" come to include "principles
of collective control of transactions through associations and
governments, placing limits on selfishness."r1 Commons recorded that
the "the modern concept ofworking rules was introduced into economic
theory by the great historians and theorists of the British labor unions,
Mr. and Mrs. Webb."12 He had earlier noted the whole notion of working
rules actually predates theoretical development ofrole ofthe intlividual
in economic science.

In fact, his work was intended to provide a necessary corrective
to Smith and what we now look upon as classic economic theory.
Commons asserted that Adam Smith started economic theory with the
elimination of all associations, corporations, unions, and almost all of
the state itself, with their working rules...and to substitute, in their
place, individual units of self-interest, division oflabor,liberty, equality,
fluiility in the choice of occupation, and that'invisible hand" or divine
providence."ls And, what was the nature of this invisible hand or
Providence? For Commons, it was "none other than the working rules

10J. R. Commons, Th2 Iagal Foundations of Capitalism (Madison: University of
Wiscoosil1 Press, 1968); J. R. Col'jlmona, Institutiondl Economics: Its pldce in politicdl
Economy (Nevt BruDswicl(, NJ: TransactioD, 1990a); J. R. Comrnons, Institutional
Econonicg It6 Pld.ce in Political Econotu! (New Brungwick, NJ: Transactioa, 1990b).

11 Commons, Zegal tr'o und.atiohl of Capitdlism,6.
12 Commoos, Legol Found.ations of Capitalism, 139, from Commons,B footnote

referencer "Webb, Sydaey and Beatrice, Iadustial Democrncy, S60 (1g9?, 1920).'
13 Commota, I*gal Foundations of Capitalism,llT.
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of an orderly society as understood by Adam Smith in the middle ofthe
eighteenth century"I'

Commons - working in the North American, U.S. context - stated
the fundamental error of modern economics concerned its basic unit
of observation - the individual He wrote, "Starting, as they alid, with
individuals rather than the working rules of going concerns, both the
historical and the causal sequence were reversed."15 Thus, individuals
are concerned with protection of personal rights and liberties against
impositions from others. This leads the economist to next infer "that
the working ruies were desigrred by a rational being for the protection
and the preexisting rights and liberties of individuals."l6

The truth, according to Commons, is precisely the opposite: "as
a matter of fact, the notion of individual rights is historically many
thousands of years subsequent to the full development of working
rules."l? And, to be clear, Commons did not perceive this assertion of
the newly establishing field of economics for individual iiberty to be
a gain from American Revolutionary insight; "as a matter of causal
sequence the working rules are desigtred primarily to keep the peace
and promote collective action and only secondarily to protect rights
and liberties."l8 He summarized their historical necessity in these
words: "Primarily the rules are necessary and their survival in history
is contingent on their fitness to hold together in a continuing concern
the overweening and unlimited selfishness ofindividuals pressed on by
the scarcity of resources."ls

If they matter so much, what do they control or address? The
basic principles involved in working rules can be understood in terms
ofthe four verbs that capture their domain ofactivities, clarifying what
individuals:

Must or must not do (compulsion or duty)

May do (permission or liberty)

14 Cotlnlroo;aa, Legal Found.atione of Capitalisil,137
15 Commong, tr€gol Fo undttions of Capitalism,l3T
16 Commons, I"gol ,'o undations of Capitalism, 137

11 Comtrrorra, I*gal Foundations of CaPitdliem,lST
18 Commone, Z"gol Io undationg of CaPitalisro,l37
19 Commons, IzSlol .Fo und.a.tions of Capitalism, 138
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Can do with the aid of collective power (capacity or right)

Cannot expect the collective power to do in their behalf
(incapacity or exposure)

He had earlier summarized their function and role in the text in the
following terms: uthe working rules of associations and governments,
when looked at from the private standpoint ofthe individual, are the
source ofhis rights, duties and liberties, as well as his exposures to the
protected liberties of other individuals."'0

While the role and prerogatives of corporations and managers
dominate contemporary discourse, the historicity of this status is
worth recalling. Commons located the regulation of working rules in
what may strike the reader as an unusual place: the U.S. Supreme
Court. He noted that transactions are "economic units" And, then, that
their "working rules are the principles on which the Supreme Court
of the United States has been working over its theories of property,
sovereigrrty and value."21

Commons held an interesting view on the Court's role and
function. The Supreme Court occupies, 'the unique position of the
first authoritative faculty ofpolitical economy in the world's history"".
In this role, he was particularly interested in the Court's historically
developed interest in the prohibition of "taking of property, liberty, or
ualue (Commons's italicized emphasis) without due process of law or
equal protection ofthe laws."23

The working rules that Commons' observed within the U.S.
industrial relations context he inferred to be distinctly identifiable
constructs;they govern the acts and actions ofgoing concerns.And these
have a long history, having been variously ascribed to ugods, ancestors,
conquerors, "nature," "will ofthe people," and so forth, the general idea
being to clothe them with a certain sanctity or authority."2a Following
this review ofpossible human and divine sources, he succinctly resolved
the issue of possible transcendent justification with three words; ,.A1

20 Conmora, Itgal Foundatiotls of Capitali,h,6.
21 Commota, Iegal Foundations of Capitalism, T ,

22 Comrmot:o,Izgal Foundations of Capitalism, T.
23 Commona, lcgal Foundatians of Capitalism, T.
24 Comaona, Izgal Founddtions of Capitatisrn, 6A
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d,ny rate, they appear, in the history of the race, as the essential and
ultimate means by which the members of a going concern are able to
work together for a common purpose and to exert their united power
against other concerns."25

Yet, the issue of mandate and right persists in the text, particularly
in discussion of "absolute rights.". He observed that such ethical
mandates "are mental processes and therefore as divergent as the
wishes and fears of individuals."'6 In action, these are "individualistic
and anarchistic."2T In consequence, "the only procedure that will
correlate (Commons's emphasis) the wishes and fears of each and
prevent anarchy is to resort to a third person of an earthly quality
whom each consents to obey, or each is compelled to obey."28 He listed
the usual sources of earthly authority, beginning with the 'social
necessity" ofjudges, chiefs, kings, despots, priests and others. And he
noted "that the correlation of right and duty which is the starting point
ofjurisprudence."2e

Commons offered a supple treatment ofworking rules in respect to
the individual ofintelligence and reflection. Humaa will is not lawless,
but acts within certain limits of choice and discretion. He noted that
we usually refer to these limits as laws. Yet, even these are not fi.xed

borders within which behavior is absolutely delimited. Instead, they
are urather certain conditions or forces having strategic or limiting
and complementary relations to each other, which a sufficiently
intelligent being can manipulate, and thus, although operating upon
something that goes on independently of his wilI, yet its independent
operation comes out with results somewhat in conformity with what
he intended."so

In a later discussion of public purpose, Commons noted that
working rules have developed over an historical process ofadjudication
of dispute between members of a going concern - and this whether
national, economic, or cultural. The prior forty years had seen the

25 Comrnorta, Iagol Foundttions of Capitalism, 68.
26 Commo a, Iagal Found.ations of Cdpitalism,$i.
27 Commota, legal Founddtions of C@pitalism, 85.

28 Commora, I*gal Found,atione of Copitalism, 86

29 Comlrnorrs, I*Eal Founddtions of Capitalism, 87.

30 Cornrnor.e,Iagal Foundations of Capitalism, 134-35
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Land

Labor

Capital

Entrepreneur profit

However, he went on to state these are an "abstract separation,'
because "both the individual and the concern belong, at one and
the same time, to more than one of the factors."33 This he called the
"familiar distinction betw een functional distribution and, personal
distribution."sl Competitive factors are functional, while the
combination of these is personal: "It determines the prosperity or
poverty of the individual.'35 Sigrrificantly, he asserted it is impossible
to distinguish where the entrepreneur function begins or ends. The
distinction between entrepreneur and manage, is equally uncertain.
He wrote, "In some concerns...even the wage earners, organized or
unorganized, have a compelling voice in determining the direction
and extent of management."36 His treatment of the capitalist function
was equally open-minded: "Even the wage-earners and managers are
investors in the business, to the extent of their accn:ed unpaid wages

31 Commona, Legal Found.dtions of Capitalism, AgB
32 Conmons, Legal Foundations of Capitalisn, BBz
33 Commore,I*gal Foundntions of Capitalistu, 26?
34 Co'xnrnoris, Legol Foundatione of Cdpitalism, 36I
35 Commone, I*gal Foundations of Crlpitalisn.,867
36 Comnoos, Iagal Foundations of Capitalism, 86g

rent

wages

interest

U.S. courts distinguish between working rule purpose and the process
of their creation and enforcement. This unfolding distinction was
important at all times, "but especially at times of great economic or
social change."sl He reported that due process of law was to consider
"due procedure" (Commons's emphasis) before the Civil War. Since that
time it also concerns law's"due purpose of law."32

In light of contemporary discussions and debate regarding
employment issues and executive compensation in U.S. firms,
Commons is particularly interesting in his discussion of the nature of
entrepreneurship. He notes the standard economic factor and income
parallels:
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37 Comroorre, Izgal Foundations of Capitalisn, A68.

38 Commons, &gal i'o undatiohs of Capitdlism,368.
39 Commons, lzsritu, ional Eeonomics,8l.
40 Commons, fnsrirutiondl Econolrtics, 881.

41 Commons, lasrirarional Economics, 881.

42 Commong, rzsrirurional Economicg 882.

43 Commons, fzsrirrrional Eanomicg 882

and salaries and their expectations of continuing jobs...."37 Commons
concluded that this anajysis supports the yiew of a going concern
rising to a 'third principle of classification" because it includes "that
authoritative proportioning of factors through inducements to persons,
which constitute poiitical, industrial and moral government."3s

In InstitutionaL Economics, the flexibility and source of authority
ofthese rules was made clear. He wrote, "it is the changeable working
rules of a concern, expressed as the opinion of the court or arbitrator
in using the sanctions ofthe concern, which determine, more precisely
than is done by custom, what each party to a transaction can, cannot,
may, must, or must not da"3e

Commons's legal critique ofAdam Smith does not rest only with
issues of the basic economic unit of appropriate analysis - working
rules over the falsely emergent "free" individual. He reviewed U.S.
judicial innovation to specify the locus for the historical emergence
of Capitalism itself. The New York legislature in 1848, "enacted
general corporation laws" to reduce political corruption.a0 This granted
"business men" a new right - that of association. He continued; "This
new right is the beginning of modern capitalism. Capitalism begins
not with Adam Smith, but with going concerns.'a1 And, as we have
elsewhere noted, these going concerns are functional entities that are
governed by working rules.

These developments were followed by the "discovery thirty years
ago, the holding company, invented by the corporation lawyers to
evade the anti-trust laws, and enacted first by the legislature of New
Jersey."a2 Once these companies obtained functional rights in other
states, Commons wrote, "The only restraint upon them now became

the Supreme Court of the United States."43 Commons noted that this
development of "Judicial Sovereignty" legitimized the materialist
interpretation ofhistory offered by Marx. He continued:
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But instead ofbringingin the Communist or Fascist dictatorship
through the abolition of the j udiciary, Marx's view was validated
by the supremacy of the judiciary over all state and federal
legislatures and executives. It is the United States Supreme
Court that carne to define the notion and nature of property,
while those who naively read the Constitution literally assume
that the definition of property is left to the states.aa

Finally, we return to an earlier treatment ofworking rules to reinforce
Commons's notion of their basic explanatory power no less than their
historical variability. He explained working ruies as "The universal
principle, or similarity ofcause, effect, or purpose, which we can derive
from all observations of collective control, liberation, and expansion
of individual action, whether it be a going concern or custom."as He
negated their transcendent origins or significance, writing, "They are
not something prefixed or eternal, or divine, as assumed by John Locke

and the natural rights school of jurisprudence."46 They are, "simply
the changeable rules, sometimes named "norms," which, for the tirne
being, in view of changing economic and social conditions, the courts
or arbitrators accept in issuing their commands to disputants in a
Iitigation."aT

The Solidoriam of Heinich Pesch, S.J.

While there is no evidence available to the author, to date, that John R.
Commons was &ware of the work of Heinrich Pesch, he had certainly
studied European labor law and practice. Pesch (1854-1926) was a
philosopher-economist of tremendous productive output. His work and
legacy have influenced German labor law and Roman Catholic social
encyclicals. T$o encyclicals of Pope John Paul II afhrm Pesch's notion
of solidarism. "Solidarity" is a Christian virtue of social importance,
according to the 1987 Sollicitudo Rei Socialis.as In an Introduction to
Pesch's work, Rupert J. Ederer wrote that John Paul presented this ,,in

& Com]mona, Institutional Economics, 882.
45 Cornmot:s, Institutionol Economics, 80.
46 Cofifionq Institutional Econombg 80.
47 Commona, Institutional Economicg 80.
48R. J. Ed""e", Introduction. Ethics and, the National Ecoromy (Norfolk, VA: JHS

Preea,2003).
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terms which reflect precisely Pesch's notion of solidarity as the actual
condition of interdependence among human beings in society..."ae

The influence of Weimar-era German labor jurisprudence upon
post-World War II Japanese industrial relations has been detailed
elsewhere - with a particular focus upon the German, and Jewish,
labor law expert Hugo Sinzheimer.'o In this paper we are, at this point,
interested in exploring parallels between two otherwise very different,
yet vigorous, labor law Bcholars, at a critical time in the development of
economic theory while noting incidental parallels with Roman Catholic
social teaching.

Pesch grounded the whole of his economic theory in Catholic
theology - proper social order is in accord with God's will. In this, he
predated Commons's almost dismissive treatment of the transcendent
moral sources of social order - the reader will recall that Commons

began the very sentence following a review of these sources with the
phrase,'At any rate..."

However, what is of interest in this investigation is Persch's
remarkably similar critique of the free enterprise system. Writing
in his 1918 text Ethics and the National Economl (Ethik-und
Volhswirtschaft), he stated that the free enterprise system relied on
three factors: self-interest, fieedom, and competition. Each factor is
itself neealful of some form of regulation. Self-interest, unfettered,
may work to the harm of others, with conflict a likely outcome of
competing efforts to satisfy instinctive and even reflectively deliberate
interest. He then challenged the reader's assent, writing, "And that the
kind of freedom implied by laissez faire all too often ends up being

diametrically opposed to order and regulation?'6r Competition, in turn,
serves a possible regulated function "if it is a kind of regulated rivalry
which strives to succeed by providing quality, and by offering good

and reasonably priced merchandise i2 For Pesch, competition is less a

principle than a fact,'a kind of conduct which itselfneeds regulation'53

Unfettered free competition, in contrast, is a "hazard'for the national

49 Ederer, Introducti or. Ethics and the Ndtional Economy , 22

50 Kettler and Tackney,'Light from a Dead Sur.'
51 Peac}', Ethice and the No,tional Econatu! , 161

52 Peach. Ethics and the National Ecorwmy ' 151'62 '

53 Peect., Ethics and the National Eanam! , 152
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economy. Ultimately, free competition as an economic theory "stil1 does
not add up to communal activity."6l His concluding observation in the
chapter of this 1918 text echoes down to the present fiscal crisis;'A
system which proceeds from false premises - as the free entetprise
system does - and which is self-contradictory, can only lead to absurd
consequences when it goes into operation. And what are these absurd
consequences? They may be summed up in two words: copitalism and,
socialism."65

In his series of texts published between 1923 and 1926, Pesch
proposed the previously mentioned construct of solidarism as middle
ground between the absolute decentralism associated with abject
individualism and the absolute centralization linked to socialism.
Solidarism, much like Commons's notions of "workiag rules" and the
"going concern," was not new. Following a resume ofits Catholic sources,
he summarized the principle:'The idea of solidarity as it is applied to
a social community, in its double role of which are supposed to, or do
in fact, bind society together with reference to a morally permissible or
morally required common good,"56

Community has a particular significance when applied to labor
relations, due to the particular nature of the employrnent contract.
Pesch wrote, "Legally spealing we have a wage contract, but ethically
there is a social relationship here involving a working community.'5?
He explained that this community involves ureciprocal obligations,
reciprocal rights, reciprocal sharing in the results which are the
purpose behind any such unityl"58

His principle of solidarity, "casts a new light especially on
the relationship between labor and management which has been
badly ilistorted into an adversarial relationship by materialism and
selfishness."se Specifically, solidarism takes note ofthe fact that work in
civil society advances culture and the production ofwealth. As such, it
"has to be regarded. as a cooperatiue effort on the part ofall, gouerncd by

54 Peech, Ethics and. the National Economy , 162.
55 Peech, Ethics and the National Econom!, 153.
66 H. Pesch, S. J., Hei nich Peach on Sotidarist Eanomice: Ercerpts fiotu thp lphrbuch

der Nationolokonomie (Lanham, MD: University Press ofAmerica, 1998), 43.
57 Peach, Heinrirh Pesch on Solidarist Ecorwmics, !59.
58 Peech, Heinich Pesch on Solidatilt Economics,160.
59 Peach, Heinrich Pesch on Solid,ariet Econornics,160-61.
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socio,l responsibiliry for the promotion and safegr:arditg of the common
good.'aa He went on to note, "If we require, for example, that labor
relations ought to take the form ofa true working community, that is,
after all, stating what is simply a fact."61

Writing in the period that Pesch did, the words resound to the
present day and the current U.S. industrial relations crisis of nature
and function. Individualism, he thought, "has split the economy into
a mere aggregation of individual economizing individuals."6' What
results from this inciudes the following symptomatic list:

. Brutual conflict

. Service of personal interest

. Absence of individual restraint

. A lack of unifying organization

. Plutocracy enriching itself beyond all measure due to
the monopolization of business function to personal and
professional ends

. The consequent exploitation of employees and, sequentially,
national cultural and society

. Suppresgion ofthe middle class

. Profit self-allocation: when this occurs without restraint or
proportional relation to actual contributions

o Profit self-allocation: when this powerful mechanism comes to
dominate the economic, poiitical, and cultural diversions of a
society.

In his time and place, Perch witnessed the emergence of
socialism in response to the depredations of capitalist accumulation.
His alternative approach preserved private economic units, and he
sustained the sober, realistic view that there ought be no discussion
of the abolition or elimination of personal self-interest or personal

freedoms. Instead, he looked to the guidance of these toward national
welfare: "a genuine communal economy." Solidarism would first of
all define and limit economic freedom. Justice and the common good

60 Pesch, Heinich Pesch on Solidarbt Economics, 161

6l Peach, Heinrich Pesch on Solidarist Ecotomicg 161

62 Peech, Heinich Pesch on Soli.d.arist Economics,l64.
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are the goals, and regulation would seek their enactment along
parameters of mutual support and what he described as "occupational
organization."63 Recalling Commons's respect for the creative role of
the judiciary, Pesch looked to the courts to ensure these lofty goals
are held up w'ithin society and incrementally perfected. Thus, along
with intlirridual responsibility, solidarism establishes "juridical, social
responsibilit! on the pd.rt of public authorities on the one hand, and
juridical social co-responsibility on the part of all citizens and their
uarious associatiozs on the other hand.'& Notably, these prerequisites
become normative uto make possible economic personal responsibility
especially on the part ofthe weaker members ofsociety.'65 Functionally,
Pesch elsewhere acknowledged, "The accumulation of power in the
great economics associations was a basic idea underlying the German
movement toward worker cor.rncils."66

Lonergan on the Regulation of Macroeconomic Dynamice

In the "Editors' Introduction" to volume 15 of the Collected Works of
Bernard Lonergan, "Macroeconomic Dynamics: An Essay in Circulation
Analysis," Fred Lawrence observed that Lonergan's interest in
economics derived llom his experience of the Depression. Lonergan's
specific motivation was "to discover how to ground objectively
correct moral courses of action in an adequate economic analysis of
the relationships between capital formation and the production and
distribution of consumer goods."67

In respect to the procedure ofhis analysis, Lonergan wrote, "What
the analysis reveals is a mechanism distinct though not separable from
the price mechanism which spontaneously coordinates a vast and ever
shifting manifold of otherwise independent choices from demand and
of decisions from supply. It is distinct from the price mechanism, for it
determines the channels within which the price mechanism works. It
is not separable from the price mechanism, for a channel is irrelevant

63 Peech, Heinich Peeeh on Solidarist Econornics, 165.
64 Peach, Heinrich Pesch on Solid.arist Econoaics, 168 (pesch,B emphaBis).
65 Peech, Heinich Peech on Solidarist Economics, 165.
66 Pesch, Heinrich Pesch on SoLidlr,riet Economic1- 28.
67 F. G. Lawrence, IEtroduction, M@croe conomic DTtnamics: An Essay in Circulation

Anarysis, xxv-lxxiv (Toronto, University ofToronto press, 199g). xxv-lxxiv
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when nothing flows through it."6e Lonergan sought to clarify this notion
of a "mechanism." It Is:

Furthermore, regardless of the mathematical rigor of quantitative
analysis and projection, Lonergan shared Commons's nuanced
embrace of empirical reality. In a later study of methodological shifts,
Lonergan lwote, "the economic issue arises in an ecology in which
abstract relationships are complemented by concrete probabilities."6e

In fact, "human society, like an ecology, is an assembly ofassemblies of
schemes of recurrence."?o

On the theme of multinational corporations, Lonergan observed
that these were not new. From of old, maximizing profit was the goal

- even from the mercantilist era. Following Commons, he wrote, "The
multinational corporation is a going concern."71 Despite this recogrtition
of continuity, he took the same path that Commons did in recognizing
a change in social order had arisen due to certain consequences of
multinational corporation function. That is to say; despite continuities
in organizational motivation, ult remains that the long-accepted
principles are inadequate."T' And, in light of this conclusion, Lonergan
wrote, uWhen survival requites a system that does not exist, then the
need for creating is manifest."?3

In his study of economic process, development, and decline,

Lonergan looked back to the end ofthe Roman empire and the coincident
widespread dispersion of Christianity. The latter "possessed the

68 B. J. F. Lonergao, Maoeanomic Dlndwics: An E88a! in Circtlatio,t Atwlysis
(Toronto: University ofTorotrto Pres6, 1999), 17.

69 M aooeanom ic D! iamico, 89.
7 0 Macroeconomic D! namics, 99.
7 1 Macroeconomic D! nambe,l0l.
7 2 Mocroecoaomic D! namics'l00.
7 3 Macroeconamic D!namite,!00.

. distinct from the price mechanism

. determines the channels within which the price mechanism
works

o yet, it is not itself separable from the price mechanisrn.
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spiritual power to heal what was unsound in that imperial domain."Ta
Yet, in fact, this creativity did not obtain in the temporal realm. With
the cool distance that a retrospective spanning centuries permits, he
wrote, "the church indeed lived on. But it lived on, not in a civilized
world, but in a dark and barbarous age in which, as a contemporary
reported, men devoured one another as fishes in the sea."75

In the present time, Lonergan wrote, tv/o demands must be met
lest a similar oversight recur.

From economic theorists we have to demand, along with as

many other t)?es ofanalysis as they please, a new and specific
type that reveals how moral precepts have both a basis in
economic process and so an effective application to it. From
moral theorist8 we have to demand, along with their other
various forms of wisdom and prudence, specifically economic
precepts that arise out of economic process itself and promote
its proper functioning.?6

Here, we may briefly note similarities to Commons's more macro- and
middleJevel economic analysis. This larger "mechanism' would appear
to some degree to be collinear with, or at least impacted by, Comrnons's
working rules. Futhermore, it may permit specification of the interface
between Lonergan's macroeconomic analysis and Commons' focus
upon middle-level "going concern" legal analysis.

Lonergan's work revealed the various channels and brought to
light "an undertow"T? This undertow was, however, counterbalanced:
"More positively, the channels account for booms and slumps, for
inflation and deflation, for changed rates of profit, for the attraction
found in a favorable balance of foreign trade, the relief given by deficit
spending, and the variant provided by multinational corporations and
their opposition to the welfare state."?8 It may be that the working rules
of the going concern represent the substantive norrns that generate
this observed undertow.

7 4 Maooeconomic D1t namicE,llS.
7 5 Macroeconomic Dynamics,lll,
7 6 Maooeconomic Dynatuics,lll.
77 Mauoeconomic Dlnarnicl, 17 .

78 Macroeconomic Dxhamis,lT .
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Within the overall analysis, we need not be left wondering what
may be creative and meritorious in regard to specific policy possibility.
As Lonergan noted, "the good is never an abstraction. Always it is
concrete,"Te This gives us means to envision a "a democratic economics
that can issue practical imperatives to plain men."80

DISCUSSION

In light of the recent global financial crises, the enduring long-
term loss of U.S. industrial prowess, and evidence that long-term
emp1o1'rnent relationships are central to securing the idiosyncratic
features essential to global competitive success,sl it would appear that
now is the proper time for the basic structures of economic democracy
to be extended to the U.S. workforce. The measures are surprisingly
modest: "just cause" employment protections against 'no reason" /
"bad reason" managerial dismissal prerogative and the enabling of
experimentation in employee participation schemes localized within
collective bargaining agreements.

Ofthe two, the latter point can be initiated with little more than ar
NLRB directive - at least, that is all it took for Japan's postwar working
rules in 1946. And while political opposition may be anticipated, the
move to experimentation is not itself a commitment to a particular
ideology - it is nothing more than a commitment to experimentation. In
fact, it is the continued absence of such experimentation that testifies
to an ideological rigidity. We have seen such rigidity to be inconsistent
with the historical analysis ofjudicial creativity Commons so eloquently
ascribed to the American court and legal practice. Such an invigorating
step in the present circumstances would go a long way to allieviate

79 Macroeconomic Dynatuics, 101.

80 B, J. F. Lonergao, For a New Political Econom! (Toronto: Uoiversity of Torcoto

Press, 1998),5.
81 G. MorgaD, 'Inrtitutional Complementatities, Path DepeEdency, and the Dynamicg

of Firms,' in C. Morgan, R. Whitley, and E. Moen (eda), Changing Capitolisms?

Internationaliadtion, Institutional Change, and Slsteme of Ectnotuic Organization
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 415-46; R. whitley' 'Developing TransDational

Organizatiotral Capabilities in Multinational Companiee: Institutional Con8treints on

Authority ShariDg and Careers in Six Types of MNC,' in G Motgan' R Whitley, and

E. Moen (Eds.), Cronging Capitalisttus? Internationalization, Institutional Change, and

Systems of Economic Otganization:235'76 (Oxford: Odord Univeraity Prees,2005)'
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the singular disparity apparent in U.S. executive compensation levels.
Through these and other measures that would support just cause
dismissal protections, the "mechanism" cited by Lonergan that is - to
a degree - constituted by the working rules of a going concern would,
over time, significantly mollift the extremes of distribution variance
and accumulation, while enhancing worker commitment to firms i.n a
manner that would reap their own rewards as productivity gains are
consolidated.

Further work should specify the relationship between the working
rules of a going concern, as Commons understood them and the
"mechanism" circulation that Lonergan observed in his macroeconomic

circulation analysis. Perhaps the work of Eric Voeglin (1901-85) holds
promise for this, as he was a colleague of both scholars.

The call for reform ofAmericanlabor lawis not new. Serious changes

in domestic industrial relations policy and practicewere evident decades

ago.82 A former chair of the U.S. National Labor Relations Board has
published on the historically innovative developments in Japan - albeit
without explicit specification of the continental European adaptive
appropriation sources in Japanese industrial relations.ss As noted in
the Introduction, nothing less than a US. Presidential Commission has

suggested that employee participation should be explored as a nuanced
distinction between the extremes of employee "voice' ovet only wages

and working conditions and "exit."8a

Perhaps the most striking of implications for employee
participation in managerial prerogative, such as that practiced in both
German and Japanese industrial relations, concerns the incidental
tendency of participation to moderate employer compensation
excesses. This appears to be due to information transparency no less
than the potential threat effect of excessive employer (or managerial)

82 T. A., Kochaa, H. Katz, aDd McKersie, 'strategic Choice and Industrial Relatioos
Theory," Industial Reldtions 28, Do. 1 (1984): 16-39, t A. Kochan, H. IGtz, and B. B.

McKetsie, The Tlansformation of American Industrial Relations (New York: Basic Books,

1986).
83 W. B. Gonld ry,Agenda for Reform: The Future of Enployment Relationships and

the Ldu (Ca,r,b'idgq MIT Press, 1993).

84 Dunlop Commission, lJ,S. Commiseion on the Future of worher - Mandgenent
Relations - Final Report. (http: I ldigit@lcotumons.ihcomell.edu / hey-worhplace 12 / ,

December 1994).
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appropriation of profit. Fundamentally, it is an advance in industrial
democracy and ought to be taken up in the U.S. context with dispatch.

It is ironic that each of the three scholars examined in this paper
offered similar, substantive critiques of Smith's economics. The irony,
of course, is that contempora4r work in economics and management
theory appears to similarly overlook facts oflaw andjurisprudence that
are essential aspects ofthe research story With the white-collarization
of Kazuo Koile, for example, the steps that led management to
generalized skilling were legal in origin: workers simply could no longer
be terminated absent just cause. In turn, Aoiki's J-firm construct is
grounded in far more than the mere managerial common sense notion
that long-term emplo,rynent patterns enhance competitive prowess.

Despite this irony, there is ample evidence that acadernic
scholarship, tal<en as a whole, offers correctives that can enhance
accurate policy initiatives, enactment, and oversight. The recent
text by Befort and Budd (2009), for example, explores the frequently
unnoticed and invisible implications of U.S. public policy. 85 This type
of research should be supported and positive steps taken based on the
insights obtained. In doing so, the U.S. workplace would then more
closely approximate the sustainable economic democracy its political
democracy ought inevitabiy seek.

85 S. F. Befort and J. t{ Bidd,Inuisible Hands,In,isible Objectioes (Stanfold: Stanford
Uoiversity Pre6s, 2009).
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IN nocrNr ITARs rHERE HAs been considerable ferment regarding
Lonergan's four-point hypothesis conelating the principal realities
of the supernatural order - the secondary esse of the incarnation,
sanctiffing grace, the habit of charity, and the light of glory - to the
four real divine relations.L The potential fecundity ofthis proposal for
ordering systematic theology has seized the collective imagination of
theologians inspired by Lonergan. Yet, the discussion of its possible

l Bernard J. F. Lonergan, De Deo Trino 2. Pars Slstettuatica (Rome: Gregorian
University, 1964), 234; crit. ed. ?, e Triune God: Systematica, eol. 12 of Collected Works
of Bemard Lonergan, ed. R. M. Doran and H. D. Monsour, trang. M. Shields (Toronto:

UDiversity of Toronto,2007), 470-72. Fot discussion and development, Patrick H. BFne,
"Consciousness: Levels, Sublations, and the Subject as Subject," Marnoo: Journal
of Lonergan Studies 13 (1995): 131-50; Robert M, Doran, "Con8ciousness and Grace,'
METEoD: Joutnal 11 (1993): 51-?5; idem, "Revisiting'CoDsciousne6B and Crace','Mrryrorr
Joutnal 13 (1995): 151-59; idem, What IB Systetudtic Theolog!? ('loroi\fot University of
Toronto, 2005) 112-16; idem, "The Starting Point of Systematic Theology," Theological
Studies 67 (2006): 750-76; idem, 'Addressing the Four-point H]?othesi8," Theological
Stud,ies 6a Q007)t 674-82; Tad Duone, "Being in Lo\e," METH1D: Journal 13 (1995): 167-
75; Charles Hefling, "On the (Economic) Trinity: An Argume[t in CoflverBation with
Robert Doran," Theological Studies 68 (2007): 642-60 Christiaan Jacobs-Vandegeer
"SaDcti&ing Crace in a 'Methodical Theology'," Theolagical Studies 68 (2001)t 52-76;
Frederick G. Lawrence, "Grace arld Friendshipr Postmodem Political Theology and God
as Conversational," Gregorianum 85 (2004): 795-820; Neil Ormerod,"Two Points or Four?
Rahner and Lonergan on Trinity, Incarnation, Grace, and Beatific Vision," Theological
Sr&dies 68 (200?): 661-73; Michael Vertin, "Lonergan on Consciousness: Is There a Fifth
Level?" Mwwoo: Journal 12 (1994): 1-36. Jacobs-Vandegeer provide8 a good review ofthe
conversation to that point. For the sake of brevity and simplicity, further complications
not directly relevant to my pre8eot purlose are omitted,
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implications for a methodicai systematic theology has come up against
knotty questions, in part because the hypothesis is formulated in the
context ofa theoretical theology, in part because it implicates questions
to which Lonergan never thematically addressed himself, and in part
because Lonergan's "hermeneutics" of development "from above" were
not developed with the same rigor and amplitude as his exploration of
the issues involved in development "from below"

A methodical theology - a theology, that is, at home in the
third stage of meaning, in control of meaning through interiorly and
religiously differentiated consciousness - is an ongoing, collaborative
enterprise. Successful collaboration has its conditions and probabilities.
Lonergan knew better than most how clarity about method can shift
the probabilities of fruitfui coilaboration. His differentiation of the
recurrent tasks in theology provides a heuristic structure for specirying
the more probably relevant questions for theology in the third stage
of meaning. The goal of the present article is to clariff some of the
key questions involved in the formulation of a theology of gtace on the
leve1 ofour time.'All along the line, what is offered is not a deflnitive
position, not a complete solution, but a series of important questions
and some suggestions about potentially fruitful lines of inquiry.

I

In his important 1979 paper "Horizons and Transpositions," Lonergan
entered as examples of historical transpositions in theology the
transitions from the Hebrew to the classical and from the classical to
the medieval scholastic contexts.s A more detailed study of the second
transition is aJforded by Lonergan's Grace and Fleedom, where he
showed how Thomas Aquinas transposed the Augustinian doctrine of
operative grace into a theoretical theology. As Patout Burns has shown,4

2 Similar questions havebeen raised by others, [otablybyDoran, "The Starting Point."
3 Bernard J. F. Lonergan, "Horizons and Transpositions," rn Philosophical ond,

Theological Papers 1965-1980, vol. 17 of Collected Works of Bemard Looergan, ed.

R, Croken and R. Doran (Toronto: University ofToronto, 2004),409-32.
4 J. Patout BurDs, ?, e Deuelopment of Augustine's Doctrine of Opemtive Grace (Pais:

rtudes Augustiniennes, 1980); more recently, "From Persuasion to PredestiDationl
AugustiDe on Freedom in Rstional Creatures," 294-316 in In Dominico Eloquio lln
Lordly Eloquence. Essays in Honor of Robefi L. Wilken, ed. Paul M. Blowers, Angela R.
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Augustine's position (itselflargely a transposition ofSt Paul) developed
through successive controversies that forced him to return to the
biblical data and think through the implications ofhis presuppositions.
Thomas's transposition, on the other hand, was achieved through the
gradual refinement of theoretical instruments of analysis, joined to a
careful study ofAugustine's anti-Pelagian writings.5 The theorem ofthe
supernatural, the analogy of divine operation, the theoretical analysis
of the freedom of the will (with the distinction of different states of
liberty supplying a comparative component), and the concept of habit,
all provided a vastly more differentiated context for the doctrine of
operative grace.

This scholastic transposition held notable implications for older
positions on divine grace arrd hurnan freedom. First, the theoretical
differentiations enriched and sublated, without destroying, the
substantial affirmations of the received tradition. Second, however,

some of the leading questions and categories of the older tradition
became irrelevant; such, for example, was the Augustinian definition
of liberty in terms of the disjunction, servitude to God or servitude
to sin. Finally, transposition raises problems of continuity. For less

differentiated consciousness, transposition is baffiing, it must seem like
"innovation" and betrayal, but the more differentiated consciousnegs

readily grasps the continuity from compactness to differentiation.6
Transposing the achievements of scholastic theory into a methodical

systematic theology must begin with a frank acknowledgenent oftheir
hypothetical character. The theological theories of Thomas Aquinas

Christman, and David G. Hunter (Grand RapidE, Mlj Eerdmans, 2002).

5 Bernard J. F. Lonerga\ Grace and. F>eedom: Operatiue Gruce in the Thought of St

Thomas Aquinas, vol. 1 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. F. E. Crowe aod

R. M. Doran (Toronto: Univeroity of Tbronto, 2000). See too Joseph Wawrykow, Godt
Grace and. Human Action: "Merit" in the Theology of Thomas Aq&it os (Notre Dame,

INr University of Notre Dame Press, 1996). Wawrykow's work shows how Lonergan'8

fundarnental clarification of the i88ues involved in operative Srace - how God i8 more the

author of our livee (under grace) than we - opeis the way to understanding the related
question8 about the way ThomasAquinas conceive6 our "co_authoring" of our livee under
grace,

6 See, for example, Thomas Aquinag's remark that AuguBtine's "Platonic" way of
speakiog might conduce the unwary to eDor, Summa Theologiae 2'2 q 23 a 2 ad. 1.

Works of Thomae Aquinas were consulted in the editions supplied by Roberto Busa,

www.corpuBthomisticum.org. Any translations are my own.
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or Lonergan are not truths but hypotheses. Of course, a methodical
systematic theology is preceded by methodical doctrines and in that
sense presupposes truejudgments offact andofvalue. But the meaning of
thosejudgments, and ofthe systematic theology proceeding from them,
is controJ.led by interiorly and religiously differentiated consciousness,
and there can be no premature supposition that scholastic theology -
including Lonergan's own scholastic theology, which, in any case, was
constantly developing - enjoyed adequate control of meaning on all
points.

Invarious ways Lonerganindicatedhis opinionthat"...in lthethird]
stage of meaning the gift ofGod's love first is described as an experience
and only consequently is objectified in theoretical categories,"? and the
reason is to be found in the fact that only such a procedure provides
the desired control of meaning. Not only do the theoretical positions
require verification, but also there is no assurance of a simple point to
point correspondence between the older theoretical and the emerging
methodical systematics. Taking such a correspondence for granted
would mean effectiveiy ceding priority - and control of meaning - to
metaphysics rather than to the hermeneutics of interiority.

Consider how the metaphysical account of human nature as

spiritual is transformedby the shift to intentionality aaalysis. Lonergan
describes how the terms and relations disclosed in his hermeneutics
of interiority would transpose into metaphysical terms and relations.
Significantly, the metaphysical terms and relations correlative to
intentionality analysis are not those ofthe older scholastic metaphysical
anthropology.

Because its account of interiority was basically metaphysical,
the older theology distinguished sensitive and intellectual,
apprehensive and appetitive potencies. There followed complex
questions on their mutual interactions. There were disputes
about the priority of intellect over will... In contrast, we
describe interiority in terms of intentional and conscious acts
on the four levels ofexperiencing, understantling, judging, and
deciding. The lower levels are presupposed and complemented
by the higher. The higher sublate the lower. If one wishes to

? Bernard Lonergan, Me thod in Theolog! (New York: Herder & Herder, 1972; reprinted
Toronto: UniverBity ofToronto Press, 1990), 107.
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transpose this analysis into metaphysical terms, then the
active potencies are the transcendental notions revealed in
questions for intelligence, questions for reflection, questions
for deliberation. The passive potencies are the lower levels as
presupposed and complemented by the higher.s

Not only are the' transposed" metaphysical terms arrd relations
not identical to the old metaphysical terms and relations of faculty
psychology, but also the whoie set ofquestions regarding the interaction
and priority ofintellect and will, practical and speculative intellect are

replaced by a different set ofquestions about the structure and patterns
of consciousness, schemes of recurrence, processes of assimilation and
adjustment.e Perforce, then, the relevance of theoretical questions and
hypotheses - about the distinction and relationship between grace

and charity, for instance - cannot be taken for granted, but must be

established through the ampler " phenomenolog/ of being in love

called for by Robert Doran.ro

II

Such an investigation immediately comes up against further questions

about the reiationship between the theoretical categories and the data

of consciousness. In Method in Theology, Lonergan asserted that "the
basic terms and relations of systematic theology will not be metaphysical,

as in medieval theology, but psychological."r! This statement does not
necessarily entail that "grace" and'charity' are themselves identifiable
as discrete and immediate data of consciousness.

The point to making the metaphysical terms and relations
not basic but derived is that a critical metaphysics results.

For every term and relation there wili exist a corresponding

element in intentionai conssiousness. Accordingly, empty or
misleading terms and relations can be eliminated, while valid
ones can be elucidated by the conscious intention Iiom which

8 Methad in Theolog!, 120; see 289

I Method id ?heology, 120.

10 Dorar, "starting Point."
11 Method in Theologl,343.
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they are derived. The importance of such a critical control wiil
be evident to anyone familiar with the vast arid wastes of
theological controversy. 12

Lonergan had regularly to contend with the denizens ofthese trackless
wastes in his research and teaching, and his works from the Gregorian
period furnish numerous illustrations of his meaning. Let a single
exhibit suffice to demonstrate the importance of control through
interiorly and religiously differentiated consciousness: the Scotist
distinctio formalis a parte rei, which comes up for treatment in the
systematic part of De Deo Tfino.tx

According to Scotus, "God" and "the Father'are distinct, not in
reality, not merely in thought, but "formally" on the side of the thing.
Now, a distinction is drawn on the basis of a negative comparative
judgment: A is, B is, A is not B. The distinction is real, if it means that
the reality ofA is not the reality of B. The distinction is merely one of
reason, ifit means only that our concept ofA is not our concept ofB. But
what does a "formal distinction on the side ofthe thingi'mean? Either
it means that A is not B in reality, and then it is a real distinction; or
it means that A is not B io our thinking, and then it is a distinction of
reason. In short, the Scotist distizctio formaLis a parle rel is empty and
groundless, because it does not correspond to any prospective judgment
in intentional consciousness.

In otherwords, what Lonergan mean s h Method inTheology is that
a critical metaphysics is to be grounded on a grasp ofthe isomorphism
of knowing and being, the interdependence of the cognitional and
ontological orders, mediated through self-appropriation. Statements
about ontological causes require cognitional warrants, and conversely,
cogrritional reasons denote corresponding ontological causes.l4 What is

12 Mehod. in Theolog! , 943.
!3 The Triune God.: Systeridtics, 298-904, esp.302-304.
14 See, for example, Bernard Lonergan,'Insight: Preface to a DiEcussion,'in Correcrion,

vol, 4 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. F. Crowe and R. Doran (Toronto:
Uoiversity of Toronto, 1988), 142-52 at 144 ("...the ootologicrl and the coglitiolal
are not incompatible alternatives but interdependent procedures. If ooe is assigning
ontological causes, one mu6t begia from metaphysics; if one iB asEigning coglitional
!eaBon6, one must begin from knowledge, Nor can one asBign ontological causes without
having cognitional reaeoDs; nor caD there be cognitional reasons without corresponding
ontological cau6es.').
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the term in intentional consciousness that corresponds to an ontological
cause? It is a cognitional reaaon, a warrant. The realities denoted
by the assigned ontological causes will not necessarily themselues
be immediate data of consciousness; rather, they will correspond to
insights andjudgments that are elements in intentional consciousness.

The relevance ofthis point maybe appreciatedby consideringwhat
theoretical theology calls a habit. Subjects, their conscious states, their
conscious operations, and the procession ofone operation from another
are all conscious. A habit, on the other hand, seems to be an integration
of a flexible circle of schemes of recurrence in the functioning of the
subject. The habit itself is not an immediate datum of consciousness;
its existence is inferred from the consistent, prompt, and jo1firl
performance of the pertinent conscious operations and occurrence of
the pertinent feelings. The conscious element that corresponds to the
existence of the habit is not the habit; it is the affirmative judgment
with its borrowed content.

In the third stage of meaning, metaphysics longer supplies the
primary context for articulating the new way of being enjoyed by the
children of adoption. That context is rather the context of religious
experience. Here Lonergan orients us, not to any single datum or quality
of consciousness, but to a range of data. "The data. .. on the dynamic
state of otherworldly love are the data on a process of conversion and
development."16 These data do not regard only the interior life-the inner
experience of a new tlisposition, and perhaps the sweetness described
by St Thomasro - but ernphatically also the outer experience of new
kinds of friendship. rT "[B]oth the mission ofthe Son and the mission of
the Spirit regard not some particular operation but a whole new series

16 Method in Theolog!,289.
16 Su *o Thzologiae l-2 q. 112 a. 5 ('whoever receives it (grace) knows, by

experiencing a certain 8weetnes6, which is not experienced by one who does not receive
it.'). Here compare Lonergsn,Verbutu:Word. and ldza in Aquinos, vol. 2 ofthe Collected
Works of Bernard Lonergan, ed. F. Crowe a[d R. Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto,
1997), 103-104, discussing "ta8t€ and see how the Lord i8 sweet'from Thomas's Pealm
comme[tsry The experience of sweetness might not be ae universal as St ThomaB

expected: see, for instance, Mother Tereea's correepondence in Come, Be My Light, ed.

Brian Kolodefjchuk, M.C. (NewYork: Image / Doubleday, 2007).
17 See 'Mission and the Spiit," A Third Collection, ed. F. Crowe (New York: Paulist,

1986),23-34 at 33. The relevant friendships include those with the divine person6: see

Lotetgarr, The Triune G'od : Slstematics, 514 -16,
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18 The Triune God,: Systematics, 485.
19 See especiatty 'Finality, Inve, Marriage,' in Collection, 11-52, at 20-21,27,38.

Diecueeed more firlly in Jeremy D. \{ilkins, 'Finality, History and Grace: General and
Special Categories in Lonergan'8 Theology of History" in wisdom and Holiness, Science

and Scholarship: Essays in Honor of Fr Matthew L, Lamb, ed. M. DauphinaiB and M.
Levering (Naplee, FL: Sapientia, 2007), 3?5-402.

20 See Bemard J F. L onetgan, De ente eupem@tutali: Suppletuentum schematicum, ed.
F. E. Crowe, C. O'Donovan, and G, Sala (ToloDtoi Begis College, 1973; originally notes for
Btudent8, College ofthe Immaculate Conceptiofl, Montr6al, 1946), section 14. Irmbard
and Scotus, iDter alia, deny a real distiDctioD between grace and charity; Thomas and
Suarez, on the other hand, affirm a real distinction.

of operations... the Holy Spirit is sent, not for this or that particuiar
operation, but to preside over the whole ofChristian living in every one

ofthejust."18 Given Lonergan's extraordinary attention to the pure and
unrestricted desire to know and love in each and every human subject,
it might be surprising to recall that he always also insisted that the
obediential potency to receive God's self-communication in love resides
not in the individual but in the community of subjects.le

Though there is an immediacy to the gift of divine love, then,
the full range of data on grace have to be known inferentially and
understood analogically. The transposition from a theoretical to
a methodical systematic theology of grace, therefore, cannot be

accomplished by sirnply correlating each of the terms and relations of
theoretical theology with some immediate datum of consciousness. Nor
can the explanatory terms and relations of a theoretical systematics

- whether those of Thomas Aquinas or those of Lonergan or those of
anyone else - be presupposed as if theywere truths rather than possibiy
relevant hypotheses worked out to meet possibly relevant questions. In
the present case, this means a methodical systematic theology cannot
presuppose the distinctionbetween grace and charity as ifit were a truth
to be explained rather than itself a hypothesis. Even in its theoretical
context, grace was distinguished from charity not on doctrinal grounds
but by way of an explanatory hypothesis.20 Hypotheses are entertained
only as long as they cover the relevant data and answer relevant
questions; but it remains to be shown that the question about the
distinction of grace and charity is any more relevant to a methodical
theology than are the questions about practical and speculative
intellect that also arise in the context of a metaphysical theology.
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In the mediated phase of theology (direct discourse), handling all
this in a methodical way will require working out heuristic categories
and organizing the relevant data.2L But the questions are not all
systematic; they are also exegetical, historical, and dialectical. Hence a
methodical systematic theology of grace also presupposes a mediating
phase which can yield a more detailed understanding, accurate history
and sound appraisal ofthe heritage to be transposed.

III
Among the scholastics, Lonergan undoubtedly considered Thomas
Aquinas the "master capable ofenvisaging all the issues and oftreating
them in their proper order."22 Lonergan's thinking was fundamentally
shaped by his apprenticeship to St Thomas. While the writings of
Lonergan's scholastic period do not invariably concur with St Thomas,
at least we can safely assume that he had Thomas's position firmly in
mind when he set himself to working out his own synthesis. Particularly
on questions where Lonergan judged him to have made a permanent
contribution - grace, the Trinity - the work of Aquinas forms part of
the relevant context for interpreting Lonergan.

Lonergan's own exegetical and historical work in Grace and
Freedom, his schematic presentation of some of the theoretical issues
irtDe ente supernaturali an.d De scientia atque uoluntate Dei, and, other
early work provides extraordinary guidance about how he understood
the achievements of Thomas Aquinas on questions related to divine
grace. Nevertheless, the fourfold hypothesis implicates further
questions to which Lonergan never thematically addressed himself,
either in his studies ofAquinas or in his own direct discourse. What,
for example, is the relationship between grace and charity?

According to Thomas Aquinas, sanctirying grace (gratia gratum
faciens, or gratia justificans) is the effect of God's love in us,23 an

27See Method in Theology, 292-93; also Jeremy D. Wilkios,'Grace and Growth,"
forthcoming.

22 Method in Theology,345. See, for example, his laudatory remarke in Thz Triune
God, : Sy ste ilatics, 1 2.

23 Thomas Aquinag, S umma Theologiaz 1-2 q. 110 aa. 1,2.I treated the i8sue8 regarding
I'homas Aquina8 much more amply in Jeremy D. Wilkins, "Triaitarian Missions and the
Order of Grace According to Thomas Aquitae," rn Philosophy and Theology in the Long
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entitative habit in the essence of the soul,24 a created participation of
the divine nature.25 The infused virtue of charity is the friendship of
human beings for God,'6 a habit in the wiII,27 and a created participation
in that proceeding love who is the Holy Spirit.'z8 Thomas argues that
grace means a special love God has for us, by which God draws us
above the condition ofour nature to a share in the tlivine life. This love,
however, is not a change in God; as God's love is causal, it entails a
change in us.2e As in the natural order God both confers the principles
of natural operation and applies every agent to its operation, Bo too
in the supernatural order God both moves the soul to its act (grace

as actual) and infuses supernatural forms as principles of operation
(grace as habitual).3o Our present concern is with the latter. Thomas
distinguishes grace from the infused virtues; the former is in the
essence of the soul, the latter are in its powers. Grace is a quality in
the soul by which it shares in the divine goodness,sl by which we are in
some sense created or constituted in a new being, er nihilo rather thara
from merit.32

TVo related but distinct analogies are introduced to explain why
(sanctifying) grace is distinct from an infused virtue. First, grace stands
to the infused virtues as €sse to operari.Yirtu.es are ordered to nature,

Middle Ages: Eseay in Honor of Professor Stephpn Btuwn, ed, K, Emery, R. L Friedman,
and A. Speer (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 2011), 689-708.

24 Summa Theohgiaz 1-2 q. 110 4.4.
25 Summa Theologiac 1-2 q. 111 a. 4 ('Eicut enim per potelrtiam int€llectivam homo

participat cogritionem divinam per virtutem ffdel et secundum potentiam volultatis
amorem divinum, per virtutem caritas; ita etiam per naturah animae participat,
secundum quandam eimilitudinem, aaturam divinam, per quandam regenerationem
sive recreationem."); see also 1-2 q. 112 a, 1.

26 Sr^^o Theologiae 2-2 q.23 a. 1 c. ('...caritas amicitia quaedam est homiois ad
Deum."I

27 Summa Theologiae 2-2 q. 24 a. l; 1-2 q. 56 a. 6; q. 62 a. 3.
28 Summa Theologioe 2-2 q.23 a.3 ad,3 (" . .. caritas. . . est participatio quaedam Spiritus

Sancti.")
29 Su^^o Theologiae 1-2 q. 110 a. 1. ln q. 113 a. 2, he further explains that God

imputing or aot imputing sin to us cannot be a change in God; it must be a change i! us.
30 Summa Theologiae 1-2 q. 110 a. 2. Oo the atralogy of diyine operation, Eee Gm.e

d.nd Freedotu, l-4 and ll-3.
3l Summa ?heolagiae 1-2 q. 110 a.2, ad 2.

32 Summa Theologiae 1-2 q. 110 a. 2, ad 3.
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33 Both in Summa Theologiae 1-2 q. 110 s..3.

34 Summa Theologiae 1 q. ? 7 a. 1 . See John t.Wippel, Metaphy sical Thought of Thonas
Aqainos (Washington, DC: The Catholic University ofAmerica Press, 2000), 275-94.

35 See Summa Theologioe 1-2 q. 110 a. 2 ad 3 ('Et secundum hoc etiam gratia dicutrtur
creari ex eo quod homine8 secundum ipsam creantur, idest in noDo esse constituuntur,
ex nihilo, ideet non ex rnerilis.. -"); De virtutibzs, q. 1 a. 10 c. ("lnfunditur igitur divinitus
homini ad peragendas actioDes ordinatas in finem vitae aeternae primo quidem gratia,
per quam habet anima quoddatu spitituale esse...").

36 Summa Theologiae 1-2 q. 110 a.4.

in the sense that they dispose a human being to properly achieve what
belongs to human nature. But the infused virtues dispose a human
being in a higher way and to a higher end; hence they must be ordered
to a higher nature. That higher nature is a created participation in
the divine nature, by which we are reborn as children of God. Second,
g"ace stands to the infused virtues as the light of reason Btands to the
acquired virtues. The light ofreason is the operator in the formation of
the acquired virtues, which enable consistent performance according to
right reason. Similarly, the infused virtues flow from and are ordered
to the light of grace.33

These two analogies evince a similar proportion, but there are
signiflcant variations. The first analogy - esse arrd operari - compares
grace to the soul and the virtues to the powers ofthe soul. The essence

and powers are really distinct, because the act ofthe soul is substantial
esse while the operations are accidental (only in God are esse and
operari identical); moreover, if the soul were the immediate principle
of its operations, whenever it existed it would also be operating.3a

By parity of reasoning, grace, because it is ontologically prior to
meritorious operation and confers a kind of esse,35 is in the essence of
the soul.36 Because nature is a principle of movement and rest, that
is, a remote principle of operation, this analogy raises an important
further question: What kind of"nature" is grace?

It is to address this further question that the second analogy is
introduced. Grace is a kind of light; it stands to the infirsed virtues, as

the light of reason to the acquired. It is a principle of movement and
rest akin to the foremost moving principle ofthe intellectual part ofthe
soul. As such it operates the development ofthe infused virtues which,
like the acquired virtues, are subject to the laws ofgrowth; as the seed

is proportionate to the mature tree, so grace is proportionate to growth
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in grace and charity.3T (It is possibly relevant that grace and charity
seem to be used interchangeably in this context.) Seemingly, however,
this is a secondary analogy, because while intellectual light is a natural
property flowing from the essence ofthe soul, and in that sense derived
from nature, grace is conceived as conferring a kind of nature from
which accidental powers (the infused virtuee) derive.

It goes without saying that the further relevant questj.ons are
overwhelming. For instance, agent intellect and the natural inclination
of the will both contribute to the formation ofthe acquired virtues.38 Is
there anlthing analogous in the development of the infused virtues?
If grace - or charity - is a kind of light, why does it seem to regard
more the will than the intellect? What is the relationship between the
light of grace and what Thomas calls the light of faith and the light of
glory? And so forth. I could not begin to answer them ali, so let me leave
them in abeyance and return to a different set of questions about the
transition to a methodical theology.

IV

Beyond the questions about what St Thomas meant and what
Lonergan meant by sanctifying grace and charity, there is a further
set of questions that are historical. They regard the development of
the theoretical theology of grace and the tlivine missions up to and
including Lonergan. That development is too complex to be fairly
sketched here, but let me raise a few issues of undoubted relevance to
the fourfold hypothesis.

In correlating the principal realities of the order of grace to the
four real divine relations, the fourfold hypothesis extends a general line
ofthought that goes back at least to Augustine. Augustine identified a
divine mission as the revelation of a divine person in his procession,
and so made axiomatic the dependence of missions on processions.3e

Importantly, Augustine also integrated his search for an adequate
spiritual analogy for the Trinity with what might fairly be called a
profound concern for the intersubjectivity ofthe order ofgrace.

37 Summa Theologioe 1-2 q. 114 a.8.
38 De uinutibus, q. I s.8 c.

39 Aueustine, De ?].in itate, 4, 20, 28-29
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The love with which God loves us is the very same love with which
the Father loves the Son and the Son loves the Father, and this love
is the Holy Spirit. It is out ofthis gift oflove that we in turn love God
and our neighbor. Thus in a real sense for Augustine, the gift of the
Holy Spirit as the love by which we are loved, and the love with which
we in turn love, involves us in the interpersonal communion of the
Trinity.ao It is the Spirit himself, and not only a created gift, who is
given.al And since to g'ive one's love is to give oneself, the Father and
the Son also come to dwell in the souls ofthose who receive the Spirit."
The charity which is the gift of the Spirit is essentially social and so

always involves participation in the communion of the Church, "the
companionship by which we are made into one body of the only Son
of God."a3 To refuse communion is tantamount to refusing the 9ift.4
Because repentance concretely involves incorporation into the unity
of Christ, the Spirit's mission was symbolized in the gift of tongues by
which the curse of Babel is reversed. Augustine refers this symbol to
the universal mission ofthe Church which is to hold the nations in the
bond ofpeace.as

The immediate, inner mission of the Spirit and the outer mission
ofthe Word mediated through the Church are ordered to each other. The
incarnation of the Word stands to his eternal procession, as the outer
word of speech stands to the inner word conceived in the mind. Since
Christ himself is the one who confers the sacraments, the sacraments

40'We ourselves have loved. And where did we get this from? 8ecd6e he has first
loued &s. Inquire where a person gets the ability to love God frorn, and absolutely the
only discovery you will make is that it i8 because God has first loved him. He has given us

himselt the one we have loved; he has giveo us what to love with....The loue d God...has
been pouted i o our heorrs. Where from? Frcm us, perhaps? No. So where from? ?/rroa3',h

the Holf Spirit which ho.s been giDen to us. Having therefore Buch great a8surance, let ug

love God with God.' (Serm o 34, 2-3; trans. Edmund Hill, ?,/re Worhs of Saint Augustine,
part III, vol. 2, sermons 20-50 lBrooklyn, ].IY: New City, 19901, 166-67; Hill thioks thi8 iE

a late sermon and suggeats 420,)
41De Ttin. t5,at,82.
42 De Tvin. 15, !8,32; eee En in Pe 149,9,
43 Sermo 71,1,7,28 ftran* Edmund Hill, Ii eWo*s of Saint Augusrine, part III, vol. 3,

sermone 51-94 [Brooklyo, NY: New City, 1991],264) ('Ad ipsum [8c. Spiritum sanctum]
enim pertinet societas, qua efncimur in unum corpus unici Filii Dei.")

44 See Sermo 7 1, 20, 33 - 27, 34
45 Sermo 11,17,28
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are not only occasions but actual causes of inner sanctification. ThiB
inner sanctifi.cation consists essentially in the Spirit's gift of charity,
which is nothing other than a communication of the Holy Spirit
himself,a6 the personal communion of Father and Son.a7 Hence it is most
fitting that he should also be given to us as the love with which we
love God and our neighbor. This mutual ordination ofthe two missions
roots the Church in the history ofthe incarnate Word. Only Christ can
baptize with the Holy Spirit and so bring about the communion of the
Church in charity; only the Church which has the presence ofthe Holy
Spirit can effectively mediate Christ's saving power.as

Thomas Aquinas transformed Augustine's axiom regarding the
processions and missions by integ"ating it with a rigorously conceived
psychological analogy for the divine processions, which also allowed
him to develop more systematically Augustine's intimations about
the connection between the indwelling of the diving persons and the
perfection ofthe image ofthe Trinity to which human beings are made.le
Thomas quotes De Tlinitate to emphasize that is not only created gifts
but above all the divine persons themselves who are made present to
us in the indwelling ofthe Holy Spirit.6o In the same place he invokes
Augustine's distinction between uti and frui to distinguish the use of
the created gifts from the enjoyment of the uncreated persons. The
Spirit is accompanied by the indwelling of the Father and the Son so

that we can freely know God truly and love him rightly. Knowing God
truly is a created participation ofthe divine word; loving God rightly is
a created participation of the procession of the Spirit.iL God is present
in all things by essence, presence, and power. But he is present in the

46 "Dooum Spiritus aaDcti nihil est aliud quam Spiritu6 sanctu6. . . lta enim datur sicut
Donum Dei, ut etiam se ipsum det sicut Deus'(De z].in. 15, 19,36)

47 De Trin.16, 19, 37 ('Et si carita8 qua Pater diligit Filium, et Pahem diligit Filius,
ineffibaliter communionem demonstrat amborum; quid convenientius quam ut ille
dicatu! caritas proprie, qui Spiritus est communie ambobug?')

48 See Bnrns, De'elop neit of Augustine's Doctrine of OperatiDe Gru.e, 69 .

49 on the t.initarian image and it8 perfection, eee D. Juveual M er"iqll, Tb the hnage
of the Ttinity, A Study in th2 Development of Aquinas' feoc,hi4g (Toronto: Pontiffcal
lnstitute of Mediaeval Studies, 1990): also The Triute God: Sgetematics, Appendi.x 28,
626-84.

5O SummaTheologiaz 1 q. 38 a. 1 8.c. aid c.

51 Summa Theologioz 1 q. 38 a. 1 c.
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souls ofthejust in higher way, as the known is in the knower and the
beloved is in the lover.52 The soul thereby participates the way God is
present to himself as intellectum in intelligente in the procession of
the Word53 and. as amatum in anldnte in the procession of the Holy
Spirit.sa The trinitarian image is realized in the immanent operations
of knowing and loving, and specifically in knowing and loving God.55

Finally, sanctifoing gtace is a created participation in the divine nature,
the virtue of faith is a created participation in divine knowledge, and
the virtue of charity is a created participation in divine love.56

Where Lonergan's fourfold hypothesis takes its basic coordinates
from the four real divine relations, the basic coordinates for Thomas
Aquinas are the divine nature, participated by grace, and the divine
processions, participated by faith or vision and charity. The general
direction of his thought implies that as the order of nature stands to
the divine unity, so the order of grace stands to the divine Trinity. We
might notice that this scheme of analysis is not totally integrated. The

52 Summa Theologiae l, 43, g, c. ("Est enim unus commuDia modus quo Deua est
in omnibus rebus pe! esseotiam, pot€utiam et praeseDtiam, sicut cd.usa in effectibus
parlicipantibus bonilatem ipsiu|, Super istum modum a'Jtei communem, €s, &n&s

specialis, qui convenit creaturae rationali, in qua Deus dicitur ease sicut cognitum in
cognoscente et o,matum in amante, Et q:uia, cogiascend,o et o.mando, creatura rationalis
6u.a operatione attingit ad. ipsum Deum, secutrdum istum specialem modum Deus lloo
Bolum dicitur esse in creatura rationali, sed etiam habitare in ea 8icut in templo suo,')

53 See Saftmo Theologiaz 1 q. 27. I c.; the oore elegaDt aad concise statement is
Comp. theol. c, 37.

64 See Summo Theologiae 1 q. 21 a. 3 c.; again, more elegantly and concisely in Cornp
theol. c,46,

66See Szmmo Theologiae I q. 93, esp. aa. 4, 7, and 8.'..,primo et principaliter
attenditur imago Tlinitatis in mente secundum actus, prout scilicet ex notitia quam
habemue, cogitando interius verbum formamus, et ex hoc in amorem prorumpimus"
(ibid., a. 7 c. ); 'Attenditlrr igitur divina imago in homine secundum velbum conceptum
de Dei notitia, et amorem exinde derivatum'(a. 8 c.). See too J. Ptad,ea,'Deus specialiter
est in eanctis per gratiam.' El misterio de la inhabitaci6n de la Tfinidad, en los escito|
de Santo Tomde- Analecta Gregoriaoa 261 (Romei Editrice Pontiffcia Universite
Cregoriana, 1993); F. Boulaeea, "Ilinhabitation de la Trinit6 (A propos l'oeulre de L. B.

Cunnirrgham)," Sciences Eccldsid.stiques I (1956) 59-70; F. Cundnghafi, The Induellihg
of the Tfilaity. A Historia.Doctrinal Study of the Theory of St Thomas Agu incs (Dubuque,

IO: Priory Pre8s, 1955); Joho F. Dedek, Erperinental Knouledge of the Induelling Tlinitr.
An Historicd.l Stud! of the Docti\e of St Thor?os (Mundelein, ILL: St Mary of the Lake
Semioary, 1958).

56 See Summa ?heologide l-2 q, \10 sa, 3-4; 1 q. 38 a. 1.
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analogl between the Trinity and its created image is a matter of acts,
not potencies. It is in its acts of conceiving and loving itself and God
that the soul is conformed to the Tlinitarian image. On the other hand,
the Trinitarian analogy of the order of grace is said to obtain in the
supernatural virtues of faith and love, rather than supernatural acts.

In his 1946 treatise De ente supernaturali, Lonergan
basically followed the Thomist analogy. There are two uncreated
communications of the divine substance in the processions of Word
and Spirit. Corresponding to these are two created communications:
principally, the incarnation ofthe Word;57 secondly, the communication
of sanctifying grace through the gift of the Spirit. Sanctifying grace

is "a created communication of the divine nature which is a created,
proportionate, and remote principle" ofoperations attaining to God.68As

a remote principle of operations, sanctirying gtace is formally distinct
from, though materially identical to, the created communication
of divine nature. It is rooted in the essence of the soul and really
distinct from the habit of charity and the light of glory which are
the proximate principles of operations attaining to God. However, as

I noted above, Lonergan concedes the alistinction between grace and
charity is hypothetical and pertains more to the ordering of material
than to the substance of the thesis. Because the scope of his tract is
limited to explaining the gratuity of grace through the theorem of the
supernatural, Lonergan does not develop very amply the symmetry
between uncreated and created communications of the divine nature.
He does note that the uncreated communications are really identical to
the divine relations and the divine essence.

In the major Latin works ofhis Gregorian period, Lonergan made
several important contributions to the development ofthis tradition. In
the well-known passage from The Tliune God, he relates the principal

57 Athough it is diffcult to det rmine from the lapidary formula, in this cont€xt
Lonergan seehs to trke the grace of union as the appropriat€ contingent term fo! the
truth of the incamatioD: "Pincipalz est unio hlpostatica, seu 8'lorid arrioiis quo hic
homo, Dlominugl Nlostell l[esusl C[hristus], vere et realiter est DeLrB. Non eoim vacuum
aomen sumcit sed obiectiva realitaB requititui ut hic homo vere dicatur Deus; que
realita8, cum sit contingeDs, etiam eEt creatum quid atque ff[itum." (Thesi6 oEe, 4.4.)

58 De ente suryrnaturnli, theBis 1("ExsiBtit deata corrmunicatio divile nature,
Beu pri-Dcipirun creatum, proportionatum et remotum quo creature insunt operatioEeB
quibus attilgitur Deus uti iE se est.').
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realities ofthe order of grace to the divine relations rather than to the
divine nature and processions, as Thomas Aquinas had.5e It is asserted
that there are four principal realities of the supernatural order: the
secondary esse of the incarnation, sanctifuing grace, the habit of
charity, and the light of glory. The justification offered for these four
is that they are absolutely supernatural and never found unformed,
which presupposes a good deal of scholastic theological anthropology,
all in need ofcriticai evaluation and transposition.

It would be worthwhile to conduct a careful comparison of the
Summa Theologiae, Lonergan's De ente supernd,turali, arrd the four-
point hypothesis. For Thomas there seem to be three key points,
namely, a created participation in the divine nature through grace in
the essence of the soul, and created participations in the two divine
processions through faith,/vision and charity. lt Lonergart's De ente
supernaturali, the focus is on a twofold divine communication, where
the created communications ofincarnation and grace are participations
in the uncreated processions of Son and Spirit. In the later four-point
hypothesis, the four real divine relations come to the fore as structuring
the supernatural order.

This shift of emphasis coincides with other ways Lonergan
develops the legacy of Thomas Aquinas in The Tliune God, and there
may be positive correlations among the various developments. In
his presentation of the fittingness (conuenbntia) of the two divine
missions, Lonergan gives much more attention to the historical order
constituted by the divine missions than had St Thomas.60 In this regard
he is recovering, in a new and richer context, what had been a major
preoccupation ofAugustine's. In line with this shift offocus there is the
more forceful assertion of the priority of interpersonal relations in the
economy ofgrace, above all in the conception ofthe state or situation of
grace as consisting in an order offriendships among divine and created
persons.6r When these emphases are viewed together with the Law of
the Cross formulated in De Verbo Incarnato, it seems clear Lonergaa
aimed at a fuller integration of Augustine's preoccupations with the
concrete, historical mediation of Christ and with the wisdom of the

69 The T'riune God: Syetematicl, 470-72.
60 See Thz TYiune God: Systematias,4gO-98.
61 The T>iune God: Sxstendtics, 612-20.
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v
A still further set of questions bears on the relationship between the
theoretical theology of grace and the virtues and Lonergan's later
program for a methodical theology of self-transcendence. Differences
may be complementary genetic, or dialectical,63 but until the differences
are carefully assembled and compared, we will not have a flrm grip on
their bearing.

62 Bernard Lometgar, The Ontological and Psychological Constitution of Chriet, .rol.
7 of Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, trans. M. Shields (Toronto: University of
Toronto, 2002), 155, De Yerbo Incarnaro (Rome: Gregodan University 1964), 553, 556,
567; "Mission and the Spirit," 26. This is not intended to be an exhaustive inventory of
relevant loci. Charles Hefling discusses the evidence in the two Latin Christology treatises
more thoroughly in his 'On the (Economic) Ttinity: An Argument in Conversation with
Robert Doran,' ?r€ological Stud.ies 68 (2007\,645-46.

63 See Method in Theolog! , 236-37 i a]so Insigit, vol. 3 in Collected Works of Bernard
Lonergan, ed. F. Crowe and R. Doran (Toronto: University ofToron\o,1992),242-67 ,426-
55,484-507.

cross as restoring the proper order of po$/er to justice, with Thornas
Aquinas's theoretical account of grace and his appropriation of the
theory of Christ's vicarious satisfaction.

As provocative and stimulating as it is, the fourfold hypothesis,
with its characteristic use of the relations as analogical coordinates
for the order of grace, is not elsewhere (as far as I know) repeated
by Lonergan. In his other treatises of the Gregorian peiod, The
Constitution of Christ ar:d De Verbo Incarnato, and in the much later
essay "Mission and the Spirit," Lonergan preferred to speak of the
threefold self-donation of Father, Son, and Spirit. In these passages the
divine persons, rather than the processions or relations, provide the
systematic coordinates, while the created terms are the secondary act
ofthe incarnation, sanctirying grace, and the light of g1ory The habit of
charity is not mentioned.62 In "Mission" it is possible, though doubtful,
that he is merely reporting Rahne/s opinion, but in DeVerbo Incarnato
it is clearly direct discourse. In light of the tentative language in
The Tliune God, its near simultaneity with the material it De Verbo
Incarnato, and the additional evidence in "Mission and the Spirit," the
fourfold hypothesis cannot be characterized as Lonergan's settled view
without further ado.
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What might a methodical theology do with a theoretical distinction
between sanctifying grace and the infused virtue ofcharity, or with the
metaphysics of soul and potency it presupposes? More broadly, how
might a methodical theology approach the questions about the virtues,
human and Christian, that time out of mind have dominated western
discourse about that rectitude of the whole person which Thomas
Aquinas identifies as the basic meaning of justifying grace, gratia
iustificans?oa What exactly are habits, and how are they related to the
unrestricted desire to know and the "passionateness of being" that is
crowned by otherworldly love?

A methodical theology - a theology, that is, at home in the
third stage of meaning - begins with the data on the human self-
transcendence, rather than with a metaphysical psychology.6s In
Thomas's Summa Theologlae, the treatment of the human good is
dominated by questions about the virtues. Lonergan, by contrast, shifts
from abstract discussion of the virtues to the provision of a concrete
hermeneutic of self-transcendence.66 His intentionality analysis
discloses how cognitive, moral, and affective self-transcendence finds
its supreme fulfillment in that affective self-transcendence wrought
by an other-worltlly love admitting "no conditions or qualifications
or restrictions or reservations."6T Lonergan proposes that "this other-
worldly love, not as this or that act, not as a series of acts, but as a
dynamic state whence proceed the acts,... constitutes in a methodical
theology what in a theoretica-I theology is named sanctifying grace."68

By no means the least pressing question raised by this transition
is, If sanctiffing grace is the dynamic state of being in love, what
becomes of the "habit of charity"? The dynamic state is our love for

64 Thomas Aquinas, Srz,ra@ Theologiae 1-2 q. 173 a. 1 c.; the elpre8Bion j,roric
iustificans begina to make it8 appearance in q. 113, apparently as synon3,rnous with
what prior question8 called. gratia gratutu faciers and what Lonergan, in line with the
later terminology of the scholastic traditio^, .alls gratid sanctificans, sarctirying grace.
See, e.9., q. 113 a. 3.

65 See Method in Theotogr , 289.
66 See, fo" exar ple, Method, in Theology, 41: "...a rounded moral judgment is ever

the work ofa fully developed self-tranecending subject or, as AiiEtotle would put it, of a
virtuous Inan" (internal citatioD omitted).

67 Method in Theology,47.
68 Method inTheotogy,4l. Sancti&ing grace and the dynamic state are really identical

but notionally distinct (107).
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69 Aquinaa, Summa Theologidp 2-2 q.23 a l c.

70 A regular de scription: Eee, for instance, Me thod in fhzologr , 705; Papeg 1965' 1980,

20

77 Aq]Jjr,ae, Summa Theologiae 2-2 qq.28,29

God, which is exactly how Thomas Aquinas characterizes the habit of
charity.6s Its fruit is deep-set joy and lasting peace,?o which, according
to St Thomas, are among the principal effects of charity.?1

Lonergan shifts attention from the metaphysics of soul and
potencies and habits to the concrete, self-transcending subject, to the
role ofthe desire to understand in the promotion of self-transcendence,
and later, increasingly, to feelings and skills. These elements are all
important for a transposition of Thomas Aquinas's achievement on
grace and virtue. The underlying issue is concrete self-transcendence.
The remote operators of this transcendence are the "pure desire" and
the "passionateness of being." The proximate operators are questions,
skills, and feelings. As these are integrated the zone ofeffective freedom
is enlarged, corresponding to an enlarged capacity for sustained self-
transcendence,

The presentation of human development in Insight presents a
remarkable parallel to the role of intellectual light in the formation of
the acquired virtues asserted by St Thomas:

As we have seen, a1l development involves a tension between
limitation and transcendence. On the one hand, there is the
subject as he is functioning more or less successfully in a
flexible circle of ranges of schemes of recurrence. On the other
hand, there is the subject as a higher system on the move.
One and the same reality is both integrator and operator; but
the operator is relentless in transforming the integrator. The
integrator resides in successive levels ofinterrelated conjugate
forms that are more familiar under the common name of
acquired habits. But habits are inertial... Against this solid
and salutary conservatism, however, there operate the same
principles that gave rise to the acquired habits and now persist
in attempting to transform them. Unconsciously operative is
the finality that consists in the upwarilly but indeterminately
directed dynamism of all proportionate being. Consciously
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operative is the detached and disinterested desire raising ever
further questions.T2

The detached, disinterested desire is a kind of remote operator pressing
the questions; the more proximate operators of development are the
concretely relevant questions and operations themselves.Ts

Note that "remote" and "proximate" are analogical qualifiers;
they denote a proportion to be verified in an order, so that a principle
is "remote" with respect to subsequent principles and "proximate"
with respect to prior principles. The development of understanding
and of skills illustrates what might be meant by calling a habit a
proximate principle of operation. Consider how exegetical or historical
understanding develops. At the outset it is not clear what the
relevant questions are; but gradually, with the formation of habitual
understanding, one becomes better able to formulate relevant questions,
and the relevance ofthe questions is a function oftheir relationship to
the data.74 More generally, advanced students can usually formulate a
good question, while beginning students are not yet able to do so. In one

sense, then, the remote operator of understanding is wonder, curiosity,
the desire to know. The proximate operator is the relevant question.
But what are the probability schedules for the occunence ofa relevant
question? They are a function, not only of native intelligence, but also

of habitual understanding, and in that sense habitual understanding
is a proximate operator of development. Relative to the question, the
habit is remote; relative to the pure desire, it is proximate.

Thus a habit is not only an integrator but also a kind ofoperative
power. As integratot as settled achievement, thete is the inertial
tendency to rest content, a reluctance to follow through on inklings
that may disrupt settled opinion or routine. But the same achievement
also contains the seeds of its own self-transcendence; it changes the
probability schedules for the occurrence of relevant questions and for
the possibility of handling them satisfactorily, and so confers a higher
and accelerating aptitude for further development.

What are we to make of Lonergan's relative silence about habit
and virtue in the discussion ofthe human good in Me thod in Thcology?

7 2 Insight, 501. See verbutu, 92.
73 see ltusight,493-94.
7 4 See Method in Theology, 163, 187-88
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Could it be that the concepts of virtue and habit turn out to be
descriptive, not explanatory? A "virtue" seems to be an integration of
skills and feelings in a flexible circle of schemes of recurence, where
the feelings support sustained self-transcendence and the skills group
the relevant operations for successful performance in various domains.
More thorough investigation of these questions is needed before we
will be in a position to settle how the relation of grace and charity
might transpose into a methodical theology.Ts

VI

"The data...on the dynamic state of otherworldly love are the data
on a process of conversion and development."T6 Data on conversion
and development point us to dialectical and genetic method. For the
moment, I will restrict myself to genetic method, with its precept,
Specify the operator.

The infused virtuee are new and higher integrations. Like
the acquired virtues, their development is subject to the dialectic of
limitation and transcendence.TT In one sense, God is the operator of
this development; that seems to be the meaning of operative grace. Yet
God operates by conferring the principles of operation and applying
creatures to their acts. The analogy of the light of grace, lil<e the
dynamic state of otherworldly love, suggests that "grace" is a kind of
higher operator of development.

Now consider Thomas's assertion that while the infused virtues
cannot be acquired they can be developed. Lonergan, in fact, makes
the same assertion in fzsigft], when he specifies that the supernatural
solution to the problem of evil

would be a higher integration; of its very nature it would
respect and, indeed, foster the proper unfolding of all human
capacities; and just as the organism attains the height of its
complexity and versatiiity under the higher integration of
animal consciousness, just as the psyche reaches the wealth

75 I have discussed this whole question at Ereater letrgth in Jeremy D. Wilkine,'Grace
and Grorth,' forthcoming.

76 Method, in Theohgy,289,
17 Insight, T 47 -5o. See too Methad in Theology,283-84.
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and fullness of its apprehensions and responses under the
higher integration ofhuman intelligence, so also would human
excellence enjoy a vast expansion of its effective potentialities
under the higher integration of the supernatural solution...
lllt is constituted through conjugate forms that develop, and
...its realization occurs through conjugate forms that develop...
through acts of human acknowledgement and consent that
accord with probability schedules.?8

Plainly, genetic method wiil be relevant to understanding this
development. But genetic method bids us ask, what is the operator?7e

In "Mission and the Spirit" Lonergan speaks of"the passionateness
of being" that underpins, accompanies, and overarches the dynamism
of consciousness. It underpins as the "quasi-operator' of the censor,
accompanies as feeling, and overarches as "the topmost quasi-operator
that by intersubjectivity prepares, by solidarity entices, by falling in
love establishes us as members of a community."8o Quasi-operator here
seems to correspond to the responses to value that in Thomas are the
passions and the will, that is, appetitive rather than apprehensive
operations. As we saw, for Thomas the inclination ofthe will is a kind
ofoperator ofthe formation ofvirtue, not apart from but in conjunction
with agent intellect. Might that be a clue to what Lonergan means by
a "quasi-operator'?

On this showing, if the dynamic state of being in love narnes an
antecedent willingtress and orientation, perhaps what is called the
"habit of charity" i s embedded in a flexible circle ofschemes ofrecurrence
among judgments of value, decisions, and so forth, and similarly the
"habit of faith" is embedded in a circle of schemes of recurrence among
judgments of value grounding the decision to accept testimony, et
cetera. In both cases the basic condition - the remote operator - for the
infusion and the survival of the schemes i8 being in love. In both cases
the integrations move all along the line from the highest intentional
operations to the gradual but imperfect transformation of the psyche.

78Inaight,1tl.
79 Insight, 488-92 ('.., understanding is sought methodicrlly through a heuristic

Etructure, and the relevalt heuristic structure is, Specify the operator' [491]).
80 Third cott 

"tion,30; 
compare n ith .it er, od in Theology, 289.
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(Thomas already realized that the infused virtues reorder the mind
more thoroughly than the lower appetites.)

Perhaps what is meant by the habit of charity is a scheme
of recurrence integrating self-donation into the pattern of living.
Perhaps the development ofthat habit consists in the assimilation and
adaptation ofthe skills necessary for sustained self-donation.

Ifpassions are to quiet down,ifwrongs are tobe not exacerbated,
not ignored, not merely palliated, but acknowledged and
removed, then human possessiveness and human pride have to
be replaced by religious charity, by the charity of the suffering
servant, by self-sacrifi cing love.81

Notice also that the schemes are interdependent, not only in the
individual but among individuals, which brings us back to Lonergan's
insistence that it is not the solitary individual but the group that is
open to receiving God's self-communication in love.8'! And I would add
lhat in Method in Theolagy he is pointing us toward a re-conception
of theology, not as a habitus in the mind of a single individual, but
as a pattern of recurrent and related operations in a group, that is,
a collaboration of many tlifferent individuals with rlifferent and
complementary sets of skills.

In a theoretical theology, Thomas Aquinas or Lonergan could
distinguish grace from charity by asserting that the former is a remote
principle in the essence ofthe soul and the latter aproximate principlein
the will. But ifin a methodical theology one seeks to determine whether
grace and charity are distinct or identical, one might ask whether
there are speciflc sets of schemes of recurrence, specific integrators, to
be iliscerned in manifold acts of deliberation and choosing. Then one
may ask what are the operators of the formation and development of
these integrators. The operator, or operators, may be expected to be
conscious, but the scheme of recumence as such will not be a datum of
consciousness but an inference from a range of data. Distinction is to
be established on the basis ofnegative comparative judgments. Are the
operator and integrator the same, or different? Is the difference real or
conceptual? If one remote operator stands behind the formation and

81 Method in Thcotogy , 117

82 See note 19 above.
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development of several others really distinct, it follows that the reality
of the remote operator is distinct from the reality of the proximote

operators.
If grace is a kind of operator, and what is meant by the virtues is

the integ"ation of groups of operations, it remains that there is also

an integration of the whole person, and this brings us back to the
analogy ofesse. About ten years ago in this connection, Patrick Byrne
drew attention to the fact that Aristotle calls the agent intellect "a kind
of habit," that is, a habit in an analogical sense.8s In fact, as Thomas
Aquinas points out, the Philosopher called it both a kind ofhabit and a
kind of light.8a As light it is operator; as habit, integrator. In a similar
way the analogy of grace as esse points to its function as a higher
integration of the whole person. What is that higher integration? The
unity, identity, whole of a human being is the unity, identity, whole

of a personal history. But the unity of one's personal history is not a
simple matter of genetic development. The coherence of a personal

history is overwhelmed by the absurdity ofbasic sin. Grace integrates,

not primarily some particular group of operations but the total history
of a person, precisely because the unity of personal history can be

recovered from the teeth of sin only by making one's own the Law of
the Cross. Then grace as operative denotes God's authorship of this
new and higher integration, disclosed so compellingly in Augustine's
Confessions; grace as cooperative, and what St Thomae calls " merit,"
denotes our own role as co-authors with God.

As a final observation, the formation of Christ's effable knowledge
from his ineffable knowledge is the first instance of development
from above downward. Lonergan's explication of that process might
be relevant to our questions about grace as operator and development

"from above."E5

83 Byme, 'Coneciousness" (see note 1 above), 148.

84 See Q.D. de anima, a. 4 ad 4,

85 See De Verbo Inrarn@ro (1964),407. I began to explore this poBsibility iD Jeremy D

Wilkin6,'Love and Knowledge ofCod in the HumaE Life of Christ," Pro Ecclesia,27, no

I Q012)t 17-99..
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